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the Euganean Hills.

’

Residence at Rome Prometheus Unbound The Cenei

Removal to Leghorn and afterwaids to Florence •' The “ Massacie of

Peterloo ” : Songs and Poems for the Men of England • The Masque of
Anarchy • Peter Bell the Third : Departure for Pisa.

Ode to Liberty Ode tor-Naples' Oedipus Tyiannus \ or, Swellfoot the

Tyrant Hymn to Met cury The Witch of Atlas ”

Platonic love for Emilia Vmam : Epipsychuhon • Shelley’s disgust with

the poem • Defence of Poelty Adonais . Visits Byion at Ravenna The
Liberal With''Byron at Pisa Shelley invites thg Hunts to Pisa Residence

at Spezzia : Voyage with Williams to Leghorn . Death by diowning

CHARjtCTER OF SHELLEY’S POETRY

Pieface to Ptometheus Unbound

.

Desire to “reform the woild ”

Godwin’s influence on Shelley’s genius • Alteinations of idealism and

dejection : Piedominance of the lyrical mood in Shelley.

Queen Mob Its rhetoncal platitudes

Alastori Its beauty and want of “common sense” Criticism of The
Monthly Review on it.

cThe Revolt of Islam Motive as explijined in the Preface : Failuie to take

into account the requirements of the reader.

ProvietheiR Unbound Coqjiast between Aeschylus’ and Shelley’s attitude

towards then audiences : Aesdiylus’s acceptance of established tradition ;

Shelley’s preconceived religious and political ideas flTheii different views of

Prometheus’s character.

Hellas “ A meie improvise ” . Superficial imitation of The Persae.

The Cenp : Failure to understand the temper of an audience : Incon-
sistent conception of the chaiaclei of Beatiice Cenci.
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Oih to Ltbcf^ /^ontri'st with t^Jollins’s Ode lo Libaty. Sublimity of

Sliellcy’s iiirigiiiy . Want of seiibe of hi;,torn*al piopoition

Pcisonal note in Shelley’s lyiics His pcssim<!.m Beauty of The Skylatk,

Aielhiiiit, Hyinit of Pan, Hymn lo Mercury, Ode to the West Wind,

Tiiwnph of Life, etc

Results of Shelley’s idealisn* exemplified in EpipsyJifdwn

CHAPl-ER X

ROMANTICISM IN ENGLISH POETRY POETtRY AND
PAINTING JOHN KEATS

• KEATS

Birth, educatiSn, histoiy

PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF KEATS’ POETICAL DEVELOPMENT:

(l) PERIOD OF NATURE-WORSHIP

Wordsworth and fteats Contrail m their imaginative attitude towards

Nature Wordsworth’s moral austerity
, JCeats’ sensualism

Keftts’ ideal as expressed itkEndytmon
; contiasted with the active moral

ideas of Homer’s Sarpedon
^

'

(2)

MYTHOLOGICAL PERIOD

Keats’ perfunctorji Classical education.

. His love of the Elizabethan poets . Failure to understand the difference in

spirit bet\\*een Elizabethan society and his own age.

The litcr.iry spirit of the Renaissance Difference between Greek Pastoial-

ism ancT tlie’Pastoralism of the lienaissance. ,

Diffeieiices in the treatment of Greek mythology by Spenser and Milton

lospeclively Change from the mythological to the scientific view of Natuie

produced by the advance of|he Renaissance.

Influence of Leigh Hunt on Keats Hunt’s imprisonment for libel Ills

Story of Rimwt.
Hunt’s vulgar “ Poetical Diction” . Specimen of his style in his Story of

Rwiim .
Contrast with Dante’s style.

*

Keats' attack on the poets of the eiglitcenth»century

The vulgarities of his love poems cojitiasted with the style of Ben Jonson

and Donne. .

Unsatisfactory narrative styl*.of Endymton
^

Unsatisfactory character of Endymion as an allegory of life.

Specimen of Keats’ didactic manner in Endymton Contiast with Gold-

smith’s didactic style in The Traveller

(3

)

PERIOD OF ARTIs5?IC Il![/tTUKITY

Keats’ perception of the faults of Endymion

More manly treatment of mythological subjects in Hyperion • Hyperion

Unsuitability of the subject of Hppeiion for treatment in a tQodern epic .

Jeffry’s criticism of it : Contrast with Paradise Lost *
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Keats abandons Hyperion Ills ciitTrism on the style Faiadiie Lost

;

His prefeiellce for the “ pure English ” of Chattcrtou

• Ills use of woids in nietiailike colouis in paiiitnig.

Fine passages in Etidymioti - Hymn to Pan . Translation into wauls of

Titian’s Bacihus and Anadne.
^•-'facveloptnent of Flats’ pictorial practice iw Isatiella, Lamia, and The hue

of St. Agnes

.

Specimans of word-painting in his poetry Climax of the

practice m his Odes. •

SUMMARY OF THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT AS CULMINATING

IN THE POETRY OF KEATS

Sentiment of the Romanttp ^lovement base^ on the optimist philosophy

of the French devolution.

Examples of piogiessive philosophical optimism in «lie puetiy of

Woidswoith, Shelley, and Keats ; Their diffeienl views pf social action

Wordswoith’s moral iijpnasticism Shelley’s despondency i feats’ artistic

self-sufficiency.

Keats’ contempt for modern life and action His urtsuccessful attempts at

epic and drimatic creation The Cap and Bells . Otho the Great

His successes as a wouf-painter illustjated from his^onnets

y^bsliact idea of Bejuty exemplified in his Odes i Ode to Autumn : Ode on
a Grecian Vmt • •

His diction founded on the study of the Elizabethan poets . Its iTleiary

chaiactei and remoteness from conversational usage

His poetical progress reflected in the la^ stanza of ijis Ode to Psyche.

CHAPTER XI

ANTI-ROMANTIcISM in ENGLISH POETRY
g'eorge CRABBE

Note of leahsm running thiough English Poetry
; The Canteibuiy Tales

.

The Elizabethan drama.

Ethical and realistic character of poetry m the first half of the eighteenth

century Pope. •

, dfeoRGE CRABBE

Birth, education, history, and character, ,
Criticism of Crabbe’s ^alism by Giffoid aiad Jeffrey respectively.

Histone view of the relations between conventional pastorahsm and
Ciabbe’s descriptions of common life.

„ Contrast dietween the idealistic pastoralism of Wordsworth and Crabbe’s
realism ^

7'ke Villas Its classical form:*l{s satire on the “china shepherdess”
view of pastoral life.

•

Its defects Exaggerated colouring: Its omission,to consider the beautiful

and pathetic side of the subject

The Parish. Register : Extended realism ; Absence of unity of structure

The Borgtigh

.

More pronounced absence of unity and gieater variety of
realistic povWaiture in The Borough than in The Parish Regisici .

^
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Jefljey’is desir^to nee Ciabbe’s diamalic talciiL embodied in a connecled

Crabbe’s Preface to bis TaJa . He apoIogiseS foi the “ waiibof unity nnfl

grandeiti of design ” in his poems He defends his lealistic portraiture by tlie

example of Pope
Taks of the Hall Unity giten to them by the persens of the nairators :

The two Brothers •

CHARACTER OF CraIJBE’S POETRY

Power of arousing pity, teiroi, and amusement by descriptions of human
nature as viewed m the light »f actual experience.

7'he Parting Hour compaied with TennysoiVs Enoch Arden
The Patron compared with Tennyson’s Lady Clara Veie rft Veic.

Resentments Powerful representation of the passion . Proci astinahon \

Realistic pictuie sf the effects of avarice

Influence i^f Crabbe’s rea^stic conception on his style Satiric liveliness in

moral portraitine , Prosaic level of genetic description exemplified.

Vivid representatioh of the infliienoe of natuial scenery on the mind ex-

emplified A LovePsJoHiney

.

Petei Grimes fishing at low tidef Delay has

Danger . Crabbe and ^alzac. t
*

CHAPTER XII n/

THE ROMANCE OF HISTORY. MODERN MINSTRELSY!
WALTER SeOTT; THE ETTRICK SHEPHERD

Society 'of Scotland in the eighteenth century Its mixture of Law and

Licence^! Its histone memories •

WALTER SCOTT

Birth and eaily education • Sandy-Knowe
Different influence of natural scenery on the imaginations oi Wordsworth

and Scott.

Expeiiences of Scott’s law-appienticeship reflected in Ridgaimtlct.

Scott’s contributions to Lewis’ Tales of lVotSdeu

Design of Border Minstiehy . John Leyden.
*

SCOTT AND HOGG

Hogg’s biith, and eaily history His want of education: His wai-song,

Donald M'Donald. v
^

Publication of Border Minstrelsy .,Snt Tristrem.

Publication of The Lay of the Last Minsticl : Lockhart’s description of

the gradual growth of its conception.

Partnership of Scott With James Ballantyne.

Publication of Maintion : Criticism by Jeffrey in The Edinburgh Reviesu :

Foundation of The Quarterly Remeta . Marmion satirised in English Bards
and Syotch Reviemers . Edition of Dryden's IVoris. f
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Publication of The Lady oj Ihe Lahc* Insininig elfeal outlie nniialiie on

Scottish soliliers dining battle •
.

'

• The Vtsimt ejDon l\odu%k

,

Cnmnienceinent of 'Che Lo/d of the hlt\.

Kokeby . Moore’s satue on it . TJie Bndid oJ Tna maui
Purchase of Abbotsford . Embarrassed allaiis of the Italian tynes Scott’s

publishing hrrangeiiKipts with Constable •

i,mifCs Works edited . Publication of 7'he Laid of tin /sits Its compara-
tively cold reception, outbalanced by the success of IViwcihy. *

Scott’s care for the inteiests of Hi^g . The JSIounlain I'a>d‘ The Foitsl

Minstrel : The Queen's Wake i Later works of Hogg, and death

CHARACTER OF RtODERN MINSTRELSY

Jefliey’s cnticism of The Lay of the Last Minstrel and edjtlaimion . His
failure to appreciate the sigmficance of the Romantic movement in public

taste • His cnticism of The Lady of the Lake. •

Relation of Scott’s fenius to the Romantic • revival : The' mediceval re-

naissance; Waiton, Gray, Collins, Percy’s A’e/rywej, h^aepherson, Chatterton,

Scandinavian mythology: The Della* Cuiscans
; German influences on the

stage and in Ballad Poctr# Tales of Wondet.
Mixtuie of elements in Scott’s iniagilhation . WhigSism, Toryism, Jacobit-

ism* ; local patriotism historic knqjvledge . Specimen of his patriotic poetry .

Absence of any attempt m his poetry at aichajc revival • Mixture of modern
sentiment in the ballad manner of Thomas the Rhymei

Modern feeling in the character of the tLast Minstrel.”
. The I.ay of ihe Last Minstrel

.

Romantic descnjition of local scenery ;

sympathy with feudal manners ; incoheience of structure,
* Marmion Romantic pictuiesqueness j antiqu.uiaR Sympathies

; unity of
plot ; inconsistency of character ; excellence of histone descriptions , Battle
of Flodden r

The Ladyjf ihe Lake .Successful structuie of the poem • Consistency of
action and diameter Adnyrable denouement,

Roleby

.

Unsuitability of the subject to the style of minstrelsy.

Exchange of metrical for prose narrative in historic tomance • The Lord
of the Isles anB Waiierley.

,
Hogg’s htmary gift . his faculty of imitation Gilmanscleuch.
Hogg’s imitation of Burns in The Foteign Minsitel

\

his want of oiiginality

'

Popularity of The Queen's Wake Hogg’s allusions to the ballad styles of
his piedecessors-S-Hamilton of Bangour, Allan Ramsay, Langhoin, Logan,
Leyden, Scott—and to his <iwn Want of inspuation m his later com-
positions, Mailtn of the Moor, The £tlffi ims of the him. Queen Llyndt TIis

Jacobite songs. Speamen of his paiodies m The^Poetic Minor', imitation
of WordswortlVs style.

^ ^

CHAPTER XIII
^

THE ROMANCE OF HISTORY WALTER SCOTT;
THE WAVERLEY NOVELS

Lockhart’s account of the financial success of Waves ley in 1S14.
Oidei OS' appearance of the Waverley seues between 1815 and isaflT
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Scoll picsenteil Jo the Piince Regent Mahes the peisonal aLquAintaiiLL
of liyion

,
"

' TauPs Lct/eif fo his Kinsfolk Uaiolti' the DaimtU\s 2'/U Doom oj

Scutt’s baionetcy Sale ot copyrights to Constable Expenditure on iin-

piovements at Abbotsford

Dedication of Cain to Scott by Byron Visit of jCrabbe tft Scott at

Abbotsford and Edinbiiigh . Tribute by Scott to Eyros aftei the death of the

Financial ruin of Scott thiough the ^ollapse of the Ilallantyiies His heioic

stiuggle to meet the claims of his creditors Works published between 1826-
1S30.

Paialytic seizures • Travels, and death.

.DEVELOPMENT OF ROMANTIC FICTION
*

Distinction bettveen the Novel and the Romance
Tile NoveKhe development of thefabliau •

Tlie somce of the Rpmance in supposed History.

Introduction of the plots of the Greel? novels into the Chansons di Geite

The Tiisian of Chrestien de Troyes- Geolfiey^fif Monmouth*'s Histona
Regum Britanmas. • *

yisAaif-s History ofKing Arthur •. Cs'don’s Preface.* '

Giajliial separation between. History and Romance Amadis of Gaul
Don Quixote • D’Urfe’s AsMe i Calpienede’s Cassandra : the ScudGys
Antagonism between the Roni.anci* on the one hand, and the Fabliau and
“picaresque ” Novel, ofi the other RIetiical tales of La Fontaine Gil Bias .

The Romance in England: Arcadia. Earl of Oriery Aphra Behn

.

Richardson and his female disciples

The Novel in England • Fielding Smollett • Sterne.

Modern ifRomantic style Horace Walpole. Pretended antiquity of Tho
Castle ofOtianto : Lack of Piobability and Illusion in Walpole’s romance.

Exaggeiation of the elements of Marvel anj^ Mystery in* the modem
Romance . Mrs. Rudclifle “ Monk ” Lewis

Oiiental Romance William Beckford Vatliek

Scott’s union of the princigles of the Novel and tho Romance IIis native

gift as a story-tellei His intention of desciibing Scottish manners in emula-
tion of Miss Edgeworth’s Irish stones. Ills gieat antiquarian knowledge
“ I'he Big Bow-Wow strain” of fiction Experience of national life and
character utilised for the imaginative representation of past it^es

Criticism of the colourless charactci of »Scott’s heroes unsound in

principle Aristotle on the necessity ijf makingVf/row predominate over

characta in the structure of dramatic and epic compositions . Admirable
structure of Scott’s Novel? HiS|*econdary characters.

Superiority of Scott’s Scottish Novels . Specimens'of his character-pamting

and dialogue Meg Meralies Scene in the Mucklebackit’s cottage : Dumbie-
dikes and Jeanie Deans.

Union in Scott of the opposing jpiiits of the Middle Ages and the Re-
naissance

^
His haimonised genius repiesentative of the English Constitution.
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CH/\.PTER XIV ' -

' CONCLUSION

Reasons foi confi.ning the History to th« lieno.l between Chn rci nm

Scott Giachwl Evolution of English Society and English ol i f on

mediaeval institutions Alienation in lecciit times ot t-ngiis i i . c rj loiii

social life and action The Fiitiiie of English Society and English 1 oelrj



CHAPTER I

THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE ; THE RENAISSANCE : THE

^
FRENCH REVOLUTION

On the 1st of Aiigust 1806 Napoleon Bonapaite’s envoy
announced to the German Diet that his master tjo longei

recognised the existence of the HolJ^ Roman Empire
;

and the Emperor Francis haviijg, on the*6th of the safne

monfh, declared his resignation of the Imperial dignity,

the Empire disapjieared f#om the view of history^ This

striking event seems to have been witnessed with general

indifference. As. some ancient and picturesque mansion

which, continuing to stand long after its timbeis have

become worm-eaten and rotten, sudd.enly collapses in the

silence of night, and men to whom if has been* a familiar

object all their lives at first miss it, but soon accustom

themselves to the nqw buildings that rise upen the site

of the ruin, so, while the imagination of the world was

absorbed by the spectacle of time-honoured dynasties

overthrown, of the blood of monarchs shSd upon the

public scaffold, of mighty battles ‘by land and sea, the

most venerable secplar institution of Europe passed out of

existence almost unnotited, and the place thereof knew it

no moie.

Had it fallen twenty ^ears earlier, in the* time pf

international peace, befoie»ttie revival of the States-

General of France had burst the frJlil dykes that kept off

the waves of Revolution, the disappearance of the Power

which, for more than a thousand years, had in theoiy

^ ’ Biyca, Holy Roman Empre (1907), p. 409. i
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claimed to be paramount over all the khigdoms of the

earth must have aroused stiong imaginafive emotions

•Viewed in the light of reason, no doubt its sounding

titles had no correspondence with the lealities of things,

A witty epigram, which has been ascribed to Voltaire,^

declared with trflth that it was neither Holy, nor Roman,

nor an Empire ft was, not Holy, for the allianee

between 'Pope and Emperor, by which it was oiiginally

consecrated, had been violently terminated while it was

still in its infancy. It was not Roman, for the Impeiial

power had" for centuries been veste’d in German families

It was not an Empire, for the sovereigns of the inde-

pendent nations, of Europe had ^Imost from the first

deiided its claims to their allegiancp. Nevertheless,

having regard to the aims of its great founder, it might

be said to have bden justified in its pretensions. It was

archetjrge add emblenj. of primitive Unity to a number
of powerful races which, divided from each other by

character and history, still recctgnised a common heritage

•of religion, morals, and art. The mirror of their unity

might be shivered into a thousand fragments, but each of

these fragments, in the varied constitutions of the great

kingdoms of Europe, reflected, to a certain extent, the

same kind of political ideas that had inspired the ‘genius

of Charlemagne, when he endeavoured to combine them
in one system as members of the Cljristian Republic.

Nor was this all. The constitution of the Holy Roman
Empire had provided a groundwork for all the art and
letters of modtern Europe. Its history is written in the vary-

ing styles of Churcih Architecture. The triumph of the

Catholic Church over an elfete Pagaiysm appears in the

appropriation of the civil RomanTbasilica to the purposes

of ecclesiastical worship : her victorious advance among
the Teutonic barbarians is symbolised by tire arched and
soaring aisles of many a cathedral to the north of the

1 'Btyce, HolyRomcmEmfire 213 I cannot trace it to Voltaire.
My friend, Mi P. F. WUIert, tells roe that he thinks the groundwork of
the epigram is piobably to be found in the old German saying. “Das
heilige romische Reich ist weder lieilig, lomisch noch reich ”—a pun on the
last word bwng intended,
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Alps. The genius of painting has depicted the geneial

allegory of the Holy Roman Emph'e in a chapter-house

at Florence, and the idea of its joint sacred and secular

constitution in the Mosaic of the Lateran Palace.^ Above
all, the drama of its existfince finds an imaginative’ repre-

sentatioM in the pages of poetry and ipmance. Not only

has the theory of its constitntion been expounded by
Dante in prose and verse

;
not only is it recognised in

the Tales of Chaucer ,as framing the order of social

life
;
but the aspect in ,which it appeared to the men of

the Renaissance may be discoveied alike in 'the bur-

lesque romances of Rabelais, in the irony of Ariosto,

and in the satire of Qervantes. The histoiy of modern
European poetry furnishes to^the spiritual antecedents

of the French Revolution a key, which, to be properly

applied, demands acknowledge* of the continuous tradition

that joins, on the one side, the Renaissance to the Holy
Roman' Empire, and, on the other, the Holy Roman
Empire to the Roine of the Tlaesars.^

The Holy Roman Empire was, in fact, the gradual

product of a variety of general causes, connected with

the ruin of the system of Hellenic civilisation presided

over by ancient Rome, Of these the principal were the

decay of the religion of the pagan world
;
the substitution

in its place of Christianity as the established religion in

the universal Roman JEmpire
;

the overthrow’ of the

Empire by the barbarians, the anarchy subsequently

prevailing through several centuries ; the revival of the

Empire by the joint action of Pope Lgo and Charlemagne
in the person of the latter

;
and, the combination of the

remains of the old Roman municipal administration with

the customs and institutioiTs of the conquering barbarians,

by the intioduction of the feudal piinciple in the tenure

of land. a

By the same gradual piocess darough which tlm Holy
Roman Empire had been constructed 'it was in following

ages dissolved, and through a like series of causes

;

namely, the growth of the principle of Nationality, neces-

1 Biyce, Roly Rmmn Empire, pp. iiS-i?- ** Vol. i. pp. 115-14.
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sarily involving the destruction of the of Imperial

administration
,

the rhptiire between its coequal lulers,

the Pope and the Emperor
,

the antagonism between

the civil institutions of the old Roman Empire and the

feudal and ecfcjesiastical older oy which these had been

overlaid, and thccrevivcd study of classical Irteratuie,

inspiied as this was by civP ideas opposed in their essence

to the feudal and ecclesiastical principles of mediaeval

scholasticism Such was the drapa of the Eloly Roman
Empiie, as it is prosented in the; modern and mediaeval

History of Europe, and as the spirit cjf its succes-

sive Acts is reflected in the greatest monppents of Euro-

pean Poetry. ‘Its development may be viewed in the

literatures of Italy, Spain,. France, and Germany
;
but the

image of gradua^ change in the stiucture of European

society is reproduced with especiar vividness in the

History of England, where, owing to the insular position

of the country, the mixture of races contained in it, and

the passion for freedom by wnich eacji of these races has

been animated, the evolution of the nation out of the

mediaeval into the modern order is revealed distinctly at

each stage of its progress. Hence, in a History of English

Poetry jvhich covers a period between the age of Chaucer

and the age of Scott, it has been the purposfi of the

writer to trace the development of our metrical literature

as reflected in the growth of English society from its

mediaeval beginnings to modern times.

The fir§t volume dealt with the embiyonic processes by
which, in the midst pf Catholic surroundings, was formed a

nucleus of genei'al idea^ and language fitted to become
the groundwork of the metrical art. It showed how, on
a dialect of the' dominant Saxon vocabulary, the inven-

tion of the Anglo-Norman poet imposed metrical forms

derived from France, and imaginative conceptions reflect-

ing feudal and ecclesiastfcal forms of life ; and how, in

course of time, these elements were developed by Chaucer
into the comprehensive picture of living society presented

in Tfiz Canterbury Tales. We saw too, reflected in the
allegifry of Piers the Plowman, the instinctive tendency
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of the nation^ to, bleak away in spiritual matteis fiom
the central authority of the Pope? Xhe silent decay of,

the institution of Chivalry was noted in the changing
forms of allegorical poetry, the immediate product of
mediaeval genius

: on the otlicr hand, ifie advance of
the infant drama from the purely ecclesiastical Miracle
Play to the more secular interest of the Morality,- pointed
to the glowing predominance of the civil over the
ecclesiastical element in- the constitution of society.

In the four following volumes I have endeavoured to

describe the»gradual rise of a body of national poetry,

mainly inspired by the genius of tlie Renaissance, out of a

series of intellectual conflicts, caused in Che hcait of the
nation by its severance from the central European
system—the conflict, that is to say, between Catllolicism

and Protestantism* between '^Feudalism a.nd Civil Law,
betweiy: ancient Absolutism and the rising spirit of Demo-
cracy

;
in a word, between riie foices of Liberty and those

of Authority. In this concluding volume our gaze must be
turned once more from the contemplation of a pmely
national development to the spectacle of the general move-
ment of lihings in Europe at large. The course of our
nariative has bi ought us to the eve of the French. Revolu-

tion. 'I'he Holy Roman Empire, symbbi of the Mediaeval
Order of Civilisation, is still standing, reminding us at once,

by its historic titles and»its altered structure, of the vast and
momentous changes which have been wrought in European
society since the early days of the institution In the

Continental kingdoms one of two -political phenomena
may be everywhere noted : either the ciVil element, in the

shape of Monarchical* Absolutism, has obtained the masteiy

over the feudal and ecclesiastical elements, as in France
;

or, as in Germany, the feudal and ecclesiastical elements

have deprived the cential Iraperial power of all capacity"

for united national action In either case, the grea* middle

classes of each Continental nation are excluded from all

share of political Hbeity. Among these classes the

Renaissance has developed a widespread self-conscious-

ness ;,and imagination, since it can find no outlet ill social
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and political action, takei. tlfc introspcctivc^couiiie notice-

. able in fictions htc
'

*RoHsseau’s No7ivcIIc Hchnst' and

Goethe’s Sorrows of the Yoicug Werther, or in diamas like

Schillef’s Robbers.
^

The same feaidency may be observed on the eve of the

French Revolution «n English literature, but in a greatly

modified form, since in Etfgland political liberty, arising

from the Revolution of i6S8, has been allowed a laige area

for its opei aliens
;
and though th» middle classes are still

excluded |fom all dhect shaie in* the conduct of affaiis,

yet, as has been said, the Renaissance has done much to

compose the conflict between the ancient civil and ecclesi-

astical pnnciples’in the Constitutional Order, and to produce

a balance in the government of King, Lords, and Commons,
This el^uilibrium ,is now imperilled the great social

upheaval on the Continent I shall* endeavour in the

following chapters to shoV the expansion of the centrifugal

tendencies of the English imagination in the eighteenth

, century into the revolutionary forces .of the nineteenth.

^
As in France, under a despotic regime., the Renaissance

—

which, up to a certain point, had h^p‘ed to direct the

French genius into creative channels of thought and

expression—prepaifed the conditions of social destruction,

so we shall see in ‘England the weakened power of the

historic ^Parties encouraging a revolt, alike against

the oligarchic forms of goveinrftent established since

i688, and against that ideal of Classical “Correctness,”

wheieby the representative writers of the first half of the

eighteenth century Jiad striven to bring order out of

the anarchy chara*cterising English poetry in the days of

the Restoration.^ '•

1 Ai to Ihe political and poetical gemus of the eigliteenth century in

England, see vol. v. chap xiv.



CHAPTER II

reciprocity of imaginative INTERCOURSE' BETWEEN
ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT DURING THE
eighteenth CBNTURY

By the dose of the seventeenth centu^ the Renaissance
way be said to Have comp!eted its twofold function of
awakening the civil or nationai genius in the different
countries of the Continent of Europe, and adapting the
language and litQfature oi each, as far as it was possible
to do so, to the civic standards of classical antiquity.^ In
wost of these rlations the direct classical influence now'
ceased tg be operative. Italy and Spain had been the

^o/eel its power and to propagate its ideas among
their neighbours. The former, through her architects and
painters, had given a great impulse to the art of France
since the leign of Francis I.

;
and her romantic poets fiom

Pulci to Ariosto had stimulated the still lingering spirit
of chivahy in England to a remaikable effort_of invention
m the allegory of The Faery Queen^. Spainj in the six-
teenth century the most powerful nation in Europe, and
par excellence the lasd of chivalrous romance, had felt her
genius quickened by the movement of the Renaissance to
give artistic expression to her old pastoral ideals in the
Diana Enamorada of Montcinayor : thence had come the
spirit that woke corresponding; fancies in the heart of Sir
Philip Sidney, to be expressed in ftie Countess of Pem-
broke's Arcadia-, on the other hand, the penetrating
imagination of Cervantes had been inspired by the

‘.As to this double function of the Renaissance, see vol. v cBap i.
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rationalism of the age with "the immortal conception of

Don Quixote But both in. Italy and Spain creative a'lL

had been crushed by the weight of Absolutism and the

Inquisition, and (except on the stage of Spain where Free-

dom escaped into a kind of Faii^land) the movement ol

the Renaissance hadjdied out in a series of meie external

imitations of classical form. «

In France the case was different I showed in the

last volume the lesults of the lyicompromising vigour

with which France had developec( on parallel lines the

principles of Monarchical centralisation and Classical ex-

clusiveness^ The Crown had absorbed all, the functions

of the State, and, by suppiessing, the Huguenots and

the powers of the provincial aristocracy, had dried up

the springs of personal religion and local patriotism.

Similarly, the ngovement of 'national dlassicism, initiated

by Malheibe in poetry," had culminated in the rigid

dictatorship of Boileau. There was no room for a fiirther

advance in either direction. After the d^ath of Louis XIV
the centralised action of the Monarchy, enfeebled by a

"reacting Regency, became wavering and ambiguous
;

while

the Classical movement in literature ceased to be creative.

Through, the eighteenth century almost the only le-

presentatives in France of the old Classical principle

were Voltaire and Delille, neither of whom made any
real adva'nce in that couise of ncieation, which con-

sisted in refining native originality by the standards of

Classical taste. On the other hand, the tendency to levolt

against Classical aqthority showed itself in the peit

depreciation of Greek and ..Latin models by Charles Pei-

lault, in his Parallhle des anciens et des^modernes, the object

of which was to “^rove that the'^models for good writing

in all kinds need not be studied farther back than the

reign of Louis XIV.
Peirault’s arrogant literaFy Gallicism had a superficial

justification The brilliance of the greater part of Louis

XIV.'s reign turned the eyes of all Europe to the French
Court as the mnror of politeness and refinement Its
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absolutist fashiops wcie ccTpied with equal servility in

the Courts of^ the English Restoi'atiou and of the petty

German piinces
;
and even after the Revolution of i6S8

the decrees of the French critics were heated by English

men of letteis in a spirif of exaggerated.Kumility. This

lespect'was largely, and even justly, due to the peifection

which the Fiench language had acquired from tlje lefine-

ments given to it by the illustrious writers of the seven-

teenth century. French enjoyed a prestige nearly as

universal as that of Gieelc in the days of the Antonines,

or Latin orv, the eve of the Refoimation. ft was the

accepted language of diplomacy; even despots like

Frederick the Great in Beilin and Catherine of Russia

in St. Petersburg bowed with, deference before the men
of letters whom they thought the besj: able to -instruct

them in the secret^'of its refinements.
^

This condition of things produced certain inevitable

lesults. In the first place, the decline of personal initiative

in the French moparchs removed the controlling influence

in French literature from the Crown, and concentrated it

in- the literary claSs. In the second place, the despotic
'

state of society turned the French litei ary genius from the

course of creative invention, and developed it in a direction

foi which it had the highest qualifications, namely, critical

and destructive analysis. In the third place, the same

oppressive atmosphere-- tended to drive the imagination,

fiom the external objects of action with which it had been

hitherto engaged, into that course of introspective reflection

which found its most brilliant and unhealthy exponent in

Jean Jacques Rousseau. Out c^f these-' concurrent causes

arose a literary atmosphere which was no longer puiely

national, but cosmopolitan In it werb geneiated alike

the destructive wit of Voltaire, the anti-Christian di-

dacticism of the Encyclopaedists, and the sentimentalism

of La NouVelle HHoise Thb united influence ,of these

forces was brought to bear on the tottering fabric of

European society, symbolised in the stiucture of the

Holjr Roman Empire. The leading authors of the new
ideas, while they gave utterance to them in the dominant
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French language, weie by* no meang, all of Ficnch

extraction. Roussc^au ‘was Swiss, D’Holbacli and Giimm
German, Helvetius of Dutch ancestiy They appealed

to all minds which, in whatever country, weic cauied on

the tide of tht;,Renaissancc into violent conflict with the

authority established by Feudal Absolutism and Catholic

Traditiop. •

By a completely different route the German imagina-

tion in the latter half of the eighteenth century had

developed in itself the same cosmopolitan and destiuctivc

tendencies as the French. When considerirjg in the last

volume the intellectual influence of the Renaissance on the

several countriea of Europe, I deliberately left Germany
out of account,^ but now tijat we have arrived at a period

when the revolutionary spirit is seen to exercise a powerful

influence on Engfish taste, It becomes* necessary to con-

sider the elementary facters in the change contributed by
the Teutonic genius.

Every student of the history of Ger^nany has probably

been impressed by one striking feature in it
;
namely, its

' antagonism to the power of Rome, ahd its rejection of

Latin traditions in literature and art. The, Germans
never became the subjects of the Roman Empire ; they

produced the races- that overthrew it. Charlemagne, the

restoier of the titular Roman Empire, was a German ;

in spite o’f his title he remained in»a truer sense the King
of the Franks and representative of the customs and

institutions of the conquering barbarians than Emperor of

the Western world. ,When the vast fabric of his Empire
under his feeble descendants parted into separate frag-

ments, the Imperial title, passing* by inheritance to

sovereigns reignifig on German^ soil, preserved the pre-

dominance of the Teutonic strain. The Emperor, though

a Gernian, was indeed the qverlord of Italy
;
but all his

instincts, were opposed to" the civic institutions of his

Italian subjects. Antagonism to the Pope, the spiritual

colleague of the Emperor in the mediaeval system,

produced fresh opposition between the Latin and German
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elements in );hc-Holy Roirian Empire; thioughout Ger-

many, in a word, feudal and' ecclesiastical forces tended

constantly to prevail against the reviving civil genius,

which was gaining the upper hand in the other countries

of Europe.

This anti-Roman tendency in German history is cleat ly

leflected in the course of Gei'lnan literature. Unlike the

other languages of mediaeval Europe, the German was free

from all mixture with'' Latin. “Let no living language,’’

said Klopstoek arrogantly, but, in & certain sqnse, justly,

“venture to»corapare with the German. As it was in the

oldest times rhen Tacitus describes it, so it still remains,

solitary, uiimixed, incomparable." In Che oldest monu-

ments preserved by that language this tradition is equally

piedominant. The Nibelungenhed^ in its primaeval form,

contains germs of^the ancient Teutonic njythology
;
even

its mediaeval form is coloured with legendary memories of

the barbarian attack upo^, the Roman Empire. In the

latter the heroes of the story are Burgundians, Goths, or

Huns
;

Attila appears in it under the name of Etzel,

Theodoiic under the name of Dietrich ; the names of the

female personages are Teutonic
;

all the motives of

conduct are simple, savage, unsophisticated. So too the

action of other ancient German poems, like Hildebrand

and Hadubrand, is based on the treatment of primitive

complications, such as'a combat between father and son,

examples of which are found in stories current among other

branches of the Ai-yan lace—eg. Sohrab and Rustem-^

or on tiaditional ideas of family rwenge, exemplified in

stories resembling that of Albo«n’s murder by Rosamond.

There is in these ancient poems no sign of that humane
complexity of Romance which appears in the Odyssey

or the Aenetd\ the character of each poem, ^like in

conception and execution, is -completely Teutonic.

Neveitheless, the neighbourhood of the Germans to the

Roman Empire, when the nomad movement of their tribes

ceased, did not fail to produce a certain refining effect

upon tlieir imagination. The superior art of the Latinised

1 Robertson, History of German Litcratm a, pp. 16-17.^
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portion of Charlemagne’s dofiiinions almost always gave

J;hc initiating impulse * to • the ciealivc movements of

German imagination, though not to the extent of subduing

the Teutonic spirit, as was the case m the literature of

peoples speakifig the Romance languages. Thus the

subjects of the early«romances, originating in France, aie

copied in. Germany. In some instances, as in the German
version of PVore et Bla7ichfleur and the works of Gottfiied

von Strassburg, a poem is tiansfer»ed from one language

to the other by direct tianslation
,

^ but in others the

French form and matter become the startmg-point for

original treatment by some German poet. *Chrestien de

Troyes, for example, was the inspirer^f the famous chivaliic

poet Wolfiam von Eschenbach
;
the models of the Minne-

singers Vere avowedly furnished by the Troubadours,

Npthing, howev^, is more instructive than to observe how
completely, in both case^ the spirit of the compo„sition

alters its character in migrating;^ from the Latinised to the

Teutonic people. The love-tales of tire Arthurian cycle

of Romance, in the hands of Wolfram von Eschenbach,

lose altogether the naive and positive ‘style that they

exhibit in the narrative of Chiestien de Troyes, arvd acquire

instead a spiritual hnd exalted air
;
on the other hand,

the refined chivalrous conceits of the Troubadours are

exchanged, in the lyrics of Walther von der Vogel-

weide, for a natural, almost bourgeois, simplicity of

thought, reflecting the domestic sentiment of the

German race.

The effects of this antagonism of the Germans to Rome,
and the consequent failuraj of the Italian Renaissance to

acclimatise its civic influence in the German Empiie, are

most plainly seen'^in the German literature produced after

the close of the Middle Ages. For while, in every kingdom
of Western Europe that contained in its population a

Latin element, or that h£td*been affected by the institu-

tions of Latin Christianity, the principle of nationality had
made its way, under the guidance of a highly centralised

Monarchy, against the disorganisation of the ancient
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Feudalism, in 'Germany tha» constitution of the Imperial

Government • remained exclusively feudal. The several

Ordeis of the Empiie, the Princes, the Nobility, the Cities'

and the Peasants, appeared as iival bodies, incapable of

consolidation by the sufireme but unsubstantial authority

of the Emperor. Theie was as yet po centre in Germany
round which the scattered fqfces of the popular^ imagina-

tion could rally to form a national ideal Religion itself

acted as a disintegrating power. By introducing religious

schism the Refoimation subdivided the already divided

feudal socic^ty noith of the Alps : out of the Reformation

aiose the Thirty Years’ devastating Civil War
,
and when,

at the Peace of Wegtphalia, the exhausted combatants,

Catholic and Protestant, agreed to a cessation of arms

on the sterile principle of negative toleiation, Germany,

as a nation, icmained withoat any coi^mon goal to guide

the aims of her statesmen and .the invenfion of her poets,

"Bedause,” says Goethe, “in peace patriotism really

consists in this, that ever/ one sweeps his own door-step,

minds his own business, learns his own lesson, that it may
go well with his house, so did the feeling for Fatherland',

excited by Klopstock, find no object on which it could

exercise "itself.”
^ “ Of the love of country "—Lessing, the

illustiious pioneer of the essentially German movement in

literature, admits—“ I have no conception
,

it appears to

me at best a heroic w,^akness which I am righfglad to be

without.”
®

Lacking a national and political channel of expression,

the German imagination developed a spirit of extreme

individuality
,
and this for the m*os^ part was diiected

by one of the two^reat external forces, Protestantism or

Humanism. The Refotfnation roused among the German
middle classes in town and country an intense feeling of

personal religion, which, funding expression uflder the

guidance of Luther, laid the* foundations of th^ modern

literary idiom of Germany. From* Luther’s age to that

of the Seven Years’ War, Hymnology became the most

* Goethe, Dtchhmg imd Waki heit

'

* Cited in Bryce's Holy Somayi Empire (1907), p. 40^
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populai form of Gciman poeti}^
;

and_^ the names of

Gerhaidt, Neander, and«Gellcrt. among manyotheis, show

Iiow instinctively duiing that period individual aspirations

in the heart of the people sought utterance in leligious

lyrical Veise In the middle of the eighteenth ccntuiy a

colder curient of pietism tended to formalise Protestant

thought
;
and a literary movgnent, begun in the University

of Zurich and grounded on Luthei’s doctrines, culminated

in the production of Klopstock’s A^essias. Still later, as

the impulse given the Reformation weakened, the

manly simplicity of Luther’s sentiment gave,, place to a

vague Pantheistic eclecticism, too impalpajjle for lucid

expression in metrical language. ,

Humanism, operating in the disorganised society of

the Holy Roman Empire, produced far more diversified

effects m German literature than did the Reformation. For
the latter movement, having its source in an instinctive

revolt of the Teutonic race against the systematised order

of the Roman Church, appealed directly to the popular

intelligence
;

whereas the former owed its existence to

the revival of ancient literature, and exerted its power

mainly on the thought of the philosopher and the scholar.

This class indeed was widely scattered over the country.

When the movement of baibarous immigration spent its

force, there sprang up through the length and bieadth of

Geimany flourishing cities, in many.of which Universities

were established. But these were not powerful enough

to impress a civic character on the Constitution of the

Empire as a whole : hence, in the early days of the

Revived Learning,, tlie religious and literary forces of

the movement worked in the city societies, uncontrolled

by any central political guidance. The first impulses

of German Humanism resembled those of Humanism in

Italy, afld, contraiy to nature, instinctively obeyed the

abstract hterary tendency *o set up Latin models as

the standard of corrCtt German writing. Academies for

the promotion of this principle, imitating the Academy
Della Crusca in Florence, were founded in Weimar,
Nurnberg, and Stuttgart; while the theoiy of “correct-
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ness” was defined by Maitin Opitz (1597-1639)111 his

Bu'cIl von dcr dentschen Poeterey, •

From these beginnings the classical stream of taste in

Geimany branched into two opposite channels One- of

them, under the patronagd of most of the ^rman princes,

and the leadership of Johann Christoph Gottsched (1700-

1766), imitated the manners, of the French court and

the practice of the French stage
;

the other, directed

by Winckelmann, Leasing, and Goethe, sought, more
philosophically, to discover the psinciples underlying

Hellenic art ^nd poetry, and to apply them to their own
national circuqjstances. This movement, based as it was

on strict and scientific criticism, stimulated mainly the

intelligence of the lettered class : on the other hand, a

counter current of feeling, opposed to the sculpturesque

coldness of the plttlosophico-tlassical sfyle, in course of

time appeared, deriving its force entirely fiom the

self-cofiscious aspirations of German nationality. First

embodied in the ^oems of Klopstock, the patriotic im-

pulse was encouraged by the successes of Frederick the

Great in the Seven Years’ War
, but finding no outlet

'

foi its emotion in the political action of a united Germany,

it giadualfy swelled into a flood of revolutionary agitation,

directed* against the existing creeds and institutions of

feudal society. The aesthetic manifestoes of this move-

ment were first foimujated by the Sturm unS Drang
school of poetiy, one of the earliest pioneeis of which

was C. F. D. Schubart (1739-91), author of the Fursten-

gruft. It was avowedly a revolt a|;ainst all rules and

restrictions, moie particularly Jthose prescribed by the

French critics ;
and,, by a natural reaction, it sought to

revive the primitive char^fcteiistics of rtrsdiaeval German
romance, as was done by Gottfried Burger, who was him-

self inspired by the recent Revival of Ballad poetry in.

England. But German Romaftticism was a feeliijg com-

pounded of so many different elements that it is impossible

to describe exhaustively the numerous imaginative forms

in which it found expression. It inspired equally Goethe’s

Gotz von Bsrlithingen and Sorrows of Werther, The jobbers
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of Schillci, and the plays (?.f Kotzebue
,
and by degrees

the Revolutionaiy lUiindation spicad far beyond the

national limits within which it was at first contained.

“National liteiature,” said Hcider, “is of little impoitance
;

the age of wo»ld-litciature is at hand, and cvciyone ought

to work in order to^accclerate the coming of the mew eia.

Our studies must be cosmopolitan, and must include the

popular poetry of the Hcbiews, the Arabs, the Franks,

Gcimans, Italians, Spaniards, and even the songs and

ballads of half-savage races.”

It will be seen therefore that, by two directly opposite

loads, public opinion in France and Gerqiany had been

brought to the,same point of lev^olutionary feeling. In

both countries the ancient spirit of Gothic liberty, inherent

in the -Imperial constitution of Charlemagne, had ceased

to play a leading” part in tlie active 4ife of the people

;

crushed out in France by the centralisation of all national

powers in the Crown
;
dissipated in Germany by the lack

of any central authority capable of directing the ideas of

the nation towards a common end. In both countries^

,

again, the effect of the Classical Renaissance had beeii

to encourage among the people a i evolutionary and

destructive spirit. . By allying with the cause of Abso-

lutism the ancient municipal memories of Gattl, while

still part of the Christianised Roman Empire, and by

excluding fiom the intellectual development of society

at once the elements of romance imported by the

Teutonic conquerors, and the Huguenot ideals intro-

duced by ” the Reformation, the leaders of French

literary taste cut- themselves off from many sources of

thought which might have enlarged,. the scope of poetic

imagination. When, at the ^close of Louis XIV.’s

reign, the Court ceased to guide the course of the

national taste, and when jfhe inventive powers of the

Classicaj. Renaissance wei^ exhausted, the contiol of

public opinion passhd completely into the hands of the

lettered portion of the middle classes, which, being ex-

cluded from all share in the government, were ill dis-

posed fowards the beliefs and institutions of the ancient
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regime. The wit^ analysis ef all traditions by Voltaire

penetrated thd imagination aldce of jhe anstociacy and

the bourgeoisie, and the spiiitual void created by scepticism

was filled only by the materialistic science of the Encyclo-

paedists and the social s&ntimentalism of, Rousseau. In

Geimany, on the contrary, wheie tij,e ancient Teutonic

love of liberty had struck deap root among the. people,

but where the civic spirit of Imperial Rome had failed to

blend with Teutonic institutions, the Renaissance allied

Itself with individual a^irations for complete freedom of

thought Aijd as this intellectual liberty found itself

peipetually cia^piped by a multitude of petty absolutisms

and tyrannous sects, the men of lettcis in Germany, no

less than those of France, encouraged the popular dislike

of the feudal framework of society. Public opinion,

accordingly, both ki France ^nd Germanjr, was, in the.

last quaiter of the eighteenth century, a soil well fitted to

fertilise the doctiines of cosmopolitan ideology.

How far did this bod^ of revolutionary sentiment

influence the course of national imagination in England ?

In the fiist place, it*is to be remembered that the earliest

movements of liberty of thought and action, in anything

like a de^nite form, proceeded from- England .to the

ContineiTt. The principles of political, mental, and moral

philosophy that arose out of the English Revolution of

1688, and were embodied in the woiks of inen like

Locke, Newton, and Shaftesbury, became the starting-point

for the speculations of Montesquieu and the Fiench

Encyclopaedists. Similarly, the strong impulse given to

literary invention in England byjher constitutional move-
ment aroused emulation among men of letters on the

Continent. An imitation*of the form “bf mock-heroic

poetry adopted by Pope was attempted in Germany
by Zacharia ; the Essay on The Seasons, ISftght

Thoughts, and at a later perfod Maepherson’s jDssian

and Percy’s .Reliques of Ancient En^ish Poetry, awoke
sympathetic emotions in almost every European king-

dom. Of even greater missionary influence was the

growth of the new form of fiction generated by the

VOL. VI ' C
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English idea of active constrltutional libeity. The novels

of Richardson furmshtd models foi La biotivdlc HtHhisc

and the Sortows of Young Wcither, and Stcine’s mannei

gave suggestions for the tales of Jean Paul Richtci,

But there wa^this difference between the English wi iters

and theii ContinenUl imitatois, that while on the English

side of, the Channel thep imagination of the poet and

the novelist, in what is justly called the “ classical ” period

of oui literature, was forced to blend with a social

atmosphere that ii>volved a certain tradition of moral

law and order, abroad the idea of liberty was tians-

lated into an abstract and isolated region of thought,

fiom which it •operated with unrestrained force on the

passions of the individual _mind

In its turn this abstract Continental thought reacted on

.opinion in England. English society^ as a whole had

formed for itself well-defined principles of religious and

political belief, and as I showed in the last volume, the

reasonings of the Deists, which exercised so powerful an

undermining influence on Christian faith in France and

Germany, made but little way in England against the

defenders of the Established Church.^ “ Who^ now reads

Bolingbroke ? ” asked Burke, in his Reflections on the French

Revolution. “ Who ever read him through ?
”

’ But the

centrifugal movement, inherent in liberty, worked strongly

in the imagination of the people, rand in alliance with the

sentiment sometimes of the non-juring Jacobites, some-

times of the Methodists, and sometimes of the liteiary

Romanticists, prepared a considerable section of public

opinion for the favourable reception of ideas opposed to

the fundamental character of the rsettled Constitutional

tradition. The*hiost powerful fiterary influence, communi-

cated to England by France, came without doubt from the

works of Rousseau. It v^s not entirely exotic, for the

letters cof Shenstone, whicSi must have been written before

Rousseau became ^mous, show a natural inclination to the

same kind of self-conscious misanthropy that charactei ises

the author of the Confessions} But the ideas of Love,!

r 1 Vol. V. p. 326. 2 See vol. v p 371-2.
*
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Nature-worship, Solitudd, so powerfully expressed by

the Swiss philosopher, readily- accTimgtised themselves in.,

the free society of England. The allusions to Rousseau »

in Cowper’s poems and letters speak to the sympathetic

emotions roused in sensitive and leflectivd minds by the ;

new seittimental philosophy
;
but p^'-haps the best illus- .i

tration of the attitude of representative Englishmen towards

it is furnished in the conversation on the subject recorded

by Boswell between J'ohnson and himself. The sturdy

manliness of the former doubtless reflected the opinion

of the majority of his countiymen ;

“ It seems, Sir, you h^ve kept very good company abioad,

—

Rousseau and Wilkes ' ’’ Thinking it enough to defend one at

.a time, I said nothing as to my gtiy fiiend, but answeied with a

smile. “My dear Sir, you don’t call Rou»seau bad company.

Do you leally think a bad man ? ’’ Johnsm. “ Sir, if you

are talking jestingly of this, I don’t talk with you. If you mean
to be serious, I think him one of the woist of men ; a lascal,

who ought to be hunted out df society, as he has been. Three
01 four nations have' expelled him : and it is a shame that he is

protected in this coiintty.” Boswell “I don’t deny, Sii, but -

that his novel may, perhaps, do harm; but I cannot think Ins

intention yas bad.” Johnson, “Sir, that will not do We
cannot prove any man’s intention to be bad. You may shoot

a man dirough the head, and say you intended to miss him

;

but the judge will order you to be hanged An alleged want

of intention, when evil is, committed, will not be allowed in a

court of justice. Rousseau, Sir, is a veiy bad man I would
sooner sign a sentence for his transportation, than that of any
felon who has gone from the Old Bailey these manyyears Yes,

I should like to have him work in the plantations.” Boswell

“Sir, do you think him as Ijad a man as Voltaire?”

Johnson. “ Why, Sir, jit is difiicult to settle the pioportion of

iniquity between them.” ^ * •'

The comment of Boswell on Johnson’s judgiJient is,,

not less representative of that large section of aveiage

English opinion, which, self-compiacent, patriotically

proud of the national tolerance, and always like the

Athenians of old in search of "some new thing,” was

Ciakei’s Boswell’s Ltjc ofjahnsan, pp. 175-G,
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ready to expose to analysis principles established by the

longest experience -

“This violence,” he says, “seemed veiy strange to me, who
had read many, of Rousseau’s animated writings with great

pleasure, and eve.i edification
,
had been much pleased with his

society, and was just laome fiom the Continent, where he was

very geneially admired. Nor xan I yet allow that he deserves

the very severe censure which Johnson pronounced upon him.

His absurd preference of savage to,, civilised life, and other

smgulaiities, are pioofs^ rather of a defect in his understanding,

than of any depravity in his heart. " And notwithstanding the

unfavourable opinion which many worthy men ha^e expressed of

'\\\% Profession de Foi du Vicaire Savoyard, I cannot help admiiing

It as the performance of a man full of sincere reverential sub-

mission to Divine Mystery, though beset with perplexing doubts

;

a state of tnind to be viewed with pity rather than with anger ” ^

, The influeijce of the (aerman spirit on the English

imagination was far leSs extensive than that gf the

French. Few Englishmen ^ the eighteenth century

were masters of the German language
,
nor was there

anything in the social constitution of Germany which

could furnish to the English aristocracy models of taste

and manners at all approaching the standard -of refine-

ment presented by the French Court. Neveitheless, the

methods of theological thought encouraged in the first

home of the Reformation accommodated themselves

without much difficulty to the 'Teutonic side of the

English mind, and to the turn of Nonconformist theology

Tendencies, like those of Jacob Bohme were always

powerful in Germany ;
and the genius of religious

mysticism took hold, on tlie one side, of theological sects

like the Moravians, and, on the othier, of metaphysical

philosophy. Moravianism gave a strong impulse to the

Methodist movement in England
;

while Kant, starting

'from the negative conclusions of Hume, yet reserved for

the mind a region pf faitlr in which reason might exert

its metaphysical powers. Among the cultivated classes!

in England, especially those living apart from the stieamf

of active political life, the immigration of German meta-|
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j
physical thought .was eagerly welcomed, and, as will be

.
seen, did much towaids moulding t!ie poetical philosophy

i of Wordsworth and Coleridge

In the giore popular paths of English literature

German example operated mainly by intensifying the

character of the Romantic revival. * Horace Walpole’s

Gothic experiments in fictfcn and architecture had

opened the road to all kinds of mediaeval exploration,

and German literature'' was soon swarming with spirits

and spectres, castles and convents, tales of marvel, magic,

and mystery* Fiom Germany the taste for the super-

natuial, returning with added force to England, found

expression in the fictions of Mrs. Radcliffe and “ Monk ”

Lewis, and in numerous imitations of Burger’s famous

ballad “ Lenore.” The stage caugljt the rdmantic

infection. As I Ihowcd in my account f>^ the English

theatre in the eighteenth centuryj the tradition of the old

poetical drama had long perished ,
^ and with a few excep-

tions, such as the plays of Goldsmith, Colman, and

Sheridan, the comedy of manners had been forced to give

place to the sentimental drama. This in time, proving

too insipifi for audiences which had lost all sense of

ideal action, and craved only for violent and extravagant

sensations, had to make way for plays resembling those

of Kotzebue, in which Rousseau’s principle of the

superiority of savage to civil life was applied in such a

way as to make the stage a scene for the exhibition of

actions subversive of all ideas of moral law and order.

On the whole, it may be said of ,the state of English
j

taste, on the eve of the French Revolution, that, while

cultivated society wae far from having lost its hold on the

principles of criticism established in literature by the

study of the classics, the weakening of the governing

classes and the spread of cosmopolitan ideas among the’

people had produced a boSy of
^
opinion ej*tremely

favourable for the expeiiments of any pioneers who might

attempt a new departure in the art of poetry,

^ See vol. V. chap. xiii.



chapter III

EXHAUSTION OF THE CLASSICAL INFLUENCE IN

ENGLISH POETRY

DECLINE OF THE HISTORICAL PARTIES FINAL STAGE OF DIDACITC

POETRY : WILLIAM MASON ERASMUS DARWIN POETICAL

AFFECTATION. WILLIAM* GIFFORD: THE BAVIAD AND
THE MAEVlADf^

• •

|The Ministry of Lord North marks the nadir both in

jEnglish politics and English poetry of the Constitutional

I
movement originated by the Revolution of 1688 Sixty

years of conflict had determined the essential issue in the

struggle between hereditary absolutism' and parliamentary

control ; by the defeat of the Pretender in 174^, Jacobit-

ism was extinguished, and the House of Hanover firmly

established in the succession. A conflict of ’persons

rather than of principles now constituted the problem of

government, namely, who should exercise the prerogative

of the Crown, limited as this was by practice and con-

vention, though not precisely defined. The question

was raised in an acute form by the accession of George

III. On the one side a young king, of resolute character,

possessed of a title to the throne no Itinger challenged, and

free for the moment from anxiety about his Continental

dominions, was bent on asserting his personal influence

’in the conduct pf the natio»al policy : on the other stood

a powerful aristocracy, under whose leadership the practice

of constitutional government had been forming itself foi

two generations, and who had come to regard the monarch

as little more than the creature of their own will The
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Whig paity, hojvever, wera divided among themselves

as’ to the righl application of theii* pnnciples. The gieat

families who had led the country in 1688 sought to

secure a monopoly of power for their party :epresented

by some president chosen from their ,®wn hereditary

circle. ‘Another body, more numejous, if less influen-

tial, upheld the sounder dofitrine that the prerogative

could only be properly exercised by some responsible

Minister, who, though n selected by the Sovereign, should

enjoy the confidence o^ the people. George III
,
disliking

both sections, sought every means to free the prerogative

from the fetters in which the Whigs tried to confine it.

Lord North, with the " King’s Friends,” contrived for

twelve years to conduct the Government in the teeth of

repeated assaults by the Opposition, and in spite of admin-

istrative blunders*^f his oiXrn. But *the revolt of the

American colonies, the disaffection of Iieland, and tke

Lord*Georgc Gordon riots, revealed the disorganised state

of the constitutional maefiinery, and the nation, reduced

to the lowest point of influence in the society of Europe

reached since theteign of Charles II, found itself unable'

to maintain the supremacy of the seas against its ancient

rivals, France and Spain.

Thfe impotence in the sphere of political action has

its analogy in the sphere of imaginative expression.

Deeply sensible of the boon of constitutional liberty

secured by the Revolution of 1688, the great statesmen

of that age had recorded their principles in the Declaration

of Right, the solemn though sober feeling of which is

embodied in its measured diction, and imparts an air of

passion and enthusiasm to the panegyrical poetry of the

time, illustrated in suchCompositions aS Addison’s Epistle

to Halifax, and (at a later date) Thomson’s Liberty. But

as the new oider of thingg gradually established itself,

the violence of party spirit fcJhnd its account in .conjuring

up imaginary dangers to the Constitution
,

and the

decay of genuine Whiggism is nowhere moie apparent

than in the extravagance of the rhetoric with which the

pamphleteers of the party endeavoured to rouse t\}e nation
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against the supposed cncroBKhments of, the Ciown. A
deliberate intention of •curdling the blood with fictitious

‘fears underlies the melodramatic classicalism of “ Junius,”

and Horace Walpole’s conespondence is full of epigiams

betrayifig the. uttei want of * proportion in contem-

porary views of polidcs. Wiiting, for example, to’Mason,

about a measuie rendered necessary by the conflict

between Wilkes and the House of Commons, he says ;

I do not know how, an amazing bill of an amazing parent

has slipped through the ten thousand fingers of venality, and

gives the Constitution some chance of rousing i*self—I mean
Grenville’s bill for trying Elections. It passed .as rapidly as if

it had been for a repeal of Magna Charta, brought in by Mr.

Cofferer Dyson.t

In a, like spirit the sensible and learned Sir William

Jones compares_ in an ode "the successful efforts of the

Opposition in 1782 to«the act of the tyrannicides,

Haimodius and Aristogeiton •

Not less glorious was the decH,

Wentworth I
“ fixed in virtue’s cause

;

Not less brilliant be thy meed,

Lennox I
” friend to equal laws.

High in Freedom’s temple lajsed,
’’

See Fitz-mamice'* beaming stand

;

For collected virtues praised,

Wisdom’s voice and valoui’s hand 1

Ne’er shall Fate their eyelids close

;

They, in blooming legions blest,

With Haimodius shall repose.

With Anstogeiton rest.

No blest chiefs 1 a hero’s crown

Let the Athenian patnots claim
;

You less fieicfly won renown,

You assumed a milder n^me
Thdy thiough blood for gloiy strove.

You moie blissful tidings bring
;

They to death a tyrant drove
;

Yon to fame restoip^ a king.

1 Cariespondence of Hot ace Walpole and the Rev J Mason i^Mitfotd),

vol. i. p 137.
® Maiquis of Roclvingham, Lord Norlh's successor.

” t)|iVe of Richmond, one of the chiefs of tlie Opposition to Lord North.
* Loid Shelburne.
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Rise, Biitannia 1 (dauntless rise 1

• ClKcred with tnple harmoqy,

Monarch good and nobles yftse,

People valiant, film and fiee ’ *

In this state of things ‘the^ civic spirit of the Classical'

RenaisscWice—which, as I showed in the last volume,

animates so much of the English Poetry in the first half

of the eighteenth century—lost its freshening impulse, and,

as had happened in othpr countries of Europe, the literary

revival began to degeneiate into a mechanical reproduction

of Greek and^Roman forms. Gray, the last English poet
,

of eminence who was stirred by the political genius of

the Renaissance, and v^ho contrived to blend with it the
,

spirit of literary romance, died in 1771, leaving no worthy

successor
,
nor does the Ministry of Lord North furnish

the name of a single poet, epic, dramatffc, satiric or lyric,

deserving to be corapaied with the earlief writers of thij

same fcind since the Renaissance began to operate as

a living foice in English soefcty. The nearest approach to

oiiginal character is seen in the work of Gray’s friend and

fiist biographer, whose poems, as they reflect accurately

the pievailing temper of the times, call from the histoiian

for a more extended notice than they merit in them-

selves. •

William Mason was born in 1724. His father. Vicar

of Ploly Trinity, Kingston-upon -Hull, educated him
at home till his matriculation at St John’s College,

Cambridge, in 1743, from which he took his B.A
degree in 1745 and his M A. in 1749. In' the latter

year, through the influence of Gray,‘whose acquaintance

lie had made in 1 74^, he was elected Fellow of Pembroke,

and composed an Ode in honour of the installation of the

Duke of Newcastle as Chancellor of the University. He
had already earned the name of a poet by his pastoral^

Monody, Mnsacus, written in iSf44—while he was still an

undergraduate—on the death of Pope 7 and his Wliiggism

was displayed in Isis (1748), a satue in which he attacked

the Jacobite tendencies of the University of Oxford,

1 Sit William Jones’ Ode imtatUm of Calhstiaius. ,
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compaiing them with the orthodox seatiments of Locke,

Hough, and AddiS9n I

AUs > how changed ' Whcie now that Attic boast ?

- See 1 (gothic licence lagc o’ci all my coast.

Sec < Ilydra faction spiead its impious leign,

Poison each kieast, and madden every biain.

Hence frontless ciowcjs that, not content to fi ight

The blushing Cynthia from hei thtone of night,

Blast the fair face of day, and madly bold

To fieedom’s foes infernal orgies hold
,

To fieedom’s foes, ah 1 see tlue goblet crowned 1

Hear plausive shouts to fieedom’s foes resound 1

To this attfick an answer was leturned in 1749
by Thomas Warton in a spirited composition called

The Triumph of Isis. Tn 1752 Mason attempted the

drama in lilfriSa, a poena with a Saxon subject, but

written ” (to use his own words) “ on the model of the

ancient Greek,” which, against the author’s will, \<'as put

on the stage at Covent Garden by Colman in 1772.

Neither this play nor Caractams, composed on the same

plan in 1759, and acted at Covent Garden m 1776, met

with any success in the theatre, though Elfrida was so

much appreciated by the reading public that''Mason, in

1756, published four Odes resembling in structure the

choruses of his drama. These were not favourably received,

and, with Gray’s Progress of Poesy

^

were parodied by

Colman and Lloyd in the Odes to Obscurity and Oblivion

Having taken Orders in 1754, Mason was made Chaplain

to the King, and was presented by Lord Holdeinesse to

the living of Astofi in Yorkshire. Here, in 1765, he

married Maria, daughter of William ^herman of Kingston

upon Hull, who,rwithin two years’ time, died of consump-

tion at Bristol, and was lamented by her husband in

,.the remaikably beautiful lines placed on her monument
in Bristol Cathedral : c

Take, holy earth, all that my soul holds dear

;

Take that best gift which Heaven so lately gave

:

To Bristol’s fount I bore with tiembling caie

^
Her faded form she bowed to taste the wave
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And died. !Qoes youth, diJes beauty, read this hne?
Does sympathetic fear then breasts alaim?

Speak, dead Maria 1 bieathe a strain clivine :

Ev’n from the grave thou shall have power to charm.

Bid them be chaste anjl innocent like thee

;

Bid them m duty’s sphere as meekly mo^

,

And, if so fair, fiom vanity as fiee ,

As film m fiiendship, and as fond^n love.

Tell them, though ’tis an aw/til thing to die, •

(’Twas ev’n to thee) yet, the dread path once tiod,

Heaven lifts its everlasting poitals high,

And bids “ the puie in heart behold their God.”i

To his wife's last hours he alludes in the same spirit

in his English Garden^ a didactic poem in four books,

the first of which was Jiublished in 1772,* and the last in

1783 His time was for the most part quietly spent in

Yoik, where he held a canonry of. thq Cathedral, or in

his vicarage at Aston, the grounds of which he amused
himself with improving on the* principles of landscape-

gardening lecommended ^by Horace Walpole. Here

too he completed. a translation in English verse of Du
Fresnoy’s Art of Painting, which was published in 1783.

He retained his interest in politics, and gave anonymous
'

expressioH to his Whiggism in An Heroic Epistle to

Sir William Chambers, Knight, a satire published in

1773, which fell in seasonably with the heightened party

feeling of the time, and was followed at intervals by several

iionic compositions of the same class up to 1782. Towards

the close of this period he resumed his old lyric style in

Odes to The Naval Officers of Great Britain, and The

Honourable William Pitt, to whose ,political cause he so

firmly adhered that a breach •was caused in the long

friendship between llimself and Horace Walpole. Mason
never ceased to be a \i^hig, as is shown by his Secular

Ode on November the Fifth 1 y88

;

but he seems to have

perceived earlier titan Walpole the democratic tendencies

in the section of the party lecT by Fox. The tww friends

were eventually leconciled by the tragic condition of things

produced during the course of the French Revolution.

Mason died on the 7th of April 1 797, and a monument was
^ The three last lines are Gray’s.
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erected to his memoiy in V/estminster-Abbcy, adjoining

that of Giay, Mcmoiys he had published in 1774
His chaiacter and poetry illustrate the point of

Johnson’s epigram that Whi^gism is mere negation.

Between Johii^on and Mason there was indeed an

instinctive antipatliy. The coirespondence of TValpole

with thp latter shows thatdihe only qualities which either

of them could discover in Johnson were bad manners,

pompousness, and verbosity
;
while Johnson’s opinion of

Mason is recorded by Boswell in gn amusing passage

Somebody mentioned the Reverend Mr. Mason’s prosecution

of Ml. Murray, the bookseller, for having inserted in a collection

of “Gray’s Poems'” only fifty lines, of vthich Mr. Mason had still

the exclusive property, undei ^the statute of Queen Anne
;
and

that Mr. Mason hadpersevered, notwithstanding his being requested

to name his own teilns of compensation. Johnson signified his

displeasure at Mr Mason’s conduct very strongly
;
but added, by

way of showing that he was not surprised at it, “ Mason’s a JVhig ”

Mrs. Knowles (not healing distinctly), “ What 1 a prig, Sir ?
”

Johnson. “ Worse, Madam
, a Wfiig 1 Buf he is both '

” ^

A characteristic supplement to this is furnished by

Gray’s description of his fiiend in his Cambridge days, as

A good and well-meaning creature, but in simplicity a child

,

he reads little or nothing, writes abundance, and that with a

design to make a fortune by it
j
a little vain but in so harmless

and comical a way that it does not offend a little ambitious,

but withal so ignorant of the world and its ways, that this

does not hurt him in one’s opinion
j
so sincere and undisguised

that no mind with a spark of generosity would ever think

of hurting him, he lies so open to injury
;

but so indolent that,

if he cannot overcome this habit, all his good qualities will

signify nothing at alH

A mixture of sincerity, litertilry ambition, indolence,

and petty legality, manifests itself in most of Mason’s
poetical compositions. He ,.seems to be moie of a critic

than a poet. His dramas^ (much admired at the time)

show regularity of conception and purity of taste, but

have little movement, and no root in the genius of the

1 cyyo/mran (Croker’s Edition), 1S60, p 595.
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English theatic • ^his lyrics aie entiiely wanting in the

swift enthusiasm of Collins’ or the? rq^trained energy of

Gray’s verse. He is more at home as a follower of

Thomson and Akenside, and Warton’s piaise of his

English Garden^ as a composition in wjfich “didactic

poetry is’ brought to perfection by the^happy combination

of judicious precepts with the jnost elegant ornaments of

language and imagery,” is not undeserved.

The growing refinement and material prosperity of

the age, indicated by Jhe widespread taste among the

nobility for the arts of architecture, painting, and land-

scape gardening, encouraged the production of didactic

poetry, in which Mason’s accomplishmentas qualified him
to excel, He was enough of a^ painter to translate with

undeistanding the precepts of Du Fresne^, and enough of

a musician to devfSe improvtments in the harpsichord.

In his English Garden he develops the tendency, which

I noticed in Dyer’s Rmns of Rome, to combine the

principles of poetry^ and painting
,

^ and his lines invoking

the genius of the latter art may be cited as illustrating

the spirit of the entire composition :

* Nor if here

The painter comes, shall his enclianting ait

<5o back without a boon : for Fancy here

With Nature’s living colours forms a scene

Which Ruisdale best might iival , crystal lakes

O’er which the giant oak, himself a giove,

Flings his lomantic branches, and beholds

His reveiend image in the expanse below.

If distant hills be wanting, yet out eye

Forgets the want, and with delighted gaze

Rests on the lovely foiegrou»d , then applauds

The art which,warjnng foims and blending hues,

Gives that harinonicflls force of shade and light

Which makes the landscape perfect. Ait like this

Is only art, all else abortive toil ,

Come then, thou sistei Mwse, fiom whom the mind '

Wins foi hei airy visions colour, form, «

And fixt locality, sweet Painting, come.

To teach the docile pupil of my song

How much his piactice on thy aid depends.

Vol. V, p. 325,
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Vcises like these reveal tvhat the spint of the Classical

Renaissance had ^one for the education and collection

of English taste. How naturally the same spin! allied

itself with the temper of aristociatic Whiggism may be seen

in the Herots , Epistle to Sir William Chamben, Knight

Chambeis was an architect of repute, trained in the

Palladi^n principles which, (Since the days of Sir Chustophei

Wren, had found increasing favoui with the English

aristocracy. But he was also anxious to satisfy the

craving for novelty experienced ,by the dilettanti of the

time, ever a prey to the ennui of which Horace Walpole

speaks in a passage I have already cited.^ To satisfy

these aesthetic Quid-nuncs ” Chambers, in A Dissertation

on Oriental Gardening, had called attention to the aichi-

tectural practice of the Chinese
;
and Walpole himself who,

in spite of his '^adherence to the iRitural principles of

gardening introduced by Pope, had rebelled against the

despotism of classic rule, was inclined to approve an

experiment in this direction.
'

It happened, however, that

Chambers was in favour at Court, and with the Court all

the Whigs were of course at deadly war. Mason, seeing

an opportunity for stiiking a blow at once^ in behalf

of “ correct ” taste and against the “ King’s Friends,"

lather happily addressed an ironic epistle to the ''' Knight

of the Polar Star," applying the Chinese principles of

architecture to an imaginary gaiden :

Theie was a time “ in Esher’s peaceful giove,

When Kent and Natuie vied for Pelham’s love,”

That Pope beheld them with auspicious smile.

And owned that beauty blessed their mutual toil.

Mistaken bard I cotdd such a pair design

Scenes fit to live m thy immortaPlme ?

Hadst thou been bom m tiffs enlightened day,

Fell, as we feel, taste’s oriental lay,

r Thy satire sure had giPn them both a stab,

Called Kent a driveller and the nymph a drab,

r For what is Natuie ?’"iing her changes round.

Pier thiee flat notes are water, plants, and ground,
Prolong the peal, yet spite of all your clatter,

The tedious chime is still ground, plants, and water.

Vol. V. p. 361
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So when some John his d*ill invention lacks,

To rival* Boodle’s dinneis 01 Alnjack’s,

Thi ee uncouth legs of mutton shoclc*oiii eyes,

Tliiee roasted geese, three buttered apple-pies

Among the varieties exhibited in a Cljinese garden

Chambeiis had mentioned that “theii scenes of tenor are

composed of gloomy woods, etc.
;

gibl5ets, crosses, wheels,

and the whole appaiatus of toiture are seen frbm the

roads.” The author of the Heroic Epistle suggests that

this principle might be applied in the royal gardens at

Richmond in ^he following fashion •

Now to our lawns of dalliance and delight

Join we the grovqg of honoi and affngl-y:

This to achieve no foreign aids we tiy
,

Thy gibbets, Bagshot ' shaH our wants supply,

Hounslow, whose heath sublimer terri^t fills, •

Shall with hdt gallows leritl het powder mills •

Here too, O king of vengeaive, m thy fane

• Tremendous Wilkes shall rattle his gold chain
,

And round that fane, qp many a Tyburn tree.

Hang fragments dire of Newgate-history
;

On this shall Holland’s dying speech be lead,

Hete Bute’s Confession and his wooden head ,

Willie all the minor pltindeieis of the age,

("Bdo numerous fai for this contracted page),

The Rigbys, Calciafts, Dysons, Bradshaws, there

*In stiaw-stuft effigy shall kick the an

The light style befitted the subject. Unfoitunately,

Mason was so deluded by the paity spirit of the Whigs,

that he deemed it advisable to point the moial of his

satire 'ey An Heroic Postscript, in which he shows that he

seiiously thinks of himself as a Juvenal or a Pope :

But if that cou^itry claim a gravei strain.

If real danger threap fair freedom’s reign.

If hiielmg peers, in pioslitution bold.

Sell her as cheaply as themselves they sold

;

Or they who, honoured 1^ the people’s choice, ’ ,

Against that people lift th*ii lebel voice,

And, basely ciotiching foi their paltry pay.

Vote the best birthright of her sons away,

Peiinit a nation’s mboin wealth to fly

In mean unkmgly piodigahty

;

Nor, eie they give, ask how the same were
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So quicldy squandered, though so lately lent,

—

If this they daie, the thundci of his songj

Rolling in deep-Coned eneigy along.

Shall stiike, with tiuth’s dread bolt, each miscieant’s name,

Who, dead to duty, senseless e’en to shame.

Betrayed his country. Yes, ye*faithless cicw.

His Muse’s vengeance shall your ciimes puisne, :•

Stretch you on sa.ire’s rack, and bid you lie

Fit, garbage for the hell-hCund Infamy.

Mason’s powers of versification are sufficiently illustiated

in the specimens I have given. The praise to which he

is entitled is correctness, but cofiectness of The negative

order indicated by Churchill, who frequently sneers at him

.

In th^ small compass of niy,careless page
Clitics may find employment for an age ;

Without my blunders they were all undone
;

I twen^ feed where Mason can feed one.^

His satire is 'a faint echo of Pope’s, having some of

the point, but little of the polished terseness of that poet

his lyrics recall what Suckling said of Carew’s, that they

were “ never brought forth but with labour and pains ”

;

his didactic style has the purity of Akenside, and is

applied to a fitting subject
;
but like Akenside’s it is also

often pedantic, and leaves on the mind an im'pression of

the poet’s want of humour, as when, in his Engbsfh Garden,

he piaises the taste of a landed proprietor who builds

monastic rums for the purpose of dignifying ice-houses and

dailies

:

Now nearer home he calls returning Art

To hide the structure lude, wheie Winter pounds
In conic pit his congelations hoai,

That Summer“may his tepid beverage cool

With the chill luxur^
; his dairy too

There stands of form unsightly . fiotli to veil,

He builds of old disjointed moss-grown stone

A time-struck abbey. An impending grove

,
' Screens it behind with leverential shade

While bright in front stieam reflecting spreads,

'Which wend^a mimic liver o’er his lawn
The fane conventual theie is dimly seen.

The' mitred window, and the cloister pale.

With many a mouldering column
j
ivy soon

f
^ Gotham. 191-4.
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Round die rude chinks Ijernet of foliag^e spreads
;

Its verjlant meshes seem to prop the wall

If Mason's work shows, as I have said, the tendency*

in the art of poetiy to recruit the sinking spiings of

invention from the sister* art of painting, the exhaustion

of the inspiring sources of the Classical Renaissance is no

less visible in the design of combining poetry with science,

which is the main characteristic of the once* famous

Botanic Garden of Erasmus Darwin. This poet, born the

I2th of December 1731, at Elston in Nottinghamshire,

was the son jf a gentleman of means, and was educated

at Chesterfield School and St. John’s College, Cambridge,

where he took his B<A. degree in 17^4. He studied

medicine at the University of Edinburgh, taking the

degree of M.B. in 1755 at Ca'mbridge. Beginnigg prac-

tice as a physician «at Lichfield in 1756* he soon acquiied

reputation from the ingenuity and novelty'of his method’s.

After ‘his arrival Lichfield became the headquarters of a

small literary coterie, which included among its leading

members Richard ’Lovell Edgeworth, father of the well-

known novelist
;
the eccentric Thomas Day, author of •

Sandford and Merton
,
Thomas Seward, one of the canons

of the Cathedral, first critical editor of Beaumont and

Fletchen’s plays, father of Anna Seward
;
and which

occasionally receives sarcastic notices in the letteis

of Dr. Johnson, Anna Seward, Darwin's friend and
biographer, treats it with more respect, and records the

sayings and doings of the circle in a style of amusing

magniloquence. In it Darwin found his first wife

Mary Howard, who died in 1776, leaving him with

several children, thrije of them *being sons, the second of

whom, Robert, became the father of Charles Darwin, the

famous naturalist. In 1778 Erasmus bought a little

valley just outside Lichfield^ where he amused himself

with cultivating a great variaty of aquatic plants. To
this spot, when fully developed, he ihtroduced his friend

Miss Seward, who returned the compliment by celebrating

the paradise in the lines which—somewhat modified

—

form the opening of The Botanic Garden.
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When Miss Seward gave this htlle poem to Dr Daiwm he

,eemed pleased with it^ and said “ I shalh send it to the

periodical publication!.; but it ought to form the exoidiiim of a

great work. The Linnean system is imexploicd poetic ground,

and an happy subject foi the Muse It affords fine scope foi

poetic landscape,; it suggests metamorphoses of the Ovidian

kind, though reversed Ovid made men and women into floweis,

plants, and trees. You should make floweis, plants, and tiees

into merf and women. I,” continued he, “ will write the notes

which must be scientific, and you shall write the veise ” Miss

S. observed that, besides her want of botanic knowledge, the

plan was not strictly proper for a female pen
,
that she felt how

eminently it was adapted to the efflorescence of hr. own fancy.

^

This was in 1779. Darwin, taking his fiiend’s advice,

set to work upon his poem, which occupied him for ten

years
; the second part, THe Loves of the Plants, being pub-

lished the first, in'" 1789, and the whole- work completed in

1791, In 178T he marr;,ed, as his second wife, Mrs, Pole,

widow of Colonel Chandos Pole of Radbourne Hall, land at

her wish removed his practice to Derby, where he lemained

till his death, on the i8th of April 1802. Besides The

Botanic Garden his compositions in verse aie mainly of the

old-fashioned complimentary kind, amorous or elegiac. In

politics he was a strenuous Whig
;
and The Boia’iiic Garden

contains many allusions, both in the text and the notes,

embodying his opinions on the Slave Trade, the Ameiican

War, and the early stages of the French Revolution.

Darwin,as the extract from Miss Seward’s shows,

evidently believed himself in The Botanic Garden to be

treading in the poetic footsteps of classical predecessors;

and it may be admitted that, in certain featuies, there is

an essential resemblance Between his conception of Nature

and that of the Greeks. Like the latter he thought of an

unseen personality, running through all oiganisms in the

physical world, and breaking down the apparent walls of

partition between animals,,,Vegetables, and minerals. As
the Grdeks imagined that all the visible phenomena of

Natuie were caused by the agency of particular deities, so

Darwin personified the secondaiy causes of things. But

^ Miss Seward, Memoir of the Life of Darrom,
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the action of imagination ihi the Greek poet and the

Erfghsh man *of science was radically different. In the^

former it was creative. Starting from the conception of

diving personality, the Greeks explained to themselves the

movements of sun, moon* and stars, of tl^e seas and the

rivers, of trees and plants, through the medium of human
action and passion • hence ayose their rich mythology,

which provided, even in the philosophical stages of

civilisation, materials for epic and dramatic poetry.

Dauvin, on the contrary, working on the scientific lines of

the RenaissEUjee, employed his imagination, analytically,

for the discovery of principles adequate to explain the

mechanical forces of Natuie , and he was.always ready to

discaid the hypotheses of fancy when these came into con-

flict with observed facts. The Nymphs and Goddesses, the

Nereids, Naiads, and Dryads, whose his&iies he borrowed

from Greek mythology, and who were to their Greek

creatofs impassioned living beings, provided the author of

The Botanic Garden with fherely decorative images and

names, useful for presenting to the reader, in a fanciful

form, the science of Linnaeus

Darwin’s avowed intention of taking Ovid’s Meta-

morphoses as his model necessarily led him to a strongly

marked •manner of poetical expression. In Ovid all is

action : in Darwin all is de-scription : if action is anywhere

intioduced into The Botanic Garden, it is almost invariably

by means of a simile. Where an exception is found, as

in the following passage, it will be seen that the narrative

strays into the grotesque. The poet is describing a plant

on which he writes the following scientific note

Tremella, 1, 27 Clandestine Marriage—I have frequently

obseived fungusses of this g?nus on old rails and on the ground

to become a transparent jelly, aftei they had been frozen in

autumnal mornings
, which is a curious propeity, and distin^ishes.

them from some other vegetable utucilage; foi I have observed

that the paste made by boiling wheat-flour'<m watei, ceaSes to be

adhesive after having been frozen.

This observation is tianslated into mythological

narrative thus

:
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On Dove’s gieen brink *he fair Tremella stood,

And viewed her jilayful image in the !ioo»i
;

To each rudS rock, lone dell, and echoing giove,

Sang the sweet sorrows of her seci et love.

“Oh, stay 1—leturn 1
”—along the sounding shoie

'

Cried riie sad Naiads,—she* returned no more !

Now, girt with clouds, the sullen evening frowned,

And withering Eurus swept along the giound ,

•The misty moon withdrew her horned light,

And sunk with Hesper in the skiit of night

;

No dim electnc streams (the northern dawn)
With meek effulgence quivered o’er the lawn ;

No star benignant shot one transient lay, '

To guide or light the wandcrei on her wa/,
Round the dark ciags the murmuung whirlwinds blow,

Woods groan above, and waters roai below
,

As o’er the steep with pausing step she moves.

The pitying Dryads Shriek amid the groves,

She flies—,she “Stops—she pants—she looks behind,

And he^TS a demon howl m every -vSind

As the bleak blast vnfurls her fluttering vest.

Cold beats the snow upon her shuddeiing breast
,

*

Through her numbed limlns the chill sensations dart.

And the keen ice-bolt tiembles at hei heart

“ I sink, I fall I oh, help me, help 1
” she cries,

Hei stiffening tongue the unfinished sound denies ,

Tear after tear adown her cheek succeeds,

And peails of ice bestiew the glittering mead/;
Congealing snows her lingering feet sui round,

Arrest her flight and root her to the giound
,

With suppliant aims she pours the silent prayei
;

Her suppliant arms hang crystal in the air

,

Pellucid films her shivering neck o’eispread,

Seal her mute lips, and silver o’ei her head

;

Veil her pale bosom, glaze hei lifted hands.

And shrined in ice the beauteous statue stands.

Dove’s azure nymphs on each levolving year

For fail Tremella sited the tender tear
,

With rush-wove crowns in 5,^d piticession move.

And sound the sorrowing shell to hapless love 1

f It IS interesting to comp^are this classical allegory with

the ronjantic allegoiy of Phineas Fletcher in The Purple

Island, and to obse^e in each case how the genius of action

IS smothered by the profuseness of scientific description.^

^ Boiavic Garden, Canto i, 427-66.

,
a Vol. 111. p. 138
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,
As to the^ other distinctive feature in the nanative

style of The Botanic Garden, nafnely, the multitude of,

its aipiles, introduced without any real relevance to the

subject-matter, Darwin pyrsued this practice deliberately.

In an Interlude professing to recoid a dialogue between

the poet and his bookseller, the lattef asks :

B. Then a simile should not very accurately reshnble the

subject ?

P No ;
It would then become a philosophical analogy

,
it

would be ratiocination mstead of poetry . it need only so far

resemble the Subject as poetiy itself ought to resemble nature.

It should have so much sublimity, beauty, or novelty, as to interest

the reader, and should be expiessed in picturesque language so

as to bung the scenery before his eye, and should lastly bear

so much verisimilitude as not to awaken him by the violence of

improbability or inccyigruity ^
,

' »

It^need hardly be said that'Homer’s similes (on which

Darwin professed to model himself) are always introduced

with a view of relieving the action of the nairative, and

are really like the objects to which they are compared.

But the similes in The Botanic Garden aie so grotesquely

irrelevant that the parody of them in The Loves of the

Triangles can scaicely be regarded as a caiicature.

Exaggerated imitation of classical forms shows itself in

the diction of The Botanic Garden in two ways. Fiist

in the excessive use of the figure of Personification. Since

the days of Addison the tendency in prose-writing had

been to encroach more and more, by means of literary

conventions, on the colloquial usage which that great

essayist had made the groundijork of his style, Johnson

and his contemporaries introduced into English as much
as they could of Latin^ condensation, and their readers

admired them for their ingenuity.

“ Dr. Johnson, Mr. Buike, Dr. Parr,” says Miss Seward,
“ have this habit in their prose :

‘ Criticism pronounces,’ instead

of ‘Clitics pronounce.’ ‘Malignance will not allow,’ instead of

‘Malignant people will not allow.’ ‘Good -nature refuses to

hsten,’ instead of ‘a good-natuied man refuses to listen,’ and so

' Botanic Garden, Interlude ii. •
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on This manner of writing, wTiether in ver*e or prose, sweeps

from the polished majhlff of poetry and eloquence a number' of

the sticks and straws of our language ; its aiticles, conjunctions,

and prepositions. Addison’s serious essays are so littered with

them and with idioms, as to rendei* it strange that they should

still be consideidtl as patterns of didactic oratory. IS^p man oi

genius, however, adopts their feeble and diffusive style, now
that the strength, the grace, and harmony of prose-wnting, on
the dignified examples of our later essayists, senators, and pleaders,

give us better examples.” ^

Judiciously applied, the classital standard of polish

and refinement was beneficial, but where writers lacked

humour, the result was an absurd air of pomposity, and

a Malvolio-like persuasion that the language had at last

become fixed by the measure of their pedantic practice.

The truS motive of The Botanic Garder^ is to be found in

the notes, which* display the closest observation of Nature

and the most ingenious hypotheses about the eauses

of things. When Darwin had definitely formed his

scientific ideas, he began his work of translating them into

^poetic diction. He showed considerable mechanical skill

in applying the forms of pastoral mythology, introduced

by the English poets at the beginning of the eighteenth

century, but he pursued the device ad nauseam, .Towns,

plants, and even metals are all honoured as minor deities,—“ Unconquered Steam,” ® “ Adamantine Steel,” ®—or are

made acquainted with their own propeities, as :

Hence glow, lefulgent Tin 1 thy crystal giams,

And tawny Copper shoots her azure veins *

The Gnomes are adjured* by their superior goddess to

guard the tender seed in her subterranean bosom against

the ravages of the worm,

«• And give my vegetable babes to day.5

In order fco dignify the lattef subject a simile of ten lines is

introduced, describing the release of St. Peter from prison.®

* Miss Seward’s Ltfe ofDarwin ^ Botanic Garden, Canto i 2S9.
® Ibid. Canto i 201. i Ibid Canto 1. 401-2
“ Ibid. Canto i. 5^4. Ibid Canto i. 565-74.
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In_ the same jvay, the action of a common pump, having

been described, is made poetical by a* simile of an infant,

sucking at the breast
;
nor are the Naiads who preside

over the fiie-engine left unsung :

•Nymphs ' you fiisl taught the gelid wave to rise,

Hulled in resplendent arches to tire skies
;

In non cells condensed the airy spring,

And imped the tonent with unfailing wing

On the fierce flames the showei impetuous falls,

And sudden darkness shiouds the shatteied walls ;

Steam, smoke, ami dust in blended volumes roll,

And Night and Silence lepossess the Pole.^

Next to its exaggerated personification, the mannerism

of The Botanic Garden is most appaient in the stereo-

typed use of epithets, the entlptiness of which may be

noted in any of tjje passageg I haVe ®ited. It Is worth

while, indeed, to observe more, particularly the effect of

this mechanical trick on the entire character of Darwin’s

versification. Within the •limits he imposed upon him-

self, his varied management of the couplet displays

much skill, but one movement is so frequently repeated

.

as constantly to arrest the reader’s attention
;

namely,

the empl&yment of a trochee in the fiist two syllables

of the Ijne, followed by two monosyllabic words, adjective

and substantive, causing a caesura after the fourth syllable,

as in the following passage ;

Peivade, pellucid Foims I their cold retreat,

Ray fiom blight urns
|

your viewless floods of heat;

Fiom earth’s deep wastes electric torients pour.

Or shed fiom heaven the scmtillating shower;

Pierce the dull root,
|

relax itj fibre-trains.

Thaw the thick blood,
|

which lingers m its veins ;

Melt with warm brealja
[

the fragrant gums, that bind

The expanding foliage in its scaly iind;

And as in air the laughing leaflets play.

And turn then shining bosyms to the lay, *
..

Nymphs I with sweet smile |•each opening flower invite.

And on its damask eyelids pour the hglit.^
*

I have dwelt with some fulness on the work of a poet

who, as such, does not merit high admiration, because its

^ Botanic Garden, Canto iii. 385-92. ® Ibid. Canto 1, <^,61-72.
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charac' ii'i-itrates in the most striking-mfinner what has

been said,'-that, after the Revolution of 1688,

the ch'tH 'I
'

'
' enius of the Renaissance allied itself naf^cually

in poe t,' V J‘.h the civic spirit of -the Whig movement
;
and

that, eitnl, oat its motive of action, the classical style

—

just a'i 1 i>: ien the-^ase in Italy, Spam, and France—sank

corre&p'^nL'itigly into the imitation of mere external liteiary

forms^’ 1 Vi win, in his mechanical fashion, appropriated

and 1 S^end'.d Pope’s usage of the couplet in the Pastorals

and H t'ji'l or. Forest, while that poebstill lingered in “Fancy’s

maze '

r- 1!*-' re is nothing m common between the numbeis

of Tai '

fhihnic Garden and the energetic veisification of

the /i/,' ?</,> to Arbuthnot or the Moral Essays, when the

auth'-i ut I'M Rape of the Lock “stooped to Tiuth and

morLdi""C’i.i -/is song.”' The translation of the Iliad, a

great' tici k'a'mance in itself, is in some parts necessaiily

mechanical, and stereotypes certain metrical featuias easy

of imitation, which, being exaggeiated by Pope’s followers,

came, through their peiveision, to be regarded by later

geneiations as the chief maiks of “ the Pope style.” I tiust

' that the course of this history has made it sufficiently clear

that they have nothing to do with the essential character of

Pope’s work, and that for the “ poetical diction ” assailed by

Wordsworth he is not really more responsible than Raphael

is responsible for the insipid mannerisms of Baroccio,^

Mason and Darwin at least exhibit a manliness of style,

the one in the severity of his self-discipline, the othei in

the robustness of his invention. But the exhaustion of

the civic spirit of the Ren''.issance betrays itself with more
fatal significance in the tendencies of Che verse which, about

this period, began to find favour with polite society. The
cacoethejs scribendi had been constantly extending itself. A
taste for literature, schooled' and regulated by the essays

of Addifon, had expanded "with the growth of the nation,

and had found, through the enterprise of booksellers and

the freedom of the press, channels of expression for eveiy

kind of spiritual eccentiicity. In the place of the Clubs

J See vol. V. pp. 3-11. ^ See vol. v. chap. xiv.
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and Coffee-houses^ the main Saunts of the readers of The

Tatler and The Spectator, convcrsatibn #vas now earned on

chieflji^ in literary coteries, often undei the presidency of

female genius, the various^ tastes of which were reflected

in weekly 01 even daily organs of the pub'* press. The
great object of these fashionable ass^blies being to kill

the time, each of them furnished a striking illustration of

the truth of Addison’s saying that “the mind that lies

fallow but for a single day sprouts up in follies that are

only to be killed by a constant and assiduous cultuie” A
kind of Albufii poetry came into fashion, which at first did

not aim at anything more ambitious than the acrostics,

anagrams, lebuses, and’otlier varieties of 'small wit which

had been the object of Addisoa’s pleasantly. By degrees

the force of mutual admiration and the love of» gossip

encouraged experiments of a more mischievous character.

A pap,er called The World wa's started, the editors of

which were cunning enough to make money out of the

vanity and curiosity of rich idlers, by admitting their

poetical compositions and publishing the details of private

life Into this, or a similar sink called The Oracle, the

scribblers of the day, with various assumed names, poured

themselves forth, and were celebrated by the Journals as

poets of uniivalled genius. Dukes and duchesses, rich

tradesmen, officeis of the army, “blue-stocking” authoresses,

swelled the circle of the initiated, which was largely recruited

from Whig sources and repeated the catchwords of that

party. The quality most affected by the Album poets

was the lefined sensibility which Rousseau had brought

into fashion. They called for ^lublic sympathy on “ the

death of a bug, the flight of an earwig, the miscainage of

a cock-chaffer, or some ofher event of equal importance.” ^

Among the bards of this class a distinguished place was

occupied by Edward Jerninghum (“ Snivelling Jeiningham,*'

as Gifford calls him
; 1727-1 8t2), author of a poeim called

II Latte, exhorting ladies to nurse their own children,

to whose sentiments reference is made in the following

characteristic lines from The Botanic Garden ;

1 Note to The jBatnad, 351. ,
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Connubial Fan 1 whom tlb fond trartspQit waims
To lull your infanf in maternal anns

,

Who, blessed in vain with tumid bosoms, hear

His tender wailings with unfeeling ear

;

The soothing kiss and milky j-ill deny.

To the Kijeet pouting lip and glistening eye 1

Ah ! what, avails the ciadle’s damask roof.

The eidei bolster, and embroideied woof 1
—

•

Oft heats the gilded coiTch unpitied plains,

And many a tear the tasselied cushion stains 1

No voice so sweet attunes his caies to rest,

So soft no pillow as his inothei’s bicast.

Thus chaimed to sweet repose, when twihghjt'Tiours

Shed then soft influence on celestial boweis,

The Cherub, Innocence, with smile divine.

Shuts his white wings, and sleeps* on Beauty’s shnne ^

Another poet of the same class with Jerningham

contiibuted to Tne Oracle an Elegy »

On a tame mouse which belonged to a lady whig saved

Its life, constantly fed it, and eve^ wept at its approaching death.

The mouse’s eyes actually dropped out of its head the day before

it died.

Tins feeling mouse, whose heait was wanned
By Pity’s purest ray,

^

Because hei mistiess diopt a tear,

Wept both hei eyes away

By sympathy deprived of light,

She one day’s darkness tried

;

The giatcful teai no moie could flow,

So liked It not, and died.

May \ve,,when otheis weep for us.

The debt wijh int’rest pay
;

And when the generous foni# are diy

Resoit to native clayt^

The way having been fully prepared by such minor
warblers, the Genius of the^ Coterie made his appearance in

the pei^on of Robert Merry (17SS-1798), a man of

fortune and fashion, who, having for some time figured as

the centre of a literaiy salon at Florence, consisting of Mrs.

1 Economif of Vegetation, Canto iii. 361-76. 2 Note to The Bamad, 351.
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Piozzi and some of her fiiends, gave himself out as a

modern Petrarch. A sonnet “ To S-ove,” written by this

persoi>, under the name of Della Crusca, and published

in The World, was answered in fitting terms by Hannah

Cowley, authoress of The Bellds Stratage7n\\ 7A.yi'&og'),

who had fiad some success as a playwjnght, and who now

appeared m The World as Dalla Crusca’s lover, .calling

heiself“Anna Matilda” Her example was followed by

Mdiy Robinson (1758-1800), notorious as “Perdita,” and

was the signal for the outbreak, in the columns of the

same journal, T)f a species of poetical Mormonism among

the Album poets. To use the words of the author of

The Baviad :
• •

The fever turned to a frenzy ; Laura Maria, Carlos, Orlando,

Adelaide, and a thousand nameless names, caught the infection

,

and from one end of the kingdom to the other all was nonsense

and Della Crusca •

Della Ciusca’s style showed a mixture of the extravagant

conceits of the Provencal poets with the bombastic classi-

cism of Darwin. Describing his own person, he says, by

way of a hint that he is no longer young, that Love

recently ,

Tore his name from his bright page,

• And gave it to appioaching age.i

Having solicited an interview with Anna Matilda, and

found her as orthodoxically ” cruel” as the mistresses of

the Troubadours, he utters his despaii thus ;

Yet I will piove that I deserve my fate,

Was born foi anguish, and was foiped for hate,

With such transcendent woe ^-ill bieathe my sigh,

That envying fignds shall think it ecstasy *

And again, #
Canst thou, Matilda, uige my fate,

And bid me mourn thee ? yes, and mourn too late 1

O rash, seveie decree 1 my maddening brain

Cannot the pondeious agon^ sustain
; ^

But forth I rush, fiom vale to mounSUin run,

And with my mind’s thick gloom obscure the sun.®

Like many Whig poets of the time, Della Crusca was

t The Baviad, 64 (note). * Ibid. 97 (note). * laid. 97 (note)
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enchanted with the openiiTg of the J'rench Revolution,

which he celebrated* in a poem called Th& Wreath of
Liberty. In this he sought to transcend the manner of

Darwin (who rarely wiites absolute nonsense)—in such

couplets as th^ following .

SuiiujBer-tints begemmed the scene,

And silky ocean slept in glossy green.

While air’s nocturnal ghost, m paly shioiid,

Glances ivith grisly glaie fiom cloud to cloud.

And gauzy zephyis, flutteryig o’er the plain,

On twilight’s bosom drop then filmy ram.

The explosion came,

And burst the o’ercharged eulvenn of shame.'

For some time the poetasters and their admirers were

allowed to exhibit their antics without interruption. But
these becomirtg at last outrageous, the sound part of

public opinion revolted,^ and a champion appeared on

the side of good sense WjHiam Gifford was born at

Ashburton in Devonshire, in 1757, of poor parents, who
neglected his education. Left an orphan in 1770, aftei

being put by his guardian to serve as ship -boy at

Brixham till he was fourteen, he was at last sent to school,

where his natural talents became at once apparent
;
but

when he mentioned to his guardian his desire to impiove

himself, the latter removed him and apprenticed him to a

shoemaker. In spite of this tyranny, the boy struggled

to acquire knowledge, and taught himself the elements of

mathematics. All the literature that he possessed at this

time was the Bible^and the Imitatio Christie left him by
his mother

;
but he now made the acquaintance of a

benevolent country surgeon, William Cookeslcy, who, on
hearing his story, showed an interest on his behalf, and
provided means to give him education sufficient for a

'djniversity training. He o was eventually admitted as

Bible Reader in Exeter" College, Oxford, in February

1779, and by the help of Cookesley and other benefactors

was enabled to complete his University couise, passing to

his B.A. degree in 1782. At Oxford, besides the usual

' The Baviad, 39 (note).
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classical studies, he made hinsself master of French and

Spanish, and fin*!shed his translation.of^Juvenal, which he

had be^un at the age of eighteen.

Scffooling of this kind, founded on reality and acquired

by suffering, qualified Gifford for penetrating^ the tricks of

affectatiod and false taste. In 1791, when the Cruscan

mania was at its height, his indjgnatidn found vent

;

“I waited,” said he in his Preface to The Bavtad, “with a

patience which I can better account for than excuse, for some one

(other than mj^elf) to step ^orth to convict the growing depravity

of the public tSste, and check the inundation of absurdity now
bursting upon us from a thousand springs. As no one appeared,

and as the evil giew every,day more alarming (for bed-ridden old

women, and girls at their samplers, began to rave), I determined,

without much confidence of success,* to try what could be effected

by my feeble powers
;
and accordingly wrote the followin^Poem ”

The Baviad is an imitation of.the first satire of Persius,

and with The Maevtad is the last example of that class of

satire, illustrated by the genius of Oldham, Pope, and

Johnson, in which the authors seek to adapt the civic

spirit of Roman poetry to the circumstances of English

life. Gifford’s choice of instiument was remarkably

judicious, for the Satires of Horace and Persius, no less

than tho Epistles of Pliny, show that, from Augustus to

Trajan, the spirit of affectation was rampant in Latin

literature. The satiii-st had only to look into Persius to

find, in the passion for notoriety expeiienced by the

pietenders to inspiration under the Roman Cresais, the

prototypes of the Merrys, Jerninghams, and their admirers

in his own day •

, O mores ' usque adeone

scire tuum, nihil est, r^i te sciie hoc sciat alter?

at pulchium est digito monstian, et diciei, Hie est;

ten’ cniatorum centum dictg.ta fuisse ’ ^
pro nihilo pendas ? Ecce intei pocula quaerunt

Rolnulidae saturi, quid dia poemata n^irent *

hic ahquis, cui circum humeros hyaemthina laena est,

rancidulum qmddam halba de nare locutus,

Phyllidas, Hypsipylas, vatum et plorabile si quid,

eliquat, et tenero supplantat verba palato.
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assenseie vin Nunc nqji cinis ille poetde

Felix? non levior cippus nunc oppiimit o^a?
laudant convmae * nunc non e manibus illis,

nunc non e tumulo fortunataque favilla ^
nascentur violae ? Rides, ait, et niniis uncis ''

nanbus indulges an ent qu^vclle lecuset

os popuf^ meruisse
, et cedio digna locutus,

linquere nec scjjrnbios metuentia carmina, nec thus.

And there could be no mote effective way of exposing

the frauds of modern poetasters than by reminding the

leader of the oblivion that had fallen on the names of

their ancient predecessors. Gifford’s imitation of the

Latin is admirably spiiited

P. Thou learned ' Alas for learning I She is sped.

And hast thou dimmed thy eyes, and racked thy head,

And broke thy rest foi *11113, for this alone ?

And IS thy knowledge nothing if not known ?

O lost to sense I But sfill thou ciiest, ’Tls sweet

To hear “ That’s He i»” fioin eveiy one we meet

,

That’s He whom ciitic Bell declaies divine j

'

For whom the fair diuinal Ifiiuels twine
,

Whom Magazines, Reviews, conspiie to praise,

And Gieathead calls the Homei of our days

F. And is It nothing then to hear our name
Thus blazoned by the general voice of Fame I

P. Nay it were everything did THAT dispense ,

The sober verdict found by taste and sense .

But mark OUR jury O’ei the flowing bowl

When wine has drowned all eneigy of soul,

Ere Faro comes, (a dreary interval)

For some fond fashionable lay they call.

Heie the spruce ensign, totteiing on his chan,

With lisping accent and affected air,

Recounts the waywaid fate of that poor poet

Who bom foi anguish,' and disposed to show it,

Did yet so awkwardly his- ineafts employ

That gaping fiends mistook his giief for joy ^

Lost in amaze at language so divine,

^ 'The audience hiccup and exclaim “ Damned fine !

”

And aie not now' the auihoi’s ashes blest ?

L'ies not the turf moie lightly on his breast ?

Do not sweet violets now around him bloom ^

Laurels now bmst spontaneous from his tomb ?

See Merry’s lines quoted on p. 43.
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F. This IS meie mockery: aod (in youi eai)

> Reason ^ il* refuted by a sneer.

Is praise an evil ? Is there to b5 fownd

One so indilferent to its soothing sound,
* As not to wish heieafter to be known,
And make a long fututity his own

;

IJatber than

P With Sqtiiie Jerningham d^cend
^

To pastiy-cooks and moths, and “ there an end '
”**

The Bavtad attained its end

“I confess,^says its author, m his Preface to The Maeviad,

“that the woik was received more favourably than I expected

Bell, indeed, and a few otheis, whose craft was touched, vented

their indignation in prose and verse , but, on the whole, the

clamour against me was not loud > and was lost by insensible

degrees in the applauses of such as I jvas truly ambitious to

please. Thus supported, the good effects of the satire {^lonose

loquor) were not long m manifesting .themselves. Della Crusca

appeared no more in The Oracle^ and if any of his followers

ventuied to tieat the town with * soft Sonnet, it was not as before

introduced by a pompous preface. Pope and Milton resumed
their superiority

;
and Este and his coadjutois silently acquiesced

in the growing opinion of their incompetency, and showed some
sense of shapie.”

A slight attempt to revive the nonsensical style was

effectually crushed by The Maeviad, an imitation of

Hoi ace, Satire x. lib. 1, and the war between Gifford

and the Cruscans was concluded by the action for libel

brought in 1798 by John Williams against Robert

Faulder, publisher of The Baviad and The Maeviad,

in which the plaintiff—a wretched scribbler, who had him-

self practised the Iqjvest arts of literary blackmailing

—was non-suited. Havmg achieved this victory, Gifford

served the conservative cause in literature, as editor

of The Anti-Jacobm, of whose brilliant staff I "shall* have

to take notice in later pages j he w?is also chosen by

John Murray in 1809 as first editor' of The Quarterly

Review, which, though launched in the midst of gieat

Tile Baviad, 77-1 14.
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trials and difficulties, he su-ccecded in stceiing successfully

for seventeen years. , He died on the* 31st of December
1826.

All his critical woik bears the stamp of his poweiful

character an(| the circumstances of his eaily education.

Its leading viitue is its entire sinceiity. He had a

passionate love W whatever was true and great in

literatdie, and a corresponding hatred of imposture.

Appieciating with intense sympathy the genius of the

authors whom he admired, he devoted to their service a

hero-worship marked by all the indomitaiile energy he

had shown in his boyish struggle after knowledge. His

editions of Beji Jonson, Ford, an4 Massinger are admir-

able for the extent of their learning and for their scholarly

appreciation of poetical work alien in its qualities to the

spirit of his owntge,* His ti-anslation of Juvenal is, peihaps,

the best in the’language,.while, as I have said, the imitation

of Persius in The Baviad breathes the very afr of its

original. In his invectives “kgainst the Cruscans there is

no trace of the personal animosity that inspired Pope in

his war with the Dunces • he writes, like Juvenal, under

the spur of an indignation produced, by the sight of social

and artistic degeneracy, in a mind trained by difficulty

and suffering to recognise the realities of life. After

his death the many enemies created by the severity of

his criticism asciibed this characteristic to his native

malignity, but those who knew the real kindliness of his

temper, with better reason recognised in his style the

intensity of his convictions.^

His satire has* indeed the defect of his qualities,

warped as these were, to some ei^jtent, by the sufferings

of his boyhood. His great faiA is his deficient sense of

proportion. Coming late to the study of letters, when
„the lines of his character had hardened, he did not assimi-

late the classical influenccrso fully as those who had experi-

enced It while their minds weie still in a flexible state. He
surrendered himself at once to the dominion of the authors

^ On this point see the letter of R W. Hay to Mr. Murray of July 7,
1856. Memotr ofJohn Murray, vo\. li p. 177.
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with whom he found himself i« sympathy, and his thought

on all occasion# is steeped in colours,denved from his early

study^ of Juvenal. He never attained that air of light

and wtll-bred raillery which so delightfully distinguishes

the work of Canning ancf Frere, his colleagues in The

Anti-Jacohtn. Something of the “tremendous” appears

in his indignation against such poof creatures as Merry

and Jerningham, the meie ephemerides of fashion'; while,

in his Epistle to Peter Pindar^ a sense of his own
importance mingles, to a degree unusual in his satire, with

affected scori'kof his antagonist •

Unhappy dotard, see 1 thy haiis aie grey

—

In fittei lists thy vianing strength display ,

Go, dip thy tiembhng hands in cowaid goie.

And hew down Wests and Copleys by the scoie

;

But touch not me,—or, to thy pewl ki^w,

I give no easf conquest tcf the foe

Come then, all filth and venom as thou art,

• Rage in thy eye and rancour in thy heart,

Come with thy boasted*anns, spite, malice, lies.

Smut, scandal, execrations, blasphemies,

I brave them all Lo, here I fix my stand,

And dare the utmost of thy tongue and hand ;

Prepaied each threat to bafifle, or to spurn,

Each blow with tenfold vigour to retuin.i

The same man appears in his prose. In his edition of

Ben Jonson he shows an almost personal hatred of

Drummond of Hawthornden for his strictures on his

author
;

and George Ellis writes to Murray about an

article of his in The Quarterly Review on Sydney Smith’s

“ Visitation Sermon.”

Gifford, though the best-tempqj-ed man alive, is teiribly

severe with his pen
, byt S, S. would suffer ten times more by

being turned into ridicule (amd never did man expose himself so

much as he did in that sermon) than from being slashed and
cauterised in that manner.® ‘

,

But when all deductions a*e made, the service that

Gifford rendered to good literature bught to be duly

* Efisite to Peter Pindar.
* See Memoir prefixed to edition of Ben Jonson (1865), p. 34.

* Sniiles’s Memoir ofJohn Murray, vol. 1. p. 1S4
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recognised. England, on the eve of the' French Revolu-

tion, had sunk into a .state of apparent la&guor, in which

the Constitution seemed to lack strength to throw off the

diseases of the body politic. The advent of the younger
Pitt to powei^ supported by tfie declared voice of Public

Opinion, had indeed recovered for the Ciown 'the same
just room for its ^rerogaffve as it had enjoyed in the

time of his father. But the coalition between the Rump
of Lord North’s party and the great Whig Families, headed

by Fox, in a House of Commons largely influenced by
the latter, gave ample scope for the violent of faction

,

and, with a prestige lowered by the disastrous results of

the American War, the nation, which alone in Europe

represented the cause of liberty, remained without any

visible ^goal towards which to direct its united energies.

This decay in ^the principle of action was necessarily

reflected in the"' sphere of- poetry. Deprived of all definite

ideals which could be appropriately embodied in any of the

traditional forms ofthe art, thefpublic taste began to dissolve

into as many sets and factions as prevailed in the world of

politics
;
nor was there any central authority qualified to

check the hosts of pretenders who thrust their claims for

a hearing on the good-natured ignoiance of society. It

was necessary for some one to show the public -what the

classical spirit really meant. Giffoid did this. As Scott

said of his Baviad and Maeviad-. “He squashed at one

blow a set of coxcombs who might have humbugged
the world long enough," The feat needed courage as

well as ability, for the Cruscans had the control of an

anonymous press, and Gifford knew that Public Opinion

was timid as well as sceptical.
^

c
F. ’Tis well. Here let the indignant stricture cease,

^
And Leeds at length enjoy his fool in peace.

P, Come then, aiound theur'works a circle draw,

And near it pl^nt the diagons of the law,

With labels wnt “ Critics, far hence remove.

Nor dale to censure what the great approve.”

I go. Yet Hall could lash with noble lage

This purblind patron of a former age
;
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And laugh to scorn the eternal sonneteei,

Who made*goose pinions and Avhite*rag,s so deai

;

^Yet Oldham, in his rude unpolished stialn,

Qruld hiss the clamoious and deride the vain,

Who bawled their rhyme* incessant thiough the town.

Or biibed the hawkers for a day’s renown.
'

Whate’er the theme, with honest warmth they wrote,

Noi cared what Mutius of their freedom thought

,

Yet piose was venial m that happy time,

And life had other business than to thyme
And may not 1—now this pernicious pest,

This metiomania, cre^s thtough every bieast

;

Now foo^ and childien void their brains by loads.

And Itching grandams spawl lascivious odes
;

Now lords and dukes, cursed with a sickly taste,

While Burns’ pure hSalthful nurture runs to' waste.

Lick up the spittle of the bed-rid muse,

And not on the sweepings of the stews ;

Say may not I e^ose
,

' •

F No—^’tis'unsafe.

Pludence, my friend
'

'

P Wffat ' not deride ? not laugh ?

Well ' thought at least is free

F. O yet forbeai

P Nay, tlien, I’ll dig a pit, and bury theie

The dreadful truth which so alatms thy fears ;

Thb town, the town, good pit, has asses’ ears.

Shamed by this just satire, the sound part of cultivated

opinion roused itself, and—about the same time as

the aristociacy, under the exhortations of Burke, were

instinctively defining the national policy in opposition

to the French Revolution—began to, recognise that the

true spirit of classical poetry was «ot to be found in mere

forms—whether the knpersonations and abstractions of

Darwin or the drivelling affectations of the Cruscans

—

but in the energetic expression of civic ideas. The Baviad
and The Maeviad prepared the»way for the revival of the"

genuine classic manner, as illustrated Jn the poetry of

The Anti-Jacoh», the patriotic Odes of Campbell, and the

Tales of Crabbe.



chapter IV

DEMOCRACY AND LYRIC POETRY, SCOTTISH AND
ENGLISH

Songs of the People—Robert Burns ; Vision Painting

—

William Blake

In the last quarter -of the eighteenth century two poets,

one English, one Scottisli, appear, whose genius, in most

respects strikingly contrasted, in others indicates a

common external influence ^ work, and reflects the power

exerted on the individual imagination by the rising spirit

of Democracy In both may be noted a strong centri-

fugal tendency carrying them away from the standards

of faith and conduct recognised by the ruling classes

of society, and an abrupt departure fiom the accepted

form of poetical expression But in the case of Burns

this tendency seeks a national channel
;

his genius is in

revolt against the despotism of the ecclesiastical order

established in his country ; the instrument he employs for

the expression of his feelings is the vernacular dialect

of the people. Blake’s rebellion is purely personal and

is directed mainly against the aesthetic principles of the

age : his poetry embodies an attempt to express abstract

mystical sentiment in metrical language characterised, as

far gs possible, by the clear imagery and outlines proper

"to the art of painting. -S'

Asr regards t|je poetry of Burns ;—^Scotland in the

eighteenth century may be described as being under the

rule of an oligarchical theocracy, combining the features

of aristocratic feudalism with Calvinistic theology. Never-

,

52
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theless, the Scottish Kirk itself was confronted with a

resistance on tRe part of the peQpIe^ strengthened by

many ^influences arising out of mediaeval and patiiotic

traditioils Chief among these was the national antagonism

to England, which, nourished on the memovies of ancient

independence and sentimental attachment to the dynasty

of the Stuarts, long weighed in^the jfopular mind against

the material advantages derived from the Union. "Shared

by all classes of the community, the sense of national

kinship helped to level those social distinctions which the

remains of feiJdalism ma5e moie pronounced in Scotland

than m England
;
and since the Kirk threw its influence

on the side of the Union, popular sympathy was often

to a corresponding extent enlisted on the side opposed

to the ecclesiastical Sonstitution’

These centrifugal tendencies were Reflected in the

selection by the Scottish poets of «ational themes
;

in their

imitation of national manners
;
and, most particularly of

all, in the revival of the •vernacular dialect as an in-

sti-ument of metrical composition. James I of Scotland

had introduced into his kingdom the poetical practice

of Chaucer and Gower
;

^ but though Henryson, Dunbar,

and Gavin Douglas continued to cultivate the southern

style, they did not attempt to naturalise the English

literary diction. A step in this direction was taken in

the reign of James I. of England by two Scottish poets,

Sir William Alexander and William Drummond of

Hawthornden, the latter of whom is entitled to rank

among the foremost refiners of English versification

between the age of Drayton and the* age of Pope. For

a considerable period ^t seemed as if the accession of the

Stuarts to the throne of England would cause this classical

tendency to prevail in the northern as well as in the

southein kingdom. But local influences proved the

stronger
;
and after the Act of Union Allan Ramsay,

reverting in his own practice to the dialect *of his

predecessors in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, made
the first Collection of ancient Scottish Songs and Ballads,

1 Vol. i. pp. 363-80.
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which, as I have already* shown, gave so powerful an

impulse to the Ron?iantic revival.' It "s tiue that' the

metrical style of Ramsay was still dominated hy the

English classical tradition. Edinburgh folloi^ed the

lead of London in the institution of Clubs and Coffee-

houses, and Ramsay was a member of the Easy Club,

a society which imifated button’s alike in its conviviality

and its literary principles. But he soon grafted on his

Addisonian classicism an imitation of the old Scottish

colloquial speech, cast into foims of native verse, which,

however much they had languished, had no^er been com-

pletely disused.

These he etpployed for various, purposes. Sometimes,

as in The Vision, he made them the vehicle of Jacobite

sentiment: sometimes, as* in the cantos added to Christ's

Kirk on the Grfen—whera a rustic wedding is described

with all the coarse realism of Flemish paintings repre-

senting a “ Kermesse ”—he used them for the portraiture of

Scottish manners ; most succfcssful of all, was his revival

of the elegiac stanza, employed by the Sempills in the

seventeenth century, as in later days by Fergusson and'

Burns. By Ramsay was sounded the first note of that

rebellion against the ecclesiastical tyranny of the Kirk,

which became a tiadition with his successors. His most

notable composition in this class is perhaps the Elegy on

John Cowper, Kirk-treasurer’s assistant, an officer entiusted

with the execution of sentences on the large class of

offenders, male and female, who were condemned by the

Kirk to sit on the stool of Repentance. It begins :

I warn ye a’ to gf-eet and drone :

John Cowper’s dead—“ Ohon Ohon 1

"

To fill his part alake therS’s none
That with sic speed •

^ Could sa’r ^ sculdudry out like John ;

But now he's deid !
®

Thongh Ramsay had the prime merit of initiating a

poetical movement, and though his fame was more

Vol. V. pp, 364-7, and pp. 410-1I. 2 c,cent,

“ Poems J Allan Ramsay (Alex. Gardner, 1S77), vol. i. p. 165.
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extended, he was» infeiior in’point of genius and artistic

skill to his successor, Robert Fei^ujson. The son of

William Fergusson, an accountant in the British Linen

Company, this poet was born in Edinburgh on the 5 th

of September 1750. He was sent at an «arly age to an

English school in the city, taught by one Philip, fiom

which he passed to the High, School, and from that, at

the age of thirteen, to the University of St. Andrews,

where he showed proficiency in the study of Latin and

Greek. It is on recorc^ that he was expelled fiom the

University for riotous behaviour in 1767 ;
his offence,

however, cannot have been very serious, as he was almost

immediately readmitted. He had been intended for the

ministry, but, leaving the University before his prepara-

tion foi it was completed, he returne.d to Edinburgh, and

obtained a situation in the ‘Office of* the Commissary

Clerk.
^

His daily work, which consisted mainly in

copying extracts from deeds and protests, was as dis-

tasteful to him as similar tasks were to Chatterton, and

he sought relaxation in clubs and taverns, amusing the

company he found there by his practical jokes and the

liveliness of his verses. In time his health, always

delicate, broke down under stress of his dissipated habits

:

loss of reason followed, and it became necessary to send

him to a lunatic asylum, in which, after a confinement of

two months, he died on the i6th of October 1774, aged

only twenty-four years.

Fergusson, like Ramsay, wrote both in literary English

and in the vernacular The former class of his poems
comprises Odes, Pastorals, Elsies, Mock-heroics, in all

of which the predfiminant influence of the Classical

Renaissance is not less plainly visible than is the imita-

tion of such English writers as Collins,
.
Gray, and

Shenstone. In many of lys “ Scots Poems ” there ,4s

also an unmistakable English manner, shown by the

frequent use of the heroic couplet ahd the coupling of

substantives and adjectives
;
while the element of what

would now be called “particularism” is marked simply

by the choice of the subject and the distinction of dialect
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Fergusson was in a special 'sense the poet of Edinburgh,

the manners of w.hich city he reproduced m verse with

as much liveliness as Smollett had shown in the prose

of Humphrey Clinker He had, however, a model for

his Auld Reekie in the Trivia of Gay, whose minutely

detailed manner he copies in descriptions of the light-

ing and the law-couits, the “Bucks” and “ Maccaronis,”

the street-cues and even the smells, of the Scottish

Capital. Gay gives the necessary mock-heioic air to

his subject by a lofty classical s^yle Fergusson, on the

other hand, shows his affection for his native city by his

appropriate use of a colloquial vocabulary which allows

touches of homely humour and sentiment. His classical

training was of good service to him in his patriotic verse

,

and the.- genuine spirit of the Renaissance breathes in his

Eclogues, The
^
Mutual Complaint if Plainstanes and

Causey, the Dialogue befUieen Brandy and Whisk;^, and

The Ghaists, poems which Burns has imitated in his

Bugs of Ayr, without (if an Englishman may presume to

venture on a comparison of two Scottish poets) attaining

an equal measure of artistic success. Fergusson’s Elegies,

.

written in rime couie, are better than Ramsay’s, and though

his lyrical description of manners in Leith Races and The

Election does not equal Burns’s Hallowe'en, The ftarmer's

Ingle seems to me to have a more genuine classical move-

ment than The Cotter's Saturday Night :

The fient a cheep’s amang the bairnies now

;

Foi a’ their anger’s wi’ their hungei gaiie :

Ay maun the childer, wi’ a fastin’ mou’,

Grumble, and gieet, and mak’ an unco mane
In rangles lound, before the ingle’s lowe,

Frae Gudame’s mouth auld-i^tld tales they hear,

O’ wailocks ^ loopin’ round the wirrikow • ^

O’ ghaists that win in glen and kirkyaid drear

,

^
'' Whilk touzles a’ then t^, and gars them shake wi’ fear.

Fgir weel she trows that nends and fames be
Sent from the deil to fleetch us to our ill

;

That kye hae tint their milk wi’ evil e’e ;

And corn been scowdered in ihe glowin’ kill.

> Witches. Scare-c
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O mock na thi^, my friends ^ but rather mouin,

Ye m hf!’s biawest spiing wi’ re^on deal ;

eild our idle fancies a’ return,

^
And dim our dolefu’ days wi' bainily fear

.

The mind’s ay cradlct^ whan the grave is near ^

But botli Ramsay and Fergusson use the vernaculai

as if it were something exterioi; to ttfemselves, a material

useful for producing metrical effects proper to poetic

diction : language is not with them, as it is with Burns,

a lyrical instrument lespjmsive to every inward movement

of passion and imagination : in range of fancy, geniality

of humour, and fineness of artistic taste, they stand on a

level much below thek great disciple, generous though

the latter was in exalting their meats as the first

explorers of the poetical region jvhich he made so

peculiarly his own. *

Robert Burns was born on thtj 25th of January 1759.

He was the eldest son of William Burness or Burns, who,

after working as a gardener in the service of the Provost

of Ayr, had rented a small farm in the neighbouring

parish of Alloway. At the age of six years Robert was

put under the tuition of one John Murdoch, a lad of

eighteen, with scholarly tastes and a keen appreciation

of the sTyle of literary English then in vogue
;
so that

from his earliest boyhood Bums was lifted into an

imaginative atmosphere beyond the sphere of his daily

life, and, according to his brother Gilbert, soon “ became
remarkable for the fluency and correctness of his ex-

pression.” ^ Before he was fourteen he had read Fielding’s

and Smollett’s novels, as well aj the histories of Hume
and Robertson

;
while a present from Muidoch of Pope’s

Works had a poweiful influence on his English style, and

gave a sensible impulse to his faculty for satire^ In 1 767
his father moved to a farm aj^ Mount Oliphant, described

by the poet as being of the poorest land in Ayrshjre, and

here for twelve years Robert’s life* was absorbed in

occupations which, he declares, combined “ the cheerless

I Woris 0/ Ri>6ert Fergusson {iSoJ), p 287.
“ Henley, Poelry of Bums, vol. iv. p. 238.
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gloom of a heimit with the unceasing toil of a galley

slave.” At Kirkoswald, a smuggling village in the

neighbourhood, he sought some relaxation from this

drudgery, and began “ to look unconcernedly on a large

tavern bill and mix without fear in a di unken squabble ” ^

His ardent imagination sought to expand itself in more

romantic legions, and when, he himself being eighteen

years of age, his father removed to a farm at Lochlie in

Tarbolton parish, he plunged into a succession of some-

what indiscriminate love affairs^ At the same time he

was weighed down by his own labours ai^ his father’s

embarrassments, and it may be this state to which he

alludes in the following passage of his autobiography :

There was a certain period of my life that my spirit was

broke repeated, losses and disasters, which threatened, and

indeed effected, the utter luin'of my foitune. My body too was

attacked by that most drdadful distemper, a hypochondria or

confirmed melancholy In this wretched state, the recollection

of which makes me yet shudde^ I hung my harp on the willow

trees, except in some lucid intervals, in one of which I composed

the following;—viz. the lines beginning “0 Thou great Being.”

^

He also wiote the striking song “ My father was a

farmer,” in which he says •

Then sore harassed, and tired at last with fortune’s vain delusion
,
0

'

I dropt my schemes, like idle dreams, and came to this conclusion ;
0

'

The past was bad, and the future hid
;

its good or ill untried , O

!

But tlie present hour was in my power, and so I would enjoy it
;
01®

His resolution, carried into practice with ardour and

vehemence, soon brought on a collision between Burns

and the rigid Inquisitors of the Kirk
,
and, as the result

of an intrigue with one Jean Armour (who afterwards

became his wife), both parties were in 1786 publicly

rebuked before the congregation by William Auld, Minister

ef Mauchline, the parish in which Burns was then farming.

Public ^.Opinion in the n£ighbourhood had already been

displeased by the 'harshness with which the Kirk ecclesi-

^ Henley, Poetry of Bums, vol. iv pp. 242-5.
** Reliques ofRobert Burns (Cromek), p 328.
® Poetiy of Burns (Henley), vol. iv. p g.
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astics had treated trivial brtaches of Sabbatarian rules
,

so 'that much ‘popular sympathy wa% excited on behalf

of the new offenders
;
and to this Burns gave expression

in a sA-ies of satires against orthodox Calvinism, including

The Holy Fair, The Twa ^erds. Holy Willie’s Prayer, and

The KtrVs Alarm. By these poems his reputation spread

so widely through the countrysyJe thSt he became desirous

of making a public appearance as an author. He’ accord-

ingly agreed with Wilson, a printer of Kilmarnock, for the

production of his poems, the first edition of which was

issued in Ju?y 1786. Though it consisted of 600 copies

and was exhausted in a month, Wilson declined to publish

a second edition, unlessi part of the expense was guaranteed

to him
;
and, as Bums was at the time in difficulties with

his farm of Mossgiel, he was unable^ to meet the printer’s

requirement. So great was his desponSency that he had

almost determined to leave Scotland for fhe West Indies,

and gave utterance to the feelings that overpowered him

in the well-known lines,
“ 'fhe gloomy night is gathering

fast.” ^ He was, however, diverted from his purpose on

reading a letter from Dr. Blacklock, the blind poet, to a

common friend, in which, after piessing for a reissue of

the volume, the writer declared :
“ Its intrinsic merit and

the exeTtions of the author’s friends might give it a more

universal circulation than anything of the kind which has

been published within my memory.”® Thus encouraged.

Burns made a journey to Edinburgh in the hope of find-

ing a publisher. He was received in the Capital with

enthusiasm by all classes ; subscribers offered themselves

in numbers
,
and arrangements^ for a fresh issue of his

poems were made lyrth William Cieech, by whom the

second edition of the Jfilmarnock volume was published

in April 1787. The venture proved very successful.

Burns says in a letter to Mrs. Dunlop that he ex^iected

to make about ^^450 from tht profits of the sale;* and

whatever was the amount he actuallj^ received, he found

' Henley, Poetry oj Burns, vol. 1, p. 255.
2 Ibid vol IV p. 294.
3 Ibid. vol. iv. p. 301.
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himself able to go on sevcfal touis m. different parts of

Scotland, and eventually to stait on a fresh farm in

Dumfriesshire with the remainder of his capital. Being

still pursued by his old ill-luck in agricultuie, he obtained

in 1789, through the influence of his friends, an appoint-

ment as Exciseman for the district in which his farm was

situated. In 1788 ne hg,d married Jean Armour, by

whom he had already had two illegitimate children
,
and,

by her good management and her sisters’, he was able

to convert his holding into a dairy farm, while he himself

carried on his work for the Excise. At tlfis period he

wrote some of his finest songs for two collections of

national music, James Johnson’s Musical Museum (1787-

1796) and George Johnson’s Scottish Afyj (i 792-1 796)
In other, respects his new life does not seem to have been

beneficial to him. He became confirrrtfed in his dissipated

habits
;

gave just cause ‘of offence to those in a rank

superior to his own, who had at first gladly welcomed

him to their society
,

and, *though an officer of the

Government, ostentatiously sought the company of men
•who were disaffected to it. At last his health broke

down completely, and he died on the 21st July 1796.

The genius of Burns was in every respect lyrical. At
one time, indeed, he seems to have meditated writing for

the stage. “In my early years,” he says, “nothing less

would serve me than courting the tragic muse I was,

I think, eighteen or nineteen when I sketched the outlines

of a tragedy.”^ It is fortunate that he did not pursue

the attempt, for, from what remains of the composition

referred to, it is plain that he had no conception of the

requirements either of tragic actios or tragic diction.

He had, no doubt, a keen appreciation, as is shown by

his Jolly Beggars, of the humours of real life
;
but this

wprk Is rightly executed in the form of a “ Cantata,”

divided, in musical fashion, between “ Recitative ” and
" Airs.” The lyrical form prevails even in his poems of

action. His most successful satires are songs or

monologues in character. Tam O' Shanter is a master-

* Rehgues of Robert Butns (Cromek), p. 4.01
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piece, causing regret that he did not more fiequently write

short metrical lales in the vernacular but it is a solitary

example of Bui ns’s narrative veise. His powers are
'

most ftilly exhibited when he is finding a form of expres-

sion for his own passions, prejudices, and sentiments
,

and this he does, according as his mood suggests, either

in literary English, in a mixtyre of literary English and

Scottish vernacular, or in the vernacular pure and' simple

An acute and appreciative critic of Burns describes his

practice as follows
: ^

The truth is that he wrote two lyric styles - (i) the style of

the eighteenth century Song-Books, which is a bad one, and in

which he could be as vhlgar, or as frigid, o» as tame, as very

much smaller men , and
(
2
)
the style of the Vernacular Folk-Song,

which he handled with that understanding and that mastery

of means and ends which stamps the mlisR To consider his

experiments in the first is to syrape an acquaintance with

Clann^.a, Mistress of my Soul, and Turn again, thou fair Eliza,

and On a Bank of Flowers, a^d Sensibility, How Charming, and
Castle Gordon, and A Big-Bellied Bottle, and Stratkalian’s Lament,

and Raving Winds around her Blowing, and How Pleasant

the Banks, and A Rosebud by my Early Walk, and many a.

thing besides, which, were it not known for the work of a great

poet, would long since have gone down into the limbo that gapes

foi woul4-be art In the other are all the little master-pieces by

which Burns the lyrist is remembered. He had a lead in The
Silver Tassie, and in Auld Lang Syne, and in A Man's a Man,
and Duncan Davison, m A Waukrife Minnie and Duncan Gray
and Finlay, in I Hae a Wife, and Lt was a’ for Our Rightfu’

King and A Red Red Rose, in Maepherson's Lament, and Ay
Waukin, O, and Somebody and Whistle and I'll Come to You—
in all, or very nearly all, the numbers •which make his lyrical

bequest, as it were, a little park •apart,—an unique retreat of

rocks and sylvan cornRrs, and heathy spaces, with an abundance

of wildings, and here and^there a hawthorn brake, where, to a

sound of running water, the Eternal Shepherd tells his tale—

m

the spacious and smiling demesne of English Literature

1 The Poetry^ of Barns By William ErnesJ Henley and -Thomas F.

Henderson, vol. iv pp 329-31. While I think it to be regretted that the late

Mr. Henley should have chosen to write the Life of Burns with an affectation

of bravado, I sincerely admire the general soundness of his ciiticai judg-

ment and the thoroughness ivith which he and his co-editor have tracked the

sources of Burns’s inspiration.
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Though this is true, as^far as it goes, it is not the

whole truth Looking at the mattei in broader aspect,

we can see that Burns was the fiist poet in the eighteenth

century, indeed in the whole lange of English Iit^ratuie,

to treat lyrically the elementary emotions of human
nature as they are experienced in the individual breast

His lyrical style is equally,«remote from that of Gray and

Collins, who are inspiied by the Classical Renaissance,

and from the fanciful, metaphysical manner of seventeenth

century poets like Herrick, Cow,ley, and Marvell, whose

thought is still strongly coloured with the 'ideas of the

Middle Ages. " Unacquainted,” he says in the preface

to the first edition of his poems (Kilmarnock), “with

the necessary requisites fof commencing poet by rule, he

sings the sentiments {ind manners he felt and saw in him-

self and his rustic compeeis around film in his and their

native language.” Burns was a man of many moods
and complex feelings, and, like all Scots who in the

eighteenth century used their native language for metrical

'

purposes, he was penetrated by the influences of English

- refinement. He had been trained by his earliest teacher

to perceive the qualities of the literary style then in

fashion, and had proved himself an apt pupil. When he

went to his work in the fields he carried with "him an

English song-book which he carefully studied
;
so that

he early acquired a mastery over the English language

on its literary, as apart fiom its social, side. His genius

and judgment made him keenly appreciative of the

beauties in the verse of a poet like Gray. For some of

his moods the idiomatic English of the period was a more
fitting vehicle than his own vernacular Beyond one or

two words, that might equally 'Well have been used in

their English form, there is nothing peculiarly Scottish

in„,the''famous lines beginning “ Ae fond kiss and then we
sever ”

;
^nor could any English poet have expressed more

artistically the genuine feeling expressed in the following

stanzas, written after the rejection by Jean Armour of

his proposals of marriage

;
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No iHly feigned poetic pains

• Jjy sad love-lom lainentings claim •

No shepheid’s pipe—arcadiSn Strains,

• No fabled tortures quaint and tame.

• The plighted faith, the mutual flame.

The oft attested Powers above, ,

• The promised father’s tender name.

These were the pledges of mj love 1

Enciicled m her clasping arms.

How have the raptured moments flown !

How have I wished foi Fortune’s charms
Foi her deai sake, and hers alone

!

* And must 1 think it ? is she gone.

My secret heart’s exulting boast ?

And does she heedless hear my gioan ?

And IS she eVci, ever lost ?
•

O can she bear so base a heart,

So lost to honour, lost to truth,, '

As from !he fondest Wvei pait,
^

The plighted husbanck of her you’ll ?

Alas ! life’s path may be unsmooth,

Hei way may lie tiiiough rough distress
,

Then who her pangs and pains will soothe,

Her soriows share, and make them less ?i

The same is true of these well-known lines

:

Still o’er these scenes my memoiy wakes,

And fondly biooJs with miser care

Time but th’ impression stronger makes.

As streams their channels deepei wear

0 Mary, dear departed shade,

Wheie is thy place of blissful rest f

Seest thou thy lover lowly laid ?

Hear’st thou the groans that lend his breast?®

It is true that the patticular poems,* which Mr. Henley

mentions, wiitten in, literary English, have no artistic

value
,
but that is becaus» the feeling they seek to convey

is itself false or artificial
;
and because the poet tries to

assume the mannered tone of a class with which he ig

not familiar. For the same reason Burns is not always

successful in his mingling of the-ScottiSh vernacufar with

classical English. Compared with the passage I have

' Henley, Poetry ofBums, vol. i. pp. 124-5.
® md. vol, ui, p. 72.
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already cited from FergussoM’s Fannei^s Ingle, there seems

to be in the following stanzas from Tile Soitet^s Saturday

Night an air of facile commonplace
: ^

The cheerfu’ supper done, \vi’ serious face r

Theyj-ound the ingle forni a circle wide.

The sire tiiins o’er wi’ patiiarchal grace,

The big ha’-I^ble, ance his father’s pnde.
His bonnet leverently is laid aside.

His lyait haffets i weaiing thin and bare
;

Those stiains that once did sweet in Zion glide.

He wales ^ a portion with judicious care,

And “ Let us woiship God 1 ” lire says with ^lemn air.

From scenes like these old Scotia’s grandeur spnngs,
That mjikes her loved at home, revered abroad

Princes and lords are but the breath of kings

;

“ An honest man’s the noblest work of God ”
;

* And, certes, lo fair Virtue’s heavenly road

The cottage leaves the palace far behind
;

What IS a lordling’# pomp ? a cumbrous load,

Disguising oft the wietch of human kind,

Studied m arts of Hell, in jrickedness lefined.^

I cannot agree, however, with Mr. Henley’s sweeping

depreciation of all Burns’s compromises of style between

English and Scottish
,
and instead of thinking that “ the

English parts of Tam O' Shanter are of no particular merit

as poetry,” ^ there is to my mind, in the change o^key from

the lines beginning "But pleasures are like poppies spread,”

to those beginning “ Weel mounted on his grey mare, Meg,”

an admirable example of artistic judgment. The slight

tinge of Doric in Scots, wha hae wt' Wallace bled, and

in Mary Monson, produces exactly the effect required to

imprint on the sublime or pathetic universality of senti-

ment in these poems a (Tistinctively Scottish character.

Still, it is unquestionable that Burns’s most profoundly

representative verse is found in his more purely vernacu-

lar songs -and poems, where—to repeat his own words—“he sings the sentim«nts and manners he saw and

felt in' himself and his rustic compeers, in his and their

native language.” These embrace descriptions of manners,

^ Grey side-locks. ® Chooses. ^ Coaer's Saturday Night, lai. xix,

* Henley, Poetry ofBums, vol }V. p. 263.
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satires, elegies, epistles, and ‘folk-songs. In each class

he had a poetftal predecessor whose "style he imitated,

while Raising it into regions of enthusiasm far beyond the

reach cfi' the original master ;
and in all of them the

emotion expressed is not private to himself, but common
to the great mass of his countrymen. His originality lies

entirely in the discovery of .the light poetical foim

appropriate to each particular subject.

For example, the first suggestion of The Holy Fair is

evidently due to Fergussqp’s Leith Races. Fiom Feigusson

Burns takes h's metre and his opening ideas. The elder

poet describes how in
" July month ” he met the impersona-

tion of Mirth, who invites him to make holiday with her on

Leith Sands • his disciple falls iji “ upon a simmer morn ”

with three “ hizzies,” who prove to be; Sujierstition,* Hypo-
crisy, and Fun, the Irfst of whoiA takes the poet with her to

witness the doings at Mauchhne Holy Fair on Communion
Sunday. On this borrowed foundation Burns builds a

poetical structure incomparable for truth, vivacity, and

satiric humom. The strangely compounded character

of the Scottish peasant in the eighteenth century is

portrayed in colours unfading as those in which Chaucer

sets before us the humours of his mediaeval pilgrims. We
see the company thronging to the Kirk—farmers with

their cottagers from the hillside, websters from the town,

women from all parts, carrying their stools and provisions,

some moved by the love of pulpit oratory and meta-

physical discourse, others desiring to see and be seen,

others meditating assignations. At t|;ie door of the tent

where the preaching is to be held.stands the elder, to take

the twopenny toll fronn all who enter
; at the back there

is a passage communicatiffg with a neighbouring ale-house,

to which the congregation can retire to drink and debate

in the intervals between th^ several sermons B'urne

seizes the opportunity to satirist with vivacity the various

styles of preaching affected by his chief enemies among
the Scottish Clergy The tent empties or fills according

as the pulpit is occupied by the fiery apostle of Election

and Predestination, the cold rationalist, or the glib
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champion of orthodoxy, it is most ciowded when the

theme presented w tire futuie punishment'awaiting rebels

against the authority of the Kirk .

But now the Lord’s a+n trumpet touts
*
Till a’ the hills are railin’,

And echoes back return the shouts
,

Black “Susseins na spairin’ .

• His piercin’ woids, like Highlan’ swoids,

Divide the joints an’ mariow
,

His talk o’ Hell, where devils dwell,

Our vena sauls does harrow

Wi’ fnght that day. ’

A vast, unbottomed, boundless pit,

Filled fu’ o’ lowin’ brurrstane,

Whase ragin’ flame an’ scorchin’ heat

Wad melt the hardest whunstane 1

The-half-hsleep start up wi’ fgar.

An’ think they hear it roaiin’

,

When presently it does appear

’Twas but some neebor snoiin’,

AsleCp that day ^

Another poem of the same class is Hallowe'en, in which

the poet desciibes “the simple pleasures of the lowly

train,” customary in Scotland on that night In his

satires and elegies there are two leading features
; the

first of these being the admirable range and variety of

tlie human feelings which he is able to express. At one

time he strikes our imagination with the audaciously

dramatic conception of the character portrayed, as, for

example, the mixture of sincerity and self-delusion, making

up the intolerance ®f the Elect, in Holy Willie's Prayer .

0 Thou that m the Heavens does dwell,

Wha, as it pleases be^ Thysel’,

Sends ane to Heaven an’ ten to Hell,

• A’ for Thy glory,

And no for onie ^ude or ill

They've done before Thee !

1 bless and praise Thy matchless might,

When thousands Thou hast left in night,

Henley, Poetry of Burns, vol. i pp 44’5.
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That'l am here befone Thy sight

• • For gifts an’ giace,

A buinm’ and a shinm’ light
•

To a’ this place.

What was I, or iwy generation,

t That I should get sic exaltation,

I wha deseived most just damnation
For bioken laws,**

Sax thousan’ yeais ere my cieation,

Thio’ Adam’s cause 1

Ygt 1 am here *. chosen sample.

To show Thy grace is gieat and ample.

I’m here a pillar o’ Thy temple,

Strong as a rock,
,

A guide, a buckler, and example.

To a’ Thy flock ^

At another time he. sounds a,note of itifinite pity and

tenderness, as in his address to the Field* Mouse whose

nest he tias destroyed with his plough :

Thy wee-bit housie*too in rum 1

Its silly wa’s the win’s are strewin’ 1

An’ naething, now, to big a new ane

O’ foggage gieen 1

An’ bleak Decembers win’s ensuin’

Baith snell and keen '
®

or to the Mountain Daisy, equally unfoitunate;

Wee, modest, cnmson-tipp&d flow’r,

Thou’s met me in an evil hour.

For I maun crash amang the stouie*

Thy slender stem :

To spare thee now is past my power.

Thou bonnie gem^ *

•

From this serious style again he can pass with no less

felicity to passages of l?limorous description, the best

example of which is perhaps to be found in Death and

Doctor Hornbook. The pictui^ of the movements of a

semi-drunken man in the follcJwing stanzas canpot be

surpassed ;

1 Henley, Poetiy of Btmis, vol. ii pp. 25-7.
8 Ibid vol. 1 pp 113-14. * Dust.

* Henley, Poetry of Rums, vol, i. p. 136.
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The clachan yiin‘'had made nifj canty,

^

I was. na but just had plenty r

I stacfiered whyles,'* but yet took tent ay

To fiee the ditches ;

An’ hillocks, stanes, and bushes kent ay

r Frac ghaists an’ witches.

The rising moon began to glow’t ’

The distant Cufonock hills out-owre :

To count her horns wi’ a’ my pow’r

I set mysel’

;

But whether she had three or four

I could na'tel! r

1 was come round about the hill,

Ah’ todlm’ doun on Willie’s mill,

Settin’ my staff wi’ a’ my skill

To keep me sicker
;

®

Thai lee*ard, whyles, against my will

,, I took a bickei.’

The other prominent feature in Burns’s satires and

elegies is the artistic judgment shown in his choice of

a metrical instrument. Almost every form of his

vernacular verse has its prototype far back in Scottish

poetry. The antique source of his inspiration is seen in

the Provengal origin of his favourite stanza, as appears

from the following

:

Farai un vers de dreit nen,

Non er de mi ni d’autra gen,

Non er d’amor ni de joven,

Ni de len au,

Qu’enans fo tiobatz en durmeu
• Sobre chevau ®

This form of stanza, so ofter^ er^ployed by Burns for

elegiac purposes—with such a burden as “ Poor Mailie’s

dea^J,’— found as early as the seventeenth century in the

^erse of Sir Robert Semj^iK of Beltries :

' Ale. 2 Jolly. s Drunk
* Staggered now and then. ® Stare, “ Steady.
I Run. Henley, Poetry ofBums, vol i. p. 19a.
* William IX., Count of Poitiers, as cited m Henley’s Poetry of Bums,

vol. i. p. 336.
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Kilbaiahan now may\ay, Alace 1

Foiisho has lost her game and grace,

, Baith Trixie and the Maiden Trace,

Bot quhat remeed ?

For na man can ^pply his place

—

Hab Simson’s deid.^ •

I have already exti acted a stanza f»om Allan Ramsay’s

Elegy on John Covoper, which sliows how the model was

revived in the eaily part of the eighteenth century
,
and

Fergusson’s Elegies On the Death of Scots Music and On
the Death of Mr. David*Gregory carry on the traditional

mannei. The latter poet employs it also for epistolaiy

purposes in his Answer, to Mr J. S.'s Epistle, on which

Burns modelled his Epistle to William Simpson of Ochil-

tree. Burns, however, far surpassed all his predecessors

in the colloquial ease, vigour,, and Iiarrftony with which

he handled the vernacular style. ,
*

The same qualities reappear, perhaps even more
characteristically, in his folli«songs. His contributions to

the two Scottish anthologies mentioned before are built

for the most pait on old foundations. They are in every

sense products of the ancient Scottish Minstrelsy. The
Bard in Scotland had survived longer than in England,

in proportion as the former country had preseived more

of the life and spirit of the Middle Ages. His twofold

vocation of poet and musician had left traces of itself in

the memory of each countryside, and from many a

cottage door the traveller might hear wafted snatches of

melodies which lingered in the ear and heart of the

people long after the names of the ^omposers had been

suffered to perish. ^In time Ihe music itself would

doubtless have died awajr, if it had not awaked in the

imagination of Burns an echo that he knew how to make
immortal. Feeling intensely the beauty of the. old

national airs and the significfiijce of the homely worcTs

to which they were wedded, he selected«from all quarters,

with the refinement of genius, quaint phrases, ancient

burdens, humorous turns of speech, and gave them new

1 Henley, Poetry cfBums, vol. i. p, 345.
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life in a context more poe'iical than the primary setting.

For example, he v/rites to Thomson respecting Auld Lang
Syne

The air is^but mediocie; bitt the following Song—the old

song of the olden times, and which has never been in print, or

even in manuscript, pntil I took it down from an old man’s
singing—IS enough to recommend any air.

Nobody will doubt that this account of the song is

fictitious, or that the words of the song are in reality

Burns’ own
;

nevertheless, the burden and the pathetic

opening, which suggested to him his idea, were in

existence at least as early as i 1 1 ,
and had been used

by Allan Ramsay in a song of different purpoit.^ Burns
rightly,, claimed John Anderson, my Jo, as his own

; but

the structure ofthe stanza was already at his disposal in

an older song, reprinted dn The Merty Muses of Caledonia,

the vulgar tone of which may be judged by the opening

:

John Anderson, my jo, John,

I wondei what you mean.

To rise so soon in the morning,

And sit up so late at e’en

You’ll blear out your eyn, John,

And why will you do so f

Come sooner to your bed at e’en,

John Andeison, my jo ^

While the burden of Green grozv the rashes, 0 ! is

borrowed from Herd’s AncientandModern Scottish Songs
;
®

and that of For a' that and a’ that has its origin in a

Jacobite song,’* th& artistic adaptation of the words and

air to a new context is in both cas^s thoroughly original.

Not less is this the case in such famous songs as Coming

thro' the Rye, poor Bodief Whistle and Fll come to you, my

Ladf Duncan Gray} and many another, the lowly motive

for which may be found pin broad-sides, chap-books, and

song-books, Scottish and English, where it might have

1 Henley, Poetry of Bums, vol. lii. pp 407-10.
‘I Ibid vol. ill. p. 349. ® Ibid vol, 1. p 414.
< Ibid. vol. ui. p. 4S9, ^ Ibid. vol. lii. p 41 1.

0 Ibid, vol. 111. p. 304. 1 Ibid. vol. 111. pp. 321, 4j2.
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been buried and /orgotten, lAd it not been revived by

Burns, and preserved for ever in the larger and loftier

atmos]3here of national poetiy.

From all this it will be seen that the lyrical style of

Burns is eminently social.* Not only do -we feel in it

the imagination of a great poet, but we hear the voice of

an historic people, in whose he^rt mtfny ancient elements,

mediEeval, religious, feudal, are in a state of fhrment,

produced by the growing movement of democracy The

living genius of the Renaissance is seen to be still inspiring

the poet in the stiong common sense with which he

masters his materials
;
at the same time the forms which

he employs are not Classical but Romantic. Nothing of

the kind is to be found in the contemporary lyric poetiy

of England. Yet in that too may be obseiwed
,
certain

undercurrents of imagination, running 'apart from the

mam channels of national taste, and indicating the presence

of new forces destined soon to transform the whole life

and constitution of society.* I have referred in the last

volume to the progress of the Methodist movement in

the eighteenth century, and have shown how closely it

was allied with the unrepresented elements of democracy,

and how intimately the hymnology which sprang from

It appealad to the feelings of the people.^ The religious

sources of Charles Wesley’s hymns were to a very great

extent mystical, and although their diction was masculine,

and (in the genuine sense of the word) classical, the centri-

fugal spirit of Nonconformity only needed to advance a

few points to cany?- the imagination into the legions of

Transcendentalism Transcendentalism is the atmosphere
pervading the poetiyj of Blake, which I propose to deal

with in this place, less oif account of any effect it produced
at the time on the development of the art of poetry in

England, than because of the instructive contrast it

presents in principle to the*cjiaracter of the poetry *of

Burns. '

William Blake, the son of an Irishman who had
changed his name from O’Neil, and, leaving his native

' Vol. V. chap. XI.
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country, had settled as a hosier in London, was born at

21 Broad Street,, near Golden Square, on the 28th of

November 1757. His father was a disciple of S\7eden-

borg. That mystical Evangelist had prophesied' that in

the year 175-7, the old world having ended, all things

would henceforth be made new, a saying which'evidently

sank deeply into the mind of young Blake, from the

coincidence of the supposed Revolution with the year of

his birth, and which contributed largely to the paiticular

form assumed by his mysticism. At a very early age he

began to see visions ; he met angels in Ifis walks, and

conversed with the Hebrew Prophets in the fields near

London. He lyas never sent to sphool, but, having shown
a talent for painting, was put to learn drawing from

one Parr, with whom he studied for three or four years,

passing from hm'i to an apprenticeship of two years undei

Basire, an engraver. -His hasty temper bi ought him
into such difficulties with his fellow-students that Basire

thought it best to send him by himself to copy the

monuments in Westminster Abbey, and in this occupation

he spent five years, drinking in the influences of Gothic

architecture, and casting his ideas into poetry.

In his twentieth year his apprenticeship came to an end

He became an independent engraver, and soon 'made the

acquaintance of Flaxman and Fuseli, who, with a few

other kindred spirits, made up a literary coterie, which met

in the house of one Matthews, a clergyman. By them

Blake was aided in 1783 to publish his fiist volume of

poems, entitled Poetical Sketches. Perhaps the indiffer-

ence with which the book was received by the public

irritated a temper naturally violent^ at any rate Blake

quarrelled with his partner—a fcIlow-apprentice who had

joined him^ in the business of print-selling in 1784

—

and --wrote a satire upon the Matthews coterie full of

vehement invective againyt the thought and taste of the

age. In course tff time his poetry began to show the

effects of his communion with spirits. He had taken his

younger brother Robert as an apprentice in 1784. In

1787 Robert died, and one night soon after his death
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appeared to Will^ini, showing him how to engrave his

poems upon clipper, and to decorate the border of

each “i^age. In the form thus revealed to him Blake

publishod in 1789 So7igs of Innocence, together with The

Book of Thel, the fiist of tfiose Prophetic Books which he

believed to be dictated by supernatural inspiration.

“I have written this poem,” he «!aid, at a later date, peaking

of his Jerusalem, “twelve or sometimes twenty or thirty lines

at a time, without premeditation and even against my will. The

time It has taken in writing was thus rendered non-existent, and

an immense poem exists wUlch seems the labour of a long life,

all produced without labour or study ”

In the transcription of these mysticaj prophecies he

continued till i 804, writing during the same period Sotigs

of Experience and Ideas of Good 'and Evil. The last three

yeais of this period <he spent in the village of Felpham in

Sussex, and in the exceedingly uncongenial society of the

poetaster Hayley, who had employed him in engraving

the illustiations for his Lif? of Cozvper. After 1804 he

seems to have ceased poetical composition, and to have

passed into his really great epoch of pictorial invention.

This took the form of illustration, his subjects being

chosen from other men’s poetry, and it comprised engrav-

ings for ilobert Blair’s Grave (1804-5), designs foi The
Book ofJob ( 1 8 2

1 ), for water-colour illustrations for Milton’s

Paiadise Losl (_iS22) and Dante’s Divine Comedy (1825).
Blake died on the 12th of August 1827.

The imaginative style of this poet reveals throughout
the natuial genius of a painter, which, had it been disci-

plined in that great age of the art in England, and been
directed always to intelligible objects, might have made
Blake the foremost of English masters in the heroic class

of painting
;

though such self-control would doubtless
have deprived his work of some of the characteristic

extravagance which, in the ey^^f his devout admirers, is

his greatest merit. This was not to be. "The poverty of his

family prevented him in his early days from pursuing his
studies as a painter on liberal lines . his own generous
feeling suggested his apprenticeship to an engraver ; his
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fathei’s indulgence left without the discipline of

school
; and, at an •age when the mind most open to

impressions, he steeped his thought in the writings of

Swedenborg. Everything conspired to persuade him that

his probably unequalled power of calling up the^images of

unseen things was given to him as a direct revelation of

the invisible world f' yet ..even so it was long before he

surrendered his judgment unreservedly to spiritual impulse.

When he published his first volume, Poetical Sketches, he

asked the indulgence of his readers in a modest tone

recalling the similar appeal of Burns ;

The following Sketches weie the production of untutored

youth, commended in his twelfth, and occasionally resumed by

the author till his twentieth, year ; since which time, his talents

having rbeen wholly (greeted to the attainment of excellence in

his profession, he" has been deprived of ’’the leisure requisite for

such a revisal 6f these sheets as might have rendered them less

unfit to meet the public eye.

Conscious of the irregularities and defects found on almost

every page, his friends still believed that they possessed a

poetical originality which merited some respite from oblivion.

These opinions remain, however, to be now re-proved or

confirmed by a less partial public.

The poems in the volume, indeed, far ffiom being

mature works of art, were evidently the production of a

boy. Some of them were faint echoes of what the poet

had read
;

^ others were inartistic imitations of well-

marked poetical styles :

^
in point of rhythm and rhjfme

many of them were singularly defective. Nevertheless,

originality, blended with invention, was everywhere

visible : a charming freshness and simplicity of feeling,

and an exuberant wealth of imagery, gave character to

the poems. In the following stanza, for example, the

mixture of the seventeenth and eighteenth century

manners is very significant, ''as showing the extent to which

Blake’s early work was the result of literary imitation :

1 See the imitation of Shakespeare m tl>e song beginning, “ My silks and

fine array.” Yeats, Poems of Wtlliam Blake, p. 7 .

* As in the “ Imitation of Spensei,” Poemsf fVtlltam Blake (W. B. Yeats),

p. 13-
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With sweet May-dews ?ny wings were wet,

A/!^ Phoebus fired my voualrage

.

t He caught me in his silken net,

And shut me in his golden cage ^

But in the next stanza the* extraordinary pjcturesqueness

of the imVge strikes an “oiiginal ” note :

He loves to sit and hear me srfg ,

Then, laughing, sports and plays with me ,

*

Then stretches out my golden suing.

And mocks my loss of liberty.*

Here and there too was'to be found a little poem perfect

in sentiment and fotm, such as the lines To the Muses ;

Whether on Idol’s shady brow.
Or in the chambers of the East,

The chambers of the Sunj that now
Fiom ancient melodies have pleased

;

Whether in heaven ye wander fair, ,

Or the green comers of*the earth,

Oi the blue regions of the air.

Where tlie meloditius winds have birth ;

Whether on crystal locks ye rove
Beneath the bosom of the sea,

Wandering in many a cotal grove.
Fair Nine, forsaking Poetiy ;

, How have you left the ancient love,

That bards of old enjoyed in you 1

The languid stimgs do scarcely move,
The sound is forced, the notes are few.®

A fragment of a drama, Edward III., essentially
undramatic, and imperfect in its rhythms, has many fine
lines bieathmg ardent thoughts on de^th and immortality.
But there is in these youthful 4yrics scarcely any trace
of the mysticism vvWch in later years became the pre-
dominant note in Blake’s poetry. As I have already
suggested, self-esteem, irritated by the public insensibility
to genius, may have been, i» part at least, the cause «Df
tlie increasing arrogance with which he afterwards asserted
the supernatural truth of his visions. Swedenborg’s
interpretation of the Scriptures, on which his mind had

1 Poems of William Blake (Yeats), p. 7
“ P- 7- » Ibtd p. , 2 .
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It Will be noticed that, as tar as the question of faith

goes, this aigument is not very different from that in

Rjligtp Laict “ the thmgs _we must belieye arc_f<:\vjaiid^

plain.” But Addison scarcely ever touches on the dogmas

of the Chiistian Religion. As it was his ambition to

bring “plplosophy out of closets and hbianSi

and colleges, to dwell jn clubs and assemlalies, at tea-

tables and in coffee-houses,” his reasoning about i elision ?

IS of that plain, almost naive, charactei which i s adapted
j

to the average intelligence of men, and shuns the subtleties
]

of the Schoolmen. It is based on the leasonableness of *

naturaj_ lehgion, and proceeds sometimes on a view of

the" order of the universe, as, for example ;

—

The Supreme Being has made the best arguments for his

own existence in the formation of the heavens and the earth
,

and these are arguments which a man of sense cannot forbear

attending to, who is out of the noise and hurry of human affairs.

Aristotle says that, should a man live underground, and there

converse with works of art and mechanism, and should afterwards

be brought up into the open day, and see the several glories of

the heaven and earth, he would immediately pronounce them to

be the works of such a being as we define God to be ^

At other times The Spectator aigues from the immor-_

tality of the Soul :

—

1 considered (he says) those several pioofs diawn.

First, from the nature of the Soul itself, and particularly from

Its immateriality, which, though not absolutely necessary to the

eternity of its duration, has, I think, been evinced to almost a

demonstration.

Secondly, from its passions and sentiments, as particularly

from its love of existence, its horror of annihilation, and its hopes

of immoi tality, with that secret satisfaction which it finds m the

practice of virtue, and that uneasiness which follows in it upon

the commission of vice

Thiidly, from the nature of the Supreme Being, whose justice,

goodness, wisdom, and veracity are all concerned in this great

point.2

But when he has once laid foundations ^on the

1 S-ptetaier, No. 465. Ibid. No. 1

1
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leasonabkness of natural Religion he proceeds, like Drydenj

HI Reltgio Laici, to establish the necessity of the Christian]

Revelation, and reaches, as a final conclusion, the duty of

all men to accept the form of the Catholic Religion

established in their countiy^ As it was his object to

form' in the midst of the nation a steady nucleus of_

religious practice, there are few appeals

to religious emotion • the nearest approach to personal

feeling on the subject is Steele’s papei on Good Fiidaj^'

Addison, whose strong personal religion is not to be

questioned, contents himself with defining the_ limits^ of

religious action He has a hearty dislike of all who

attempt to weaken the sanctions of Revelation, and appar-

ently comprehends under the head of atheism such deistic

vvoiks as Clmstiamty not Mysterious and Chustiamty as

Old as the Creation^ which, in his opinion, are the offspring

of vanity and self-love. 'Zeal for dogma he holds to be

usually mischievous, whethei it be excicised on behalf of ^

Calvinism oi Atheism
,
he is foi cheerful pietY_a£_op2osed '

to austerity, for devotion as distinguished from entl^jasm,

foi reasonable worship but not for supeisthion.

Nothing (he says) is so glorious in the eyes of mankind and
ornamental to human nature, setting aside the infinite advantage^

^

which ^ise ^rom it. as a strong, steady masculine'piety ,__b'ur_

enthusiasm'"and superstition are the weaknesses of human reSon.j
'

fHat expose us to the _scorn_and derision of infidels, and sink us/

evenlielow'the beasts that perish.®

These wordj may be taken as the standard of the

more rebgiousljq disposed part of__sqciety _between tlm’

close of the irreligious perio3 of the Restoration and the

lise of the JMethodi st movement in the reign of Geoige II.

The same practical aim shines in Addison’s attempt
to reform the,roatuiers.,bfls_ociety.by means of his essays

in The Spectator.

To teach (says Johason) the minuter decencies and inferior

* This conclusion is insisted on in numerous papers of The Spectator,
good examples of which will be found in Nos 1S5, 186

• Spectator, No. 356. 3 Ihtf. No 2qi
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duties, to regulate the piactice of daily conversation, to coiiect

those depravities which are lather ridiculous than ciiminal, and
leinove those grievances which, if they produce no lasting

calamities, impress hourly vexation, was first attempted by Casa
in his book of Manners, and Castiglione in his Cotirtier, two
books yet celebrated in Italy for purity and elegance, and which,

if they are now less read, aie neglected only because they have

effected that reformation which their authors intended, and their

piecepts now are no longer wanted ^

If these words indicate partially the objects aimed at

by Steele and Addison in The Tatlcr and The Spectator,

the comparison with the work of Casa and_ Castiglione

does but imperfect justice to the greatness of the taslc

undertaken by the English wnteis, or to the meiits of

their performance. Casa and Castigliona..had.jrieiely to

,SP-^ify. lulgs of manner s which, _ij iiatjaaiversanyj’ecognjsed,

in jjolitejlt^^ian society^ were atjeast observedjn Courts

like__that of the Dukes of Urbino.^, The fe^t of biinging

Older out of social chaos, which was accomplished by
Addison, has niore analogy to the achieyemmt of

Catfierine deVlvonne in constituting the standard ofmanners'

in the _H6tel Rambouillet. ^But the French Marchioness

, started with resources which were riot at the disposal of

any English social reformer, for not only had all the rules

of chivalrous behayiour been xireseryed_ii^ Fiench society,

but the_ supremacy of Woman, the most poweiful agency^

in dqinestic life, was as fully recpjfnisedj.if not always as

systematically exerted, in the reign of Henri IV. as it had

been Iirihe days of the Countess of Champagne and the

Coitrs d'Amour Addison and Steele, on the contrary,

,
had alike 'to contend against_the grestige of the Wits of'

j the Restorationjjylio Jia.ci_overthrown all the standards of

chivalrous behaviour, and to persuade women to resume the

just ^wer which they had ''abdicated under Charles 11.

For the achievement of the former pai^o? the ti^k the

greater share of the credit is perhaps due to Steele.

Steele was by temperament better qualified than Addison

to jud'ge of the power of social pleasure over human

ZiWi of the Poets: Addison, VoL ii, pp. 16-17.
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natuie- he had mixed ficclyin the fashionable put suits of

the age : he was well acquainted with all the tastes that

had given use to the Caroline diama, and he had himself

figured as a playwright. He is, theiefore, the more to be

admired for the courage with which he opposed himself

to the coirupted views of Love and Honour, which had

been handecTdown to society frorn the Restoration era

His papeis on duelling in The Tatler, and his ridicule of

the fashionable opinions about the relations betvyeen men
and women, established in the drawing-room as well as

repiesented on the stajje, are as sure a proof of his moral

coinage, as his lively treatment of the 'character of Will

Honeycomb is of the penetration of his wit. No one

could have described better than Steele did, in the letter,

of Simon Honeycomb, the standard of English molds
prevailing at the close of the seventeenth century :

—

In all this course of time, and some yeais following, I found

a sobw, modest man was always looked ujion by both sexes as a

precise, unfashToned follow of no life or spirit_ It was ordinary

for aTnan who had been drunk in good' co'mpany, or passed a

night with a wench, to speak of it next day bcfoie women fot

whom he had the greatest respect. He was leproved peiliaps

with the blow of a fan, or an “ Oh, fie ' ” but the angry lady still

preserved an apparent approbation m her countenance. He was
called a strange, wicked fellow, a sad wietch; he shrugs his

shoulders, swears, receives anothei blow, swears again he did not

know he swoie, and all was well. Yon might often see men game
m the presence of women, and throw at once for moie than they

w ere worth, to recommend themselves as men of spirit. I found
by long experience that the loosest principles and most abandoned
behaviour carried all before them in jjretensions to women of,

fortune.^

A confession of this kind shows how far, at this time,

Englishwomen were from fillingtheir proper place in society.

There had indeed been a period—at the close of Elizabeth’s

reign and foi a few years after the accession of James I.

—

when ^eir influence on taste and manners had been felt

witbin„a limit^ ciicle The poems of Spen.ser, Ben Jonson,
and Donne, all bear witness to the veneration felt for tii^oble

' Sfsctator, No 154.
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and high-minded ladies, like the Countesses of Bedford,

Huntingdon, Salisbury, and many others, who gave the tone

to the innermost circle of the Couitd But this female

/
influence, long declining, passed away with the down-

I fall of Charles I.
;
and the debauchery of the court

of Charles II. rendered its revival impqss^i^ble. In the

I

turbulent atmosphere of that time masculine genius alone

could prevail
;

so that, while new ideas of liberty had

taken organic shape in the Coffee-houses, there was no

I

society like that of the Hotel Rambouiilet fiom which the

1 female sex could diffuse its influence through the community

j

at large. Woman, therefore, was in danger of sinking m
England into aj^couit to^ oija household drudg^ positions

Ifrorn which Addison, in The Spectator, announces lus

intention of reclaiming her .

—

There are none to whom this paper will be more useful than

to the female world. I have often thought there has not been

sufficient pains taken in finding out proper employ.ments and
diversions for the fait _ones_ Tlieir amusements 5eem__con-

trfved' for them rather as they are" womenV than “as tiiey aie

reasonable creatures, and are more adaple^to the sex than to the

specres.~' The toilet is _their great scene of business, and the

right "adjusting of then han the principal employment of Their

\ lives, 'The sorting of a suit of ribands is" reckoned a very good
morning’s work

,
and if they make an excursion ‘to a m’ercer’s or a

' toy-shop, so great a fatigue makes them unable for anything else all

the day aftei ' Their ihore seiious occupations' aie sewing and
,embroidery,‘and their greatest'drudgery the prep.^raLiou ofjelljes

and'swe^m^ts This I say is the state of ordihary_ women

;

though I know there are 'multitudes of those of a more elevated

life an'd'cqnve'fsation, that move m ah exalted sphere of knowledge

and virUre, that join all the beauties of the mind to the ornaments

of dress, and inspire a kind of awe and respect, as well as love,

into'their male beholders^
' -~-

Steele’s ridicule of the “ women’s men ” of the previous

generation, joined to Addison’s endeavours to make
feminine charm and delicacy an clement in social inter-

,
1 course, soon proved successful as may be seen by the

P Sec, for example, Ben Jonson’s lines cited m vol. lii. p. 1S2, and
Donne’s in the lAine vol. p. 165. ^ Spectator, No. lO.
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exultant tone of Addison in a comparatively early number

of The Spcctaioy •

—

In the meanivhile, as I have taken the ladies under my
particular care, I shall make it my business to find out in the best

authors, ancient and modern, such passages as may be foi then

use, and endeavour to accommodate them as well as I can to

their taste, not questioning but that the valuable part of the sex

will easily pardon me, if fiom time to tune I laugh at those little

vanities and follies winch appear in the behaviour of some of

them, and which are moie proper for ridicule than a serious censme^

Most books being calculated for male readers, and generally

wiitten with an eye to men of learning, makes a work of this

nature the more necessary ; besides I am the more encouraged

because I flatter myself that I see the_sex.djli'y_ improving by

these my speculations My fair readers are already' d^pe^
scholars than the beaux I could jiame some of’tHefh’who tall^

inuch bettei_ than seveial gentlemen that make a gieat figure at

Will’s
,
and as I frequently receive letters from the fine ladies and

I
pretty fellows, T cannot but observe that the former are superior to

' the others, not only m the sense but in the spelling This cannot

I
but have a good effect upon the female world, and keep them fiom

j
being chaimed by those empty coxcombs that have hithetto-beehf

admired among the women, though laughed at among the men { i

I am credibly mfoimed that Tom Tattle passes for an impertinent
j

fello_w, that Will Trippet begins to be smoked, and that Frank
Smoothly himself is within a month of a coxcomb, in case I tbinlT

fit to continue this paper. For my parC as it" is my business in

some measure to detect such as would lead astray weak minds by
their false pretences to wit and judgment, humour and gallantry,

I shall not fail to lend the best lights I am able to the fair sex
for the continuation of their discoveries ^

p From this it will be seen of how much importance
Addison, in his work of social reformation, held it to

bring back order into the spher^ of taste, and to set^ up^ „

.A-^ndard.of, literary judgment which, withqut breaking;

with the. tiaditions of the past, might adapt itself, hy the
light of reason, to the changed requirements^ of mqdmn
society. _ In another paper he describes the method" h^
means to pursue for the attainment of his object

I intend (he says, at the opening of his papers on False

* Spectator, No. 92
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to lay aside a whole week for this undertaking, that

tke scheme of ray thoughts raay not be broken or interrupted

;

and I dare promise myself, if my leadeis will give me a week’s

attention, that this ^reat city will be veiy mucF'changed for the

better by next Saturday night I shall endeavour to make what

I say interUgible to ordinary capacities
,
Jbut if niy readers meet

with any paper that in some paits of it mayTre a little out of

' their reach, 1 would not have them discouraged, for they may
assure themselves that the next shall be much clearer As the

great and only end of these my speculations is to banish vice

!
and ignoiance out of the teiutones of Gieat Britain, I shall

j endeavour as much as possible to establish among us a ta^te of

polite wilting.^

,
What then was the standaid of polite writing whi(±

jAddjson ..had in .view ?_ It is often said that, after the

Restoration, England naturalised French principles of art

and criticism, but this is a statement that to some extent

\ misrepresents the facts of the case. Had England

j

done this she would have submitted to the “
Rules,”

I derived, from. Castelvetro’s interpretation of the Poetics of

1
Aristotle, which, after being approved in many of the

I Italian Academies, had crossed ’ the Alps into France
' where they had, with certain modjficatious, acquiied

despotic do.minion over j'rench taste. Nor hacTTilngland

altogether rejected them. Pope exaggerates greatly

when he says .—

if
We bold Biitons foreign laws despised, )

’

^
And lived unconqueied and uncivilised. \

Who can justly assert that the nation which had pioduced

The Faery Queen, Hamlet, and Paradise _LqH_ ivas ‘‘ un-

civilised’ ? The “ Rules ” had indeed been known in

England since Castelvetio’s book was first. accepted_as

an^authority.,, they were favouted by Sidney, Ben Jonson,

afiti a considerable section of polite sodety
;

but they

had never harmonised with the popular genms^ and even

when French models were encouiaged by the ta^e of

Charles II
j_
they bad failed to estabhsh ^paramount

authoiity at the English Cpui^t.

r Spectator., No, ?8. Y
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In that reign Diyden was justly regaided as the

leading critic in the country. Drydjin admired the lexical

French geni^, and he always speaks with respect of the

criticaf opinions of Boileau, Le Bossu, and Bouhours.

I

But being a thorough Englishman, he knew that, if he

was to direct the taste of his countrymen, it would be

jidle for him to appeal to any absolute system of

authonty, even though it might be supposed to emanate
,

from Austotle himself. In all his ciiticism he" tfusts '

I

to the foice of free reason, communicating between his '

lown mind and the intelligence of a public audience,
j

{fortified, e.v hyfiot/ien, by sound reading
;
and this he

regards as the final couit of appeal.

To this conscious dialectical piactice we owe tl^e.
numerous Essays and Prefaces, scattered thiqughout

Dryden’s vyorks, which foim the real staiting-point of_
English criticism The ciiticaljpiinciples he apjMies have
somediing in common with the methods of the Italian

and French ciitics, springing, as they evidently do, out

of the habit of social discussion about time-hofioufea '

questions of ait and taste But the society which gave
birth to criticism in Italy and P'rance was the ^ademj^
in England it was the Coffee -house. "Dryden’s Prefaces

have, _all of_t^m^beneath_1;he suiface, a ’^rfiamentarjr
ajr; they^are _the_ product of aebye' deb^e^uT'red'Iife,
being m this 1 espect . the jiatujal counterparF oTlhe
cri tical Inductions, so frequently employed by BeF Jonson
in the theatre to combat the prejudices pf the spectators

^ also es.sentially the work of occasion. Some
o"’?-Jh^jt.hemg to innovations on the stage, others to
political crise s, others again

^

tcrthF~eriterprTse 6f~booF

between rival parties, resolved to question, to e^uit^o
to give and take bloivs fiom opposite sides

,
an

atitiospherc, in Tac t,"such" as that which preiFiled in' wiip.s

Co^c-house in the stoimy era of the Restoration and the
Reyolutiqm The feading feature of Italian criticism, as
represented by Scaliger. and of French critiasm,, as
lepresente^d J)0 Bojleau,JsJ^bsplutej^uthorit^

; the main
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S4

t characteristic of Engli_s_h^..criticisi]v_as__i_epre^sented by

fDrJcfHi” is Constitutional liberty,

^ Up to a ceitain point Addison, in his critical method,

proceeded along the same lines as Dryden
;

the^ best

criticism of each of them implies the presence of a^ritical

audience. But Addison’s papeis of this kind^ m ^le
Spectator have notHin^in them “ occasional.” nothing of

that charih of careless egotism_which charact.en_se_s__U^

Prefaces of Dryden, when he speaks with the conscious

aud^Tty_of a tnan of genius about_ matters_ which jie

knows to be generally interestmg. The essayist feels

that, through his newspaper, he is addressing a far wider

audience than would listen to a literary discourse in any

single coffee-house, or indeed would be likely to buy a

particular book. Men of business, as well as of pleasure,

weigh his opinions
;
women in large numbers are among

his readers; it is his business rather to persuade and

conciliate their understanding, th'ah~to treat them as if

they were his scholars. Hence_ there is very much less

of dialectic in Addison’s criticism than in Dryden’s. but

much more of illustration
;
and, generally speaking, it may

be said that the fart]:^_ tl^ former moves away from his

practical end and his particular instances, in _the._direction

of abstract reasoning, the less valuable do his judgments

become. XTie real interest of his papers on Wit lies in

the fact that they are meant as an argumerit against ^e
school pf ..Cowley, which still __mmhtaified some of its

prestige in^^ciety. The essays on Paradise Lost are not

j

intended to be an illustration of the'supposed~Aristotelian

I

Rules
,
Aristotle’s methods and divisions are used, because

they furnish a convenient lramewbfirfor~ intioducing to

the great body of English readers the qualities of a poem
hitliSfo rniknown'toT most of them. On the other hand,

in the series oOpapers on the Pleasures of the Imagina-

tion^ which are abstract and general the reasoning is

feeble, ffigmenta^ry, and superficial. The meaning of the

Wbri^ “ Ima^ation" is almost exclusively restricted" by

Addison to the, power of reproducing isolated images, orierin.-

ally derived from the sense_of sight, and the illustrations -
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aie accordingly mainly drawn from passages_.Q£. descuption_

in ^etry^ There is nothing in the eleven papers of

whiclr the series is'composed to showJhat^the writer ever

thought of cxpiessing, by the term “ Imagmatipri,” the

power of conceiving organic life in the id eal world of

which Shakespcaie was conscious when he wiote —
The poet’b eye, in a fine fienzy rolling,

Doth glance from heaven to eaith, from eaith to heaven
;

And as imagination bodies forth

The foims of things unknown, the poet’s pen

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name

Addison’s excelJcjjcc Jies—as was to be expected from_

his .genius—in_^plied criticism " He had a complete

undeistanding of Horace's maxi rn, “ Scribendi j;ecte sapere

est el piincipium et fons,” which is not veiy^ far removed

from.Boilcau’s
' "

(huclque su)et qu’on tiaite, on plaisant ou sublime,

Qne toujouis le bon sens s'accorde a\ec la time
,

and his keen sense of humour made him lelish alljiinds

of social absurdity that spring most obviously out of

,

the neglect of this principle. Hence extiavagance and 1

affectation were partioilarjy offensive _lo him, and he

'

^
sJiow£^an..inim.itable, .skilLiD_exppsingJncongruity by the 1

^uj^iavejiony of his_illustiatioos. One of the happTesFofl
-fftliincind of sally may be cited from his first paper on '

False WitA.,—"

This fashion of false wit [ie. poems foimed in the shape of

external objects] was revived by several poets of the last age
j

and in particular may be met with in Mr Herbert’s poems, and,
if I am not mistaken, m the translation of Dj]L.Biirta.s.:_ I do not
remember any other kind of work among the moderns which
more resembles the performances I have mentioned than that

famous picture of King Chailes the First, which has the whole
Book of Bsalms lyritten in the hues of the face MdJ.b.e.hair of i

the heardr’ When I was lasF at “Oxford 'Fpmrused one of the I

whiskeis, and was reading the other, but could not go so fai in it I

as T”would have done,'By feas’on of the impatience of my fiiends

'

and fellow travellers, who all of them pfebsedAb see' sucE'a'j^ce
of curiosity, I have since heard that 'there TT now' a'h eminent
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j

writing master m town wno has transcnbed all the Old Testament

j

in a full-bottomed periwigj aniTif the tasMqn^ should jntioduce

j

the thick kind of wigs which iveie in vogue some few years ago,

' he promises to add two or three supernumerary locks that should

contain all the Ajiocrypha He designed this wig originally for

I

King William, having disposed the two Books of Kings in the

I two folks of the fore-top
;
but that glorious monaich dying befoie

j

the wig was finished, there is a space left in it for the face of any
' one that has a mind to purchase it

^

Not Jess effective is his illustiation of the ma_xim,

'‘No_thought IS beautiful which is not just
;

and no

though^ can be just which is not founded in truth
,
o r

at least in that which passes for such,” This principle

he applies to the ridiculous use of Greek mythology for

the puiposes of modern compliment, and proceeds as

follows •

—

In order to put a stop to this absurd practice I shall publish

the following edict by vntue of that spectatoiial authority with

which I stand invested •

Wheieas the time of a general peace is, in all appeaiance,

drawing near, being informed that there are several ingenious

persons who intend to show their talents on so happy an occasion
,

and being willing, as much as in me lies, to prevent that effusion

of nonsense which we have good cause to apprehend ,
I do hereby

strictly require every peison who shall write on this subject to

[

leniembei that he is a Christian, and not to sacrifice his catechism

to his poetry. In order to it I do expect of him, in the fiist

place, to make his own poem, without depending on Phoebus for

any part of it, or calling out for aid upon any one of the Muses
by name. I do likewise positively forbid the sending of Mercuiy

with any particular message or despatch relating to the peace, and

shall by no means suffer Minerva to take upon her the shape of

I

any plenipotentiary concerned in this great work. I do further

declare, that I shall not allow the Destinies to have had a hand

in the several thousands who have been slam in the late war,

[

being of opinion that all such deaths may be veiy well accounted

for by the Chnstian system of powdci and ball I do therefore

strictly forbid the Fates to cut the thread of man’s life upon any

pretence whatsoevei, unless it be for the sake of the rhyme And
^ whereas I have good reason to fear that Neptune will have a gieat

deal of business on his hands, in several poems which we may

Spiciator, No. S^-
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'1 now suppose aie on the anvil, I do also prohibit his appear-

ance, unless It be done in metaphor, simile, or very short allusion

1
and that even here he be not permitted to enter but with great

I caution and circumspection I desire that the same lule may be

1 extended to the whole fraternity of heathen gods, it being my
'I'jldesign to condemn evciy poem to the flames in which Jupiter

^ [thundeis, or exeicises any other act of authority which does not

belong to him, in shoit I expect that no pagan agent shall be
' intioduccd, or any fact related, which a man cannot give ciedit

!
to with a good conscience Provided always that nothing herein

contained shall extend, or he construed to extend, to several of

the female poets in this nation, who shall be still left in possession

of their gods and goddesses, m the same manner as if this paper

I had never been written ^

How completely antagonistic the spirit here manifested

is to the spirit of the late Classical Renaissance, as it

exhibits itself in the work of the Italian decadence, and~

even, to some extent, in the Art PoLHique of Boileau, may
be gathered from what I have said on the subject in the

firs_t_chapje£ of this vplume And yet, if the tiue spirit"

of the Renaissance be identical with the spirit^ of

cmc freedom, no more_ genuiiiely_ classical application
of critical prindpies can be found than in Jhjs humorous
decree

' I'he \vi iter who had done more than any other to

establish these new standards of manners and taste, having

attained to some of the highest offices in the State, died,

in the fulness of manhood, on the 17th of June 1719, and
was buried in Westminster Abbey, The occasion was
commemorated in an Elegy by his friend Tickell, wiitten

with a classic elegance, in itself the highest tribute to the

success that had attended the effoits of Addison in his

work of social refinement —
Can I forget the dismal night that gave
My soul’s best part for ever to the grave ?

How silent did his old companions tread

By midnight lamps, the mansions of the dead,
Through breathing statues, then unheeded things.

Through rows of wariiors, and through walks of kings '

* Spcctato), No. 533.
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What awe did the slow, solemn knell inspiie,

The pealing organ and the pausing chon I

The duties by the lawn-robed prelate paid,

And the last words that dust to dust conveyed 1

While speechless o’er thy closing grave we bend.

Accept these tears, thou cleat departed friend
,

O, gone for ever I take this last adieu,

And sleep in peace, next thy loved Montague 1



CHAPTER V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FAMILIAR STYLE IN

ENGLISH POETRY

George Granville, Lord Lansdown William Walsh . John
I'OMFRET Maiiuew Prior Jonathan Swift John Gay

In conbiclcnng the Reformation of English Manners and
Taste aftei the Revolution of i6SS, I said that, viewing
the mattei histoiically, it was a mistake to ascribe the
eharactei of poetical principles m England after the Resto-
lation mainly to the influence of Fiench models.* Still

moie IS this the case in detei mining the causes that led
to the development of the “ Illustiious Vulgar Tongue” of
oui country. Yet it is always well to keep in view
Trench example, not only because the many and striking
resemblances in the course of each literature are due to the
operation of the same European forces, but also because
their equally remarkable diversities of charactei may be
to some extent explained by differences of social condition.

In both countiies the aim of the poets and critics who
foimed poetical diction was—as it had also been in Italy

to build up the idiom on a colloquial basis refined by
literary practice. In both there was delay in arriving at a
fixed standard of piopnety, in consequence of an internal
conflict of spiiitual forces In both a settlement of the
sUndard began to be reached at about the same stage of
civil development

; in France, that is to say, at the time
when, after the suppression of the Fionde, Louis XIV.

' Page 8z
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absorbed all the functions of Government
,

in England,

when the struggle between Crown and Parliament was

ended by the settlement of 1688.

But in the resulting character of each language there

is striking dissimilarity, which is readily tiaceable to the

predominant influence exercised on French society by the

Crown and by Female Genius As the kings of France had

mounted to Absolutism by the support of the bourgeoisie,

so they naturally encouraged a course of refinement pro-

ceeding from the old French poems, in which there was a.

large infusion of the popular spirit But they also fully

appreciated the great results which had been effected, in

the improvement of manners, by the female leaders of the

Hdtel RambouiUet, the social descendants of the Presi-

dents of the Cours d'Amour ;
hence the polite French of

the seventeenth century represents a mixture of the

delicacy of Voiture, on the one side, and of the logical

robustness of La Fontaine, Moli^re, and Boileau, on the

other
;
these contraiy qualities being reconciled with each

other by the supreme authority of the Court.

No controlling influences of this kind operated in the

formation of English taste, though it is easy to see that

in English society the same elemental principles were at

work. For a brief moment after the Restoration the great

Royalist reaction placed the Crown in an almost absolute

position
;
and in an earlier chapter of this History I have

endeavoured to trace the effects on taste of the riotous

and clumsy caiicature of French manners in the Court of

Charles II ^ Rut these effects were not permanent, and,

at the downfall of the Feudal Monarchy, there was nothing

in the constitution of English society answering to the

influence on language of the Hdtel RambouiUet or the

later salons of the Prdcieuses.

On the whole, three forms of poetical diction had

asserted themselves in England as just modes for determin-

ing the character of the Illustrious Vulgar Tongue, The
first was Spenser’s principle of archaic revival which, in

the form of Allegory, commended itself to such conserva-

1 Vol. hi. ch«p. XV. pp. 455-457.
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tive intellects as stiove to retain at least the image oi

chivaliy and scholastic theology But this clearly was

not conformable to the ordinary usages of English speech ,

and still less so was the second form, viz the Metaphysical

manner, exemplified in the style of Donne and Cowley,

which, springing out of the decay of the Scholastic

Logic, carried imagination away from the sphere of

common sense. Both of these fashions, being founded

too exclusively on conscious literaiy expci iment, showed

a tendency to rapid exhaustion. It was not so with the

third form, namely Waller’s adaptation of the heioic

couplet to the purposes of courtly compliment

This metre had its foundation paitly in the conversa-

tion of society, partly in the tiadition of htcratuie It

had been used with excellent effect by Chaucer, who
imported it from France, and it had icceived a new
development from Diayton, whose piactice, improved by

Drummond and Sir John Beaumont, was afteiwaids taken

up by Waller, and used, as a vehicle of panegyric, in

opposition to the Pindaric style of Cowley. Wallei, how-

evei, was essentially a poet of the Coiiit He aimed at

paying compliments in verse, smooth, lucid, and melodious

;

and to this end he imported into his poetiy as much as

possible of colloquial usage. But he shrank from the

appearance of vulgarity, and, while discarding metaphysics,

strove to give elevation to the subjects of his praise

by associating them with a childish Pagan mythology

Hence his style was far from being adapted to the require-

ments of a society m which the Court played a diminished

part, We have only to examine the verse of any lepie

sentative courtier under the two last Stuarts, to sec how' it

differs in tone from the easy well-bied manner attained

in the aristocratic rigime by poets like Prior and

Cowper.

In order to form a refined poetical idiom, answeiing

to the needs of civil society after the Revolution, it was

necessary that the courtly style of Waller should receive

a strong mixture of the popular speech, just in the same

way as Addison had " brought philosophy out of closets
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and libraries, schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs

and assemblies, at tea-tables and in coffee-houses,” The
ex-Courtiei, the man of affairs, and the Coffee-house

philosopher, had in fact to do m England the refining

work that the King, the Hotel Rambouillet, and the

Academy, had together done in France.

The process was a long and gradual one, for it was

not easy to blend tendencies which were natuially opposed

to each other. Still the feat was achieved, and the course

of the movement may best be tiaced by making a starting-

point fiom two early apostles of “ coirectness,” whose

names happen to be joined together in a well-known

couplet of Pope—“Granville the polite, and knowing

Walsh Though there is not much in the verses of

these men to make the world eager to know more of

them than is contained in this familiar quotation, they

have enough character to render them deserving of the

notice of the historian.

George Granville was indeed, in point of personal

character, a man entitled to esteem and respect He
came of an ancient and loyal family, which had suffeied

much in the Civil War on the side of the King. His

grandfather. Sir Bcvile Gianville oi Grenville, one of the

be.st geneials in the loyal army, fell in the moment of

victoiy at the battle of Lansdown John Gianville, Sii

Bevile’s eldest son, afterwards created Earl of Bath and

Viscount Lansdown, was one of those fiist trusted by

Monk in his negotiations with Charles II Bernard, the

second son of Sir Bevile, fought at the battle of Newbury,

escaping from it, as his son Geoige reminded him, to take

pait in the defence of Scilly. The poet was a younger

son of Bernard, and was born in 1667. He must have

been of piecocious ability, for he was admitted at the age

of ten to Trinity College, Cambridge, and in the same
year wrote a copy of congratulatory Latin verses on the

marriage of the Prince' of Orange with the Princess Mary

’ Gianville, the polite,

And knowing Walsh would tel! me I could write

Episth to Arhuihnot, 13S-I3'6.
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of Yoik. In 1679, when he was only twelve yeais old,

he piesented a copy of his verses to the Princess Maiy of

Modena, who had recently been manied to the Duke of

York; and in the following year he graduated as M A,

On the landing of the Piince of Orange, he earnestly

begged his father to be allowed to prove his heieditar)

loyalty by taking the field on the side of King James.

Aftei the accession of William III. and Mary, Granville

lived foi years in retiiement, amusing himself by occa-

sionally writing for the stage, but when Anne came to the

till one, his fortune having been inci eased by the death.s

of his fathei and his uncle, the Earl of Bath, he entered

Parliament as member foi Fowey in Cornwall. He con-

tinued .^to sit in Parliament foi Lostwithiel, Helston, and

finally for the county of Cornwall. On the death of his

el del brother Sir Bevile, he succeeded to the baronetcy and

the family estates, and when Walpole was dismissed fiom

the Secretaryship of War in 1710, Granville was appointed

to succeed him—a fact at which he glances in his lines

written on a window of a room in the Towei, where

Walpole had been impiisoned, and whither he himself

was sent in 17 1 5 ,
after the accession of George I., while

Walpole returned to office:

—

Good iinevpected, evil unfoieseen.

Appear by tuins, as Fortune shifts the scene

Some, raised aloft, come tumbling down amain,

And fall so hard they bound and rise again

111 1 71 1 he was raised to the House of Lords

—

among the twelve peers created to secure the final down-

fall of Marlborough—with the title of Baron Lansdown •

in the following year he was appointed Compti oiler,

and in 1713 Treasurer of the Household. When
James II. left the kingdom, Granville had not hesitated

to proclaim his allegiance to him
;

after the succession

of the House of Brunswick, the boldness with which he

protested against the Bill attainting Ormonde and Boling-

broke of high treason so irritated the victorious Whigs

that, - as already mentioned, he was sent to the Tower,
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where he remained till 1717. On his release he spoke,

with all his old frankness and audacity, against the repeal

of the Bill to prevent Occasional Conformity
;
but after

1721, seeing that the Stuart cause was hopeless, and

perhaps being embarrassed in his private affairs, he retired

to the Continent, and did not return to England till 1732.

Finding that duiing his absence many of his poems had been

published in an impeifect form, he issued in that yeai a

coriected copy of his works, and piesented them, with

verses on the blank leaves, to the Queen—who had

received him graciously at Couit—and to the Princess

Anne. He died at his house in Hanover Square on the

30th January 1735 (four days after the death of his wife),

and was buried at St Clement Danes.

With a character so vivacious and energetic, it might

have been expected that Granville would attain simplicity

of poetic expression As a matter of fact he never did

so. He had indeed a right intuition as to the necessary

drift of taste, and recognised the justice of Mulgiave’s

and Roscommon’s standard of criticism in his £ssa)/ on

Unnatural Flights in Poetry —
Oui King returned, and banished peace lestoied.

The Muse ran mad to see her exiled lord ;

On the Clacked stage the bedlam heroes roared,

And scarce could speak one reasonable woid

Diyden himself, to please a frantic age,

Was foiced to let his judgment stoop to rage

To a wild audience he conformed his voice.

Complied to custom, but not eried by choice.

Deem then the people’s, not the iviiter’s sin,

Almansor's lage and rants of Maxunin
;

That fury spent, in each elaborate piece

He vies foi fame with ancient Rome and Greece

But as in politics Granville obeyed without reservation,

so in poetry he admired without judgment. He adored

James II. as the incarnation of Hereditary Royalty
,
he

imitated Waller as an infallible model of correct taste
;

and his lines “ To the Immortal Memory " of that poet

may be taken as the measure alike of his political and

critical sagacity ;

—
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Our British Killies aie laised above the heaise,

Immoital made in his immoital veise

No moie are Mais and Jove poetic themes,

But the celestial Chaileses and just James.

Juno and Pallas, all the shining race

Of heavenly beauties, to the queen give place
,

Cleai, like hei blow, and graceful was his song
;

Gieat, like her mind, and, like hei viitue, strong

Paient of gods, who dost to gods remove.

Where ait thou placed ? and which thy seat above ?

Waller the god of verse we will proclaim
,

Not Phuebiis now, but Waller be his name

,

Of jovful binds the sweet seiaphic chon

Acknowledge thee then oiacle and sue
The spheres do homage, and the muses sing

Wallet the god of verse, who was the king

Gianville appaiently had no su.spicion that these lines

weie as good a specimen as could be found of an “ un-

natuial flight in poetry” He was blinded by his admiia-

tion foi Waller, whom he strove to imitate, not only in

his smooth idiomatic diction, but m his foolish mythology

and insipid classicism By adopting these silly conven-

tions, on occasions which called for a manly directness of

expression, Granville contrives to leave on the mind an

impression of insincerity A good example of this

remains in the consolation he offers to James II. after

his downfall :

—

O happy James ' content thy mighty mind

,

Grudge not the world, for still thy Queen is kind

;

To he but at whose feet more gloiy biings,

Than ’tis to tread on empires and on kings

Secure of empire in that beauteous breast.

Who would not give then ciowns to be so blest ?

It is said that Maiy of Modena, praised in The Progress

of Beauty, was oiiginally the object of the poetical homage
which Gianville afterwards transfened to the Countess of

Newburgh, under the fictitious name of Myra Sachanssa

is of course the model for the portiait of this divinity,

who, to all the qualities of “Venus” and "Pallas," joins
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Ihe “ cruelty ” of Waller’s heroine. The poet in one of his

“ lonely walks distracted by despair,” meets with Apollo,

who advises him to retaliate on his mistress, but to no

purpose

In vain I tiy, m lain to vengeance move

My gentle Muse, so used to tender love

Such magic rules mv heai t, whate’er I wi ite

Turns all to soft complaint and amotous flight.

“ Begone, fond thoughts, begone ,
be bold, ' said 1

;

“Satire’s thy theme”—In vain again 1 try,

So charming Myra to each sense appears,

Jly soul adores, my rage dissolves in tears

And yet Apollo’s advice was ceitainly good
;

for, by some

of the verse that Granville has left behind him, it is plain

that he might have succeeded in that familiar style which

IS “fittest for discourse and nearest prose.” Not only do

his prologues and epilogues deserve the praise that

Johnson bestows upon them, but his satirical epigrams,

coaise as they are in texture, have unmistakable vigour.

The sketches of Macro and Codes (meaning peihaps

Sunderland, or Godolphin, and Marlborough) in the
" Lines on an Ill-favoured Lord ”—are admirable

—

That Macio’s looks are good let no man doubt

:

Which 1, his fnend and servant, thus make out

In every line of his peifidious face

The secret malice of his heart we trace

So fair the warning, and so plainly wut

,

Let none condemn the light that shows a pit.

Codes, whose face finds credit foi his heart,

Who can escape so smooth a villain’s art ?

Adorned with every grace that can persuade,

Seeing we trust, though suie to be betrayed

His looks are snares but Macro’s cry, Bewaie 1

Believe not, though ten thousand oaths he swear
If thou’rt deceived, observing well this rule,

Not Macio is the knave, but thou the fool.

In this one point he and his looks agree
;

As they betray their mastei—so did he

We should not naturally associate the following mal-
odorous epigram with “Granville the polite”; but it is

thoroughly characteristic of the Caroline age, whose
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manners inspired it
;
and for this leason, and as possessing a

brutal pungency which it would be hard to match outside

the epigrams of Maitial, it deserves to be cited :

—

Believe me, Cloe, the perfumes that cost

Such sums to sweeten thee aie treasures lost.

Not all Arabia would sufficient be

Thou smell’st not of thy sweets , they stink of thee

William Walsh, the paitnci of Granville in Pope’s pane-

gyrical couplet, was his opponent in politics He was the

son of Joseph Walsh of Abberley in Woicestershire, and

was born in 1673 Entering Wadham College, Oxford, in

1678, he left it without taking a degiee, and appears to

have entered early into couitly society, where, according

to Dennis, he was noted foi the splendour of his dress.

On the loth of August 1698 he was elected M P. for

Worcestershire, and when he began to conespond with

Pope in 1705, he represented Richmond in Yorkshire,

He was Gentleman of the Horse under the Duke of

Somciset. A zealous paitisan of the Whigs, he supported

the war policy initiated by William III, and in his

Golden Age Restored satirised the leaders of the Tory

reaction of 1703 ; among others Granville, whom he

apparently expected to be elected Speaker of the House
of Commons ^ On the other hand, w'hen the Whigs
recovered their ascendency, he imitated with some felicity

(1705) Hoiace’s Ode beginning Justnm et tcnacem ;

—

The man that’s resolute and just,

Film to his pimcipleS and trust,

Noi hopes nor fears can blind
;

No passions his designs control,

Not Love, that tyiant of the soul,

Can shake his steady mind

No paities for levenge engaged.
Nor threatening of a Couit eniaged,

Nor storms wheie fleets despair

;

No thunder pointed at his head
;

The shatteied world may strike him dead,
Not touch his soul with fear.

r “ Granville shall seize the long-expected choir.’

VOL. V
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Fiom this the Giecian glory lose;

By this the Romans awed then foes

,

Of this then poets sing
;

These weie the paths their heioes tiod ;

These arts made lieicules a god,

And gteat Nassau a king

In the test of the ode he goes on to prophesy the ncli

harvests the countiy will leap from a steady opposition to

Louis XIV. He died in March 1707-8

Walsh attained much more neaily than Granville to

the idea of “simplicity” in style. Dryden, in the Postscript

to the .dSneis, speaks of him as the best critic in the

nation hence Pope, who says that he owed to him the

counsel to aim at “correctness,” with his usual trenchant

folicity of description, calls him knotving Walsh.” This

epithet indeed Walsh scarcely deserved when he advised

Pope to write a pastoial play in imitation of Tasso’s

^vtinia. He was in fact blinded to the natural move-
nient towards simplification of taste by his appreciation

^
of late Italian poetry, just as Gianville was misled by his

admiration of Kings, and of Waller, their courtly flatterer.

Walsh knew little of the world outside the Court, and
Would doubtless have taken for his motto Odi profanum
I’ulgus • still within the limited circle for which he wrote
he aims at familial ity The fastidiousness of his critical

taste saved him from affectation. He had a natural turn

for epigram ; and though most of his poems are of the

ga.llant chaiacter, which was supposed to be necessary for a

^lan of fashion, he writes on love lather as a moralist than

a lover. Thus he gives an “ Envoi ” to his Book in the

spirit of an epigrammatist :

—

Go, little Book, and to the world impart,

The faithful image of an amorous heart

Those who love’s dear deluding pains have known
May in my fatal stoiy lead their own
Those who have lived from all its torments fiee

May find the thing they never felt by me .

Perhaps, advised, avoid the gilded bait.

And, warned by my example, shun my fate
;

While with calm joy, safe landed on the coast,

I view the waves on which I once was tost.
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Love IS a medley of encleai meats, jais,

Suspicions, quaiiels, recoucilemcnts, wnis.

Then peace again. Oh I would it not be best

To chase the fatal poison fiom the bieast?

But since so few can live from passion fiee,

Happy the man, and only happy he,

Who with such lucky stars begins his love,

That his cool judgment does his choice appiove

Ill-gioiinded passions cjuickly wear away,

What’s built upon esteem can ne’ei decay.

Walsh seems to have spoken from expeiience. Celinda,

whom he celebrates, gave him, according to his ovai tepoit,

only a share of her heart, and he desciibes in his verse

his fluctuations of feeling between his love for his mistress

and his contempt for his rivals In the following lines

—

one of the eaily examples of anapmstic verse in English

poetry— there is an anticipation of the light touch of

Prioi

Wlien I see the bright nymph who my heart doth enthial.

When I view her soft eyes and her languishing air,

Her merit so great, my own merit so small.

It makes me adore, and it makes me despair.

But when I consider she squanders on fools

All those ti ensures of beauty with which she is stoied,

My fancy it damps, iny passion it cools,

And It makes me despise what befoie I adored

Thus sometimes I despair, and sometimes I despise,

I love and I hate, but I nevei esteem

The passion grows up when I view hei bright eyes,

Which my nvals destroy when I look upon them I

How wisely doth Natuie things different unite '

In such odd compositions our safety is found
;

As the blood of a scorpion’s a cure for the bite,

So her folly makes whole whom her beauty doth wound

Walsh imitates the classics without slavishly copying

them. He rejects the puerile mythology, which Granville

adopts from Waller, and, in attempting to naturalise the

classical form of the Eclogue, he sometimes infuses into it a

certain amount of modern colour Thus, in his fourth

Pastoral Eclogue, he makes two shepherds contend with
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each other in alternate verse about the contrasted dis-

positions of their respective misti esses, aftei which Lycon,

the judge, decides in the following moral stiain :

—

Shepheids, enough , now cease your amoious war
j

Or too much heat may carry both too far

,

I well attended the dispute, and find

Both nymphs have chaims, but each in diffeient kind.

Flavta deserves more pains than she will cost.

As easily got, weie she not easily lost

Sylvia IS much moi e difficult to gain.

But, once possessed, will well reward the pain

We wish them Flavi.is all, when first we bum
;

But, once possessed, wish they would Sylvias turn
And, by the diffeient charms in each exprest,

One we should soonest love, the other best

His most characteiistic feature is epigrammatic neat-'v

ness, a good example of which is furnished by a little

poem called Phyllis's Resolution \

—

When slaves their liberty requiie,

They hope no more to gam ,

But you not only that desire.

But ask the powei to leign.

Think how unjust a suit you make.
Then you will soon decline

,

Youi freedom, wlien you please, pi ay take,
But trespass not on mine

No more in vain, Alcan der, crave
,

I ne’ei will giant the thing,

That he, who once has been my sla\ e,

.Should evci be my king

But he now and then shows a mastery over a light
rhythmical form of comic veise, for which it would be
difficult to find a paiallel in earlier English poetry
Such is his Despairing Lover .

—

Distracted with care
For Phyllis the fair,

Since nothing could move her
Poor Damon, her lover,

'

Resolves in despair
No longer to languish,

Nor bear so much anguish

;
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But, mad with his love,

To a piecipice goes,

Wheie a leap from above

Would soon finish his woes

When in lage he came there.

Beholding how steep

The sides did appear,

And the bottom how deep
;

His toiments projecting,

And sadly reflecting

That a lover forsaken

A new love may get.

But a neck when once bioken

Can never be set

;

And that he could die

Whenever he would,

But that he could live

But as long as he could .

How grievous soevei

The toiment might grow,

He scorned to endeavoui

To finish it so

But bold, unconceined

At thoughts of the pam,
He calmly retuined

To his cottage again.

The verses of Granville and Walsh give back many
echoes of the Middle Ages, in the lingering notes of the

Provencals, and in the pastoralism and mythology of the

late Italian Renaissance. But new manners were at hand.

In the last years of William III.’s reign a poem appeared

which, both in its style and in the popularity it enjoyed

through the whole of the eighteenth century, is a monu-
ment of the great change in the temper and taste of the

nation wrought by the Revolution of 1688. “Perhaps,”

says Johnson, “ no composition in our language has been

oftener perused than Pomfiet’s Choice” When the Lives

of the Poets were written this might have been true.

First published in a separate form in 1700, this poem
rapidly ran through foui editions; in 1736 it had reached

its tenth edition
;
and the last edition was published as

late as 1 790. But in the nineteenth century it gradually

dropped out of memory, and since it is now never included
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in our popular anthologies, the reader may be glad to

have an opportunity of seeing it iti cxUnso.

The Choice

If Heaven the giateful hbeity would g^ive

TJiat I might choose my method how to live
,

And all those houis piopitious fate should lend

In blissful ease and satisfaction spend
,

Neat some fan town I’d have a private seat,

Built unifoim, not little, nor too gieat

Better if on a using ground it stood
,

On this side fields, on that a neighbommg wood

It should within no othei things contain

But what aie useful, necessaiy, plain;

Methinks ’tis nauseous, and I’d ne’ei enduie

The needless pomp of gaudy furniture

A little garden, grateful to the eye,

And a cool rivulet run murmuring by

,

On whose delicious banks a stately row

Of shady limes or sycamores should grow.

At th’ end of which a silent study placed

Should be with all the noblest authois graced ;

Horace and Virgil, in whose mighty lines

Immortal wit and solid leaining shines ;

Shaip Juvenal, and amoious Ovid too,

Who all the turns of love’s soft passions knew •.

He that with judgment reads his chaiining lines.

In which strong art with strongei nature joins.

Must grant his fancy does the best excel

;

His thoughts so tender, and evpiessed so well

With all those model ns, men of ste.ady sense,

Esteemed for learning and foi eloquence

In some of these, as Fancy should advise,

I’d always take my morning exercise

,

For sure no minutes bring us moie content

Than those in ple.asing, useful studies spent

I’d have a clear and competent estate,

That I might live genteelly but not great

As much as I could moderately spend
,

A little more, sometimes t’ oblige a friend.

Nor should the sons of Poveity lepine

Too much at Foitune
;
they should taste of mine

;

And all that objects of tiue pity were
Should be relieved with what my wants could spaie

;

For that our Maker has too largely given

Should be returned in gratitude to Heaven
A frugal plenty should my table spread.

With healthy, not luaunous dishes fed

;
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Enough to satibfy, and soim-thiny 111010,

To feed the btiangci and the neiyhhouiiny pooi.

Stioiin meat indulges vice, and pampeiing food

Cieates diseases, and inflames the blood

But what’s sufficient to make natuie stiong,

And the bright lamp of life continue long,

I’d fieely take
, and as I did possess,

The bounteous Autlioi of my plenty bless

I’d have a little vault, but always stoied

With the best vvines each vintage could aftbid.

Wine whets the wit, irapioves us native foice,

And gives a pleasant flavoui to discoiiise
;

By making all our spiiits debonair,

Throws off the lees, the sediment of caie

But as the gieatest blessing Heaven lends

May be debauched, and seive ignoble ends
j

So, but too oft, the giape’s tefreshmg juice

Does many mischievous effects produce

My house should no such rude disorders know,
As fioin high drinking consequently flow.

Nor would I use what was so kindly g^nen

To the dishonour of indulgent Heaven
If any neighboui came, he should be fiee.

Used with respect, and not uneasy be

In my retreat, or to himself 01 me.
What freedom, piudence, and light reason give.

All men may with impunity receive
,

But the least sweiving fiom their rule’s too much
;

For what’s forbidden us ’tis death to touch.

That life may be moie comfoi table yet,

And all my joys refined, sinceie, and great

;

I’d choose two friends, whose company would he
A gieat advance to my felicity

Well-born, of humours suited to my own,
Discreet, that men as well as books have known ;

Brave, geneious, witty, and exactly fiee

Fiom loose behavioui, or formality.

Aliy and prudent, meiiy but not light

;

Quick in disceining and in judging light

:

Secret they should be, faithful to then tiust;

In reasoning cool, stiong, tempeiate, and just;

Obliging, open, without huffing biave
,

Brisk in gay talking, and in sober giave

:

Close in dispute, but not tenacious
, tiled

By solid reason, and let that decide
Not prone to lust, revenge, 01 envious hate

;

Nor busy meddlers with intrigues of state

Stiangers to slander, and swoin foes to spite,

Not quairelsome, but stout enough to fight

;
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Loyal and pious, fi lends to Ciesai ; tiue

As dying martyis to tlieir Maker too.

In their society I could not miss

A peimanent, sincere, substantial bliss

Would bounteous Heaven once nioie indulge, 1 .1 choose

(Foi who would so much satisfaction lose

As witty nymphs in conversation give ?)

Neai some obliging, modest fair to live •

Foi theie’s that sweetness in a female mind

Which in a man’s we cannot hope to find ,

That, by a secret but a jiowerful ait,

Winds up the spi mg of life, and does inip.irt

Fresh vital heat to the tiaiispoited hcait

I’d have hei leason all hei passion sway.

Easy in company, in piivate gay

Coy to a fop, to the deserving fiee ;

Still constant to hei self, and just to me
A soul she should have for gieat actions fit ;

Prudence and wisdom to diiect her wit-

Courage to look bold dangei m the face ;

No fear but only to be pioud or base
;

Quick to advise, by an emergence prest.

To give good counsel, or to take the best

I’d have the expression of hei thoughts be such

She might not seem reserved, nor talk too much ;

That shows a want of judgment and of sense .

More than enough is but impertinence

Her conduct regular, her miith lefined.

Civil to strangers, to hei neighbours kind :

Averse to vanity, levenge, and pride.

In all the methods of deceit untiied

So faithful to her fiiend and good to all.

No censure might upon hei actions fall.

Then would ev’n Envy be compelled to say,

She goes the least of womankind astray.

To this fan creature I’d sometimes retire

Her convcisation would new joys inspire,

Give life an edge so keen, no suily care

Would ventme to assault my soul, or dare

Near my retreat to hide one secret snaic

:

But so' divine, so noble a repast

I’d seldom, and with modeiation, taste

:

For highest cordials all their virtue lose

By a too hequent and too bold a use

,

And what would qheei the spirits in distress

Ruins our health when taken to excess.

I’d be concerned in no litigious jar ;

Beloved by all, not vainly popular

WUate’er assistance I had power to bring,
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T’obliye my countiy, or lo seive iny King,

Whene’ei they call, I’d leadily affoid,

My tongue, my pen, my counsel, or my snoiJ.

Lawsuits I’d shun, with as much studious rate

As I would dens wheie hungiy lions are;

And lathei put up mjuiies, than be

A plague to him who’d be a plague to me.

I value quiet at a price too gieat

To give for my revenge so dear a late

;

For what do we by all our bustle gam,

But counterfeit delight foi real pain ?

If Heaven a date of many yeais would give.

Thus I'd in pleasure, ease, and plenty live

And as I near approached the verge of life,

Some kind relation (for I’d have no wife)

Should take upon him all my woildly care,

Whilst I did fot a better state piepare

Then I’d not be with any tiouble vexed,

Nni have the evening of my days peiplexcd;

But, by a silent and a peaceful death,

Without a sigh, resign my aged breath

And, when committed to the dust. I’d have
Few tears, but fiiendly, dropt into my glare:

Then would my exit so piopitious be,

All men would wish to live and die like me

John Pomfret, the author of this charming poem, was
the son of Thomas Pomfret, Vicar of Luton, in which place

John was boin in 1667. He was educated first at Bed-
ford, and afterwai ds at Queens’ College, Cambridge, where
he graduated B A in 1684 and M.A in 1698. He was
among the numerous poets who wrote odes on Queen
Mary’s death in 1694, and in 1699 he published a volume
of poems, in the picface to which he modestly said that

he should judge from the reception of the book whether it

was woith printing or not. It was piobabiy received with

some favour, but The Choice was not included in it, and
was issued sepaiately in 1700. Pomfiet, who had been
appointed to the Rectory of Malden in Bedfordshire in

1695, perhaps in reward for his loyal celebration of the

late Queen’s virtues, might fairly have hoped that the

fame of The Choice would have brought him fuither

preferment. It is evident, however, fiom what he says in

his poem, that he had not lealised the truth of Ilainlet’sw.^
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warning to Ophelia : “Be thou as chaste as ice and as

pure as snow, thou shalt not escape calumny.” It is

said that repiesentations were made in his behalf to

Compton, Bishop of London, but that the latter was

scandalised by the refeience in The Choue to the “ fair

creatuic ” and the resolution to have “ no wife ”
;
so that,

though in this respect the poet had already changed his

mind and was married, he was ncvei moved from Malden,

wheie he died and was buried, ist December 1702

Nothing could have been moie innocent than

Pomfret’s poem. When it fiist appeared it was without

the author’s name, and announced itself to be the work of

“ A Person of Quality ” And indeed it might have pro-

ceeded from any quaitcr in the ranks of intellectual

society, for, as Johnson says, it exhibited “a system of life

adapted to common notions, and equal to common
expectations, such a state as affoids plenty and tranquillity,

without exclusion of intellectual pleasures.” To no society

that ever existed would an ideal like this have offered

more attractions than to the England of the early

eighteenth century. Sixty years of civil war, or factious

conflict, had distracted the mind of the nation, and, like

the country-loving Romans after the battle of Actium,

all classes welcomed the prospect of settled government

Only a few years before the publication of The Choice,

moderate men had felt their duty divided between

allegiance to their Sovereign and attachment to their

National Church
;

Loyal and pious, friends to C.esar
; true

As dying inaityis to then Makei too.

With Falkland inrmy had sighed for “ Peace ”
; with

Cowley others dreamed of a retirement that should

Pleasuies yield

Horace might envy in his Sabine field ;

men such as “humble Allen,” “the Man of Ross,” and a
multitude who “ did good by stealth and blushed to find

it fame,” longed for a state of quiet in which they might
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indulge their benevolent instincts undisturbed by civil

broils.

To the hearts of all such readers the sentiment of

Pomfrct’s poem appealed directly. Equally felicitous was

the form in which the sentiment was conveyed The

Choice is the first poem in the English language written

in the conversational style of Horace’s Satires and Epistles

Just as the Roman poet had bieathed a prayer for “ a piece

of land not over large, with a garden, a clear spring of water

near the house, and beyond it a strip of wood,” ^ so Pom-
fret’s English idea was to have

A little garden grateful to the eye.

And a cool rivulet run munmmng by,

On whose delicious banks a stately row
Of shady limes or sycamores should grow.

Plorace’s praises of the golden mean
,

his invitation to

MiEcenas to come and diink his well-stored Sabine vin

ordinaire in moderate cups
; and his contrast of the sweet

country quiet with the bloated ostentation of Roman
“smart society,” all find their counterparts in Pomfret’s

hospitable cellar, his enjoyment of the conversation of his

male friends, and his horror of litigation as the enemy of
“ quiet,”

(For what do we by all our bustle gam
But counterfeit delight for real pain ? ) ;

and these echoes of Latin sentiment are admirably repro-

duced in his treatment of the heroic couplet. No English
poet had yet caught so much of Horace’s easy epistolary

style in this metre He nevei repeated his success. His
other poems are written in facile and agreeable verse

,
but

the best of them—his Epistles and Vision—are spoiled by
an air of sham pastoralism Pope, however, who could
always discover the excellences of minor poets, studied
him caiefully, and has done him the honour of appropriating
one of the lines in his Vision for Eloisa to Abelard^

The Choice, then, embodied a new ideal of simplicity

^ Horace, Satires, 11. vi
2 “Which bleeds such sad vaiietyorwoe ” Elaisa to Abelard, 36,
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in life, thought, and language for Enghbhmen at laige, and

more especially for the dwellers in the countiy But the

Revolution settlement exercised indirectly a still more

potent influence on the imagination by its effects on the

inhabitants of the town, and especially on the men of

poetic genius whom the exigencies of the time involved

m State employments Brought into immediate touch

with the cliief orators and statesmen of the day, foiced to

study all the arts of expiession adapted to convince or

persuade the public, and ever observant of the drift of

social taste, it was inevitable that such waters should

cliscaid the coinpaiativcly abstract ideals of style hitherto

cultivated, and should attempt to mould metrical forms

more and more to suit the bent of their own characters

and the idioms of polite conversation. The various results

of this tendency are visible in the verse of the lemarkable

triumvirate who must now come under our notice, Prioi,

Swift, and Gay
Matthew Prior, of whom as a panegyrical poet I have

already said .something, was born at Wimborne Minster in

Dorsetshiie on the 2 ist of July 1664; his father, according

to the local tiadition, being a carpenter. While he was a

boy his father moved to London, and Matthew was sent

to school at Westminster. Soon afterwards the elder

Prior died, and his son was left to the charge of an uncle

who was a vintner in Channel (Cannon) Row, West-
minster, and who took the boy away from school to help

him in his wine-house. Here he was one day found by
Lord Dorset reading Horace. The Earl, struck with his

intelligence, persuaded his uncle to let him return to

Westminster, and helped to pay for his schooling until his

election as King’s Scholar. From Westminster Prior

passed to St. John’s College, Cambridge, choosing a

scholarship in that College rather than at Chi ist Church,
Oxford, because he wished to be at the same University
with his school-fellow, James Montague, younger brother
of Charles, afterwards Lord Halifax, who was also a
fellow-student with Prior both at Westminster and Cam-
bridge, Piior took his B.A degree in 1686, and in the



following yeai joined Charles Montague in willing the

parody on Diyden’s Hmd and Panther Though Mont-
ague was naturally the fiist to obtain pieferment, as a

rewaid for this service, Prior’s turn soon came He was
appointed in 1690 Secretary to Lord Dursley (aftei wards

Earl of Beikeley), William Ill’s Ambassador to the

Hague
;

and in that capacity was often bi ought into

communication with the King.

It was during this peiiod of his life that most of his

panegyrical poems, specimens of which I have given in

an eailier chapter, were written. But as his Epistle to

Fleetwood Sheppard shows, he had aheady begun to

cultivate the familiar style, and his paiody on Boileau’s

Ode in 1695, as well as The Secretary, written at the

Hague in 1696, must have revealed where his real

strength lay Nevertheless duiing William’s reign there

was little opportunity for him to follow his bent “ I had
enough to do,” he says of himself, " in studying French
and Dutch and alteiing my Terentian and original style

into articles and conventions” In 1697 he acted as

Secretary, first during the negotiations for the Treaty of
Ryswick, and in the following year to the Embassy of

Loid Portland to Paris respecting the Partition Treaty, to

which he alludes in his Conversation. In 1699 he wrote
his official Carmen Seculare, for which variety of service

he was rewarded in 1700 with the Commissionership of
Trade and Plantations just vacated by John Locke. He
was elected M.P. for East Gnnstead in 1701, and in

Anne's leign gradually detached himself from the Whigs
to act with Harley and St John. His wide knowledge
of official business caused him in 1 7 1 1 to be employed in

the arrangement of preliminaries to the Treaty of Utrecht
and in 1 7 1 3 he was sent as Ambassador to Paris for the
completion of the Treaty. On his return to England in

1715 he was impeached, and was sent to the Tower for

two years, during which he wrote his Alma.

His numerous employments in affairs of State had
not enriched him, and when released from confinement

having no means of subsistence beyond the Fellowship at
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St John’s to winch he had been elected in i6S8, he printed

in 1719 a volume of hit. poems by subscription, which

brought him <^ooo guineas. In addition to this, his fiiend

Loid Harley bought for him the little estate of Down
Hall, which Piioi describes in the lively ballad with that

title, and on which he spent the shoit lemainder of his

life He died on the iSth of Septcmbci 1721.^

To appieciatc fully the chaiacter of Piior's familiar

style, we ought also to considei the seiious side of his

genius. Pie was, as he describes himself in an ante-dated

epitaph, essentially a two-sided man —
Vet counting as fai .as to fifty his years,

Ills viUue and vice were as other men’s aie
,

High hopes he conceived, and he smotheied great feais.

In life paity-colouied, half pleasure, half care.

Not to business a diudge, nor to faction a slave,

He stiove to make inteiest and fieedom agree ,

In public employments mdustnous and gtave,

And alone with his friends, loid, how meiry was he !

In the same way he could think and write gravely as

well as wittily, and (as often happens with men) believed

his grave inspirations to be his best :
“ What do you tell

me of my Alma ? ” said he to Pope, who had preferred

that poem to Solomon, “a loose and hasty scribble to

lelieve the tedious houis of my imprisonment while in

the messenger’s hands.” The woild has never been pei-

suaded to think as well of Solomon as the author did
,

but any reader who studies the poem with attention will

see that Prior valued it because it was written from his

heart. It is the work of a man who has seen much of

the world, and has that much right to judge it from

Solomon’s point of view. The following lines on the

vanity of science, so called, put into the mouth of the

Plebrew King, reflect the Pyrrhonism of the seventeenth

century in England

' A fuller .account of rrior’s, life will be found in the SeJeOed Poems of
Matthew Pnor, by Mr. Austin Dobson, who has performed the pans of
Editor and Biographer with all the iciinement, thoroughness, and sympathy,
to he expected (tom a kindied spirit.
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Foiced by refleclive leason, I confess

That human science is uncertain guess

Alas I we giasp the clouds and beat the an,

Vexing that spilit we intend to clear

Can thought beyond the bounds of maltei climb

Or who shall tell me what is space oi time ?

In vain we lift up oui piesumptiious eyes

To what 0111 Makei to then ken denies

The seaichei follows fast
,
the object faster flies.

The little which imperfectly we find

Seduces only the bewildeied mind
To fruitless search of something left behind

Vaiious discussions tear our heated brain ,

Opinions often tuin, still doubts remain
,

And who indulges thought increases pain

The same serious moral note often teems in Prior’s

lighter and more familiar verse. Writing to Chailes

Montague, he says —
Our hopes, like toweling falcons, aim

At objects in an ally height

The little pleasuie of the game
Is fiom afar to view the flight.

Oui anxious pains we all the day
In search of what we like employ:

Scorning at night the woithless piey.

We find the labour gave the joy.

At distance through an artful glass

To the mind’s eye things will appeal ;

They lose their forms, and make a mass
Confused and black, if brought too near.

If we see right we see our woes
;

Then what avails it to have eyes ?

Fiom ignoiance our conifmt flows ;

The only wretched aie the wise.

We wearied should lie down in death

;

This cheat of life too soon would fade

;

If you thought fame an empty breath,

I Phyllis but a perjured jade

prior’s mirth, therefore, has in it a strong vein of
melancholy, but his philosophical conclusion is to find

cheerfulness in action
,
a moral which he may even have
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commended to himself by the moie solemn aspiration

with which he closes his Solomon :

—

Now, Solomon, lemembeiing who thou ait,

Act through thy remnant life the decent part.

Go foith be stiong. with patience and with caie

Peifoim, and suffer to thyself severe,

Giacious tootheis, thy desires suppiessed,

Diffused thy vutues . fust of men, be best.

Thy sum of duty let two woi ds contain,

(O may they giaven in thy heart lemam ')

Be humble and be just

Supieine, all wise, eteinal Potentate '

Sole Authoi, sole Dispenser of our fate I

Enshrined m light and immortality.

Whom no man fully sees, and none can see •

Original of beings ! Power Divine 1

Since that I live and that I think is thine I

Benign Cieator 1 let thy plastic hand
Dispose its own effect ; let thy command
Restoie, great Father, thy instructed son ;

And in my act let Thy great will be done.

Reading these lines, evidently wiitten with emotion, we
seem to feel the sincerity of the simple and pious verses

to Lady Maigaret Cavendish Holies Harley in her child-

hood :

—

My noble, lovely, little Peggy,

Let this, my fiist epistle, beg ye,

At dawn of mom and close of even.

To lift youi heait and hands to Heaven

In double beauty say youi piayer :

Our Falhei fiist, then Notie Eire.

And, dealest child, along the day
In everything you do and say.

Obey and please my lord and lady.

So God shall love, and angels aid ye.

If to these precepts you attend,

No Second-Letter need I send,

And so I lest your constant friend.

But though, for the purpose of discovering the true
character of his poetical genius, it is certainly necessary to

study his seiious as well as his lighter verse, injustice is
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done him by subjecting his poetiy to solemn canons of

criticism, whether applied for the puipose of blame or

praise An example of the foimer kind of injustice

remains in Johnson’s judgment on Henry and Emma •

—

The greatest of all his amorous essays is Henry and Emma,
a dull and tedious dialogue which excites neithei esteem for the

man noi tenderness for the woman. The example of Emma,
who resolves to follow an outlawed murdeier wherever fear and

guilt shall drive him, deseives no imitation, and the experiment

by which Heniy tiies the lady’s constancy is such as must end

either in infamy to her, or in disappointment to himself^

Here it is evident that Johnson is judging by a moral

and not by a poetical law. But Cowper, in defending

Prior on poetical grounds, does not greatly improve the

cause of his client He says of Johnson’s criticism •

—

But what shall we say of his old, fusty, rusty remarks upon
Henry and Emma ? I agree with him that, morally considered,

both the knight and his lady are bad characteis, and that each

exhibits an example which ought not to be followed The man
dissembles in a way that would have justified the woman had
she renounced him

, and the woman resolves to follow him at

the expense of delicacy, propriety, and even modesty itself. But
when the ciitic calls it a dull dialogue, who but a critic will

believe him ? Theie are few readeis of poetry, of either sex, in

the country who cannot remember how that enchanting piece

has bewitched them—who do not know that, instead of finding

it tedious, they have been so delighted with the romantic turn of

it as to have overlooked all its defects, and to have given it a
consecrated place in their memories without ever feeling it a
burden.^

As Spenser says, “ Thoughts of men do as themselves

decay.” While piobably almost all modern readers will

agree with Johnson’s low estimate of Henry and Emma
rather than with Cowper’s, they will certainly dissent from
the grounds of the former’s judgment. Prior’s error was
one not so much of morals as of taste P'ancying that he
could impiove the ballad of The Nut-brown Maid, he
endeavoured to rationalise and, as he thought, to har-

monise one of the most artlessly beautiful and melodious

Lzves of the Poets Prior. * Letter to Unwin, January 5, 1782.

VOL V 1
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poems in the English language, by tacking a nanative

on to the dialogue, and translating the latter into the

rhetorical diction appiopriate to the heroic couplet. The

old author of the ballad had no object of the kind that

Johnson and Cowper imagine* his puipose, as he shows

us, was simply to defend women against the charge of

being fickle in their affections, and this he does in the

directest way by a kind of “ Tenson,” after the Provernjal

manner The reader may j'udge of the desecration of

the original in Prior’s version by comparing a question

and answer in the ancient and modern form.

(The Nut-Brown Maid)

A

Nay, nay, not so , ye shall not go, and I shall tell you why

;

Youi appetyght is to be lyght of love, I well espy
,

For lyke as ye have sayed to me, in lykewyse hardely

Ye would answfere, whosoever it weie, m way of company
It IS sayd of old—“ Sone hote, sone cold ”

j and so is a womhn
For I must to the giene wode go, alone, a banyshed man

B

Yf ye take hede, it is no nede such woides to say by me

;

For oft ye piayed and long assayed, oi I you loved paid^

And though that I of aiicestiy a baton’s daughter be.

Yet have ye proved how I you loved, a squyer of lowe degre
;

And evei shall, whatso befall
,
to dy therefoie anone

,

l''oi in my mynde of all mankynde I love but you alone.

(Prior) Henry

O wildest thoughts of an abandoned mind !

Name, habits, parents, woman, left behind,

Ev’n honour dubious, thou prefedst to go

Wild to the woods with me !—Said Emma so ?

Or did I dream what Emma never said ?

O gpiilty error 1 and O wretched maid 1

Whose roving fancy would lesolve the same
With him who next should tempt her easy fame

,

And blow with empty words the susceptible flame :

Now why should doubtful terms thy mind peiplex ?

Confess thy frailty, and avow thy sex.

No longer loose desire for constant love

Mistake but say 'tis man with whom thou long’st to rove.
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Emma

Are there not poisons, racks, and flames, and swoids,

That Emma thus must die by Henry’s woids ?

Yet what can svvoids, oi poisons, racks, or flame.

But mangle and disjoint the brittle frame ?

Moie fatal Henry’s words they mangle Emma's fame.

And fall these sayings fiom that gentle tongue,

Wheie civil speech and soft persuasion hung

,

Whose artful sweetness and harmonious strain.

Courting my giace, yet courting it in vain,

Called sighs, and tears, and wishes to its aid ;

And whilst it Henry’s glowing love conveyed,

Still blamed the coldness of the Nut-brown Maid?
Let envious jealousy, and cankered spite,

Pioduce my actions to severest light.

And tax my open day or secret night

Did e’ei my tongue speak my unguarded licait

The least inclined to play the wanton’s part >

Did e’er my eye one inward thought levcal,

Which angels might not hear and angels tell?

And hast thou, Henry, in my conduct known
One fault, but that which I must never own,

That I of all mankind have loved but thee alone.

When Johnson, fixing his attention exclusively on
this and other serious poems of Prior, goes on to criticise

the latter’s diction, his remarks inevitably raise a smile :

—

His diction is more his own than that of any among the

successors of Dryden
; he borrows no lucky turns or commodious

modes of language from his predecessors. His phrases are

original, but they are sometimes harsh; as he mheiited no
elegances, none has he bequeathed. His expression has every
mark of laborious study • the line seldom seems to have been
formed at once

;
the words did not come till they were called,

and were then put by constraint into their places, where they do
their duty, but do it sullenly.^

On this Cowper remarks with perfect justice and
great felicity :

—

By your leave, most learned Doctor, this is the most dis-

ingenuous remaik I ever met with, and would have come with
a better grace from Curll or Dennis. Every man conversant

Lives of the Posts Prior
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with verse willing knows, and knows by painful experience, tliat

the familial style is of all styles the most difficult to succeed in

To make veise speak the language of prose without being piosaic

—to marshal the words of it in such an Older as they might

naturally take in falling from the lips of an extemporary speaker,

yet without seeming to displace a syllable for “^he sake of rhyme

—IS one of the most arduous tasks a poet can undertake He
that could accomplish this task was Piior

,
many have mutated

his excellence in this particular, but the best copies have fallen

far short of the original ^

The true estimate of Prior’s genius seems to he

between the depreciation of Johnson and the appreciation

of Cowper. Johnson, with a keen eye to the defects of

Piior’s serious style, and thinking especially of those in

Solomon, exaggerated them, after his manner, by his

trenchant epigrams, without regaid to the poet’s more

characteristic excellences Cowper, admiring warmly

Prior's achievements in familiar verse, tried to peisuade

himself that the same qualities were to be found in his

more elaborate compositions, such as Henry and Emma.
Johnson observes of Prior’s love poems :

—

Venus, after the example of the Greek epigram, asks when
she was seen naked and bathing. Then Cupid is mistaken

;
then

Cupid IS disarmed-, then he loses his darts to Ganymede
; then

Jupiter sends him a summons by Mercury. Then Chloe goes

a-hunting with an ivoiy quiver graceful by her side] Diana
mistakes her for one of her nymphs, and Cupid laughs at the

blunder All this is surely despicable ^

It scarcely seems a sufficient reply to say, with

Cowper, that there “ there is a fashion in such things ”
;

*

for it is the aim of all true and permanent art to over-

come fashion. Prior wrote, as an English poet, when the

foimal classical tide was running at its strongest through-

out Europe, and he is sometimes at the mercy of the

fashion. In his panegyrical verse, modelled on Cowley’s

pseudo- Pindaric manner, theie is that straining after

effect to which Johnson alludes. His Alexandrian
epigrams on Chloe are often as puerile as the mythology

' loitter to Unwin, January 17, 1782. 2 Lives of the Poets Pnor.
® Letter to Unwin, Janu.ary 5, 1782
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of Chiabrera in Italy, of Voituie in Fiance, of Waller in

England
,

his Henyy and Emma makes a futile attempt to
apply the external classical style to what is in its essence
romantic, just as Pope’s Messiah seeks to Hellenise ideas
that are in spirit Hebraic But it is unjust to judge Prioi

mainly by these comparative failures. Wherever he has
thoroughly imbibed and assimilated the classical spirit,

and has adapted it to his own civic surroundings, there-

—

that is to say, in all his most chaiacteristic poems—his

poetic triumph is complete He is a master in the art of
blending the grave and gay, the humorous and pathetic,
as may be best seen perhaps in his verses, To a Child
of Quality, Five Years Old, the Author supposed Forty ;

—

Lords, knights, and ’squires, the numeious band
That wear the fair Miss Mary’s fetters,

Weie summoned by her high command
To show their passions by their letteis.

My pen among the rest I took,

Lest those bright eyes, that cannot lead,
Should dart their kindling files, and look
The power they have to be obeyed

Nor quality, nor reputation.

Forbid me yet my flame to tell

;

Dear five-years-old befriends my passion,
And I may write till she can spell.

For while she makes her silk-worms’ beds
With all the tender things I swear,

Whilst all the house my passion reads
In papers round her baby hair

;

She may receive and own my flame.
For, though the stiictest piudes should know it,

She’ll pass for a most virtuous dame.
And I foi an unhappy poet

Then too, alas 1 when she shall tear
The lines some youngei rival sends,

She’ll give me leave to write, I fear.

And we shall still continue friends.

For as our different ages move,
'Tis so 01 darned (would Fate but mend it 1)

That I shall be past making love.
When she begins to compiehend it
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The mellowed philosophy of life, in which Hoiace

shows his sympathy with human infirmities, pervades

Prior’s poems of humoious reflection, a good specimen

of which IS the epigiam Wtitten m the hegijunng oj

Mezerays History of Fiance .

—

Whale’ ei thy countiymen have done

By law and wit, by swoid and gun,

In thee is faithfully lecited

And all the living woild, that view

Thy woik, give thee the piaises due.

At once instructed and delighted.

Yet for the fame of all these deeds,

What beggar in the InvakH,
With lameness bioke, with blindness smitten,

Wished ever decently to die,

To have been either Mezeiay,

Or any monarch he has wi itten ?

It strange, dear author, yet it tnie is.

That, down from Pharamond to Louis,

All covet life, yet call it pain
;

All feel the ill, yet shun the cuie

;

Can sense this paiadox endure ?

Resolve me Cambray or Fontaine

The man in graver tragic known
(Though his best part long since was done)

Still on the stage desires to tairy :

And he who played the Harlequin

After the jest still loads the scene.

Unwilling to letire, though weary.

Not less chaiming, in a different style, is the descrip^

tion, with its touches of melancholy, of the travellers

recalling old memories at an inn, in the ballad of Down
Hall (the faun that Lord Harley presented to Prior) ;

—

Into an old inn did this equipage roll

At a town they call Hodson, the sign of the Bull,

Near a nymph with an um, that divides the highway.
And into a puddle throws mother of tea

Come heie, my sweet landlady, pray how d’ye do ?

Where is Cicely so cleanly, and Prudence, and Sue ?

And where is the widow that dwelt here below ?

And the ostler that sung about eight yeais ago ?
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And where is your sisler, so mild and so deal,

Whose voice to her maids like a trumpet was clear ?

By my tiuth 1 she leplies, you grow younger, 1 think;

And piay, Sii, what wine does the gentleman dunk?

Why now let me die, Sir, or live upon trust,

If I know to which question to answer you first

Why things since I saw you, most strangely have varied.

The ostler is hanged, and the widow is married.

And Prrie left a child for the paiish to nurse

;

And Cicely went off with a gentleman’s purse;

And as to my sistei, so mild and so dear.

She has lam in the churchyard full many a year

In poems like these we reach the high-water mark of

the familial .style in English poetry. There is, however,

scarcely less merit in the more strictly conversational

form of octosyllabic verse which Prior employs for the

icpioduction of the Horatian manner His longest poem
in this kind is Alma, a humorous dialogue between him-

self and his friend Richard Shelton, the purpose of which

is apparently to put forward, in a vein of gaiety, the

Pyrrhonist opinions about science that he had expressed

more seriously in Solomon, The conclusion as to the

vanity of human pursuits is certainly the same in both

poems .

—

Dick, thus we act , and thus we are,

Or tossed by hope, or sunk by care.

With endless pain this man pursues

What, if he gained, he could not use ;

And t’other fondly hopes to see

What never was, nor e’er shall be.

We eir by use, go wrong by rules,

In gestme giave, in action fools :

We join hypocrisy to piide.

Doubling the faults we strive to hide.

Or grant that with extreme surpiise

We find ourselves at sixty wise

,

And twenty pretty things are known.
Of which we can’t accomplish one ,

Whilst, as my system says, the mind
Is to these upper looms confined

Should I, my friend, at large repeat

Her borrowed sense, her fond conceit,

The bead-roll of her vicious tricks ;

My poems will be too prolix ;
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For could I my remarks sustain,

Like Sociates, oi Miles Montaigne,

Who m these times would lead my books

But Tom o’ Stiles or John o’ Nokes

It is characteristic of the author that Dick is made
to wind up the poem with a sneer at Matthew’s own
system :

—

Sir, if it be your wisdom’s aim

To make me raeiiier than I am,

I’ll be all night at your devotion

—

Come on, friend
, bioach the jileasing notion :

But if you would depress my thought,

Yoiii system is not worth a gioat

—

Foi Plato’s fancies what caie I ^

I hope you would not have me ilie,

Like simple Cato in the play,

Foi anything that he can say ?

Ev’n let him of ideas speak

To heathens m his native Gieek.

If to be sad is to be wise,

I do most heartily despise

Whatever Sociates has said.

Or Tully writ, or Wanley lead

Dear Dull:, to set the matter right.

Remove these papeis from my sight

;

Burn Matt’s Descartes, and Aristotle

Here
1 Jonathan, your mastePs bottle.

I do not understand why Cowper should have
questioned Johnson’s statement that Ahna is an imitation

of Hudibras'^ Not only is the form of the dialogue
obviously modelled on the philosophical discussions

between Hudibras and Ralpho, but Piior himself, at the
beginning of Canto ii., declares that he is the " mimic of

his master's dance.” When, on the other hand, Johnson
says that the imitation lacks the “bullion” of that master,
the criticism seems to be irrelevant

;
for it was not Pi lor’s

object to reproduce the encyclopsedic erudition of Butler,

but rather to adapt the easy flow of his predecessor’s
octosyllabic verse to his own familiar, but polished, vein
of Horatian discourse. Perhaps the most successful

* Letter to Unwm, Match ai, 1784.
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example of ihe Hiidibiastic-Hoiatian “style in Piior is

The Conversation, in which the poet is repiesentcd

listening to the portraiture of his own charactei by one

who, without evet having seen him, piofesses to know him

well
,
and the preseivation by Mr Dobson of this piece

among his selections fiom the poet moie than compensates

the loss of the less decent Tales, in which the latter has

sought to leproduce the manner of La Fontaine. What-

ever Fiior touched in the light style became golden
,
and

the gay good-humour of the experienced, disenchanted,

man of affairs makes the reader feel how great must

have been the chaim of his company, which, according to

the report of the Duchess of Portland—“ noble, lovely,

httle Peggy”— caused him to be “beloved by every

living thing in the house, master, child, and servant,

human creatuie or animal.”^

To analyse the familiar style of Prior’s great

contemporary. Swift, is a matter of far more difficulty.

Of this Johnson says :

—

In his other woiks is found an equable tenour of easy

language which rather trickles than flows liis delight yyas

simplicity That he has m hts works no metaphor, as has been

said, is not true; but his few metaphois seem rather to be
received by necessity than choice. He jiudjed, ,p_urily ;

and
though perhaps all his strn tines aie not exact, yet it is not often

that solecisms can be found • and whoever depends on his

authority may geneially conclude himself safe. His_sentences

are neyer_too much dilated or contracted . and it will not be easy

to find any embariassment m the complication of his clauses

any inconsequence in his connections, or abiuptness m his

transitions. His_^yle. was jiyelf suited Lo_ffi^thoughts, which are

never subtilised by nice disquisitions, decorated" by sparkling

conceits, elevated by ambitious sentences, or variegated by far-

sought learning. He pay^no court to the passions
;
he excites,

neither surjnise nor admiratioji; he__always understands himself,

andJus re^ader always understands him
, the^ peiusei of Swift

wants little pjeyious knowledgej_ it will be sufficiienFlliS^lfeTs'

acquainted with common words and common things : he is neither

leqmred to mount elevations nor to explore profundities, his

passage is always on a level, along solid ground, without aspeiities,

I Woi ks of Lady M W Montague (Lord Wharncliffe), vol i. p. 63.
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without obstiuction Tlui easy and safe conveyanre of meaning

It was Swift’s desiie to attain, and for having attained he descives

praise For purposes meiely didactic, when something is to

lie told that was not known before, tt is the best mode
,

but

against that inattention by which known truths arc siiffeied to

he neglected, it makes no provision
;

it instructs but does not

persuade ^

The dcsciiption which Johnson here gives of the

simplicity of Swift’s style is accurate
,

but his purely

negative account of the reasons for this simplicity seems

astonishingly inadequate. It overlooks the fact that

I

almost all Swift’s most characteristic compositions in

I

prose are not instinctive but desti uctive
;

it ignores the

saeva mdtgfiatw by which so much of his work is

inspired
;

it takes no notice of what is his most effective

weapon, his irony. No__mM ever equalled Swift in the

ski ll with which he could ridicule an argument, by giving
an air of the mo^ precise logic to an opponent’s premiaes.

and at the same time making them lead to an obviously

absurd conclusion. Only a prejudice against the man
could have made Johnson think that he had estimated

the Dean’s genius aright, in saying that his chief object

in sentences like the following was " the easy and safe

conveyance of meaning ” .

—

It is objected that, by freethinking, men will think themselves

into atheism , and indeed I have allowed all along that atheistical

books convert men to freethinking But suppose it to be true,

I can bring you two divines, who affirm superstition and
enthusiasm to be worse than atheism, and more mischievous to

society ; and in short it is necessary that the bulk of the people
should be atheists or superstitious.—Mr Collins' Discourse of
Freefhinking.

And to urge another argument of a parallel nature : if

Christianity were once abolished, how could the freethinkers,

the strong reasoners, and the men of piofound learning, be able

to find another subject, so calculated in all points, whereon to

display their abilities? What wonderful productions of wit

should we he depiived of, from those whose genius by continual
practice has been wholly turned upon raillery and invectives

Lives of the Poets ' Swift,
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against lehgion, and would therefoic never be able to shine 01

distinguish themselves upon any othei subject 1 We ate daily

complaining of the gieat decline of wit among us, and would we
take away the gicatest, peihajjs the only topic we have left?

Who would have suspected Asgil foi a wit, or Toland for a

philosophei, if the inexhaustible stock of Chiistianity had not

been at hand to provide them with materials ? What other

subject, thiough all ail or natuie, could have produced Tindal

for a piofound authoi, 01 furnished him with readers? It is the

wise choice of the subject that alone adoinsand distinguishes the

wiitei. Foi had a hundred such pens as these been employed

on the side of religion, they would immediately have sunk into

silence and oblivion.

—

Argument agatmt Abolishing Chfistianity

I take It for granted that you intend to pursue the beaten

track, and are already desirous to be seen in a pulpit . only I

hope you will think it proper to pass your quarantine among
some of the desolate churches five miles round this town, wheie

you may at least learn to read and to speak, before you venture

to expose your parts in a city congregation ; not that these are

better judges, but because, if a man must needs expose his folly,

It IS moie safe and discieet to do so before few witnesses, and
in a scattered neighbourhood—Letter to a Young Clergyman.

Of the irony and the saeva inelignatio
, which are the

main intellectual elements in the genius of Swift, there

seem to be foui ingredients, (i) the Pyrrhonism, com-
mon to so many eminent writers in the seventeenth

century, and already noted in the genius of Prior : it is

evident that Swift might have prefixed to the lines on

his own death the motto which Prior attached to Alma :

—

irdvTa yeAcos, ical irdvra Kovts, Kai irdvra t(1 /tijSev

irdvra yap dkoyuiv iorrt rd yiyvopeva'

(2) a practical sense aj^ capacity for business, essentially

English, and cuiionsly characteristic of many men inclin-

ing to pessimism- in this too he resembles Prior; (3) a deep
sense of the importance of religion in the conduct of life,

and a reverence for his own consecrated office, which caused
him to detest the race of shallow freethinkers, who made
Christianity the object of wit and iidicule; (4) self-esteem

and disappointiaent. These four conti ary influences, blend-

ing together, inspired the imagination of Swift in various
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manners, according to the ciicumstances in which he found

himself placed. His life extended over six reigns, and the

four last of these mark off his literary work into characteristic

sections.

Jonathan Swift was the second child of Jonathan

Swift, son of Thomas Swift, vicai of Goderich, near Ross

in Herefoidshire His father migiated to Dublin, wheie

Jonathan the youngei was born posthumously on the

30th of November 1667 He was educated at Trinity

College, Dublin, and there took his degree spectali gratia

in 1685, In 1688, the year of the Revolution, Swift

came to England, and by the advice of his mother, then

living in Leicester, sought the protection of her kinsman,

Sir William Temple, who made him his secietaiy In

the house of the latter at-Sheen, and afterwards at Moor
Park, he had an oppoitunity for large and various study .

he was also brought into frequent political communica-
tion with William III., an experience which, he tells us,

“helped to cure him of vanity.” ,Heie he wrote his

earliest poems, which, it is interesting to observe are like

Prior’s, of the panegyrical Older, and are composed after

the manner of Cowley. In the ode addressed to the

Athenian Society there are lines speciallydeserving of notice,

since they mark how strong and early were the stirrings of

ambition in the mind of their remarkable author :

—

Were 1 to foim a legular thought of Fame,
Which is pel haps as hard to imagine right.

As to paint Eiho to the sight,

1 would not diaw the idea fiom an empty name

;

Because alas I when we all die

Careless and ignoiant posterity.

Although they praise the learning and the wit,

And though the title seem to show
The name and man by whom the book was wiit,

Yet how shall they be brought to know
Whether that very name was he, or you, or I ?

It is perhaps not wonderful that when this bald un-
musical composition, or one of the otlier odes written at

Moor Park, was shown to Dryden, he should have said
“ Cousin Swift, you will never be a poet” But in the
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stern and intellectual sincerity of the thought, reminding

us of Donne, theie was enough to prove the power of the

writer
;
and the unqualified denial of poetic inspiiation,

to one who must already have been conscious of superior

talents, explains the enduring resentment against Dryden

which Swift manifested on so many occasions, and notably

in his Talc of a Tub. Nevertheless the old poet’s plainness

of speech probably helped to divert his kinsman’s genius

into its right channel • it is at any rate very suggestive to

find, SIX years later, the simple aspiration after Fame,

breathed in the Ode to the Athenian Society, changed into

bittei irony in the “ Epistle Dedicatory to FIis Royal

Highness, Prince Posterity,” prefixed to the Tale of a Tub'^

Meantime the long senes of disappointments, of which

Swift’s life may be almost said to consist, had begun

Offeied first, by William III, a captaincy of Dragoons,

and aftcrwaids, by Sir William Temple, a subordinate

post in the cx-diplomatist’s sinecure office at Dublin, he

finally resolved to take orders, and was oidained deacon

on the 2Sth of October 1694. The next year he was

presented to the small living of Kilroot, near Belfast,

which he resigned, after holding it for a year, and returned

to Sir William Temple, at Moor Park, in 1696. Here,

about 1697, he took pait in the war between Bentley and

the Christ Church wits, by wilting The Battle of the Books,

where he has first discovered, in the delightful episode of the

Spider and the Bee, that unequalled power of allegorical

irony by means of which he contrives, through mean and
lowly objects, to satirise the pride of human nature.

In 1699 Sir William Temple died, leaving Swift his

literary executor, who hoped, by dedicating his patron’s

works to the King, to obtain from the latter the fulfilment

of an old promise that he should have the first prebend
that became vacant at Westminster or Canterbury. But
William forgot his promises, and Swift was forced to

accept the offer made him by Lord Berkeley, lately

' From the paragraph beginning “It is not unlikely that when your
Highness will one day peruse what I am now wilting,” etc., he lets us see,
in the epistle dedicatory, that itivas written in August 1697
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appointed one of the Lords Justices of Ireland, of accom-

panying him as his private secretaiy. Even of the

advantages of this post he was deprived by the intrigues

of a certain Bush, who persuaded the Lord Justice that

the duties could only be propeily performed by a layman,

and so obtained the office for himself. Swift was there-

fore obliged to remain in Lord Berkeley’s household as

chaplain. The ill-tieatmcnt he had received had not yet

destioyed the gaiety of his humour, and though he vented

his spleen in sevcial contemptuous copies of verse on

Lord Berkeley, Mrs Harris’s PitiHon—the style of which

IS apparently suggested by Gammer Gurton’s Needle—
shows the delight he took at that period in imitating

the inconsequent lamblings of uneducated minds.

Next year he had to put up with fresh disappoint-

ments, first in failing to obtain the deanery of Derry,

which had become vacant and was in the gift of Lord
Berkeley, and next in being obliged to content himself

with the two small livings of Laracor and Rathbeggan
in Meath, Here he continued punctually to discharge

his duties as parish priest : at the same time, the con-

stant claims of his clerical office tended to alienate him
from the Whigs, with whom he had hitherto acted in

politics, but whom he now saw to be drifting into an

alliance with the Dissenters and Latitudinarian Free-

thinkers, and into an antagonism to the plain interests of the

Established Church Plis gradual detachment from the

Whigs is disclosed in his Sentiments of a Church-of-England
Man, his pamphlet Against Abolishing Christianity, and his

defence of the Sacramental Test, all published in 1708.
In 17 IQ, having been entrusted by Archbishop King with
an embassy to England, on behalf of some rights claimed

I

by the Irish Church, he formed a firm alliance with the

Tories, under the leadership of Harley and St. John, and,
by his pamphlets and personal influence, became by
degrees the most powerful instrument in shaping the con-
duct of his new party.

The political biography of Swift during these years
does not fall within the scope of this History, except in
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so fai as it illustrates his poetiy
;
but it is of impoitancc

to note that his humour duiing the yeais 170S-14 is in

Its happiest vein, whether of prose or verse. Then weie
produced the Argument against Abolishing Chnstiamty

,

the Discourse on Frcethinking

,

the various papers against

Paitiidge
,
and such poems as Baucis and Philemon^ the

City Shower, the various imitations of Horace in octo-

syllabic verse
,

and Cadenus and Vanessa. Doubtless
the sense of his extiaoidinaiy influence with the nation,

and the consciousness that all his intellectual faculties weie
working harmoniously towaids definite aims, mitigated the

saeva indignatio which laceiated his heart in later years,

when he was a forced exile fiom the English political

world, and when his disappointment could find vent
only in bittei vilification of the men in power,

A new phase in his literary life begins with the reign

of George I. Appointed Dean of St Patiick’s, Dublin, in

1713, he settled himself in Ireland after the death of Queen
Anne, and for some ten years the veise that he produced
was written, almost entiiely, in a tone of domestic
familiarity, and consisted for the most part of birthday
addresses to “Stella” (Esther Johnson, to whom he was
probably privately married in 1716), and ludicious Epistles
to Dr. Sheridan and Dr Delany, his two most intimate
friends His attacks of giddiness became frequent, and
his deafness incieased, but, judging by his poetry, he does
not seem to have been unhappy

, and, though his contempt
for human nature in the mass embodies itself in his

South Sea Project (1721), his kindly feeling for “John,
Peter, and Thomas,” as individuals, is reflected in Mary the
Cook-maid's Letter, written in the Gammei-Guiton style
of Mrs. Harris's Petition.

In 1723, however, his feelings were exposed to a
severe shock In that year died Esther Vaiihomrigh,
whom he had eulogised in 1713 as Vanessa. As his
pupil she had excited his adraiiation, but she desired his
love

;
and in time the toiment of her feelings induced her

to write to Stella, enquiring as to the truth of the report
about her marriage with Swift. This led to an irrepaiable
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breacli between Miss Vanhomngh and the Dean
;

and

when the formei died she left instructions that Cadmus

and Vanessa should be published. Delany says ;
“ The

Dean made a tout to the south of Ireland, foi about two

months, at this time, to dissipate his thoughts and give

place to obloquy ” It was probably a relief to him to

have the oppoitunity, in the following year, of once more

enteiing the political arena, when the introduction of

Wood’s halfpence into Ireland gave occasion for the issue

of the famous Drapicr's Letters, But his private sorrows

increased In 1726 Stella became seriously ill, and it is

evident, fiom the tone of Swift’s verses to her, on her

bnthday m that year, that he was attempting to put away

from his imagination the possibility of losing her His

lettei concludes •

—

O then, whatever Heaven intends.

Take pity on your pitying fiiends I

Nor let your ills affect your mind,

To fancy they can be unkind.

Me, surely me, you ought to spaie,

Who gladly would your suffering shaie
;

Or give my scrap of life to you.

And think it far beneath your due
;

You, to whose caie so oft 1 owe
That I’m alive to tell you so.

This was the last biithday letter Stella leceived from the

Dean. She died on 28th January 1728 Swift, who had

just been astonishing the world with Gulhveds Travels^

had been in England for .some months in 1727, as the

guest of Pope, and having kissed the hands of George II.

and Queen Caroline three days after their accession, was
looking forward to the renewal of Couit favour, and a

possible return from his Irish exile. The tidings of

Stella’s hopeless condition were a stunning blow to him.

Fresh attacks of giddiness seized him
;
he left Pope’s house

abruptly, and hastened back to Ireland, where he arrived

about two months before Stella’s death From this time

onward almost all his verse seems to reflect the deepening
gloom which was settling on his spirit. His attacks on
Walpole, now Prime Minister, gi'ew more virulent

,
his
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reflections on the Queen, whom he accused of breaking

her promises to him, moie severe; he lefused to leceive

his old acquaintance at his table, and complained at the

same time, in his lines On the Death of Dr. Sivift, that he

had no friends left to care for him. As late as 1736
he was able to compose , but in that year, being seized

with a severe fit of giddiness while waiting The Legion

Club, he gave over all attempts to think legularly, and

sinking into a state of semi-imbecility, in the midst of

which he exhibited a few transient gleams of reason, he

died in October 1745.^

Great injustice is done to the genius of Swift, if wc
consider it in its singularity, and without teference to the

character of his age. “Whatever he did,” says Johnson,
“ he seemed willing to do in a manner peculiar to himself,

without sufficiently considering that singularity, as it

implies a contempt of the general practice, is a kind of

defiance which justly provokes the hostility of ridicule
,

he, therefore, who indulges peculiar habits is worse than

others, if he be not better.” In the same spirit Johnson
comments on Swift’s propensity to “ predominate over his

companions ”
;
a censure which is to some extent con-

firmed by Lord Orrery, who says, “ He assumed more
the air of patron than a friend : he affected rather to

dictate than advise ”
;

* and by Young, who told Spence
that " Swift had a mixture of insolence in his conversa-

tion.” ® The defect, for such it undoubtedly was, grew
upon him with his years

,
but, in judging it, allowance

should be made for the unbroken series of disappointments

which contributed to distort Swift’s whole view of life, and
which would have caused him to assert himself against a
man like Orrery, eminent by the mere accident of birth,

and perhaps to treat with undisguised contempt one who
owed his success, as, in his opinion. Young did, to the arts

of flattery. There was no affectation of singularity in

Swift’s intercourse with Addison, while Fortune seemed
to smile on his genius

;
there is no approach to

1 Swift’s history can be best followed in the excellent Life by Sir Henry
Craik (1894). 2 Remarks (I7S3), p. 29. ^ Anecdotes, p 334.

VOL V
tj;
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"insolence” in his conespondence with Bolingbroke,

Pope, and Gay—men whom in some departments of

action he was ready to lecognise as his intellectual

equals, or even as his superiors. Nor, again, could he

have exercised so uniivalled an influence on the course of

public opinion, if he had sought in his political pamphlets

to sway the minds of his readers by arguments of mere

eccentricity.

1 The " singularity ” of Swift’s thought and style was,

ttin fact, justified by the supeiiority of his understanding

•Beyond all his contemporaries, even including Prior,

Swift was penetrated with the philosophical scepticism

arising out of the conflict between the Scholastic

Philosophy and the New Learning, which we have seen

operating so often and so powerfully on men of imagina-

tion thiough the seventeenth century. Beyond them all

he understood the nature of the political change which

the Revolution had wrought, in shifting the centre of

sovereignty from the Crown to the People. But just

because he had an unrivalled insight into the fiail nature

of the popular opinion, on which the Government now

I

rested, he was moved by a passionate desire ' to maintain

[the established Constitution in Church and State, which

uie saw to be the sole safeguard for the pieservation of

jvhat he valued above all things. Liberty. Hence,

Pyrrhonist though he was^ his hatred for the race of

Freethinkers and small wits, who sought to bring them-

selves into notice by dialectical attacks on orthodox

Christianity
;
hence, too, his ever-giowing dislike of the

Whigs, who were ready to sacrifice all constitutional safe-

guards to the promotion of their party interests.

Swift’s irony, in which so much of the “ singularity
”

of manner noticed by Johnson consists, ought therefore

to be considered apart from the sMva indtgnatio which

inspires all the uttetances of his later years. He felt that

safety lay m “the common sense of most,” within the

limits of the Constitution, provided that the people were

enabled to judge fairly of social facts. " God,” says he,

“ has given the bulk of mankind a capacity to understand
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reason when it is fairly offeied ; and by reason they would

easily be governed if it vveie left to their choice.”^

But he saw that, unfortunately, in all paity leaders there

was an inevitable tendency to mislead
,

in some, as in

Harley, because they had a belief in the efficacy of petty

intiigue rather than of reason
;

in others, such as the more

unscrupulous Whig leaders, because they understood the

power of lies in politics. Swift’s own political creed was

strongly founded in principle, from which he never

I

departed As regards his opposition to Absolutism, he

was from the first, and remained, a Whig
;

® but from his

perception of the necessity of maintaining, as a national

I

institution, the doctiine and discipline of the Chuich, he

\was drawn to act with the Toiies. The meannesses and!

subterfuges of both parties, being ever before his eyes,l

constantly intensified his contempt for human nature

;

hence the edge of his irony—which seemed to him the)

most fitting weapon to use in a scene so full of knavery

and folly—sometimes glanced from its real object and
wounded things that he truly valued and revered.

]

Though irony was clearly the light artistic instiument

|to be wielded by one who, like Swift, based liis view of

life on philosophic scepticism, his intellectual position by
no means justified the frame of mind suggested by the

phrase saeva mdignatto. Johnson seems to lay his finger

on the weak point in Swift’s philosophy, when he points

out that it did not exclude selfideception .

—

He [Swift] predominated (he says) over his companions with
very high ascendancy, and probably would bear none over whom
he could not predominate. To give him advice was, in the style

of lus friend Delaney, “to venture to speak to him.” This
customary superiority soon grew too delicate foi truth

; and Swift
with all his penetiation allowed himself to be delighted with low
flattery.®

If all man’s conceptions of the external world were
founded on uncertainty, and if human nature itself were
the thing of unmitigated meanness, folly, and corruption

1 Thougkis upon the Present State of Affairs.
® Letter of January ro, 1721, to Pope. 3 Lives of the Poets : Stoift.
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that Swift assumed, while at the same time counsels of

despair were to be rejected, it surely behoved the Christian

philosopher to recommend, with Pascal, the suppression of

all personal pride, and to accept in humility the con-

solations of religion. In Swift, on the contraiy, the

indignation with mankind that lacerated his heait became

savage in exact proportion to the disappointments and

sufferings which he himself experienced. While he wasj'

able to exert his great powers in promoting the politicall

cause in which he was interested, the woild, in spite of his

perception of its follies, seemed to him a tolerable place jl

in all his arguments, and m his verse, he treats his fellow-!]

men on an equality
; it was only when he was reduced to

political impotence, and his imagination infected byP
disease, that mankind became Yahoos to him, and the

whole movement of society, saving in the little circle which'

suriounded him, seemed

A tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,

Signifying nothing.

The pi ogress of this absorbing egotism is clearly reflected

in the altering character of his verse.

Starting from 1708—about which period his poetical

style begins definitely to form itself—we find his inven-

tion occupied with something as near cieation as he ever

attained in poetry. There is charming grace and
pleasantry in his modeinisation of the tale of Baucis

and Philemon. Jupiter and Mercuiy aie conveited into

travelling saints, and Philemon’s metamorphosis fiom a

husbandman into a parish priest—perhaps not altogethei

unlike the neighbours of the Vicar of Laracor—is thus
described :—

The cottage by such feats as these

Grown to a church by just degrees
The hermits then deshed their host

To ask for what he fancied most,

Philemon, having paused awhile.

Returned them thanks m homely style

:

Then said, “ My house is grown so fine,

Mcthinks, I still would call it mine ;
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I'm old, and fain would live at case;

Make me the paison, if you please.”

He spoke, and presently he feels

His grazier’s coat fall down his heels .

He sees, yet hardly can believe.

About each aim a pudding sleeve;

His waistcoat to a cassock giew,

And both assumed a sable hue
;

But, being old, continued just

As threadbare and as full of dust.

His talk was now of tithes and dues

;

He smoked his pipe and lead the news

;

Knew how to preach old sermons next,

Vamped in the preface and the text

,

At christenings well could act his part,

And had the service all by heait

;

Wished women might have children fast.

And thought whose sow had farrowed last

;

Against dissenteis would repine.

And stood up firm for right divine

,

Found his head filled with many a system;

But classic authors—he ne’er missed ’em.

In 1710, when he was in London and just beginning

to peiceive—as his Journal to Stella shows—how great

was his influence with politicians, he is infinitely diverted

by the humours of the town, and records his impressions

of A City Shower in mock-heroic verse •

—

Now in contiguous drops the flood comes down.
Threatening with deluge this devoted town.

To shops in crowds the daggled females fly,

Pietend to cheapen goods, but nothing buy.

The templar spruce, while every spout’s abroach.

Stays till ’tis fail, yet scoins to call a coach

The tucked-up seamstress walks with hasty strides,

While streams run down hei oiled umbrella’s sides.

Here various kinds, by vaiied fortunes led,

Commence acquaintance underneath a shed.

Triumphant Tones and despondent Whigs
Forget their feuds, and join to save their wigs.

Boxed in a chair, the beau important sits.

While spouts run clatteung o’er the roof by fits;

And ever and anon with frightful dm
The leather sounds

;
he trembles fiom within.

So when Troy chairmen boie the wooden steed,

Pregnant with Greeks impatient to be freed,
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(Those bully Gieeks who, as the modems do,

Instead of paying chairmen, run them through)

Laocoon struck the outside with a speai,

And each impiisoned heio quaked with fear.

His appointment to the Deanery of St Patiick’s in

1713, though, as taking him away from England, it was

in itself a disappointment, was far from spoiling the

gaiety of his humour, as may be seen from his tiuly

admnable imitation of Horace’s Epistle describing how
the Consul Phihppus amused himself with an unsophisti-

cated Roman. Philippus is converted into Harley, and

Swift’s description of himself at this period is full of

bonhomie .

—

Lewis his pation’s humour knows,

Away upon his errand goes.

And quickly did the mattei sift

;

Found out that it was Doctor Swift,

A clergyman of special note

For shunning those of his own coat;

Which made his biethren of the gown
Take care betimes to run him down

;

No bbertine
,
not ovei-nice

,

Addicted to no kind of vice j

Went where he pleased, said what he thought

,

Not lich, but owed no man a groat

:

In state opinions d la mode
,

He hated Whaiton like a toad.

Had given the faction many a wound,

And libelled all the junto round
,

Kept company with men of wit.

Who oft-tiraes fathered what he writ

.

His works were hawked in every stieet,

But seldom rose above a sheet

.

Of late indeed the paper stamp

Did very much his genius cramp
;

And since he could not spend his fire,

He now intended to retire ^

Whatever may have been the exact truth with regard

to the influence that Swift exercised over Vanessa, there

can be no question as to the fineness and delicacy of the

compliment paid to that unfortunate woman in the poem,

' ImHatim of Horace, Book i. Epistle 7.
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which, it is to be lemembeied, was in 1713 meant foi hei

eye alone No more extraordinary contiast can be

imagined than the difference in style between this com-

position and the lines On a Lady's Dressing Room, with

which in later years Swift condescended to disgrace his

pen ;

—

Cadenus, common forms apait,

In eveiy scene had kept his hr art,

Had sighed and languished, vowed and wiit,

For pastime, or to show his wit

But books, and time, and state affans

Had spoiled his fashionable aiis

He now could piaise, esteem, appio\e,

But undei stood not what was love

His conduct might have made him styled

A father, and the nymph his child

That innocent delight he took.

To see the viigin mind hei book,

Was but the master’s seciet joy

In school to heal the finest hoy 1

In 1714 we note the first symptoms of a change.

He is now m what he considers banishment. Sickness

grows upon him, and with exile and ill-health the long-

suppressed egotism begins to make itself heaid :

—

’Tis true—then why should I repine

To see my life so fast decline?

But why obscuiely here alone,

Where I am neither loved not known ?

My state of health none care to leain :

My life is here no soul’s concern ,

And those with whom I here conveise

Without a teai will tend my heaise,

Removed from kind Arbuthnot’s aid,

Who knows his ait but not his trade,

Prefeumg bis legaid for me
Before his ciedit or his fee

Some formal visits, looks, and woids,

What mere humanity affords,

I meet perhaps from three or four,

From whom I once expected mote
Which those who tend the sick foi pay
Can act as decently as they

,

Cadmus and Va
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But no obliging teiidei friend

To help at my approaching end ;

My life IS now a burden grown

To others, eie it be tny own.

Ye foimal weepers for the sick,

In your last offices be quick
,

And spate iny absent friends the giief

To heai, yet give me no relief,

Expiied to-day, entombed to-nioirow,

When known, will save a double sorrow i

But such lamentations are moderate compared to the

bitterness of resentment concentrated in the verse written

after the accession of George II. In this the momentary

joy of battle, aroused by the conflict over Wood’s Half-

pence, has died out
,

the hopes excited by the compli-

ments of Queen Caroline have been exchanged for the

gloom of disappointment, while the gall projected out-

wards on courts and ministers in GnlliveYs Travels is now
poured into the lacerated heart of the man remembering

old times, comparing them with present neglect, and

brooding self-consciously over the indifference with which

the tidings of his death will be leceived at their card-

tables by those who call themselves his friends :

—

My female fiiends, whose tender heails

Have bettei learned to act their parts.

Receive the news in doleful dumps •

“ The Dean is dead
,
(Pray, what is tiumps ?)

Then Lord have raeicy on his soul 1

(Ladies, I’ll ventuie on the vole)

,

Si.x deans, they say, must bear the pall

(I wish I knew what king to call 1 ).

Madam, your husband will attend

The funeral of so good a friend ^ ”

“ No, madam, ’tis a shocking sight,

And he’s engaged to-morrow night

:

My Lady Club will take it ill

If he should fail her at quadrille

He loved the Dean (I lead a heart).

But dearest friends, they say, must part

:

His time was come , he ran his race
;

We hope he’s in a better place.®

’ In Sickness, October 1714. Ills Own Death.
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Amidst this vision of hard hearts the image of his own

ill-iequited merits looms gigantic, and he draws a portrait

of himself by the hand of one, as he supposes, “ indiffeient

in the cause.” It is in curious contrast with the humoious

self-depreciation of his own character, as desciibed to

Lewis in the early imitation of Hoiace •

—

He never thought an honour done him.

Because a peei was pioud to own him.

Would rather slip aside, and choose

To talk with wits in dirty shoes

,

And scorn the tools with stais and garters,

So often seen caiessmg Charties.

He never courted men m station,

Nor persons held in admiration
,

Of no man’s greatness was afiaid,

Because he sought for no man’s aid

Though trusted long in great affairs,

He gave himself no haughty airs :

Without legardmg private ends,

Spent all his credit foi his fiiends.

And only chose the wise and good

;

No flatterers , no allies in blood
,

But succoured virtue m distress,

And seldom failed of good success.

As numbers in their hearts must own,

Wlio, but for him, had been unknown

He kept with princes due decorum,

Yet never stood in awe befoie ’em

He followed David’s lesson just,

In princes nevei put his tiust

;

And would you make him truly soui,

Piovoke him with a slave in power
The lush senate if you named.
With what impatience he declaimed I

Fair Litierty was all his cry.

For her he stood prepared to die;

For her he boldly stood alone.

For her he oft exposed his own
Two kingdoms, just as faction led.

Had set a price upon his head

;

But not a traitor could be found
To sell him for six hundred pound 1

The old self-esteem seems here to have grown into

' On His Odjii Death.
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self-worship
;
and in the following lines On the Day of

Judgment, the correlative indignation against mankind

mounts into something like the rage of a madman .

—

With a whirl of thought oppiessed,

I sank fiom leveiie to rest

An horrid vision seized my head

I saw the giaves give up then dead 1

Jove, armed with teriois, burst the skies,

And thunder roars, and lightning flies

Amazed, confused, its fate unknown,

The world stands trembling at His tliione.

While each pale sinner hung his head,

Jove, nodding, shook the heavens, and said;

“ Offending race of human kind,!

By natuie, reason, learning, blind

You, who thiough frailty stepped aside,

And you, who nevei fell, through pride
,

You, who in different sects were shammed,
And come to see each othei damned,
(So some folks told you, but they knew
No more of Jove’s designs than you)

—

The world’s mad business now is o’er,

And I lesent these pranks no moie.

I to such blockheads set my wit •

I damn such fools 1 Go, go ! You’re bit.”

1
It would appeal, then, that the key to Swift’s thought

lies in an intellectual scorn—scorn alike for the shallow

wits who, deeming themselves capable of fathoming the

insoluble mystery of life, sneered at the doctrine of

revealed religion, and for the unthinking public who took

the speculations of such men seriously—blended with an

ever-growing egotism. His own view of truth resembled

that of Donne
;

^ but he was essentially a man of action,

and saw that it was necessary to assume as the basis of

action—at least of national action—the compromise in

Church and State arrived at in the Revolution of i688.

These two principles in combination also determine the

conscious aim of Swift’s literary style, which, as Johnson
says, is

,
“well suited to his thought.” He himself

describes, in a letter to Isaac Bickerstafif, the nature of

the “simplicity” after which he strove-— a mode of

I See vol 111. p. 151.
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expression founded on polite conversation, and equalh

removed from pedantry and slang •

—

I should be glad to see >ou the instrument of introducing

into our style that simplicity which is the best and truest orna-

ment of most things in life, which the politer ages always aimed
at m their buddings and diess {simplex viunditus) as well as their

productions of wit. It is manifest that all new affected modes of

speech, whether boriowed from the Court, the town, or the

theatre, are the first perishing parts in any language
;
and, as I

could prove by many hundred instances, have been so m ours

The writings of Hooker, who was a country clergyman, and of

Parsons, the Jesuit, both in the leign of Queen Elizabeth, are in

a style that, with very few allowances, would not offend any
present reader , much more cleai and intelligible than those of

Sir H. Wooton, Sir Robert Naunton, Osborn, Daniel the historian,

and several others who wrote later, but, being men of the Court,
and affecting the phrases then in fashion, they are often either

not to be undeistood, or appear perfectly ridiculous '

Guided by this mam piinciple of composition. Swift’s

style naturally rnoved ever farther away from the Pindaric
manner with which he started. As he wrote mainly for

the unsophisticated public, whose minds, he himself says,

unless imposed upon, are open to reason, his tendency
was, more and more, to banish ornament; and the meta-
phorical conceits of the seventeenth century became in-

creasingly distasteful to him. The specimens of his verse
already given illustrate the truth of Johnson’s observation
as to the scarcity of his metaphors

,
and they also point

to his growing preference foi octosyllabic verse as a vehicle
for familiar wiiting. The genius of the heroic couplet
required moie antithesis than he cared to bestow on it,

since his effects were always wrought much moie by foice

of argument, unexpected turns of humour, or sheer intensity
of feeling, than by the mere balance of ideas and words
In his metrical and in his prose writings the ideal was the
same, “ proper words in proper pla^s ”

:
poetical diction,

as a style toBeaimed~at/^^tf, was a thing abhorrent to
him, when once he had rejected the Pindaric manner.

^ The Tatler^ No. 230
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Compaiing his familiar idiom in octosyllabic verse with

that of Prioi, I think every one will be struck with Swift’s

habit of confining each sentence, or at least each clause of

a sentence, within two lines For example, the poem
entitled The Logicians Refuted consists of fifty-eight

lines
,
and in these there are only two clauses which

extend beyond the ihyme of the couplet.^ This octo-

syllabic verse is founded on the style of Hudibms, which

Swift constantly imitates by his use of disyllabic or tri-

syllabic rhymes but his direct and trenchant manner

is his own, and he studiously avoids the display of

encyclopsedic learning, which is characteristic of Butler.

The following passage, from the delightful imitation of

Horace which I have before alluded to, shows the familiar

style of Swift at its best ^ .

—

Said Hailey . “ I desire to know
From his own mouth if this be so.

Step to the Doctoi straight, and say

I’d have him dine with me to-day ”

Swift seemed to wonder what he meant,

Nor would believe my Loid had sent

;

So never offered once to stir.

But coldly said, “ Youi servant, sii 1

“ Does he refuse me ? " Hailey cued
“He does, with insolence and piide

Some few days aftei, Harley spies

The Doctoi, fastened by the eyes

At Chaiing Cross among the rout,

Where painted monsters aie hung out •

He pulled the string, and stopped his coach.

Beckoning the Doctor to approach.

Wise Anslotle and Smiglecius,

By ratiocinations specious,

Have strove to prove with great pieclsion

With definition and division,

Honw est rahonefneditum
But for my soul I cannot credit 'em.

And
No judges, fiddlers, daiicmg-raasters,

No pichpockels, or poetasters,

Are known to honest quadrupeds.

For the earlier lines see p. 134.
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Swift, who could neither fly noi hide,

Came sneaking to the chariot side,

And offeied many a lame excuse

He nevei meant the least abuse

—

“ My lord—the honour you designed

—

Extremely pioud—but I had dined

—

I’m sme I never should neglect

—

No man alive has moie respect.”

“ Well, I shall think of that no more.

If you’ll be sure to come at four ”

The Doctor now obeys the summons,

Likes both his company and commons ;

Displays his talent, sits till ten ,

Next day invited comes again ,

Soon grows domestic, seldom fails

Either at morning or at meals ,

Came eaily, and departed late
;

In short, the gudgeon took the bait

My loid would carry on the ;est,

And down to Windsor takes his guest.

Swift much admiics the place and air,

And longs to be a canon there

;

In suminei lound the park to nde
,

In wintei never to reside

“ A canon I that’s a place loo mean
No, Doctor, you shall be a dean ,

Two dozen canons lound youi stall,

And you the tyrant of them all

You need but cross the Ins?i seas,

To live in plenty, power, and ease.”

Poor Swift depaits , and what is worse

With borrowed money in his purse
,

Tiavels at least an hundred leagues.

And suffers numberless fatigues

Suppose him now a dean complete,

Demurely lolling in his seat

;

The silver verge, wrth decent piidc,

Stuck underneath his cushion-side .

Suppose him gone through all vexations,

Patents, instalments, abjurations.

First-fruits, and tenths, and chapter-tieats

:

Dues, payments, fees, demands, and cheats—
(The wicked laity’s contriving

To hmdei clergymen horn thriving)

Now all the DoctoPs money ’s spent

,

His tenants wrong him in his rent

,

The farmers, spitefully combined.

Force him to take his tithes m kind.
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And Parvisol discounts arreais

By bills for taxes and lepans

Poor Swift, with all his losses vext,

Not knowing where to turn him next,

Above a thousand pounds in debt.

Takes horse and, in a mighty fiet.

Rides day and night at such a rate.

He soon arnves at Hailey’s gate ;

But was so dirty, pale, and thin.

Old Read would hardly let him in.

Said Harley, “ Welcome, reverend Dean ;

What makes your worship look so lean ?

Why suie you won’t appear in town

In that old wig and lusty gown ?

I doubt yom heart is set on pelf

So much, that you neglect youiself.

What I I suppose, now stocks are high,

You’ve some good purchase in youi eye ?

Or is your money out at use ’ ”

“ Truce, good my lord, I beg a tiuce,”

(The Doctor in a passion cned)

“Your railleiy is misapplied ,

Experience I have dearly bought

;

You know I am not worth a gioat j

But you resolved to have your jest,

And ’twas a folly to contest.

'I hen, since you now have done youi woist.

Pray leave me wheie you found me first." '

No two men could be more unlike each other in

respect of chaiacter, genius, and fortune than were Swift

and Gay. The latter was as obsequious, accommodat-

ing, and amiable, as the former was cynical, haughty, and

independent. Swift was sparing and spartan in his

habits
; Gay was greedy, indolent, and ostentatious. In

I

point of literary style everything that Swift wiote bore

the stamp of originality, and, as Johnson says, even of

singularity. Gay never initiated any characteristic line

of thought : from the fiist his works owed their existence

to other men’s suggestions. Yet Gay met with none of

the impediments that barred the ambition of Swift.

Fortune, on the contrary, was always providing him with

opportunities, which he generally wasted through careless-

I Imitaitgii ofHoraoe, Book i; Epi?tle 7.
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ness and want of foresight
,
and, in spite of these faults,

some fiiendly hand was ever ready to help him out of the

difficulty of the moment. Nearly eveiything that he

wrote attained a certain amount of popularity, and even

fame, some of which has been lasting, and this he owed

to the almost seivile facility with which he adapted him-

self to the tastes and perceptions of the society about

him, exactly inverting the misanthropic contempt for the

whole human race displayed by his friend, the Dean of

St Patiick’s To his chameleon -like power of reflecting

the average thought and manners of his time must be

ascribed the undoubtedly characteristic place that he

occupies in the Histoiy of English Poetry.

John Gay was baptized at Barnstaple Old Church on

the 1 6th of September 1685 He was the youngest son

of William Gay of Bainstaple—a member of an old but

decayed Devonshire family—who died when the future

poet was about ten years old. John was educated at the

Giammar School of hts native town, under the masteiship

first of one Rayner, and then of Robert Luck, a man not

unknown in his day as a writer of Latin and English verse.

Among his schoolfellows were Pope’s friend, William

Fortescue, and Aaron Hill. After leaving school he was

apprenticed, by an uncle who took charge of him, to a silk-

mercer in London. It is said that he soon obtained a

discharge from a business that was irksome to him, and

returned for a time to Barnstaple
,

but there aie no

records of the manner in which he contrived to suppoit

himself before the year 1708, when his first poem, called

Wine, was published by William Keble This was wiitten

in imitation of Philips’ Cider- whether, however, it obtained

anything like the same amount of popularity there is

nothing to show

But Gay took instinctively the surest load to secure

the support that his limited genius required. In 17 ii

we find him issuing a pamphlet entitled The Present State

of Wit, in which he gives an account of the origin and
character of the leading newspapers of recent date, in-

cluding The Tatler, The Spectator, and The Examiner,
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with complimentary leferences to the leading writers in

them. He thus found an easy entrance to the good

graces of Steele and Swift
;
and in the same year it

appears, by a letter from Ciomwell to Pope, that Gay

had addressed a letter to Lintot on the publication of his

Miscellany, in which he speaks as follows of the authoi of

The Rape of the Lock and the Essay on Critictsm •

—

When Pope’s haimonious muse with pleasure loves

Amidst the plains, the murmuring streams and gioves,

Attentive Echo, pleased to hear his songs,

Through the glad shade each warbling note piolongs
;

His varied numbers charm our ravished eais,

His steady judgment far out-shoots his years,

And early in the youth a god appeais

This happy flalteij^, the beginning of an enduring

friendship, was emphasised in 1713 by the dedication of

Rural Sports to Pope with the humble acknowledgment

of discipleship :

—

My muse shall rove through flowery meads and plains,

And deck with Rural Sports her native stiains,

And the same road ambitiously pursue

Frequented by the Mantuan swam and you.

Pope, who was then meditating his campaign against

Ambrose Philips, with a lapid perception of the peculiar

gifts of his admirer, suggested to him the idea of ridi-

culing Philips’ Pastorals by a representation of country

manners as they really were. Gay, working upon the

hint in his own style, produced in 1714 The Shepherd's

Week The Prologue, in which this poem with flattering

compliments was dedicated to Bolingbroke, shows that

the author had contrived to insinuate himself into the

good graces of the arbttrce elegantiarum, whom he thus

celebrates :

—

There saw I ladies all a-iow

Before their Queen in seemly show.
No more I’ll sing Buxonia broivn,

Like goldfinch in her Sunday gown
;

Nor Clumsilis, nor Marian bnght.
Nor damsel that Hobnelia hight.
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But Lansdoun fresh as flower of May,

And Berkeley lady blithe and gay.

And Anglesey whose speech exceeds

The voice of pipe 01 oaten reeds ;

And blooming Hyde, with eyes so rai e.

And Montague beyond compare.

Such ladies fair would I depamt

In loiindelay or sonnet quaint

It was not so much by his lyric style, however, as by

his mock-heioic portraituie of artificial manners, that Gay

at first secured popularity among female readers. In the

previous year he had published The Fan, of which Pope,

repaying the flattery of his imitator, writes to him on the

1 7th of August 1713' "I am very much recreated and

lefreshed with the news of the advancement of The Fan,

which I doubt not will delight the eye and sense of the

fair, as long as that agieeable machine shall play in the

hands of posterity” Whatever the opinion of this poor

poem may be, among that part of posteiity which

uses the fan, it appears to have given much pleasure to

the ladies of the day, who probably exerted all their

influence to obtain for their favourite poet the post of

Secretary to Lord Clarendon’s Embassy, sent m June

1714 to the Coiiit of Hanover to condole with the Elector

on the loss of his mother, the Electress Sophia. On
the 1st of August in the same year, Queen Anne having

died, the Embassy came to a natural end, and with it all

Gay’s hopes of political preferment. Whenever fortune

failed him, he seems to have been himself entirely help-

less, yet never to have been without help. So it was

now. Pope, who was busy at Binficld with his translation

of Homer, offered to provide for him there, and meantime

suggested to him the expediency of flattering some member
of the Royal Family. Upon this hint. Gay published on

20th November 1714 his Letter to a Lady ; Occasioned by

the Arrival of Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales
;

a composition which he seems to have modelled on the

half-panegyrical, half-humorous style of Montague’s Epistle

to Dorset, on the Battle of the Boyne. The following ex-

tract shows the effect of the mixed manner :

—
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Since all my schemes weie baulked, my last resort,

I left the Muses to tiequent the Court
,

Pensive each night, fiom lOom to 100m I walked.

To one I bowed, and with anothei talked
;

Inquired what news, 01 such a lady’s name,

And did the ncKt day, and the nc\t, the samc-

Places I found were daily given away,

And yet no fiiendly Gdzette mentioned Gaj

Still every one I met in this agreed

That writing vvas my method to succeed
;

But now pieferments so possessed my btain,

That scaice I could pioduce a single stiain

Indeed I sometimes hammered out a hue

Without connection 01 without design,

One mom upon the Piincess this 1 writ.

An epigram that boasts moie ttuth than wit

The pomp of Mies easy paith might shake

She scorned an Empirefor lehgton's sake ;

For (his on earth the British crown is given,

And an immortal crown decreed in heaven.

Again while George’s vrrtues raised my thought.

The following lines piophetic fancy wrought

Methinks I see some Bard, whose heavenly rays

Shall use in umg, and warm afuture age^

Look back thiough time, and, wrapt tn wonder, trace

The glorious senes of the Bnimwick race.

From the Jirst George these godlike kingi descend,

A line whuh only with the world shall end
The next a generous Prince renowned tn arms,

And blessed, long blessed m Carolina's armi, etc,, etc.

There does not seem to be much poetical tact in this
;

the Court may well have thought that the ridicule neutral-

ised the flattery. At any rate the panegyric bore no

fruit in the shape of preferment to the author, who was,

nevertheless, well looked after by his patrons. In 1715
the Earl of Burlington supported him in his house, and

paid the expenses of a holiday visit which he made to

Devonshire. On this occasion Gay wrote, for the amuse-

ment of the Earl, his rhymed letter recording his

adventures during A Journey to Exeter. Pulteney also

took him as his companion to the Continent in 1717,
and Lord Harcourt in 1718 invited him to Cockthorpe,

whence he went on to Stanton Harcourt, another house
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of Lord Harcourt's, where Pope was finishing his tians-

lation of the Ihad Parnell made him a present of

the sum paid him in 1717 for his Life of

Zoilus.

Besides the help which Gay thus received fioin his

numerous friends, he also made money by the publication

of plays and poems Of the foimer the most successful

was The What D'ye Call If? (produced on the 15 th of

February 171S), which contained the chaiming ballad:

‘“Twas when the Seas were Roaring” In 1717 was acted

Three Hours after Mart inge, an indecent and vulgai libel

on Dr Woodwaid, the eminent geologist It was the

joint work of Pope, Gay, and Arbuthnot, and though it

failed on the stage, the sale of the play, among the maids

of honour and numerous other aiistocratic friends of the

authois, was doubtless considerable. Ttivni, or The Art

of Walking the Sttceis of London, published in Januarj^

1716, proved veiy populai with the same class, who
weie laigcly lepresented on the list of subscribeis for

Gay's collected poems, published in two laige quarto

volumes in 1720, the names being for the most pait the

same as those appearing in Mr. Pope's Welcome from
Greece, a humorous imitation of Ariosto, written also in that

year to celebrate the completion of the translation of the

Ihad, By the sale of these poems Gay made over .^1000,

which he invested entirely in South Sea stock Secretary

Graggs had a little while before made him a present of

some of the same stock, and if he had been prudent

enough to sell at the proper moment, he might have

realised from his investments ;£^20,ooo. With his usual

want of foresight he let the opportunity slip, and lost

everything that he had earned.

As before, he was saved by his fiiends from anything

like distressful consequences Pie was always a welcome
companion to the Duke and Duchess of Queensberry.

Lord and Lady Burlington gave him the freedom of tlreir

house. In 1722 he was appointed Lottery Commissioner,

with a salary of £1^0, by Walpole, who allowed him to

keep it till 1731, in spite of the attacks made on himself
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in The Beggars’ Opera and Polly. All this was not enough

for Gay, who thought, thiough his life, that it was the duty

of other people to make his fortune. “ They wonder at

each other for not pioviding for me,” he writes to Swift,

“and I wonder at them all”^ In 1722 a fairly successful

play, The Captives, vacxe.dLSC.A his lesources, and in 1725
he was made tutor to the Duke of Cumberland, for whom
he wrote, and to whom he dedicated, his Fables, published

in 1 727. Queen Caroline had announced on her accession,

in allusion to one of Gay’s fables, that “ she would take

up the haic,” and considered that she had fulfilled her

promise in having him appointed gentleman-usher to the

Princess Louisa, a child of two years old. The post was
doubtless meant to be regarded as a sinecure, but Gay
chose to consider the offer as an insult, and, believing that

the disappointment of his expectations was due to Walpole,

joined zealously in the opposition to the Minister, which
was being conducted by Bolingbroke and Pulteney, abetted

by Pope and Swift.

The poetical product of this opposition, as far as Gay
was concerned, was The Beggars' Opera, acted for the

first time at the Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatre on the 29th

of January 1728,3 play of which I shall have more to

say in a later chapter
; and this was followed by Polly, the

acting of which was prohibited by the Lord Chamberlain
in December of the same year. The suppression of the

play on the stage pioved a gold-mine to the poet The
whole of the aristocratic opposition hastened to subscribe

for and buy his book when printed, and Arbuthnot
describes in vivid language the effects of his popularity ;

—

The inoffensive John Gay is now become one of the obstruc-

tions to the peace of Europe, the terror of the ministers, the
chief author of The Craftsman, and all the seditious pamphlets
which have been published against the Government He has
got several turned out of their places

, the greatest ornament of

the Court banished from it for his sake; another great lady in
danger of being chassle hkeyrise

, about seven or eight duchesses
pushing forward like the ancient circumcelliones ill the church,

1 Gay to Swift . Letter of December 1722.
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who shall suffer marlyrdom on his account first He is the

darling of the city. If he should travel about the countiy he

would have hecatombs of roasted oxen sacrificed to him since he

became so conspicuous. . I hope he will get a good deal of

money by printing his play
;
but I really believe he would get

more by showing his person
, and I can assure you this is the

very identical John Gay whom you formerly knew and lodged

with in Whitehall two years ago.^

“ The greatest, ornament of the Court” banished for

Gay’s sake was the Duchess of Queensbeny, who had

made herself outrageously'- conspicuous by the zeal with

which she solicited subscriptions for Polly at St. James’s

itself These amounted to about ;£’i200, so that, with

what he received from the publishers, Gay must have

made almost i^sooo by the suppression of his play. He
continued to live at Amcsbuiy in VViltshiie, under the

protection of the Duke and Duchess of Queensberry, till

his death on the 4th of December 1732 On the 23id

of that month he was buried in Westminster Abbey.

The temperament and qualities of Gay, so chaiacter-

istically displayed in his history, are not less vividly

reflected in his verse. Beyond all his contemporaries,

with the exception of Pope, he was by nature a poet, in

the sense that he had an intuitive perception of the way in

which whatever subject he selected ought to be treated in

metre. He was without invention in the highest meaning
of the word

;
as Johnson well puts it, “he had not in any

great degree the mens divinior, the dignity of genius
”

As he was content to depend for his livelihood on the

help of otheis, so in poetry he rarely formed designs ot

his own. His first poem. Wine, was inspired by the read-

ing of John Philips’ Cider
\
Rural Sports would not have

been written if it had not been preceded by Windsor
Forest

;
Pope set in motion the idea of The Shepherd’s

Week

;

Stvift gave the hints required for Trivia and The
Beggars' Opera. And yet all these works bear on them
the unmistakable stamp of Gay’s genius He had a

* Arbuthnot to Swift, Letter of Malch 19, 1729 , Aitken’s Life and Worki
of Arbuthnot, p 125
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unique gift for divining the drift of the public taste,

and for casting his thought into the form best suited

to the requiiements of those whom he desired to

please

The happiness of his inspiration is well illustrated by

his tieatment of the Pastoral, a species of poetry which we

have had frequent occasion to notice since the time ot

Spenser, and in which Breton, Barnfield, and Milton had

all caught something of the spiiit of Theociitus With

the Restoration the taste of the Couit was coloured with

the more aitificial manner of Virgil, and with the pseudo-

pastoralism of D’Urfd and Mile, de Scuddiy, as well as

with the China-shepherdess affectations encouraged by

the criticism of Fontenelle But the love of reality, as

well as of the country, was too strong in Englishmen to

be eradicated by any fashion, and, as The Spectator shows,

the national humour soon detected the absurdity of mere

mythological formalism The genius of Gay was well

qualified to embody the mixed feeling struggling for

expression in aristocratic society. He had a genuine, if

sentimental, affection for rural things, well becoming a

Devonian and the fellow-countryman of Browne of Tavis-

tock. But he was also a born parodist
;
so that when

Pope suggested to him the ridicule of Ambrose Philips’

Eclogues, he perceived at once the humorous effects that

might be produced by blending the classical forms of

Theocritus and Virgil with English manneis and folk-lore

There is a charming ease and grace in the adaptation of

the Phannaceiitria of Theociitus and Virgil to the super-

stitious spells of the Devonian Hobnelia .

—

Two hazel-nuts I threw into the flame.

And to each nut I gave a sweetheart’s name.
This with the loudest bounce me soie amazed

;

That in a flame of brightest colour blazed.

As blazed the nut, so may thy passion grow.

For ’twas thy nut that did so biightly glow.

With my sharp heel I tli/ee times mark the ground,
And turn me ihrtce around, around, around.

As peascods once I plucked, I chanced to see

One that was closely filled with three times thiee.
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Which when 1 cropped I safely home com eyed,

And o er nry door the spell in seciet laid

My wheel I tuined, and sang a ballad new,
While from the spindle 1 the fleeces diew ;

The latch moved up, when who should fiist come in.

But in his piupcr person—Lubberkin ?

I bioke my' yarn, surprised the sight to see,

Siue sign would break his word with me.
Efisoons I Joined it with my wonted sleight.

So may again his love with mine unite '

Wtth my Gimp heel I thru times, mark the gfoimd,,

And tie? /I ! ( thucc around, around, around

But aftei all the heart of the Court was in the town ;

and here again Gay was able to gratify, with an exact

piopriety, the desire of his age to see an imaginative

reflection of its own manners. His first attempt in this

direction. The J^an, has indeed little merit, and compares

ill with Addison’s exquisitely playful treatment of the

same subject in the prose of The Spectator} But Trivia

is an admirable perfoimance The air of lofty gravity,

with which the poet advises his contemporaries how to

avoid the dangers of the streets, is in the best vein of

mock-heroic, and the modern reader may delight himself

with a varied succession of images, preserving in bright

and enduring colours the habits of his ancestors. What
more vivid picture of the terrors of a dark and windy

night in London in Queen Anne’s reign can be found

than in the following lines ?

—

Where a dim gleam the paly lanthom thiows

O’er the mid pavement, heapy rubbish grows j

Or arched vaults their gaping jaws extend,

Or the dark caves to common-shores descend.

Oft by the winds extinct the signal lies.

Or smothered in the glimmering socket dies.

Ere night has half rolled round hei ebon thione

;

In the wide gulph the shattered coach, o’erthrown.

Sinks with the snorting steeds , the reins aie broke.

And from the crackling axle flies the spoke

So when famed Eddystone’s fai shooting ray,

That led the sailor through the stormy way,

Spectator, No,
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Was from its rocky roots by billows torn,

And the high turret in the whirlwind home,

Fleets bilged their sides against the craggy land,

And pitchy rums blackened all the stiand.

The feats of the London pickpockets of the period

ate thus described —
Wlieie the mob gathers, siviftly shoot along.

Nor idly mingle in the noisy thiong,

Luied by the silver hilt, amid the swarm.

The subtil aitist will thy side disaim

Nor IS thy flaxen wig' with safety woin
,

High on the shouldci, in a basket borne.

Lurks the sly boy , whose baud, to rapine bied.

Plucks of) ihe cuiling honoius of thv head

Here dives the skulking thief with practised sleight,

And unfelt fingeis make thy pocket light

Where’s now thy watch with all its trinkets flown ?

And thy late snuft-box is no mote thy own.

But lo 1 his bolder thefts some ttadesman spies ;

Swift fiom his piey the scudding Imcher flies

;

Dext’ious he ’scapes the coach with nimble bounds,

Whilst every honest longue “Stop thief ” lesounds

So speeds the wily fox, alaimed by feai,

Who lately filched the turkey’s callow care
,

Hounds following hounds giow louder as he flies,

And mjuied tenants join the hunter’s cries

Bieathless he stumbling falls ill-fated boy I

Why did not honest woik thy youth employ ?

Seued by roug-h hands he’s diagged amid the tout,

And sti etched beneath the pump’s incessant spout

:

Or plunged in iniry ponds he gasping lies
,

Mud chokes his mouth, and plasters o’er his eyes.

The blofs on Trivia are the foolish mythological

episodes which Gay apparently thought would improve

the mock-heroic framework. He had not quite learnt

tlie ait of adapting the spirit of the classics to his own
surroundings

;
but in his Fables^ the most popular of his

works, he employs the familiar style with complete success.

All of these are written in octosyllabic metre, more artfully

managed, at its best, than by either Swift or Prior. He
avoids the over-facile flow of the former, and he is more
brief and trenchant than the lattei The Fables, however,
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are of vety unequal merit . in many of them the moral 1=.

irrelevant or trivial
,
and, as Johnson says, some of them

do not conform to the definition of a fable One of the

most happy, in point both of wit and style, is The Goat

without a Beard, from which the following passage may
stand foi an example of the best familial manner —

Kesolved to smooth his sliaggv face.

He sought the barbel of the place

A flippant monkey, spruce and smait,

Haid b>, piofessed the dappei ait

His pole. With pewter basins hung.

Black lotten teeth in oulei sluing ,

Ranged cups that in the window stood.

Lined with ted rags to look like blood.

Did well his throe-fold trade evpkiin.

Who shaved, diew teeth, and bieathed a vein.

The (loal he welcomes with an an.

And seats him in his wooden chair;

Mouth, noso, and cheek, the lathei hide,

.

Light, smooth, and swift, the lazoi glides.

“ I hope yotii custom, Sii,” says Pug
,

“ Suie nevci face was half so smug ”

The Goat, impatient foi applause,

Swift to the neighbouiing hill withdiaws •

The shaggy people gunned and staled

“ Heighday ! what’s here ? without a beaid 1

Say, brothel, whence the due disgiace ?

What envious band hath lobbed your face ?
"

Wlien thus the fop with smiles of scoin :

“ Aie beards by civil nations worn ?

Even Muscovites have mowed their chins.

Shall we, like formal Capuchins,

Stubborn in piide, letain the mode.
And bear about the liauy load?

Whene’er we thiough the village stiay,

Are we not mocked along the way,

Insulted with loud shouts of scorn.

By boys our beaids disgiaced and torn?"
“ Were you no more with goats to dwell,

Biother, I giant you reason well,”

Replies a bearded chief “ Beside,

If boys can mortify thy piide.

How wilt thou stand the udicule

Of our whole flock ? Affected fool

!

Coxcombs, distinguished fiom the rest,

To all but coxcombs aie a jest.”
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The moral of this fable is eminently applicable to the

character of Gay. Entiiely devoid of the haughty self-

esteem of Swift, and unconscious of anything dishonouiable

in his own state of dependence, he never dreamed of

becoming famous by affecting singularity. His easy and

self-indulgent, though affectionate and obliging, nature

was quite content to leflect in poetry the sentiments and

manners of the pleasuie-loving society about him. With

all its artifice that society still leiained memories of

more primitive ages
;

in spite of its superficial cynicism it

could appreciate the characters of the Sir Roger de

Covericys who still survived in its midst
,
and Gay, who

enjoyed its caressing pationage, without being altogether

corrupted by its affectations, was well qualified by his

genius to express what remained of its feeling for simplicity

Pope justly described him as “in wit a man, simplicity a

child,” and the mixture in his character of country senti-

ment with court fashions finds analogous expression in the

blended wit and nature of his verse. Pie appreciated

with equal keenness the refinement of classical foim and

the romantic pathos of the ballad style, and he knew how
to blend the two manners.

Szvect Wilham's Farewell to Black-Eyed Susan is

perhaps the most chaiming artificial ballad in the language
;

and, as it is certainly the best illustration of what has

been said, I will in justice to Gay here insert it at

length •

—

All in the Downs the fleet was niooied,

The sneamers waving in the wind.

When black-eyed Susan came aboard,

Oh where shall I my true love find ?

Tell me, ye jovial sailois, tell me tiue,

If my sweet William sails among the ciew.

William, who, high upon the yard,

Rocked with the billow to and fio.

Soon as her well-known voice he heard.

He sighed and cast his eyes below
The cord slides quickly through his glowing hands,
And (quick as lightning) on the deck he stands.
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So the sweet lark, high poised in air,

Shuts close his pinions to his breast,

(If chance his mate’s shiill call he heai)

And drops at once into hei nest.

The noblest captain in the British fleet

Might en\y William’s lips those kisses sweet

O Susan, Susan, lovely dear,

My vows shall ever true remain
,

Let me kiss off that falling tear.

We only part to meet again

Change as ye list, ye winds
, my heait shall be

The faithful compass that still points to thee.

Believe not what the landsmen say.

Who tempt with doubts thy constant mind

;

They’ll tell thee sailors, when away.

In eveiy port a mistress find

Yes, yes, believe them when they tell thee so.

For thou ait piesent wheiesoe’ei I go.

If to far India’s coast we sail.

Thy eyes aie seen in diamonds bright.

Thy breath is Afiic’s spicy gale.

Thy skin is ivory so wdiite

Thus every beauteous object that I view
Wakes m my soul some charm of lovely Sue

Though battle call me from thy arms,

Let not my pretty Susan mourn
,

Though cannons roar, yet, safe from harms,
William shall to his dear retuin

Love turns aside the balls that round me fly,

Lest precious tears should diop from Susan’s eye.

The boatswain gave the dreadful word.
The sails their swelling bosom spread,

No longer must she stay aboard

;

They kissed, she sighed, he hung his head :

Her lessening boat unwilling rows to land.

Adieu, she cries • and waved her lily hand



CHAPTER VI

ALEXANDER POPE

t
HE poetry of Pope reflects all the contrary influences

^t were struggling in the English imagination during

the first half of the eighteenth centuryt/ Born in i68l^

the year of the Revolution, he came of a family whose

r^igion that Revolution tended to proscribe. By his

studious habits he made himself at an early age familiar

with the manner of the English poetry produced undei

the old regime.' '^_is__gi2^t precocity^lon the other hand,

brought him, while still little more thin a boy, into com-

panionship with men of affairs. He was a frotdgi of

Harley, a friend of Swift and Arbuthnot, an acquaintance

of Addison.'' ^efoie he was twenty-one he thiew into a

form of metrical criticism ideas of a kind that were en-

gaging the attention of the best writers in The Spectator.

Before he was twenty-four he had invented a form of

unrivalled brilliancy to reflect the passing manners of

aristocratic society. In a softer mood he caught in his

verse something of the tone of gallantry and romance still

lingering from the chivalry of past ages, but from this he

soon turned to indulge his genius for satire in a protracted

war with the literary Dunces of his own day. The
ambiguous theology of the time provided him with

materials for didactic poetry,'siontemporary manners with

subjects for moral satireY*in the decline of life he found
himself using his favourite weapon, in defence of the cause,

and in the front ranks, of the political Opposition. Alike

,in his poetry, his criticism, and his correspondence, we

,

'

?
- ' 156
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seem to see the mind of the country taking an external

shape during the period of stiuggle that followed the first

establishment of Civil Libertj^^

Alexander Pope was born in London on the 21st of

May 1688. His fathei, a linen-draper in Lombaid Stieet,

is thought with some probability to have been the son of

Alexander Pope, Rector of Thiuxton in Hampshire, and

seems to have been converted from Protestantism at

Lisbon, where he had been placed with a merchant to

learn business. The young Alexandei’s education was

slight and desultory, his first tutor being William

Bannister, a Roman Catholic priest, from whose care he

was removed to a Roman Catholic School at Tvvyford,

near Winchester, and afterwards to one kept by Thomas
Deane, a perveit from the Anglican Church, who had
once been a Fellow of University College, Oxfoid. When
his father left London about 1700 to live at Binfield in

Windsoi Forest he was again placed under the charge of

a priest, but was removed from it after a few months.

“This," he said aftei wards to Spence, “was all the

teaching I ever had, and God knows it extended a very

little way.” ^

At Binfield he was left very much to his own
inclinations, which carried him over a wide range of

discursive study

In a few years (he says of himself) I had dipped into a great

number of the English, French, Italian, Latin, and Greek poets

This I did without any design but that of pleasing myself, and
got the languages by hunting after the stones in the several poets
I read, rather than read the books to get the languages

(From studying the poets he went on to imitate them*:

My first taking ,Jo imitating (he told Spence) was not out of
vanity but humility : I saw how defective my own things were,

and endeavoured to mend my manner by copying good strokes

from others.®

The original compositions, to which he thus refers,

were the Ode to Solitude, written in his twelfth year, and

' Spence, Anecdoits, p 193. * Ibid. p. 193. 3 p.
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Alcmtdcr, an epic poem composed wlien he was between

thirteen and fifteen, which he afterwards burned, pre-

serving from It two couplets, one in Essay on CriUdsm}

and one in The Dundad? In his fourteenth year he also

wrote a satire against the author of Succession a couplet

of which he used for The Dunciad} He interested

himself besides at the same age in theology, and told

Atterbury in later years that the controversy between the

Roman Catholic and Anglican Churches made him turn

Papist or Protestant according to the last book he read.

Meditating on all these things in long solitary walks

through Windsor Forest, he acquired those habits of

morbid introspection which clung to him through life, and

were the source of some of his most deplorable actions.

» When he was about fifteen he translated the First

Book of Statius’ Thebais ; but as this work was not

published till 1713, the first draft of it was no doubt

thoroughly revised m the interval. A yeai later, according!

to his own account, he composed his Pastorals, whichl

were certainly in existence before 20th April 1706, when

one of them had been seen by Tonson, who desired to

have the privilege of printing the series. They did not

appear in print, however, till 2nd May, when they ivere

published as part of Tonson's Sixth Miscellany. All of

them were written by Pope on the assumption that

Pastoial was one of the natural divisions of poetry,

and theiefore subject to rules of the same kind that

Aristotle prescribed for the Drama. In the “ Discourse

on Pastoial Poetry,” which he prefixed to them in 1717,
he says .

—

A pastoral is an imitation of the action of a shepherd, or one

considered under that character The form of this imitation is

dramatic, or narrative, or mixed of both
;
the fable simple

,
the

manners not too polite nor too rustic
j
the thoughts are plain,

yet admit a' little quickness, but that shoit and flowing j the

expression humble, yet as pure as the language will afford ; neat

but not florid 5 easy and yet lively. In short the fable, manners,
thoughts, and expressions, are full of the greatest simplicity m

1 Essay on Cntmsvi, 191-192.
Dimcusd, t\\ 55-56. 8 Ibid.\, 183-184,
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nature. The complete character of this poem consiitb in

simplicity, brevity, and delicacy , the two iiibt of which render

an Eclogue natural, and the last delightful.

This view IS not very dififerent fiom the self-conscious

theory of the Pastoral defined by Fontenelle, on whose

Discourse Pope largely based his own.^ In the same

Miscellany were Six Pastorals by Ambrose Philips, which

professed to depend upon a somewhat different principle •

There is no kind of poem (says Philips), if happily executed,

but gives delight, and herein may the pastoral boast after a

peculiar manner, for as m painting, so in poetiy, the country

affoids not only the most delightful scenes and prospects, but

likewise the most pleasing images of life

,

Philips’ Pastorals had no more claim than Pope’s to

-’be considered “simple” or "natural” They too weie

written in the heroic couplet, and the only approach that

their author made towards Anglicising his shepherds was

to give them the clownish names invented by Spenser,

and to make them talk of fames instead of the sylvan

deities of Greece and Rome. Both poets, howevei, were

loudly applauded for their performances, and Pope was

therefore, for the moment, quite ready to be magnanimous
in praising his rival, of whose pastorals he said that “ we
had no better Eclogues in our language." He continued

his own work in this direction by writing, about the same
time, the pastoral descriptions of Windsor Foust and, a

little later, by adapting the Messianic passages in Isaiah

to the style of Virgil's Fourth Eclogue. His Messiah
was published in The Spectator on the 14th of May 1712.

Events soon gave a new turn to his feelings. As
often happens where literary coteries are concerned,

Philips began to be praised at the expense of Pope.

The former was a leading member of the Whig Club at

^ “II en va, ce me semble, des Eglogues, comma des habits que Ton
prend dans les Balets pour representer des Paysans Ils sont d’etofes beaucoup
plus belles que ceux des Paisans veritables, ils sont meme om& de rubans
et de points, et on les taille seulement en habits de Paisans."—Traiti sut la
nature de tEglo^te.

2 Extending as far as v. 290.
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Button’s, and his political friends were inclined to dis-

cover wonderful qualities in his poetry. Addison began

with a puffing allusion in The Spectator. “ We see,” he

says, “ he has given a new life, and a moie natural beauty

to this way of writing, by substituting in the place of

those antiquated fables the superstitious mythology which

prevails among the shepherds of our own countiy.” In

course of time this thoroughly undeserved panegyiic was

expanded, in five papers of The Guardian, by a writer

who demonstrated that there had only been four tiue

(

masters of pastoial poetry in above two thousand years

"Theocritus, who left his dominions to Virgil, Virgil,

who left his to his son, Spenser
,

and Spenser, who
was succeeded by his eldest bom, Philips.”

Pope,who was not mentioned, was annoyed, and resolved

to expose the falseness of the criticism by a trick equally

witty and dexterous He wrote a sixth paper, in the

-same exaggerated vein of flattery, contrasting Philips with

Pope, the professed imitator of the Classics. This he

sent anonymously to Steele, as editor of The Gnaidian
,

and the latter is said to have been completely deceived

by the irony, and to have only printed the paper after

first showing it to Pope, who professed his indifference to

the criticism Admnable as the gravity of- the style is.

It is somewhat difficult to believe that an Irishman like

Steele should have failed to perceive the iidicule of the

following praise of Philips’ “ beautiful rusticity ”
.

—

“ O woful day ' O day of woe 1 ” quoth she,
“ And woful I who live the day to see ”

The simplicity of diction (sa>s Pope), the melancholy flowing
of the numbers, the solemnity of the sound, and the easy turn of
the words in this dirge (to make use of our author’s expression)
are extremely elegant.

In another of his pastorals a shepherd utters a dirge not
much inferior to the former in the following lines •

—

Ah roe the while 1 ah roe > the luckless day !

Ah luckless lad 1 the rather wight 1 say
,

Ah silly 1 1 more silly than my sheep,

Which on the flowery plains I once did keep I
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How he still charms the ear with these fitful icpetitions of

the epithets ! And how significant is the last veise ! I defy the

most cpmmon leader to lepeat them without feeling some motion

of compassion ^

(With this episode—which very probably opened his

eyes to the radical defects of his own pastoral perform-

ances—closed a period of great importance in Pope’s

poetical development, namely his formaI_ inntadon of

classical diction, before he had coTmpletely__learned to

assimilate the classical spirit, and to apply it to the cir-

cumstances“of his' age Approaching the art of poetry

thro^h tianslation, because he“carrj^p«celved"fhe" short-

comings of KTs original work, he was for some time in

bondage to his admiration for the great poets of Greece

and Rome, whom he apostrophises in his Essay on

Criticism •—

Hail, bards tiuimphantl bom in happiei days,

Immortal hens of universal piaise
;

Whose honouis with incieasc of ages glow.

As streams roll down enlarging as they flow ;

Nations unborn youi mighty names shall sound,

And woilds applaud that must not yet be found 1

0 may some spaik of your celestial file

The last, the meanest of your sons, inspire,

(That on weak wings from far pursues your flights,

Glows while he leads, yet trembles as he writes)

To teach vain wits a science little known,
T’ admire superior sense, and doubt their own.

[Doubting still his own sense, he strove to imitate

Virgil in the external effecti" Both”of HTs' diction and
versi'fication,^ As regar3i'~Bi’s~"lictTori' he' fahcied“"tEat he
was writing classically when he said in Windsor Fotest

that “ Blushing Flora paints th’ enameiredTgrciund ”
; that

“ Cancer glows with Pheebus’ fiery car ”
;

that “ The
clamorous lapwings feel the leadep death”; or that the

angler “ hopes the scaly breed.”^ ,I

Isaiah had said .
“ Hear, ye deaf

;
and look, ye blind,

that ye may see.” Pope translated this, in his Messiah,

into “ classical ” English ;

—

1 Guardian, No. .(.o. * Ifiudior Eoiesl, 38, 132, 139, 147.
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Heal him, ye deaf, and all ye blind, behold I

He from thick films shall purge the visual ray,

And on the sightless eyeball pour the day,

“ I will set in the desert the fir-tree, and the pine, and

the box-tree together ” of Isaiah’s text becomes in The

Messiah :

—

Waste sandy valleys, once peiplexed with tliom,

The spiry fii and sh.apeiy box adoin

To leafless shrubs the floweiing palms succeed,

And od’rons myitle to the noisome weed

i (
. (But the most important effect produced by the poetical

practice of this period was on Pope’s versification. Almost
all critics have s^okeh’wtF'ad’miiitioirorifie hew vein of

harmony introduced into English poetry by his Pastorals,

which ought indeed to be regarded primarily as exelcises

in metre. (^At the same time it is not an uncommon]
thing to find the smoothness and regulauty of Pope’s)

rhythms contrasted disadvantageously with the freedom!

and variety of Diyden’s style : a method of comparisoru

and contrast which altogether ignores the different objects]

aimed at by each poet. Dryden’s purpose was to develop

in English verse the colloquial piinciple which had been

applied by a successitm of poets frohnSrayton down-
wards. More and more he felt that his own strength

lay in treating the heroic couplet as an instrument “ fittest!

for discourse/’ ' A numerous succession of prologues and!

epilogues had accukdmed hiin to converse in 'metre with

public audiences, and had trained him to form, within

the lirnits of the couplet, rhythmical sentences, expiessive

of his ardent and masculine genius These seemed to

follow almost accidentally the movements of his imagina-
tion, and were musical without method through sheer

vigour of thought ' Often, no doubt, the course of thinking
produced a musical succession of couplets, as in the famous
passage in Aureng Zebe

;
lines on old age translated

from Lucretius;® the expiession of penitence in The
Hind and the Panther ® for his own scepticism and un-

* Vol. IV. p. 410. a Vol. jii. p. 529.
® Vol. ill p. 518,
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belief; and many other melodious flights of the same

kind. (But there is no evidence that Drydeii worked

on the regulai musical piinci'ple of vaiying the caesura

in successive lines, expTilmd by Pope in a letter to

Crorm^rr^lndeed the veises..^in ^is poetry without a

regular pause are innumeiablel

Pope, on the contrary, in his early poems, though he

by no means rejected the colloquial basis of Jhe coujpjet,

modified it by^a laige Jnfi^ion of romantic and lite.i ary^

elements. Unlike Dryden, he was almost a strangci to

the'lFage A lonely and reflective student, his conversation,

at least as a youth, was with books rather than men : he

wrote on set themes, and strove to imitate in English the

harmonies of the Latin poets whom'Ec'PfansTated] Hence

in hiFPastorals there was an nn^inative tendency vvliich

did not enter into Diyden’s genius, who could never have

conceived a musical effect like the following

—

Go, gentle gales, and beai my sighs along I

For her the feathered quiies neglect their song:

Foi her the limes thnr pleasing shades deny

Foi hei the lilies hang their heads and die

Ye flowers, that dioop, foisaken by the spnng.

Ye buds, that loft by summei cease to sing,

I Ye trees, that fade when autumn heals remove,

jSay IS not absence death to those who love?

Go, gentle gales, and beai my sighs away 1

Cuised be tlie fields that cause my Delia’s stay

;

Fade eveiy blossom, wither eveiy tree,

Die every flowei, and perish all but she.

What have I said ? Where’ei my Delia flies,

Let spring attend, and sudden flowers arise

;

Let opening roses, knotted oaks adorn,

And liquid ambci diop fiom every thorn.

Go, gentle gales, and bear my sighs along 1

The birds shall cease to tune then evening song.

The winds to breathe, the waving woods to move,
And sti earns to murmur, ere I cease to love.

Not bubbling fountains to the thirsty swain.

Not balmy sleep to labouieis faint with pain.

Not showers to larks, not sunshine to the bee
Are half so chaiming as thy sight to me.

1 PoN's Works (Ehvin and Courthope), vol. v pp. 20-21.
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Go, gentle gales, and bear my sighs away t

Come, Delia, come , ah, why this long delay ?

Through rocks and caves tlie name of Delia sounds,

Delia each cave and echoing lock rebounds.

Ye poweis, what pleasing frenzy soothes my mind 1

Do lovers dream, 01 is my Delia kind?

She comes, my Delia comes 1 Now cease my lay,

And cease, ye gales, to bear my sighs away.

Before sending to The Guardian the review of Philips’

Pastorals, Pope had shown the versatility of his genius

in a composit^n formulating the ctitical principles by

which he regulated hls~art.'~|'TEe'!gjjzrj' on Criticism was
[

probably written in 1709.] ’’Jhis was Pope’s own state-

ment in X 7 1 7, and in every edition of his collected works

up to 1743, when it is stated that the Essay was “the

work of an author who had not yet attained the twentieth

year of his age ’’

;
to explain which he seems to have

told Richardson that “ the Essay on Criticism was indeed

written in 1707, though said 1709 by mistake.” Pope

was in his latter years anxious to seize every opportunity

of "establishing a character for precocity, and his_uncoi'-

I roborated ^tateme'nH'"are~"not, deserving of confidence.

The poem was at any rate published on 15th May 171 1 ;

it was, on 20th June in the same year, virulently attacked

by Dennis
;
and on 20th December was highly praised

by Addison in The Spectator. Praise and depreciation of

this work have continued to appear, on almost the same
lines and m nearly equal proportions, from those days to

our own. I have set down my own opinion of the Essay

in detail in the Life of Pope, which f^ms part of the

latest edition of his collected works, and I s?e no reason

to mod^njTsubstantially wfiaO fiaTm~th'ere said.^ But as

this judgment has lately been questioned by an eminent
critic, I shall take this opportunity of biiefly recapitulating

my vievv •

—

Attempts have Keen made (says Mr. Samtsbury) to give Pope
a high place [as a critic] on the score of his charges to “ follow

Nature.” Unfortunatelv this is mere tran.slation of Brulenn, nf

1 Popes Woiks (Elwin and Coiirthope), vol. v. chap. iii.
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Vida, and of Hoiace, in the fiist place, and, btill nioie unfor-

tunately, the port’s own aiguments on his doctiine show that

what he meant by following Natuie, and what we mean by it,

are two quite dilfeient things. usually at least, means ‘^stick

to the usual, the ordinary, the commonplace ” ^

I venture to think this is a somewhat inadequate

statement of the point at issue Whethei Pope’s idea of

“following Natuie” was precisely the same as our own
(which, for all we know, may be equally transient) does not

seem to me a very important matter
;
and to define with

mathematical precision what is meant by “Natuie” is im-

possible. Nor does it appear to be necessaiily a proof of

Pope’s want of critical power that Boileau,Vida, and Horace,

had all arrived at the same conclusion before him. But it

is a matter of importance that the principle recognised

by these poets was in essence the same as that of Pope

,

that it was radically different from the principle followed in

practice by Marino, Gongoia, Voiture, Cowley, and many
other poet^ of r^ute JryJhe seventeenth centuiy

;
and

that in Pope’s antagonism to the principles of the M^a-
pliysicaT SchooT is reflected the opposition between the de-

cadent spirit of the Middle Ages and the advancing spirit

of the RenaiisanceT To say'that the advice of Pope means
only “ siick to the_ usual tins ordinary, the commonplace,’'

is scaicely a just way of interpre^g thejdeeper mqyement
of taste that runs beneath the surface of his argument.,}

Pope meant" something” 'definite b'yThe’ following oi

"Nature”; and he shows what his meaning is by his

constant antithesis (often, it is true, ambiguous and con-

fused) between this word and “ wit.” ! Others had of

course expressed'before him the’'sime artiSi’c perception.

Mulgrave had said in his Essay on Poetry

That silly thing men call sheer wit avoid.

With which our age so nauseously is cloyed.

Humour is all
;
wit should be only biought

^ To turn agreeably some proper thought.

Granville had put the same thought into another

shape :

—

1 History of Cnticism, vol. u. p. 456,
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Poets are limners of another kind,

To copy out ideas m the mind ,

Woids aie the paint by ivhich then thoughts aie shown

And Natuie sits the object to be diawn ;

The written picture we applaud or blame,

But as the due proportions aie the same,

Who driven with ungovernable fire.

Or void of art, beyond these bounds aspire,

J^igantic forms and monstrous births alone

[produce, which Nature, shocked, disdains to own 1

Keeping in view this principle of following Nature

Dryden had recommended the constant study of Virgil as

a model •

—

He (Viigil) ifa everywheie above conceits of epigiammatic wit

and gross hyperboles; he maintains majesty in the midst of

plainness, he shines but glares not ; and is stately without

ambition, which is the vice of Lucan I drew my definition of

poetical wit from my particular consideiation of him for propriety

of thoughts and words are only to be found in him
,
and wlieie

they are pioper they will be delightful *

Opinions like these—which from the Restoiation on-

wards were always multiplying—far from being in Pope’s

age “ commonplace,” had still their battle to fight against

that idea of “ Wit ” which, I have attempted to show in an

earlier chapter, sprang out of the decay of Medieevalism.®

(The Essay on Cnttcism was an effoit to codify the new
/law of the Renaissance with regaid to poetical imitation,

lit is divided into thiee sections. In the first Pope
jdweUs upon the chaotic state of Criticism in his day,

I
and inany abuses of the art which consequently

j
prevail

;
Says down his main rule of following Nature

;

I
and explains that the ruleslo Be dhserved must be studi^

jin the/wmlcs^nHe^reaF cTi^smal wi iters, because their

[way of proceeding is “Nature still, but Nature methodised.”

[In the second section of the ~Essay, which is much the

'finest, he illustrates the necessity of his doctrine by many
jexample^s^f False Wit, and produces his famous definition

'of True Wit, which he declares to "He :

—

1 Unnalui al FUghts in Poetry. See vol. ill. p. 531.
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Natuie tn advantage clresse^

Wljat oft was fhdupifjTjCit ne’er so well c\piesscd '

- -

In the third section he desciibes the chaiacter of the good
,

critic, and gives an historical sketch of those who have 1

most distinguished themselves in the art, closing it with
j

an elegajit compliment to Walsh, who, as he told Spence,

was the first to advise him to aim at “correctness.” The

execution’ ofJ:^_central Jdesjgn is ^very_irregular ;
th^

arrangement being _often infused, and the particular

thoughts so uncojinected as to leave the impression that

the epigrams £ave Joeen produced without method. Pope i

had aTyet by no meani aegufred mastery of expres-

sion^which distinguished him in his maturity
;
and therei

are probably more ^faulty constructions in the Essay on

Criticism than in any other of His works. M^h ai^igui^
arises from the use of the word ‘^wit,”'_which^ irT^e

'

E^ay,

h^'The various meanings of understanding, genius, conceit,

and judgment, and is sometimes employed in the same

sentence to" express contraiy ideas, as •

—

I Some, to whom Heaven in wit has been piofuse,

, ,
Want as much more, to tum it to its use

,

,
yi Foi wit and judgment often aie at stiife,

I
Though meant each othei’s aid, like man and w’lfe.

Now and then the poet appears to be beaten by difificultigs

of expression, as_jn_ the _following passage, where the

genefarstructurc of the verse'ieemsTto require in some form

the use of the word “ imagination ” in the second line .

—

Thus m the soul while memoiy pievails,

The solid power of understanding fails
,

Where beams of warm imagination play,

The memory’s soft figures melt away

;

and in more than one couplet the sense is entirely obscuied

by the elliptical grammar, as in these very poor and flat

lines :

—

Nor suffers Horace moie m wrong translations

By wits, dian critics in as wrong quotations.

jit must be added that both the history of criticism apd
jthe appreciation of individual critics contained in the
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Essa^ are crude^n^ometimes puerile. ‘Ehese defects are,

however, excusable when the age of the author is con-

sidered, and if this be taken into account, few impartial

judges will deny that, for a boy of twenty-one, the Essay

on Cnticism is a matvellous performance When we-

estimate it with reference to Pope's claim to be held a.'

representative critic, we are bound to remember that hiS

aim was to produce not a treatise of analytical reason, but'

a didactic poem. Judged by this standard, Johnson’s

praise of the Essay does not seem to be exaggerated :

—

The Essay on Criticism is one of Pope’s greatest works,

and if he had wiitten nothing else would have placed him among
the first critics and the first poets, as it exhibits every mode of

excellence that can embellish or dignify didactic composition

—

selection of matter, novelty of arrangement, justice of precept,

splendour of illustration, and propriety of digression.^

fin the same year that the Essay on Criticism was

puGlished, Pope produced in The Rape of the Lock the

most brilliant illustration that he, or indeed any other poet,

eveFHeviFeiTofIhe principles_advpcjted jn_th.e-£su^. It

happened that, in Ma^

1

7 1 1, Robert, seventh Baron Petre,„ -

in a freak of gallantry, cut a lock of haif~S;om Jim head of

Arabella Fermor, a young lady of beauty and fashion.
~

fioth parties belonged tp leading Roman Catholic families,

and as the incident seemed likely to cause divisions in a

leligious society which it was expedient to, keep, united.

Pope's friend Catyll, ..of Ladyholt in Sussex, suggested

that he might bring about a reconciliation by treating the

subject humorously in poetry. The fruit of the suggestion

appearefln the hxEi^^t^_2jhe^apej>fthpLoc^, published

in Lintot's Miscellany of May 1 7 1 24 In this early form
the poem consisted of two^cfintos, containing together 334
lines. It was without the machinery of the Sylphs, the

episode_^ Belinda’sJpilet, the voyage up the Thames t^
Hampton Court,jhe game oFTIihbfe, and’ the’ missiorirof

Cave of Spleen. ..These additions were
made in 1713, aftei Pope had becoinfe acquainted with the

’ Lmes of (tie Poets Pope.
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book of the Comte de Gabalis on the Rosiciucians
,
and

The Rape of the Lock then assumed its expanded fotm of

five cantos containing 794 lines. The motto, adapted fiom

Martial, prefixed to the' first edition, was leplaced by one ;

from Ovid, in order to emphasise Pope|s_declaiation_ in
]

dedicating the p_oem to Miss Fermor, that almost all the

! incidents an^chaiacters were fictitious

The poem thus altered was ’received with almost,

universal applause. It produced the happy effect hoped

fo_r by Caryll, and the only person glanced at in it

seems, and not unnatuially, to have been offended was

Sir George Brown, the original of Sir Plume. One hatsh

voice was, however, raised in disparagement of its quality, 'i

\/Dennis, the critic, now, through many pin-pncks, become

Pope’s implacable enemy, could see no merit in the per-

formance. He proved, in a pamphlet, by many weighty

arguments, thah the whole thing was an imposture, and

Pope, who respected his ability, gave heed To Tiis criti-

cisms He even paid him the compHment of making changes
^

to meet his ^objections, and when The_ Rape of the Lock I

appeared among the collected poems m the puaytojif 1717,
j

it was found to contain a final improvement in the spi^ch
j

of Clarissa, inserted for the first time in the fifth canto. I

The cmisure^pf Dennis, which ieems to have made
,

the most impression upon Pope, was ethical rather than i

lEsthetic. “ The Rape of the Lock" said the critic, “ is an
{

empty trifle, which _<^nnot have a moral.” Clarissa’s I

speech is evidently intended to supply the omission thus

noted
;
and as, amidst the chorus of admiration lavished 1

upon the poem, Dennis’s criticism, in spite of the import- i

ance which Pope attached to it, has never received much
j

attention, it seems worth while to consider it m connection

, with what Joseph Warton says in praise of the'work :

—

I hope (the latter observes m his Essay on the Genius of f

Pope) it will not be thought an exaggerated panegyric to say that
[

, f
The Rape of the Lock is the best ri3;r/r£_extantj that it contains

'

the truest and liveliest pictme^’ornTodern life; and that the
i

subject is of a more elegant nature, as well as more aitfully 1

•'conducted, than that of any other heroic-comic poem.
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Weie satire the essence of The Rape of the Lock, as

Walton’s criticism seems to imply, it would be difficult

not to agree with Dennis that the poem should be placed

on a lower level than Le Lutrin. For Dennis’s description

of the ethical qualities of Boileau’s poem is peifectly just

;

he calls it “ an impoitant satirical poem upon the luxuiy,

pride, and animosities of the popish clergy, and the moral

is that when Christians, and especially the clei gy, run

into great heats about religious trifles, their animosity

pioceeds from the want of that religion which is the

pretence of their quarrel.” Pope thought it a sufficient

answer to say that if “ female sex ” were substituted for

“ popisl^deigy,” “ladies” for “ clergy,” and “sense” for

“ religion,” Dennis’s (fescription would apply to The Rape

of the~Lock. But even if this were so, it is certain that,

in weightiness of moral. The Rape of the Lock could not

compare with Le Lutnn. .

' Moreover, in point of ait, the skill with which Boileau

I apnhes the heroic-comic style Jfor the purposes of .moral

I sat is at least equal to anything in The Rape of the

1 Lock. The special excellence of Boileau’s style lies in

his descriptions and his speeches. Choosing nicely

I

selected words to exalt mean objects, and never deviating

frorif^fhe grave seriousness with which he .makes his

j

speakers expose 'their own ignoiance, sloth, or gluttony, his

I

verse is a model of taste and propriety, as may be infeired

I

from the following specimen, describing the council held

by the party of the precentor, on heaiing the tidings of

the replacing of the lectern’ il

—

Alam tousse, et se feve
,
Alain ce savant homnie,

Qui de Baiiny vingt fois a lu toute la Somme,
Qui poss^de Abdli, qui salt tout Raconis,

Et rateie entend, dit-on, le latm d’A-Kempis.^

N’en doutez point, leur dit ce savant canoniste,

Ce coup part, j'en suis sfti, d’une main jansdniste.

Mes yeux en sent tdmoins , j’ai vu moi-rndnie hier

Entrer chez le prdlat le chapelain Gamier

' The modern names m these verSes are those of anli-Jansenists opposed
to Arnauld, whose side Boileau took ni the controversy between the latter and
Jesnits. The Latm of the Imitcttio is at once barhatottS and easy to understand.
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Arnauld, cet hi^i^liqiie ardent h. nos detruiie,

Par ce ininistre adioit tente de le seduire •

Sans doute il aura lu, dans son saint Autfustm,!

Q’autiefois saint Louis engea ce Lutrin

II va nous inonder des torients de sa plume

II faut, pour Im repondie, ouvrir plus d’un volume.

Consultons sur ce point quelque auteur signald ;

Voyons si des lutrms Bauny n’a point paile.

Etudions enfin, il en est temps encore ,

Et pour ce giand piojet, tant6t d^s que I’Auioic

Rallumeia le joui dans I’onde enseveli,

Que cliacun prenne en main le moelleux AMli
Ce conseil unpi^vu de nouveau les 6tonne

Sur-tout le gros ^viaid d’dpouvante en frissonne

Moi 1 dit-il, qu’k mon dge, dcoliei tout nouveau,

J’aille pour un lutrin me tioubler le cerveau I

O le plaisant conseil ! Non, non, songeons k vivre

Va maigrir, si tu veux, et seclier sur un Iivre.

Pour moi, je lis la Bible autant que I’Alcoian

Je sais ce qu’un fermiei nous doit rendie pai an;
Sui quelle vigne h. Reims nous avons hypotheque

;

Vingt muids ranges chez moi font ma bibliothfeque.

En placant un pupitie on cioit nous labaisser

,

Mon bias seul sans latin saura le renverser.
*'

Que m'lmporte qu'AinauId me condamne ou nPappio /

J’abats ce que me nuit pai-tout oCi je le tiouve

C’est Ik mon senhment A quoi bon tant d’apprSts ?

Du reste, dejeunons, messieurs, et buvons fiais
”

Ce discouis que soutient I’embonpoint du visage,

Retablit I’appdtit, idchauffe le coinage
;

Mais le chantre sur-tout en paroit rassuri^
" Oui, dit-il, le pupitre a deja trop durd

Allons sui sa mine assurer ma vengeance.

Donnons k ce grand ceuvre une heme d’abstinence
;

Et qu’au letour tantfit un ample ddjeuner

Long-femps nous tienne k table, et s’unisse au diner.” 2

1 Jn satiric iiony Borleau is probably unequalled
,
and

if the comparison between the two poems turned on this

point, the advantage would lie with him In truth,

however, the just compaiison is not a moral but an
artistic one, viz which poem is to be prefen ed as a

heioic-cornic composition? And here there can be^Tio

question as to the vast superiority of Pope The true

! This grave confusion of dates by the learned canonist is delightfully

characteristic of the iiony running through Le Ltiinn
2 Le Luirtn, Chant iv.
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genius of mock-heroic lies in travestying the serious egic,

in bringing all the leading features of the epic—machinery,

lofty incident, character, Snd stylej^to the exaltation _of

a tfmal subject. The subject must no doubt have a

moral bearing
;

but the satire ought not to be too

apparent. ,Now in the construction of his poem Boileau,

compaied with Pope, works with a heavy hand. The
abstractions—Discord, SloA, etc.—who serve for his

machines, are obvious puppets of the poet
;
on the other

hand, fope’s Sylphs are as life-like and credible as the

gods of Horner^ J>.The episodes in Le Lutnn^ are too often

invented merely for the sake of introducing parodies from

the classics, as in the case of the Barber and his Wife

;

' lbut every incident in The Rape of the Lock leads up to

Ithe epic di^ax, and each of them prepares the way for a

Inew and brilliant passage of jJescription. Finally, while

the serious conclusion oT~ Le Lutrin- is entirely out of

keeping^ its Comic_ actjon, nothing can be more

exquisite than'’~fh^propriety with which The Rape of the

\^Lock ends in the stellification of Bejinda's Ji^jr. Pope

showed his supreme judgment' in the added touch of

imorality contributed by Clarissa’s speecly which gives a

suggestion of seriousness to the poem witliout destroying

its lightness ^

E

verything, is of_ajpiece jin the structure,

and the atmosphere of die whole compositimi seems to

^
dance and sparkle with the rainbow-coiours of the brilliant

society_it reflects, as in the tiulv beautiful lines describing

thepassage of Belinda on the Thames r*

But now secure the painted vessel g-lides,

The sun-beams trembling on the floating tides
;

While melting music steals upon the sky,

And softened sounds along the water die
;

Smooth flow the waves, the zephyrs gently play,

Belinda smiled, and all the world was gay •

All but the Sylph :—with careful thoughts oppiessed,

Th’ impending woe sat heavy on his bieast.

He summons stiaight his denizens of air

;

The lucid squadron round the sails repair

;

Soft o’er the shrouds aenal whispers breathe,

That seemed but zephyrs to the train beneath.
Some to the sun their insect winers unfold.
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Waft^n the breeze, or sink in clouds of "old ; ,ald
Transparent foims too fine foi moital sight,

Their fluid bodies half dissolved m ligdit

Loose to the wind their airy Raiments flew.

Thin glittering textures of the filmy dew.

Dipped in the richest tincture of the skies,

Wheie light dispoits in ever mingling dyes ,

While every beam new transient colour flings,

Colouis that change wheie’er they wave then wings ^

The position of Pope was now so strongly established

by the fame of his Pastorals, Windsor Forest, Essay on

Cnticisni, and Rape of the Lock that he felt himself able

to advance from a firm base towaids the gieat goal of

his ambition, namely, securing for himself a position of
^ nour and independence by means of literature. Since

ysarJL7fi*5Jie.ha,d_ meditated_a_ transjatjoa .of_Hprnerls

\ Hejiad_dien sent, as _a sp_ecjmen_of his capacity forJiie

1% a transktion of_the episode of Glauctis and Sarpedon
jihis old friend Sir William Tiumbull, who was delighted

/ith'lt Lord Lansdown, to whom he mentioned his design

/in 1713, was no less pleased with the sample of tianslation
/' and promised him his zealous suppoit in the undertaking. A

subscription was accordingly set on foot, in which all parties.

Whig and Tory, Protestant and Papist, so eagerly joined that

Pope in 1714 had a list of 575 subscribers, among whom
were the new King and the Prince of Wales. Fortunately
for him the greater part of the names were collected before
the convulsion of political and social life in England caused
by the death of Queen Anne. Swift, whose attention to
Pope’s genius seems to have been first attracted by Windsor
Forest, was more active than any one in promoting the
subscription, thus establishing a lasting claim on the poet’s
gratitude, and laying the foundation of their long friend-
ship and literary alliance. The subscription list, on the
calculation that each volume was delivered and paid for,

must have produced about 1^4000 ;
and ;^2000 more was

obtained as the result of a negotiation with Lintot the
publisher, a total sum quite sufficient to satisfy Pope’s
most brilliant dreams of independence and distinction.

1 The Rafe of the Lock, canto ti. 47 68.
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geni< effect of this great work on his chaiacter and

jpjrtune was striking. His translation was to be contained

in six volumes, and, by dint of steady industry, the full

task was completed in 1720, the event being celebrated

in verse by Gay’s Welcome to Mr. Pope on his Return fro7n

Gi'eece. Yet the stages on the road to this goal of glory

witnessed much suffering in the sensitive and self-conscious

spirit, so long nourished on solitary musings in Windsor

Forest All that was irritable and suspicious in his nature

was roused in 1715, when Tickell’s rival translation of the

first book of the Iliad appeared, almost contemporaneously

with his own first volume. The rumour that Tickell’s

translation was in reality the work of Addison doubtless

brought into being the first draft of the satire afterwaids

perfected in the character of Atticus. On all sides

inhabitants of Grub Street, some envious of his success,

others provoked by his sarcasms, the Dennises, the Old-

raixons, the Gildons, and the Burnets, began to shoot at

him with their poisoned arrows. His family left the

retirement of the Forest and settled at Chiswick, where

the poet, with his weak digestion and his perpetual head-

aches, was a more easy prey to the whirl and distraction

of London society. Women helped to torture his imag-

ination and self-love. The mocking wit of Lady Maiy
Wortley Montagu, the haughty temper of Teresa Blount,

the more tender sentiment excited by her sister Martha,

all acted dramatically on his fancy, and combined to

produce in him that tone of romantic, half-artificial passion
'

and suffering which makes itself audible, through the mask
of fiction, in the Elegy ofi an Unfortunate Lady, and the

Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard.

After the completion of the Translation of the Iliad,

a more sordid tendency towards the meie increase of

fortune seems to have mingled with his nobler efforts.

A readiness to undertake “ hack-work ” is apparent, alike

in his edition of Shakespeare and in the mystification of

the public over the translation of the Odyssey, for which

he himself obtained nearly .1^4000. Such transactions

exposed him to fresh libels from those who were moved
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by envy of his unpieccdented literary success. Theobald

severely criticised his Shakespeare
;
anonymous complaints

constantly appeared in the jouinals about the mean

appearance of the Odyssey and Pope’s supposed shabby

treatment of his co-translators, Fenton and Broome. He
was also charged with want of loyalty in consequence of

a passage in the works of Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham,

which he had consented to edit out of friendship, and had

probably read so perfunctorily as not to notice certain

words in favour of the Pretender

All these experiences changed the curient of Pope’s

ambition, and changed it consciously to himself. When
in later years he wrote his autobiographical Epistle to

Ardu^rw^hs looked, in retrospect, on the romantic period

of his poetical history, and presented the public with a

portrait of his old self, which he doubtless conceived to be

true :

—

Soft were my numbers , who could take oflence,

While pine description held the place of sense?

Like gentle Fanny’s was my flowery theme,

A painted mistress or a puihng stieani

Yet then did Gildon diaw his venal quill;

I wished the man a dinner, and sate still.

Yet then did Dennis rave in fuiious fiet

;

I never answeied—I was not in debt.

If want provoked, oi madness made them print,

I waged no war with Bedlam oi the Mint.

Now, however, in the midst of libels and accusations, he
resolved to take up arms against his enemies

, hence the

success with which fortune had crowned his efforts may
be said in a sense to have been the cause of hi^ Wais
with _the_Punces. But he was determinedlihaFthe public 1

should regal d him less as the aven^ger of his own personal I

injuries than as a moral champion, destined by PFovidence
to rid soci^y of th^pj^gue^f^enviousjscribblers by which
it was infested “And to do thi7 in an artistic fashiotTwas
no easy task.

Swift was the inspirer of Dunciad. _ In 1726 the
Dean of St. Patrick’s had come over from Dublin, and
had been for some time Pope’s guest at Twickenham.
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He brought with him a number of his compositions, which

he desiied to associate in a Miscellany with some of Pope’s,

and the two occupied themselves at Twickenham in form-

ing the selection. Among Pope’s papers was a satire

called Dji^ss, written against those who had attacked

him in a number of “libels” which he had collected’’

and bound. He had formerly put this aside on Swift’s

own recommendation, and he now made a show of

burning it, but the Dean snatched it from the fire, and

urged him to complete it Pope consented, and polished

the satire into the first draft of The Dunaad. This, how-

ever, he did not at once publish, conceiving that the public

would require a poem of such virulent personality to be

justified by provocation more recent than the obsolete

libels he had so carefully preserved. To attain his end

he published in 1728 the Bathoj, ji fragment of the

Scriblerus scheme"conceited as far back as 1 713, with

Swift and Aibuthnot, inserting in the general iionic

treatise a chapter full of .satiric allusions to his old enemies

under the disguise of different animals, each of them
being indicated by_ initials. The device was perfectly

successful, The Dunces rushed put. to jetaliatej_a,nd the

journals swarmed with fre.sh_,hbels_ against_.the _poet,_who

was thus "enabled to appear before the world.on 2.8 th May
1728 as the defender of his own injured fame.

Even under such conditions, however, Pope pioceeded

with a caution amounting to timidity. The Dnnciad was

first published without either names or explanatory notes,

and it was only after he had satisfied himself that the

curiosity of the reading public was stronger than their

reprobation that he ventured, in 1729, to issue the large

edition coiftaihing the names of the wtims, the Prolego-

mena,' the notes of Scriblerus, etc. He furthef" guarded
himself against prosecution for libel by assigning the pro-

perty in th.e..poem to three peers of distf^tipn,.whom he

thought, the Dunce-s would be unlikely to attack. When
it appeared safe to do so, the satire was transferred by
these noblemen to the publisher, Gilliver.

The effect of The Dunciad was to annihilate for the
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time the hack-writers of Giub Street, who, if then names

were mentioned in it, could no longer obtain employment

fiom the booksellers But the war against Pope was still

cairied on by the more influential and fashionable of his

enemies, paiticularly Loid Hervey and Lady M W.

Montagu, and it theiefoie became an object of prime

importance to him, now that he had ciushed what he

maintained to be a public evil, to pioclaim the loftiness

and purity of his motives. Out of The DunaadjA.czox6.\x\^y

sprang the series of autobiographical poems beginning

with the Imitations of Horace^ comprising the Versifications

(5/ lin’d' closing with the Epistle to Arbuthnoi. The
firs't "bf these (the Imitation of Horace Satires, Book ii. i)

was written at the suggestion of Bolingbroke in 1733,

when Pope was recovering from an attack of illness occa-

sioned by his grief at the recent death of Gay
;
the object

of the Imitation was to show first that Pope’s satire was

employed in the. cause of Virtue, and next that with him

it was a weapon of self-defence. By its publication the

bitterness of the conflict between the poet and his enemies

was increased, while his sense of the greatness of his own
calling, as the satiric champion of Virtue^was proportion-

ately exalted It is impossible to read his professions in’ the

Epistle to Arbuthnot, written in 173S, without recognising

in the midst of self-deception the glow of enthusiasm :

—

Not Fortune’s worshipper, nor Fashion’s fool,

Not Lucre’s madman, not Ambition’s tool,

Not proud, nor servile
; be one poet’s piaise

That, if he pleased, he pleased by manly ways
;

That flattery, e’en to kings, he held a shame,
And thought a he m veise and piose the same;
That not in Fancy’s maze he wandered long.

But stooped to Truth, and moiahsed his song

;

That not for Fame, but Virtue’s better end,

He stood the fuiious foe, the timid fiiend.

The damning critic, half-approving wit.

The coxcomb hit, or fearing to be hit
;

Laughed at the loss of friends he never had.

The dull, the proud, the wicked, and the mad
;

The distant threats of vengeance on his head;
The blow unfelt, the teat he never shed

;
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The tale levived, the he so oft o’ei thrown,

The imputed tiash, the dulness not his own
;

The motals Islackened when the writings ’scape,

The libelled person, and the pictuied shape
;

Abuse on all he loved, or loved him, spread ;

A fiiend in exile, or a paient dead
,

The whisper that, to greatness still too near,

Peihaps yet vibiates on his Sovereign’s ear

—

Welcome for thee, fan Vntue 1 all the past

:

For thee, fair Virtue, welcome e’en the last

!

Closely connected with Pope’s autobiographical com-

positions, yet essentially different in character, were his

Moral Eisays or Ethical Epistles, the political satires

entitle^ "SWehteen Hun3reSPmtdJEhiKty=£I^_NDA 1740,

and the fouith book of The Dunciad. The Moral Essays,

originally called___£^/^£g/ Epistles, were, as their name
shows, ‘didactic poems. They were intended to be

integfal'parts of the scheme of the Essay_on Man, of

which I shall have to speak in another chapter
; but

they were full of modern illustrations, which gave them
also a satiric chamcter. The first of them to be published

(30th December was that now printed as the fourth.

It appeared with the title On Taste, and was evidently

didactic in intention. The general theme, however, was

illustrated By particulai instances, and, in the character

of Timon, certain_ touches wi^e probably suggested_by

Canoni, Ihe house of John Bridges, Duke of Chandos

,

hence, “as the intense personality of The Dunciad had led

the public to believe that everything proceeding from

Pope’s pen was meant to reflect upon individuals, it was

easy for the Dunces to yiread the lumour that the entire

essay was meant for a satire on_th^ duke Pope was
much disturbed by these reports, and in consequence

kept back the publication of the^Epistle to Bathurst, now
known as the Thiid Moral Essay, On the JJse of Riche^^

for a full year after it was written. He allowed it to

appear at last in January 1733, with many apprehensions,^

which proved to be quite groundless ; for, though it vras

full of bitter satiie_on_Walpole and his supporters among

^ Latter to Caryll of I4lh December 1 73 2.
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the moneyed mteiest, most of the persons and things

attacked were odious to the public. This essay distinctly-

raised the poet’s reputation, and encouraged him to publish

the Episde to_C_obham, Oji_ the Characters of Men—now

the First Moral Essay—which appeared in February 1733 -

It has more systematic philosophy in it than any of the

others, and ' less particular satire, being certainly, on the

whole, the feeblest of the series. The characters it con-

tains were, for the most part, obviously generalisations
,
and

when, in 1735, Pope published the cojujpanipn Epistle to

Martha Blount, On the Characters, pf_W<}me?i, he took the

precaution to declare on his honour “that no one charactei

is di awn from the JijFe” in it. The public, always on the

look-out for personality, were proportionately disappointed,

and neglected the satire. Piqued by their indifference,

Pope, in the octavo edition of the Epistle, inserted a note

to V. 102 :

—

Between this and the former lines, and also in some following

parts, a want of connection may be perceived, occasioned by

the omission of certain examples and illustrations of the maxims
laid down, which may put the reader in mind of what the

author has said in his Imitation ofHot ace \

—

Publish the present age, but when the text

Is vice too high, reserve it for the next.

Pope had written to Swift on the i 6th of Februaiy

1733:—“Your lady friend [Martha Blount] is semper

eadem, and I have written an Epistle to her on that

qualification in a female character; which is thought by
my chief critic in your absence [Bolingbroke] to be my
chef-d'cpuvre

;
but it cannot be printed perfectly in an

age so sore of satire, and so willing to misapply characters ’’

And accordingly, when the essay On the Characters of
Women first appeared, it was without the characters of

Chloe, Philomede, and Atossa.

Of the same class with the Moral Essays is The, New^,
f7«w{g^j^,published in 1742; but it contains touches

that connect it with Pope’s politicM _^satiresj, which_were
in themselves inspired by a different range pf_ motives.
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Jn his eaily days, while he was climbing to a position of

independence, the poet had studiously abstained fiom

connecting himself with any political paity—a matter of

no great difficulty, as he was debarred by his religion

from talcing any direct pait in political action. At a

latei period, in his autobiographical poems, he loved to

lepresent this detachment from party as the effect of

philosophy —
i In moderation placing all my glory,

" jWhile Tones call me Whig, and Whigs a Toiy i

Yet at the time when he wrote these words he was

an active supporter of the Parliamentary Opposition^''

That Opposition had been formed by the genius of

Bolingbroke, who, though he owed his amnesty to

Walpole, hated the Minister because he had not restored

him to his political privileges. He carried on his

intrigues against the Government mainly in the press,

his chief organ being The Craftsman, founded by him in

December 1726. Under the banner raised by Boling-

broke were united the Jacobites, the Hanoverian Tories,

and the discontented Whigs, who were jealous of Walpole’s

practical monopoly of power. For a short time in 1733
this motley Opposition seemed on the point of succeeding,

and inflicted on Walpole in that year a seiious defeat

over his Excise Bill. But when Bolingbroke tried to

push home his advantage in a motion by Sir William

Wyndham to repeal the Septennial Act, the weakness of

his own following and the strength of Walpole’s became

apparent
;

and, recognising his failure, he abandoned

politics, and in 1735 retired to France.

In Bolingbroke's long political campaign Pope found

something thoroughly congenial to his temper. It roused, ,

in the first place, his personal sympathies. Not that he
,

had any rancour against Walpole, whom in private

company he liked, and .to whom he was under some
obligation

; but he detested the moneyed interest, who
were at once the chief supporters of the Minister and the

Imitation of Horace Satires, ii. I, 67-68.
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great enemies of the Roman Catholics
;

and he was

influenced by the fierce animosity with which his dis-

appointed friends, paiticulaily Swift and Bolingbioke,

regarded tlie favourites of the English Couit. But, in

the second place, the whole attitude of TAe Craftsman

towards its opponents delighted his imagination, because

it was so like his own The claim to a monopoly of

Virtue and Patriotism, the sense of supeiionty produced
by the contemplation of the Corruption without him, was
the vantage-ground from which he had himself assaulted

the Dunces. Moreover, his vanity was flattered by the

rhetorical liberty with which he found himself able to

reflect on the weaknesses of kings and queens. At the

outset he contented himself with taking the moneyed
interest and the courtiers as vicious illustrations of his

moral texts
;
and his satire has, for the most part, con-

dertsed itself in epigrammatic couplets charged with secret

history, such as the one aimed at Walpole’s mistress :

—

Ask you why Phiyne the whole auction buys ?

Phryne foresees a General Excise.^

But after Bolingbioke’s retirement to Fiance, when
Pope’s villa at Twickenham became the rallying- point
of the Opposition, the poet’s tone became loftici. All
the accusations against Walpole, the corruption of his

domestic policy, the cowardice of his foreign policy, his

encouragement of Grub Street, his servility to Spain, are
translated into poetical rhetoiic, and with these attacks ’

on the Minister are blended many oblique reflections on i

^the morals and manners of still more exalted persons. I

.
The artfulness of Pope’s irony reaches the highest degiee ‘

of finish in his Imitation of Horace's Epistle to Augustus^'''

(1737)-—
^ "" '

'

i

i
Oh, could I mount on the M^eonian wing

;

Your ai-ms, your action, your repose to sing !

^

What seas you traversed, and what fields you fought,
Your country’s peace how oft, how dearly, bought 1

How barb’rous rage subsided at your word,
How nations wondered while they dropped the sword t

1 Moral Bssay^ [19-120.
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How, when you nodded, ovei land and deep

Peace stole her wing, and wiapped the woild m sleep j

Till eaith’s extremes yom mediation own,

And Asia’s tyiants trembled on their thione.

But veise, alas 1 youi Majesty disdains.

And I’m not used to panegyiic stiams

The zeal of fools offends at any time,

But most of all the zeal of fools in rhyme
Besides a fate attends on all I wiite.

And when I aim at piaise, they say I bite.

In Seventeen Hundred and Thirty-Eig]it\i\% conception!/

of the public mission of his satiie raised him to heights

of eloquence beyond anything he had yet reached He
had imagined himself in the Epistle to Arhuthnot as the

maityr of Virtue
;
he now claimed to be her prophet :

—

O sacred weapon 1 left for truth’s defence,

,
Sole diead of folly, vice, and indolence

To all hut heaven-directed hands deniedi

The Muse may give thee, but the gods must guide.

Reverent I touch thee, but with honest zeal,

To rouse the watchmen of the public weal,

To Virtue’s work provoke the tardy hall.

And goad the pi elate slumbering in his stall.

Ye tinsel insects ! whom a Court maintains.

That counts your beauties only by your stains
j

Spin all your cobwebs o’et the eye of day 1

The Muse’s wing shall brush you all away ;

All his grace preaches, all his lordship sings,

All that makes saints of queens and gods of kings
; ^

All, all but truth drops still-bom fiom the piess.

Like the last gazette oi the last address.

I
The same brilliant satiric imagination, contemplating

the" wide scene of political affairs, is visible as late
j

1742 in The New Tdujiciad, and finds sublime expression ^

in the gigantic yawn of.the goddess with which the poem
closes." \ But haidiy had this poem appeared, when
nnforttmately, but characteristically, a personal quarrel

turned Pope’s ideas into an entirely different channel,

inducing him to recast the whole framework of The

Dimciad, with fatal effects to its artistic form. He
dethroned his first heio, and replaced him by the Poet

Laureate, a than of totally different character, with the
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result that, as Johnson says, “ he has depraved his poem'

by giving to Cibber the old books, the cold pedantiy,

and sluggish pertinacity of Theobald.” The Dunand in

its final form appeared m 1743 ;
it was the last woik of

the poet, who died on the 30th of May 1744.

In this survey of the poetical career of Pope, the

reader may perhaps be struck with the remarkable analogy

it presents—in its contiast as well as in its likeness—to the '

contemporary change in the English Constitution and to .

the parallel ascendency of Walpole in politics,
j

Till the

rise of the younger Pitt, no English Minister 'since the

Revolution could compare with Walpole in the influence

he exercised over the destinies of the nation. Through

the most critical period of two reigns he enjoyed the

almost boundless confidence of his Sovereign One

by one his chief rivals. Stanhope, Compton, Carteret,

Townshend, yielded to his superiority. The efforts of

his biilliant opponents, Bolingbioke and Pulteney, were

unable to shake his authority. Out of widespiead

ruin and distress, caused by the collapse of the South

Sea Scheme, he brought the fihances of the country

into a state of soundness and prosperity. He was the

one statesman that the circumstances of the time

required.

The steady aim of his government was the completion,

by the firm establishment on the throne of the House of

Brunswick, of the Whig fabric of Civil Liberty, begun in

the Revolution of 1688. For the success of his policy

the first necessity was Peace. All thing.s, in Walpole’s

mind, were secondary to this master object It was his

business, in the first place, to preserve the goodwill of

' the towns, where the Whig element generally prevailed,

by finding outlets for their commerce, but also to reconcile

the minds of the country gentlemen, whose feelings he

understood so well, to the change of dynasty, by lightening

their burden of taxation, and by maintaining the political

ascendency of the National Church. With such sagacity

did he pursue his ends that, when the last Stuart rising

took place, the general system of society, in spite of the
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superficial panic caused by the appearance of the Pietender,

remained unshaken.

/ Yet the end was not secured without grievous sacrifices

and suppressions. Walpole felt no scruples about the

means he employed. In his hands Parliamentary cor-

ruption was carried to an unexampled pitch of venality

The character of English gentlemen and statesmen was

thereby degiaded, and the whole tone of society was

injured by the scorn cast on the traditions of chivalry,

and on the principle of patriotism as a practical factor in

political life. However necessary in the cause of domestic

prosperity it might have been to preserve peace, it was

humiliating to a nation which had borne a leading part

in the elevated European policy of William III., to see

its interests abroad treated on the tradesman-like principles

S
fessed by the government of Walpole.

Like Walpole in the sphere of politics, P,ppe was the

predominant figure in the poetry of the first half of

,the eighteenth century ; since the appearance of The

fRape of the Lock, his superiority over all rival writers in

metre was unquestioned. As in the conduct of affairs it

was Walpole’s prime aim to make good the constitutional

settlement effected by the Revolution of 1688, without

any breach in the continuity of English history, so did

Pope stiive in poetry, out of imaginative chaos, to bring

form and order into the region of taste, while still pre-

'serving the traditions of the past. And as Walpole

carried out his policy on the principle, Quieta non tnovere,

by his sagacious financial measures and his careful pre-

servation of peace, so were all Pope’s artistic efforts

concentrated on developing the classic movement that had

descended to him as a legacy from Diyden. In his

youthful days it was his ambition to adapt the heroic

couplet, by means of classical forms, to express the

romantic ideas familiar to him in the poetry of earlier

generations. But as he grew older, he felt more and

more the pressure of the social atmosphere about him,

and the change of thought in a community in which

mediaeval traditions were always giving way before the
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advance of civil ideas. Hence, during the lattei pait of

his life, his poetry became almost exclusively ethical, and

he himself makes it a matter of boasting

That not m Fancy’s maze he wandeied long^.

But stooped to Truth and moralised his song.

In executing this design, he gave to the couplet, as

inherited from Dryden, a polish and balance which per-

fected its capacities of artistic expression, perhaps at the

expense of its native vigour

He was doubtless right in following the bent of his

genius as well as the tendencies of his age ;
and it is on

a false principle of criticism that Warton, and those who

think with him, blame his poetry on account of the

absence from it of qualities which they find in other poets

Comparing the ciude classicism of form in the Pastorals

and The Messiah with the perfect command of colloquial

idiom displayed in the Moral Essays, in the Epistle to

Arhiithnot, and in the Imitateons of Horace, we can

hardly fail to come to the conclusion that the influ-\

ence of the Classical Renaissance on Pope’s style was Ky

'

not brought to its artistic climax till towards thej

close of his life Still it is unquestionable that this

process of development involved a necessary sacrifice,

nor could any contemporary lover of old English poetry

have seen without concern the exhaustion of springs of

romantic imagination which had found nourishment in

the national genius of the seventeenth century. Pope
himself had no lyric gift

,
but the complete disappearance,

during the first half of the eighteenth century, of the ,

poetical freedom and impulse which had inspired so much
English verse up to the time of Alexanders Feast, suggests

that general causes were at work beyond the opera-

tion of individual genius And the simplest explanation

of the phenomenon seems to me to be that the circum-

stances which had brought about the Revolution of 1688
had, for the time being, caused the temporary suppression

of certain mediseval elements in the national life, which
did not rise again into vigour till they found renewed
poetical expression in the lyrics of Gray and Collins.

|



CHAPTER VII

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ETHICAL SCHOOL OF POPE

(tHOMAS PARNELL
,
RICHARD SAVAGE ; SAMUEL JOHNSON

;

OLIVER goldsmith
;
WILLIAM 'EALCdNER J

" “

COWPER, describing the influence of Pope on English

Poetry, says of him, in his Table Talk, that

He (his musical finesse was such,

So nice bis ear, so delicate his touch)

Made poetry a mere mechanic art,

And every warbler has the tune by heai t.

How wide of the mark this judgment is may be inferred

from the names of the five poets which head the present

chapter. (a11 of them were beyond question men of

genius
;

all of them were, in different degreeSj disciples

of Pope
;

all of them followed in his footsteps as legards

"the observance of the heroic couplet
;
and yet the poetiy

of each is distinguished from that of the pthers by the

strongest individuality of^ character, the most, emphatic

variety of style^

Gowper's cnticism is, in fact, prejudiced, and wanting

in historical perspective. He had little sympathy with

Pope, who used a metrical instrument ill qualified to

express the feelings by which Cowper himself was moved,

and he therefore undeivalued the great Georgian satiiist

as a representative of national thought It is unphilo-

sophical to believe that a single poet can turn the art of

poetry into any channel that he will by his own genius :

tlie greatest artists are those who best understand the
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conflict of tendencies in their own age, and who, though

they rise above it into the region of universal truth, aie

moved by it to reflect in their woik its paiticulai form

and character.

^hat there was an inevitable tiend of the public taste

through the eighteenth century towards satiric or didactic

poetry is proved, as I showed m the last chapter, by the

whole development of Pope’s genius. But this view is

still further confirmed by the fact that, before Pope began

to develop his latest style, and for a considerable time

after his death, theie was a continued tendency to use the

heroic couplet in his manner, as a vehicle for subjects of

living social interest. An ethical school of writeis, in fact,

modelling their metrical style, with diffeient degrees of
closeness, on Pope, giew up spontaneously after the Revo-
lution of 1688, of whom the first was Thomas Parnell)

This poet, though of English descent, was l^n jn^

r^blin in 1679, was educated first in a school kept
there by Df. Jones. At the age of thirteen he was
admitted into Trinity College, Dublin, where he took his

degree of M.A. when only twenty-one. In the same year

(1700) he was ordained deacon, while still under the
canonical age; and in 1705, having taken priest’s orders,

was appointed Archdeacon of Clogher. Though his father

had been an adherent of Cromwell, Parnell was among the
Whigs who attached themselves to the party of Harley
and Bolfngbroke. He seems to have paid his first visit

to England about 1706, but he did not come into

prominent notice till Swift introduced him to Harley, then
Lord Oxford, in 1712. Some time in that year he lost

his wife (Anne Minchin), to whom he was married in

1 70s, and to whom he was devotedly attached. Swift’s

references to Parnell in his Journal to Stella are frequent

,

he tried, but without success, to obtain foi him preferment
in England, where most of the Archdeacon’s time was
apparently spent in literary society. Parnell was one of
the leading members of the Scriblerus Club, and his
classical learning was of great use to Pope, who frequently
consulted him about his Translation of the IliaJ to which
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Parnell contributed the Preface. The two became great

friends • they went as companions to Bath ; Parnell was

entertained at Binficld by Pope • they were together at

Letcombe in the last days of the Tory Administration

When the latter was destroyed by the death of the Queen,

and all hopes of preferment were consequently at an end,

the Archdeacon returned to his living in Ireland, and

wrote thence his Epistle to Pope, which expresses char-

acteristically his appreciation of the social pleasures he

had left behind him. He seems to have paid only one

more visit to England, bringing with him a number of

unpublished poems, which he left for correction in the

hands of Pope On his journey home to his living at

Finglass, to which he had been presented in 1716, he was

taken ill at Chester, and died there in July 1717. Pope

published his Poems in 1721, dedicating them, in famous

verses, to the Earl of Oxford. It is probable that they

owe something of their polish to his corrections, for he

says, in one of his letters, that they were only “ a small

part of what he [Parnell] left behind him, and that he

[Pope] would not make it worse by enlaiging it.’’^

Interesting appreciations of Parnell’s work have been

left by Goldsmith and Campbell, both of whom belonged

to the school of which Parnell was the earliest represent-

ative. The former says :

—

Pie appears to me to be the last of that great school that

had modelled itself on the ancients and taught English poetry to

lesemlile what the generality of mankind have allowed to excel,

A studious and correct observer of antiquity, he set himself to

consider nature with the lights it lent him, and he found the

more aid he borrowed from the one, the more delightfully he
resembled the other. To copy nature is a task the most bungling

workman is able to execute ; to select such parts as contribute to

delight IS reserved only for those whom accident has blessed with

uncommon talents, or such as have lead the ancients with

indefatigable industry. Parnell is ever happy in the selection of

his images, and scrupulously careful in the choice of his subjects.

His productions bear no resemblance to those tawdry things

> Pope to Jervas. Letter of December 12, iyi8.
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which It has for some time been tlie fashion to admiic, in

wilting which the poet sits down ivithout any plan, and heaps

up splendid images without any selection
^
when the leader giow-.

dizzy with praise and admiiation, and yet soon grows weaiy he

can scarcely tell why Oui poet on the contiaiy gives out hia

beauties with a more sparing hand. He is still caiiying the

icadei foiwaid, and just gives him refreshment sufficient to

support him to his journey’s end. At the end of his course, the

readei regiets that his way has been so short, he wonders that

it gave him so little trouble, and so resolves to go the journey

over again ” ’•

To which Campbell adds, with much felicity ;

—

The compass of Parnell’s poetry is not extensive, but its tone

IS peculiarly delightful, not from meie coirectness of expression,

to which some critics have stinted its piaises, but from the

graceful and reserved sensibility that accompanied his polished

phraseology. The cimosa felmtas, the studied happiness of his

diction, does not spoil its simplicity. His poetry is like a flower

that has been trained and planted by the skill of the gardener,

but which preserves in its cultured state the natural fragrance of

Its wilder air.^

It will be gathered from these criticisms—and we
have to remember that Goldsmith’s exaltation of Parnell’s

merits is partly inspired by his dislike for the opposite

style of Gray—that the characteristics of Parnell’s genius

are choiceness and purity, lather than foice and elevation.

He appears to have aimed at a mean between the literary

classicalism of Pope and the colloquial idiom of Prior

and Swift His subjects were generally suggested to him
by something which he had read, and which he sought to

repioduce with an exquisiteness resembling that of the

Greek Anthologists His reading lay largely in the by-
paths of literature, as may be seen by his translations of

such poems as the Pervigilium Veneris, the Batrachomyo-
machia, and by many paraphrases from the medimval
Latin and the modem French. In decorating these

selected themes, the chief qualities he displays are a gay
and humorous fancy, joined to a fastidious elegance of
taste Most of his more important poems are pervaded

» Life of Thomas PameU (1770). a Essay on English Poeby.
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by an air of moral reflection, which prompted the point

of Johnson’s gi aceful epitaph :

—

Hic requiescit Thomas Parnell S T.P,

Qui, Sacerdos paiiter et Poeta,

Utiasque paites ita implevit,

Ut iieque Saceidoti suavitas Poetae,

Nec Poetae Sacerdotis sanctitas, deesset.

Goldsmith also asks

—

What heart but feels his sweetly moral lay,

That leads to tiuth thiough pleasure's flowery way ?

Two or three passages will serve to illustrate what

has been said of the graceful ease, the moral tone, and

the familiar elegance of Parnell’s style. The first is the

opening of his most popular poem. The Hermit ^ :—

.

Far in a wild, unknown to public view,

From youth to age a reverend hermit giew.

The moss his bed, the cave his humble cell,

His food the fruits, his drink the crystal well

:

Kemote from man, with God he passed the days,

Prayer all his business, all his pleasure praise.

A life so sacred, such serene lepose.

Seemed heaven itself, till one suggestion rose

;

That vice should triumph, viitue vice obey.

This sprung some doubt of Providence’s sway .

His hopes no moie a certain prospect boast,

And all the tennur of his soul is lost

So, when a smooth expanse receives imprest

Calm nature’s image on its watery bieast,

Down bend the banks, the tiees depending glow,

And skies beneath with answenng colour glow

;

But if a stone the gentle scene divide,

Swift ruffling circles curl on every side,

And glimmering fragments of a broken sun,

Banks, trees, and skies, in thick disorder run

The following is
,
from An Elegy, To an Old Beatify :

^

the last line of the quotation has become proverbial i

—

1 Adapted from Rtsia Mmanofwm, Cap So.
t The idea of this poem seems to have been suggested by Horace’s Ode

{ili. IS) begianing "Uxor pauperis Ujyci.”
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But thou since n.itiiie bids the woild icsiyn
,

’Tis now thy daiightei’s daughters tune to shine

With moie address, oi such as pleases inoic,

Slie runs hei female exeicises o’ei,

Unfurls or closes, laps or turns the fan,

And smiles oi blushes at the creatuie man.

With quickei life, as gilded coaches pass.

In sideling couitesv she drops the glass.

With bettei strength, on visit days, she beais

To mount hei fifty flights of ample stairs.

Her mien, her shape, her tempei, eyes, and tongue.

Are sure to conquei—for the rogue is young ,

And all that’s madly wild, or oddly gay,

We call It only pretty Fanny’s way

In the closing lines of the Epi'^tle to Pope one couplet

especially illustrates the choice simplicity that was so

congenial to Goldsmith in Parnell’s poetry:

—

This to my friend—and when a friend inspiies.

My silent haip its mastci’s hand lequiies.

Snakes off its dust, and makes these rocks lesotuid,

For fortune placed me in unfertile ground
,

Far from the joys that with my soul agree,

From wit, fiom learning—fai, oh fai fiom thee I

Hs7-e mo’ss-groivn itees expand the unaUeit leaj.

Here half an acre's corn is half a Atcafj

Here hills with naked heads the tempest meet.

Rocks at then side, and tonents at then feet

,

Or lazy lakes, unconscious of a flood.

Whose dull brown Naiads ever sleep m mud

Yet heie content can dwell and learned ease,

A ft lend delight me and an author please.

Even heie I smg, while Pope supplies the theme

;

Show my own love, though not increase his fame.

the same time it is just to add that Painell, though
he pointed the way to Goldsmith, did not always attain

to the correct simplicity of his successor^ In a style

where the minuteness of the subject seems to demand an
exact felicity in the choice of words, he often disappoints

expectation by leaving his workmanship in the rough.
This is especially the case in his descriptive passages,
where he is satisfied with the merest convention. For
example :

—
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The chiiping birds from all the compass love ;

To tempt the tuneful echoes of the grove

,

High sunny summits, deeply shaded dales,

Thick mossy banks, and floweiy winding vales,

With vaiious prospect gratify the sight.

And scattei fix'd attention m delight *

His imagery is frequently indistinct .—
Theie stands a slender fern’s aspiring shade.

Whose answenng branches, legularly laid.

Put foith their answenng boughs, and proudly rise,

Thiee stone^^^j^vards m the nether sktes?

He uses intransitively transitive verbs, thus producing

ambiguity .

—

Joy to my soul 1 I feel the goddess nigh,

The face of nature cheers as well as I.*

and

—

But beauty gone, 'tis easier to be wise
;

As harpers better, by the loss of eyes.^

His metaphors do not always convey his meaning

exactly ; for example :

—

Her hardy face repels the tanning wind.®

The face cannot propeilj' be said to repel the wind,

though the complexion may
, and he could have more

correctly written either

Her haidy face defies the tanning wind,

or

Her rosy tint repels the tanning wind.

Hibernian pronunciation is often amusingly apparent in

his ihymes
,
we find among numerous examples :

—

Perhaps 'tis either, as the ladies please
,

I wave the contest, and commence the lays ®

She, proud to rule, yet stiangely framed to tease.

Neglects his offer while her airs she plays.’’

1 Health
; An Eclogue. * The Flies , An Eclogue.

" Health. An Elegy, To an 014 Beauty.
* Health. 8 Hesiod. ’ Ibid,
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And, lost m thought, no moie perceived

The blanches whisper as they waved '

VParnell’s poetical characteiistics aie stiikingly con-

trasted with those of Richaid Savage, who was, nevei tire-

less, indebted to him for some of his leading idea.^\ It

is difficult to say whether this remaikable man was the

author or, as he himself asserted, the victim, of the frauds

with which his name is associated. According to his

own account, he was identical with the infant baptized on

the 1 8th of January 1696-97 at St Andrew’s, Flolborn,

under the name of Richard Smith, who was undoubtedly

the son of Earl Rivers and the Countess of Macclesfield.

He states that he was educated at a giammar school near

St Albans, by the care of Lady Mason (mother of Lady
Macclesfield) and a Mrs. Lloyd, whom he asserted to be

his godmother; that he was aftei wards apprenticed by

his mother to a cobbler
;
that on the death of his nurse,

to whose charge he had been committed, and who had

brought him up as her son, he discovered his true

parentage when looking through her papers. He urged

his claim to recognition on his mother in 1718
Against this we have to place the facts, that Savage’s

story rests on his own unsupported evidence
;

that he
never claimed the legacy which he declared had been
left him by Mrs. Lloyd

;
that the latter is not named

as godmother of Richard Smith in the Registry of St.

Andrew’s, Holborn
;

that Savage made no mention of

Newdigate Ousley, who was the actual godfather of

Richard Smith
,

that Lady Mason was dead before he
advanced his claim

;
and that no trace of Mrs. Lloyd has

been discovered.

On the other hand. Savage’s story was published on
no less than five separate occasions during Lady Maccles-
field’s lifetime— in Curll’s Poetical Register of 1719 ;

in Aaron Hill’s Plain Dealer, 1724 ;
in the anonymous

Life of Savage, 172^ , in Savage’s Preface to the second
edition of his Miscellanies, 1728

,
in Johnson’s Life, 1744

* Hymn to Contentment.

vor..
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—and it remained uncontradicted. Assuming that, up

to 1728, Lady Macclesfield might have shiunk from

reviving the recollection of her scandalous intercom sc

with Lord Rivers, yet in that }'ear tire charges of

hard-hearted conduct to her alleged son were put

forward in a shape that should have caused her, if she

could, to deny their truth Savage had just been con-

demned to death for muider committed without pre-

meditation by him in a midnight biawl ; an appeal to the

Queen to proem e for him a pardon had, it was said, been

rendered ineffectual by the intervention of the ex-Countess

of Macclesfield (then Mrs. Brett)
;
and his pardon had

been finally granted only through the urgency of the

Countess of Hertford, who explained to the Queen the

facts of his history On his release Savage, resolved to

keep terms no longer with his unnatural parent, published

his i^owerful satire. The BastarS^ which he dedicated to

his mother. The poem had the effect of raising a storm

of indignation against the latter, and, supposing Savage’s

story to have been entirely without foundation, it should

have been easy for Mrs. Brett to expose him, by tracing

the history of her leal child, as well as the falsehood of

Savage’s other allegations. Instead of taking this course,

her nephew. Lord Tyrconnel, leceived Savage into his

house, and for some years paid him an annuity of ;io200.

With him the poet quarrelled in I73S> and was then left

without any regular means of support
;

but, as his story

was widely believed, he was seldom at a loss to obtain

assistance, though this was often rendered of little avail

to him in consequence of his wasteful habits.

While Queen Caroline lived she paid him, without

fail, ;£^5o a year for an ode which he wrote in her

honour on each of her birthdays. Mrs. Oldfield, the

celebrated actress, was another of his generous supporters
,

and, after the Queen’s death in 1738, a number of bounti-

ful friends, of whom the chief was Pope, combined to pro-

vide him with ' a competent allowance. These saw that

it was necessary for him to live out of London, and with

difficulty persuaded him in 1739 to retire to Swansea.
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Here he resided for moie than a year, but then, giowing

weary of the place, removed to Bristol, where he was

hospitably entertained by the leading inhabitants, and

supported till their kindness was exhausted by his

peitinacious dissipation. After about two yeais’ for-

bearance one of them caused him to be ai rested for debt,

and he was imprisoned in the Bristol Newgate, where he

wrote ^is satire called London and Bristol Delineated.,
’

All

his benefactors had now fallen away from him, with the

exception of Pope, and even he was alienated, when con-

vinced, on what seemed to be good evidence, that Savage

had repaid his generosity with a libel. The lattei,

being charged with this ingratitude, indignantly denied it,

and is said to have taken the accusation so much to heart

that he fell ill in prison and'' died there on the 1st of

August 1743)
fSavage began his literary life by writing for the

stage His first play, Woman’s a Riddle, though un-

successful, procured for him the friendship of Steele and
the generous inteiest of Wilks, the actor. His Love

in a Veil was produced in 1718, and his tragedy. Sir
Thomas Overbury, in 1723 Neither of these dramas
succeeded, and whatever in his later work bears the

stamp of his undoubted genius is contained in his two
poems, The Bastard and The Wanderer, both of which
depend for their main effect upon the poetical moralisation

of his own character and misfortunes.!

The Bastard was published in 1728.^ It is a satire,

powerful alike in poignancy and pathos, and is also a pane-
gyric on the Queen. He begins with an ironic exaltation

of the advantages of illegitimate birth .

—

What had I lost, if conjugally kind,

By nature hating, yet by vows confined,

Untaught the matrimonial bounds to slight.

And coldly conscious of a husband’s right,

I Johnson’s, account of Savage is, in this respect, plainly erroneous. He
puts the composition of The Bastard some years later, and speaks as if the
sole effect of it was to drive Mrs. Brett from Bath. Whereas the real
ehect was seen in the reception of Savage into Loid Tyrconnel’s house and
the payment of his annuity of £200.
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You had faint-drawn me with a form alone,

A lawful lump of life, by force youi own !

Then, while your backward wdl retienched desne,

And unconcmring spirits lent .no fire,

I had been born your dull domestic heir,

Lord of your life, and motive of your care
;

Perhaps been poorly rich, and meanly gieat,

The slave of pomp, a cypher in the state,

Lordly neglectful of a worth unknown,

And slumbering in a seat, by chance my own.

But from this youthful delusion he was speedily recovered,

he says, by cruel experience :

—

Thus unprophetic, lately misinspired,

I sang . gay flattering hope my fancy fired.

Inly secure, through conscious scorn of ill.

Nor taught by wisdom how to balance will,

Rashly deceived, I saw no pits to shun,

But thought to purpose and to act were one ;

Heedless what pointed caies peiveit his way,

Whom caution arms not, and whom woes betray.

But now eicposed, and shnnking from distiess,

I fly to shelter while the tempests press ,

My Muse to grief resigns the varying tone,

The raptures languish and the numbers groan.

He speaks with horror and remorse of his crime, and

then concludes with a skilful reference to the clemency

of the Queen .

—

0 fate of late repentance 1 always vain .

Thy remedies but lull undying pain.

When shall my hope find rest ? No mothei’s caie

Shielded my infant innocence with prayer

;

No father’s guardian hand my youth mamtamed,
Called forth my virtues or from vice restrained.

Is It not thine to snatch some pow’rful arm.

First to advance, then screen from future harm ?

1 am returned from death to live in pain 1

Or would Imperial Pity save m vain ?

Distrust .it not—^What blame can Meicy find,

Which gives at once a life, and reais a mind ?

Mother, miscalled, farewell 1 of soul severe,

This sad reflection yet may force one tear :

All I was wretched by to you I owed ;

Alone fiom strangers every comfort flowed.
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Lost to the life you ga\ e, youi son no more,

And now adopted who was doomed befoie,

New-born, I may a nobler mother claim.

But dare not whisper her immortal name

;

Supremely lovely and supremely gieat,

Majestic mother of a kneeling State I

Queen of a People’s heart, who ne’er before

Agreed—yet nmv with one consent adoie I

One contest yet lemains in this desiie,

Who most shall give applause, wheie all admire.

In The Wanderer Savage makes his own experience

the groundwork of more extended moralisation. Of this

poem Johnson says •

—

It has been geneially objected to The Wandoer that the

disposition of the parts is iiregular
j

that the design is obscure,

and the plan perplexed , that the images, however beautiful,

succeed each other without order, and that the whole performance

IS not so much a regulai fabric, as a heap of shining materials

thrown together by accident, which strikes rather with the solemn

magnificence of a stupendous ruin, than the elegant grandeur of

a finished pile.

This criticism is universal, and therefore it is reasonable to

believe it at least in a great degree just ; but Mr Savage was always

of a contraiy opinion, and thought his drift could only be missed

by negligence or stupidity, and that the whole plan was regular,

and the parts distinct ^

The justice of the general censure is undeniable : a

more ill-compacted poem than The Wanderer it would be

difficult to find. Beginning with a dedicatory address to

Lord Tyrconnel, the poet passes on to describe his general

purpose .

—

O’er ample Nature I extend my views

;

Natme to rural scenes invites the Muse
She flies all public care, all venal strife,

To tiy the still compared with active life

;

To prove by these the sons of men may owe
The fiuits of bliss to buisting clouds of woe

;

That e’en calamity, by thought refined,

Inspiiits and adorns the thinking mind.

He then calls on Contemplation to carry him first to

the Arctic Regions, and afterwards to a summer climate,

' Lives of the Poets ' Seatage
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where from some point he may have a bird’s-eye view of

things. A long and minute description of the Polai

world follows, and we learn casually that the Vision

which aiises out of this is allegoncal.^ In his vision the

Poet meets a Hermit who conducts him to his cell, shows

him what triumphs industry and art can obtain over

Nature, even in the midst of barrenness, and afterwards

tells him the story of his own unhappiness. The pair then

leave the cell, and descend the mountain towards a city,

where, the Hermit informs his companion, a gifted but

ill -appreciated Bard resides, given up to the worship of

the Muse. Once more we have a glimpse of the moral

of the poem .

—

Now rapt, now moie than man, I see him climb,

To view this speck of earth from worlds sublime 1

I see him now o’er Nature’s works preside '

How clear the vision 1 and the scene how wide '

Let some a name by adulation laise,

Or scandal, meaner than a venal piaise !

My muse (he cries), a nobler prospect view 1

Thiough fancy’s wilds some moral’s point pursue 1

From dark deception cleai-drawn truths display.

As from black chaos rose resplendent day 1

Awake compassion, and bid terror rise 1

Bid humble sonows strike superior eyes 1

So pampered power, unconscious of distress.

May see, be moved, and, being moved, lediess ^

After this the Poet is transported, without any notice,

to the Southern hemisphere, and having entered a seaside

grotto, for the purpose of meditation, becomes suddenly

aware of the arrival of a meteor which, to his surprise,

turns out to be his friend the Hermit Leaving the giotto,

the Poet and the Plermit meet with a mendicant, whom
the Poet relieves with “ a little copper alms," and who is

* O Contemplation teach me to explore

From Britain far remote some distant shore !

From Sleep a dream distinct and lively claim

;

Clear let the vision strike the moral’s aim !

It comes I I feel it o’er my soul serene 1

Still mbm begins, and frost retains the scene.

T/u Wanderer, Canto 1.

Ibid. Canto
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shortly afterwaids Irnnsformcd, in his turn, into the Bard

of the Polar Regions, now become an immortal, and

qualified to look down with disdain on the great who had

neglected him in his lifetime •

—

Then thus the Bard—Are these the gifts of State ?

Gifts unreceived ? These? Ye ungeneious Gieat I

How was 1 tieated when in life forlorn ?

My claim your pity, but my lot your scoin.

Why were my studious houis opposed by need ?

In me did poveity from guilt proceed ?

Did I tontempoiaiy authois wiong.

And deem then worth but as they piized my song?

Did I soothe vice, or venal strokes betiay,

In the low-purposed, loud, polemic fray ?

Did e’ei my verse immodest warmth contain,

Or, once licentious, heavenly truths profane

Never ' and yet when envy sunk my name.

Who called my shadowed merit into fame ?

When undeserved a piison’s grate I saw.

What hand redeemed me from the wiesled law ?

Who clothed me naked, 01 when hungiy fed?

Why crushed the living, why extolled the dead ?

But foiejgn languages adopt my lays.

And distant nations shame you into praise

Why should umehshed wit these honoius cause ?

Custom, not knowledge, dictates yoiii applause

:

Oi think you thus a self-renown to raise,

And mingle your vam-gloiies with my bays ?

Be yours the mouldering tomb 1 Be mine the lay

Immoital !—Thus he scoffs the pomp away *

It is now time for the Hermit also to disclose himself

in his real nature ;

—

Lo!
His raiment lightens, and his features glovrl

In shady ringlets falls a length of hair
,

Embloomed his aspect shines, enlarged his air.

Mild from his eyes enlivening glories beam,
Mild on his brow sits majesty supreme

,

Bright plumes of every dye that lound him flow

Vest, robe, and wings, in varied lustie show.®

He has in fact become a seraph, sent fiom heaven to re-

veal to the Poet the true moral of all that he has seen
;
and to

solve the difficulties with which he was at fiist perplexed :

—

' T/ie Wanderer, Canto v. ® Jiid, Canto v
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Know then, if ills oblige thee to retiie,

Those ills solemnity of thought nispiie.

Did not the soul abioad foi objects roam,

Whence could she learn to call ideas home ?

Justly to know thyself, peruse mankind
;

To know thy God, paint nature on thy mind :

Without such science of the worldly scene.

What is retiiement ?—empty piide or spleen
;

But with It—wisdom. Then shall caies refine,

Rendered by contemplation half-divine

Trust not the frantic or mysterious guide,

Nor stoop a captive to the schoolman’s piide

On Nature’s wonders fix alone thy zeal

'

They dim not reason when they truth reveal

:

So shall religion m thy heart endure,

From all traditionary falsehood pure ;

So life make death familiar to thy eye

;

So shalt thou live, as thou may’st learn to die

;

And though thou view’st thy worst oppressor thiive,

From transient woe immoital bliss derive *

The reader will probably be able to divine, by the

striking extracts I have made from this incoherent poem,

the reasons for Savage’s blindness to its imperfections.

He had set himself to solve the same moral problem as

Parnell in his Hermit, namely, " Why vice should triumph,

virtue vice obey ”
,
but the problem constantly pi esented

itself to him in the shape of his own misfoitunes. Full of

ardent thought, he lacked poetic invention, and he took the

suggestion for the form, and much of the matter, of his poem
from Parnell, himself a borrower. This will be apparent

to any one who compares the tiansformation scene at

the close of The Hermit with that at the end of The

Wanderer. But Parnell’s poem was too short to serve as

a model for all that Savage desired to express the latter

was ambitious also of emulating the descriptive passages

in Thomson’s Winter, which had recently appeared
;
and

the two styles together, blended with his own animated
rhetoric, make up the strange labyrinth of The Wanderer.

Compared with the work of Thomson in The Seasons,

the landscape painting in The Wanderer is of little value :

the heroic couplet, which, for general purposes, suited the

1 The Wanderer, Cdnto v.
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genius of Savage, was not the best vehicle for description

Compared again with Parnell’s his verse seems caieless

and slovenly: he far surpasses that poet, however, in

strength and depth of feeling To “ solemnity of thought
”

he may unquestionably lay claim . it is his most

characteristic quality
,

and the student of London and

The Vanity ofHuman Wisjies can hardly fail to perceive

that much of the weighty moral style in Johnson’s poetry is,^

inspired, or at least stimulated, by the example of Savage.J ^

^Like Savage, Johnson struggled into eminence through
,

poverty, hunger, and various circumstances of adversity,

;

which helped to form in his mind a pessimist view of
j

life, and left traces of themselves in many of the ethical re- '

flections in his poetry. Almost all of his verse was written!

before the receipt of his jnension in 1762,^ and I shall

therefore briefly sketch only up to this point the incidents

of a career which must be familiar to every reader.

Samuel Johnson was the son of Michael Johnson, a

bookseller in Lichfield, where Samuel was ;^boi n on the

7th of September From his father he inherited

a large .frame, Tory opinions, and a tendency to mej^n- A.

cholm^/He was sent, when eight years old. to the Free'

Schocfl'in Lichfield, and at the age of sixteen received a

good deal of classical instruction and much practical

advice from his cousin, Coinelius Ford. When his father,

after an interval, wished to re-enter him at the Lichfield

School, the headmaster declined to receive him, and he
finished his school education at Stourbridge, in Worcester-

shire, under a Mr. Wentworth. On the 31st of October

1728 he entered Pembroke College, Oxford, as private

tutor to a gentleman named Corbett, who only remained

in the University for two years
, after which Johnson

resided in Pembroke for another year, much straitenp.^

for money. His father died in December 1731, leaving

biih Ti6''''more than twenty pounds for his support
,
and

to maintain himself he accepted the under-master.ship of

the Grammar School at Market Bosworth in Leicestershire.

Disgusted with this kind of work, he began to tuin his
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mind to literature, and in 1733, being at the time on a
visit to his old friend and schoolfellow, Mr Hector, at

Birmingham, he undertook to translate for a bookseller
of that town a Portuguese book, written by Jerome Lobo,
a missionary, concerning his voyage to Abyssinia. The
tianslation was published in 1735, and in the preface to
this, Johnson’s first literary entei prise, may be found the
germs of that conception of human life which manifests
itself so strongly in all his later writings :

—

The reader will heie find no regions cursed with irremediable
barrenness, or blessed with spontaneous fecundity

;
no peipetual

gloom or unceasing sunshine
; nor are the nations here described

either void of all sense of humanity or consummate in all private
and social virtues; here are no Hottentots without religion,

polity, or articulate language, no Chinese perfectly polite, and
completely skilled in all sciences; he will discover, what will

ji always be discovered by a diligent and impartial enquirer, that,

I wherever human nature is to be found, there is a mixture of
I vice and virtue, a contest of passion and reason

;
and that the

I

Creator doth not appear partial in his distribution, but has

j

balanced, in most countries, their particular inconveniences by
particular favours.

From Birmingham in 1734 he returned to Lichfield,
where he advertised a proposal—w'hich metwith no response

for printing the Latin poems of Politian, and began his

connection with The Gentleman's Magazi^tc. But as litera-

ture did not provide hirn with sufficient maintenance, he
offered hltnsMf^ without hieing accepted, as under-master
to a Mr. Budworth, master of a grammar school at
Brerewood in Staffordshire. About the same time he

,

married Mrs. Porter, widow of a mercer in Birmingham,
,

whose little fortune he employed in setting up a school
for himself at Edial near Lichfield. Few pupils came to
him, though among those who did was David Garrick,
and in 1737 he resolved to come to London. Garrigk
accompanied him, and soon laid the foundation of his
fortune by becoming an actor in the theatre at Goodman’s
Fields. Johnson, on the other hand, continued his
connection The Gentleman’s Magazine, and endeav-
oured to gain a livelihood by hack literaryJgpj’h-
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Soon after his arrival in London he made the

acquaintance of Savage, whose foi tunes weie then at as

low an ebb as his own, and he himself has described their

companionship, and the depths of poverty to which they

were reduced.
,

Being an eager opponent of Walpole’s

foreign policy, he wrote in~i738 his London, an imitation

of the third satire of Juvenal.' I see no reason to doubt,

in spite of what Boswell, backed by Croker, says to the

contrary, that the Thales of this satire is Savage.^ The
poem, published on the same day as Pope’s Seventeen

Hundred and Thirty-Eight, made a great impression, and

Pope, on being told that the author was an unknown man,

said :
“ He will soon be d^terr^," The satire was, however,

not calculated to procure him preferment, and Johnson

continued to seek a struggling subsistence by working for
|

booksellers. In 1743-44 he was employed by Osborne to
|

catalogue the Harleian Miscellany, and in the same year i

he wrote for Cave his Ltf^^^avage, a work which may
be said to have laid a" foundation for the Lives of the

|

English Poets d

His 'Prc^of_a Dictionary of the English Language was
published in 1747, and’Th'fhat yeai he wrote for Garrick

his famous Prologue at the Opening of the Theatre Royal,
jDrury Lane. Oh his side Gariick undertook to produce

JofihsoiVs’' tragedy Irene
,
which was put in rehearsal in

January 1749. Before it appeared on the stage{johnson,

in order to bring his name^nce moie prominently before

the public, composed Vanity of Human Wishes, in

imitation of the tenth satire^ of Juvenal. . Irene, ^ an
acting play, did noT succeed. While working on his

Dictionary, Johnson added to his means of self-support by
publishing The Rambler,^ weekly paper, the first number

1 See Croker’s edition of Boswell’sJohnson, p 35. Savage’s departure
from London was then being piojected by his fiiends, and Swansea was the
place fixed for his residence, which doubtless gave Johnson the suggestion
of making “Cambria” the goal of Thales’ retirement. The “injunes” of
Thales (London, v. 2] and the reference to the “ hermit ” (v. 4) seem to be
plain allusions to The Wanderet where Savage refers to his own history. The
political sympatliy between the poet and Thales, as expressed in vv. 19-30.
reflects the feelings to which Johnson says the friends gave utterance on the
occasion of their wanderings by night round St. James’s Square.
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of which appeared on the 2oth of March 1750, and the

last on the 14th of March 1752 The DicHmary was

published in May 1755 After it came another weekly

paper, 77/e whicff,"starting on the 15th of April 1758,
was discontinued after the 5th of Apnl 1760. Rasselas,

Prince of Abyssinia, appeared in 1759, the name and" the
'

sbeiie of action'irT the story having been plainly suggested

by Johnson’s early translation of Lobo’s vvorkd In May
1762 he received through Lord Bu^ who was then

Ministei, a pension of ;£'300 a year in reward of his

literary labours, and henceforth, with the exception of his

Lives of t/ie Poct^ comf[ctz6 in 1781, he did little work
as a wiiter, beyond producing occasional verses and a few

political pamphlets. He died on the 13th of Decembei

178^ '5

\y^he chief chaiacteiistic of Johnson’s ethical poetry is ^

the depth of feeling with which he illustrafes~univ«'sal !

truths by individual examples. In London he shows his

skill in the vividness of the parallds Jhe draws between his

own and' ancient times. 'WifTiout attempting to reproduce

the tex^ of Juvenaj minutely, he transforms the leading

features of its^pictur^uemagei^with so much Ka^iness
that it seems as if the cmc_^enius of old Lome had
awakened" fro'm ah "ihtefval of sluSber, td'~frnd~hunseif,

without surpiise.'TfT the midst of London 'society. "The
reader who compares' ’tKe"'folIbwirig passages with the

scattered phrases of the_Roman^goet, by which they aie

suggested, wilf be struck equally by~the antiquity of the

example and by its modem an .4—

By numbeis here from shame or censure free,

All crimes aie safe but hated poverty.

This only this the rigid law pursues.

This only this provokes the snarling Muse.
The sobei tiadei at a tattered cloak
Wakes from his dream, and labours for a joke ;

With brisker aii the silken courtiers gaze,

And turn the varied taunt a thousand ways.
Of all the griefs that harass the dis'tiessed.

Sure the most bitter is a scoinful jest

;

t Rassih Christos was the general of Saltan .Sequed mehtiomed by Lobo.
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Fate never wounds more deep the geneious heait,
|

Than when a blockhead’s insult points the dait ’
(

Has Heaven reseived, in pity to the pooi,

No pathless waste or undiscoveied shore?

No secret island in the boundless main ?

No peaceful desert yet unclaimed by Spam ?

Quick let us use, the happy seats explore,

And bear Oppression’s insolence no moie -

This mouniful truth is everywhere confessed, 1

Slow rises worth by Poverty repres^dj
j

ButTiiereluofe'sTowTvHefe''airafe'sIave5'’to gold,
j

u

Wheie books are merchandise, and smiles are sold.

Where won by bribes, by flatteries implored.

The groom letails the favour of the lord *

In The^anityjof Human Wishes the imitation is far

more geiierar‘“‘“J"oh'ftson"”was in deep~sympathy with

Juvenal’s view of life, but his object was to bring out his

moraI''Fy7mb3ein examples and a compfetely^Christian

mood of feeling He made therefore no attempt to

invent_ equivalents for the particular phrases of the

original, as he had _dohe jwith such striking success in

London : on the other hand, the imitation, as a whole, is

This paiagiaph is quite transformed from the following onginal :

—

Mateiiam praebet causasquc jocomm
Omnibus hio idem, si foeda et scissa lacerna,

Si toga sordidula est, ct ruptu calceus alter

Pelle patet
j vel si consuto vulnere crassum

Atque reeens linum ostendit non una cicatrix.

Nil babet infelix paupertas durius in se,

Quara quod ridiculos homines facit.

We cannot but remember the incident of the shoes placed outside Johnson’s
door in Pembroke College, Oxford. How much more close he might have
made the imitation had he been so minded 1

2 These lines spring out of a very slight hint :

—

Agmme facto

Debucrant ohm tenues migrasso Quintes

“ The imitation here is giounded on several scatteied phrases :

—

Haud facile emergunt quorum vii tutibus obsta
Res angusta domi

,
sed Romae durior illis

Conatus

. Omnia Romae
Cum pretio

Cogimur et cultis augero pecuha serins
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more deeply coloured than the earlier one with his own
sentiments and character For example •

—

When first the college rolls receive his name,

The young enthusiast quits his ease foi fame
Resistless bums the feveFoTTenowiq

Caught from the stiong contagion of the gown ;

O’er Bodley’s dome his future labours spread,

And Bacon’s mansion tiembles o’er his head

Are these thy views ? Proceed, ilhistiious youth.

And virtue guard thee to the thione of Truth •

Yet should thy soul indulge the geneious heat.

Till captive Science yields her last retreat

,

Should Reason guide thee with her brightest lay.

And pour on misty Doubt resistless day ;

Should no false kindness lure to loose delight.

Nor praise relax, nor difficulty fright

;

Should tempting Novelty thy cell refrain,

And Sloth effuse her opiate fumes in vain ;

Should Beauty blunt on fops her fatal dart.

Nor claim the triumph of a lettered heart

;

Should no Disease thy torpid veins invade.

Nor Melancholy’s phantoms haunt thy shade.

Yet hope not life from grief or danger free.

Nor think the doom of man reversed for thee
j

Deign on the passing woild to turn thine eyes,

And pause awhile from learning, to be wise
;

iThere maik what ills the scholai’s life assail,

fToil, envy, want, the pation, and the jail.

See nations, slowly wise and meanly just,

To buned ment raise the taidy bust

If di earns yet flatter, once again attend.

Hear Lydiat’s life and Galileo’s end

In the original, the subj'ect matter of this paragraph

is the vanity of the fame of eloquence, and the examples
given are tHe~en’(J or*D'emosthelne’s Thd'~that of Tn^ro.
The itrEense-pefsdnal feeimg in the imitatiorTfs ihdwmln
the line :—

-

Toil^ envy, want, the patron, and the jail

;

where the word ", patron ” was substituted for “ garret
”

—in itself sufficiently autobiographical—after Jo'Knson’s

experience of Lord Chesterfield’s neglect^

Nowhere is the character of Johnson reflected more
strongly than in his Prologues. Only a great man would
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dare to preach morality to a crowded theatre Dryden

indeed often ventured to address his audiences with

disdain
,

but Johnson always treats his with respect.

Striving to enljst their sympathies by appeals to their

higher feelings, lie invariably strikes a lofty moral note

Thus, in the Prologue written for Garrick at ftie opening

of Drury Lane Theatre, he bids his hearers reflect on the

immoral s'tate of the stage m Chailes II.’s reign :

—

.
' The wits of Charles found easier ways to fame.

Nor wished for Jonson’s art or Shakespeare’s flame

;

1
Themselves they studied—as they felt they writ

;

' Jntugue was plot, obscenity was wit

Vice aTways'Tound a s'^ipathetic ffiend :

They pleased their age, and did not aim to mend.

Yet balds like these aspiied to lasting piaise,

And proudly hoped to pimp m future days

Their cause was geneial, then supports were strong,

Then slaves were willing, and their leign was long,

Till Shame l egamed the post that Sense betiayed,

And Virtue carie’H’Obliviorrfb'Hef’aid.

The Piologue to 'The Good-Natured Man has a

solemn opening :— ' ' ' - - -

v/ Prest by the load of life, the weaiy mind
Surveys the general toil of human kind

;

With cool submission joins the lab’ring train,

And social sorrow loses half its pain.

And that to A Word to the Wise (a play which had

been formerly damned) appeals to the common humanity

of the audience, as follows :

—

-

To Wit reviving from its author’s dust

Be kind, ye judges, or at least be just;

For no renewed hostilities invade

Th’ oblivious grave’s inviolable shade
Let one great payment every claim appease.

And him, who cannot hurt, allow to please ;

To please by scenes unconscious of offence,

By hannless meiriment or useful sense,

Wheie aught of bright or fair the piece displays,

-^Approve it only—’tis too late to praise

If want of skill, or want of care, appear,

Forbear to hiss—the poet cannot heai.

By all like him must piaise or blame be found,

At best a fleeting gleam or empty sound
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' J-The style Johnson is in the highest degiee

characteristic. It has something of the “ solemnity of

thought” pecuH^ar to Savage, and something of the

metrical turn of expression peculiar to Pope, but the result

is entirely Johnsonian. He does not attain to the beauthul

lucidity of Goldsmith. Frequent inversions and ellip^s,

used as vehicles for his deep and pregnant thoughts,

pioduce in his verse a certain obscurity, which is particulaily

felt in The Vanity ofHuman Wishes; as for example :

—

( Does envy seize thee ? Ciush the upbraiding joy ;

' Inciease his nches, and his peace destroy ,

,

meaning, “Crush the happiness of him whose prospeiity

I
causes you to upbraid Providence, by increasing his riches

^ and so destroying his peace.”

jThis power has piaise, that virtue scarce can warm,
^ Till fame supplies the universal charm,

f i.e. “ Praise has so much power that, without the universal

'j stimulus of fame, men will scarcely be roused to virtuous

action.”^

s' Safe in his power, whose eyes discern afar

^-The secret ambush of a specious piayer
;

^'where the second line means “ the ills that lie hid behind

an apparently reasonable prayer.” As his thought is

I abstract, the metaphors in which he conveys it aie often

j vague But their very vagueness increases the impressive
' solemnity of what'is saTdT^

~ ^

Then say how hope and fear, desire and hate,

O’erspread with snaies the clouded maze of fate,

Where waveiing man, betiayed by venturous pride

To tread the dieary paths without a guide,

As treacheious phantoms in the mist delude.

Shuns fancied ills, or chases airy good.

Or again

—

Where then shall hope and fear their objects find ?

Must dull suspense Corrupt the stagnant mind?
Must helpless man, in ignorance sedate,

Roll darkling down the torrent of his fate ?

t But the lines might also mean, “ that virtue can scarce warm tlie world
to admiration,” etc.
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And

Speak thou, whose thoughts at humble peace lepme,

Shall Wolsey's wealth, with Wolsey’s end, be thine ?

Or liv’st thou now, with safer pride content,

The wisest justice on the banks of Trent?

For why did Wolsey, ne.11 the steeps of fate,

On weak foundations raise th’ enoiinous weight ?

Why, but to sink beneath niisfoi tune’s blow.

With louder ruin to the gulfs below?

The e^hicah,l3asis ^of .thjs„whole school of poetry. is. /
’

personal experience gained, by actual contact with life.''

Johnson and Goldsmithjiave much in common with each

other~ih'Tfirs~'iei'pect The former founded his moral idea

of thills on a sturdy_self-dependenc^amplified by
cuisive study' of”boSs , the,J,atter_ (?o„ a_ self- evolved

pliilosophy, "deVh/ed fiom equ^y irregular wanderings

among sorts and conditions^ of men. No man had__a

moie varied experience than Goldsmith of.theyocations

by which the individu al may gain ^jiving. He sought,

wAout success, tq_ be a clergyman and a surgeon
,
he

obtainedj. somewhere _an^ soinehow, a jlegre^ as a

physician
;
he_ irandered .through _EurQpe as a. stioUing

musician
;
he taught as under-master in a school

,
he

became a bookseller’s ^assistan t : he was a_ hack;;writer.Jbr

i^any publishers
;
-as he says of himself, under a feigned

character, he lived for the moment —
At first indeed I felt some uneasiness in considering how I

should be able to provide this week for the wants of the week
ensuing, but after some time, if I found myself sure of eating

one day, I never troubled my head how I was to be supplied

another. I seized every precarious meal with the utmost good y
humour, indulged no rants of spleen at my situation

;

never
^

called down heaveiTand "all the stars t'CTbehoId me dining upon
an half-pennyworth of radishes

,
my very companions were

taught to believe that 1 liked salad better than mutton. I con-
tented myself with thmking that all my'life T should "either eat

white bread_Q3Lbrown
j considered all that happened was best

;

laughed when I was hot in pain, took the world as it went, and
read Tacitus often for want of more books and comp^y.^

VOL.

CitiseH of the Wot Id, Letter xxvii.
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We are, in a sense, reminded of Juvenal’s

, ^ Omma novil

Giaeculus esmiens.

1

And whatever experience Gol^dsnuth gained from his

\
vagabond life he reflected in varied kind^_of literature.

He was successively translator, critic, essayist, poet,

dramatist, novelist, historian,; “nullum fere scriben3 i genlis

non tetigit.” But his epitaph also adds, with complete

justice, “nullum quod tetigit non ornavit,” and however

much the subject matter of his composition was deter-

/' mined by the exigencies of othei^, the graces he bestowed

upon it were eminently Ws^^n. *'

1 To dwell minutely on the life of this child of Natui e'

\ and_Genius,_^ose writings are so clear a mirror of htetV
' own actions, and whose 'eveIy~actIotris,sq full of character^

would of course be foreign to 'the purpose of this History,

‘

It must suffice to give a brief sketch of his career Oliver

Qgldsmith, the son of Charles Goldsmith, Rector of
^

Kilkenny West, was bom on the ioth,pfH’Joyemj3er 172^
at Pallas, or Pallasmore, in Longford. His firsts teachers

w^^hls relative EHzabetli^ Delap, anJ .T'hpmas Byr^e,

i
whose character he has immortalise.d.as ,the. schoolmaster

A oiJThe Desejted Village . He was next sent to school at

Elphin, and thence to Athlone to a school kept by a Mr.

Campbell. After two years he was removed to the charge

of the Rev. Patrick Hughes of Edgeworthstown, from whom
he gained mosPoTTiis classical knowledge. At the age of
fifteen he was admitted to Tffnity 'Cqllege,^ Dybiin, and
became BA. ..on the..2.j?thloCFe^uai3^ i

Intending to take Orders, he presented himself in 1751
to the Bishop of Elphin

,
but was rejected He tE^

turned his attention to medicine and, after some rather

purposeless roaming in Ireland, went to Edinburgh in 1752
to study for that profession. He is nexTTi^d of ftf

Holland, whith^TiieTGa3~gone to attend the lectures of

Albinus at tire University of Leyden, but where he seems

1 A compact and accurate account of Goldsmith’s Life is to be found :n
Mr. Austin Dobson’s excellent Goldsmith in the “ Great Writers ” senes.
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to have occupied himself rather with the pleasures of canal

tiavelling'" His imagination" was "'also"” filed by the

Memoirs of the Baion de Hqlbeig, who had journeyed over

Europe on foot/ and in emulation of whose adventuies he

left Leyden_m February lySSi to begin his own tiavels

“with "only one clean shirt and no money in his pockeH’ ’

A ^^"was spent in wandering on the Continent, during

which time he gathered many of the mateiials which he

afterwards turned to literary account in The Traveller and

other works. The story of George Primrose in Tlie Vicar\

of WakefieM is doubtless" grounded oh "his own
;
but Hmv

niuch of this anHlif "other "tales which he tells about himself

is due to his gift of romancing it is impossible to decide.

On his return to En^hd in February 17'56'he’was first

employed as ushei in the school of Dr Mijner at

Peckham, but hktlSg the work, he undertook, in 1757, to

help Griffiths
,
the publisher of The Monthly Review, ~‘e.

kind of drudgery, which proved not less distasteful to

his volatile temper, and induced him in the early pait of

1758 to”return to the house of Dr Milner / It is intciest-

ing to note that Goldsmith’s earliest critimsm on Giayl

appeared in The Monildy Review for~Septembcr 17S7T
In December 1758 he endeavouied'"t6' obfairi "an'appomt-

ment as “ ho^italjunatej^ but on piesenting himself for

examination” at Surgeons’ Hall was found to be “not
qualified

”

He therefore fell back on hackwork for the booksellers,

and from a letter written td”his brother it appeals that, in

Februaiy 1759, his account 'Of_Voltaire and some of the

lines that afterwards appeared in The Deserted Village

were alread'yln'exisfence." ~ The latter ^efe "first TrftSided"'

to describe the^ abode of an Author, and were indeed a

pretty faithful picture of Goldsmith’s own rooms in Green
Arbour Court. From this retreat were sent Tn 1759
papefs to The Bee, The Mag^ne^^xsA. The Busyg
hody^s well as J:he Enquiry into the Present State of
Polite Learning in Europe • essays that were followed in

1760 by contributions to The British Magazine, then under
1 Enquiry into the Present State of Pobte I./aintng.
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the editorship of Smollett, and to The Public Ledger, in

the latter of which appeared the Chmese Letters, afterwards

called The Citizen of the World
He had no^removed to Wine Office Court, and here

in 1761 he made the acquaintance of Johrison. In 1762

he agafnHihanged his residence to the house of a Mrs.

Fleming in Islington, where his board and lodging were

paid by Newhery, publisher of The British Magazine and

The Public Ledger Under this roof was written The

Traveller, wlrich was published on the 19th of December

17^4.
~ The Vicar of Wakefield seems to have been neaily

completed in Wine Office Court, where the famous

incidents recorded by BoswelPmust have taken place,

^

but it was not published till the 27th oi March 1766.

On the 29th of January 1768 Goldsmith made hisfirst

experiment as a dramatist, when The Good-Natured Man
was produced at CoventlTardenlrpCblman, with moderate

success. In the same year he removed his quarters to

y- Brick Court in the Temple, where he lived for the

remainder of his life. His literary work during this year

was mainly confined to the writing of his History ofRome.

but he also undertook to compile for the publisher Griffin

a dhw History ofA nimals, in eight volumes, each" to be

paid for at the rate of a hundred guineas, and for Davies

a History of England in four volumes, foT which he was

to receive 1^500. The former agreement was made in

February 1769, the latter after the appearance of the

Roman_ History in May of tha^year._ It was doubtless in

recognition of the latter work that Goldsmith, through the

influence of Reynolds, was soon afteiwards appointed

J’rofessor of Ancient History to the_R9jml_ Acad^y.
(On the 26th of Ma(r 1770 was published The Deserted

f^^^^wth ite_d£dica^tionyto_]ReynoIds',' which was fol-

lowed in July of the same year by The ' Life of Thomas
Parnell,

" " “

The remainder of his work requires but a brief notice.

In August 1771 he completed and published his History

of England (abridged from the first design), and had half

> See Boswell’s Life ofJohnson (Croker’s edition), p. 141.
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of his Natural History wiitten. The death of Augusta,

Princess Dowager of Wales, inspired him in February

1772 to write an official ode, Thrcnodia Atigustah:,, and

about the same ”time"’Ee’ placed in the~Iiands of CoTman

his last comedy, ^She Stoops to Conquer This was not

acted till the iSth of Match in the following yeai, when

it was produced with complete success at Covent Gaiden.

Goldsmith obtained for the play alone neaily ;£^500, apart

from the profits derived fiom its publication as a book,

and, being now better provided than usual with money,

he seems to have lelaxed his literary efforts, confining

himself to a Grcaan History, of which one volume was

completed in June 1773, and brought him from Griffin

1^250. He doubtless went on working in a leisurely

fashion at the different tasks he had undertaken for the

booksellers, but these were interiupted before their com-

pletion, by ffi^d^ath, which happened on the.4th of April

1774 On the 9th of the same month he was buried in

the Temple, leaving in the circle of his intimate acquaint-

ance a vacant place that could never be filled with such

natural gaiety, and memories of a .kind and benevolent

heartjo numbei s of humbler mourners who had been aided

by his bounty. jAftetyhis death were piibjished the famous

Rcta/Mtion on tne 19th of April i Tj

^

SAmimted Nature

in June of the same year, and in 1770 The Haunch of

Venison.

'The leading^ feature of the ethical school of poetty

which descended frotn. Tope was_ the impiession, pn_a
traditional style, of individual life and character, and ip

this school Goldprnith was the writer vvho cain^d his art

to the highest point of perfecdon.' Like Shakespeare, on a

small scale, he reveals himself through his dramatis personae

/He himself is at once the Moses, the George Primrose, and

j
the Dr Primrose of The Vicar of Wakefield

,

his are the

adventures of the Man in Black in The Citizen ofthe World
;

own sendments_and experiences are lyrically embodied

^Jn fOie Traveller and The Deserted Village. yJFrom actual

observation of men and things he drew his* philosophy^
of liie, and almost all his serious poetry is conceived in_a
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moral vein. The elements that make up the ethical

resulh social, political, and aesthetic, taken together,

constitute the form and framework of his poetical style,

^ciety, according to Goldsmith’s view, ought to be at

once simple and refined : it should be kept in a state of

health by custom rather than by law
; it is bound to

decay when moderate wealth' is not equally distributed,

and a few become very rich at the expense of a multitude

who are very poor. His principles are e^rpounded both

in The Traveller and The Deserted Village, In the latter,

describing a supposed Golden Age, he says .

—

’ 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a preyj'

^
1
,^

Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

I
^ Princes and lords may flourish, or may fade

,

,
A. breath can. make them, as a bieath. has made ,

But a bold peasanti7,
their country’s pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied,

' A time there was, ere England’s gnef began.

When every rood of ground maintained its man
,

For him light labour spread her wholesome stoie,

Just gave what life required, but gave no more
His best companions, innocence and health ,

And his best riches ignorance of wealth.

But times are altered
;
tiade’s unfeeling train

Usurp the land and dispossess the swam.
Along the lawn wheie scattered hamlets rose,

> Unwieldy wealth, and cumbious pomp repose ;

, And every want to opulence allied,

(
And every pang that folly pays to pride.

Those gentle hours that plenty bade to bloom,

Those calm desiies that asked but little room,

j

Those healthful sports that graced the peaceful scene,

’ Lived m each look, and brightened all thq green,

These, far departing, seek a kinder shor^',^

I’And rural mirth and manners are no more.J

I
In The Traveller he illustrate^ the same theme by

instancing the decay of the sense of national greatness in

Holland

Tlnus, while around the wave-subjected soil

Impels the native to repeated toil.

Industrious habits in each bosom reign,

And industry begets a love of'gaiil.
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Hence all the good fiom opulence that sptings,

With all those ills superfluous treasure brings,

Are here displa>ed ' Then much loved wealth imparts

Convenience, plenty, elegance, and arts
;

But view them closer, craft and fiaud appear
,

Even liberty itself is bartered here

At gold’s superior chaims all freedom flies

,

The needy sell it, and the rich man buys

;

A land of tyrants, and a den of slaves.

Here wretches seek dishonouiable graves,

And, calmly bent, to servitude confoiin.

Dull as their lakes that slumber in the storm.

Heavens I how unlike their Belgic sires of old 1

Rough, poor, content, ungovernably bold
,

War m each breast, and freedom in each brow

;

How much unlike the sons of Bntain now ’

-Highly as he appreciated the public spirit of the

aristocratic regime under which he lived, Goldstnitji

believed that he saw) grave dangers in the excess of

party spirit encouraged by political libeity.. Politically,

he and Johnson were in the closest sympathy,, as is shown

by the fact that, with the exception of one couplet, the

last ten lines of The Traveller weie furnished by the

latter. Both of them were agreed in thinking

—

How small of all that human hearts enduie

That part which laws or kings can cause or cure 1

f
Both had a hearty dislike of the political aims of the| ,

'great Whig housed, and Goldsmith expressed it thus

The Traveller :— g
O then how blind to all that truth requires,

Who think it freedom when a part aspires 1

Calm is my soul, nor apt to rise in arms,

Except when fast approaching dangei wai ms

;

But when contending chiefs blockade the throne,

Contracting regal power to stretch their own.
When I behold a factious band agiee
To call It freedom when themselves are free

;

Each wanton judge new penal statutes draw,
Laws grind the poor, and nch men rule the law

;

The wealth of climes, where savage nations loam,
Pillaged from slaves, to purchase slaves at home j
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Fear, pity, justice, indignation, stall,

Tear off reserve, and bare my svvellmg lieait

;

Till, half a patiiot, half a cowaid grown,

I fly from petty tyiants to the thione

In these lines Goldsmith appears manifestly as a disciple

of Bolingbioke, and the same sentiments are repeated in

The Vicar of Wakefield}

As to his £oebcal^txle, the extiacts that I have given

furnish very good examples of its chaiacter. It was

consciously formed on a definite critical theoiy, which,

like his moral axioms, he is fond of airing whenevei an

opportunity offers. It may be that his insistence in this

respect is to be attiibuted in pait to his liteiaiy jealousy

certain it is that he always seems glad to be able to deliver

a side-stroke at the blank veise of Akenside, the Pindarics

',of Gray, and the satiric manner of Churchill But, on

the whole, it seems to me probable that his adveise

criticisms on these poets were dictated by a conviction

that their practice in metrical composition was proceeding

upon wrong lines.
,

His "own style may be described as

the quintessence of the English classical manner
,

'TEe

groundwork of this is indeed hard to define one _pi_in-

ciple of classicism— caieful study of the ancients— is

no doiibt expounded i*^ Goldsmith’s remarks oh Parnell’s"

poetry
,

^ but in these he says nothing of the equallj-

important principle contained in the historic development

of the heroic couplet (Nor can I altogether agiee with

Mr Dobson in his estimate of Goldsmith's metrical manner

• In spite of their beauty and liunianity, the lasting quality of

ulhe Traveller and The Deserted Village is seriously piejudiced by
|his half-way attitude between the poetry of convention and the

jpoetry of nature—between the gradus epithet of Pope and the

(direct vocabulary of Wordswoith.*

The “ gradus epithet of Pope,” as I have said, is a

feature only to be found in his Pastoral and Descriptive

poems, and in
,

his Translations of Homer : he himself

declares, and rightly, that he left it behind him when he

1 Vicar of Wah:jiel4, (hwf. -rxt. . 2 Seep 1S8,

’ 4 Paladm. of.TlahsNhro^ (1899), p. 59,
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emerged from “ Fancy’s maze ” and “ moralised his song,”

At the same time, the style of Goldsmith is not diiectly

imitated from the moral style of Pope
,

it differs from the

latter to the same extent that the temperament of Gold-

smith differs from the temperament of the greatest satirist

of the eighteenth centuiy.J I cannot better convey my idea

of the classical character of Goldsmith’s verse than thiough

the fine description of the Attic manner by a writer who
has peihaps realised the spirit of Gieek literature moio

vividly than any othei Englishman -7-7 ;
‘

•

would, of course, be misleading to speak of Attic authors

as n they all wrote in one style The broad contrasts between
them are numeious ai^ staking . the few shades of difference

are endlessly variouslfi/l^ut theie are certain common charac-

teristics which mark tlS Attic mannei|,
'

'fhe speech is that_gf

daily life, direct and lucid , of men who are accustomed to easy

human""intercbufse without arti'fi'ciai barrier or restiaint, who
desire to' understand and be understood of others.., But the

colloquial idiom is laised above the commonplace Itjias an
added touch of distinction unobtrusive but unmistakable a

beauty 01 charm which coiiceals the hand of the artist
,
some-

times too'an" energy^ a compactness of pbiase—quite unlike the

flowing giace" of the Ionian writers—which reminds us, perhaps
too foicibly, that this finely tempered instrument of language
has been forged or sharpened in the rhetorical schools

i;^It_is a style _scrupulpus in the purity of its diction in

ayotSahce'of provincialisms,, in the effort' to hit the right rather

thkn the approximately right word- It has a certain well-bred
elegance ' which cannot be mistaken for pedantry;

’
It obe>d,

m'oreover, the law of reserve
;

it wins the goodwill of the reader
by leaving something to his own intelligence, ffn the region oHI
feeling it is discieet and guarded^ It.refuses to speak in accenjs*
of emotion where emotion is wanting

;
but wheie real passion has '

to be expressed the glow of feeling is at once revealed in the
rising tone and in ihythms,,in which we seem to overhear the
very vibrations of the voice.i

.

-

^Jt is precisely the qualities thus admirably described
which seem to me to make the ethical style of Goldsmith,
both in prose and verse, looked at from this point of view,

purely ‘‘^Attic ’’ ...in. English Jiterature. He
1 S. H. Butcher, Harvard Lectmes, pp. 225 226. Compare vol. 11

pp. 19-20.
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I still had hopes my latest hours to ciown,

Amidst these humble bowers to lay me down ;

To husband out life’s taper at the close,

;

And keep the flame from w'asting; by repose

i I still had hopes, for prrde attends US still,

Amidst the swains to show my book-learmed skill

;

Around my fire an evening group to draw,

,

And tell of all I felt and all I saw

;

’ And as an hare, whom hounds and hoins pursue,

Pants to the place from whence at first she flew,

1 still had hopes, my long vexations past,

;

Here to return—^and die at home at last!;

The last poet whom I shall mention in this chapter

IS not directly connected with the ethical school of Pope,

because his masterpiece is not so much didactic as

narrative
,
but it has many points of relationship to the

poems which have just been noticed. It is founded on

personal experience it is pervaded by a solemn and

tragic vein of thought • and it is written in heroic couplets

- modelled after the manner of Pope’s disciples.

William Falconer, author oi The Shtpzvreck, was born

at Edinburgh in 1736 or 1737 i His father was a barber

in the town, all whose other children were deaf and dumb.

He was educated at the school of one Webster, and, when
not more, perhaps less, than ten years of age, was ap-

prenticed on board a merchant vessel at Leith. He
afterwards became servant to Archibald Campbell, author

of Lexiphanes, who was purser of a ship, and liy whom,
probably, Falconer’s literary inclinations were first en-

couraged. These must in any case have been developed

at an early age, for in 1751 he wrote an Elegy on the

death of Frederick, Prince of Wales. It may be, too, that

he went to sea against his will, for, in painting his own por-

trait in the character of Arion in The Shipwreck, he says ;

—

On him fair science dawned in happiei hour,

Awakening into bloom young fancy’s flower

;

But soon adversity, with freezing blast,

The blossoms withered and the dawn o’ercast.

Forlorn of hope, and by severe decree

Condemned reluctant to the faithless sea,

With long farewell he left the laurel grove,

Wheie science and the tuneful sisters rove.
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He at any rate became second mate on the “Britannia,”

a merchant vessel, which was shipwrecked, during a voyage

from Alexandria to Venice, on the island of Falconera,

near Cape Colonna His experiences on this occasion

form the subject of his chief poem The. Shipwreck,

published in 1762, was dedicated to the Duke of Yoik,

and brought Falconer into such favourable notice, that

he was appointed the same year midshipman on board Sn

Edward Hawke’s ship “The Royal Gcoige.” In 1763 he

became purser of the “Glory,” and took to wife a Miss Hicks.

For some years aflei this he seems to have been occupied

with his Marine Dictionary, which was published in 1769,

and in that year he came to London. He was offeied a

partnership by John Muriay, the founder of the famous

publishing house, but felt himself obliged to decline it

His decision in this matter proved fatal to him, for almost

immediately afterwards he went as purser on board the

frigate “Auroia,” which, being wrecked on a reef off

Macao, was lost with all hands in 1769.

Falconer was a poet of real genius With very little

education from books, his natural good taste, disciplined

by the solemn scenes he witnessed, equipped him with a

refined and elevated style. There is an admirable sim-

plicity in the opening lines of The Shipwreck :

—

A ship from Egypt, o'er the deep impelled.

By guiding winds her course for Venice held

Of famed Britannia were the gallant ciew.

And fiom that isle her name the vessel chew.

The wayward steps of fortune they pursued.

And sought in ceitain ills imagined good
Though cautioned oft her sltppeiy path to shun,

Hope still with promised joys allured them on
;

And while they listened to hei winning loie,

The softei scenes of peace could please no more.
Long absent they from fiiends and native home
The cheeiless ocean were muied to roam

;

Yet heaven, in pity to severe distress.

Had crowned each painful voyage with success ;

Still, to compensate toils and hazards past.

Restored them to maternal plains at last ^
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The cheerful mood in which the crew anticipate what

was to prove, for most of them, their last voyage is de-

scribed with tragic skill

—

Inflamed by hope, then throbbing hearts elate

Ideal pleasures vainly antedate,

Before whose vivid intellectual lay

Distress recedes, and danger melts away.

Aheady Biitish coasts appeal to rise
;

The chalky cliflTs salute their longing eyes
,

Each to his bieast, wheie floods of rapture roll,

Embiacmg, strains the mistress of his soul

Nor less o’eijoyed, with sympathetic truth,

Each faithful maid expects the approaching youth

In distant souls congenial passions glow.

And mutual feelings mutual bliss bestow

:

Such shadowy happiness their thoughts employ

;

Illusions all and visionai-y joy 1

1

The descriptions of the changes of Nature during the

voyage have all the vividness inspired by things actually

experienced and strongly felt :

—

Deep midnight now involves the livid skies,

Wheie eastein bieezes, yet eneivate, rise

The waning moon, behind a wateiy shioud.

Pale glimmeied o’er the long piotracted cloud
,

A mighty halo, lound hei silver throne.

With paiting meteors ciossed, portentous shone.

This m the tioubled sky full oft pievails.

Oft deemed a signal of tempestuous gales

Or,

On the larboard quarter they desciy

A liquid column, toweimg, shoot on high

.

The foaming base the angiy whirlwinds sweep.

Where curling billows rouse the fearful deep

:

Still lound and lound the fluid vortex flies,

Diffusing briny vapours o’er the skies.8

Or,

But, see, in confluence home before the blast,

Clouds lolled on clouds the dusky noon o’eicast

The blackening ocean cuils, the winds arise.

And the dark scud in swift succession flies ^

' Canto i

® Canto li. 23.

Canto i 671.

Canto 11 127.
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As he approaches the climax of the tragedy, the poet

seems to shudder at the clearness of his recollection .

—

O yet confirm my heart, ye Powers above

!

This last tiemendous shock of fate to piove ,

The tottering flame of reason yet suslatn,

Noi let this total havoc whirl my biain
,

Since I, all trembling in extieme distiess,

Must still the horrible result expiessd

And the catastrophe itself, when the ship has struck,

is painted with extraordinary power •

—

In vain the coids and axes were prepared.

For eveiy wave now smites the quiveiing yard
,

High o’er the ship they throw a dreadful shade.

Then on hci burst in terrible cascade,

Acioss the foundered deck o’ei whelming roar.

And foaming, swelling, bound upon the shore.

Swift up the mounting billow now she flies,

Her shatteied top half-buried in the skies

;

Borne o’er a latent reef the hull impends.

Then thundering on the marble crag descends.

Her ponderous gulf the dire concussion feels,

And o’er upheaving surges wounded reels

Again she plunges 1 hark ' a second shock

Bilges the splitting vessel on the rock 1

Down on the vale of death, with dismal cries,

The fated victims shuddeimg cast their eyes

In wild despair
,
while yet another stroke

With strong convulsions rends the solid oak

Ah heaven I behold her crashing ribs divide 1

She loosens, spreads, and parts in rum o’er the tide -

The defects of The Shipwreck are first the conventional

style of its versification. It is plain that the poet had

modelled this on Pope’s translation of the Iliad, a practice

which, as the extracts I have given show, tends to “ make
poetry” (or at least metre) " a mere mechanic art” Another

fault is, that he sometimes fails to realise the fact that his

poem is narrative, and not didactic. Misled by his admira-

tion for the digressions in compositions like The Seasons, he
tries to introduce similar passages, and in the third Canto,

while the vessel is rushing to her doom, pauses to make

Canto in. 612. Canto III. 633-652
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an excursion to “ the adjacent nations of Greece, renowned

in antiquity,” where he dwells upon the virtues of Socrates,

Plato, and Aristides. Finally he falls into the eiror of

using many technical terms, and though this is occasioned

by the intensity of his actual experience, it mars the

effect of his striking descriptions by compelling the readei

to lefer constantly to foot-notes Thus

—

Roused fiom his tiance, he mounts with eyes aghast,

When o’ei the ship in undulation vast,

A giant surge down lushes from on high,

And fore and aft discoveied lums he

As when Biitannia’s empne to maintain,

Cireat Hawke descends in thundei on the mam,
Around the biaren voice of battle loars,

And fatal lightnings blast the hostile shotes ,

Beneath the storm then shatteied navies gioan
,

The trembling deep recoils fiom zone to zone •

Thus the toin tessel felt th’ enormous stroke,

The boats beneath the thundeimg deluge bioke .

Torn fiom then planks, the cracking ting-bolts dtew,

And gripes and lashings all asundei flew ,

Companion, binnacle, in floating wieck,

With compasses and glasses stiew the deck ;

The balanced mizzen, rending to the head,

In fluttering fiagments from its bolt-rope fled
,

The sides convulsive shook on groaning beams.

And lent with labour yawned then pitchy seams '



CHAPTER VIII

DECLINE OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SATIRE

Charles Churchiix, Thl Rolliad-, Peter Pindar

The forty years between the fall of Walpole and

the rise of the younger Pitt ate, perhaps, the most

confused and perplexing in the political history of

England. In no other peiiod of the same length were

there so many changes of Government, so much incon-

sistency in the profession of party principles, such strange

alliances between leading statesmen. “Those persons,”

said Lord North in the House of Commons, defending

himself for his alliance with Fox, “who reprobate the

present Coalition forget that it is almost impossible to

find in this assembly any individuals now acting together

who have not differed materially on great and important

points.”^ And this appearance of disorder is the moie
remarkable because the time is distinguished for the

greatness of its achievements and the genius of the men
that belonged to it The supremacy of England at sea

was firmly established. If she had to submit to the

loss of her American colonies, her power was vastly

increased in the West and the East by the conquest of

Canada and the founding of her Indian Empire It was

the Golden Age of parliamentary oratoiy
,
no modem

assembly has matched for lofty eloquence the Houses of

Commons that listened to the speeches of the two Pitts,

Burke, Fox, and Sheridan. English painting then pro-

' ITistoruaJ and Posthumous Mevioirs oj Si) Nalhamil Wilha)n Wi'axaU
(1SS4), vol m. p. 40.
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duced its greatest masterpieces from the hands of

Reynolds, Gainsborough, and Romney. Wit and social

refinement were illustrated by the conveisation of Johnson

and Burke, and by the letter-writing of Horace Walpole,

Gray, and Cowper. It is at first sight difficult to under-

stand how so much brilliancy in the general life of the

nation should have coexisted with so much factiousness,

corruption, and cynicism in the sphere of its Government

Looking below the suiface, however, we see that the

inconsistency may in great part be accounted for by the

fact that the age was one of transition. The problem of

Constitutional Liberty that had arisen out of the conflict

between the Crown and the Parliament in the seventeenth

century had received a practical solution
;
the questions^

of democratic government raised by the French Revolu^

tion as yet existed only in the germ. No continuous

traditional principle any longer separated the historic

paities. On the other hand, the difficulties of governing

a free and growing empire occasioned frequent mistakes

on the part of statesmen
;
and, accordingly, the conflicts

of factious ambition were proportionately bitter. The

struggle for the control of affairs lay between the Crown,

of which the prerogative had been left nominally unim-

paired at the Revolution of 1688, and the associated

groups of aristocratic families—Wentworths, Cavendishes,

Russells, and others—under whose conduct the Revolution

had been practically effected. The key of the position was

the extent of influence which either side could bring to

bear on the House of Commons through the votes of the

repiesentatives of the small boroughs ; and to secure these

all the arts of parliamentary corruption were practised

with unscrupulous skill. But beyond Crown and Parlia-

ment were the irregular and incalculable forces of un-

represented Public Opinion, and the balance in the conflict

between the two Constitutional Powers was often rudely

disturbed by the oratory of the demagogue and the

violence of the mob. The age of the Bill of Rights, of the

Act of Settlement, and of the Septennial Act was followed

by the age of the party fight for the control of the India

VOL. V Q
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Board, of the warfare between the House ot Commons
and the electorate about the questron of privilege, of the

riots about Admiral Bj^ng and about Popery. Public

affairs were conducted in the midst of biibeiy, back-

,

staiis intrigues, and frequent incendiarism. In a political

:

atmospheie, where party inteiests counted foi moie than

' great constitutional principles, the impoitancc of every

little political magnate—whether a nabob who was a

“ King’s Friend,” or a boiough-owner who voted with the

“ Revolution Houses”—was gieatly increased, and even a

John Wilkes, a Lord George Gordon, or a Tom Paine,

might fill a larger space in the imagination of the people

than had formerly been occupied by a Somers or a

Shrewsbury.

As was inevitable, the changed conditions of politics

found a reflection m the sphere of poetry. For at least

a hundred yeais satire had been developing itself as thel

chief literary weapon of offence in the civil conflicts of ai

free nation, and fiom the very first it had been dis-

tinguished by a strong personal and party character.

Cleveland’s bitter invectives against the Scots and the

English Presbyterians^ were followed by Dr3^den’s assaults

' Ion Shaftesbury and his Whig followers, and these had

been outdone by the intense personality of Pope’s vivi-

section of the Dunces. But in all those instances some
pretence of lofty principle lifted the use of satire above

the level of mere lampoon to a moie geneious plane

of thought. Cleveland’s satiies were the representative

.utterances of one of the parties in a civil war. Absalom

•and Achitophel stands above all other English satires in

'the admirable public spirit by which it is professedly

animated
;
even the author of The Dtmciad claims to be

,'striking at his enemies as the saviour of society. But
satire in the reign of George HI. was seldom inspired by
anything higher than a factious motive, Such popularity

as it enjoyed—and this was often immense—was due
to the excitement of transient popular emotions or to the

enmities of private individuals, and as these vanished, the

1 Vol. in. pp. 396-299,
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point of the satire itself was lost to posteiity. Of this tend-

ency the most stt iking example is the satiie of Churchill.

Charles Chuichill was born in Vine Sheet, West-

minster, in February 1731 His father was rector of

Rainham in Essex, and cuiate and lectuier of St. John’s,

Westminster. Sent to school at Westminstei when he

was only eight years old, Churchill found himself the

companion of a number of able boys, many of whom,

such as William Cowper, Waiien Hastings, George

Colraan, and Robert Lloyd, became afterwards moie or

less famous. Though he was designed for oiders, he

never resided at Oxford or Cambridge After being

oidained deacon, he first served as curate at South

Cadbury in Somersetshire, from which place, when he

had taken priest’s orders, he went m 1756 to Rainham
as curate, and, on his father’s death in 1758, succeeded

him as lecturer of St. John’s, Westminstei. An early,

secret, and ill-assorted marriage had involved him in

money difficulties, from which he was relieved by the

kindness of Dr. Lloyd, under-master of Westminster, and

the father of his friend Robert Lloyd, the poet. Chuichill

now tuined his attention to literature, and aftei two of

his compositions. The Bard and The Coiclave, had been

rejected, had the good judgment and good fortune to

find an object for his satire in the stage.

Though the genius of the poetic drama had long

departed, the art of poetic acting had now reached its

zenith, and the actors of the day formed an organised

society, which was connected by intimate ties of many
kinds with the ruling aristocracy. This society had as

yet encountered no criticism from without, though Robert

Lloyd had approached the subject in a poem, called This

Actor, published in 1760. When, therefoie, Churchill’s

satire. The Rosciad. appealed in 1761 it exploded like a

bombshell among its astonished victims. The good sense

and independence of its criticism, as well as the freedom
and vigour of its style, interested all “the town,’’ and
Churchill followed up his success with a spirited sequel,

called The Apology, written to chastise The Critical Review
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(thea edited by Smollett), which had entered the lists on

the opposite side.

Unfortunately his easy triumph turned his head.

Having made about £1000 by his two poems, he

thought he might disiegard the opinion of the sober

world. Not only did he throw off his clerical dress, but

he set at defiance the usual standards of lay decency as

impudently as though he were living in the times of

Charles II. He went about the town with a cudgel in

ostentatious defiance of the actors, and fancied himself,

as a satirist, the superior of Pope. When the numerous

enemies he had made called public attention to his

swaggering airs, he thought it sufficient to defend himself

in an epistle to his friend Lloyd, called Nighty in which

he concluded •

—

Steadfast and true to virtue's sacred laws,

Unmoved by vulgar censure or applause,

Let the World talk, my friend ; that World, we know
Which calls us guilty, cannot make us so

Unawed by numbeis, follow Nature's plan
;

Assert the rights, or quit the name of man
Consider well, weigh strictly nght and wrong

;

Resolve not quick, but, once resolved, be stiong

In spite of dulness, and in spite of wit,

If to thyself thou canst thyself acquit,

Rather stand up, assuied with conscious piidc.

Alone, than en with millions on thy side

For politics he piofessed to care nothing —
What is’t to us, if taxes rise or fall?

Thanks to our fortune, we pay none at all.

Let muckworms, who in dirty acres deal.

Lament those hardships which we cannot feel.

His grace, who smarts, may bellow if he please.

But must I bellow too, who sit at ease ?

By custom safe the poet’s numbers flow.

Free as the light and an some years ago.l

No statesman e’er will find it worth his pains

To tax our labours, and excise our biains

Burthens like these vile earthly buildings bear
;

No tnbute’s laid on castles in the air.

t Alluding to the elder Pitt’s window-tax.
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Let then the flames of wai desluictive leign,

And England’s teirors awe impeiious Spain.

Let every venal clan and neutral tube

Learn to receive conditions, not prescribe ;

Let each new yeai call loud for new supplies

,

And tax on tax with double burthen use
;

Exempt we sit, by no rude cares oppressed.

And, having little, are with little blessed.^

But how ill he knew himself was shoitly to be shown.

In 1762 he made the acquaintance of John Wilkes, and

almost immediately became the party tool of that un-

scrupulous demagogue. Wilkes was a man without either

heart or honour.® His only thought was how to satisfy

the wish of the moment, and he was leady to cringe or be

impudent as the occasion required. In private life, and

as a member of the notorious Medmenham Monastery, he

mixed with men who indulged their prurient imaginations

with all kinds of foulness and blasphemy. On the other

hand, an admirable quickness of wit, an inexhaustible flow

of animal spirits, and, when he chose, excellent manners,

gave him the qualities required in a boon companion.

He had been a follower of Pitt during his great ad-

ministration, and, after the resignation of the latter in

1761, found a good opportunity of posing before the

public as an English patriot.

The Earl of Bute, who became Prime Minister in

Pitt’s stead, was supported by a paper called The Briton^

under the editoiship of Smollett. By way of parody
Wilkes, on Sth June 1762, started a weekly periodical

called The North Briton, published every Saturday, in

which the peace -at-any- price tendencies of the new
Administration were wittily satirised. Bute’s incompetence,

in contrast with the genius of Pitt, might have afforded

him material enough, but the force of Wilkes’ writing lay

1 Night, 263-282.
® He is sometimes more favourably described. But his want of “heart’

is shown by his callous disregard of Churchill’s last request that he would
edit his worts, with “the remarks and explanations he has prepared, and
any others he thinlts proper to make.” His want of “honour” is proved
beyond question by the MS. correspondence, preserved in the British Museum,
between himself and John Barnard, and himself and Mrs. Barnard, which
shows that he seduced the wife while receiving benefits fiom the husband.
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in his appeal to the passions of the multitude Bute was

assailed paitly as the repiesentative of the Scots, w'ho

kept pouiing into England, paiLly as a loyal “favouiitc”

in the most odious sense of the word
,
and the conduct

of the paper, though very entertaining, was abominably

scandalous. After indulging his license to the full for

many weeks, Wilkes at last attained the end for which

he had doubtless been scheming. On the appearance of

No. ^5, in which the King was accused of mendacity, he

was arrested by a general waiiant, and—though the

arrest was declared illegal in the Couits of Law—was

expelled from the House of Commons and declared an

outlaw. His character was further damaged by the

seizure of his Essay on Woman, which, when only

privately printed, had been put into the hands of the

Earl of Sandwich, and was treated by the infamous

"Jemmy Twitcher” as a breach of his privileges as a

peer Unable to resist the forces by which he was

assailed, Wilkes, for the time, gave up the contest and

withdrew to France.

Chuixhill was in most respects the opposite of Wilkes,

being honest and good-hearted. The latter, who doubt-

less saw that he might turn the poet’s satiric abilities to

his own account, had engaged his services for The North

Briton, and Churchill embraced with conviction his friend’s

stage patiiotism, “bellowing" in the party conflict as

loudly as any landowner whom he had before sneered at

for opposing the warlike policy of Pitt. In January 1763
he published his Prophecy of Famine to inflame the popular

fury against the Scots
;
and after Wilkes’ aiicst he poured

forth a rapid series of poems, praising the demagogue
and abusing his enemies; in July 1763, the Epistle to

Hogarth (who had caricatured Wilkes)
;

in November
of the same year. The Duellist, written immediately after

the duel between Wilkes and Martin; and, in June 1764,
The Candidate, directed against Sandwich, in the election

of a High Steward for the University of Cambridge.'

Meantime he continued to defy the public standard

of decency, and at the same time to assert his right to
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pose as censor nioruni He seduced the daughter of one

Carr, a tradesman of Westminster, and then, conscience-

stricken for his act, made penitent allusion to it m a

poem called The Conference, published in Novembci

1763. In The Times (published Septembei 1764) he

dwelt at length on the existence of seciet crimes which

if they had prevailed and been condoned to the extent

that he hints, must have infallibly caused the destruction

of society. These satires, full as they apparently were of

personality, veiled under blanks, initials, and fictitious

names, stimulated the public cuiiosity, and between the

prestige of his Rosciad and Prophecy of Famine and

his association with the popular idol Wilkes, Churchill

never failed to make excellent terms for himself with the

booksellers. His honest and affectionate disposition was

shown by the generosity with which he employed his

profits in support of his less fortunate friends But the

favour of the public intensified his self-deception, and his

poetical demagogy is naively expressed in the following

lines —
That, fiom dependence and from pnde secure,

I am not placed so high to scoin the poor.

Nor yet so low that I “my loid” should feai.

Or hesitate to give him sneer for sneer
,

That, whilst sage Prudence ray pursuits confirms,

I can enjoy the world on equal temis ;

That kind to otheis, to myself most true,

Feeling no want, I comfoit those who do,

And with the will have power to aid distress j

These and what other blessings I possess,

From tlie indulgence of the public nse

;

All private patronage my soul defies

By candour moie inclined to save than damn,
A generous public made me what I am.
All that 1 have they gave

;
just memorj’ bears

The grateful stamp, and what I am is theiis.i

He continued to assail the age, as if occupying a

moral position superior to it, in Independence, The Farewell,

and The fourney. The last of these works he left un-

published, before proceeding to France on a visit to

t The Conference, 137-152.
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pose as censor morum. He seduced the daughter of one

Carr, a tradesman of Westminstei, and then, conscience-

stricken for his act, made penitent allusion to it in a

poem called The Conference, published in Novcnibct

1763. In The Times (published Septembei 1764) he

dwelt at length on the existence of secret ci lines which

if they had prevailed and been condoned to the extent

that he hints, must have infallibly caused the destruction

of society. These satires, full as they appaiently were of

personality, veiled under blanks, initials, and fictitious

names, stimulated the public curiosity, and between the

prestige of his Rosemd and Prophecy of Famine and

his association with the popular idol Wilkes, Churchill

never failed to make excellent terms for himself with the

booksellers. His honest and affectionate disposition was

shown by the generosity with which he employed his

profits in support of his less fortunate friends But the

favour of the public intensified his self-deception, and his

poetical demagogy is naively expressed in the following

lines

—

That, fiom dependence and fiom pride secure,

I am not placed so high to scoin the pooi.

Nor yet .so low that I “iny loid” should fear,

Oi hesitate to give him sneei for sneei
;

That, whilst sage Prudence my pursuits confiims,

I can enjoy the world on equal terms
,

That kind to otheis, to myself most true,

Feeling no want, I comfoit those who do,

And with the will have power to aid distress

;

These and what other blessings I possess,

From the indulgence of the public risej

All private pationage my soul defies.

By candour moie inclined to save than damn,
A generous public made me what 1 am.
All that I have they gave

,
just memoiy bears

The grateful stamp, and what I am is theirs 1

He continued to assail the age, as if occupying a

moial position superior to it, in Independence, The Farewell,

and The fourney. The last of these woiks he left un-
published, before proceeding to Fiance on a visit to

1 The. Conference, 137-152.
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Wilkes. Starting for Boulogne on the 27th of October

1764, he was seized with a miliary fever, of which he

died in that place on the 4th of November, being not yet

thirty-three years old. His body was bought to Dover

and buried in the chuichyard of St Martin s.

^

In the insciiption now placed on Churchills tom

stone ^ is the italicised line of the following passage .

And when, on tiavel bound, some ihyming guest

Roams through the chuichyard, whdst his dinner’s drest,

Let It hold up this comment to his eyes

—

Life to the last enjoyed here Churchill lies;
^

Whilst (0,
what joy that pleasing flatteiy gives 1

)

Reading my Works, he cries,—Here Churchill lives

When leaving England in 1816, Byron fulfilled the first

half of this prophecy, and commemorated it in Churchill s

Grave
; but it is melancholy to think that in the second

half the poet’s expectations should have been disappointed.

The modern reader cannot study his satires without

perceiving that the life has died out of them. This is

not tlie result of want of genius ;
everywhere in tliis

satirist’s work we see the disjecti membra poetae. The

neglect into which it has fallen is due to his want ol

judgment and artistic skill, a failure to understand how

much in satire depends upon the proper selection of

materials, their skilful arrangement, and the just distribu-

tion of light and shade. “ Thou, Nature, art my Goddess,”®

Churchill exclaims with Shakespeare’s Edmund ;
but he

did not see that Nature in Art required to be exhibited

under a veil
; he was therefore unable to appreciate the

poetic qualities of Pope, and affected to despise them

—

In polished numbers and majestic sound.

When shall thy rival, Pope, be ever found ?

But whilst each line with equal beauty flows,

E’en excellence, unvaried, tedious grows.

Nature, through all her works, in great degree.

Borrows a blessing from variety.^

' It wus not there in 1816.
* The Prophecy of Famne, 93.

® The Candidate.

* The Apoleg}', 366-371.
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To be insensible to the gieal variety of means by

which Pope produces his finished effects aigues a blunt-

ness of critical perception. On the other hand, Dryden

is held up as a model of art, and Churchill’s appreciation

of his master’s qualities is excellent ;

—

Here let me bend, great Dryden, at thy shrine,

Thou dearest name to all the tuneful nine

What if some dull lines in cold order cieep,

And with his theme the poet seems to sleep ?

Still, when his subject rises pioud to view.

With equal strength the poet rises too ;

With strong invention, noblest vigour fraught.

Thought still spiings up, and tises out of thought;

Numbers, ennobling numbers in their course,

In vaned sweetness flow, in varied force ;

The powers of genius and of judgment join,

And the whole Art of Poetry is thme,i

But in taking Dryden for his model, the scholar

neglected to imitate him in the most essential of all his

characteristics. In Chui chill the subject never “ rises pioud

to view." An absurd caricature of Scotland and her

inhabitants
;
an invective against Hogarth for his satiric

portrait of Wilkes
;

an interminable diatribe against

Sandwich
,
perpetual assertions of his own honesty and

independence ; these are the kind of themes with which

Churchill in his Satires seeks to interest posterity. Dryden
rarely cares to speak about himself

;
when he does, as in

The Hind and the Panther, he does it in such a manner
as to heighten his general effects. Churchill is as egotistic

as Pope, but he seldom knows how, like that unrivalled

artist, to atone for his seeming arrogance by posing as the

representative of a great public cause. His earliest satires.

The Rosciad and The Apology, in which he attends to this

principle, are by far his best. In the latter he says :

—

The stage 1 chose—a subject fail and free ;

’Tis yours, ’tis mine—^’tis public pioperty.

All common exhibitions open lie

For piaise or censure to the common eye.

Hence are a thousand hackney writers fed ;

Hence monthly critics earn their daily bread.

Tht Apology, 376.387.
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This IS a geneial l<ax which all must

Fiom those who sciibble down to those who play.

Actois, a venal ciew, receive snppoit

Fiom public bounty foi the public sport

To clap or hiss all have an equal claim,

The cobblei's and his lordship’s right the same

All join for their subsistence ,
all expect

Free leave to praise then woith, then faults coirect ’

Though the persons of such famous actors as Quin

and Gairick, Mrs. Clive and Mis Pritchaid, are to us, no

doubt, only niagni nominis umbrae, it is still interesting to

study the lively images their acting produced in the mind

of a man of genius like Churchill But in what sense can

the quarrel of Wilkes and Martin, or the frauds of the girl

Parsons—celebrated with tedious prolixity in The Duellist

and The Ghost—be called “ public property ” ? What
does it signify to the modern reader whether or not

“Black Smith of Trinity” was at the head of the

academical party which supported Lord Sandwich in his

candidature for the High Stewardship of Cambridge

University?®

Even details like these, however, might have been

clothed with human interest, if Churchill could have pre-

sented them in an ideal framework. But he wanted

imagination and invention, or at least industry, to work
out his often happy inspiiations. The Pi ophecy of Famine
is founded on a good idea, but beyond the fine description

of the Cave of Famine, there are few memoiable lines in

the poem The Epistle to Willinni Hogaith does not pre-

serve the epistolary form, and is confused in its arrange-

ment
;

all the first part being either an address, not to

Hogarth, but to Candour, or an apostrophe to the poet

himself. Churchill’s lack of art is most apparent in The
Candidate. The fact of such a reprobate as Sandwich
offering himself as the representative of an ancient and
illustrious seat of learning, affoided an excellent satiric

theme, suited to the keen irony of Pope
,
but Churchill

could only wield the bludgeon, and from his 800 lines of

The Aphgy, J95-199. TIu Cmuitdate, 615-620,
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invective against Wilkes’ treachcious fiiend, it would be

difficult to select a passage worth quoting.

It is the same with his diction. When he chose to

take pains, he could be admirably pointed and antithetical.

We find couplets like these:

—

Fools that we aie, like Israel’s fools of yore.

The calf ourselves have fashioned we adore

But let true Reason once resume her reign,

The god shall sink into a calf again

And
The suiest road to health, say what they will,

Is never to suppose we shall be ill

And the lines that fiightened Garnck :

—

Let the vain tyrant sit amidst his giiai ds,

His puny green-ioom wits and venal baids,

Who meanly tiemble at the puppet’s fiown,

And for a play-house fiecdom lose their own ;

In spite of new-made laws, and new-made kings.

The free-born Muse with libeial spirit sings

Bow down, ye slaves 1 befoie these idols fall 1

Let Genius stoop to them who ’ve none at all 1

Ne’er will I flatter, ciinge, 01 bend the knee
To those who, slaves to all, aie slaves to me.

The tuin of the last couplet is clearly a reminiscence of

Pope :

—

Yes 1 \ am pioud, I must be proud, to see

Men not afraid of God, afraid of me.

And indeed all thiough Churchill’s work we observe the

influence exercised on him by a master whom he was
presumptuous enough to despise. The admirable opening

couplet in the passage that follows is Popian. Unfortu-

nately its energetic effect is destroyed by the long protrac-

tion of the period—'after Churchill’s manner, when he

supposes himself to be imitating Dryden—ending in a

complete anticlimax :

—

May I (can worse disgrace on manhood fall?)

- Be bom a Whitehead, and baptized a Paul

;

May I (though to His service deeply tied

By sacied oaths, and now by will allied)
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W>th false feigned zeal an injured God defend,

And use His name foi some base private end

;

May I (that thought bids double horrors roll

O’er my sick spirits, and unmans my soul)

Rum the virtue which I held most dear,

And still must hold
,
may I, thiough abject fear.

Betray my friend
,
may to succeeding times,

Engiaved on plates of adamant, my ciimes

Stand blazing forth, while maiked with envious blot,

Each little act of virtue is forgot

,

Of all those evils which, to stamp men cuist,

Hell keeps m store for vengeance, may the worst

Light on my head
,
and in my day of woe.

To make the cup of bitterness o’eiliow.

May 1 be scorned by eveiy man of worth,

Wander like Cain, a vagabond on earth,

Beanng about a hell in my own mind.

Or be to Scotland foi my life confined ;

If I am one among the many known.

Whom Shelburne fled, and Calcraft blushed to own '

Johnson was perhaps somewhat unjust to Churchill in

'

the witty sentence recoided by Boswell :

—

Sir, I called the fellow a blockhead at first, and I will call hint*

a blockhead still. However, I will acknowledge that I have a

better opinion of him now than I once had
;

for he has shown
more fertility than I expected To be sure, he is a tree that

cannot produce good fruit
;
he only bears crabs. But, Sir, a tree

that produces a great many ciabs is better than a tree which
produces only a few.®

Churchill should lather be compaied to those wild trees

spoken of by Virgil, which by the gift of natme are, with

pruning and culture, capable of beaiing fruit both abundant

and good.® But piuning and culture were arts with which

Churchill thought that he could dispense
; hence, as a

satiiist, he did not rise above the rank of Oldham, whom
t The Confirenta, 371-294
2 Boswell’s Life ofJohnsoth chap xvi, 1763,
3 Compare Vitg. Georg, lib. ii. 47-56 .

Sponte sua quae se tollunt in lummis auras,

InfecuiuJa qiudero, sed laeta et forlia, surqunt •

Quippe solo natura subest Tamen haec quoque si quls
Idserat, aut scrobibus mandet mutnta subactis,

Eiciierint sdvestrem ammum, cultuque frequenti '

In quasctmqnc voces artes baud taida sequentur.
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he resembles in many points both of his career and his

character, though the total effect of his work is different.

Both were inflamed by a common passion for poetry and

independence ;
both turned aside from their early piofes-

sions to seek a maintenance by means of liieialin-- . both

died an early death.^ They may each be dcsctibcd as

poetical demagogues; Oldham taking achantage of the

public fury in the Popish Plot, and Cluirclnil of ih >

popular infatuation about Wilkes. They weie alike '• h]-

too much force betrayed.” Oldham v a-, the superior in

imagination, invention, and judgment
,
Cluuchill in laige-

ness of vocabulary and command of me'.iicdl effect theii

qualities united would have produced first-iatc satiie

;

but this end was not attained by eithei, bciause the

one did not understand that wit was incomplete unices

supplemented with harmony, and the other that it uould

Wasted without proper direction.

Churchill was the last satirist of the hue of Diydeii and

Pope, in whose work the ethical element is combined with

the political. Inferior as he is to his ni cdcccs-.ors, he

still upholds in his verse the great SLitjric ideal fiist set

forth by Pope, as a member of the Opposition in Walpole’s

age :

—

0 sacred weapon 1 left for tiutb’s dcfeni c,

Sole dread of folly, vice, and insolence
'

To all but heaven-directed hands den c-ii,

The Muse may give thee, but the gods nuut guide

Reveient I touch thee 1 but with honc't iC-sl,

To rouse the watchmen of the publ.c eai,

To virtue’s work provoke the tardy li.tll,

And goad the prelate slumbering in I’.s sta'I *

But in the following generation political -.atirc dw indies

into the avowed weapon of faction. In the ycai-, between

1783 and 1788 the two most prominent men 111 Knglcmd
were Warren Hastings and William Pitt (lie younger.

Hastings at that period had just laid the fiim foundations

^ For au account of Oldham, see vol. in <;<J7-505.
Eplogtu to the Satzres, Dialog, i .
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of England’s Indian Empiie, and in doing so had incm-red

responsibility for actions that called for the intervention

of the English Pailiament. Charles Fox, having foimed

a political coalition with Lord North, intioduced a Bill

for the goveinment of India which, if it had passed into

an Act, would have biought the Crown into subjection

to the Whig Party, by absoibing all the patronage of

the East India Company Perceiving the object of the

measure, the King used his influence to have it rejected

by the House of Lords, and almost immediately after-

wards exercised his constitutional light of dismissing his

Ministers In theii place he summoned Pitt to form a

Ministry, and the latter, after accomplishing this task,

contrived, by splendid strategy, in the face of an in-

furiated Opposition commanding a majority of the

Plouse of Commons, to carry on the Government till the

fitting moment arrived for a Dissolution of Parliament.

In the new Pailiament he was made by the electorate

master of the situation
;

and all that was left to the

Whigs was to avenge themselves in one of the most enter-

taining political satires in the English language.

It is not too much to say that any reader, who will take

the trouble to master the details of The RoUiad, will be able

to obtain for himself a more vivid conception of the actual

life and feeling of English political waifaie in the decade

preceding the outbreak of the French Revolution than he
could get from the naiiative of the most accurate historian

or the most brilliant essayist. The satire was the work
of a confederacy of Whig wits of whom the chief were

Fox’s most intimate friend the able Richard Fitzpatrick

(1747-T813), Sheridan’s protegi Richard Tickell, author of

Anticipation, a descendant of Addison’s eulogist and Pope’s

rival translator {17 SI-179S), and Joseph Richardson, M.P.
for Newport (l 75 5-1803), another friend of Sheridan. The
contributions to the satire were made after the model of the

Scriblerus Club, and the unity of the general design was
most artistically pi eserved. Criticisms on the Rolliad began
to appear in The Morning Post in the latter part of 1784,
and when this vein was exhausted, the satire was continued
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in Political Eclogues and Probationmy Odes, etc , through

1785.

The Rolliad makes no pretence to those motives of

ethical indignation which are professed in the satires of

Churchill
;

it goes far bej^ond the lattci in the minuteness

of Its scandalous chronicle and the virulence of its paity

and personal allusions. On the other hand, it furnishes

an artistic justification for the pettiness of its details in

the excellence of its form. This was evidently suggested

by the ironical commentary of Martinus Scnblcrus on The

Dundad, but is adapted to suit the new fashion of period-

ical criticism to which the public had become accustomed

in The Monthly and The Cntical Reviews. An epic poem
called The Rolliad is supposed to exist, the beauties of

which are set forth in a succession of papers, aftei the

manner of Addison’s essays in The Spectator on Paradise

Lost. While the nominal heio of the epic is Rollo, Duke
of Normandy, the Criticisms arc for the most part con-

centrated on a single episode, in which Merlin reveals to

the hero the future feats and fame of his descendant,

John Rolle, member for Devonshire—notoiious for his

intenuptions of Burke when speaking— and of his

allies on the Ministerial side of the House of Commons.
Extracts from the non-existent poem are made in the

successive papers, whenever the critic desires to satiiise

a leading supporter of Pitt The pleasantry of the attacks

is admirable, and on the whole, consideiing the heated
state of the atmosphere,^ the limits of decency and good
breeding are fairly observed. But no personal weakness
in the victims, no damaging insinuation, is passed over
by these relentless partisans. The actions, characters, and
even the appearance of the leading combatants, aie brought
before us in vivid verse from the very opening of the

1 Horace Walpole says m a letter to Sir Horace Mattn, datoil 12th March
1784 “Politics have engrossed all conversation, and itifled other events, if
any have happened . . Indeed otrr ladies, who used to contnbirte to
enliven conversation are become politicians, and, as Lady Townley says,
‘squeeze a little too nwch lemon mlo conveisation ’ They have been called
back a httle to then own profession—dress, by a magnificent ball which the
Prince of Wales gave two nights ago toneai six hundred persons, to which the
amazons of both pal ties were invited ; and not a scratch was given orieceived I”
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conflict. We see Lord Temple claiming his right as

Privy Councillor to advise his Majesty in private audience,

before the introduction of Fox’s India Bill into the Plouse

of Lords :

—

On the great day when Buckingham by pairs

Ascended, Heaven-impelled, the K ’s back staus
;

And panting, breathless, strained his lungs to show

From Fox’s Bill what mighty ills would flow

;

That soon, its source corrupt, Optmon's thead
On India deleterious streams -would skedj ^

That Hastings, Munny Begum, Scott, must fall,

And Pitt, and Jenkinson, and Leadenhall

:

Still as with stammering tongue he told his tale,

Unusual terrois Brunswick’s heart assail

;

Wide starts his white wig fiom his royal ear,

And each paiticular hair stands stiflf with fear.

We see the burly form of William Grenville—Joint Pay-

mastei of the Forces "with Lord Mulgrave in the new
Government—and Sydney the Lord Chamberlain :

—

Sydney whom all the powers of rhetoric giace,

Consistent Sydney, fills Fitzwilham’s place.

O had by Nature but proportioned been
His strength of genius to his length of chin,

His mighty mind m some prodigious plan

At once with ease had leached to Indostan.

The Marquis of Graham, son of the Duke of Montrose,

vsaid in the House in answer to the speech of some Opposi-

tion member, that, “if his honouiable friend weie justly

called a goose, he supposed he must be a gosling.” The
satiri.st at once seized the opportunity :

—

If right the Bard whose numbers sweetly flow,

That all our knowledge is ourselves to know,
A sage like Graham can the world produce,

Who in full senate called himself a goose ?

Th’ admiring Commons from the high-born youtli

With wonder heard this undisputed truth
;

Exulting Glasgow claimed him for her own,
And placed the prodigy on Learning’s throne.

And in the later Political Eclogues he returned to the
subject ;

—

' The mixhitc of metaphois in Hastmgs’ Despatches is a fruitful source of
BuUre for the authors of The JRolliad,
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His fiiend, the heir apparent of Moiitiose,

Feels foi his beak, and statts to find a nose *

Sometimes the satire is moie severe. The Duke of

Richmond, Master Geneial of the Ordnance, whose

stinginess was a by-word, having introduced a measure

for the land foitification of the country, was saluted as

follows :

—

Hail 1 thou, for eithei talent justly known.

To spend the nation’s cash, or keep thy own
;

Expel t alike to save or be profuse.

As money goes for thine, or England’s use

;

In whose esteem of equal worth are thought

A public million and a private groat,

Hail 1 and—etc.

It was more difficult to select the weak point for

attack in the Prime Minister. The satiiist’s strokes were

mainly directed against his youth, his recognised virtue,

and his finance, especially his reduction of the duty on

tea. The following may be taken as a sample of the

Criticisms on him both in verse and prose •

—

We shall conclude this number, as the poet concludes the

subject, With some animated verses on Mr Fox and Mr. Pitt

:

Crown the froth’d Porter, slay the fatted Ox,

And give the British meal to Biitish Fox.

But, for an Indian Minister more fit,

Ten cups of purest Padrac pour for Pitt,

Pure as himself
,
add sugar too and cream.

Sweet as his temper," bland as flows the stieam
Of his smooth eloquence , then ciisply nice

The muffin toast, or bread and butlei slice,

Thin as his arguments that mock the mind,
Gone ere you taste, no relish left behind.

Wheie beauteous Brighton overlooks the sea,

These be his joys, and Steele shall make the Tea.”

' Pohticul Eclogues ChaiksJenkinsoti, 93-94.
2 No doubt alluding to Sheridan’s retort about the “Angry Boy,” when

Pitt, with bad taste, sneered at him for his connection with the stage.
Thomas Steele was Joint Secretary to the Treasuiy with George Rose

m Pitt’s first Ministry. Pitt was in the habit of going with him to Brighton
when the House was not sitting.

VOL. V R
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How neat ' how delicate 1 and how unexpected is the allusion

in the last couplet ' These two lines alone include the substance

of whole columns, in the mimsterial papers of last summer, on

the sober, the chaste, the viituous, the edifying mannei in which

the Immaculate Young Man passed the lecess from public

business. Not in riot and debauchery, not in gaming, not in

attendance on ladies, either modest or immodest, but m dunk-

ing Tea with Mi. Steele at the castle in Brighthelmstone. Let

futme ages read and admire.

With the East -India Company itself The Rolhad

keeps no measure, as the following extract will show :

—

The poet then hints at a most ingenious pioposal for the

embellishment of the India bench ^ accoiding to the new plan

of Pailiamcntary Refoim ,
not by fitting it up like the Tiea&ury

bench with velvet cushions, but by erecting, for the accommoda-

tion of the Leadenhall worthies, the ivory bed which was lately

piesented to her Majesty by Mrs Hastings

—

O that for you, in Oiiental State,

At ease reclined to watch the long debate,

Beneath the galleiy’s pillared height were spread

(With the Queen’s leave) youi Warren’s ivory bed 1

The pannels of the galleiy too, over the canopy of the bed,

are to be ornainented with suitable paintings

—

Above, m colours warm with mimic life.

The Gcnnan husband of youi Wanen's wife

His rival’s deed should blazon ; and display

In his blest rule the glories of youi sway.

What singulai piopiiety, what striking beauty must the re.ader

of taste immediately petceive m this choice of a painter to execute

the author’s design ' It cannot be doubted but Mis Hastings

would exert all her own private and all Major Scott’s public

influence with every branch of the Legislature, to obtain so

illustrious a job for the man to whose affection, or to whose want
of affection, she owes hei present foitunes. The name of this

artist IS Imhoff, but though he was once honomed with the

Royal Patronage, he is now best remembered fiom the circum-

stance, by which our author has distinguished him, of his former
relation to Mis. Hastings.®

' The members who lepresented the interests of the Company m the
House were called the Bengal Squad, and sat behind Ministers

2 i,e. he was husband to Manan Tmhoff, afterwards Mis- Hastings
There was a certain amount of inysteiy about the way in which the divoica
ftom Imhoff was obtained.
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Then follow the subjects of the painting, which arc selected

with the usual judgment of oui poet.

—

Heie might the tribes of Rohilcund expiie,

And quench with blood then towns that sink in file

;

The Begums theie, of powei, of wealth forlorn,

With female cues then hapless fortune moiiin.

Heie, hardly lescued fiom his guard, Cheyt Sing
Aghast should fly , and Nundcomai should swing •

Happy for him 1 if he had boine to see

His Lomitry beggaied of the last uipee
,

Noi called those laws, oh Hastings, on thy head,
Winch, mocked by thee, thy slaves alone should diead I

Equally unscrupulous and witty was the attack made
by Fitzpatrick, author of the “ Political Eclogue ” called

The Liars, on Pitt’s most intimate friends. In this satire

George Pretyman (afterwards Bishop Tomline), Canon of

Salisbuiy, Pitt’s piivate secretary, and Mr. Banks, M.P. for

Corfe Castle, are represented, striving in amcebean fashion
to outdo each other in the arts of mendacity :

—

Pretyman

How smooth, peisuasive, plausible, and glib,

From holy lips is dropped the specious fib 1

Which, whispeied slyly, in its dark career
Assails with art the unsuspecting eai.

Banks

How deal, convincing, eloquent, and bold,
The barc-faced he with manly courage told !

Which, spoke ui public, falls with gieater force.
And, heaid by hundieds, is believed, of couise

Pretyman

Search through each office for the basest tool,
Reaied m Jack Robinson’s abandoned school,’
Rose, beyond all the sons of dulness dull,
Whose legs are scarcely thicker than his skull.
Not Rosc,i fiom all restraints of conscience free,
In double dealing is a match for me.

> Geoige Rose, Joint-Secietary of the Treasury with Thomas Steele.
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Banks

Step from St. Stephen’s up to Leadenhall,

Wheie Europe’s dimes appear no dimes at all

,

Not Major Scott,i with bright pagodas paid,

That wholesale dealei m the lying trade

;

Not he, howe’er important his design.

Can he with impudence surpassing mine.

Entertaining, and even histoiically valuable, as all

this is,® it must be admitted that in it Satire has sunk to

a lower level than when Pope made use of it as an instru-

ment for scourging Walpole's system of Parliamentary

Corruption. The vices assailed have ceased to be

national, in any wide sense of the word
;
the scene of

action has shrunk within the walls of the House of

Commons; the conflict repiesented is merely the struggle

for influence between the Soveieign and the great Revolu-

tion Houses
;
and Fox’s cynical avowal that “ Men not

Measures ” formed the aim of his policy, finds an echo in

the bitter personalities with which the authors of The

RolUad endeavour to degiade the characters of their

political opponents.

But the decline of Satire in ethical quality, with its

vncicasing tendency to become unreseivedly personal and

scandalous, is yet more vividly illustrated in the writings

of the lampooner calling himself Peter Pindar In the

Anti-Jacobin Review the works of this man aie thus

solemnly denounced •

—

Our readers may piobably have traced the piogiess of Peter

from his first entrance into public life : they may have remaiked
the profligate priest, whose conversation exhibits a disgusting

mixtme of obscenity and blasphemy, they may have heaid of

his mischievous disposition when the obscure resident of a

country town, employed in libelling his neighbours, and descend-
ing to the most mean and paltry aits for a subsistence

;
they may

b Hastings’ chief agent and snppoiter in the House of Commons.
* A good edition of The Rolhad is still required. The various allusions

may, for ihe most part, be explained witli the aid of Wrtacall’s Mmnovi f and .

other contemporary writings.
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have followed him to town, endea\ouring to live on the talents of

a man whom he ostentatiously affected to pationise, under the

expiess condition of receiving one-half of the produce of his

labouis
,
they may have watched him in his subsequent attempts

to obtain notoiiety and wealth by bribing the seivanls of his

Sovereign to betray their trust, to reveal his family secrets, and to

express all those little foibles from which no man upon eaith is

exempt, m order to render them objects of public derision and

scorn
,

recollecting, no doubt, that the regicides of France

attempted to render then Sovereign iidiculous before they

ventured to murder him ; they may have marked his progress

from seditious to treasonable insinuations, in recommending it to

subjects occasionally to behead their monarchs j they may have

noted the invariable tendency of his works to depreciate worth

and to calumniate virtue, not only forgetting, but absolutely pei-

vcrting, the very object of satire—the coriection of vice
,
and

they may, lastly, have heard of his base acceptance of a salaiy

fiom that Government which he had incessantly vilified, to write

m opposition to the very men whose pi inciples and conduct he

had invaiiably praised A recollection of these facts would, we
should apprehend, suffice to check a smile, and to justify any

expression of surprise that the world smle at such productions of

such a Bard. We confess it appears to us that any readers who
were apprised of these circumstances, and could smile, must not

only sympathise with the feelings, but favoui the principles of the

man
;
proofs of a weak head and a bad heart.i

Such contemptuous invective against a writer whose
actions are so minutely chronicled seems to be somewhat
overdone, and the perplexity, pretended by Mathias,

Gifford, and others, to understand why this person should

have assumed the name of Pindar, which he had of course

taken for burlesque purposes, is obviously affected. Petei

deserved, nevertheless, all the chastisement that he re-

ceived, and if he is noticed in these pages, it is only
because his work, however low, has a certain genuine
humour and character which makes it representative, and
which caused it to exercise an influence on the style of a
later and greater satirist.

John Wolcot was born at Dodbrooke, near Kings-
bridge, and was baptized on the pth of May 1738. After
receiving his education in the grammar school at Kings-

' Anti-Jacobm Review, vol. iv. pp. 325-326.
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bridge he was appi enticed to his uncle, who was a suigcon

at Fowey in Cornwall and acted as his guardian on his

father’s death in 1751
In 1760 he was sent to Fiance for twelve months to

study the language, and acquired theie a great dislike to

the French, which he afteiwards expressed in his satnes

Returning to England in 1762, he went to London to

study medicine, and then came to assist his uncle in his

practice at Fowey, wheie he stayed till 17^7, in which

year he accompanied Sir William Trclawney, as physician,

when the latter was appointed Goveinor of Jamaica. As

theie was a prospect of the rich living of St Anne’s, in

that island, becoming vacant, Wolcot leturned to England,

and, in the hope of secuiing the preferment, was oidained

deacon on the 24th of June 1 769, and priest on the follow-

ing day
;
but on arriving again at Jamaica he found that

the incumbent of St. Anne’s had recovered. Trelawney

gave him the living of Vere in Jamaica, which he held, but

continued at the same time to piactisc as a physician.

In 1773 he came back to England and resumed the

piactice of medicine at Truro He is said also to have

inherited his uncle’s property at Fowey, but having quar-

relled with and satirised the Coipoiation of Tiuro, he was
obliged in 1779 to remove to Ilelston. In his youth he

had shown some talent as a painter, and, while going his

rounds as a country doctor, he discoveied the genius of

Opie, then working as a common carpenter. Wolcot

treated the latter with much liberality, had him instructed,

and established him at Exeter. Coming to I,ondon in

1781, he persuaded Opie to follow him, but, whether for

the reason hinted at in the Anti-Jacobin or for some
other cause, he aftei wards quairelled with him.

His earliest satires (published in 1782) were written

against West and other members of the Royal Academ}^
patronised by the King. He afterwards began to satiuse

the King himself, ridiculing particularly his parsimonious

habits, his ignorance of common things, and his oddities

of speech. It does not appear that Wolcot had any
share in the composition of The RoUiaJ but, like the
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authors of that satire, he took advantage of the appoint-

ment of Thomas Warton to the Laineateship m to

make fun of the King. His own Odes and his imaginaiy

conversations with the Laureate, published in 17 ^7 >
^.le

the most entertaining of his compositions, and were veiy

widely lead It is said that he received the offer of a

pension to keep him quiet. In 1788 the King’s mental

malady and the outburst of loyal feeling, called foith by

the subsequent events of the French Revolution, caused

Peter’s personalities to be regarded with lescntment and

disgust, feelings which were intensified by a satire called

Nil Admirari, written by him in 1799 in ridicule of the

respectable and inoffensive Hannah More After this his

name sank into obscurity, fiom which it was only dragged in

1 807 by ciiminal pioceedings in the Court of King’s Bench,

in which he was accused of adultery, but was acquitted

Pie died on the 14th of January 1819, and was biuied

in St Paul's Church, Covent Garden, and, by his own
request, at the side of Butlci, author of Hiidibras

Peter Pindar may be described as a degeneiate suc-

cessor of Andrew Mai veil Like the Republican satirist,

he took foi the object of his lampoons the manners of his

Sovereign : like him, the effect of his satire was produced

by contrasting the panegyrics of the Court poets with the

facts of actual life. But here the resemblance ended, and
the difference between the two writers is an interesting

historical illustration of the change that the lapse of a

century had pioduced in the social life of England The
manneis of the Court of Charles II. were a national

scandal . the domestic life of George HI. was in essentials

above reproach, and all that Peter Pindar endeavoured to

ridicule in it was a certain meanness of expenditure

unbecoming to Royalty, and some grotesque personal

habits in the Monarch calculated to lower the reverence

naturally surrounding a King. There was a correspond-

ing contrast in the chaiacters of the satirists. Marvell
was a man of religion and good standing, whose libels

reflected the public spirit of Englishmen. Wolcot was a

gi aceless debauchee, who sought to gratify the curiosity
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of the vulgar with such gossip about the Couit as he

could buy from the servants' hall.

When these deductions have been made fiom the

quality of his satire, it must be allowed that he was a

man of brilliant talents. Whatever aiis of moial disap-

probation may have been fitting in the critic of the

Anti-Jacobin Review, it is impossible for the modern reader

not to “smile” at Peter Pindar’s humour befoie he dulled

it by constant repetition The grave irony with which

he sustains the character of a disci iminating panegyrist of

Royalty, in opposition to the official flattery required of

the Court poets, is inimitable, as may be seen from the

following dialogue between himself and the Laureate —
T. W.i

Tliink’st thou not Caesar cloth the arts possess ?

Alts in abundance 1 Yes, Tom—yes, Tom—yes 1

T. W.
Thmk’si thou not Ctesar would each joy foigo

To make his childten happy ?

P. P.

No, Tom—no t

T. W.

What I not one bag, to bless a child bestow ?

P. P.

Heaven help thy folly I No, Tom—no, Tom—no 1

The sordid souls that avarice enslaves,

Would gladly grasp their guineas in their graves

:

Like that old Greek, a miserable cur.

Who made himself his own executor.

A cat IS vvith her kittens much delighted ;

She licks so lovingly their mouths and chins ;

At every danger, lord 1 how puss is frighted—-

She curves her back, and curls her tail, and gnns.

Rolls her wild eyes, and claws the backs of curs,

Who smell too curious at her children’s furs

«.e. Thomas WaiUin,
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This happens whilst hei cats are 5-oung indeed
,

But when groiu/t up, alas 1 how changed then luck 1

No more she plays at bo-peep with her bleed,

Lies down, and mewing, bids them come and suck
;

No more she sports and pats them, fiisks Tud puns.

Plays with their twinkling tails, and licks then furs,

But when they beg her blessing and embraces,

Spits, like a dirty vixen, in their faces 1

I’eter is always happiest in his similes. Heie is another

piece of animal painting worthy of Ariosto •

—

“ What king hath small religion ? ” thou repliest.

If G the Th thou meanest—bard, thou best ?
”

Hold, Thomas !—not so furious—I know things

That add not to the piety of .

I’ve seen a K at chapel, I declare.

Yawn, gape, laugh, in the middle of a prayer-—

When inward his sad optics ought to roll.

To view the daik condition of his soul

,

Catch up an opera glass with curious eye,

Foigetlmg God, some stranger’s phiz to spy,

As though desirous to observe if Heaven
Had Christian featuies to the visage given ,

Then tin 11 (for kind communication keen)

And tell some new-found wondeis to the Queen.

Thus have these eyes beheld a cock so stalely

(Indeed these lync eyes beheld one lately)

Lab’nng upon a dunghill with each knuckle

.

When after many a peck, and scratch, and sciub,

This hunter did unkennel a poor grub

;

On which the fellow did so strut and chuckle

;

He pecked and squinted—pecked and kenned again,

Hallooing lustily to Mother Hen ;

To whom with airs of triumph he looked round,

And told what noble treasure he had found

The King’s peculiarities of speech are mimicked to make
him satirise his own avarice, as in the following con-

versation which he is supposed to hold with Pitt ;

—

To whom a certain sage so earnest cned-
“ Don’t mind, don’t mind—the rogues their aim have missed.
Don’t fear your place whilst I am well supplied

But mind, mind poverty of Civil List.

Ode upon Ode.
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Swear that no K—g’s so poor upon the glohe 1

Compaie me—^yes, compare me to poot Job

What, what, Pitt—heh ? We must have t’other grant

—

What, what ? You know, Pitt, that my old dead Aunt t

Left not a sixpence, Pitt, these eyes to bless,

But from the paiish saved that fool at Hesse.

But mind me—^lieh ? to plague her heart when dying,

I was a constant hunter—Nimiod still

;

And w'hen in state, as dead’s a mackerel lying,

I caied not, foi I knew the woman’s Will.”

The droll impudence of Peter Pindar’s lampoons was

unquestionably original, and only became nauseous because

the satirist did not know where to stop. His secret lay

in applying a colloquial idiom and Hudibiastic rhymes to

the serious rhythms of iambic verse, and, independently

of his own cleverness, his methods are deseiving of lecord,

as having obviously furnished an eaily model of satiric

style to Byron in Don Juan. Stanzas, like the following,

present the first example of the manner in which the

greater poet, following Fieic, acclimatised the effects of

Italian burlesque in English ottava rtma ;

—

Knights, who when tumbled on the hostile field,.

And to an enemy obliged to yield,

Could ncithei leg, nor aim, nor neck, noi nob stii :

Pool devils who, like alligatois hacked,

At length by hainmeis, hatchets, sledges, clacked, *

Weie diagged fiom coats of aunour like a lobster.®

Or
Now God pieseive all wondei-seeking Kings,

Whethei at Windsoi, Buckingham, 01 Kew House,
And may they ncvei do more foolish things,

Than visiting S.im Whitbread and his brew-house ®

^ The Princess Amelia left ;^4oo,ooo
* Insfmc/ier'ts to a Celebrated lamceUe.® Ode upon Ode



CHAPTER IX

TRANSLATIONS OF THIS CLASSICS IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Creech’S Translations, Rowe’s Lc/cajv, Pope’s /ljad, Pope’s,

Fenton’s, and Broome’s Osi'S'.Ey, Pitt’s V/jic/l and
V/da’s Art of Poetry-, Gilbert West’s Pindar

Now that I have completed my survey of the effects of

the Classical Renaissance on the oiiginal English Poetry

that followed the Revolution of 1 688, it will be convenient

to illustrate briefly the strength of the movement in the

chief translations by Englishmen of the Gieek and Roman
poets. The period between the Restoration and the end
of George II.’s reign is the great age of English poetical

translation. Beginning with Ciecch and Diyden, it may
be said to close with Gilbert West, and within these limits

are included such brilliant performances as Dryden’s
translation of Vtrgil, of which I have already spoken.
Pope’s Homer, Rowe’s Lucan, and Gilbert West’s Pindar,
Some of these translations seem to have been inspiied, like

those of Creech, mainly by an admiiation for the Classics

in themselves
;

others, among which are Rowe’s Pharsaha
and Pitt’s Vida’s Art of Poetry, by a native sympathy be-
tween the original author and the translator

;
while others

again, such as Dryden’s Virgil, were tasks undertaken, with
an eye to piofit, by great poets, at the instance of booksellers
seeking to satisfy the literary curiosity of the public.

Thomas Creech is the most characteristic representative
of the first class. His translations cover Lucretius (1682) ;

The Odes, Satyrs, and Epistles of Horace (1684) ; Elegies

251
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fiom Ovid, and the Second and Third Eclogues of VirgU

('1684); The Idyllinms of Theoaitus (1684), The

Thirteenth Satire of Juvenal (1693), Five Books of M.
Mamlms (1697). Some of these undei takings were no

doubt the fruits of an anangement with booksellers, but

the translation of Lucretius was evidently a labour of love

and scholarship
,
and learned enthusiasm alone can have

prompted the rendering into English of so dull a writer as

Manilius.

Creech was born at Blandford, in Dorsetshiie, in 1659,

and was educated by Thomas Cuigcnven, Rector of Folke,

and headmaster of Sherboine School He was admitted

as a commoner into Wadham College in 1675 ;
became

scholar of the college in 1676, took his B.A degiee in

1680, and his M A in 1683, in which latter year he was

also elected a Fellow. In 1696 he took the degiee of B D.

Between 1694 and 1696 he was headmaster of Sherborne,

and towards the end of his time there he began to exhibit

symptoms of mental derangement. His malady increased

in violence after he had lesigned his mastership In 1699
he was appointed by his college Rector of Welwyn, but

he never resided there, and, becoming quite insane, he

committed suicide in 1 700. Though this act has been

sometimes imputed to his study of Lucretius, it appears

to have been in reality the result partly of a disappoint-

ment in love, and partly of money difficulties.

Creech belongs to the literal school of translators,

approved of by Ben Jonson, of which, before his day,

Thomas May is the chief representative. His most

important translations are those of Horace and Lucretius.

As a poetical translator of Horace, whose merit depends

so much on felicity of form, he had not many qualifica-

tions. He says of himself in his preface :

—

I cannot choose but smile now and then to think that I who
have not music enough to understand one note, and too little ill-

iiature (for that is commonly thought a necessary ingredient) to

be a satirist, should venture upon Horace : 'tis certain our

language is not capable of the numbers of the poet, and theiefore,

if the sense of the author is delivered, the variety of expression
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kept (which I must despair of after Quintilian hath assiued us

that he is most happily bold in his words), and his fancy not
debased (for I cannot think myself able to impiove Hoiace), ’tis

all that can be expected fiom a version.

And again, after citing Cowley’s remaiks on the

change of manners since Pindar’s time, Creech says

—

’Tis tiue he impioves this consideiation, and uiges it as con-
cluding against all strict and faithful versions . in which I must
beg leave to dissent, thinking it better to convey down the
leaining of the Ancients, than then empty sound suited to the
present times, and show the age their whole substance, rather
than their ghost embodied with some light air of my own.

Pope cites the two first lines of Creech’s translation of
Ploiace Epistles i. vi. in his own Epistle to Muiray; but
few of Creech’s renderings of Horace’s Odes will bear
quoting. The sense is generally accurately conveyed in

them, but they have no beauty of form, and the translator
sometimes permits himself, in the middle of an ode, to
depait from the measure he has chosen. The translation
of the Ods to Torquatus is a favourable specimen of his
work

;

^ it will be observed, however, that though Creech
uses a ten-syllable and eight-syllable metre, he cannot
compress his version into so few lines as Horace .

The snows are gone, and grass returns again

;

New leaves adorn the widow tiees:
The unswoln stieanis their nairow banks contain,
And softly roll to quiet seas.

The decent nymphs, with smiling graces joined,
Now naked dance i’ th’ open an ;

They dread no blasts, nor fear the wind.
That wantons through their flowing hair.

The nimble Hour, that turns the circling year,
And swiftly whirls the pleasing day.

Forewarns tliee to be mortal m thy care
Nor cramp thy life with long delay.

Horace, Odes,
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The Spring the Winter, Summer wastes the Spimg,

And Summei’s beauty’s quickly lost,

When di unken Autumn spreads hei di Doping wing,

And next cold Wintei cieeps m host.

The moon, 'tis tiue, her monthly loss lepaiis,

She straight icnews her borrowed light;

But when black Death hath turned our shining years.

Then follows our eteinal Night.

When we shall view the gloomy Stygian shore,

And walk amongst the mighty dead,

Whcie Tullus, wheie .(Eneas went befoie.

We shall be dust and empty shade

Who knows if stubborn fate will prove so kind,

And join to this anothei day ?

Whate’ei is for thy greedy hen designed

Will slip his hands and fly away

When thou art gone, and Minos’ sentence lead,

Toiquatus, theie is no return
;

Thy fame, noi all thy learned tongue can plead,

Nor goodness, shall unseal the urn

For chaste Hippolytus Diana strives
;

She strives, but ah 1 she stnves in vain :

Nor Theseus’ care, nor pious force repiieves

His dear Piiithous from the chain

Lucretius was a poet mote likely than Horace to call

forth such powers as Ciecch possessed. A laige part of the

Latin poet’s subject is fitter for expiession in piose than

in ver.se
,
and, on the other hand, the numerous passages

of dialectic and satire in the Dc Rcrum Natura were

capable of being rendered in the English heroic couplet,

which, as treated by Dryden, had acquiied a high degree

of polish and flexibility. Lucretius’ thought also was so

grand in itself that, except in the translation of a stupid

man~and Creech was no fool—it could not sink to a

low level. Creech had indeed none of the poetic fire of

his original, but he was a good scholar, and had a fair

command of metre, so that his translation is always lead-

able. If the following passage had not to stand compaiison

with Dryden’s rendering,^ it would be allowed to possess

considerable merit :

—

bee Diydcn’s Translahon of tlie Latter Part of the Thud Book of

Lucretius, 121-146.
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But now if Natuie should begin to speak,

And thus with loud complaints om folly check :

Fond Mortal, what’s the matter thou dost sigh
?

|

Why all these fears because thou once must die,
|-

Must once submit to strong mortality ? )

Foi if the lace thou hast already tun

Was pleasant, if with joy thou saw’st the sun ;

If all thy plcasuies did not pass thy mind,

As tliiough a sieve, but left some sweets behind

;

Why dost thou not then, like a thankful guest, I

Rise cheerfully from life’s abundant feast, I

And with a quiet mind go take thy rest ? )

But if all those delights ate lost and gone.

Spilt idly all, and life a buiden giown
,

Then why, fond mortal, dost thou ask foi moic, I

Why still desiie t’ inctease thy wietched store,

And wish foi what must waste kke those befoie ? J

Not lather fiee thyself fiom pains and feai,

And end thy hie and necessaiy caie ?

My pleasures always in a cucle tun.

The same retuinmg with the yearly sun

And thus, though thou shalt still enjoy thy piime,

And tliuugh tin limbs feel not the rage of time
;

Yet can 1 find no new, no fiesh delight,

The same dull joys must ve-« the appetite ,

Although thou couldsl prolong thy wretched bieath

Foi inimeious yeais, much more if fiee fiom death .

—

What could we answer, what excuses trust ?

We must confess that her teproofs are just

It will be found, on compaiison, that Diyden takes

giealei liberties with the text than Creech allows himself.

Nicholas Rowe (1674-1718) to whom I shall have to

tefer again in another connection, was a translator of a

very different ordei Taking up the same task as Thomas
May, who, in the reign of Charles I., had reiideied Lucan’s
Pharsaha into English on Ben Jonson’s principle of

literal exactness, Rowe followed Dryden’s paraphrastic

method, and it is inteiesting to compare the different

results of the two versions Rowe made his tianslation

111 his last years
;

it was not published till after his death.

He seems to have been inspired mainly by a certain lileraiy

sympathy of taste with Lucan, as May was by Lucan’s
political tendencies

,
but what he admired in his author was

not so much the laboured affectation of his diction (that
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would have been foreign to the genius of the eighteenth

century in England), as the dramatic contrasts of his

rhetoric. Where Lucan is solemn and elevated in his

sentiment, Rowe falls below him ;
where he is extravagant,

he is not in touch with him
,

but, in the reproduction of

the Latin poet’s speeches, his own dramatic genius shines

with characteristic lustie. If the reader will examine

the following versions of the Pharsalia together with those

of May, as given in an earlier chapter,^ he will be able

to compare Dryden's piinciple of translation, applied

by a man of genius, with Ben Jonson’s, and to test

how far the result of either is a fair equivalent of the

original.

Rowe’s tianslation of Pompey’s dream on the eve of

battle, though infinitely supeiior to May’s, does not do

]
ustice to the grandeur and pathos of the Latin :

—

Poinpey, meanwhile, m pleasing visions past

The night, of all his happy nights the last.

It seemed, as if m all his former state.

In his own theatre secure he sate

:

About his side unnumbered Romans crowd,

And joyful shout his much-loved name aloud.

The echoing benches seem to ring around,

And his charmed ears devour the pleasing sound

And both himself and such the people seem

In the false prospect of the feignmg dieani,

As when, in eaily manhood’s beardless bloom,

He stood the darling hope and joy of Rome,
When fieice Seitorius, by his arms supprest,

And Spam subdued, the conqueror confest

;

When, raised with honours never known befoie,

The Consul’s purple, yet a youth, he bore

When the pleased Senate sat with new delight,

To view the tiiumph of a Roman Knight 2

» Vol. hi. pp 327-333
* In the last couplet Rowe lias altogether missed the pathos of Lucan’s

idea, which Consists m this, that Pompey saw Jamsetf in his dieam as still a
Roman knight sitting in the car of triumph .

Vespere pacato, pura veiierabilis aeque
Quam citrrus ornante toga, plaudente senatu,

Sedlt adhuc Romanus eques.

Phatsalia, vii.
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In describing the death of Lycidas, while May repio-

duces Lucan’s extravagances with piosaic gravity/ Rowe’s

finer classical taste seems to have been bent (in vain) upon

softening the absurdities of the original :

—

On Lycidas a steely giappling struck;

Struggling he drags with the tenacious hook,

And deep had di owned beneath the greedy wave,

But that his fellows stiove their mate to save ,

Clung to his legs, they clasp him all they can ;

The giappling tugs , asunder flies the man.

No single wound the gaping niptuie seems.

Where trickling crimson flows in slender stteams

;

But from an opening, horrible and wide,

A thousand vessels pour the bursting tide

At once the winding channel’s course was broke,

Wheie wandenng life her mazy journey took.

At once the currents all forgot their way,

And lost their purple m the azure sea

Soon from the lower paits the spiiits fled.

And motionless e ^hausted limbs lay dead •

Not so the noblei regions there the heart

And heaving lungs their vital powers exert

;

Theie, lingenng late and long conflicting, life

Rose .sgainst fate, and still maintained the stiile:

Driven out at length, unwillingly and slow,

She left her mortal house, and sought the shades below.

But the speech of the mutineers in Spain—expanded
though It IS on Dryden’s system®—is admiiable in its

dramatic vigour, and forms a striking contrast to May’s
bald translation ;

—

At length ’tis time

To quit thy cause, oh Ctesai, and our crime.

The world around for foes thou hast exploied.

And lavishly exposed us to the sword

,

To make thee great a worthless crowd we fall,

Scattered o’ei Spain, and Italy, and Gaul

.

In every' clime beneath the spacious sky
Oiu leadei conqueis, and his soldiers die.

What boots our maich beneath the frozen zone,

Or that lost blood which stains the Rhine and Rhone

1 See vol iii. p. 331.
seven lines to translate twenty-nine of Lucan’s- Rowe takes forty-s
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When scarred with wounds, and woin with labours hard,

We come with hopes of recompense prepaied.

Thou giv’st us war, moie war, foi oui lewaid

Though purple livers in thy cause we spilt,

And stained oui hoi rid hands in eveiy guilt

,

With unavailing wickedness we toiled.

In vain the gods, in vain the senate, spoiled
,

Of virtue and rewaid alike bereft.

Our pious povertv is all we’ve left

Say to what height thy daring arms would use ?

If Rome’s too little, what can e’ei suffice ?

Oh, see at length wuth pity, Csesai, see

These withering arras, these bans giown white foi thee.

In painful wais our joyless days ive'v'e p.ist
,

Let weary age he down in peace at last
,

Give us on beds oui dying limbs to lay,

And sigh at home oui parting souls away
Noi think It much we make this bold demand,
And ask this wondious favoui at thy hand .

Let oui poor babes and weeping wives be by.

To close our diooping eyelids w'hen we die

Be meiciful, and let disease afford

Some other way to die beside the sivord

Let us no more, a common cainage, bum.
But each be laid in his own decent 111 n

Still wo’t thou uige us, ignoiant and blind,

To some more monstious mischief yet behind ?

Are we the only fools, forbid to know
How much we may deseive by one suie blow?
Thy head, thy head, isouis whcne’ei we please

Well has thy w.u inspiied such thoughts as these

What laws, what oaths, can uige their feeble bands
To hindei these determined daiing hands ?

That Caisar, who was once 01 darned out head.

When to the Rhine our lawful aims he led,

Is now nomoie out chieftain, but our mate
Guilt equal gives equality of state 1

Passing on to Pope’s version of Homer’s Iliad, we find

yet another variety of motive in the translators of the

eighteenth century. Though Pope was taking up an

enterprise which had been begun by Dryden, it is evident

that the prospect of gajnjvas the main stimulus whicji

urgedJiim to face so ^rmj^bl^iTtas^ I have described
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ill an earliei chapter of this History the circumstances

undei which his work was completed • ^ it remains to show,

very shortly, how he developed Dryden’s principle of

translation, the extent to which either rendering was a

satisfactory equivalent foi Homer ;
and what was the

effect produced by Pope’s veision on the style of original

English poetry. Fortunately the first two of these points

are easily elucidated by a comparison between Pope’s

performance and Dryden’s, in the single book of the Iliad

that the latter translated. It was the intention of Dryden.

to have followed his translation of Viigil with a transia-|

tion of Homer, and indeed he consideied himself betteij

qualified foi the latter task than for the former
;

for “ the

Grecian,” said he, “is more according to my genius than

the Latin poet.” I do not think, myself, that he would

have succeeded in the attempt so well as Pope ; however,

it is plain that both of them pioceeded, up to a certain

point, on the same lines, which are thus defined by

Dr3'den

—

Th^ second way is, that of paraphrase, oi translation with

L-mtiide, \vheri_the author is kept in view by the translator, so as

never to_be lost, but Hs words are not so strictly followed as his

sense
,

and that too is admitted jo _ amplified, but’ not

al tered.^

The result of this method is illustrated very

characteristically in Dryden’s tendering of the invective

of Agamemnon against Calchas, in the first book of the

Iliad. What Homer says, literally translated, is this —
Prophet of ills, never as yet dost thou say aught good to me

;

ever indeed thou lovest to prophesy evil
;
and never yet hast

thou said or accomplished any favourable thing. And now,
prophesying among the Danai, thou declarest that the far-darting

God works them woe on this account, because I would not
receive splendid lansoin for the damsel Chiyseis, since I greatly

desire to have her at home, for indeed I prefer her to Clytemnestra,

my lawful wife, since she is not inferior to her either in form, or
stature, or mind, or in the works of her hands. But even so I

Chapter vi. pp 173- 174. 2 See vol. ill p. 527.
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will give her back, if this be better : I wish that the people be

safe and sound, rather than it should be destroyed. But make
ready for me at once a gift of honour, in order that I alone of the

Argives may not be unrewarded, since so it were unseemly . for

ye see this, all of you, that my gift is going elsewhere.^

This passage is turned by Dryden as follows —
Augur of ill, whose tongue was never found

Without a priestly curse or boding sound

;

For not one blest event foretold to me
Passed through that mouth, oi passed unwillingly

And now thou dost with lies the throne invade,

By piactice haidened in thy slandering trade

Obtending heaven, for whate’er ills befall,

And sputteiing under specious names thy gall,

Now Phoebus is provoked, his rites and laws

Are in his priest piofaned, and I the cause

Since I detained a slave my soveieign prize,

And sacicd gold, your idol-god, despise.

I love her well and well her merits claim

To stand prefen ed before ray Giecian dame
Not Clytemnestra’s self in beauty's bloom

More charmed, or better plied the vatious loom.

Mine IS the maid • and hi ought, in happy hour,

With eveiT household grace adorned to bless my nuptial bower.

Yet shall she be restored
,
since public good

|

For private inteiest ought not be withstood >

To save the effusion of my people’s blood
J

But light lequiies, if I lesign my own,

1 should not suffer foi youi sakes alone j

Alone excluded from the piize I gamed,
And by your common suftiage have obtained.

The slave without a ransom shall be sent

.

It rests with you to make the equivalent

, This is tendered with Dryden’s usual command ot

Ibold and flexible idiom. He carries out his principle of

following the sense of the original, rather than the exact

JwordS ; he “ amplifies ” without reserve, taking twenty-seven

[lines to express what Homer says in fifteen. But it must
I be added that he alters (contrary to his precept), if not the

I

sense, at least the spirit of the original. There is moie
\of Dryden than of Homer in Agamemnon’s abuse of the

Translated from Iltaa, j 106-120.
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puest
;
and, on the other hand, Homei would never have

repiesented the king so forgetful of his dignity as to use

the coarse terms, worthy of Theisites, which Diyden puts

into his mouth. Dryden makes no attempt to follow

Homer m the simple details of Chryseis’ charms
,
and his

carelessness appears alike in the ambiguous grammar of

the line

I should not suffei foi youi sakes alone,

and in the introduction of a line of fourteen syllables into

the heioic metre, Pope’s version is more satisfactoiy .

—

Augui accuised t denouncing mischief still,

Prophet of plagues, for ever boding ill I

Still must that tongue some wounding message bring,

And still thy priestly pride piovoke thy king ?

Foi this are Phoebus’ oracles explored,

To teach the Gieeks to murmur at then lord f

For this with falsehood is my honoui stained,

Is heaven offended, and a puest piofaned.

Because my piize, my beauteous maid, I hold,

And, heavenly charms prefer to proffcied gold ?

A maid unmatched in m.mners as in face.

Skilled in each art, and crowned with every giace,

Not half so dear were Clyterancstra’s chaims.

When fitst hei blooming beauties blest my aims.

Yet, if the gods demand hei, let hei sail;

Our caies aie only foi the public weal •

Let me be deemed the hateful cause of all,

And suffer, lather than my people fall

The piue, the beauteous prize, I will resign,

So dearly valued, and so justly mine
But since for common good I yield the fair,

My private loss let grateful Greece repair
,

Not unrewaided let youi prince complain,

That he alone has fought and bled in vain

I There is here nothing of the scolding style which, in

Dryden’s version, debases the dignity of the speech. The
'rendering is paraphrastic, like Dryden’s, but it is shorter

land closer to the original : the rhythm and the rhetoric are

(both excellent. As against these merits, the diction is far

from Homer’s simplicity, and is coloured with the gallant

phraseology of the Caroline court. Where the Greek
says simply ;

“ I prefer her (Chryseis) to Clytemnestra,
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my lawful wife, for she is not inferior to her, etc Pope says,

after the exaggerated manner of Statius, parts of whose

Thebais he had translated before coming to Homer ;

—

Not halfso dear were Clytemnestia’s charms,

When first het blooming beauties blest tny arms

And, characteristically, he assigns a more refined leason

to Agamemnon’s demands for compensation than Homei
had thought of :

—

But since for common good I yield the fair,

My piivate loss let grateful Greece lepair.

In spite of these faults, which are typical of the work

as a whole, the translation of the Iliad by Pope is the

greatest peiformance of the kind in our own or any othei

language, and the completion of it fully deserved the

national triumph, picturesquely commemorated by Gay in

his Welcome to Mr. Pope on hts Return from Gieecc So

widely was it read that its diction and versification came

to exercise thioughout the eighteenth century an unpre-

cedented influence on the course of metrical composition,

and had Cowper confined his ciiticism of Pope’s poetical

style to his woik as a translator, he would have been

fully justified in maintaining that “every warblei has the

tune by heart.” It was indeed impossible that, in lender-

ing many thousands of Greek lines of nairative into

English, all evidence of " mechanic art ” should be con-

cealed by the poet. The manneiism of the translation is

conspicuous Full as the Iliad is of varied incident,

character, and pathos, yet, as a narrative poem, it

necessarily contains many level tracts, in which the

translator’s business is restricted to giving a correct

version of this original in his own style Such passages,

of course, are the most easy of imitation : hence what is

often erroneously called “ the Pope style ” was caught

up and constantly repeated by hundreds of versifiers.

The first example of this all -pervading metrical

influence is furnished by Pope’s own translation of the

Odyssey. Here the commercial and mechanical element
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in the undertaking was unfortunately manife6,t The
Odyssey itself was greatly inferior to the Iliad in heioic

dignity and pathos . its interest lay in its adventuies ,

and a translator could gain an adequate amount of credit

by telling the story in flowing verse. Naturally, therefore,

the manner of nariating adopted by Pope in the Iliad

became the most characteristic feature in the work
,
and

this was so successfully imitated by the two assistants

whom he had chosen that it is practically impossible to

discriminate between the versions of the scholars and that

of the mastei.

Elijah Fenton, the elder of the two, was born at

Shelton, near Newcastle-under-Lyme, on the 20th of

May 1683. He was educated at Jesus College, Cam-
bridge, and took his BA degree in 1704. As a steady

Nonjuror he seems to have eained the esteem of Pope,
who used his influence to procure for him the appoint-

ment of tutor in the family of Lady Trumbull. In his

tragedy of Mariamne (1723), Fenton showed some
dramatic ability

;
and he was a friend and admirer of the

playwiight Southerne.^ He died m August 1730
William Bioome, Pope’s other assistant, was the son

of a farmer in Cheshire, and was born in 1689 He was
educated at Eton, where he was captain of the school, and
afterwards (as there was no vacancy at King’s College in
his year) at St John’s College, Cambridge, where he
became a sizar on the lOth of July 1708, taking his
BA. degree from it in January 1711-12, and his M.A.
m 1716 He had a great facility of imitating other
men s styles, an accomplishment which probably recom-
mended him to Pope as a translator, though the latter
afterwards satirised him on this account in the Bathos

:

he was also scholar enough to furnish the necessary notes.
He died in 1745

I have told the curious story of this translating
partnership in ray Life of Pope :

** the whole transaction
savours disagreeably of the tricks of trade. Pope had the

' See his verses to him on p. 427.
2 Elwin and Courthope’s edition of Pope's Works, vol. v. chapter ix
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lion's share of the profits—as was fair enough
,
nor do I

think that there is any ground for the charge brought

against him by the Dunces of treating his partners

shabbily
,

his fault rather lies in the deception he

practised on the public, by making it appear that he was

piactically responsible for the entire translation He had

no wish to gain credit for what did not belong to him (foi

evidently the work could add nothing to his reputation),,

but he was anxious that the translation should not suffer

in the maiket, by being supposed largely the production

of less famous hands than his. Fenton, a lazy and good-

natuied man, fell in leadily with this view of the mattei,

as far as he thought he honourably could
;
but Broome,

vain and talkative, and caring more for fame than money,

fancied that he was being unjustly deprived of the

reputation due to him. Afiaid to oppose Pope's

manoeuvres openly, he talked about them behind his

back, and thus fuinished materials for the reports that

were widely spread by the poet’s enemies of his dirty

conduct to his paitners

Another translator, who earned what has been called

the Pope style to exce.ss, was Christopher Pitt Born in

1699, he was sent in 1714 to Winchester, where he had

translated the whole of the Pharsaha before he entered

New College, Oxfoid, in 1719 ^ He took his M.A. degree

in 1724, and became Fellow of his College, but resigned

the position on being appointed lector of Pimpern, in

Dorsetshire. In 1725 he published his translation of

Vida’s Aft of Poetry

.

his tianslation of the ^neid
appeared in 1729. He died in 1748.

Of Pitt’s translation of the ^Enetd, Johnson says with

his customary undei-note of sarcasm:

—

Pitt, engaging as a rival with Dryden, naturally observed his

failures, and avoided them , and as he wrote after Pope’s Iliad,

he had an example of an exact, equable, and splendid versifica-

tion. With these advantages, seconded by great diligence, he
might successfully labour particnlai passages, and escape many

t He was not av.are at the time that it had been transiated by Rowe : his

own veiiion was never pahlibhed.
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errors. If the two versions are compared, perhaps the result

would be, that Dryden leads the reader forward by his general

vigoui and sprightliness, and Pitt often stops him to contemplate

the excellence of a single couplet— that Dryden's faults are

forgotten in the hurry of delight, and that Pitt’s beauties are

neglected in the languor of a cold and listless perusal—that Pitt

pleases tlie critics, and Dryden the people—that Pitt is quoted

and Diyden read

This IS veiy happy: that it is also just may be seen

by the following two versions of the death of Priam in the

second jEneid, a passage that had already been rendeied

by Gavin Douglas, the Earl of Surrey, and Phaer, whose

translations may also be found in the second volume of

this History '

—

DRYDEtt

Perhaps jwi may of Priam’s fate inquiic
,

He, when he saw his legal town on file.

His ruined palace, and his enteiing foes.

On eveiy side inevitable woes
,

In aims disused invests his limbs, decayed

Like them with age, a late and useless aid

His feeble shouldeis scarce the weight sustain
,

Loaded not armed, he creeps along with pain.

Despairing of success, ambitious to be slam

Uncoveied but by heaven, theie stood in view

An altar
,
near the health a lauiel grew.

Doddered with age, whose boughs encompass round
The household gods, and shade the holy giound.

Here Hecuba, with all hei helpless train

Of dames, for shelter sought, but sought in vain.

Driven like a flock of doves along the sky,

Their images they hug, and to the altar fly

The queen, when she beheld her tiembling lord.

And hanging by his side a heavy sword,
“ What rage,” she cried, “ has seized my husband’s mmd ?

What aims are these ? and to what use designed?
These times want other aids were Hector here,

Ev'n Hector now m vain like Priam would appear.

With us one common shekel shalt thou find

Or m one common fate with us be joined.”

She said, and with a last salute embraced
The poor old man, and by the laurel placed.

* Voi ii pp. 134-136
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Pitt

And now, ^leat queen, you haply long to know
The fate of Pnam in this geneial woe
When with sad eyes the veneiable sire

Beheld his Ihon sunk in hostile fire

;

His palace stoimed, the lofty gates laid low.

His iich pavilions crowded with the foe .

In aims long since disused the hoary sage

Loads each stiff languid limb that shook with age
,

Girds on an unpei forming sword in vain,

And luns on death amid the hostile train

Within the couits, beneath the naked sky

An ah.ii rosf an aged lauiel by

That o’ei the hearth and household gods displayed

A solemn gloom, a deep majestic shade

Hither like doves that close embodied fly

Fiom some dark tempest blackening’ in the sky.

The queen for lefuge with hei daughteis lan,

Clung, and embiaced then images m vain

But when m cumbious aims the king she spied,

“ Alas 1 my poor unhappy lord 1

" she cried,

“What mote than madness, midst these due alarms,

Moved thee to load thy helpless ago with aims ?

No aid like these this dreadful hour demands,

But asks tar othei stiength, fai othei hands

No 1 could my own dc.ii Hector aim again.

My own deal Hectoi now would aim m vain

Come to these altais, heie «e all shall have

One common lefnge oi one common giave”

This said, her aged lotd the queen embiaced,

And on the sacred seat the inonaich placed

If these versions be compared with those of Siiirey

and Phaei, it will be found that the older translators

adhere sttictly to Ben Jonson’s principle of literal exact-

ness, while Dryden and Pitt adopt the method of

paraphrase. Both the latter expand freely the sense of

their original, but Dryden has much moie of Virgil's

simplicity. Viigil compresses his narrative into twenty

lines : Dryden takes twenty - seven to express Virgil’s

meaning, and the ampler space is occupied with ideas

added to those of his author Thus Virgil writes simply

of Priam, '‘densos fertur moriturus in hostes.” Di-yden

expands this with ideas suggested by Virgil’s general

description of the old king :

—
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Loaded not armed, he creeps along with pai'i.

Despairing of success, ambitious to be slam

In the same way he translates Virgil’s “ veterrima laurus” :

a laurel grew

Doddeied with age

,

meaning that the laurel was so old that it was oveirun

with creepers. Pitt’s rendering, on the contrary, which

actually runs to thirty lines, is swelled by the mere

addition of words Wishing to give his verse a stately

effect, he speaks of the “ sad eyes ” of the “ venei able

sire ”
,
of his “ rich pavilions ”

,
of “ the hoary sage ”

;
of

the laurel that

displayed

A solemn gloom, a deep majestic shade

although no equivalent for these phiases is to be found

in the Latin text, and he thinks it a good stioke to

render Virgil’s simple “ non si ipse mens nunc afforet

Hector,” by

No, could my own deal Hector turn again.

My own dear Hector now would arm in vain

Pitt’s English version of Vida’s A>s Poetica is a

much moie valuable work. Vida was a contemporary

of Ariosto, and one of the most enthusiastic pioneers of

the Classical Renaissance. His Latin poems well deserve

translation on account of the beauty and grace of theii

style
;

but they are also interesting, as showing how
blinded the Italians of the time were to everything in the

Revival of Learning beyond the excellence of Greek and
Roman civilisation He can sec nothing in the overthrow

of the Roman Empire by the barbarians but the destruc-

tion of ancient art; nothing of any worth in the life of

the medireval Italian cities befoie the days of the Medici.
Pittas rendering of his ideas is excellent :

—

Hence a vast change of their old manners sprung
,

The slaves were foiced to speak then master’s tongue

,

No honours now were paid the sacred Muse,
But all were bent on meicenary views

;
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Till Latmm saw with joy th’ Aonian tiam

By the great Medici restoi ed again
,

Th’ illustiions Medici, of Tuscan race,

Were boin to cherish learning in disgrace,

New life on every science to bestow,

And lull the cries of Europe in her woe

With pity they beheld these turns of fate,

And plopped the luins of the Grecian state ,

Foi lest hei wit should perish with her fame,

Then cares supported still the Argive name
They called th' aspiiing youths fioin distant parts

To plant Ausonla with the Giecian arts
,

To bask 111 case, and science to diffuse,

And to restoie the Empire of the Muse ,

They sent to ravaged provinces with care,

And cities wasted by the i age of wai
,

To buy the ancients’ woiks, of deathless fame,

And snatch th’ immoital labotiis fiom the flame ,

To which the foes had doomed each glorious piece,

Who reign and loid it in the realms of Gieece

Hence, while Vida himself invokes the gods of ancient

Greece, he seems seriously to believe that Leo X was

animated with the zeal of Peter the Hermit, and

(inverting Virgil’s Excudent alti) he writes thus of the

contemplated Crusade :

—

Ye Gods of Rome, yc guaidian deities,

Who lift oui nation’s gloi-y to the skies
;

And thou, Apollo, the gieat souice of Troy,

Let Rome at least this single palm enjoy,

'!•> shine in aits supienip, as once m powei,

And teach the nations she subdued befoie
,

Since discord all Ausonia’s kings alarms,

And clouds the ancient gloiies of hei aims
In our own breasts we sheathe the civil swoid,

Our country naked to a foreign lord
;

Which, lately prostiate, staited from despair.

Burned with new hopes, and anned her hands for war

;

But aimed in vam ; th’ inexoiable hate

Of envious Fortune called her to her fate.

Insatiate in her rage, her frowns oppose
The Latin fame, and woes are heaped on woes.

Our dread alarms each foreign monarch took

;

Through all their tribes the distant nations shook ;

To Earth’s last bounds the fame of Leo runs
;

Nile heard, and Indus trembled for his sons ;
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Arabia heard the Medicean line,

The first of men, and sprung from race divine

The Sovereign priest and mitred king appears

With his loved Julius joined, who kindly shares

The reins of Empire and the public cares

To bleak their country’s chains, the generous pair

Conceit their schemes, and meditate the wai
,

On Leo Europe’s monaichs turn their eyes,

On him alone the Western woild relies

,

And each bold chief attends his cliead alarms.

While the proud Crescent fades before his arms.

I have already said that nothing could be further

removed from the spirit of Pindar—the representative

lyiic poet of Greek city life in the days of its highest

freedom—than the spirit of any Italian poet in the age

of Humanism
;

and this truth is exemplified in the

tame Pindaric imitations of Chiabrera. In England, on

the contrary, poets of different orders and different gcneia-

tions have found something congenial in Pindar’s thought,

which they have attempted to reproduce in various manners.

Cowley, attracted by his discursive method, and (as he

thought) the irregular freedom of his metre, imitated him

in his own metaphysical vein, and was himself copied by
many English disciples, Congreve was the first to point

out that Pindar’s Odes were formed upon a regular system
,

and when the scholarly genius of the Renaissance had
pervaded the whole fabric of English education, Collins,

who perhaps inherited by nature more of the fire of

Pindar than any English poet, showed, in the structuie of

his own odes, that he was acquainted with the laws

of Greek lyric verse Three years after the appearance
of Collins's little volume, Pindar was himself translated for

the first time into English, on Dryden’s paraphrastic

principles, but with due observance of the order of his

verse
,
and the work was hailed with an enthusiastic ode

by Joseph Warton, who recognised in it an example of

the lyrical spirit which he desired to see introduced into

English poetry.

Gilbert West, the author of the translation, was born
in 1703. He was the son of Richard West, prebendary
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of Winchester, who had himself produced an edition

of Pindar m 1697 Gilbert was educated at Eton and

Christ Church, Oxford, where he took his B.A. degree in

1725. He afterwards served for a few years in the

army, but retired fiom it in 1729 on his marriage with

Catherine Bartlett, with whom he lived in countiy quiet

at his house in West Wickham, Kent. He was a friend

of Pope, who seems to have had a special regard for

him, as he left him a leversionaiy legacy of £200 and

£s to buy a memoiial ring. Among his other friends

were the first William Pitt and George Lyttelton. Both

visited, and Lyttelton piaised, him in his country re-

tirement,^ and both appear to have been influenced in

their religious opinions by West, who was a man of fiim

convictions, and the authoi of a book called Obseri’afinns

011 the f'tViow, published in 1747 He died in 1756
West’s Trandatton appeared in 1749. Whethei it was

suggested by Collins’s Odes which were published in 1 746,

or by the elder West’s edition of Pindar, is not known
,

but it undoubtedly helped to confirm the strong Pindaric

tendency in the public taste, and may indirectly have had

some influence on Giay’s Progress of Poesy, which was

not given to the world till 1757. The version, which is

made on Dryden’s paraphrastic principle, is both accurate

and spirited, as may be judged fiom the following icnder-

ing of the famous lines describing the Islands of the

Blessed —
Strophe IV

But in the happy fields of light

Where Phoebus with an equal ray

Illuminates the balmy night

And gilds the cloudless day.

In peaceful unmolested joy

The good their smiling hours employ.

Them no uneasy rvants constiain

To vex th’ ungrateful soil.

To tempt the dangers of the billowy main
And break their stiength with unabating toil,

A frail disastrous being to maintain .

* For LyltcUon’s reference to tins see p 378
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But m their joyous calm abodes

The recompense of justice they receive,

And in the fellowship of gods

Without a tear eternal ages li\e
;

While, banished by the Fates from joy and rest,

Inloleiable woes the impious soul molest

ANTISTROPHIl IV

But they who, in true virtue strong,

The thud purgation can enduie,i

And keep then minds fiom tiaudful wiong
And guilt’s contagion pure,

The> through the stairy paths of Jove

To Satuin’s blissful seat remove
,

Wheie fragrant breezes, veinal aiis,

Sweet cliildien of the mam,
Bulge the blest island from coirodmg cares.

And fan the bosom of each veidant plain ,

Wheie fertile soil immoiial fiuitage beais,

Trees, fiom whoso flaming blanches flow,

Arrayed in golden bloom, icfulgent beams
,

And flowers, of golden hue, that blow

On the fresh bordeis of their paient streams

These, by the blest m solemn tiiumph woiii,

Then unpolluted hands and clusteiing locks adoin

Epode IV

Such IS the righteous will, the high behest.

Of Rhadamanthus, rulei of the blest

,

The just assessor of the throne dume,
On which, high laised above all gods, lecline,

Linked in the golden bands of wedded love.

The great progenitois of thundeiing Jove
Theie, in the niimbei of the blessed enrolled,

Live Cadmus, I’eleus, heioes famed of old,

And young Achilles, to those isles removed,
Soon as, by Thetis won, lelentmg Jove approved

Literally :
“ Those wlio have had the couraae to lemain ste

cli life
”

eadfast thiice



CHAPTER X

PHILOSOPHICAL ENGLISH POETRY IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY- INFLUENCE OF DEISM, NATURE-WORSHIP,
LIBERTY, AND THE ARTS.

POPE'S jSssav on iMan. Edward Young
;
James Thomson

,

Mark Akenside
,
and their Imitators

Hitherto English Poetry, as far as I have followed it in

the different schools of the eighteenth century, has offere^

a lively image, in its satiric and familiar verse, of /me
corporate activity of the State. The civil conflict /of a

hundred years was closed by the Revolution of /[688.

In every department of life the result of that Rev^olution

was a compromise. There was compromise in th^ 'balance

struck between Crown and Parliament. While, on the one
side. Parliament destroyed the theory of the Divine Right
of Kings, on the other, it left the prerogative untouched,

and maintained the continuity of the ancient monarchical

order, by fixing the succession to the throne in a branch <

of the legitimate dynasty.

There was compromise in the relations of Church
and »State. The Whig policy, as represented by
Walpole, secured religious liberty, but guaranteed the
ascendency of the National Church. When the Dis-
senters, who had done so much for the great Whig
Minister, approached him with anxious inquiries as to

when they might hope to be relieved of their political

disabilities, he bluntly replied :
“ Never !

” At the same
time the High section of the Church was depressed, and the
management of Church ascendency was left in the hands
of the Latitudinarian, or Left Wing of the Episcopal body.
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There was an analogous compromise in the spheie

of Taste and Criticism. It was the aim of Addison to

strike a mean between the principles of Chaileb II.’s

Court and the ecclesiastical tyranny of the Puiitans

,

to form a standard of social conversation which should

be* gay without being irreligious, and witty without being

indecent

Under these conditions the spirit of the Classical

Renaissance gradually asserted its superiority in English

poetry over the Feudal and Ecclesiastical traditions

which had struggled so hard for victory through the

greater part of the seventeenth century. The Renaissance

conquered in England, not by the adoption of formal

rules of imitation, but by allying itself with dominant

tendencies in the national life, and by developing an

instrument of metrical expression which had been natural-

ised in the language since the time of Chaucer.

Compromises have no finality. The Revolution settle-

ment served as a modus vivcndt, but it did not satisfy all

the needs of the imagination. Walpole’s regime gave the

country the breathing-space it rcquiied to establish the

new order. As Young said of it —
When I survey the blessings of our isle.

Her aits triumphant in the royal smile.

Her public wounds bound up, hei credit high,

Her commerce spreading sails in every sky,

•A) The pleasing scene recalls my theme again.

And shows the madness of ambitious men.
Who, fond of bloodshed, diaw the muideiing swoid,

And bum to give mankind a single lord 1

Nevertheless the piedominance of the moneyed classes,

on whose support Walpole mainly relied, led to material-

istic principles of public policy, and to the vast increase

of Parliamentary corruption. In Church and State the

suppression of Roman Catholics, Nonjurors, and Dis-

senters, thrust out of the sphere of social action many
spiritual aspirations which were forced to find an outlet

VOL.

Love ofFame. Satiie vn. 21-38.
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through irregular channels. And, in the same way, the

reaction in poetry against all forms of mediaevahsm con-i

fined the imagination too strictly within ethical and satirical

\

limits, to the exclusion of those lyrical impulses which had
j

once found natuial and simple modes of expression.

The time has now come for tracing the gradual up-

1

rising of these suppressed forces against the dominant
|

Compromise Through the reigns of George 11. and'

George III., three distinct imaginative movements may be

obseived to agitate the surface of the prevailing Whiggism

;

and at the same time the poets who are affected by them

are seen to be seeking, as their vehicles of expression,

blank verse oi other kinds of English metre, in preference

to the heroic couplet, which has hitheito maintained an

undisputed supremacy The tendencies in question are

> the Deistical Movement, the Methodist Movement," and

^ the Antiquarian and .^Esthetic Movement, in which the

Romantic Revolution of the last part of the century had

its first beginnings. As all of these in various ways

affected piofoundly the course of English poetry, I shall

consider them heie in the older I have named,

s \ The Deists are first spoken of as a distinct body of

leligious thinkers about the middle of the sixteenth centuiy

Professing to believe in a peisonal God, they excluded
|

fiom their worship the peison of Christ, and while insisting

on the obligations of Natuial Religion, lejected the authority

of Revelation Their doctrines weie the intelligible (though

not logical) sequel of the Reforming movement in leligion.

As the Chuich of Geneva had shaken off the traditions of

Rome, as the Anabaptists had fieed themselves from the

restraints imposed by Calvin, so the Deists imagined them-

selves to have advanced a further step along the path of

liberty by lepudiating the authority of Scripture. They
themselves were divided from each other by shades and
sections of belief. The eat best of English Deists, Lord
Heibert of Cherbury, a man evidently of a sincerely pious

^mper, reduced universal leligion to five ai tides of belief

;

(i) That there is one supieme God; (2) That He is

chiefly to be worshipped
; (3) That piety and virtue is
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the principal pai t of His worship
, (4) That we must repent

of our sins, and, if we do so, God will patdon them
;

(5) That there aie rewards for good men, and punish-

' ments for bad men in a future state.^ There was nothing

in these articles directly opposed to Christian tenets, nor

did Loid Herbert show any antagonism to Christianity,

except in considering it a “particular,” as contrasted with

the “ universal ” religion. But those who followed him'

showed themselves less anxious to propagate the religior|l''

of Nature than to subvert the authority of Revelation.!

They were by no means agreed in accepting Lord Herbert’s

fifth article
;
on the other hand, they were united m a

common attempt to undermine on different sides the

supernatural foundations of the Christian Faith. Some of

them, like Shaftesbury, adopting one of the first principles

of Hobbes, insisted that established leligion was only to

be accepted as the work of the Civil Power Some,
sheltering themselves under the name, while seeking to

abolish the thing, tiled to piovc either, with Collins, that

the foundations of Christianity were solely allegotical

with 'Poland, that “ Christianity is not mysterious ”
;

or,

with Tindal, that “ Christianity is as old as Creation.”

Others, particularly Morgan and Chubb, spoke highly of

the moral doctrines of Christianity, but sought to show,

in company with Woolston, a scandalous buffoon, that the

miracles, which were supposed to attest tlie divine origin

of the Christian Revelation, were unworthy of credit. '1 he
most virulently aggressive of all the Deists in his attacks

on Christianity was Lord Bolingbioke, whose main position

has been justly summed up in the following proposition,,
“ That from the clearness and sufficiency of the law ofl

nature, it may be concluded that God hath made no otherj

revelation of His will to mankind
; and that there is no'

need for any extraordinary supernatural revelation."^

The fiist didactic poem in English which immediately
,

derives its inspiration fiom the Deistic movement is Pope’s

^ Leland’s of the Eeisttcal VYniers that have afpeated zn Ezigland
zn the Last and Present Century (Fourth Edition, 1764), p 4.

^ Ihid p. 3S3,
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Essay on Man This was begun some time in 1731, and

the first Epistle was published in February i/33 without

the authoi’s name, the poet being very doubttul what kind

of reception his work would meet with, and being obviously

afraid of attacks by the “ Gentlemen of the Dunciad ”

When he found that the Essay was favourably received

and its orthodoxy unquestioned, he took couiage, and,

aftei the second and third Epistles had appeared still

anonymously, owned the fouith, which was published in

Januaiy 1734.

Warburton pretended that Bolingbroke’s philosophy

—which did not appear in a published form till after his

death—was derived from the Essay on Ma^t} The reverse

is the case. Pope himself told Spence “how much, or

rather how wholly, he was obliged to Lord Bolingbroke

for the thoughts and I'easonings in his moral work ; and

once in particular said that, beside their frequent talking

over that subject together, he had received, I think, seven

or eight sheets from Loid Bolingbroke in relation to it (as

I apprehended by way of letters), both to direct the plan

in general, and to supply the matter for the paiticulai

epistles.”* This account is confirmed by Lord Bathuist.’’

Bolingbioke, while an exile m France, had occupied his

enfoiced leisuie with the study of ancient and modern
philosophy, and had formed fiom it a system of reasoning

which he fondly imagined to be original On his return

to England in 1724, he was in the habit of discoursing
”*

on natural religion to a limited circle of acquaintances,

including Pope, Lyttelton, the two Richardsons, and a few
otheis, who used to meet foi discussion at the house of

Mallet* He himself had imbibed an intense hatred of

the Christian religion, and though he professed to be mainly
arguing on behalf of Deism as against Atheism, he was
obviously mainly concerned to overthrow the reasoning
of the Anglican Clergy (He accordingly exerted all his

powers to prove the futility, or at the least the superfluity,

* Cited in Pole's Wbtis (Elwin and Coutthope), vol 11 p. 276.
S Spence, AnetdoU’!, p. 108. 3 Popds Works, vol ii p 369.

* Ilnd. p 275.
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of Loid Heibert’s fifth fundamental at tide of Deism, viz

I

“That theie are rewaids for good men, and punishments

I
for bad men in a future stale ”

Pope_\^5 st ill piofessedly a Roman Catholic. From
his early boyhood he had interested himself in the contio-

veisy between the Churdies, with the result, as he him^^elf

told Spence, that his mind was early left m a state of

uncertainty Many of his Anglican fiiends endeavouied

to bring him over to their communion, and, in view of the

Latitudinal lan principles then widely prevailing in the

Chinch of England, it might be thought that there would

have been few difficulties in his way But several motives,

the strongest of which was legard for the feelings of his!

parents, pi evented him from making any public 1 enunciation
i

of the faith in which he had been educated. He remained

a nominal member of the Roman Catholic Church, and,

when dying, conformed to all its rites and regulations.

jMuch independent evidence, howevei, shows that his most

|intimate opinions were of the Deistic otdei, and the whole

itone and tenour of the Essay on Man testifies to the en-

jthusiasm with which he opened a mind vacant of positive

beliefs to the philosophic dogmatism of Bolingbroke.

(Nevertheless, from the Deism of Bolingbroke he differed

in one or two essential paiticulais On the one hand,

I
he had no quaiiel with the Anglican divines, on the

I

other, he had a firm persuasion of the immortality of the

! soul. Hence his theological position lesembled that of

Lord Herbert, and contraiy to Bolingbroke’s intention,

(the argument in the Essay on Man was aimed much more

I
diiectly at the position of the Atheists than at the champions

! of revealed religion

With such a confusion of motives, it was almost in-

evitable that the Essay should encounter the censure of

Christian critics on the ground of heterodoxy. At first,

indeed, it seems to have been regarded as innocent and
even satisfactory; but in 1737 the tendency of Boling-

broke’s reasoning, which Pope had embiaced without under-

standing it, was exposed by Crousaz, a Swiss professor,

in his Examen de PEssai de Mr Pope, and Pope saw witli
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alaim that his attempt to graft his own beliefs on the system

of his “guide, philosopher, and fiiend,” had produced a

lesult which involved his reasoning in anomaly and his

character in suspicion. It was then that his rescue was

undertaken by Waiburton, hitherto one of his enemies,

who, with matchless effrontery and sophistry, set himself

to demonstiate that the poem, which he had once con-

demned for its “ rank atheism,” was a work of unblemished

orthodoxy.

J Considered in its philosophical aspect, the Essay on

Man is open to the harshest censures it has encountered.

! Neither Bolingbroke nor Pope had the mind of a philosopher.

1 Bolingbroke was both by temper and training an orator:

{his opinions weie adopted under the influence of passion,

and the ait which he displayed in the expression of them

\was always regulated by the desire for applause. As he

aimed merely at the effect of the moment, he never

hesitated, when it suited his purpose, to avail himself of

arguments which he denounced on principle
;
nothing is

therefore easier than to reduce his boasted system to a

heap of contradictions. Pope ad^ecl to the passion of his

rhetorical teacher the discm-sive imaginadon of a poet

He flitted from one idea to Its opposite with naive security,

using the forms of logic, and giving to each proposmgn,

as jt occurred ,to his mind, an admirably condensed and

apparently cogent foim of expression The “philosophy”

of both master and pupil consists of a series of “ sorites,”

which crumble into incoherence the moment they are

subjected to serious examination

The emphatically logical fprmjnto which khe Essay^is

cast brings into relief Pope's incapacity to think con^^

tinjaously._ A striking example of this may be found at

the very opening of the argument in the first Epistle,

which luns as follows ;

—

Of systems possible if 'tis confessed

That wisdom infinite must form the best,

Wheie all must full or not coherent be.

And all that rises rise in due degree.

Then, in the scale of reasoning life. ’ti.s nlain
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Theie raust be, somewhere, such a rank as man

;

And all the question (wrangle e’ei so long)

Is only this, if God has placed him wiong.

Pope hopes to convince ^ the atheist
,

yet, without

any preliminary consideiation as to the existence of a

Cieatoi, he starts with a complete petitio prinetpn, and

assumes a creative intelligence of infinite wisdom and

-power, as well as a giaduatcd scale of reasoning creatures,

in which man must occupy his necessary place. Plaving

thus claimed a position which his antagonists would

certainly not have granted him, he proceeds to state a

problem for discussion which, under the conditions, is

superfluous
;

for if infinite wisdom must have formed the

best of possible systems, it is evident that, m that system,

man cannot be placed wrong.

I

The inconsistencies in Pope’s scheme, arising out of

jhis attempt to combine his own view of natural religion

'with BoHngbroke’s, are numberless. One example will

suffice. Bolingbroke denied the necessity of believing in

a future state, as an essential article in the Deist creed

The only attributes he allowed to the Creator weie

infinite wisdom and power
;

and when forced by his

opponents to explain the existence of evil in the world,

on his own principles, as compatible with the idea of a

just and beneficent Deity, he evaded the difficulty bj'

maintaining that man could form no conception of the

meaning of justice and goodness in their application to

God. Pope, whose idea of Deism resembled Loid
Herbert’s, and who believed both in a future state and in

the goodness of God, failed to see that it was not open to

him to argue as Bolingbroke did about the existence of

moral evil. His main position depended on Bolingbroke’s

axiom, that man, with his limited intelligence, could not

understand the universal design of God’s infinite wisdom,
and, not being able to pursue this line of reasoning on his

own ground to all its consequences, he committed himself

unsuspiciously to an argument like the following ;

—

If plagues 01 earthquakes break not heaven’s design,

Why then a Borgia or a Catiline ?
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Who knows but He, whose hand the lightning foims,

Who heaves old ocean, and who wings the storms
,

Poms fieice ambition in a Caesar’s mmd,
Or turns young Ammon loose to scourge mankind ?

When Ctousaz pointed out the inevitable conclusion from

such reasoning, Pope was horrified.

Self - contiadictions abound thioughout the Essay.

Fixing his attention on the poin^he is seelnng to labour

for the moment, the poet forgets that he has pievioiisly

said something entirely opposite. To cite a few instances,

in the first Epistle he attempts to account for the exist-

ence of moral evil by describing great crimes as ex-

ceptional impulses intended to cieate onward movements

in society ;

—

Tha general oidei, since the whole began,

Is kept in nature, and is kept in man

But in the third Epistle, whcie it suits him, for poetical

purposes, to desciibe a Golden Age, he supposes that the

first change in society was brought about by man’s

degeneracy :

—

Noi think 111 nature’s slate they blindly tiod ;

The state of nature was the state of God.

Self-love and social at hei biith began.

Union the bond of all things, and of man
Piide then was not ,

noi arts, that pnde to aid
;

Man walked with beast, joint tenant of the shade ;

The same his table, and the same his bed

,

No muider clothed him, and no muider fed

In the thiicl Epistle he compaies man favourably with

beasts, because
He only knows.

And helps, anothei creatme’s wants and woes.

Man caies for all . to buds he gives his woods.

To beasts his pastmes, and to fish his floods

Yet he has scarcely proceeded in his argument above a

hundred lines, when he declares that man is

Of half that live the butcher and the tomb.
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In the fourth Epistle his object is to piove that

Viitue alone is happiness below ,

and he says that the virtuous man

Learns fiom the union of the using whole

The first, last purpose of the human soul

;

And knows where faith, law, morals, all began,

All end, in love of God and love of Man

while, on the contiaiy, when looking for an explanation

of the expansion of society, he ascribes everything to

the operation of self-love and the ruling passion, and

seems to adapt the hypothesis of Mandeville, that the

diversity of passions in men is the result of difference in

organisation —
Hence different passions moie or less inflame,

As strong 01 weak the organs of the frame
,

And hence one master passion in the bieast,

Like Aaion’s seipent, swallows up the lest.

I

But if the Essay be regarded, as indeed by the critic

I

it ought to be regarded, piimarily in its poetical aspect,

it must undoubtedly be ranked among the classical

\

didactic poems of the world The aim of the poet, as of

j

the orator, is to persuade, not to convince
;

and Boling-

broke indicated with lucidity to Pope the 'nature of the

task before him :

—

Should the poet (he says in one of his letters to him) make
s3'llogisms in verse, or pursue a long process of reasoning m the

didactic style, he would be sure to tire his reader on the whole
like Lucretius, though he reasoned better than the Roman, and
put into some parts of his work the same poetical fire. He must
contract, he may shadow, he has a right to omit whatever will

not be cast in the poetic mould, and when he cannot instruct he
may hope to please. In short, it seems to me that the business

of the philosopher is to dilate, to press, to prove, to convince,

and that of the poet to hint, to touch his subject with short

and spirited strokes, to warm the affections, and to speak to

the heart ^

Bohngbjohes Worls (1S41), vol p. 44
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Pope was no doubt at the outset inclined to think of

' himself mainly as a philosopher, and had formed in his

mind a gigantic framework for an “ethic woik on the

' Nature of Man.” ^ But he soon perceived the wisdom of

' Bolingbroke’s advice, and with excellent judgment con-

tracted his scheme in such a way as to suit the taste of

the large and mixed audience that he hoped to attract.

1 The Essay on Man is divided into four Epistles
;

(i) Of
! the Natuie and State of Man with lespect to the Universe,

(2) Of the Nature and State of Man with respect to

himself as an Individual
; (3) Of the Nature and State

5

of Man with respect to Society
, (4) Of the Nature and

State of Man with lespect to Happiness. Under each

head instinct prompted the poet to seize on the points

which would be most likely to strike the imagination,

when put forward in an argumentative foim, and each

point being fortified by at least the appearance of reason,

and illustrated by a blaze of wit and imagery, the mind
of the reader, like that of an audience listening to a great

orator, is carried foiward from one stage to another,

without being allowed time for analytical reflection

,
Though, on the philosophic side, a person mainly occupied

iwith the pursuit of tiuth can never be satisfied with the

.'reasoning of the Essay, he is foiced by it to think, and the

I
Esthetic pleasure it produces, through the skilful arrange-

Iment of thoughts and images lound a central theme, must
{always be felt by every genuine lover of the art of poetry

With regard to the foim of the poem Pope justifies it

in the prefatory notice to the Essay ^ —
As the epistolaiy way of writing hath prevailed much of late,

we have ventured to publish this piece, compobed some time
since, and whose author chose this manner, notwithstanding his

subject was high and of dignity, because of its being mixed with
aigument which of its nature approiicheth to prose.

Pie thus inevitably challenged compaiison with the

work of Dryden, who had declared in his Religio Laid .

—

r Spence, Anecdotes, pp 238, 36, 103.
“ This appeared before the First Epistle, when separately published in
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And this unpolished tugged foim I chose,

As fittest for discouise, and neaiest piosc

In native vigour of thought, as well as in lucidity and

purity of expression, Dryden, of the two poets, is gicatlv

the superior. He was a practised dialectician, and the

1 mastery of the familiar style, shown in his treatment of

the couplet, both in his Reltgto Laid and his Hind and

\ Panther, is admu able On the other hand, it is to be

.remembered that his aim in each of these poems was far

less elevated than that of Pope in the Essay on Man
Dryden’s argument was concentrated on a single issue,

/which afforded little opening for illustration or imagery
' The poet, in an easy conversational vein, contracted or

expanded, as he chose, the few points which it was his

object to labour. But in the Essay on Man the thought

is so piegnant, so conden.secl, that almost every word

is of impoitance, and Pope constantly encounters the

difficulty which Plorace notices as inherent in the philo-

sophical style of veise- “ bievis esse laboro
,
obscurus fio.”

The giavest defect in the diction of the Es'iay is incor-

rectness of grammar, caused by repeated ellipses. The
following are examples of a fault, the more vexatious

because it often occuis in the midst of passages which

otherwise show an almost miiaculous skill of expression :

Of man what see we but his station heie.

From which to reason or to which refei ?

Then say not man’s impeifect, heaven in fault

;

Say lathei man’s as perfect as he ought.

And oft so mix the difference is too nice,

Where ends the virtue 01 begins the vice

Nothing IS foreign
, paits relate to whole

;

One all-extending, all-preserving soul

Connects each being, greatest with the least,’

Made beast in aid of man, and man of beast,

The good 01 bad the gifts of fortune gam.
But these less taste them as they worse obtain

1 Pope having omitted ‘‘ the” before “greatest,” Warhurton pretended
that he had meant that the gieatness of God was most manifest in the least

of His creatures.
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But giant him riches, youi demand is o’er?

“ No—shall the good want health, the good want power ?
”

Add health, and power, and eveiy earthly thing

:

“Why hounded powei ^ why private ? why no King ?”

Pope fell so much into the habit of contenting himself

with elliptical forms of expiession, that he sometimes

adopted an imperfect construction easily capable of

improvement, as in the lines —
In human woihs, though labouied on with pain,

A thousand movements scaice one put pose gain ;

In God’s, one single can its end pioduce,

Yet serves to second to some other use
,

where he might have written with perfect coirectness

" one singly.”

I

The second gieat blot on the diction of the Essay is

4 the frequency of inversion which, if sometimes employed

for the purpose of emphasis, seems to be more often the

result of the difficulty of leasoning in rhyme. We have

lines like

And quitting sense call imitating God.

Pleasures are ever 111 oui hands 01 eyes,

And when m act they cease, in prospect use:

Present to giasp, and future still to find.

The whole employ of body and of mind.

Nor viitue male 01 female can wo name,
But what will grow on pride, 01 glow on shame.

When, however, all deductions are made, much re-

mains. To rest—as Byron did—Pope’s chief claim to

poetical gieatness upon the Essay on Man because “ the

I'highest of all poetiy is ethical 23oetry, as the highest of all

prthly objects must be moral truth,”—is a fatal mistake

'in criticism. Many persons in the eighteenth century

j-Thought, with Maimontcl, that “ tlie end of the didactic

I

poem is to instinct”;^ whereas the true end of all poetry

iis to please. The rank of a poem depends on the kind

of pleasure it produces, and no instructed judge would

1 See Pope’s Worh, vol ii p. 335.
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maintain, on reflection, that the imaginative picasuie

pioduced by ethical compositions like Horace’s Satires

and Epistles can compaie in quality with the pleasuie

arising out of simple narratives of action, such as

Homer’s Iliad Hence the test of excellence applied

by De Quincey is fallacious :

—

If the question (he says) were asked, What ought to have

been the best among Pope’s poems ? most people would answer,

the Essay on Man

Why should they answer so? They could not tell

a priori in what way the subject ought to be organically

treated, or what kind of materials the poet should use for

his architecture. He might conceive of his theme from the

Christian’s, the Deist’s, or the Atheist’s stanchng-giound :

the merit of his performance depended entirely on the

effect he was able to create in the imagination. And
upon this point De Quincey decides dogmatically :

—

If the question were asked, What is the worst? all people

of judgment would say, the Essay on Man While yet in its

ludiments, this poem claimed the fiist place by the promise of

Its subject
,
when finished, by the uttei failure of its execution, it

fell into the last ^

This is sufficiently arrogant, for it not only implicitly

sets down Voltaire, Dugald Stewart, Bowles, and Joseph

Warton— all of them great admiieis of the Essay—
as men of no judgment, but takes no account of the

enduring popularity of the poem. As to Pope’s

execution of his design, I have shown that he acted qii

the excellen t adv ice of Eolingbroke. Plis back-bone of

thought was Bolingbroke’s scheme of Deism
, just as

Epicurus’ philosophy formed the main subject of the De
Rerum Natura. But frotn his master’s labouied system

Pop£^selected only those leading _pqints which gaye, him
the fullest opppitunities for the__ expo.stttom _.of tije

illustrations and epigiams in which he himself excelled.

The diamond-like brilliance of the successive passages in

Pope's Wetks, vol ii. p 333
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which he describe^ the graduated order of Nature, or the

evolution of Society
;

the^ Joftiness of the rhetoric in

which he exalts the infinite wisdom of God
;

and the

mq^ eneigy with which he employs Ins sahrm genius to

expose the fatuity of the piidc of man^^ are not mere

“ purple” patches,” but episodes skilfully evolved out _of

the su5jecf~matter of the Essay, and piejudice alone

makes Hazhtt say that “ the description of the poor

Indian and the lamb doomed to death, are all the

unsophisticated reader ever remembers of that much-

talked-of production”^ Joseph Warton was certainly no

partisan of Pope, but in criticising the Essay on Man he

judged his genius with moie fairness •

—

The origin of the connections in social life, the account of

the state of nature, the rise and effects of superstition and
tyianny, and the restoration of true religion and just goveinment,

all these ought to be mentioned as passages that deserve high

applause, nay, as some of the most exalted pieces of English

poetry.®

And again .

Pope has practised the great seciet of Viigil’s ail, which was

to discover the very single epithet that precisely suited each

occasion If Pope must yield to other p^ets in jiomt of feUihty

of fkncy, or haimony of numbers, yet in jroint of propriety,

closeness, and elegance of diction Ke can yield to'norie

Let the two following passages which are only

samples of the many excellences of the Essay on Man
be taken as evidence of the justice of Warton's criticism :

Fai as cieation’s ample lange extends.

The scale of sensual, mental powers ascends •

Maik how it mounts to man’s imperial lace

From the green inyiiads m the peopled grass
;

tVliat modes of sight betwaxt each wide extreme,

The mole’s dim cuitam and the lynx’s beam .

Of smell the headlong lioness between

And hound sagacious on the tainted green

1 Lectures on the English Pasts, p 378.
“ Cited in PopSs Works (Elwm and Courthope), vol. in p. 4oS~foot-

niite 6
8 liid, p. 365—foot-note l.
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Of hcanng, fiom the life that fills the flood,

To that which warbles thioiigh the \ernal wood •

The spider’s touch, how exquisitely fine '

Feels at each thread, and lues along the line

In the nice bee, what sense so subtly true

Fiom poisonous herbs extiacts the healing dew?
How instinct vanes m the grov’ling swine,

Compared, half-ieasonmg elephant, with thine 1

’Twixt that and leason what a nice barriei '

For ever sepaiate, yet for ever near '

Femenibi ance and reflection how allied ,

What thin jiartitions sense fiom thought divide

;

And middle natures, how they long to join,

Yet never pass the insupeiable line I

Without this just giadation, could they be

Subjected these to those, or all to thee ?

The powci s of all subdued by thee alone.

Is not thy leason all these powers m one

And
Who taught the nations of the field and flood

To shun tlien poison, or to choose their food ?

Ptescient, the tides 01 tempests to withstand,

Build on the wave, or aich beneath the sand ?

Who made the spider parallels design,

Suie as Demoivie, without lule or line?

Who bid the stork, Colmnbus-like, exploie

Heavens not his own, and wotlds unknown befoie ?

Who calls the council, states the certain day.

Who forms the phalanx, and who points the way ? ^

The social atmosphere which encouraged the Deistic

movement was also, indirectly, the inspiring souice of one
who, as an oiiginal thinker, was much supeiior to Pope

,

who was not inferior to him in wit and satiric power

,

but who was far from being his equal in his mastery of
the art of poetry. At the close of the first section of his

Night Thoughts, Edward Young makes a clear reference
to the Essay on Man .

—

Dark, though not blind, like thee, Maeonides !

Or Milton, thee ! Ah could I reach youi strain 1

Or his who made Maeonides our own I

Man too he sung . immortal man I smg

:

Oft bursts my song beyond the bounds of life

,

I Essay on Man, Epistle 1 207-23* « Ibid. Epistle in. gg-ioS
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What now but immoitahty can please ?

O had he piessed his theme, puisued the track,

Which opens out of daikness into day

,

O had he mounted on his wing of fiie,

Soaied where I sink, and sung iinmoital man ;

How had it blessed mankind and rescued me *

Pope could not have sung “ immortal man ” without

subveiting the system of Bolingbroke, which was the basis

of his own poem
,

but Bolingbroke and all his works
tvere an abomination to the author of the above lines,

He was the son of Edward Young, Rector of Upham in

Flampshire, where he was born in June i68i Educated
on the foundation at Winchester, he entered New College

on the 13th of Octobei 1703 as a Commoner, but soon
removed to Corpus Christi College, wheie he remained
till 1708, when he was nominated to a law Fellowship at

All Souls by Archbishop Tenison While he was at

Oxford, Tindal the Deist, also a Fellow of All Souls,

exercised a considerable intellectual influence through the

Univeisity, but it appears from the testimony of the latter

that he could make little impression on the mind of

Young, who was then best known among his companions
for his witty extemporary epigrams.

Young was more than thirty years old when,
in 1712, he published his first poem, An Epistle

to the Right Hon George, Lord Lansdozvn, on the
subject of the approaching Peace, aimed at by the
Tory Ministry. In 1713 appeared his poem on the
Last Day, which he dedicated to the Queen, who was
his godmother, and a few months later was issued
another religious work by him. The Force of Religion, or
Vanquished Love, the subject being the execution of Lady
Jane Grey. He took the degree of B.CL. in 1714, and
in the following year was appointed tutor to Philip, after-
wards Marquis and then Duke of Wharton. The lattei,

who succeeded to the title of Marquis in 17 1 5, was fond of
the poet’s society, and in 1716 sent for him to be his com-
panion in Ireland, when he himself returned thither after
many escapades on the Continent Young, being at the
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time tutor to the son of the Maiquis of Exeter, complied

with his first pupil's request and resigned his position, a

sacrifice in return for which What ton in 1719 granted him

an annuity. He also used his influence to promote the

success of the poet’s tragedy, Bustns, which, having been

begun in 1713, was completed and brought upon the

stage in 1719 ,
in that year also Young was granted the

degree of D C L. His tragedy called Revenge was pro-

duced in 1721
,
and soon afterwards the Duke (for to this

rank Wharton had been raised in 1718) gave him a bond

for £600, to compensate him for travelling expenses and

foi his refusal (though he was not yet oidained) of more

than one living in the gift of his College.

In 1722 Young spent a consideiable time at Eastbury,

the seat ofBubb Dodington, who had been his contemporary

at New College, and there he met Voltaire. Their meeting

seems to have been memorable. Joseph Warton says .

—

Nobody evei said more biilliant things m conversation than

Dr Young The late Lord Melcombe informed me that when he
and Voltaire were on a visit to his Lordship at Eastbury, the

English poet was far superior to the Fiench in the variety and
novelty of his bon-mots and repartees

He continued to be a close companion of the Duke
of Wharton till 1725 when the lattei, after wasting

almost all his substance in liotous living, went abroad.

Young now tuined his attention seriously to composition.

Between 1725 and 1730 he produced several of his

lyrical poems (1728)—a style of writing for which he was
entirely unqualified—his excellent satires on The Universal

Passion (1725-7), and his Epistle to Pope (1730), The
merits of his work, joined to the servile flattery, which he
had practised from his fiist appearance as a writer, at

length procured him the pension at which he had been so

long aiming. It amounted to £200, and the warrant for

it is dated 3rd May 1726. Swift no doubt alludes to it

in his Rhapsody on Poetry when he says that

Young must torture his invention

To flutter knaves or lose his pension.
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In 1728 he was ordained, and in 1730 was presented by

his college to Welwyn, a rectory worth ;^300 a year

Beyond this he obtained no piefeiment, though he must

often have applied for it at Court, having perhaps made
the mistake, like many other suitors, of overrating the

influence of Lady Suffolk with George II. A letter

without date, but probably written soon after the King’s

accession in 1727, as it is addiessed to “Mis Howard,”

dwells on the writer’s claim to advancement and con-

cludes :

—

As for zeal, I have written nothing without showing my duty

to their Majesties, and some pieces are dedicated to them.

This, Madam, is the short and true state of my case. They that

make their court to the Ministers, and not to their Majesties,

succeed better. If my case deserves some consideration, and

you can serve me in it, I humbly hope and believe you will

Disappointment, thinly veiled, often makes itself visible

in Night Thoughts, as under the philosophic moralisings

of the following passage

—

Indulge me, nor conceive I drop my theme .

Who cheapens life, abates the fear of death,

Twice-told the peiiod spent on stubborn Troy,

Court-favour, yet untaken, I besiege
,

Ambition’s ill-judged effoit to be rich.

Alas I Ambition makes my little less ;

Embittering the possessed Why wish for 11101 e ?

Wishing of all employments is the worst

,

Philosophy’s reverse and health’s decay ;
—

Weie 1 as plump as stalled Theology,

Wishing would waste me to this shade again.'

But he had good cause to think religiously. In 1731
(or according to some authorities 1732) he was married

to Lady Elizabeth Lee—daughter of the Earl of Lichfield

and widow of Colonel Lee—with whom he lived happily

at Welwyn Rectory. His wife had a daughter by her

first husband, who, after being married to a son of Lord
Palmerston for only fifteen months, was carried off by
consumption in 1736, at Lyons, while Young was taking

her to Nice. Owing to difficulties made by the authorities,

1 Night Thoughts, Night iv 64-74,
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she had to be buiied in unconscciated giound. Hei

husband died in 1740, and in 1741 Young lost his own

wife. The three are commemoiated, under the names of

Nardssa, Philander, and Lucia, in Night Thoughts, a poem

that was written and published between the years 1741

and 1745
After the publication of Night Thoughts, Young’s life

as a poet contains little that is woith recording. He
completed in 1753 a called The Brothers, the

pioceeds of which, amounting to Y400, with an addition

of £600 from his own purse, he presented to the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel In 1762, being then

eighty-one, he was able to compose his poem Resignation,

of winch Johnson, who had made his acquaintance the

year before, says “ It was very falsely represented as a

proof of decayed faculties. Theie is Young in every

stanza, such as he often was in the highest vigour.”

Young died at Welwyn on the 5th of April 1765.

A certain piejudice has affected the leputation of this

poet on account of the diveigence between his principles

and his practice as a minister of religion.

Young (says a typical writer in one of the schools of

Anglican theology) is one of the most striking examples of the

sad disunion of Piety from Truth If we read his most true,

impassioned, and impressive estimate of the world and of

religion, we shall think it impossible that he was uninfluenced

by his subject. It is, howevei, a melancholy fact that he was

hunting after preferment at eighty years old, and spoke hke a

disappointed man The Tuith was pictured on his mind m
most vivid colours. Pie felt it while he was writing He felt

himself on a retired spot
,
and he s.aw Death, the mighty huntei,

pursuing the unthinking world. He saw Redemption— its

necessity and its grandeur , and while he looked on it, he spoke

as a man would speak whose mind and heart are deeply engaged.

Notwithstanding all this, the view did not reach his heart Had
I preached in his pulpit with the fervour and interest that his

Night Thoughts discover, he w'ould have been teirified He told

a friend of mine, who went to him under religious fears, that he
“ must go more into the woild ”

1 Runains of the Rcv. Richard Cent, M,A, (1.S76), p. ii
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If Night Thoughts had been primarily a lyucal poem,

or Young a religious writer of the same cast as Cowper,

this mode of judgment would have been just. But the

case was otheiwise. Young was a man of poetic imagina-

tion, whose life, as the sketch I have given of it shows,

had from an early period been engaged in the active

Intel ests and pursuits of society To condemn him as

insincere in his sentiments, because these were inconsistent

with his conduct, is to evince an ignorance of the con-

stitution of human nature Night Thoughts ought not to

be judged as an emotional so much as a philosophic

poem, owing its existence mainly to the intellectual con-

ditions of the times : its inspiring motive is antagonism

to the Deistic movement in society, and its form and

chaiacter are determined by the dramatic and satiric

instincts of its author.

The curious mixture of worldliness and religion in

Young’s temperament is characteristically reflected in his

satire entitled The Universal Passion, the subject of which

IS the desire of fame, or at least reputation, by which all

members of a gay and licentious society are variously

animated. Consisting of seven satires, each inscribed

to a different peison, it was published in detachments

between the yeais 1725 and 1727. No man of the time

was more intimately acquainted than Young with the

manneis he desciibed The familiai companion both of

men of rank or wealth, like Wharton and Dodington,-'

and of men of letters such as Addison, Swift, and Pope
;

patronised by such statesmen as Dorset, Wilmington, and
Walpole

, a favourite with the leading ladies of the Court

;

the motives and characters of his contemporaries were ever

before his eyes Considering the tone adopted in his

early religious poem. The Last Day, it might perhaps have
been expected that the satirist’s standard of judgment
would have been lofty and severe. But this was fai from
being the case ;

—

Laughing satire (says Young in his Preface to The Universal
Faision) bids the fairest for success. The world is too proud to
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be fond of a serious tutor ,
and when an author is in a passion,

the laugh generally, as in conversation, tuins against him. This

kind of satire only has any delicacy in it. Of this delicacy

Horace is the best mastei . he appears in good humour while

he censures
,
and therefore his censure has the more weight, as

supposed to proceed from judgment, not from passion Juvenal

IS ever in a passion : he has little valuable but his eloquence and

morality
,
the last of which I have had in my eye, but rather for

emulation than imitation, through my whole work

The consequence is that the first four of Young’s

satires, however sensibly they may have touched the time,

are not very interesting to posterity The follies they

aim at are trivial and transitory
; the persons ridiculed

are nameless. Such characters as those of the fop, the

curiosity-monger, the place-hunter, the verbal ciitic, are

scarcely worth satiric powder and shot . to call up the

manners of the past in their vitality requiies an element

of passion such as is found in the personal and political

bitterness of Pope’s satire On the other hand, in the

fifth and sixth satires, “On Women,” Young’s genius finds

the happiest scope for its exercise Nothing can surpass

the versatility, delicacy, and wit with which he dis-

criminates between the diffeient shades of folly in the

female characters he has so closely observed. Pope’s

Atossa is no doubt more famous than any of Young’s
portraits on account of the celebrity of the individual

described
;

but in the representation of feminine types

Young not only anticipated Pope, but excelled him.

His pictures of Lavinia.in church; of the super-delicate

Aspasia
;
of Julia, of whom we aie told that

For her own breakfast she’ll project a scheme,
Nor take her tea without a stratagem ;

^

best of all, perhaps, of Clio, mistress of the art of “ damning
with faint praise ”

;
are masterpieces of satire ;

—

But Clio thus “ What railing without end ?

Mean task 1 How much more generous to commend 1
”

Love of Fame, Satire vi 187-1 88.
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Yes, to commend as you aie wont to do,

My kind instiuctoi, and example too.

“Daphne,” says Clio, “has a charnnng eye

What pity ’tis hci shoulder is awiy '

Aspasia’s shape, indeed—fiut then hei air—
The man has paits who finds dcstiuction thcie.

Almetia’s wit has something that’s divine
,

And wit’s enough ,—how few m all things shine

'

Selma selves her fi lends, relieves the pooi •

—

Who was It said, Selma’s near thieescoie ?

At Lucia’s match I fiom my soul lejoice

,

The woild congiatulates so nise a choice

His lotdship’s icnMoll is exceeding great

—

But moitgages will sap the best estate

In Shiiley’s foim might chciubims appear,

But then—she has a freckle on her eai

Without a 6ut Hortensia she commends.
The fiist of women, and the best of friends ;

Owns her in peison, wit, fame, virtue, blight:

But how comes this to pass ?—She died last night ’

Into this part of his satire, also, Young has thrown most

of the weighty moial reflection in which, as he says, he

strove to emulate Juvenal ;
as, for example, in his

apostrophe to Aspasia ;

—

Ah I why so vain, though blooming in thy spimg,

Thou shining, fiail, adoied, and wretched thing?

Old age viill come disease may come before .

Fifteen is full as moital as thieescoie.

Thy fortune and thy chaims may soon decay:

But giant these fugitives piolong then stay.

Then basis totters, then foundation shakes

,

Life that siippoits them in a moment bieaks

Then wiought into the soul let vntues shine,

The giound eleinal, as the woik Divine

Generally speaking, the light Horatian style of ridicule

at which he aimed does not admit of moral eloquence,

and indeed the follies he chastises called for the genius

rather of an epigrammatist like Maitial than of a philo-

sophic satiiist like Horace Young is of the direct lineage

of Hall, the character of whose satires I have described in

an eailier volume;® and, as regards their form, the first

' Ldvs of Fame, Satire vi. 255-276 * Vol. hi. pp 65-68.
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four satires of The Universal Passzon arc not so much the

development of a single moral theme as a seiies of

detached epigrammatic observations. Young shines most

in individual lines and couplets, such as •

—

A fool at forty is a fool mdeed.l

A quid-nunc is an almanac of State ^

A shameless woman is the woist of men **

Thus vain, not knowing what adorns or blots,

Men foige the patents that create them sots ^

Health chiefly keeps an atheist m the daik;

A fever argues bettet than a Clarke ®

Though Pope said that Young “ wanted common
sense,” this is certainly not the characteristic of his satires,

which are distinguished by wide knowledge of the world.

What can show more common sense than his advice to

the affectors of singulaiity?

Though wiong the mode, comply; more sense is shown
In wearing otheis’ follies than your own

In the first part of The Universal Passion his epigrams,

while always full of original observation, fly too low
;

for

example —
Titles are marks of honest men and wise :

The fool 01 knave, that weais a title, lies.®

This is very inferior to Pope’s

What can ennoble sots, or slaves, 01 cowaids?
Alas I not all the blood of all the Howaids.'f

But in the latter part of his Satire, where his observation

is turned on the irreligion of society, and especially of

women, the point of his epigrams is admirable .

—

Atheists are few most nymphs a Godhead own,
And nothing but His attributes disown

1 Love of Fame, Satire h 2S2. » Ihd S.rtiie iv. 2G.
^ Ibid .Satire v. 468. 1 Ibid Satiie m. 103-104

Ibid. Satire iv. 55-56 r. gatire i. 147-148.
^ Essay on Matt, Epistle iv, 215-216.
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From atheists fai, they steadfastly believe

God IS, and is Almighty—to forgive

His other excellence they’ll not dispute ,

But mercy, sure, is His chief attnbute

Shall pleasuies of a shoit duration chain

A lady's soul in everlasting pain ?

Will the gieat Author us pool worms destroy

For now and then a sip of transient joy ?

No • He’s for ever in a smiling mood
,

He’s like themselves ; or how could He be good ?

And they blaspheme, who blacker schemes suppose.

Devoutly thus Jehovah they depose,

The puie, the just I and set up, m His stead,'

A Deity that’s perfectly well-bred?-

The light contempt with which the widespread self-

complacency of a thoughtless and insensible society is

here regarded, was exchanged by Young for a stronger

feeling when the system of Deism was expounded, with

an appearance of plausibility, in the Essay on Man. Not

long afterwards his own religious sense was deeply touched

by personal sorrow
;
and to this cause is to be primarily

ascribed the form and character of Night Thoughts :

—

As the occasion of this poem (he says in his Pieface) was
real not fictitious

j so the method pursued in it was rather imposed
by what spontaneously arose in the author’s mind on that

occasion, than meditated or designed; which will appear veiy

probable from the nature of it
,
for it differs from the common

mode of poetry, which is from long narrations to draw short

moials Here, on the contrary, the nanatsve is short, and the

morality arising from it makes the bulk of the poem The reason

of it is that the facts mentioned did naturally pour these moial

reflections on the thoughts of the writer.

The “facts” refcried to are the deaths of three of

those deaiest to the poet: the “moral reflections” turn

necessarily on the question of the immortality of the soul.

They are contained in nine " Nights,” of which the first

four dwell on the feelings aroused by the loss of Philander,

Narcifasa, and Lucia
; the remaining five deal with the

argument suggested by the subject. The whole poem is

addressed to a certain Lorenzo who, from touches heie

1 Love if Fame, Satiie vl 431-436,
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and there in the poem, is supposed by some to have been

meant for Young’s old pupil and companion, the Duke of

Wharton, but who (since the Duke had been dead for

some years) should rather be regarded as an impeisonation

of fashionable infidelity. Young’s main purpose in his

argument is to show, in opposition to the Essay on Man,

that Virtue and Happiness are only intelligible on the

basis of Immortality.* Pope, it is true, was a believer in

the immortality of the soul
;
but not insisting on it in his

Essay as an essential article of belief, he argues that the

ways of God to man are to be vindicated solely by the

scheme of visible Creation, in which man is only a part.

Had he confined his leasoning to the Stoical contention,

that, as man occupies an organic place in the Universe,

it is his duty to submit to the will of a perfectly wise

Creator, without regard to his individual Happiness, his

philosophy, however unsatisfactory, would have been con-

sistent But since he went on to urge that Man’s Happi-

ness was part of God’s scheme of Creation
,
that Happiness

was, in fact, “ our being’s end and aim ”
;

and that

Happiness was complete in Virtue
;
he exposed himself

to the full force of the spiritual satire with which Young
assailed his theory, With perfect consistency the author

of Night Thoughts adopted Pascal’s line of argument,

which Pope had merely used for the satiric purpose of

ridiculing human pride. He shows that the greatness of

Man was evinced by his discontent with the existing

order, and then turning Pope’s own reasoning against

himself, he exclaims with keen irony:

—

Or own the soul immoital, or invert

All order. Go, mock majesty
1 go, man I

And bow to thy superiors of the stall

;

Through every scene of sense superior far.

They graze the turf untilled
; they drink the stream

Unbrewed, and ever full, and unembittered
With doubts, fears, fruitless hopes, regrets, despairs,

Mankind’s peculiar •—Keason’s precious dower

!

No foieign clime they ransack for their robes

;

Nor bi others cite to the litigious bar.

Night Thoughts, Night vii 139-252
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Their good is good entue, unmixed, uninaired

,

They find a paradise in every field,

On boughs foibidden, where no cruses hang

:

Then ill no more than strikes the sense ; unstretched

By previous dread, 01 nruinrur in the rear

When the woist comes, it comes tinfeaied , one stroke

Begins and ends their woe they die but once

,

Blessed, incommunicable pi ivilege ' for which

Proud man, who rules the globe, and reads the stars,

Philosophei or hero, sighs m vain ^

There is a certain resemblance, and also a certain

contrast between the style of Young and that of the

English “ metaphysical ” poets of the seventeenth centuiy.

The resemblance is obvious. The difference is accentuated

in Thoughts. Young never aims, like Donne, at

paradoxical conclusions . his reasoning is founded on
universal experience and common sense ;

“ wit,” as he

exercises it, lies in the novelty and ingenuity of the ideas

with which established truths are illustiated. His most
marked characteristic is the adoption of blank verse, “ as

fittest for discourse.” No one but a man conscious of

great poweis of thought would have ventured to dispense

with the natural advantages afforded by the couplet foi

controversial purposes, but the closeness and pregnancy
of Young’s reasoning in blank verse seem to justify the

experiment.

His style in this measure is peculiar to himself. It is

mainly determined by the dramatic, or rather melodramatic,

form into which the argument, addressed to the imaginary

Lorenzo, is cast
;
but this is modified by the poet’s' love of

epigram and antithesis. The periods and clauses are for

the most part limited by the close of the line
;

but

Young’s exuberant fertility of thought leads to prolific

generation of images and words. That mixture of melo-

dtama and epigrammatic metaphor which he affected is well

illustrated in the ” Night ” devoted to reflections on the

death of his much-loved Narcissa :

—

Live ever- here, Lorenzo ? Shocking thought 1

So shocking, they who wish disown it too

;

• Night Thoughts, Night vii. 290-309,
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Disown fiom bliamc wliat they fioin folly i rave

Live evei in the nomb, nor see the light ?

Foi what live evci heie ? 1—With labounng step

To tread our fouiiei footsteps ? pace the tound

Eteinal, to climb life’s woin, heavy wheel,

Which diaws up nothing new ? to beat and beat

'I he beaten track? to bid each wietched day

The foimci inockf to surfeit on the same,

And yawn oiir ]oys ? 01 thank a miseiy

For change though sad ? to see what we have seen ?

Hear, till unheard, the same old slabbeied tale ?

To taste the tasted, and at each return

Less tasteful ? o’er our palates to decant

Another vintage ? strain a flatter yeat.

Through loaded vessels and a laxer tone
;

Crazy machines to gimd eaith’s wasted fimts 1

Ill-giound and woise-concocted ' load, not life 1

The rational foul kennels of excess !

Still sti earning throughfaies of dull debauch;

Tiembhng each gulp lest Death should snatch the bowl ^

It will readily be understood that a style so striking

and forcible produces mannerism, and lends itself to

parody. Young’s theatrical leanings often betray him
into bad taste, when he means to be elevated . for

example :

—

Souls tiuly great dait forward on the wmg
Of just Ambition to the grand lesult.

The curtain’s fall
,
theie see the buskined chief

Unshod behind this momentaiy scene.

Reduced to his own statuie, low or high,

As vice or vutue sinks him or sublimes.®

Anothei marked feature in the blank veise of Night
Thoughts IS the linking of peiiods by the iteration of

words. Sometimes, in the elegiac paits, very happy
effects are thus produced

,
as in the pathetic passage

alluding to the death of Narcissa, whcie we may also note

the manner in which Young is accustomed to prolong a

thought by the elaboration of metaphors •

—

Sweet harmonist 1 and beautiful as sweet 1

And young as beautiful ' and soft as young t

^ This and the following lines are plainly suggested by Lucietius’ De
Rtntm Naim 956-962

2 Thoughts, Night in. 325-346, 3 Ibid. Night vi. 367-372,
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And jjay as soft 1 and innocent as gay 1

And happy (if aught happy here) as good I

For fortune fond had built her nest on high

Like birds quite exquisite of note and plume,

Transfixed by Fate (who loves a lofty maik)

How from the summit of the giove she fell,

And left it unharmoniotis 1 all its charm

Extinguished m the wonders of her song !

Her song still vibiates in my ravished ear,

Still melting theie, and with voluptuous pain

(O to forget her !) thrilling thiough my heart 1
^

But by the frequent repetition of this device in such

phrases as

—

Canst thou, O Night I indulge one labour mote ?

One labour more indulge ' ^

its artificiality becomes too apparent
;
and, as a whole, the

use of blank verse in Night Thoughts must be regarded as

a tour de force, not as a model for imitation. Young
overcomes difficulties of expicssion by strength of thought,

rather than by propriety of art. His verse is so near prose

that it often passes the boundaiy line, leaving the reader

with a feeling that the wrong instrument of diction has

been chosen. Still genius everywhere piedominates, and

when the art of Young is considered in its evident

descent from the school of Milton, and in the influence

which It exercised on minds so various as Goldsmith and

Cowper, few capable judges will be disposed to deny to

Night Thoughts (popular as it also was on the Continent) a

high and permanent place in the history of English Poetry.®

I Night Thoughts, Night lu. 81-93, ® Ibid Night ix. 20-21.

“ Young’s references to Milton are frequent, and his dirept obhg.itions to

hiur sometimes striking, notably in the lines :

—

From that first fire.

Fountain of animation, whence descends

Urania, my celestial guest 1 who deigns

Nightly to visit me, so mean (Night v 208-211
)

Goldsmith has imitated in The Deserted Pillage, 91-94, lus lines beginning

:

“As some tall tower” (Night li 683); and in Edwin and Angelina he
borrows directly from Young (Night iv. Ii8)

—

Man wants but little heie below,

Nor wants that little long.

The influence of Young on Cowper, both in Ins Satires and in The Task, is

oliviouS everywhere
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If in Young the genius of the sathist is always,

apparent, the intellectual temper of English society in'

the reign of George II.—its sense of mateiial security

,

its consequent tendency to contemplate with self-satis-

faction the works of Nature and the state of less

favoured nations
;

its indolence ;
its benevolence

,
its

enjoyment of art and luxury—is more directly reflected

in the poetry of James Thomson. In the absence of

motives to strenuous action, poetry tended to become

descriptive and reflective
;
and the attention given to the

principles of Natural Religion turned imagination aside

from the passions of men to trace the mind of God in the

order of external Nature, Thomson spoke for many
when he said .

—

I solitary court

Th’ inspiring breeze, and meditate the book
Of Natuie ever open ;

aiming thence

Warm from the heai t to pour the moral song.

Fiom thoughts like these the transition was easy to

such didactic reflections, aroused by foreign travel, on the

fate of Empires, as are embodied in Liberty

;

while in

Tbe Castle of Indolence we find an expression, not only ofl

the poet’s own sluggish temperament, but of the peaceful,!

contemplative, artistic character of his times.

James Thomson was born on iith September 1700,

at Ednam, near Kelso, in Roxburghshire, of which place

his father was minister. His mother was Beatrix Trotter,

the daughter and co-heiress of a small proprietor of Fogo
in Berwickshire, who, by the death of hei husband about

1716, was left with straitened means to support a family

of nine children, Her brave struggle in these hard circum-

stances is alluded to by the poet in his Elegy on the Death

of his Mother (in 1725) :

—

No more the orphan train around her stands,

While her full heat t upbraids her needy hands

!

No more the widow’s lonely state she feels.

The shock seveie that modest want conceals,

Th’ oppiessods scourge, the scorn of wealthy pride,

And poveity’s unnumbered ills beside.
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He was himself at the time of his fathei’s death at

the Univeisity of Edinbuigh, prepaiing for ordination.

Having m the course of his probation to expound a psalm,

his diction was so oinate that he is said to have been

reproved by the piofessor of Divinity for using language

which could not be undeistood by the people
;

it seems,

however, that Johnson exaggerates when he says that

Thomson hence became disgusted with theology, and

determined to devote himself to poetry.^ He had composed

in veise from his early boyhood, and he was encouraged by

Lady Giizzel Baillie, a friend of his mother, who advised

him to try his fortune in London, and promised him
assistance. Thomson came there, accordingly, in 1725,

bringing with him the disjecta membj-a oihxs Wintef' 'Nhlch

he showed to his friend Mallet, who advised him to cast

them into a single poem. This he did, and found for his

woik a publisher in Millan, a bookseller, who undertook the

venture in 1726, after several other members of the trade

had declined it It was dedicated to Spencer Compton,

but remained unnoticed by him, till his neglect was
publicly rebuked by Aaron Hill in a copy of verses

addressed to Thomson. Compton then made Thomson a

present of twenty guineas, and Winter gradually acquired

reputation, Thomson’s advance was afterwards rapid.

He became a friend of Pope, and his acquaintance was
sought, among others, by Rundle, Bishop of Derry, who
introduced him to the Solicitor-Gcneial, Sii Charles Talbot.

In 1727 he published Summer, inscribing it to Bubb
Dodington

;
Spring followed in 1728, under the patron-

age of the Countess of Hertford, afterwaids Duchess of

Somerset. Thomson also wrote in 1727 an elegiac poem
in memory of Sir Isaac Newton, whose various discoveries

he celebrated in the same kind of blank verse that he
employed in ’describing the Seasons. Autumn, the last of

this series to be published, appeared in 1730, as pait of

Thomson’s collected works, being dedicated to the Speaker,
Onslow. In this year he was engaged by the Solidtor-

Geneial to tiavel with his son on the Continent, and
* Poelual IVarks ofJames Thomson (D. C. Tovey), p. xx.
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the effects of his new experience on his imagination are

plainly visible in Liberty, wiitten aftei his letuin to

England in 1730 and published in 1734 - The poem

opens with an address to his pupil, to whom he was much

attached, and who had died while it was being composed.

It was dedicated to Frederick, Prince of Wales, and was

largely inspiied by the genius of the Opposition, then

under the management of Bolmgbroke Thomson had

been early brought into this political connection by his

fiiendship with Lyttelton, the Prince’s Secretary, and had

given expression to his sentiments in Bntannia, a poem

written in 1727, which, while extolling the blessings of

peace, inveighed against Walpole’s foieign policy for its

failure to assert England’s supremacy at sea.

He was to some extent a sufferer for his political opinions

Talbot, when made Lord Chancellor, had rewarded him for

his tutorship by giving him the sinecure post of Secretary

of the Briefs, but he lost this when Lord Hardwick became

Lord Chancellor m 1737. The displeasure of the Ministry

also curtailed his profits on the stage. His tragedy

Sophonisha had been acted befoie a full house on 28 th

February 1730, and Agamemnon was produced in 1738,

with equal exertion on the part of his patrons, especially

of Pope. But Edward and Eleonora—modelled on the

Alceshs of Euripides ^—which was to have come upon

the stage in 1739, was prohibited on account of the

hostility of the censor to Thomson. Being introduced

by Lyttelton to the Prince of Wales, and asked about

the state of his affairs, Thomson replied that “they
were in a more poetical position than formerly,” and in

consequence the Prince granted him a pension of ;£’ioo

a year. In 1740 he wrote, in co-operation with Mallet,

the masque of Alfred, which was acted before the

Prince of Wales at Clicfden House on the birthday of

the Princess Augusta . m this appeared the song, “ Rule
Biitannia.” He appears to have resided at this time in

Kew where Frederick held his Court
;
and the Amanda so

frequently mentioned in his poems was a Miss Young,

• Poetical IVoiks ofJames Thomson (D C Tovey), p. Ixv.
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sister of Mrs. Robertson, the wife of the surgeon to the

Prince’s Household.

After the appearance of Alfred the political atmosphere

seems to cool in his work. Tancred and Sigisimmda, the

most successful of his tragedies, which aims almost entirely

at the pathetic, was acted at Drury Lane in 1745, and

The Castle of Indolence, published in 1 746, is an example

of the tendency, then exhibited in many poets, to veil

modern sentiments under antique literary forms. Thom-
son’s circumstances, which had seldom been distiessing,

were now easy. In 1746 Lyttelton, who had come into

power, made him Surveyor-General to the Leeward Islands,

a place which he was allowed to fill by means of a

deputy, and which, after making the necessary deduction,

brought him in £’300. He had not, however, been long

in enjoyment of his new prosperity when he was carried

off by a fever on the 27th of August 1748. His body was
buried at Richmond, but a monument was erected to him
in Westminster Abbey in 1762, the expense of which
was defrayed by the profits arising out of an edition of

his works issued by his friend Andrew Millar, the book-

seller who had published Spring.

Johnson says. “As a writer Thomson is entitled to

one praise of the highest kind,—his mode of thinking,

and of expressing his thoughts is original.”' With a
certain qualification this judgment may be accepted.

Thomson, like all poets of real genius, is, in the best and
highest sense of the word “ original,” that is to say he
impresses on whatever he writes the stamp of his indi-

vidual character. But he is not unique in the way that
Donne and Young are unique. His “mode of thinking”
in The Seasons is partly inspired by Virgil, partly by the
Deistical tendencies of the day : in the " expression of his

thoughts,” ,he directly imitates both Milton and the author
of Cider. • 'Liberty, in its sentiment, though not in its form,
is an expansion of Addison’s Letter to Halifax. \ The\
Castle of Indolence is an obvious imitation of Spenser’s It
manner in The Faery Queen.

{

* Lives of thf. Pasts Thomson,
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The mixture of imaginative elements peculiai to the

time IS very apparent in The Seasons Piominent among

these is the influence of Deism. Not that Thomson

shows any traces of the aggressive anti-Christianity of

Tindal and Bolingbioke
,

but there is a conspicuous

absence in his poem of Christian theology
,
his aiguments, .

wheievei these appear, are based on observation of Natiiie, 1

his sentiments are coloured by the vague idea of the '
].

benevolence of God, which a loose-thinldng and luxurious
|

society regarded as His mam attribute.
|
Thomson moved

in the intellectual orbit of Bohngbroke’s ''disciples, and his

view of Natural Religion doubtless reflected the cieed

then held by enthusiastic young men of distinction like

Lyttelton. The following passages fiom the different

Seasons will sufficiently indicate the source of his “ mode

of thinking.” In Spring he accounts thus for the power

of Love —
What is this mighty biealh, ye sages, say,

That in a pinveiful language, felt, not heard,

Instincts the fowls of heaven , and thiough then breast

These aits of love diffuses ? What, but God ?

Inspiring God 1 who, boundless spint all.

And uniemitting eneigy, pervades.

Adjusts, sustains, and agitates the whole

He ceaseless woiks alone
,
and yet alone

Seems not to work with such perfection fiained

Is this complex stupendous scheme of things.

But though concealed, to every purer eye

The informing Author in His woiks appears :

Chief, lovely Spi mg, in thee, and thy soft scenes.

The smiling God is seen while water, earth.

And air, attest his bounty , which exalts

The brute cieation to this finer thought.

And annual melts their undesigning hearts,

Profusely thus in tenderness and joy.^

From the light and colour of the Season he rises, in

Summer, to the following thoughts

—

How shall I then attempt to smg of Him,
Who, light Himself, in uncreated light

Invested deep, dwells awfully retired

‘ The Seasons Spttng, 846-S63
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From mortal eye, or angel’s purer ken

Whose single smile has from the first of time

Filled to o’erflowing all those lamps of heaven,

That beam for ever through the boundless sky

;

But should He hide His face, th’ astonished sun,

And all th’ extinguished stais, would, loosening, reel

Wide fiom their spheie, and Chaos come again.

And yet, was eveiy falteiing tongue of man.
Almighty Father, silent in Thy praise.

Thy works themselves would laise a geneial voice,

Ev’n in the depth of solitary woods.

By human foot untiod, proclaim Thy power.

And to the quire celestial Thee resound,

Th’ eternal cause, support, and end of all

In Auiitniny the recollection of Virgil’s lines, “ Felix qui

potuit,” etc., suggest to him a peroration on the graduated

scale of Creation :

—

O Nature ! all-sufficient I over all I

Enrich me with the knowledge of thy works !

Snatch me to heaven ; thy i oiling wonder there,

World beyond world, m infinite extent.

Profusely scattered o’er the blue immense.

Show me 1 their motions, periods, and their lav/s,

Give me to scan 1 through the disclosing deep
Light my blind way I the mineral strata there ;

Thrust, blooming, thence the vegetable world
j

O’ei that the rising system, more complex.

Of animals
,
and higher still the mind,

The various scene of quick compounded thought
;

And when the mixing passions endless shift.

These ever open to my lavished eye ,

A search the flight of time can ne’er exliaust 1

But if to that unequal
,

if the blood,

In sluggish streams about my heart, forbid

That ies/ ambition ; under closing shades,

Inglorious, lay me by the lowly brook,

And whisper to my dreams I From thee begin,

Dwell all on thee, with thee conclude my song
j

And let me never, never, stray from thee !
®

The hope of Immortality consoles him in the conclusion

of Winter
;
but it is observable that his hope, like that of

the Deists, is founded entii'ely on the teaching of Nature

and Reason :

—

' TheSeasotis- Suntnuir, 173-igt. 2 Ibid Autumn, 1350-1371.
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All now are vanislied 1 Virtue sole survives,

Immoital, never-failing fnend of man,

His guide to happiness on high And see '

’Tis come, the gloiioiis morn 1 the second birth

Of heaven and earth 1 awakening Nature hears

The new-cieating woid, and starts to life.

In every heightened foim, fiom pain and death

For ever fiee The gieat eleinal scheme.

Involving all, and in a perfect whole

Uniting, as the prospect widei spreads.

To Reason’s eye lefined clears up apace.

Ye I'ciinly wise 1 ye blind presumptuous ' now,

Confounded in the dust, adore that Power
And Wisdom, oft airaigned I see now ihe cause

Why unassuming worth in secret lived.

And died, neglected why the good man’s shaic

In life was gall and bitterness of soul

Why the lone widow and her orphans pined

In starving solitude , while luxury,

In ]3alaces, lay straining her low thought

To form unreal wants why heaven-bom truth,

And moderation fair, woie the rod inaik

Of superstition’s scourge why licensed pain

That ciuel spoiler, that embosomed foe,

Embitteied all our bliss t Ye good distrest I

Ye noble few, who here unbending stand

Beneath life’s pressure, yet beai up a while.

And what your bounded view', which only saw

A little pait, deemed evil, is no more
The stoiins of wintry time will quickly pass.

And one unbounded Spring encircle all.i

After the element of Natural Religion the most
prominent feature in The Seasons is the predominance of

the patriotic and social spiiit, reflecting the aristocratic

VVhiggism of the age. In Summer, Thomson, following t

the steps of Viigil in his second Georgic, has a long!

passage in praise of Britain and her political libeity^

From the praises of his country he passes with artistic skill

to compliment the ruling aristocracy, his liberal patrons.

He describes Lyttelton, wandering with his Lucinda among
the woods and waterfalls of Hagley

;

® Dodington, his

Youthful muse’s early friend,

In whom tlie human graces all unite

:

* The Season’! Winter, 1039-1069. * [bid. Summer, 1441-1600.
^ Idtd Spring, gox-932.
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Pure light of mind, and tenderness of heart

;

Genius and wisdom , the gay social sense,

By decency chastised ; goodness and wit,

In seldom-meeting harmony combined

Unblemished honour, and an active zeal

For Biitain’s glory, liberty, and man ,i

Pitt, meditating at Stowe in Cobham’s Temple of Viitue

Wheie, in futiiie times.

Thou well shall merit a distinguished name
,

^

and, with a touch of anti-Ministeiial malice Cobham
himself'

—

While thus we talk and in Elysian vales

Delighted rove, perhaps a sigh escapes

What pity, Cobham, thou thy veidant files

Of ordeied trees shouldst heie inglorious range,

Instead of squadions flaming o’er the field.

And long, embattled hosts 1 where the proud foe,

The faithless, vain, dislmber of mankind,

Insulting Gaul, has roused the woild to war
,

When keen, once more, within their bounds to pi ess

Those polished lobbers, those ambitious slaves.

The British youth would had thy wise command,
Thy tempered ardour, and thy veteran skill.®

In spile of its strongly English character few poems
have been moie populai on the Continent than The

Seasons It has been translated into Ficnch, German,

Danish, Italian, and Romaic

In Liberty there is not much that calls for remark
,

but The Castle of Indolence is one of the most charming
compositions in the English language. Conceived by
Thomson in a sympathetic spirit, it reflects at once his I

own character, and the luxury, the public spirit, and th^

artistic taste of his age, in a beautiful and musical form '

The modern allegory is perfectly suggested under the

/ semi-antique veil of the Spenserian stanza .—

-

Full m the passage of the vale, above,

A sable, silent, solemn foiest stood
,

Where nought but shadowy forms was seen to move
As Idless fancied in her dreaming mood

t TheSeUsons' Snmmr, 21-^2 2 Ibtd Autumn. lOaS.in^iQ.
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And up the liillb, on eilhei side, .1 wood

Of bldclcening pines, aye waving to and fin,

Sent fouh a sleepy hoi 101 thiough the blood
;

And wheie this valley winded out, below.

The munnining mam was heaid, and scaicely heaid, to flow

A pleasing land of diowsyhead it was,

Of dreams that wave befoie the half-shut eye,

And of gay castles in the clouds that pass,

For evei flushing lound a summei sky ,

Theie eke the soft delights, that witchingly

Instil a wanton sweetness through the bieast,

And the calm pleasures always hoveied nigh ,

But whate’ei smacked of noyance 01 unrest

Was far fat ofif expelled from this delicious nestd

Such were the seats of the English aristocracy in the

eighteenth century—the Stowes and the Eastburys, whose 1'

owners loved their country homes and the pleasuies of

art, liteiature, and conversation. The poet, however,
|

recognises the moral dangers of this luxurious life. The

Castle of Indolence is the abode of “ a most enchanting

wizard,’’

Than whom a fiend moie fell is nowhere found,

and who destroys the souls of those whom he lures into

his power, after the fashion of the Fays, Circe and

Alcina The arts by which he accomplishes his ends

are described with an unrivalled luxury of language
,
and

among them the growth in England of the taste for

landscape painting is indicated with exquisite propriety:

—

Those pleased the most, where, by a cunning hand,

Depamted was the patiiaichal age
,

What time Dan Abram left the Chaldee land.

And pastured on from veidant stage to stage,

Wheie fields and fountains fiesh could best engage.

Toil was not then Of nothing took they heed,

But with wild beasts the sylvan war to wage,

And o’er vast plains then heids and flocks to feed

:

Blest sons of Nature they 1 true Golden Age indeed 1

Sometimes the pencil m cool airy halls

Bade the gay bloom of veinal landscapes lise.

Castle of Indolence, C.into 1. St. 5-6
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Or auUnii'i’s vaiied shades embiown the walls

Now the black tempest stiikes the astonished eyes,

Now down the steep the flashing torient flies ,

The tiembhng sun now plays o’ei ocean blue,

And now lude mountains flown amid the skies
,

Whate’er Louaine hght-toiiched with softening hue.

Or savage Rosa dashed, or learned Poussin diew.^

That the moral indignation with which the poet—who

had himself been a prisoner in the Castle—regarded these

enchantments was not very strong may be divined from

the following stanza —
No, fair illusions I aitful phantoms, no '

My muse will not attempt yoiii fairy-land

She has no colours that like you can glow ;

To catch your vivid scenes too gioss her hand.

But suie It is was ne’er a subtler band
Than these same guileful angel-seeming sprights,

/ Who thus, m dreams voluptuous and bland,

/ Poured all the Arabian heaven upon her nights,

/And blessed them oft besides with more refined delights,®

Of the captives in the Castle the characters of some aie

pottrayed with an equally sympathetic pencil. Among
them are Lyttelton, Quin the actor, and Murdoch,

Thomson’s biographer. Particularly interesting is Thom-
son’s view of his own slothful disposition, of which he was

so conscious that he talked of writing an Eastern tale

Of the Man who loved to be in Distress .

—

Of all the gentle tenants of the place

Theie was a man of special grave remaik :

A certain tender gloom o’ei spread his face,

Pensive not sad, in thought involved, not daik

;

As soon this man could sing as morning lark

;

And teach the noblest morals of the heart

:

But these his talents were so buried stark

;

Of the fine stores he nothing could impai t

Which or boon Nature gave, or Nature-pamting Ait

‘To noontide shades incontinent he ran.

Where purls the brook with sleep-invitmg sound.

Or when Dan Sol to slope his wheels began,

Amid the broom he basked him on the ground,
Wheie the wild thyme and camomoil are found

:

t Casth of IndoUnte, Cantp i. St. 37-38, ® /fe’di Canto i. St. 45
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There would lie linarf r till the latest i.iy

Of light sat tiemblmg on the welkin’s bound ;

Then homeward thiough the twilight shadows stiay,

Sauntering and slow. So had he passed full many a day.

Yet not m thoughtless slumber were they past

;

For oft the heavenly file, that lay concealed

Beneath the sleeping embeis, mounted fast,

And all its native light anew revealed

Oft as he traversed the ceiulean field,

'And maiked the clouds that drove before the wind.

Ten thousand glorious systems would he build,

Ten thousand gieat ideas filled his mind ;

But with the clouds they fled, and left no tiace behind ^

With this portrait of himself may be compaied his

pictuie, as painted by his contemporary, Aimstrong, in

the following stanza inserted in the poem ;

—

A bard heie dwelt, moie fat than baid beseems
;

Who void of envy, guile, and lust of gain,

On value still, and value’s pleasing themes,

Poured foith his uapiemeditated strain .

The world forsaking with a calm disdain
;

Here laughed he careless in his easy seat

;

Heie quaffed, encircled with the joyous train,

Oft moiahsing sage ; las ditty sweet

He loathed much to wiite, nor caiid to repeat.^

How the wizard spread his power over Biitain, and

how the Castle of Indolence was destroyed by Sir Industry,

is related in the second canto. Thomson’s patiiotism

and public spirit shine in his description of the growing

commercial and maritime greatness of his countiy, and the

refinement of national taste—a favourite topic with him —
The towns he quickened by mechanic atts.

And bade the feivent city glow with toil

;

Bade social commerce raise renowned marts,

Join land to land, and marry soil to soil.

Unite the poles, and without bloody spoil

Bnng home of either Ind the gorgeous stores
;

Or should despotic rage the world embioil.

Bade tyrants tremble on leinotest shores

While o’er the encircling deep Bntanipa’s thunder roars.

I Castle of Indolence, Canto 1. St. 57-59.
2 Ibid. Canto 1. St 68
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The drooping- muses then he westward called

From the famed city by Piopontic sea.

What time the Turk the enfeebled Giecian thialled
,

Thence fiom then cloisteied walks he set them fice,

And brought them to another Castahe,

Where Isis many a famous nurseling bieeds ;

Or wheie old Cam soft paces o’ei the lea,

In pensive mood, and tunes his Done leeds,

The whilst his flocks at laige the lonely shepherd feeds ^

As the genius of Thomson was at once contemplative

and eminently social, so his style reflects on its suiface

the colours of many blended hteraiy tiaditions. Johnson,

who quite failed to understand the artistic texture of

Milton’s blank verse in Paradise Lost, praises that of

Thomson in The Seasons. He says '

—

His blank verse is no moie the blank verse of Milton, oi

of any other poet, than the rhymes of Prioi are the rhymes ot

Cowley. His numbeis, his pauses, his diction, aie of his own
growth, M ithout transcription, without imitation . . . His is one i

of the works in which blank verse seems pioperly used. Thorn-

1

son’s wide expansion of general views, and his enuraeiation of
|

circumstantial varieties, would have been obstructed and em-

barrassed by the frequent intersecting of the sense, which aie
'

the necessary effects of rhyme ^

Yet it is impossible to read ten lines of the more
purely descriptive paits of The Seasons, without perceiving

that the style is derived in its gioundwork from Milton’s

majestic and complex system of metiical harmony, on

which I have dwelt in the thud volume of this History
,

and the reason which Johnson gives for the impropriety

of the heioic couplet, as a vehicle for the subject-matter

of Thomson’s poem, applies with tenfold force to the

matter of Paradise Lost. In the constant Latinism of

his diction, Milton's example is ever before the eyes of the

eighteenth centuiy poet. Thomson’s generalised, classical,

quasi-scientific mode of description—so full of dim atmo-

spheric effects, so closely analogous to the landscape

painting of the period, so unlike the particularity of detail

' Cttfi* Canto 11, St. 20-21 Lines of the Pods • Thomson.
> Vol. m chap, xiv
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in Wordsworth and manj^ modem painteis— may be ex

emplified from any page of The Seasons

Miltonic too is the fiequent Latinism of constiuctions

like these •

—

Bids his drning sleets

Defoiin the day dehghtless

Winds and wateis flowed

In consonance Such weie those jDiime of days’

Oi the absolute use of paiticiples, such as —
Increasing still the tenors of these stoims,

Hts jaws lioirific armed with three-fold fate,

Heie dwells the direful shaik 1®

He goes beyond Milton in the use of inversions, which

sometimes make his sense obscure, e.g. •

—

On whose luxuriant herbage, half concealed.

Like a fall’n cedar, far diftused his tiain,

Cased in gieen scale, the ciocodile extends *

Or—
Crowned with the sickle and the wheaten sheaf

While Autumn, nodding o’ei the yellow plain.

Comes jovial on, the Doric teed once mote
Well-pleased I tune ®

where it is obviously meant, contiaiy to the grammar,

that Autumn is crowned wit,h the sickle and sheaf.

With Milton’s manner Thomson veiy skilfully blends

the didactic vein of John Philips, as in the passage de- '^

scribing the husbandman destroying the plague of insects

in Spring :

—

To check this plague the skilful farraei chaff

And blazing straw before his orchaid burns ,

Till all involved in smoke the latent foe

Fiom eveiy cranny suffocated falls .

Or scatters o’er the blooms the pungent dust

Of pepper, fatal to the frosty tribe :

Or when the envenomed leaf begins to curl

With sprinkled water drowns them in their nest

;

Nor, while they pick them up with busy bill.

The little trooping birds unwisely scares.®

* The Seasons Spring, 20-21 " Ibid. Spring, 269-270.
5 Ibid Summer, IO13-1015 4 Ibid Summer, 706-70S.
^ Ibid. Atirumn, 1-4. “ Ibid. Spring, 126-135
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Many of the poetical qualities that shine in The

Seasons are reproduced in The Pleasures of the Imagina-

tion
;

but they appear there in a more abstract and

philosophic foim. The poetry of The Seasons is largely in-

herent in the subject, but in the later poem, as in the senes

of didactic compositions by other poets that followed it

—

The Pleasures of Hope and The Pleasures of Memory—the

treatment depends almost entirely on the genius of the

authoi, and this offers a vivid contrast to the indolent,

good-natured, and unambitious character of Thomson.

Mark Akenside was the son of a butcher at Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. He was born there on the 9th of November

1721, and was educated partly at the Giammar School

of the town, partly at a private school kept by a Mr.

Wilson, a dissenting minister, from whose care he was

sent, at the age of eighteen, to the University of Edin-

burgh, to study Nonconformist theology. As was the

case with Thomson, this proved irksome to him, and after

a short experience he turned his attention to medicine.

Like Thomson also he had begun to write verse at an

early age; indeed it is said that The Pleasures of the

Imagination was written before he went to Edinbuigh.

At the University he lived much in literary society, and

wrote there his Ode on the . Winter Solstice. Leaving

Edinbuigh for Leyden in i y41, he studied medicine for

three years in that University, and formed a strong friend-

ship with Jeremiah Dyson, afterwards Secretary to the

Treasury, who was studying Civil Law in the same place.

He took his degree of Doctor in Physic on i6th May
1744, and in his inaugural discourse He ortu et incremento

foetus humani displayed much scientific ability in attacking

the opinions prevailing on that subject, as well as in

maintaining an hypothesis of his own.

In the year before he had offered to Dodsley his

PleasWres ofImagination, asking for it £ 1 20. The publisher,

being somewhat startled at the price, consulted Pope, who
advised him to accept the venture, “ as this was no every-

day poet.” The poem proved very successful
; but being

inspired throughout by the Deistical
,
Characteristics of
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Shaftesbuiy—called by Akenside "the noble restorer of

ancient philosophy”—it incurred the hostility of Warbiu ton,

who attacked it severely in a postsciipt to his “ Dedication

to the Free-Thinker ” prefixed to The Divine Legation

This was the origin of Akenside’s dislike to Warbuiton,

which appears so strongly in his Ode to Thomas Edwardes,

Esqmre, on the late Edition of Mr. Pope's Works.

Akenside, like many of the literary physicians of the

eighteenth century, was a vehement Whig, whose political

opinions indeed seem to have carried him far towards

Republicanism, He sympathised with the Whig element

in the Pailiamentary Opposition which attacked Walpole

for his tame foreign policy, and, soon after his return to

England in 1744, he published his bitter Epistle to Cnrio

against Pulteney, who (as may be seen from many allusions

in Pope’s Satires') was then in special disfavour with this

faction, as being a deserter from their cause. He also

carried his politics into his profession, to his own detri-

ment, and aftei attempting without success to obtain a

practice as a physician in Northampton, he was forced to

leave that town and to try his fortune in London, where

he was most generously supported by his friend Dyson.

Towards the end of his life Akenside became a Tory.

He seems to have attained in medicine a position of

some distinction, for he was in time elected a Fellow of the

Royal Society, received by “ mandamus ” the degree of

Doctor in Physic from the University of Cambridge, was

appointed Physician to St. Thomas’s Hospital, Fellow of

the College of Physicians, Gulstonian Lecturer, and
finally Physician to Queen Charlotte. He also published

many medical treatises, one of which, Dissertatio

de Dysenteria^ was celebrated as a specimen of pure

Latinity His classical scholarship indeed was constantly

intruding upon his sphere of practice, and when Cronian

Lecturei he took for his subject the History of the Revival

of Learning, but dropped it in consequence of the objec-

tion made by members of the College of Physicians, that

it did not fall within the objects of the institution.

In his practice as a physician he was doubtless in-
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jured by his own aggressive temper. A regulai ficquentei

of Tom’s Coffee-House in Devereux Court, he became

notoiious for the bitterness of his political and literary

disputes, which on one occasion nearly involved him m a

duel with a ccitain Counsellor Ballow: this is said by

Sir John Hawkins to have been only prevented by the

impracticable resolutions of the two would-be combatants,

of whom one would not fight in the morning nor the

other in the evening^ After the publication of The Pleasures

of Imagination (1744) and Odes on Several Subjects{ij

his poetical compositions seem to have been quite occa-

sional. Recognising that his eaihest work was immature,

he occupied himself with recasting it, but left the new
form incomplete. From time to time he was inspired to

wiite by passing events, wdiich roused his Whig sympathies.

In 1747 the political situation piompted him, in an Ode to

the Earl of Huntingdon, to review the triumphs of English

Liberty; in 1749 evoked the spirit of Shakespeare to

remonstrate against the invasion of the stage by a troop of

French comedians
;
the old dissenting tradition animated

in 1754 an ode to the aged and latitudinarian Bishop

Hoadly : he issued in 1758 a poetical address To the

Country Gentlemen ofEngland, as a protest against the Tory

tradition of non-intervention in Continental politics •

—

Say then, if England’s youth in eailier days

On glory’s field with weU-tiained armies vied.

Why shall they now renounce that geneious piaise ?

Why diead the foreign ineicenary’s pride?

Though Valois braved young Edward’s gentle hand,

And Albert's rushed on Heniy’s way-worn band,

With Europe’s chosen sons in arms renowned,

Yet not on Vere’s bold archers long they looked,

Nor Audley’s squires, nor Mowbray’s yeomen brooked .

^

They saw their standard fall, and left therr monarch bound

• v'' Though The Pleasure;, of Imagination was coloured

by the Deistical opinions of Shaftesbury, Akenside pro-

tested against the principles of Atheism professed by
Frederick of Prussia in his Memoirs of the House of

Brandenburg. Addressing (1751) the spirits of the

great statesmen of antiquity, he exclaims :

—

1 Andei-son’s Poets of Great Bi itam, vol, h. *' Life of Akenside,”
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Ye godlike shades of legislators old,

Ye who made Rome victoiious, Athens wise,

Ye fiist of moitals, with the blest enrolled,

Sav, did not hoiroi in your bosoms rise.

When thus, by impious vanity impelled,

A magistrate, a monarch, ye beheld

Affronting civil order’s holiest bands ?

Those bands which ye so laboured to impiove ?

Those hopes and feais of justice from above.

Which tamed the savage world to your divine commands ?

He died of a putiid fever on 23id June 1770, and was

butted in the parish church of St James’s, Westminster

By cariying didactic poetiy from the objects of

Nature into the recesses of the human mind, Akenside

showed an inclination to remove the art fiom its native

regions into the teiiitoiies of metaphysic Poetry of any

kind must deal with the images suggested by objects,

actions, and passions, rather than with the analysis of

causes
,

and, m all classical didactic poems, the finest

passages are descriptive, satiric, or rhetorical But Aken-
side’s design was mainly philosophical. He describes it

thus —
The design of the following poem is to give a view of these

[t.e. the Pleasuies of the Imagination] in the largest acceptation

of the term, so that whatever our imagination feels from the

agreeable appearances of natuie, and all the various enteitain-

ments we meet with, either m poetiy, painting, music, or any of

the elegant arts, might be deducible fiom one or other of those

principles in the constitution of the human mind which are here

established and explained.

It is a significant fact that, in his later years, Aken-
side’s sense of what was poetical in his subject was more
and more oppressed by his philosophy. When first pub-

lished, The Pleasures of Imagination consisted of three

books, of which the first tieated the sources of imagina-

tion
,
the second desciibed the character of its pleasures

;

the third dealt more particulaily with the operations of

art. The structure of the poem was somewhat piecemeal,

as might be expected from the author’s youth
;
the theory

of Addison in his essays on the imagination being joined

with the Deistical speculations of Shaftesbuiy’s Charac-
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teristics and Hutcheson’s Enquiry into the Original of our

Ideas of Beauty and Virtue Though, in its first form,

there was a marked absence of those episodes and digres-

sions, artfully inserted, which give the charm of variety to

The Seasons, the poem had then an impulse, an ardour of

personal enthusiasm, and a decorative fancy, which revealed

the inspiration of genius. In later years, as his powers of

thought matured, Akenside became dissatisfied with his

work, and he recast it entn jly, making the theory more
regular, and lemoving what was fanciful and ornamental.

Johnson says of the reformed poem ;
“ He seems some-

what to have contracted his diffusion, but I know not

whether he has gamed in closeness what he has lost in

splendour”; and this sentence is just, for though the

general system is made more coherent, it is not more
interesting, and the preserved passages of the early version

have lost in the revised context much of their youthful

life and heat. Whoever desires to make the acquaintance

of this poet should study The Pleasures of Imagination as

it first appeared

In Akenside the genius of the Classical Renaissance in

England is seen in its last development, and tending to

an abstract form of expression. His mixed Stoicism and

Humanism is reflected in the following characteristic

panegyric of ancient philosophy •

—

O let not us,

Lulled by luxurious pleasure’s languid strain.

Or crouching to the fiowns of bigot rage,

O let us not a moment pause to join

That god-like band And if the gracious power,

Who fiist awakened my untutored song,

Will to my invocation breathe anew i

The tuneful spuit; then through all our paths

Ne’er shall the sound of this devoted lyie

Be wanting, whether on the rosy mead,
When summer smiles, to wam the melting heart

Of luxury’s allurement , whether, firm

Against the torrent and the stubborn hill,

To urge bold Virtue’s unremitted neive,

And wake the strong divinity of soul,

That conquers chance and fate
,
or whether struck

For' sounds of triumph, to proclaim her toils
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Upon the lofty sumnniit, round hei biow

To twine the wreath of incouuptive piaise ,

To tiace her hallowed light through future worlds,

And bless heaven’s image m the heait of man

The foregoing passage does not appear in the second

version, but what follows is expanded, without being

impioved, in the re-cast .

—

Genius of ancient Greece 1 whose faithful steps

Well-pleased I follow through the sacred paths

Of natiiie and of science, nuise divine

Of all heroic deeds and fair desiies 1

0 1 let the breath of thy extended piaise

Inspiie my kindling bosom to the height

Of this untempted theme Nor be my thoughts

> Piesumptuous coimted, if amid the calm

That soothes this vernid evening into smiles,

1 steal impatient fiom the sordid haunts

Of stiife and low ambition, to attend

Thy sacred piesence in the sylvan shade,

By their malignant footsteps ne’er piofaned.

Descend, piopitious 1 to iny favouied eye

Such in thy mien, thy warm exalted air.

As when the Persian tyrant, foiled and stung

With shame and desperation, gnashed his teeth

To see thee rend the pageants of his throne
,

And at the lightning of thy lifted spear

Crouched like a slave Bnng all thy martial spoils

Thy palms, thy lauiels, thy triumphal songs,

Thy smiling band of arts, thy god-like fires

Of civil wisdom, thy heroic youth.

Warm from the schools of gloiy Guide my way
Thiough fair Lyceum’s walk, the green retreats

Of Academus, and the thymy vale.

Where, oft enchanted with Socratic sounds,

Ilissus pure devolved his tuneful stream

In gentler murmurs From the blooming store

Of these auspicious fields may I, unblamed.

Transplant some living blossoms to adorn
My native clime ; while, fai above the flight

Of fancy’s plume aspiring, I unlock

The springs of ancient wisdom I while I join

Thy name, thrice honoured 1 with the immoital praise

Of nature, while to my compatriot youth

I point the high example of thy sons,

And tune to Attic themes the British lyre.
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The cultivation of the classical style, which every-

where accompanied the development of the Renaissance

on its civil side, is sufficiently illustrated in these passages.

Johnson says of Akenside’s manner :

—

His diction is ceitainly poetical, as it is not prosaic, and

elegant, as it is not vulgai. He is to be commended as having

fewer artifices of disgust than most of his brethren of the blank

song. He rarely either recalls old phiases, or twists his metie

into harsh inversions The sense, however, of his words is

strained when “he views the Ganges from Alpine heights,” that

IS fiom mountains like the Alps And the pedant surely mtiudes

(but when was blank verse without pedantry ?) when he tells us

how “planets absolve the stated round of tmie.”^

Partisan prejudice against Whiggery, dissent, and

blank verse, struggling with a sense of justice, here

amusingly result in one of those negative appreciations

which are so chaiacteristic of Johnson’s criticism. The
judgment, nevertheless, is by no means unfair The style

of Akenside is plainly an offshoot of the Miltonic mode
of blank verse, which he imitates mainly in the vaiiety

of his pauses, abstaining, as a rule, from the Latin

constructions and inversions in Paradise Lost, which

Thomson multiplied in The Seasons. A classical severity

and simplicity characteiises the versification of The
PUasures of Iniaginatton, suited to the ma.sculine cast

of its philosophic thought, but somewhat tiying to the

reader, who often longs for green oases of fancy and

luxuriant nils of description by which to repose himself in

his and journey The austere course of imaginative le-

flection seems to anticipate the style of Wordsworth’s

Excursion, and lies midway between the florid Latinism

of Thomson and the avoidance of “poetic diction”

characteristic of the Lake poet. Johnson, who judged all

kinds of blank verse, as one who had cultivated the col-

loquial idiom, refined in the heroic couplet, could not bring

himself to more than negative praise of the metre in

The Pleasures of Imagination, which, howevei, contains

many passages of pure and noble English. Nor is he

* Lmes 0} the Poets : Akenside.
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altogether just in his scorn of Akenside’s lync verse

of which he says —
It IS not easy to guess why he addicted himself so diligently

to lync poetry, having neither the ease and airiness of the lightei,

nor the vehemence and elevation of the grander ode. When he lays

his ill-fatcd hand upon the harp, his forniei poweis seem to deseit

him
, he has no longer his luxuiiance of expression, noi vaiiety

of images His thoughts are cold, and his woids inelegant Yet
such was his love of lyiics that, having once written with great

vigour and poignancy his Epistle to Curw, he tiansfonned it after-

wards into an ode, disgiaceful only to its authoi

Of his Odes nothing favourable can be said the sentiments
commonly want force, nature, or novelty, the diction is some-
times harsh and uncouth; the stanzas ill-constructed and un-

pleasant, and the rhymes dissonant or unskilfully disposed, too
distant from each other, or arranged with too little legard to

established use, and therefore unpleasing to the ear, which, in a
short composition, has no time to grow familiat with an
innovation ^

Alcenside wrote in lyric verse because he desiied to ex-

press strong philosophic and political sentiments. These
were not confined to his own breast, but were the common
inheritance of his party

,
and the matter for his odes

therefore lies between the purely personal feeling ex-

pressed in the songs of a Couit poet like Suckling, and
the abstract thought found in the “ Pindarics ” of Cowley
The “ vehemence and elevation of the grander ode ” could

scarcely be expected in compositions animated by the

spirit of Akenside’s Odes to the Earl of Huntingdon,
Charles Townshend, the Bishop of Winchester, and the

Country Gentlemen of England
;

in all of which may be
found the last dying impulse of Whig panegyric, poui ed
forth so abundantly in the previous generation, to celebrate

the genius of “ great Nassau ” The following passage
from the Ode To Charles Townshend tii the Country will

illustrate what Johnson says, with some justice, about
the distribution of Akenside’s rhymes

; b&t it also shows
that the lyrics of the latter are by no means wanting in

chaiacter and dignity:

—

' Lives of the Poets Akenside

VOL.
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II. i

Thee, Tovvnshend, not the aims

Of slumbering ease, nor pleasure’s losy chain

Were destined to detain

No, nor bright Science, noi the Muse’s chaiins

Foi them high heaven piepaies

Then piopei votaries, an humbler band :

And ne’ei would Spenser’s hand

Ha\e deigned to siilke the waiblmg Tuscan shed,

Noi Hanington to tell

Wliat habit an immortal City wears ,

II

Had this been boin to shield

The cause which Cromwell’s impious hand betrayed,

Or that like Veie displayed

His red-cross bannei o’ei the Belgian field

;

Yet wheie the will divine

Hath shut those loftiest paths, it next leuiains

With reason, clad in stiains

Of hatmony, selected minds t’ inspiie,

And virtue’s living file

To feed and eternise m hearts like thmc,

n. .3

Foi never shall the heid whom envy swayh
So quell my purpose, oi ray tongue contiol

;

That I should fear ilUistiious woith to praise,

Because its master’s friendship moved my soul

Yet if this undissembling strain

.Should now perhaps thine eai detain

With any pleasing sound.

Remember thou that iighteous fame
Fiom hoaiy age a strict account will claim

Of each auspicious palm with which thy youth was crowned.

Lloyd in his Ode to Genius addtesses Akenside as the

Blest bard, aiound whose sacied brow
Great Pmdai’s delegated wreath is hung

;

and Akenside shares with Congreve, Collins, and Gray
the honour of perceiving, what was appatently hidden

from Cowley and his followers in the preceding century
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that Pindar’s Odes were constructed on a regular musical

principle, He had also a keen appreciation of Horace’s

terse felicity
;
and in his Ode to Caleb HarJingc, MD., he

strives to repioduce this, with a success which anticipates

the work of Tennyson in some of his earlier lyiics ;

—

With sordid floods the wintry urn

Hath stained fair Richmond’s level green
;

Her naked hills the Dryads mouin,

No loiigei a poetic scene.

No longer there thy raptured eye

The beauteous forms of earth and sky

Surveys, as in then author’s mind

,

And London shelters from the year

Those whom thy social hours to share

The Attic Muse designed

Fiom Hampstead’s airy summit we,

Her guests, the city shall behold,

What day the people’s stein deciee

To unbelieving kings is told
,

When common men (the dread of faint]*

Adjudged, as one of evil name,

Before the sun th’ anointed head

Then seek thou too the pious town,

With no unwoithy cares to crown
That evening’s awful shade.

Deem not I call thee to deplore

The sacred martyr of the day,

By fast and penitential lore

To puige our ancient guilt away.

For tins on humble faith I rest,

That still our advocate, the priest,

From heavenly wrath will save the land ;

Nor ask what rites oui pardon gam.
Nor how his potent sounds restrain

The thundeier’s lifted hand.

No, Hardmge • peace to Church and State!

That evening let the Muse give law,

Whfle I anew the theme relate

Which my first vouth enamoured saw.

Then will I oft explore thy thought,

What to reject which Locke hath taught,

What to puisne in Virgil’s lay :

Till hope ascends to loftiest things,

Nor envies demagogues or kings

Their frail and vulgar sway.
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O versed in all the human frame,

Lead thou wheie’er my laboui lies,

And English fancy’s eagei flame

To Giecian purity chastise

While hand m hand at Wisdom’s shrine

Beauty with tiuth I strive to join.

And giave assent with glad applause
To paint the story of the soul.

And Plato’s visions to control

With Verulamian laivs.

With these four men of original genius the philosophico-
pohtical impulse which inspired the didactic school of
English poetiy in the first half of the eighteenth century
seems to have exhausted itself Otheis studied the
metrical forms and the popular taste which the art of these
poets had created, but did not succeed in giving to their
own compositions the imprint of individual charactei.

John Armstrong (1709-1779), author of The Ai-t of
Preserving Health, combines in his poem—which is written
in blank verse—some of the descriptive fancy of his friend
Thomson with the puier diction of Akenside. David
Mallet (i700?-I76s), best known as the pretended author
of the well-known ballad William and Margaret, and as
the editoi of Bolingbroke’s works, imitated the didactic
style of Pope in his essay on Verbal Criticism

; and the
style of Thomson in his Excursion. In his Amyntor and
Theodora, after telling a tale of apparently ancient times,
in blank verse, which is a unique example of « the nauseous
aftectation to use Warton’s phrase—“of expressing
evciything pompously,” he suddenly brings the reader into
the pievious century by celebrating the landing in Toibay
of the “gieat Nassau ”

:

—

They fly 1 he cued, they melt in air away
The clouds that long fair Albion’s heaven o’ercast 1

With tempest deluged, or with flame devouied
Her drooping plains • while dawning losy lound
A puiei morning lights up all her skies 1

He comes, behold 1 the great deliverer comes
Immortal William, boine tnumphant on

’

From yonder onent o’er propitious seas.
White with the sails of his unnumbered fleet
A floating foiest, stretched from shore to shore 1 etc, etc.
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John Dyer ( 1
700-1 758) reproduced in his Fleet i'{\y ^f)

the style of John Philips’ Cider, and m his Ruins oj Rome

(1740) the style of Thomson’s Liberty. He exhibits, how-

ever, very little of Thomson’s political spirit; and 011 the

whole what is most characteristic of his verse is the tendenej’,
^

visible in all the descriptive poetry of this period, to
j

borrow ideas and terms from the art of painting. Pope's I

Epistle to Jervas, Thomson’s allusions to the great

painteis of the classical school in his Castle of Indolence,

Walter Plarte’s Essay on Painting, all bear witness in

different ways to the strength of this movement, which may
indeed be tiaced back as far as Dryden’s prose translation

of Fiesnoy’s Art of Painting. Dyer himselfeaily embraced

the profession of a painter, and foimed the design of hi'.i

Ruins of Rome while studying the monuments of ancient)

art in Italy. The poem is inspired by the picturesque

rather than by the historic aspect of the impeiial city :

—

Enough of Giongar, and the shady dales

Of winding Towy, Merlin’s fabled haunts,

I smg ingloiious Now the love of nits,

And what in metal or in stone lemauis

01 proud antiquity, thiough vaiious realms

And vauoub languages and ages famed,

Bears me 1 emote, o’er Gallia’s woody hounds.

O’er the cloud-piercmg Alps lemole; beyond

The vale of Amo, purpled with the vine.

Beyond the Umbnan and Etruscan lulls.

To Latium’s wide champaign, forlorn and waste.

Where yellow Tibei his neglected wave
Mournfully rolls Yet once again, my muse,

Yet once again, and soai a loftier flight

Lo, the resistless theme, imperial Rome

'

Amid the ruins the poet moralises easily on the fate

of luxury and the vanity of all human things ;
but he

shows none of the active enthusiasm for English liberty

which characterises the poems of Addison and Thomson
on the same subject. Time was reducing the English

imagination to a mood of aesthetic quietism. The House
of Brunswick was every year establishing itself more
firmly on the throne. Wealth and refinement constantly

increased, and ecstasies over the Whig tiiumphe of the
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two previous generations weic felt to be tedious, if not

insincere. Nor was theie much more to be said in

didactic verse on the subject of Natural, as distinct from

Revealed, Religion , for the minds of those who had

once been fascinated with the speculations of Shaftes-

bury were now moie inclined to tiavel along the roads

opened to them by Voltaiie, Rousseau, and the Ficnch

Encyclopaedists.



CHAPTER XI

RKLIGIOUS LYRICAL POETRY IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY: INFLUENCE OF THE METHODIST MOVE-

MENT

Isaac Watts
,
John and Charles Wesley

;
William Cowper

The disturbing effect of the Deistic philosophy on the

political, social, and liteiaiy settlement of 1688 was

small Not only did the woilcs of the so-callcd “free-

thmkeis” offer an easy mark to the irony of Swift and

the light satire of Young, but, on theii own ground of

reason, the Deists (with the exception of Hume) were

feeble controversialists, and unworthy of such antagonists

as Butler and Berkeley Though it was but a step from

the latitudinal ian Chmchmanship of men like Bishop

Hoadly to the Deism of men like Tmdal, the arguments

offered on behalf of Natural, as opposed to Revealed

Religion, while they gave, as I have shown, a certain

stimulus to the imagination of the poet, were not qualified

to move the heart of the people

There were, however, numerous constituent elements

in English society which found no satisfaction in the

religious compromise of the Revolution. From the days

of Wycliffe to those of Bunyan, thousands of Englishmen
had sought a more diiectly personal outlet for religious

emotion than was provided for them in the external ordei

'

of the Established Church. Rcljgion appealed to them
on the mystical side of their nature, through the heart

'

rather than through the head. Those who weie influenced

by it, whether Nonconformists or Nonjurors, seekeis of
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monastic quiet or field-preachers, moved apart from the

main cunent of action in Church and State, Excluded,

in many cases, after the Revolution from the political

offices of citizenship, by the operation of the Test Act

and other legislative measures, Englishmen of this kind

formed, within the constituted secular society, groups of

religious societies resembling the communities of piimitive

Chiistians Each group had its own individual badge of

distinction, but all of them being allied among themselves

by a common devotional spirit, they may for the purposes

of this History be classified under the geneiic name of

“Methodists,” and their various forms of poetic expiession

be examined as if they were manifestations of a single

movement This line of tieatment is further justified

by the fact that, in the history of English Poetry,

Methodism took a form so essentially lyrical that, however
they might be divided from each other by their doctrines,

the Christian congregations in the country agreed in

expressing their religious emotions by means of hymns.
Hymnology had its rise among the Nonconformists.

The most powerful current of opinion among the early

Reformers, whether Episcopalian or Presbyterian, being

Calvinistic, it was natural that for a long time Calvin’s

luling with regard to Church music should prevail; and this

enjoined the strictest adherence to the text of Scripture.

The use ofhymns in congregational singing was accordingly

almost entirely restricted to paraphrases of the Psalms.
But when the struggle with regard to Church Government
began between the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians,

\and when the Arminian tenets were largely adopted by
the former, the Puritan party, which, in the early days of
Anglicanism, had based its Nonconformity entirely on
points of ritual, emphasised its adherence to the five leading
principles of Calvinist doctrine. These were constantly
insisted on by dissenting preachers in their Conventicles,
and the persecution which the sects enduied after the
Restoration made them enthusiastic defenders of the faith

that they believed to be necessary for salvation. The
Psalms of David no longer gave utterance to all the religious
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feelings of which their heaits were full
,

but, in the Baptist

and Independent Chapels, rude strains in the vulgar tongue

began to express the emotions of the worshippei about

election, predestination, original sin, assuranee, and effectual

grace The want of poetic refinement in the h3?mns of

Baiton and Mason, used in the Independent Chapel at

Southampton, is said to have inspired to religious com-

position the first, if not the greatest, of English hymn-

wntcis, Isaac Watts.

He was bom at Southampton on the 17th July 1674,

being the eldest of the nine children of Isaac Watts, a

clothiei, who, at the time of his son’s birth, was in prison

for his leligious opinions The boy was first sent to the

giammar school of his native town, then under the charge

of John Pinhorne, a member of the Chinch of England

and an excellent scholar, to whom in aftei yeais Watts

addressed a Latin Pindaiic Ode enumerating all his studies,

which included such modern Latin poets as George

Buchanan and Casimir Saibicwski, but religiously banished

Catullus, Martial, and Ovid^ Me was afleiwaids removed

to Thomas Rowe’s Academy at Stoke Newington, a village

which at that peiiod seems to have been a favourite centre

for the residence of Nonconformists There he remained

till 1694, and his leputation for scholarship was so high

that Dr. Speed, a generous physician, offered to support

him at one of the Universities
;
Watts, however, declined to

separate his lot from the Dissenters. In 1696 he was

appointed tutor to the son of Sir John Hartopp, of Stoke

Newington, a leader among the Nonconformists, who,

under James 1 1., had suffered foi his opinions. To him,

in an irregulai Latin Ode, Watts confided his desires for

a retired and studious life ;

—

Pro meo tecto casa sit, salubres

Captet Auroras, procul uibis atro

Distet a fumo, fugiatque longe

Duia phthisis mala, dura tussis.

Disphcet Byisa, et fieimtu molesto

Turba mercalUum
,
giatuis alvear

Milner, life and Tunes ofDr Isaac Watts, p. 68
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Demulcet aiires muimuie, giatius

Fons s.xlientis aquae

Sacii hbelli, deliciae meae,

Et VOS sodales sempei amabiles,

Nunc simul adsitis, nunc vicissira,

Et fallite taedia vilae

In 1G97 he exptessed, after the mannet of Cowley, in

a quasi-Pmdaric Ode addiessed to Fieedorn, his dislike of

the life of Couits —
Tempt me no moie ' Aly soul can ne’ei comport

With the gay slaveries of a Court

I’ve an aversion to those charms,

And hug dear liberty in both mine arms
Go, vassal souls, go, ciingc, and wait,

And dance attendance at Honorio’s gate
,

Then run in troops before him to compose his State ;

Move as he moves , and when he loiters, stand.

Shadows that wait on his command

,

Bend when he speaks, and kiss the ground :

Go catch the impertinence of sound
,

Adore the follies of the great

;

Wait till he smiles but lo 1 the idol frowned.

And drove them to their fate

He was appointed Pastor of Mark Lane Chapel in

1702, but his health broke down in 1708 ; and he was

then persuaded to make his abode with Sir Thomas and

Lady Abney at Theobalds, in which retreat he spent

many happy and quiet years, according to his poetical

wish, and after Sir Thomas’s death removed with Lady
Abney, in 1735, to Stoke Newington, where he lemained

till he died on the 2Sth of November 1748. He con-

tinued to the end of his life to act as pastor to his

congregation. “In the pulpit,” says Johnson, “though
his low stature, which very little exceeded five feet,

graced him with no advantages of appearance, yet the

giavity and propriety of his utterance made his discourses

very efficacious. I once mentioned the reputation which
Mr. Foster had gained, by his proper delivery, to my
friend Dr. Hawkesworth, who told me that in the art of

pronunciation he was far inferior to Dr. Watts,” ^

* Johnson’s life ef Watts.
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1

It is instructive to compaie the Pieface to Watt’s

LyriccB, published in 1706, with Giles Flotchei’s

Preface to his Christ's Death and Victory, published in

1610,^ Wc have seen that all through James I ’s reiyn

there was a strong tendency to choose lehgious subjects

for poetical tieatment Pletchei meiely notices the

omission of his poetical predecessors to occupy the field

of sacred song, and, as I obseived in examining his style,

his own poem is chiefly remarkable as one of the eailiest

examples in the school of Theological “Wit” But a

hundred ycais later Watts has to apologise for writing at

all on the subject of lehgion His Pieface is a vehement

protest against the immoral poetry of his day. “Thus

piofanation and debasement of so divine an art,” says he,

“ has tempted some weakei Christians to imagine that

poetry and vice are naturally akin.” In opposition to

this opinion he gives instances of poetical passages in the

Bible (quoting also Longinus’ leference to “Let there

be Light”), and shows by examples the superioiity of

Hebrew over Pagan poetiy, as illustrating the Divine

Natiiie. He attacks Boileau’s aphoiism —
De la foi cl’un Chidtien les mystferes ternbles

D’omeraens dgav^s tie sont pas suscepiibles
;

and confutes it by pointing to the choice of Christian

subjects by Corneille and Racine, Cowley and Blackmore.

Continuing his argument, he dwells on the poetical

fertility of Christian themes, in a passage which deserves

to be compared with Giles Fletcher’s summary of the

subject matter in Christ’s Death and Victoiy •

—

The affairs of this life, with a reference to a life to come,
would shine bright m a diamatic description

, nor is there any
need of any reason why we should always borrow the plan or

histoiy fiom the ancient Jews or piimitive maityis; though
several of these would furnish out noble materials for this sort of

poesy • but modem scenes would be better understood by most
readers, and the application would be much more easy The
anguish of inwaid guilt, the seciet stings, and racks, and scourges

of Conscience
,
the sweet letiring hours and seraphical joys of

’ Vol ill p, no.
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devotion
, the victory of a lesolved soul ovei a thousand tempta-

tions, the inimitable love and passion of a dying God
,
the awful

glories of the last tribunal; the grand decisive sentence from

which theie is no appeal, and the consequent transports or

horrors of the two eternal worlds, these things may be vaiiously

disposed and foim many poems.

Hoice Lytua aie divided into three books con-

taining. fl) Poems Sacred to Devotion and Piety; (2)

Poems Sacied to Honour, Viitue, and Fiiendship
; (3;

Poems Sacred to the Memory of the Dead Of these

the first book is the most chaiactenstic, and perhaps the

leading feature in it is the resolute detcimination of the

poet to exclude from his thoughts all but religious themes,

we everywhere breathe the atmosphere of the Non-

conformist congregation, secluded from the press and

clamoui of the world As Watts says in The Atheist's

Mistake ,

—

Hence, ye profane, I hate your ways
;

I walk with pious souls j

Theie’s a wide difference in our race,

And distant aie our goals.

We find, however, in Horn Lyricce none of the Phari-

saism which usually accompanies a religious attitude of

this kind, nor, on the other hand, any of the vulgar

familiarity of tone often noticeable in those who '„.ono-

polise an intercourse with Heaven. The “ pious souls
"

whom Watts addresses are men and women of refinement;

and his devotional enthusiasm is leveient and self-

restrained, Many of the subjects he treats are of an

abstract nature—“ Divine Judgments,” “ Felicity Above,”

“God’s Dominion and Decrees,” “The Cieator and
Creatures,” “ God’s Absolute Dominion,” “ The Incom-
prehensible,” etc—materials which he sometimes casts

into a Latin mould, sometimes into English odes, imitated

from the Latin of Casimir Sarbiewski. It is onl}!" when he
treats of the Doctiine of Atonement, or of Repentance for

Sin, that he allows liimself anything like an unchecked
flow of emotion. He evidently recognised the distinction

between religious Odes and Hymns, for he says ;

—
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In the fiist book are many Odes, which were written to assist

the meditation and woiship of vulgai Christians, and with a

design to be published m the volume of Hymns which have

now passed a second impression
;
but upon the review I found

some expressions which were not suited to the plainest capacity,

and the metaphors aie too bold to please the weaker Christians

therefore I have allotted them a place here

In these last vvoids he peihaps alluded to the subject

of Divine Love, of which he says —
Among the songs that aie dedicated to divine love, I think

I may be bold to assert that I never composed one line of them
tMth any other design than what they are applied to here, and
I have endeavoured to secuie them all from being pel vet ted and

debased to wanton passions, by several lines in them that can

never be applied to a meaner love.

In Watts’ age the allegoiical inteiiDi station of

“Solomon’s Song” was an accepted pimciple in theology,

nor was there any offence to general taste in applying its

amoious iinageiy to the ideal of religious love
,
yet the

poet’s light instinct showed him that the aspnations in

the following lines—beautiful in themselves—weie not

suitable for expression in a Hymn •

—

Forsaken yet Hopino

Happy the hours, the golden days,

When I could call my Jesus mine.

And sit and view His smiling face.

And melt in pleasuies all divine.

Near to my heait, within my aims.

He lay, till Sin defiled my breast,

Till broken vows and eai thly charms
Tired and piovoked my Heavenly Guest.

And now He’s gone (O mighty woe 1)

Gone fiom my soul and hides His love.

Guise on you, Sins, that grieved Him so.

Ye Sms that foiced Him to remove

'

Break, break my heart, complain my tongue i

Hither, my fiiends, your sorrows bring '

Angels, assist my doleful song.

If you have e’ei a mourning string !
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But ah
1
your joys aie evei high ,

Evei His lovely face you see ,

While my pool spirits pant and die,

And gioan foi Thee, my God, foi Thee.

Yet let my hope look tliiough iiiy tears,

And spy afai His rolling thione ,

His cliaiiot thiough the cleaving sphere

.Shall bung the blight Beloved down

Swift as a loe flics o’ei the hills,

My Soul spimgs out to meet Him high

:

Then the fan Conqueior turns his wheels,

And climbs the mansions of the sky

Theie smiling joy foi evei leigns
;

No moie the turtle leaves the dove*
Faiewell to jealousies and pains,

And all the ills of absent love

Something of the religious emotion of George
Heibert, something of the amorous imagination of

Crashaw may be noted in these verses
;
and by such

links the devotional poetry of Watts is connected with

the theological school of the seventeenth century. But
the element of mysticism is modified in the Hymns,
published in 1707 Here the austere beliefs of the

Calvinist congiegation had to be satisfied, and, accoid-

ingly, though the expression of individual emotion is still

stiong, Watts lays stiess on those points of doctrine which
all members of the congiegation held in common. The
excess of Calvinism in many of his hymns has made such
compositions distasteful to modern feelings As his

biographer, Milner, says .

—

The theology of his day was of a somewhat different mould
to that embraced at the present day by the majority of the dis-

senting Churches it had sterner features, and at the same time
those which weie more timid, it spoke m severer accents to the
sinner, and in a more glowing and mystic style to the saint

;
it

delighted too much in presenting to the one elements of gather-
ing wrath, without a sheltei from the storm, and in pampering
the other with the gay and ardent fancies of impassioned Eastern
poetry.^

’ Milner’s Life and Ttmes ofDt. hoot Watts, p. 270
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Examples of what is meant by these woids may be

found m Watts' piesentation of the Calvinist doctrine of

the leconcihation of God’s attributes of Justice and Mercy

by the Atonement of Christ .

—

Once ’twas a seat of dreadful wiatli,

And shot devouring flame
,

Our God appealed consuming file,

And vengeance was His name

Rich were the drops of Jesus’ blood,

That calmed His ft owning face,

That sprinkled o’er the buinmg thione,

And turned the wiath to grace 1

On the other hand the intense gratitude of the in-

dividual for Salvation, when admitted by the free choice

of God into the company of the elect, is expressed as

follows :

—

Pause, my soul, adoie and wonder:
Ask, ' O nby such love to ;//<;?”

Grace hath put me in the number
Of the Savioui’s family

Hallelujah 1

fhanks, eternal thanks, to Thee.

Such emotions, common, no doubt, to members of the

instiucted congregations which preserved the heieditaiy

scholastic principles of Calvin, were by no means shared

by all who sought to satisfy their religious instincts with

the Christian faith yet, as Watts said, hymns were

plainly designed for use in the “worship of vulgai

Christians ” Hence a natural tendency drove devotional

poets to make the sentiment of then hymns as wide and
undogmatic as possible

,
and, when the large number of

Watts’ hymns still in use among all English-speaking

Christian congregations is considered, his artistic success

appeals very remaikable. The gradual extension of this

religious movement is illustrated by the letter from
Doddridge to Watts of May 1731 :

—

On Wednesday last I was preaching in a barn to a pietty

large assembly of plain country people at a village a few miles off.

Watts, Pialms and Hymns (Rippon), Book ii. hymn loS
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After a sermoi> from Hebrews vi 12, we sang one of your hymns,

which, if I remember right, was the i4otb in the second book

(“Give me the wings of faith to rise”), and m that part of the

worship I had the satisfaction to observe tears m the eyes of

several of the auditory, and after the service was over several of

them told me that they weie not able to sing, so deeply were their

minds affected by it , and the clerk in particular told me that he

could hardly utter the words of it. These were most of them

poor people who work foi their living I found that your hymns

and psalms were almost their daily entertainment.^

It was foitunate for Watts that his natural inclination

to solitary reverie was checked by the public duties imposed

on him by his pastoial office
;

it was still more fortunate

for the character of English hymnology that the popular

impulses in religion, which pievaded through the eighteenth

century, were directed and controlled by men whose taste

had been formed by the study of classical models. In

Lyricm the style is somewhat too consciously

literary.

It is my opinion (says Watts, m his Preface,) that the free and

unconfined numbers of Pindar, or the noble measures of Milton

without rhyme, would best maintain the dignity of the theme, as

well as give a loose to the devout soul, nor check the laptures of

her faith and love.

But it is not m his so-called Pindaric odes, or in his

meditations in blank verse, that Watts contrives to touch

the heart. His real artistic successes aie attained when
he is obliged to express for the use of a simple congregation

a universal feeling, within the limits of some common
national metie His efforts are very unequal, and in

respect of correct versification, especially in regard to

accuracy of rhyming, his hymns leave much to be desii ed
;

the ungainlmess of the doctrine is often reflected in the

veise. But in such compositions as “ Our God, our help m
ages past ’’

;

“ When I survey the wondrous cross ”
;

“ There
IS a land of pure delight ”

; and many others, the style

of English hymnology reaches its highest level. The
complete absence of affectation

;
the manly strength and

* Milner’s Life and Times of Dr. Isaac Watts, p. 493.
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simplicity of the thought, the punty of the diction, in

which every word is rightly chosen, and not one is supei-

fluous
,
aie all marks of correct classical taste.

Apart from Nonconformist theology, the exclusive

Whig policy embodied in the Test Act, supported as it

was by the dominant “ Low ” section of the Church ol

England, may be set down as indirectly one of the prime

causes of the great development of Hyrnnody in the

eighteenth century
;

since by it the interests and aspira-

tions of a large body of the people were withdrawn fiom

politics and concentrated solely on leligion. But the same

policy produced yet wider results by turning the tide of

religious emotion into a new channel within the borders

of the Church of England itself. Most of the extreme

High-Churchmen were also extreme Tories, who, being

unable to take the Oath of Allegiance, either in the reign

of William and Mary or unclei George I., weie cut off

ftom participation in the active work of society, and

naturally turned their thoughts to the cultivation of inward

and spiritual religion. From the study of the mystical

divinity of the Nonjurors sprang, quite in the ordei of

consequence, the Methodist movement. The Wesleys

earned on the practice of congregational hymn-singing on

the lines that Watts had begun
;
but they gave it a vast

extension Watts was an hereditary Nonconformist

;

John and Charles Wesley remained to the end of their

lives members of the Church of England. They did not,

however, limit their action by the local boundaries of

congregation or parish
;
nor was their preaching intended

to illustrate any form of scholastic theology. Their object

was to awaken a sense of personal religion in any who
would associate themselves with the discipline of the

“ people called Methodists ” They would never, in their

field-meetings, have said with Watts, “ Hence, ye profane 1

"

All were invited to listen :

—

There is no othei religious society under heaven (wiites John
Wesley), which requires nothing of men in order to their admission

into It, but a desire to save their souls Look all around you

;
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you cannot be admitted into the Chuich, oi Society, of the

Piesbyterians, Anabaptists, Quakers, or any others, unless you

hold the same opinion, and adhere to the same mode of woi ship

The Methodists alone do not insist on youi holding this oi dial

opinion
;
but they think, and let think. Neithei do they impose

any pailicular mode of woiship ,
but you may continue to woishni

in youi former manner, be it \vhdt it may Now I do not know
any other religious society, eithei ancient or modern, wlieieiii

such libeity of conscience is now allowed, or has been allowed

since the days of the Apostles. Here is oui glorying, and a

gloiying pecuhai to us. What Society shares it with us ?
^

A mode of religion thus completely internalised

necessaiily found for itself a lyrical form of expression.

Chailes Wesley was the poet of the movement
,
but his

thoughts and sentiments vveie so closely identified with

those of his brothei John, that the two must be considered

as pint-authors of the Methodist hymnology.

Both, as the sons of Samuel Wesley, Rector of Epworth,

in Lincolnshire, and Susanna Annesley, his wife, were, by

father and mothei, of gentle blood. John was born on

the 17th of June 1703, and was educated first at Chaiter-

house, and afterwards at Christ Church, Oxford, fiom

which he took his B.A. degree in 1725 and became
M A. in 1727. On 17th March 1726 he was elected

Fellow of Lincoln College, and remained (with some
bleaks) at Oxford till 1735, in which year he went as a

“missioner” among the Indians in Geoigia. Charles,

who was born on i8th December 1707, was educated at

Westminstei, from winch scliool he was elected student

of Christ Chuich, and graduated as B.A. in 1729 and

M.A. in 1733 He it was who, wnth some of his under-

graduate friends, was first called “ Methodist,” “ because

of their strict conformity to the method of study prescribed

by the statutes of the University,” which led them to the

disciplined practice of religious exercises. He accompanied
his brother to Georgia in 1735. John Wesley, on his

retuin to England, in 1738 fell completely under the

influence of the Moravians, which had begun to work
upon him while he was in America

; and in the same year

* /o/in Wesley, by J. H. Overton, p 21 1.
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he asbociated himself with George Whitefiekl, who had

already commenced the Evangelical Revival. Eioin thib

date on Well ds, foi more than fifty years, his hie was mainly

occupied with itinerant preaching, and with establishing

Societies of Methodists m different paits of the countiy

He died on the 2nd of March 1791 Chailes, who foi a long

time accompanied his biothei on his vaiious lourneys, died

on the 29th of March 17K8 Then religious poems aie

mainly contained in a gieat numbei of Hymn-hooks, of

which the following are the most impoitant. Hymn-Book
published at Charlestown in America, 1737 ;

Hymns ana

Sacred Poems, by John and Chailes Wesley, 1739 ,
Hymn-

Book, 1740 (containing hymns on Christian Perfection),

A Collectmi of Moral and Sacred PoetJis, dedicated to Lady
Huntingdon, 1744 ,

Hymns on the Lord’s Supper, by John

and Charles Wesley, 1745.

The inward spiritual development of the Wesleys that

led them to itinerant preaching is complex and cuiious,

but as it has a stiong bearing on the general movement
of the national imagination, it is worth while attempting

to follow its windings As far as I understand it, the

brothers during their period of Oxford self-disciphne weic

unqualified Arminians. John Wesley in 1777 said that

the books by which he was then most influenced were

Thomas 4 Kempis’ hmtatto Chrish, and Jeremy Taylor’s

Rides of Holy Living- and Dying. It is ceitain also that

he was immensely impi eased by the teaching of the

celebrated William Law’s Christian Perfection. Now
Law’s fundamental idea of Christianity was this :

—

It (Revelation) teaches us that the world in which we live is

also in a disordered irregular suite, and cursed for the sake of

man ,
that it is no longer the paradise that God made it, but the

remains of a drowned world, full of maiks of God’s displcasuie,

and the sin of its inhabitants

That It IS a meie wilderness, a state of darkness, a vale of

misery, where vice and madness, dreams and shadows, variously

please, agitate, and torment the short miserable lives of men.

This IS the true point of view in which every Chiistian is to

behold himself He is to overlook the poor projects of human
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life, and to consider himself as a cieature, through his natuial

corruption, falling into a state of endless miseiy, but by the mercy

of God redeemed to a condition of everlasting felicity.^

Flence it is his duty, turning himself away from the

world, to strive with peipetual endeavours, after the state

of Chiistian Perfection, which is to be sought by constant

self-denial, prayer, and devotion

By these principles the Wesleys guided their conduct

while at Oxfoid. IBut on his return from Ameiica, John

seems to have been entirely dominated by a Moravian,

one Peter Bohler, who showed him the meaning of the

doctrine of Justification by Faith. This was very in-

timately associated with the Calvinistic doctrine of Election

:

at any rate it required, as the latter does, the verification

of faith by an tnward assurance of Salvation, John Wesley

astonished his fiiends and relatives by declaring that up

to that time he had not been a Christian, while Charles,

who seems to have arrived Independently at the same

conviction, gave, in a kind of poetical autobiography, called

“The Just shall live by Faith,” his view of his religious

state while at Oxford :

—

For ten long legal yeais I lay,

A helpless, though reluctant, prey

To pride, and lust, and eaith, and hell

:

Oft to repentance vain lencwed.

Self-confident for hours I stood,

And fell and gneied, and lose and fell.

Hardly at last I all gave o’er

;

1 sought to free myself no moie.

Too weak to buist the fowlei’s snare ;

Baffled by twice ten thousand foils,

I ceased to struggle in the toils,

And yielded to a just despair.

’Twas then my soul beheld fiom far

The glimmeimg of an orient star.

That pierced and cheered my nature’s night

:

‘ Sweetly it dawned and promised day,

Sorrow and sin it chased away.

And opened into glonous light.

law’s Christian PtifecUon.
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With othei eyes I now could see

The Fathci, reconciled to me,

Jesus, the Just, had satisfied ;

J esus had made my sufferings His

;

Jesus was now my righteousness ;

Jesus foi ///i; had lived and died

These verses appear in Hymns and Sacred Poems, by

John Wesley and Charles Wesley (2nd series), published

in 1740 In a hymn-book with the same title, published

in 1739, the authors say in a preface

—

Some veises, it may be obseiwed, in the following collection

weic wrote upon the scheme of the mystic divines And these,

it is owned, we once bad in great veneration, as the best explained

of the Gospel of Christ. But we are now convinced that tve

therein greatly erred, not knowing the Scriptures neithei the

power of God

It appears therefore that the point on which the

Wesleys parted from William Law was the interpietation

of the doctrine of Justification by Faith, and the inward

assurance of Convetsion On the other hand, the nature

of the doctrine which the brothers held while at Oxford

may be gathered from a pamphlet by William Law,

published in 1760, entitled Of Justification by Faith and

Works : A Dialogue between a Methodist and a Chutchrnan,

in which the following passage occurs •

—

Wliat IS the Redemption through Jesus Christ but a Re-
demption by and through all that which Christ as God-Man was,

did, suffered, obtained, taught, and commanded, that is, thiough

and by the whole of the Gospel Religion ? How is Christ our

Propitiation or Peace but by that which He is and does in the

inward change and renewal of our nature in bringing foith a new
cieature, not born of man, nor of the will of man, nor of the will

of the flesh, but of God? What is Faith in His Blood but the

same thing as Faith in His Cioss, and what is faith in either case

but a heaity willingness and full desire wholly to cease and turn

away from all Heathenish or Jewish woiks, and to embrace and
give ourselves to all that is meant, taught, and required, by the

Gospel Faith or Kingdom of God ?

. The Wesleys, in fact, became in 1738 Calvinists in

respect of the doctrine of the Atonement and the necessity
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of an inwardly experienced converbion , but they remained

Aiminian with legard to the operation of Grace Their

Hymn Book of 1740 contained the celebrated hymn by

Charles Wesley on “Free Grace,” which caused the

breach in their alliance with Whitefield. In this the poet

said “

O I if Thy spint send forth me,

The meanest of the thiony

I'll sing Thy giace divinely fice,

And teach mankind Thy song.

Grace will I sing thiough Jesus’ name
On all mankind bestowed

,

I’lie eveilasting tiuth pioclaim.

And seal that tiuth with blood.

This was of course to repudiate the Calvinist doctiine

of Election, and Whitefield at once wrote to John

Wesley ;

—

Instead of pawning youi salvation as you have done in a late

Hymn Book, if the doctrine of Universal Redemption be not true

,

instead of talking of sinless Perfection, as you have done in the

pietace to that Hymn Book, and making man’s salvation depend

upon his own free-will, as you have done in this sermon
,
you will

compose a hymn in praise of sovcieign distinguishing love You
will caution believers against striving to work a perfection out of

their own hearts, and print another seimon the reverse of this,

and entitle it Free Gtace, indeed —-free not because free to all^

but free because God may withhold 01 give it to whom and when
He pleases.

Whatever subtleties of distinction may have divided

the creed of the Calvinist from that of the Arminian

missioners, it seems certain that only by the strength

of a personal conviction of what was called in the

eighteenth centuiy “experimental leligion” being necessary

to salvation could either section have produced the

extraordinary effects that attended their field-preaching.

The doctrine of " Christian Perfection ” was suitable to

the development of such Quietism as prevailed in the little

religious establishment at King’s Cliff, presided over by
William Law, but it would have been without meaning
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to the unlettered multitudes who listened bieathlesbly to

the scunons of Whitefield and John Wesley Inward

feeling is also the secret of Charles Wesley’s wonderful

feitihty as a hymn-wntcr Of the 770 hymns contained

in the Wesleyan Methodist Hymn Book, 627 are of his

composition
,
and he is said to have written in all more

than 6000 hymns These are adapted to almost eveiy

situation in social life
,
they express nearly every shade of

religious feeling
,
and it is astonishing what a high level

of excellence most of them attain John Wesley (who

was himself mainly a tianslator) was fully justified in

wiiting before the Collection of Hymns for the use of the

People called Methodists, published in 1780 •

—

In these hymns there is no doggerel, no blotches, nothing

put m to patch up the rhyme, no feeble expletives—nothing

tuigid or bombastic on the one hand, or low and creeping on tlie

other—no cant expressions, no words without meaning. Here
are, allow me to say, both the purity, the stiength, and the

elegance, of the English language, and at the same time the

utmost simplicity and plainness, suited to ever) capacity

The fact is that the simple fervoui of Charles Wesley’s

religious feelings was always chastened and controlled in

the expression by the masculine taste of the scholar and

the gentleman, a combination of impulse and judgment

which makes him the most admiiable devotional lyric poet

m the English language. It is impossible to read his best

verses without recognising their artistic inspiration, one of

the finest examples of which is his poem called “ Wrestling

Jacob” ;

—

Come, O thou Tiavellei unknoiMi,

Whom still I hold, but cannot see ;

My company befoie is gone.

And I am left alone with Thee
With Thee all night I mean to stay

And wrestle till the break of day

f need not tell Thee whom I am.
My miseiy or sm declare

Thyself hast called me by my name ;

Look on Thy hands and read it tlieie.

But who, I ask Thee, who art Thou ?

Tell me Thy name, and tell me now.
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In vain Thou stiug-glcst to get fiee .

I neiei will unloose ray hold

AtL Thou the Man that died for me i'

The secret of Thy Love unfold.

Wiestling I will not let Thee go,

Till I Thy Name, Thy Nature know.

Wilt Thou not yet to me teveal

Thy new unutterable Name ?

Tell me, I beseech Thee, tell I

To know it now resolved I am.

Wiesthng I will not let Thee go.

Till I Thy name, Thy Nature knov/

’Tis all in vain to hold Thy tongue.

Or touch the hollow of my thigh :

Though eveiy smew weie unstrung.

Out of iny arms Thou shouldst not fly.

V/restling I will not let Thee go.

Till 1 Thy Name, Thy Natuie know.

What though my shrinking flesh complain.

And murmur to contend so long ?

I rise supeiior to ray pain

;

When I am weak then I am strong

,

And when my all of strength doth fail,

1 shall with the God-Man prevail.

My stiengtli is gone, my Naluie dies,

I sink beneath Thy weighty Hand ,

Famt to revive, and fall to rise

,

I fall, and yet by Faith I stand.

1 stand, and will not let Thee go.

Till I Thy Name, Thy Natuie know.

To Charles Wesley’s keen feeling for aitistic pro-

poition was also added a genial sense of humour, which

manifests itself in the volume containing his Hymns
written in the Time of the Tumult—viz., the Lord George

Gordon Riots of 1780. This includes a satire on the

cowardly conduct of the Magistrates on that occasion, in

the course of which the poet hits off, with much dramatic

spirit, the disposition of the mob towards the various

victims of their violence. Among others, they are made
to declaim against the Methodists and their leaders :

—
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Old Wesley too, to Papists kind,

Who wiote against them foi a blind.

Himself a Papist still m heait,

He and his followers shall smart.

Not one of his fraternity,

We heie beneath oui stanclaid see.

The Wesleys were indeed thoroughly loyal to Church

and King, and their strong ptactical sense kept them,

amid all their religious enthusiasm, in touch with the

onward political course of the nation as a whole. Their

Aiminianism also helped to temper the democratic move-

ment they headed with the disciplinary obseivances

inherited from their Oxford days But the spiritual

excitement which they had set in motion was by no

means confined to rude wayside congregations , it pene-

trated the recesses of polite society, and transformed the

lives of men of genius and learning.

Whether poor Chiistopher Smart (1723-1770), an

e.xcellent classical scholar. Fellow of Pembioke College,

Cambridge, whose writings generally aim at catching the

witty satiric tone of the period, was ever touched by the

Methodist preaching, we know not. There can, however,

be no doubt that his Song to David owes much of its

fine lyrical quality to the religious atmosphere of the

movement. Written when the authoi was in confine-

ment, this poem is constructed on lines at once sane

and magnificent, and its diction exhibits the same mas-

culine directness as Chailes Wesley’s Wrestling Jacob

—

There is but One who ne’ei lebelled,

But One by passion unimpelled,

By pleasuies unenticed

;

He from Himself hath semblance sent.

Grand object of His own content.

And saw the God in Chiist

Tell them I AM, Jehovah said

To Moses ; while eaitli hcaid in dread.

And, smitten to the heart,

At once above, beneath, around,

All Natuie, without voice or sound,

Replied, “ O Loid, Thou art.”
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But Methodism, oi at least Calvinism, can claim as

its conveit a more famous poet than Smait Except in

lespect of their birth, then classical education, and the

intensity of their inward spiritual convictions, there could

be no greater contrast than between the characters of the

Wesleys, on the one hand, and that of the unfoitunate

Cowpei, on the other Methodism impelled the Wesleys

To fly, like Oglethorpe, fiom pole to pole

They tiavelled over many thousands of miles in their

missionary efforts they weie for ever addressing multi-

tudes • they became great lulers and organisers of society

Calvinism turned Cowper from a comparatively cheerful

scholar into a shi inking and sensitive recluse, and
aggiavated his propensity to introspection into religious

mania. He was by family allied to the governing classes

of the countiy ; by temperament (as his Translationsfrom
the French of Madame Guyon show) lie was inclined to

the school of religious Quietism, represented by William

Law . by taste and education his mind was keenly alive

to all the soothing charms of ait and literatuie. But all

the forces of biith, art, and refinement, were insufficient

to pieserve a mind morbid in its tendencies from the

honors haunting it through a belief in the i evoking

Calvinist doctrine of Reprobation It is of course foieign

to the scope of this Histoiy to dwell upon the more
purely personal side of the Lives of the English Poets I

shall therefore deal rapidly with the details of Cowper’s

biography—^which indeed are well known to all lovers of

English liteiature—and shall devote myself mainly to

consideiing the effect produced by his peculiar religious

opinions on his art, and the influence which this exercised

on the general course of our poetry.

William Cowper was the second of the three sons of

tire Rev. John Cowper, Rector of Great Berkhampstead,
and of Ann Donne his wife, who was of the same family

as John Donne the poet. He was born on 26th November
1731, and, when only six years old had the misfortune
to lose his mother, whose memory he has immortalised in
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the pathetic elcg}’ On the RcceiJ't of my ATothcT \ Piitinc

About a ycdi altenvaids he was bcnt to bclinol witli a

Dr Pitman at Markgate Stieet, where he spent two un-

happy yeais, being removed at the end of them to the

cate of an oculist in consequence of inflammation of the

eyes At ten yeais of age he went to Westramistei, at

which school, It would appear, fiom his TiroLiniitni, time

passed with him pleasantly enough. Among his school-

fellows were Warren Flastings, George Colinan, Geoigc

Cumbciland, Robert Lloyd, and Chailes Chuichill. He
Icft school in 1748, and after spending thiee years at

home was articled to a solicitor, with whom he studied

law for thiee years, having for a companion the future

Loid Thuilow. During this time he visited often at the

house of his uncle, Ashley Cowper, Cleik of the I’arliments,

and fell deeply in love with his cousin Theodora
;
but

her lather, obseiving in him the symptoms of melancholia,

lefiiscd to' allow then engagement Having enteied the

Middle Temple, he lost his father in 1756, and, being

somewhat hard piessed for money, was made thiough

family influence Commissionei of Bankiupts, a place

w'oith £60 a year For some time he seems to have

added to his resources by contributing to The Conr/otsscur,

a magazine which had been started by two old West-

minister boys, Thornton and Colman
In 1763 his cousin, Major Cowper, appointed him to

two almost sinecure places in the House of Lords
;
but

his morbid conscience reproached him with having

desired the death of the pievious holdei of one of them,

and he begged that it might be given to a friend With
regaid to the other, he was told that he must show
evidence of his qualifications

,
and the apprehension of

this so preyed upon his mind that he attempted to com-
mit suicide. On awaking to consciousness of the nature

of his action, he imagined that he was condemned to

eternal perdition. His cousin, Maitin Madan, chaplain of

the Lock Hospital, attempted to give him consolation, by
pointing out to him the means of Justification through the

Blood of Christ, but as Madan, according to the Calvinist
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creed, insisted on the necessity of an inwaid assurance of

Salvation, Cowper’s a.^ony inci eased, and it became

necessary to place him in a lunatic asylum at St Albans,

under the care of Dr. Nathaniel Cotton Heie, after he

had been gradually restoicd to sanity, he stayed for moie

than a year
;
and then, having resigned his Commissioner-

ship, took up his abode, aided by an allowance from his

fiiends, at Huntingdon.

In this town he made the acquaintance of the Unwins,

and lived in their horise till the death of Mr Unwin m
1767. Thereupon he removed with Mrs Unwin to Olncy,

by an arrangement with John Newton, who had for thiee

years been curate of that parish With him Cowper

formed a strong friendship, and took a piominent pait in

the movement of leligious revival which Newton had

originated in the town. At the suggestion of his friend

he also consented in 1771 to aid in the production of a

volume of Hymns. But the atmosphere of spiritual

excitement which he now breathed soon produced its natural

effects; in 1773 his old malady returned, and he again

vainly attempted suicide. Recovering his senses slowly,

he occupied himself with gardening
; but Newton, who

took care of him in his own house during his illness, says

that it was sixteen months before he began to smile.

For more than three yeais he entirely dropped the letter

writing in which he delighted
,

in 1776, however, he

began to resume his literary composition, and when Newton
left Olney m 1779, their joint work, the Olney Hymns,

was ready foi publication.

After this Cowper employed himself more regularly

in writing. The years 1780-84 were probably the

happiest in his life since the first attack of his malady.

At the suggestion of Mrs. Unwin, he composed rapidly

the poems contained in the volume published in 1782

—

viz. Table Talk, The Progress of Error, Truth, Expostula-

tion,, Hope, Charity, Conversation, Retirement, and a few

lyrics. In 1781 he made the acquaintance of Lady
Austen, who suggested to him the idea of The Task.

She also told him the stoiy which he put into verse
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as The Diverting History of John Gilpin The Tasle,

together with Tiiocimum (composed in 17S4) and John

Gilprn, was published in 1785, and the poet was gratified

by the rapid success of the volume But his happiness

was of short duration. Consideration for the feelings of

Mrs Unwin obliged him in 178;^ to break off the con-

nection with Lady Austen, and he says that, when wilting

The Task^ he “ was often supremely unhappy." In anothei

letter he writes, “ You will think me mad, but I am not

mad, most noble Festus, I am only m despair” He now

employed himself on his translation of Homer, and the

void caused in his life by the loss of Lady Austen was

paitially filled by the renewal of intimacy with his cousin

Lady Hesketh and by the companionship of some fiesh

friends, the Throckmortons.

In 1787, however, his fit returned, and he once moie

attempted to destroy himself After a short interval he

became himself again, His translation of Homer was

published in 1791 ,
and he afteiwaids undertook to

edit the works of Milton. But an attack of paralysis

with which Mis Unwin was seized m that year aggravated

his mental malady, and her death in 1795 completed

his sense of despair The only thing that affoided

him even temporary relief was the levision of his

translation of Homer. In this state he lingered on

till his release by death on the rst of Februaiy

1800; the last of his original compositions was his

very fine poem The Castazvay, written on the 20th of

March 1799.

Cowper began to write at a period maiked by the

absence in society of all active motives of inspiiation, and
at the same time by a widespread taste for literature

His literary gift was early developed, and, like that of

Cowley and other poets, showed itself in a remarkable

facility of imitation. His earliest verses are an imitation

of John Philips’ Splendid Shilling-, in his Epistle to Robert

Lloyd he shows himself an admirer of " dcai Mat Prior’s

easy jingle ”
;
and though his love poems have the ring of

sincerity, they are chiefly noticeable for the conventional
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smoothness of then veisification. He wiotcnow anJ then

in the monthly magazines in a mannei adapted to the

formal taste of ‘‘the toivn,” but in his early woik

his literaiy feeling is still without chaiacter
,
the man

himself does not appeal in his poetry till after he had

taken up his abode at Olney. From that date onwaids

his Calvinism expresses itself in one of two forms, cithei

lyiical or didactic and satiric

He was nearly fifty years old when the Olnej Hymns
appeared, and in these it is at once seen that the artistic

power manifested in his earliest woik has at last obtained

substantial mateiials with which to deal, and has found

out the way to mould them into the right form The
hymns composed by Cowper express various moods of

religious emotion
,
and it is high proof of manliness and

self-control, that m none of them does he seek to give

utterance to the feelings of despaii of which he was the

unhappy victim. The extreme Calvinistic doctiine of the

Atonement is of couise everywhere prominent, and imparts

to almost all the hymns an intensely personal character,

so that perhaps the number of those which—like “ Oh for

a closer walk with God 1

” “ God moves in a mysterious

way” ; and, “Haik, my soul, it is the Lotd"—are fitted

for congiegational singing, is small But few of them aie

disfigured by the cant phrases of the sect
,

^ while, as in

Charles Wesley’s hymns, the pi e\ ailing chaiacteristic is,

that sure sign of genuine poetrj'-, the power of expressing

a forcible feeling with intense simplicity In the following

verses the lyrical emotion gives to the words all the

sincerity of autobiography :

—

1 In the following wc find something like the phaiistiical self-conbcious.-

ness of the Elect

.

The Lord receives His highest praise

From humble minds and hearts sincere
j

While all the loud professor says

Offends the righteous Judge's ear.

Too many, Lord, abuse Thy grace
In this licentious day.

And while they boast they see Thy face,

They turn their own away.
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My Soul Tiiirsieth tou God

1 thiist but not Ub once I did,

The vain delights of earth to shaie
;

Thy wounds, Einmaniiel, all foibid

That 1 should seek my pleasuies theic.

It was the sight of Thy deai cross

First weaned my soul fiom earthly things

And taught rae to esteem as dross

The mnth of fools and pomp of kings

I want that grace that spungs fiom Thee,

That quickens all things when it flows.

And makes a wietched thoin like me
Bloom as the niyitle and the rose

Dear fountain of delight unknown,
No longei sink below the bum ;

But overflow, and pour me down
A living and hfe-givmg stieam

For sure of all the plants that shaic

The notice of my Father’s eye,

None proves less giateful to his care.

Or yields him nieanei fruit than 1

And who does not feel the pathetic intensity of this ^

The Contrite Heart

The Lord will happiness divine

On contiite heaits bestow
;

Then tell rae, gracious God, is mine
A contrite heart or no

I hear, but seem to heat in van;,

Insensible as steel •

If aught IS felt, ’tis only pain

To find I cannot feel

i sometimes think myself inclined

To love Thee if I could
;

But often feel another mind
Aveise to all that’s good.

My best desires are faint and few,

I fain would strive for more
,

But when I ci-y, “My stiength renew I"

Seem weaker than before.
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Thy saints are comfoitcd I Icnov,

And love Thy house of piayei ;

I theiefore go when otheis go,

But find no comfort theie

Oh make this heatt rejoice oi ache
;

Decide this doubt foi me,
And if It be not bioken, bieak,

—

And heal it if it be

The case is different with the volume of “ Poems ”

published in 1782 In this Cowper endeavours didacti-

cally to combine with his Calvinist doctrine the vivacious

air of familiar conversation which characteiiscs the satire

of the earlier part of the century. But his effort is un-

successful. Neither nature nor art had qualified him for

a satirist. His gentle and affectionate heart rendered him
incapable of the fierce invective of Juvenal

;
his shyness

and introspective habits, of the woildly wisdom of Horace,

In satire, vice and folly must be judged by the univeisal

standard of Reason
;
but Cowper refers all his judgments

to the sectional Calvinist doctrine of Grace. What he

calls satires are therefore, in reality, like those of Wither,

long, sermon-like soliloquies, winch lack the due sense

of proportion. For example, in l^he Progress of Error^

the fiist of the seiics he undeilook at Mrs. Unwin’s

suggestion, he staits with the undoubtedly just, though not

very original, observation, that Man is placed in the world

on his trial, and that

Hourly alluiemcnts on his passions pi ess,

Safe m themselves but daiigeious in the excess

But having thus stated his theme, the only examples of

it that he provides are the hunting paison
,
the cleigyman

who indulges himself with music on Sunday evenings
,

card-playing on Sundays, the drunken Clodio, and Rufillus

who “ has the Ladies’ Etiquette by heart ”
;
the sentimental

novelist
;
Lord Chesterfield

,
and the typioal travelling

tutor and pupil From these he rambles off to the pre-

sumption of rationalising critics of Sciipture concluding

finally :

—
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But Muse, forbear ' long flights forbode a fall

,

Stiike on the deep-toned chord the sum of all.

Hear the just law the judgment of the skies
,

He that hates truth shall be the dupe of lies

,

And he that -unll be cheated to the last,

Delusions strong as hell shall bind him fast.

But if the wanderer his mistake discern,

Judge his own ways, and sigh for a return.

Bewildered once, must he bewail his loss

For ever and for ever? No—the Cross 1

There and there only (though the deist rave

And atheist, if earth hear so mean a slave),

There and there only is the power to save
j

There no delusive hope invites despair,

No mockery meets you, no deception there:

The spells and charms that blinded you before

All vanish there, and fascinate no more.

This seems to be a somewhat inadequate treatment of so

wide a theme as Progress of Error.

In the same way Expostulation is supposed to be the

pleading of the poet with his country to lepent of her

national sms, The history of Israel is dwelt on at gieat

length foi the warning of England. But when the reader

expects a satiric answei to the question

What appears

In England’s case to move the Muse to tears ?

almost the only sins that are enumerated aie the national

failure to ascribe to Heaven the glory for victoiy
,
the

fortune-hunting of the East India Company’s seivants
;

the abuses of the Test Act; and the worldliness of the

clergy, of whom the poet says :

Except a few with Eli’s spint blest,

Hoplim and Phineas may describe the rest.

Nor is the spiritual Pharisaism of the satires redeemed
by any great excellences of style The diction, with its

over-homely imagery and slang phrases of “ smart society,”

is indeed familiar, but also (what Cowpei never is when
happily inspired) somewhat vulgar, as m passages like the

following :

—

von. V 2 A
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Hence Libeity, sweet Liberty, inspnes,

And keeps alive Ins fieice but noble fires.

Patient of constitutional control,

He bears it with meek manliness of soul

;

But if authonty grow wanton, woe
To him that treads vpov his free-born toe >

or

He woie them as fine tiappings for a show,

A playing, synagogue-frequenting beau

The veisification is distinguished from prose-wiiting only

by the rhyme. It has neither the masculine force of

Dryden nor the epigrammatic terseness of Pope. It aims

at the light touch of Young in his Universal Passion, but

wants his wit
;

it succeeds in imitating the fluent periods

of Churchill, but not the brutal conclusiveness with which

that able literary bravo often brings his paragraphs to a

climax. Here is a chaiacteiistic example :

—

Build by whatever plan caprice decrees.

With what mateiials on what ground you please •

Your hope shall stand unblamed, perhaps admired.

If not that hope the Scripture has required.

The strange conceits, vain projects, and wild dreams,

With which hypocrisy for ever teems,

(Though other follies strike the public eye

And raise a laugh) pass unmolested by :

But if unblamable in word and thought,

A man arise, a man whom God has taught,

With all Elijah’s dignity of tone.

And all the love of the beloved John,

To storm the citadels they build m air.

And smite the untempered wall ’tis death to spare ;

To sweep away all refuges of lies.

And place, instead of quirks themselves devise.

Lama Sabachthani before their eyes
;

To prove that without Christ all gam is loss.

All hope despair that stands not on His cioss
;

Except the few his God may have impressed,

A tenfold frenzy seizes all the rest.

On the other hand, in The Task, Cowper has liglited

on the subject fitted to his genius
;
he has also invented

the form in which it ought to be treated. The supposed -

theme (which is indeed no theme) becomes in his hands

capable of an essentially lyrical form of presentation, and
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all the solitary and ccntufugal tendencies in the man find

a channel of expression in which they can flow without

being impeded by the sins of uniegeneiate society

Calvinism, it is true, still permeates his thought, but this

is brought into such complete subjection to the lequiie-

ments of artistic form as not to clash with the poet’s

delight in external nature, or with the well-bred gaiety

and ease that characterise all his desciiptions of himself

and his surroundings. He peiceived (without perhaps

perceiving all the reasons for it) that satiie was not his

proper instiument;

—

Since pulpits fail, and sounding-boaids lefiect

Most part an empty inefFeaual sound,

Wliat chance that I, to fame so little known,

Noi conversant with men or manneis much,

Should speak to puipose, or with bitter hope
Crack the satiiic thong? 'Tweie wisei far

Foi me, enamoured of sequestered scenes.

And charmed with rural beauty, to icpose

\Vlieie chance may tluow me, beneath elm or vine.

My languid limbs when suramei sears the plains

Or, when rough wintei rages, on (he soft

And sheltered sofa, while the nitious an

Feeds a blue flame, and makes a cheeiful health

;

Theie undistuibed by Folly, and appiised

How great the danger of disturbing lies.

To muse in silence, or at least confine

Remaiks that gall so many to the few.

My partners in retreat. Disgust concealed

Is ofttimes proof of wisdom, when the fault

Is obstinate, and cure beyond our reach

By adopting the mock-heroic manner of blank-vcrsc with

which he had begun his poetical caieer in his boyish

imitation of The Splendid Shilling, he found employment
for his peculiar vein of humour. He could now at choice

describe in grandiose language the familiar objects about

him
,
indulge in sentimental reveries inspired by Rousseau

;

diverge into passages of autobiography and compliment

;

or, if he chose, reoccupy the satiric pulpit for which he

had so unfortunate a predilection. It will probably be

generally felt that the satirical passages of The Task, and
especially the invectives against the clergy in The Time-
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Of hedye-iovv beaulies nunibeiless, stiuaie lowci,'*

Tall spue,“ fiom which the sound of cheeiful hells

Just undulate upon the listening cai ;

Gloves, heaths, and smoking villages lemote®

In the humorous painting of the building of the cncuinbei

frame
;

in the desci iptions of the tame hare, of the post-

man’s horn, of the sound of chuich-bells actoss the snow
;

is embodied a love of the country with all its animal and

vegetable life, as strong in the Englishman as in the

ancient Roman
;
a habit ingiained in him by centuries of

assimilated feudalism, but softened by sentiments of a /-

philosophic civilisation. And this lyrical concentration of

thought and feeling is perfectly reflected in Cowper’s style.

He excels, perhaps, all English poets in the quality of

well-bred simplicity. In his truly representative poems

his versification is always easy, but nevei vacuous

;

choice, but absolutely devoid of pretentiousness and

affectation. In expressing pathetic ideas, without the

aid of ornament, he is unequalled. Witness such varied

melodies as

—

Weigh the vessel up,

Once dreaded by oui foes,

And mingle with the cup

The teais that England owes.

Hei timbers yet are sound,

And she may float again

Full charged with England’s thunder,

And plough the distant mam.

But Kempenfelt is gone

;

His victoiies aie o’er;

And he and his eight bundled
Shall plough the wave no more.

and :

Thy needles, once a shining stoic,

For my sake restless heretofore.

Now rust disused, and slime no moie,

My Mary

!

1 Of Clifton, or Olney. Emliertr id Steventon
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and

Foi dioiigh thou gladly woukht fulfil

The same kind office for me slill,

Thy sight now seconds not thy will,

My Maiy I

But well thou playedst the housewife’s pait,
And all thy thieads with magic ait

Have wound themselves about this head,
My Mary 1

The poplars aie felled
; farewell to the shade,

And the whispering sound of the cool colonnade
The winds play no longei and sing m the leaves,
Nor Ouse on his bosom their image receives

My fugitive years ate all hasting away,
And I must ere long he as lowly as they.
With a turf on my breast, and a stone at my head,
Eie another such grove shall arise in its stead.

’Tis a sight to engage me, if anything can.
To muse on the perishing pleasures of man

;

Though his life be a dream, his enjoyments, I see,
Have a being less durable even than he.

1 theiefore purpose not, or dream,
Descanting on his fate.

To give the melancholy theme
A more enduiing date

But miseiy still delights to tiace
Its semblance in another’s case

No voice divine the storm allayed,
No light propitious shone.

When, snatched from all effectual aid.
We perished, each alone •

But I beneath a rougher sea.

And rvhelnied in deepei gulf than he.

I have already shown that the classic purity of
poetical expression, which was so pre-eminent a quality in
Cowper, was also a characteristic of the hymns of Watts
and Wesley. From this it may with confidence be inferred
that the great undercurrent of religious revival in the]
eighteenth century, equally devotional and democratic in ^

Its tendency, was a powerful factor in bringing about a
revolution tn English Poetry as well as in English politics
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Methodism produced little effect on the g-oveining classes

of the countiy. The dislike with which they regaided it

is made apparent by the constant references to it in the

letters of Horace Walpole, and even a Churchman so

religious as Bishop Butler looked with suspicion on the

field-preaching of Wesley, as being tainted with the

always dreaded “ enthusiasm.” Reason, based on ex-

perience, was the standard by which refined society judged

of all actions
;
the atmosphere they bieathed was entiiely,

political
;
and, in proportion as the cause of Constitutional I

Liberty became part of the assets in the social life of the

nation, it lost its power as an ideal
;
so that the poets of I

the lettered aristocracy, who had once kindled their imagi-

nation with the civic spirit of the great writers of Greece

and Rome, satisfied themselves more and more with an

insipid imitation of classic forms. On the other hand,

the ideal of Christian Libeity tended to turn the imagina-

tions of those who cherished it away from the sphere of

politics into that of religion This necessarily encouraged

a mode of expression severe in its simplicity
;

but,

at the same time, the religious poets of the eighteenth

century, being scholars and men of refinement, knew
that it was necessary for them to curb their enthusiasm

by art, and to observe in their compositions the rules

of correct taste. ' Hence arose in practice a mote
natural mode of poetic diction, which, as opposed to the

artificial style cultivated by the degenerate followers

of Pope, furnished a starting-point for Wordsworth,
when he elaboiated his revolutionaiy theory of metrical

composition.



CHAPTER Xn

THE EARLY ROMANTIC MOVEMENT IN ENGLISH

POETRY

Allan Ramsay; William Somervile
;
William Shenstone;

George, Lord Lyttelton
, Joseph and Thomas Warton

;

Thomas Gray and William Collins
; James Macpherson

,

Thomas Chatterton.

Ip Sir Robert Walpole was the lepresentative Englishman

in the sphere of political action during the first half of the

eighteenth century, Horace Walpole, during the latter

half, was a not less typical exponent of the taste and

imagination of society in the sphere of critical reflection.

No two persons could have been, superficially, more unlike

each other than father and son. Between the robust,

fox-hunting Minister— the country - loving owner of

Houghton, himself the type of a country - gentleman,

the object of whose policy was, above all things, to

reconcile the countiy-gentlemen of England to the rule

of the House of Brunswick—and the delicate, fastidious

petit mattre^ half a Frenchman, loving “ the Town,” hating

squires and all their ways
;
the contrast was so striking

that it IS little wonder the, scandal of Society should have

hinted, probably unjustly, that the two were not bound
together by a true lineal relationship. The one was the

ruler, the other the spoiled child, of his time.

Yet they had certain points in common. Horace
inherited and cherished the Whig tradition of his fathei,

distinct as this was from the Whiggism of the great

Revolution Houses ; he was a Whig in the
,

latitude of his

churchmanship and his dislike of leligious enthusiasm :

360
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his political creed was a natuial development of Whig

pimciple, an aristocratic Republicanism, veiled iiiiclci the

forms of Monarchy The emphatic difference in the

family character of the two geneiations was, in fact, to a

veiy great extent, the result of external ciicumstances

In the time of Sir Robeit the^Whigs were a selpct body

fighting for the establishment of a constiffitipoal principle .

the^ latter Half of the eighteenth century saw the consti-

tutional battle won, the political compromise effected,_the

Hanoveiian dynasty fiimly established the little society

which had gained the victory was now chiefly concerned

with the division of the spoils
;
and the son of its great

leader became the witty and cynical chionicler of its

ideas, its tastes, and its amusements

Horace Walpole’s epistolary correspondence illustrates

in almost every page the chaiacter of the transition :

—

Oh ! my dear sii (he writes to John Chute), don’t you find

that nine paits m ten of the world are of no use but to make you

wish yourself with that tenth pait? I am so far from growing

used to mankind by living amongst them, that my natural

ferocity and wildness does but every day giow worse. They tire

me, they fatigue me ; I don’t know what to do with them , I

fling open the windows, and fancy I want air ; and when I get

by myself, I undress myself, and seem to have had people m my
pockets, m my plaits, and on my shouldeis 1 I fear ’tis growing

old
;
but I literally seem to have murdered a man whose name

was Ennui, for his ghost is ever before me. They say there is

no English word for emul

;

1 think you may translate it most
literally by what is called “ entertaining people ” and “ doing the

honours ”
; that is, you sit an hour with somebody you don’t

know and don't care for, talk about the wind and the weather,

and ask a thousand foolish questions, which all begin with, “ 1

think you live a good deal in the country,” or, “ I think you

don’t love this thing or that.” Oh 1 'tis dreadful 1

1

For this malady the cure appeared to lie in the fiee

indulgence of an Epicurean aestheticism :

—

I’ll tell you (Horace goes on) what is delightful—the

Domemchm ' My dear sir, if ever there was a Domenichin, if

there was ever an original picture, this is one. I arn quite

Letter of August 20, 1743.
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happy; for niy father is as much transpoited with it as I am It

IS hung in the gallery, wheie are all his most capital pu tures, and

he himself thinks it beats all but the two Guidos. That of the

Doctors and the Octagon—-I don’t know if you ever saw them ?

What a chain of thought this leads me into 1 but why should 1

not indulge it? I will flattei myself with your some tune oi

other passing a lew days heie with me. Why must I nevei

expect to sec anything but Beefs ^ m a gallery which would not

yield even to the Colonna ?
^

Alike in his ennui and his aestheticism, the spiiit of

the aristocratic Whig breathes through Walpole’s utter-

ances. VHe wanted more libeity of imagination, and he

was a lebel against Classic Form^)—

The Grecian (says he in a letter to Horace Mann) is only

proper for magnificent and public buildings. Columns and all

then beautiful ornaments look ridiculous when crowded into a

closet or a cheese-cake house. The vanety is little, and admits

no charming irregularities. I am almost as fond of the Shara-

waggi or Chinese want of symmetry in buildings as in grounds

or gardens. I am sure whenever you come to England you will

be pleased with the libeity of taste into which we are struck and

of which you can have no idea.®

Hence he was all for an agreeable licence in Land-

scape Gardening, and was quite ready to destroy the old

formal style of garden to make room for “ Kent and

Nature.” Hence, too, he thought that, in fiction, thej

light rule was to combine the supeinatuial “machinery”

of the Middle Ages with the modern imitation of Nature,
|

and he exemplified his principles in The Castle of Otranto,

with a result that is humorously described in a letter of

George James Williams to George Selwyn —
It consists of ghosts and enchantments

;
pictures walk out of

their frames and are good company for half an hour together

,

helmets drop from the moon and cover half a family.^

Hence, once more, he pleased himself in his Mysterious

Mother with an attempt to revive upon the modern stage,

1 t.e Sqvures.

2 Hoiace Walpole to John Chute. Letter of August ao, 1^43.
’ Horace PYalyale- A Alevwtr, by Austin Dobson, p. 117. * Rnii. p. 173
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in opposition to the foimal classicism of ]ilays like Cato,

the “melodramatic” style of some of the Elizabethans —
II ne vous plaiioit pas assui^ment (he wiites to Ins fiiend Mine

de Deffand) ,
il n’y a pas de beaux sentiments. II n’y a que dcs

passions sans envelope, des ciimes, des repentis, ct des horieiiis ^

But all this libeity of spiiit and imagination was only

to be enjoyed by the virtuoso ; it was illegitimate foi the

vulgai. When Walpole went to Paris he was shocked to

find that polite society aired its religious scepticism before

servants waiting at dinner •

—

Free-thinking (said he, commenting on the circumstance,) is

for oneself, surely not foi society. For liteiature it is veiy

amusing when one has nothing else to do . . . and besides, in

this countiy one is sure it is only the fashion of the day.^

This is somewhat in the manner of Lord Froth ;
“ To

be pleased with what pleases the crowd 1 Now when I

laugh, I always laugh alone”

{As the eighteenth century advanced. Romanticism

like^Ioiace Walpole’s became moie and moie prevalent

in fashionable society, and theie are touches of the petit

mattre in the criticism even of a scholar so learned as

Gray But such affectations are only the surface symptoms
of a movement in society at large, deeper, wider, and

more democratic. Certain needs and feelings of the

human imagination had been for the time suppressed by
the Revolution of 1688, and these forces, again rising

into activity, were threatening to dissolve both the

constitutional compromise and the classical conventions

of taste by which that compromise was attended} I

shall attempt in this chapter a brief criticism of the

various moods of the Romantic Movement, and of the

works that gave expression to it, up to the time when the

dykes containing the torrent were broken down by the

force of the French Revolution.®

' Letters of the Marquise die Dtffand (iSio), vol. i. p. 2ti.
Horace Walpole, by Austin Dobson, p 174.

3 An excellent account of the progress of the medioeval revival in the
eighteenth century muy be found in Professor Phelps’ JBejpnmn^s of the
English Romantic Miroement (Boston, 1S93), to which the reader is leferred
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the first place it should be noted that the Romantic

moTCment, in most of its fotms, was entiiely literary^ it

fnvolved^either an adaptation or a revival of some rnode

of imaginative ekpression peculiar to a past ag^ Thel

earliest note of the new style was pastoial, and may be 1

said to have been sounded by a North Biiton, Allan'

|

Ramsay^orn^at Leadhill, in Lanarkshire, on the 15th of
\

October 168^ His father was a superintendent of the

lead-mills of Cranford Moor for Lord Hopctoun, and he

himself had little education, having been apprenticed at

an early age to a wig-maker in Edinburgh. In 1713 he

married Christina Ross, by whom he had a numerous

family, which stimulated him to supplement the labours

of the barber with those of the poet. A few years after-

wards he edited the old poem Christs Ktrk 0’ the G^-een,

adding to it a canto of his own as a sequel, an experiment

which seems to have given him the first idea of wiiting in

the Scottish dialect. His Muse now became productive.

In 1721 he collected his Fugitive Pieces

;

his Fables and
Tales appeared in 1722; his Tale of Three Bonnets in

1723; his Evergreen (a collection of Scotch pieces,

supposed to have been written before 1600, but of which

many were certainly written after 1700) in 1724. The
Geiiile Shepherd, his most famous poem, was publisheJ”"

in _iJ7^,“3ffef' which His' only important work was a

Collection of Thirty Fables, which appeared in 1730.

Part of the vogue his poetry enjoyed was due to a

feeling, widespread in Scotland after the Union, that the

nationality of the noithern Kingdom was in danger of

being lost. Ramsay shared this sentiment, and to con-

firm it built, in 1736, a theatre in Edinburgh for the

exhibition of Scottish plays. His wife died in 1743.
He himself, who had made a small fortune from his two
professions, retiied from business in 1755, and died on

,Ahe 7th of January
The dexiik Shepha^ is a variation oL-the pastoral

plays developed by Tasso and Guarini out of suggestions

'luriushedto them by the Arcadia of Sanazzaro. From
Italy, where these had long been replaced by the operas
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which naturally giew out of them, the pastoial drama had

mip-rated to England, and had been etni>lfryeg~BS^Ie_tchm

in The Faithful Shepherdess, and by Ben Jonson, in his

fiagment of Thg. Sad Shepherd. This form of play was,

however, not congenial to English dramatic ideas, and

—though Walsh had advised Pope to use it ^—had

almost dropped out of sight, when it was levived by

Allan Ramsay ( Ramsay showed the genius of an original

inventor in departing from the essential features of his

model. Vffe rejected the fiction of the Golden Age, and

laid h?s action in the time of the English Commonwealth
;

dispensing, by a logical sequence, with the traditional

persons of nymphs, fauns, satyrs, etc. ,
and retaining, as a

last relic of supernatural machinery, only the intervention

of an old witch. *^is shepherds pipe in alternate strains

after the usual bucolic manner; but the Doric effect of

the literary eclogue is repioduced naturally by means ofi

the Scotch dialect; the sceneiy described is not mytho-1

logical, but the actual lake and mountain region amidl

which Ramsay had passed his boyhood^ The plot, which 1

is of the simplest, turns on the hidden relationship of the

leading shepherd and shepheidess to an aristociatic

personage, who boasts the very unpastoral name of Sir

William Worthy:, it essentially corresponds, in fact, with

the features of “ musical comedy " on the modern stage,

and, after the success of Tlu Beggars' Opera, Ramsay
made a further approach to this type, by introducing

into his play a number of songs, set to popular airs

The following passage will give an idea of the Doiic

character of the dialogue, carried on by the Graeco-

Italo-Scotch shepherds and shepheidesses in alternate

strains :

—

Jenny But what if some young giglet on the green,

Wi’ dimpled cheeks and twa bewitching een,

Shou’d gar your Patie think his half-woin Meg
An’ her kenned kisses hardly worth a feg ?

Peg. Nae mair o’ that I—Dear Jennj^ to be fiee,

Theie’s some men constanter in love than we

:

^ Letter of Walsh to Pope of 24th June 1706.
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Noi IS the felly ffieat, when natiiie kind

Has blesL them wi’ solidity o’ mind

They’ll leason calmly, and wi’ kindness smile,

When oiu shoit passions wad oui peace beguile

Sae, whcnsoe’ei they slight then maiks at hame,

It’s ten to ane the waves aie maist to blame,

Then I’ll employ wi’ pleasure a’ my ai t

To keep him cheerfu’ an’ secuie his heait

At e’en, when he comes weary frae the hill,

I’ll hae a’ things made leady to his will

In wintei, when he toils thiough wind and lain,

A bleezing ingle and a clean lieaith-stane
,

An’ soon as he flings by his plaid an’ staff,

The seething pats be ready to tak’ aflf

Clean hag-a-bag ^ I’ll spread upon his hoard.

And sei ve him wi’ the best we can affoi d

Good humour and white bigonets ^ shall be

Guards to my face, to keep his love foi me.®

Allan Ramsay in his Songs often anticipates the

natural style of Burns
,
but in The Gentle Shepherd his

insphation seems also to be sometimes derived from

classical sources, as m the following bucolic duet :

—

Peggy When first my dear laddie gaed to the gieen hill,

An’ 1 at ewe-milking first say’d my young skill.

To bear the milk-bowie nae pain was to me
When I at the bughting foregatheied wi’ thee,

Patie When corn-nggs waved yellow, an’ blue heathei-bells,

Bloom’d bonny on muiiland and sweet-using fells,

Nae buns, briais, or bieckens, gaed tiouble to me,
Gif I found the bernes right ripen’d foi thee

Peggy. When thou ran or wrestled oi putted the stane,

An’ cam aff the victor, my heait was aye fam
;

r- Thy ilka sport manly gae pleasure to me.
For nane can putt, wtestle, or run swift as thee.

Patie. Om Jenny sings saftly the Cowde>%-broD?n-kno'wes •,

And Rosie lilts sweetly the Milking the Ewes
;

Theie’s few Jenny Nettles like Nancy can sing ;

At Thrd the Wood, Laddie, Bess gais our lugs ring

:

But when my deal Peggy sings wi’ better skill

The Boatman, Tweedside, or The Lass o’ the Mill,

t Hnck-a-hack 2 Caps.
® Hie Gentle Shepherd, Act I, Sc. ii.
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It’s moiiy times sv/cetci an’ pleasing to me

;

For though they sing nicely, they cannot like thee

Peggy How easy can lasses trow what they desiie !

An’ praises sae Idndly incieases love’s fire •

Gie me still this pleasuie , my study shall be

To mak’ mysel’ bettei and sweetei for thee.i

The following is in a more purely Scottish vein -

At setting day an’ using mom
Wi’ said that still shall love thee,

I’ll ask o’ Heav’n thy safe letinn,

Wi’ a’ that can inipiove thee.

I’ll visit aft the birken bush,

Where first thou kindly tauld me
Sweet tales o’ love, 01 hid my blush.

Whilst round thou didst infald me.

To a’ our haunts 1 will repair.

To greenwood, shaw, or fountain,

Or where the simmei day I’d share

Wi’ thee upon yon mountain.

Theie will I tell the trees and floweis,

Frae thoughts unfeigned and tender,

By vows you’re mine, by love is youis

A heait that cannot wander^

Ij^rom these extracts it will be readily infen ed that

[^he Gentle SJtepherd is classical in form, romantic in

feeiingj fThe romance springs partly out of the spirit

of local feudalism, so strongly surviving in the countiy

districts both of England and Scotland, partly out of the

growing love of rural Nature, as opposed to the con-

ventionalities of urban Society. In respect of the former

element, Ramsay had much in common with his English

contemporary William Somervile, author of The Cha^
who was born at Edston, in Warwickshiie, about 167^
his father being the chief representative of one of ffie

oldest Norman families in England He was admitted

into Winchester College in 1692, and afterwards became
a Fellow of New College, Oxford, relinquishing that

position in 1704, when he came into possession of his

estate. He lived chiefly in the country, doing his duty

* The Gentle Shephard, Song x. * Ibid. Song xx.
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as justice of the peace, and enjoying the rustic amuse-

ments which he has celebrated in The Chase (1735),

Hobbinol (1740), and Field Sports {x"] All of these

poems appeared in the latter years of his life : his death

took place on the 19th of July 1742. According to

Shenstone, who knew him, his last days were troubled

with the embariassment of his affairs, and to diown his

cares he lesorted too frequently to the bottle.

(Someivile’s poems show little originality of form. He
wr^ the ordinaly panegyrical OdeJ—for he was a Whig}
imitated Prioi—not very successfully—in his Tales

,
and

in his poems, descriptive of country life, followed the lead

of John Philips in Cider, and of Thomson in The Seasons

PIis personality, rather than his ait, gives him a repre-

sentative position among English poets. (He seems

to have combined some of the refined tastes of Sir Roger

de Coverley ^ with those of the country squires—described

by Pope in a letter to Cromwell—whose favourite poet

was Tom D’Urfey.^
(
But his love of the country and his

acquaintance withjte pursuitsjare-unmistakahly-shnwn in

his poems, whTclT^eathe. a. spirit as-different a,s possil^ile

frt^"tEe"lItera iy coffee-house pAS-totalism-cultiyated hy
Pope and _Am%ose Philips,,) C He was a fripnd and a

great admirer of Allan Ramsay, and the following lines

from the epistle which he adchessed to the latter on the

publication of The Gentle Shepherd, and in which he
describes his own disposition, may be taken as indica-

tive of the new spirit beginning to make itself felt in

English PoetryJ He begins his epistle by describing the

sympathy withAvhich he and his English neighbours had
read the Scottish poet’s verse :—

•

jNear fair Avona’s silver tide,

JWhose waves m soft meanders glide.

1 His tiest-knowjj lines are those in his address to Addison, whom he
compliments on the moral effects produced by The Spectator :

—

When panting Virtue her last efforts made,
Yop brought your Clio to the virgin’s aid.

’ Pope to Cromwell, roth April 1710 (Elwm and Courthope’s edition of
Pope's Works).
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I read to the delighted swains

Youi jocund songs and rural stiains )

And answering the invitation to visit Allan in Scotland,

he pioceeds .

—

What a stiange figuie should I make,

A pool abandoned English lake
;

A squne well-born and six-foot high,

Pei died in that sacied pilloiy 1

Let spleen and zeal be banished thence,

And tioublesoine impel tinence.

That tells his stoiy o’ei again .

Ill manners and his saucy train,

And self-conceit and stiff-rumpt piide.

That giin at all the world beside ,

Foul scandal with a load of lies,

Intiigues, 1 encounters, prodigies
;

Fame’s busy hawkei, light as air.

That feeds on fiailties of the fair :

Envy, hypociisy, deceit,

Fieice party lage, and warm debate :

And all the hell-hounds that aie foes

To friendship and the woild’s lepose

But mirth instead and dimpling smiles,

And wit that gloomy care beguiles
,

And joke, and pun, and merry tale.

And toasts that round the table sail

;

While laughter, bursting through the crowd

To his far-sounding melody.

Behold each laboming squeeze piepare

Supplies of modulated air

Observe Croudero’s active bow,

His head still nodding to and fio
;

His eyes, histheeks, with lapture glow.

See, see, the bashful nymphs advance.

To lead the legulated dance
,

Flying still, and still pursuing.

Yet with backward glances wooing.

This, this shall be the joyous scene ;

Noi wanton elves, that skim the green,

Shall be so blest, so blithe, so gay,

Or less legard what dotards say.

* i.e. The ecclesiastical tribunals of the Scotch Kirk.

VOL. V
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My Rose shnll then your Thistle gieet

;

The Union shall be moie complete
,

And m a bottle and a fiiend

Each national dispute shall end ^

(rhe love of the country and external nature, which

was inborn in Allan Ramsay and Somervile, was cultivated

as an artificial sentiment by William Shenstone, owner of

The Leasowe^ (This poet was boin at Halesowen in

Worcestei shire on the 13th of November i7i4,yheson

of William Shenstone of Lappal, a small proprietor in

the district. His first teacher was Sarah Lloyd, whose

fame he has perpetuated in The Schoolmistress? From
her charge he passed on to Halesowen Grammar School,

and thence again to one Crampton of Solihull, who taught

him most of his knowledge of classical literature, till, on

the 17th of May 1732, he was admitted into Pembroke
College, Oxford, where he seems to have resided for

several years, but without taking a degiee. He was still

there when he published anonymously in 1737 his first

volume of poems, which contained the earliest draft of

The Schoolmistress. The Judgment of Hercules appeared,

also anonymously, in 1741. In 1745 he came into the

occupation of The Leasowes, a little property purchased

by his father, on which he resided for the rest of his life,

amusing himself with developing its “ picturesque ”

features, and with showing them to sti angers who came
to th'e place out of cuiiosity. Here, at different dates, he

wrote most of his verses, which, collected under the

different titles of Elegies, Odes, Songs and Ballads,

Levities and Moral Pieces, were published 1748-1758.
He died on the iith of February 1763, and was buried

in Halesowen Churchyard.

.
^henstone was perhaps the first English poet who

Quitted .sentiment and style for^^^ir) own sake. A
* Chalmers’ English Poets, vol. x. p. 199.
“ He calls the poem “ a deformed portrait of my old school-dame, Sarah

Lloyd, whose house k to be seen as thou traTellest towaids the native home ol
thy faithful servant—Tiut she sleeps with her fathers—and Thomas, her son,
reignethinhcrstehd.”— Vetst and Prose of Shenstone, Esq.
(r79i). vol. in. p. 46.
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miniatuie Rousseau, who perseveiingly made poetical

capital out of his own moods, h^^^itcd simplicity into

an ideal ;

—

O loved Simplicity ! be thine the prize I

Assiduous art collect her page in vam I

His be the palm who, guiltless of disguise.

Contemns the powei, the dull resouice to feign I
^

Rural retirement _
wa,s_also with him an object to be

prayed IcTr .

—

^Thio’ these soft shades delighted let me stray,

While o’er my head forgotten suns descend ;

Thro’ these dear valleys bend my casual way,

Till setting life a total shade extend

Heie far from courts, and void of pompous cares.

I’ll muse how much I owe mine humblei fate

;

Or think to find how much ambition dates

To shine in anguish oi to giieve in state.^

But, on occasions, he could find almost as much luxury

in fits of the spleen

—

Bear me, ye winds, indulgent to my pains,

Near some sad luin’s ghastly shade to dwell I

There let me fondly eye the rude lemams.

And from the moiildenng refuse build my cell !
^

In point of fact he was not happy unless his solitude

was well observed. We smile as we read the reflections

of the architect of Strawberry Hill on the recluse of The
Leasowes :

—

Poor man ! he wanted to have all the world talk of him for

the pretty place he had made, and which he seems to have made
only that it might be talked of 1

*

^ray, too, says of Shenstone in the disdainful manner

characteristic of him :

—

His whole philosophy consisted in living against his will in

retirement, and in a place which his taste had adorned, but

1 PVffnls Virse and Ptase of William Shenstone, Esq. (1791), Elegy 1.

P. 30.

* Ibzd. Elegy xxui. pp 95-6. ® Ibid, Elegy xvii p. 73.
"I Horace Walplds Correspondence (Cunningham), vpl. v. p. 169.
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which he only enjoyed when people of note came to see and

commend it.^

Shenstone himself confirms the justice of this judg-

ment :

—

Now I am come home from a visit, every little uneasiness is

sufficient to introduce my whole tram of melancholy considera-

tions, and to make me utterly dissatisfied with the life I now
lead, and the life which I foresee I shall lead. I am angry, and

envious, and dejected, and frantic, and disregard all present

things, just as becomes a madman to do. I am infinitely

pleased (though it is a gloomy joy) with the application of Dr
Swift’s complaint, “ that he is forced to die in a rage, like a

poisoned rat in a hole ” My soul is no more suited to the figure

I make than a cable rope to a cambric needle. I cannot bear

to see the advantages alienated which I think I could deserve

and relish so much moie than those that have them Nothing

can give me patience but the soothing sympathy of a friend, and

that will only turn my lage into simple melancholy. I believe

soon I shall bear to see nobody. I do hate all heieabouts

already except one or two. I will have my dinner brought upon

my table in my absence, and the plates fetched away in my
absence, and nobody shall see me: for I never can bear to

appear in the same stupid mediocrity for years together and gam
no ground.®

(In spite of his affectation, Shenstone was, within his

own'limits, a genuine aitis^ It is true that the Damon
of The Leasowes only valued his sheep-folds when Lady
Luxborough, or the Duchess of Somerset, and others

whose names appear profusely in his verse, came to

admire him in them. But for all these people simplicity

and melancholy were in the air, and Shenstone had the

merit of inventing poetical forms fitted to express their

feelings. Just as he knew how to give an effective turn

to a waterfall, or to place a bench at an agreeable point

of view, so he understood the way in which metre is

associated with sentiment. He could always take a hint

from another man's poetical practice. For example, the

Elegy in the four-lined stanza of heroic verse, with alternate

rhymes had just been brought into fashion by Antony
^ Gray to Norton Nicholls, June 24, 1769.

“ Shenstone’s Works in Verse mid Prose (1791), vol. lii. pp. 38-39.
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Hammond (1710-42), an imitator of Tibullus Shenstonc,

discoursing on the characteristics of Elegy, says —
Epic and tragedy chiefly recommend the public virtues ;

elegy

IS of a species which illustrates and endeais the private. There is

a truly virtuous pleasure connected with many pensive contem-

plations, which It IS the province and excellency of elegy to

enforce. This, by presenting suitable ideas, has discovered

sweets III melancholy which we could not find in mirth
;
and has

led us with success to the dusty urn, when we could draw no

pleasure from the sparkling bowl
,
(as pastoral conveys an idea of

simplicity and innocence, it is in particular the task and merit of

elegy to show the innocencg_aiid-simplicity:-o£ luraL-bfe _to^,jd:u_

vantagej and~tEat in_a way distinct from^jiastor^, as_much_as.

thejihnTblit judicj^us landlord imy fiejmagin^ surpass^Jus...

tenant b'otE'ih dignity and'undefsTanding,^^

Hammond had confined his use of the Elegy to the

purposes of love ; Shenstone employed it to express all

sentimental moods, and though none of these include

such profound feelings as the Elegy in a Country ,

Churchyard, his elegiac experiments, as having probably

suggested Gray’s poem, are historically interesting. |^o,

too, in his development of the Pastoral Ballad from

the metre of Rowe’s Despairing Shepherd there is genuine

metrical skill
;
and the source of Cowper’s inspiration in

,

the lament of Alexander Selkirk may be easily traced to

the fourth section of the Ballad, of which the following

stanzas, full of an artificial simplicity, will serve as an

example .

—

Alas ' from the day that we met
What hope of an end to my woes ?

When I cannot endure to foiget

The glance that undid my repose.

Yet time may diminish the pain

:

The flower, and the shrub, and the tiee,

Which I reared foi her pleasure in vain,

In time may have comfort foi me, vy

The sweets of a dew-sprinkled lose.

The sound of a murmuring stream,

The peace which from solitude flows.

Henceforth shall be Corydon’s dream.

^ Shenstone’s Works zn Verse and Prose, vol. i. pp. t8-l9.
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High transports ate shown to oiii sight,

But we are not to find them oui own ,

Fate never bestowed such delight

As I with my Phyllis had known.i

It was scarcely possible that the capacities of the

ballad proper, as a vehicle for sentimentality, should

escape the notice of such a votary of self-conscious

Naturalism as Shenstone. He wrote a ballad on “Jemmy
Dawson ” (one of the lebels executed after the Battle of

Culloden), in which the following “ Early-English ” stanzas

will give the reader an idea of the absence of humour in

the romantic moods of our ancestors in the eighteenth

century .

—

How pale was then his true-love’s cheek,

When Jemmy’s sentence reached her ear

!

For never yet did Alpine snows

So pale, and yet so chill appear.

With faltering voice she weeping said,

“ O Dawson, monarch of my heart.

Think not thy death shall end oui love.

For thou and I will never part.

Yet might sweet mercy find a place,

And bring relief to Jemmy’s woes,

O George, without a prayer for thee

My orisons should never close 1
'* ^

His sense of the proprieties of style is more happily

illustrated in The Schoolmistress, which, as Johnson says,

is a delightful performance, but which also shows how
completely the memory of the chivalrous era had died out

of English society since the Revolution of 1688. Shen-

stone’s idea of Spenser’s genius is expressed in one of his

letters ;

—

His subject is certainly bad, and his action inexpressibly

confused
; but there are some particulars in him that charm one.

Those which afford the greatest scope for a ludicrous imitation are

his simplicity and obsolete phrase ; and yet these are what give

one a very singular pleasure in the perusal.®

* Shcustone’a Works tn Verse caid Ptose (1791) vol. i. p, I91.
* Ihid, vol. i, pp. iSo-iSi. s
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What he felt in Spenser’s style he reproduced, by

way of parody, with excellent humour, as in this desciip-

tion of a bitching ;

—

Ah luckless he, and born beneath the beam
Of evil star 1 it irks me much to write 1

As erst the baid by Mulla's silver stream.

Oft as he told of deadly dolorous phg^ht, /
Sighed as he sung, and did in teais indite.

For blandishing the tod she doth begin

To loose the biogues, the stripling’s late delight

;

And down they drop
;
appears his dainty skin,

fair as the furry coat of whitest eimelin.

O ruthful scene ! when fiom a nook obscuie

His little sister doth his peiil see :

All playful as she sate, she grows demure

:

She hnds full soon her wonted spiiits flee

;

She meditates a prayei to set him free .

Nor gentle pardon could this Dame deny,

(If gentle paidon could with Dames agree)

To her sad grief that swells in either eye.

And wrings her so that all for pity she could die

The othei tribe, aghast with soie dismay.

Attend and conn then tasks with mickle caie;

By turns astonied, every twig survey.

And from their fellow’s hateful wounds beware.

Knowing, I wist, how each the same may share

;

Till fear has taught them a performance meet,

And to the well-known chest the Dame repair,

Whence oft with sugaied cates she doth ’em greet.

And gingei-biead y-rare ;
now, certes, doubly sweet 1

See, to then seats they hye with meriy glee.

And m beseemly older sitten there ;

All but the wight of bum y-galled, he
Abhorreth bench, and stool, and fourm, and chair

:

(This hand in mouth y-fixed, that lends his hair)
;

And eke with sobs piofound and heaving bieast.

Convulsions intermitting, doth declaie

His grievous wrong ,
his Dame’s unjust behest

;

And scorns her offered love, and shuns to be caiessed.i

^ith Shenstone may be classed, as an elegiac poet

’ Shenstone’s Woihsin Verse and Tt use, vol. i. pp, 326-32S.
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his fiiend and neighbour, George Lyttelton, of Hagley

Paik. The son of Sir Thomas Lyttelton,*he was bom in

170^ and was educated first at Eton, wheie he dis-

tinguished himself in scholarship, and afterwards at Christ

Church, Oxfotd, to which he was admitted on the i ith of

February 1726. After residing theie for about three

years he went abroad and travelled in Italy and France

His first published poem, Blenheim, which appeared in

1 728, was written at Oxford. On his return from his

travels he published in 1733 his Progress of Love and

in 7735 his Persia?! Letters, but in the latter year his

attention was diveited to politics, and he was sent to

Parliament as M.P. for Okehampton He now became

one of the leading members of the Opposition, and made
himself conspicuous by his declamations against Walpole’s

corrupt methods of administration, who in return was

accustomed to jeer at him and Pitt as “ the Boys.”

Becoming secretary to Frederick Prince of Wales in

1737, he persuaded the latter to aim at popularity as a

patron of literature, and above all to enlist the services

of Pope. With that great poet he was on terms of

intimacy, and was praised by him both for his own
virtues as an ardent patiiot, and as the secretary of a

future “ Patriot King.”

In 1742 he married Lucy, daughter of Hugh Fortesene

of Filleigh, Devonshire, but lost his wife, to whom he was

fondly attached, and whose memory is preserved in his

Monody, in January 1746-7. Her death may have

caused a change in his religious convictions, for having

hitherto inclined to the free-thinking opinions of

Bolingbroke, he published, in 1 747, his Observations on the

Conversion of St. Paul, signalising thereby his adherence

to the dogmas of the Christian faith. On the loth of

August 1749 he married, for his second wife, the daughter

of Sir Robert Rich, and in 1751, on the death of his

father, he succeeded to the baronetcy. For a short time

he held, in I 75 5 i
the Chancellorship of the Exchequer in

the Duke of Newcastle’s Ministry
; but he did not retain

office under Pitt, though in 1756 he was raised to the
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pceiage for his services. He henceforth devoted himself

mainly to literature, publishing his Dialogues of tlie Dead
in 1760, and his History of Hemy II. between 1767 and

1771. He died on the 22nd of August 1773, and was

buried at Hagley Besides the mention of Lyttelton by

Pope, his name is closely associated, as a friend, with

those of Gilbert West and Shenstone, and, as a patron,

with that of Thomson. It is in the excellent prologue

to Thomson’s Coriolanus, produced after the poet’s death,

that Lyttelton’s best-rcmembei'ed verse occurs, in which

he says that Thomson left behind him not

One line which, dying, he could wish to blot.

His own place among the English poets is due much
more to the influence which he exercised on others,

through his taste and chaiacter, than to his original pro-

ductions. Lord Waldegiave says of him :

—

Sir George Lyttelton was an enthusiast in religion and politics
;

absent in business
;
not ready in a debate • and totally ignorant

of the world ‘

l^t might have been added that he was also an

enthusiast in literature Full of generous feeling, he had

not enough of original thought to let his personality

penetrate through the forms of conventional expression.

He is always an imitator
;
yet his work is of interest, as '

showing how strongly the social tendency to “ nature-

worship ” was influencing Englishmen of education and

accomplishment, who had been brought up within the

strict limits of classical reserve. ) The following pathetic

stanza from his Monody, which was much admired by

Gray,^ may illustrate this remark :

In vain I look around

O’er all the well-known ground.

My Lucy’s wonted footsteps to desciy 1

Where oft we used to walk,

Wheie oft in tender talk

We saw the summer sun go down the sky.

* Memoiis, p. 25.
** Letter to Whaiton, 30th Nov. 1747, and to Walpole, letter without

date in 1747.
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Nor by yon fonnlain’s side,

Nor where its wateis ijhde

Along the valley can she now be found,

In all the wide-stretched piospect’s ample bound

;

No nioie my mournful eye

Can aught of her espy,

But the sad sacred earth wheie her dear relics he.

And in the lines addiessed To Mr Wesi at Wick-

ham, we see Lyttelton’s appreciation of the “ simplicity
”

praised by Shenstone, expressed without Shenstone’s

artificiality :

—

Fair Nature’s sweet simplicity ,

With elegance refined,

Well in thy seat, my fi lend, I see

But better in thy mind.

To both from courts and all their state

Eager I fly, to prove

Joys far above a courtiei’s fate,

Tianquillity and love ^

(prom Pastoralism and Elegy it is an easy step to

Lyric verse As the former poetical tendency signified a

revival of the mral instincts of that feudal England which

had been more oi less overlaid by the coffee-house habits

and town tastes encouiaged by the Revolution of 1688
;

so the latter implied something of a reaction on behalf of

sentiment and imagination against the ethical reasoning

which, as we have seen, cm-iied along the genius of Pope

almost in his own despite.)

^The public (says Joseph Warton tn the prefatory note to his

Odes on Vatious Subjects, published in 1746,) has been so much
accustomed of late to didactic poetry alone, and essays on moral

subjects, that any woiITwhefe' the imagination is mu,ch indulged

will perhaps not be relished or regarded. The author,[^herefore,

of these pieces is in some pain lest certain austere criifiifit^sh^ll

think them too fanciful and descriptive. jBut as he is convirifced'

that the fashion of moralising in verse has been carried too far,

and as he looks upon Invention and Imagination to be the chief

faculties of a Poet, so he will be happy if the following Odes
may be looked upon as an attempt to bring back poetry into its

right channel.

1 See p. 270.

iv.
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l^iom the key-note thus stiuck was cle\>'oi<e<l thii'.

futile, but rather mischievous, line of argument, to piow
that Pope was not a “poetical” poet, which, puo.-eLchn^

through the lattei half of the eighteenth ccntuiy, v.i*-

brought to a weaiisome climax in the dispute betuci'ii

Bowles, Byron, and others, in the second dc« .ide of the

nineteenth'] (The protagonists of the new lyncal move-

ment were Joseph and Thomas Warton, the 'on-, ol

Thomas Warton, Professor of Poetiy at Oxfoid during

the years 1728-385 and Vicar of Basingstoke, himself a

writer of verse, Which here and there foreshadows the

romantic tendencies of the family in the next geneiation.

Joseph was born at Dunsfold, Surrey, in 1722 He wa^

educated first at the Basingstoke Grammar School, fiom

which in 173S he was elected scholar at Winchester,

proceeding thence on the i6th of January 1739-40 to

Oriel College, Oxfoid. He graduated as B.A on the

13th of March 1743-44, and became curate to his fathci

at Basingstoke in 1746
In^_^i746, the same_ ygar^ihat Collins brought out hi'.

Odes on "Slveral Descriptive and Allegoric Suhj-ii',, W.utor

published a volume containing IdxsOdeson Vano'/i Snl/jelh,

together with otlier poems, among which was TlieEfUhusias'.

(The odes are not remarkable, but The Enthusia^i is note-

*worthy, as being perhaps the earliest deliberate cxpicssion

in England (for it is said to have been written in 1740'^

of the feeling in which the Romantic movement oiiginatcd

The writer, in a passage of classico-mythological imagery,

declares his preference for Shakespeare’s “native wood-

note wild” over the “correct” compositions of his own
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I
Oft soothed his woiideimg ears with deep delight

/^n her soft Up he sat and caught the sounds.

It IS entertaining to note the visions of a Golden
Age with which the future respectable headmaster of

Winchester indulged his youthful fancy ;

—

Happy the first of men, ere yet confined

To smoky cities , who in sheltering groves,

Warm caves, and deep-sunk vallies, lived and loved,

By cates unwounded
; what the sun and showers,

And genial eaith untillaged could pioduce,

They gathered grateful, or the acorn brown,
Or blushing berry

; by the liquid lapse

Of munnuimg waters called to slake their thirst.

Then doois and walls weie not
, the melting maid

Nor frowns of paients feaied, nor husband’s threats ;•

Not had curst gold their tender hearts allured

Then beauty was not venal Injuied Love,

O whither, God of raptuies, art thou fled.

While aval ice waves his golden wand around,

Abhoired magician, and his costly cup

Prepares with baneful drugs Penchant the soul ?

And it is yet more interesting, as evidence of the con-

tinuity in the Romantic Movement, to observe how the

somewhat grotesque aspirations of The Enthusiast antici-

pate the Rousseau-inspired resolutions of the lover in

Locksley Hall ;

—

O who will bear me then to westein climes,

r (Since virtue leaves our wretched land) to fields

Yet unpolluted with Iberian swoids
,

To isles of innocence from mortal view
Deeply retired, beneath a platane’s shade,

Where Happiness and Quiet sit enthroned

;

With simple Indian swains that I may hunt
The boar and tiger through savannahs w ild,

Thiough fragpant deserts, and through citron groves T

There, fed on dates and herbs, would I despise
The far-fetched cates of Luxury, and hoards
Of nairow-hearted avarice, nor heed
The distant din of the tumultuous world.

Joseph did not realise his poetic dream, Jn 1748
he was appointed to the Rectory of Wibslade, and was in
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hopes of further promotion, when, under not very ci editable

circumstances, he went abroad in 1751 with the Duke oi

Bolton and his mistress, Lavinia Fenton, piepaied to many
them after the hourly expected death of the then Duchess.

The latter, however, rallied, and Warton missed the pie-

ferment, which would doubtless have otherwise been the

leward of his services. On his return to England he

published in 1 7 5 3 an edition of Virgil, to which were

appended Essays on Pastoral, Didactic, and Epic Poetry,

and in the same year he contributed to The World} an

essay on “ Simplicity in Taste,” which defined more

precisely the sesthetic principles he was endeavouring to

propagate. In 1755 he became second Master of

Winchester, and in 1757 published his most noteworthy

work, the Essay on ilie Genius and Writings of Pope. He
was advanced in 1766 to the Headmastership of Win-
chester, which he held to the end of his life, managing to

combine with it a good deal of ecclesiastical preferment

;

since in 1782 he was made Piebendary of London; in

1783, Vicar of Chorley in Hertfordshire; Prebendary

of Winchester in 1788 ;
Vicar of Wickham in Hampshiie,

which living he held with that of Easton to which he was

appointed in 1790 This he soon exchanged for Upham
in Hampshire, and continued to hold the latter together

with Wickham, till his death on the 23 rd of February

1800. He was buried in Winchester CalhedraTr iiis

editioiT of Pope’s Works, his last literary labour, was
published in 1797.

Thomas Warton was born at Basingstoke on the 9th

of January 1727-8. After being educated by his father,

he was entered at Trinity College, Oxford, on the i6th

of March 1743-4, and took his B.A. degree in 1747 and

his M.A. in 1750, becoming Fellow of his College in

1751 His first poetical work was The Pleasures of

Melancholy, written in 1745, in which he developed the

elegiac theory defined by Shenstone. In 1749 appeared

his Triumph of Isis, an answer to Mason’s Elegy Isis, in

which the Cambridge poet had reflected on the Tory

No. 26.
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sympathies of the sister University His romantic

tendencies were further disclosed by his Obso-vahons on

the Faery Queeneof Spenser, published in 1/54 ;
but his

tastes in this direction were almost balanced by his feeling

for classical literature During his tenuie of the Poetiy

Chair at Oxford, from 1757 to 1767 he seems to have

produced little, but at the close of his term he published

his edition of Theocritus {yj ’JO), and the first volume of

his History of English Poetry (1774) The second volume

of this work appeared in 1778, and in 1881 the third,

beyond which point indolence did not allow Warton to

proceed. His appointment to the office of Poet Laureate

in 1785 perhaps diverted some of his attention; but he

found time in that year to publish an edition of Milton’s

early poems. He died at Oxford on the 21st of May
1790.

^homas, if his mind was less critically energetic than

tharof his brother, had a more versatile fancy and a finer

taste. Joseph could feel the necessity of enthusiasm in

poetry, but his lyric verse is of the tamest character. On
the other hand, Thomas, whose early taste had doubtless

been directed by the elder Warton’s influence, was able

to embody his emotions in concrete imagery In The

Pleasures of Melancholy, written when he was only seven-

teen, the following lines are notable :

—

^

,
Beneath yon ruined abbey’s moss-grown piles

'* Oft let me sit at twilight hour of eve,

When thro’ some western window the pale moon
Pours her long levelled rule of s(i earning light

;

While sullen sacred silence reigns around.

And the lone scieech-owl’s note, who builds his bower
Amid the mouldering caverns, dark and damp.
On the calm bieeze, that lustles in the leaves.

Of flaunting ivy, that with mantle gieen

Invests some wasted towei

From a taste for mediseval ruins his imagination,

nourished on the study of the Faery Queen and the eaily

poems of Milton, was diverted into the paths trodden

before by Leland, Camden, and Selden
;
and his love of
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antiquities is well illustiated by his fine sonnet on Stone-

henge :

—

Thou noblest monument of Albion’s isle I

Whether by Merlin’s aid from Scythia’s shoie,

To Amber’s fatal plain Pendragon boie,

Huge frame of giant hands, the mighty pile,

T’ entomb his Britons slam by Hengist’s guile

;

Or Druid piiests, spiinkled with human goie,

Taught mid thy mighty maze their mystic loie

;

Or Danish chiefs, enriched with savage spoil.

To Victory’s idol vast, an unhewn shrine

Reared the rude heap ; or in thy hallowed lound

Repose the kings of Biutus’ genuine line ;

Or here those kings m solemn state wcie crowned

:

Studious to trace thy wondrous origin,

We muse on many an ancient tale lenowned.

From the critical point of view, however, the most

interesting verses that Thomas Warton ever wrote aie

those On Sir Joshua Reynold’s Painted Window at New
College, Oxford. In these the historian of English Poetiy

makes a kind of recantation of his romanticism. Be-

ginning with a reproach to the great painter for dispelling

bis dieams, he continues;

—

For long enamoured of a baibarous age,

A faithless truant to the classic page,

Long have I loved to catch the simple clnine

Of minstiel harps and spell the fabling rime j

To view the festive rites, the knightly play,

That decked heroic Albion’s elder day
j

To mark the mouldering halls of barons bold,

And the rough castle cast m giant mould,

With Gothic manneis Gothic arts exploio.

And muse on the magnificence of yoie

After describing his delight in Gothic aichitecture,

he proceeds to show his appreciation of the qualities of

classic perfection :
—

Such was a pensive bard’s mistaken stiain

—

But oh ! of ravished pleasures why complain r

No moie the matchless skill I call unkind,

That staves to disenchant my cheated mmd.
For when again I view thy chaste design ;

The just proportion and the genuine line ,
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Those native portiaituies of Attic att,

That fiom the lucid surface seem to start

;

Those tints that steal no glories fiom the da\\

Nor ask the siin to lend his sti earning ray 1

The doubtful ladiance of contending dyes,

That faintly mingle yet distinctly rise
;

’Twnct light and shade the transitoiy strife
;

The feature blooming with immoital life
,

The stole in casual foldings taught to flow,

Not with ambitious ornaments to glow

,

The Head majestic and the beaming eye,

That, lifted, speaks its commeice with the sky
5

Heaven’s golden emanation, gleaming mild.

O’er the mean cradle of the Viigin’s Child :

Sudden the sombrous imagery is fled,

Which late my visionary rapture fed

Thy powerful hand has broke the Gothic chain,

And biought my bosom back to Tiuth again
j

To truth to no peculiar taste confined

Whose univeisi pattern stiikes mankind
;

To Truth, whose bold and unresisted aim
Checks frail caprice and fashion’s fickle claim

;

To Tiuth, whose charms deception's magic quell.

And bind coy Fancy in a stronger spell.

It is Sir Joshua’s gift, he says, to be able to unite the

classic and romantic styles :

—

Reynolds 1 ’tis thine fiom the broad window’s height

To add new luslie to lehgmus light

Not of Its pomp to stiip this ancient shiiiie,

But bid that pomp with puier radiance slime.

With arts unknown befoie to reconcile

The willing Graces to the Gothic pile.

viewed on the whole, the two Waitons may be ic-

garded as the conscious and ciitical pjoneers of the

Romantic Movement in English Poetry.^ Joseph was the

first to raise a protest on behalf of lyrical ‘poetry against

the prevailing ethical and didactic tendencies of his age

Thomas, by an elaborate note in his Observatiotis on the

Faery Queen, gave the signal for the revival of Gothic

Architecture, and indicated the study of national antiquities

as the richest source of lyric enthusiasm
;
while in his

Grave of Arthur he anticipated, both in respect of matter

and style, the romantic metrical narratives of Walter Scott.
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. But neither of these brothers was possessed of native

poetical genius, and the enchanted horn which the}- had

discovered, hung before the Castle of Romance, remained

to be sounded by two poets of more powerful inspiiation.

There is much diffeience of opinion between critics as

to the respective claims to supremacy, among the English j

lyric poets in the eighteenth cen|^, o£ yi^lja.n;LjC.Qlhjas.j

and '^pmas My own admiration is so equally

su’^ended between their rival qualities that I think the
|

genius of each may be best illustrated by a comparison
j

of their work, but, before making this attempt, it will be

well to give a brief account of their lives, of which one

was as short as the other was uneventful..

William Colling was baptized in tlie Church of St.

Peter the Great, Chichester, on the 1st of January 1721,

being the son of William Collins, a prominent citizen,

then mayor of the town, and Elizabeth Martin, his wife ^
He was admitted in 1733 as a scholai of Winchester, and

in 1740 stood first in succession to New College, Joseph

Warton being second on the roll
;
but as there was no

vacancy he was entered at Queen’s College, Oxford, and

continued there till July 1741, when he was elected demy
of Magdalen. He carried on his Winchester friendship

with Joseph Warton during his Oxford life, and it appears

from the evidence of Thomas Warton that Collins was so

far influenced by the active intelligence of his schoolfellow

as to avail himself in his Odes of, several hints which

Joseph had given in his own boyish exercises. During

his residence at Oxfoid he'^ublisried,~'an6nymously in'

1743, his Persian Eclogues and his^Fgy^'

gJ' to Sir Thomas

.

|

Hanmer^^^m his edEim of Shakespearis Works. Before i

taking his degree he cafn^fb~Eondon, Johnson says m
1744, Langhorne in 1743, hoping to obtain literary

employment. He issued proposals for a History of the

Revival of Learning, of which it is evident from his odes

that he had formed a very cleai conception, but he did

not proceed with the work. He also undertook a trans-

lation of Aristotle’s Poetics for a bookseller, who on this

VOL. V Z C
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engagement advanced liim a sum of money
;
but happen-

ing soon afterwards to receive a legacy of ;£^2000 from

his maternal uncle, Colonel Martin, he repaid the debt

and abandoned the translation. His life in London was

mainly occupied m amusements; he haunted hteiaiy

coffee-houses, where his company and opinion were much

in request
;
and having made Garrick’s acquaintance he

became a frequent and critical attendant at the theatres.

In 1746 he published Odes on Several Descriptive and

Allegoric Subjects almost at the same time that Joseph

Warton'was"]^rb3ucmg his Odes on various Subjects, The

latter were fairly popular, and reached a second edition
;

Collins’ volume, on the contrary, was neglected, and this

indifference of the public moved him to such just indigna-

tion that he burned with his own hands the copies of the

edition that remained unsold.

Besides the poems that appeared in this volume he

printed in 1749 his Ode occasioned by the Death of Mr
Thomson and his Dirge in Cyinb^tne, which first appeared

m"~ThT~^ewtlema‘ds Magazine for October of that year.

In theTonbwing~j^r~rt seemsTIfom a letter written by
him to Dr. William Hayes, Professor of Music at Oxford,

that he had completed an Ode on the Music of the Grecian

Theatre, the disappearance of which constitutes a genuine

loss to English poetry. A dreadful mental calamity

soon afterwards overwhelmed him, destioymg all his

enjoyment of life, and blasting his productive powers, so

that for nearly nine years before his death poetical inven-

tion seems to have deserted him. He was not, however,

altogether deprived of understanding, and in his last illness

he was able to show Joseph and Thomas Warton the long

11

Popidar Superstitions ofthe Highlands, composed
'

,

in 1749, and, in the opinion of these critics, superior to

anything he had pre^usly written^ He 3ieH“orn;Fe
I StFof June 1759, an3~was~buried7n the Church of St.

/Andrew’s, Chichester.

Jy The life and fortunes of Gray were of an entirely

r^different character. He was"themth son (and the only

child who survived
,
beyond infancy) of Philip Giay, a
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scrivener of London, and was born in Cornhill on the

26th of November 1716. His fathei, a man of violent,

capricious, and jealous temper, ill-used his wife, Dorothy

Antrobus, who seems m 1735 to have vainly attempted

to obtain a separation from him She had a small income

of her own, derived from a shop which she kept with one

of her sisters, and by means of which she contiived, in a

truly valiant spirit, to support herself and to provide for

her son’s education, towards which his father contributed

nothing. In 1727 the boy was sent to Eton, wheie he

became a member of what was called “the quadruple

alliance,” consisting of Gray himself, Hprace Walpole,

"Thomas Ashton, and^Richard Wesfj"tite subject of Gray’s

well-finoivn’ sonnet. iTirc'e of the "friends"affer^fHs went

to Cambridge ; the fourth, West, who was to Gray what

Charles Deodati was to Milton, diverged from the alliance

and‘~efifere3~CKnsf“ChurchrC)xfor9I "He~died" in 1 742.

Gray was admirtted tcTFeferhouse, as a pensioner, in 1734, w
and continued to reside at Cambridge as an undergraduate

for about five yeais, ill-contented with the mathematical

studies of the place, but making himself master of Latin

Greek, and Italian.

In 1739 Horace Walpole, who had been appointed by

his fathei to more than one lucrative sinecure post, pro-

posed to Gray that they should make the " Grand Tour ” in

company. The latter consented, and spent two enjoyable

years on the Continent, but at Reggio in Italy the friends

quarrelled, and returned to England by different routes.

Soon after his arrival in September 1741 Gray’s father

died, leaving his widow in narrow circumstances, who
found it expedient to part with her London business, and

to keep house with two sisters at Stoke Pogis. Gray
himself for a short time made one of the family here, but

finding that his presence was a burden on their limited

resources, he resolved to return to Peterhouse, with a

view to complete his study of the law. Having once '

resumed his life at Cambridge (where he soon afterwards I

took the degree of B.C L.), he continued it, with only a 1

few intervals, till his death, resembling in this respect his
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j

contempoiary, Thomas Warton, who lived and died at

' Oxford.

He found indeed little pleasure in the society of his

College, being on ill terms with most of the common
room, and in 1756 he lemoved from Petei house tc

Pembroke Plall, where, however, he suffeied almost equal

discomforts fiom the mischief of the undergraduates. All

this tended to confirm in him his natural tendency to live

as a_recluse among his books Oh the death of Cibber

an offer was made'tcT'Erfffbr the Laureateship, which was

.declined, and, in spite of his dislike of University society,

'he seems to have made up his mind to endure it, for in

1762 he applied to Lord Bute for the then vacant Pro-

fessorship of Modern History. His application was un-

succesinil^’fKF^pj^TntmehrEeing given to one Brockett,

tutor of Sir James Lowther. For a short time in 1759
he took lodgings in London near the British Museum, for

the sake of using the reading-room in that institution,

then lately opened
;
and he occasionally left Cambridge

on visits to a few intimate friends, such as Horace
Walpole , otherwise the only considerable intervals *

3f

absence from Cambridge seem to have been his journey

to Scotland in 1765, and his visit to Westmoi eland and

Cumberland in 1769. In 1768, on the death of Biockett

by a fall from his hoise, Giay was appointed by the Duke
, of Grafton, without any solicitation on his part, to the

I
Professorship of Modern History, and retailed it ti ll his

j

death on the 30th of July 1771. He was buried at

I
Stijke Pogis

- —- '

^ His poetical works in English were produced in the
^ following order. The fragment Agrippina, discontinued

after the criticism of his friend' West, was written in

i742,^nd in the same year he composed his Odes to

Spring, To Adversity, and On the Prospect of EtorTUoUege.
iLls" ode OnTfie Ibeath of WrTWaipole's Cat was written

ofEton College, in the same year v The Elegy appeared first

in 1751, Being shortly afterwards followed by the Long
StoryT In 1753 that he had hitherto written wais
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punted in a volume, with designs by Bentley The Pio-

gfess of Poetry and The Bard (which in 17 59 were

parodied m Eloyd’s and CoTmatTF Odes_ to Obsajj'ify avd

Oblivion) appeared"rmysTT and The Fatal Sisters , The

Descent of 0dm , The Triumphs of Ozvcn , The Death of

Hoel, Caradoc, and Conan—written in 1761—in 1767.

In the lyrical poetiy of Collins and Gray seveid

points of great historical interest present themselve^ for

cbnsiderahoii. OT these the inost important are—I.

reas"oirs'"’for the dislike of their odes entertained by a

considerable poTtion"~6f~'conf®ipoiary"^EngliiH~ociety,

represented by such critics as Johnson and Goldsmith

;

II. The particular character "oTtHeiTlyricarpoetry Viewed

in mutual relation : III. Their place in English poetry,

as determined by their relation to the movement of the

Renaissance, on the one hand, and to the Romantic

movement, on the other.

I. Johnson’s judgment on Collins’ poetical style is as
^

follows .

His diction was often harsh, unskilfully laboured, and in-

judiciously selected He affected the obsolete when it was not

worthy of revival
, and he put his words out of the common

order, seeming to think, with some latei candidates for fame,’- that

not to wiile prose is certainly to write poetry His lines com-

monly aie of slow motion, clogged and impeded with clusteis of

consonants ^

Of Gray’s Progress of Poesy and Bard he says :

—

These odes are marked by glitteiing accumulations of un-

graceful oinaments, they strike rather than please Ethe images

are magnified by affectation; the language is labouied into

harshness. The mind of the writer seems to work with unnatural

violence. “ Double, double, toil and trouble.” He has a kind

of strutting dignity, and is tall by walking upon tiptoe. His art

and his struggle are too visible, and there is too little appearance
of ease and nature.®

Goldsmith, criticising the same poems, says ;

—

1 Evidently meaning Gray “ Lives of the Poets • Collins.

Ibid Gray
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Xiiese two odes, it must be confessed, breathe much of the

spmt of Pindar • but then they have caught the seeming obscurity,

'nie sudden transition, and the hazardous epithet of his mighty

master; all which, though evidently intended foi beauties, will

probably be regarded as blemishes by the majority of readers

In short they are in some measuie a repiesentation of what

Pindar now appeals to be ;
though perhaps not what he appeared

to the States of Gieece, when they rivalled each other in his

applause, and when Pan himself was often seen dancing to his

melody.^

Criticism of this sort is now often put aside as being

the product of prejudice, even of envy, and it need not be

denied that these distorting influences had their effect on

the judgment both of Johnson and Goldsmith. But those

who have followed the course of this history will probably

be of opinion that the censures are due in a much greater

degree to a genuine, if misapplied, artistic perception. ,<In

I

the view of both Johnson and Goldsmith, poetry ought to

be the reflection of some active moral principle in the life

lof society. They thought that Pope was right, when he

stooped to truth and moralised his spng.’h They hated

anything in the shape of revivalism, because to them it

savoured of affectation, which they held, and justly, to be

the deadliest of artistic sins. For the same reason they

^disapproved of the form of poetic diction adopted by
Collins and Gray, holding, with the Attic writers, Hoi ace,

and Castiglione,® that the tiue basis of metrical composi-

tion was the colloquial idiom of living society, refined

by literary practice. As may be seen from Goldsmith’s

panegyric on Parnell, already cited, they regarded the

couplet in its traditional development as the true

vehicle for classical simplicity of expression, and they

were displeased with the more purely liteiary forms of

diction evolved out of the imitation of Pindar. Johnson
has applied his critical principle to Gray’s individual

phrases in such a way as to appear captious and bigoted
;

the principle itself, however, is intelligible enough
II. As to the superiority of Gray or Collins, when

Vf tompared with each other, the judgment of Hazlitt may

''.'.'jf
* Monthly Reoim, September 1757 2 „ pp jg.jo.
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be taken as representative of those who uige the claims

of the latter. He says •—
Collins had that true vivttia vis, that genuine iiispiiation, which

alone can give birth to the highest efforts of poetry. He leaves

stings in the minds of his readeis, certain traces of thought and

feelings which never wear out, because nature had left them in

his own mind. He is the only one of the minor poets of whom,
if he had lived, it cannot be said that he might not have done

the greatest things. The geim is theie. He is sometimes

affected, unmeaning, and obscure, but he also catches rich

glimpses of the bowers of paradise, and has lofty aspiiations after

the highest seats of the Muses. With a gieat deal of tinsel and
splendid patchwork, he has not been able to hide the solid

sterling oie of genius, vtn his best works theie is an Attic

simiihcity, a pathos and fervour of imagination, which make us

the more lament that the efforts of his mind weie at first depressed

by neglect and pecuniary embarrassments, and at length buried

in the gloom of an unconquerable and fatal malady. I should

conceive that Collins had a much greater poetical genius than/

Gray . he had more of that fine madness which is inseparable]

from It, of its turbid effervescence, of all that pushes it to the|

veige of agony oi rapture.^

With the exception of the last sentence all this seems

to me truly and admirably said
;

nevertheless, it does not

follow from it that Collins was a greater poet 'than Giay

In temperament, I agree with Hazlitt that the advantage

lay with Collins. He had constitutionally all the eu-

thtisiasm that the Wartons wished to see revived in poetry,

Gray had not Tt is impossible to read Gray’s letters

without perceiving his lack of those animal spirits which

carried poor Collins along, till he exemplified the truth of

Dryden’s saying :

—

Great wits are sure to madness neai allied.

And thm paititions do then bounds divide

Gray says of himself ;

—

' Mine you are to know is a white Melancholy, or rather

Leucocholy, which, though it seldom laughs or dances, nor ever

amounts to what one calls Joy or Pleasme, yet is a good easy

Lectures on English Poets, p 230.
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vaXri'cl,".HpfnXS fhe^”e a "tllT h '

h

».«ka. o™ f„™ ce.,a.„ „„,a ,„.te ,£,

And again •

—

morning to night, are occupations I finH ih,f
“ ^ ^

Gos^
:-!'" '‘“I"™' Wographar. Mr

ronlrol, notacuttanci raM.ou.tke Z™?S™ hiilmost more enduring 8
' Cowper, but it was

s=SrS=“-
mageryand fervour of metucal’ movLant Ihfr^ rZ

shall awake the Spaitan fife,

1 u ^ sounds to life
1 he youths whose locks, dmnely spreading.

At nnr-rr
hyaciuths in sullen hue.At once the breath of feai and virtue shedding,

Applauding Freedom loved of old to view ?What new Alcams, fancy-blest
hhah sing the sword, in myrtles drest,

No, Freedom, no, I will not tellNow Rome, before thy weeping face,

’ ‘o West. 27th lHay 1742
8 /hJ p 13.

8 Gosse, Graji, p. 148.
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With heaviest sound, a giant statue, fell.

Pushed by a wild and artless race

From off its wide ambitious base.

When Time his noithein sons of toil awoke,

And all the blended uoik of strength and giace.

With many a rude repeated stioke.

And many a barbarous yell to thousand fragments broke.

Moreovei, it is to be remembered that from Collins

Giay evidently deiived the inspiiation for his Pindaric

Odes. He had read his piedecessoi’s poems in 1747:
he ,

did not pioduce The Bard or The Progress of Poesy

till 1757 )
the Odes which he composed in 1742 breathe

an elegiac and ethic air, quite different from the later ones
,

and these owe many of their ideas, and something of then-

structure, to the work of the younger poet.

On the otlier hand, in architectural design and

ornament, Gray was Collins’ supeiior. I cannot agree,

indeed, with Mr Gosse in thinking that Collins’ work was

wanting in these qualities. The Ode to Liberty seems to

me to have been caiefully thought out, the conclusion,

with winch Mr. Gosse finds fault, being, in my judgment,

very finely conceived. The Second Epode is evidently

allegorical, and the imagery employed to express the

uncertain origin of British Constitutional Liberty, as well

as the ceitainty of its future triumph throughout the western

world, is truly noble and exalted. But, as a finished work-

man, Collins is often open to reproach. It is worth noting

that Gray and Johnson both blame him on just the same
grounds. The former, writing in 1 747 of his Odes, as

compared with Joseph Warton’s, which had appeared at

the same time, says —
Each IS the half of a considerable man, and one the counter-

part of the other. , The first has but little invention, very poetical

choice of expiession, and a good ear. The second a fine fancy,

modelled upon the antique, great variety of words and images, with

no choice at all. They both deserve to last some years, but will

not 1

This ill-proportioned estimate of Collins by Gray is

curious, but his strictures in some points aie not unjust,

‘ Lettei to Thomas Whaiton, Decerabei 27, 1746.
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Considering, indeed, that the Ode to Evening and the Ode
written in the Beginning of the Year 17./ 6, were both
included in the volume criticised by him, he showed
insensibility m saying that Collins failed to cxerciise choice
of words and images

; but it is tiue that the latter, c.;irned
away by his own enthusiasm, often did not pausk to
consider whethei the phrases in which he conveyed \is
thoughts would be as clear to the readei as they were Xo
himself. Hence, his images aie sometimes blurred an^
indistinct

, witness the following stanzas from the Ode t^
Simplicity :

—

No more in hall or bower
The Passions own thy power

;

Love, only Love, her^ foiceless nuinbeis mean:
For thou hast left her shrine,

Nor olive more, nor vine.

Shall thyfeet to bless the seivile scene

Though taste, though genius bless

To some divine excess,

Faints the cold woik till thou inspire the- wholes
What each, what all supply

'

May court, may charm our eye,
Thou, only thou, canst raise the meeting soul.

Of these^ let others ask
To aid some mighty task,

I only seek to find thy temperate vale
5

Where oft my reed might sound
1 To maids and shepherds round,
\ And all thy sons, 0 Nature, learn my tale.

(it may safely be said that Gmy^s . diction is nev.r
' SfeaSlp hke this

; with him each jihrase isTiearhTTut
allusion, howeveriar it^iayHe

of Collins which can, architecturally, compare with the
splendid ode. The virtue ofCoHms^emrfSnie in ffie mSilTb^auty of the words—

1
pure and crystalline as the dew from which he draws so

Almost evanescent images, as in these delightful lines

* Presumably “ taste and genius ’’
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Long, Pity, let the nations view

Thy sky-vvoin robes of tenderest blue,

And eyes of dewy light

Or tlie desciiption of Evening.—

chill blustenng winds, or diiving lain,

Prevent my willing feet, be mine the hut.

That fiom the mountain’s side

Views wilds, and swelling floods.

And hamlets blown, and dim-discoveied spires;

And hears then simple bell, and marks o’er all,

Thy dewy fingers draw
The gradual dusky veil.

The excellence of Gray consists in the,' glittering array

of jdeas ajd ^£ascs,\dn^whjc]i eac^ of h.is Odes js m^dp i

to /narch towards the end^ design^

III. And'tiiis leads us natuially to the consideration

of the place of Gray and Collins in English Poetry, and ,

of the different effects pioduced on their genius by the

Classical Renaissance. For, if the Pindaric poems of

either be compared with those of Chiabrera, on the one

hand, or with those of Cowley, on the other, the reader

is at once struck by the contrast of the several styles. In

Chiabrera the imitation is purely foimal
;
the structure of

the Greek Ode may be observed, but the spirit and life

of Pindar ar.e absent. In Cowley, on the contrary, no

attempt is made to reproduce the Greek form : the poet

chooses something in the spiiit of the Greek, with which

he sympathises and transmutes it into his own form and

language.!, Gray and Collins take a way different from

either of these Understanding by sympathy the spiritual

significance of Pindar’s style,^ey endeavour to preserve the

Gieek structure of the Ode, as far as it is compatible with

English traditions^ They well knew that the greatness of

a nation’s art depends upon the state of its freedom and

morals. Hence the enthusiastic patriotism'^ tfTat con-

stantly breaks through their most''Hassical Strains. This

animates the whole of Collins’ Ode to Liberty it inspires

a stanza of his fine Ode, on the Popular Superstitions of the
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Highlands of Scotland f it gives a pcculiaily English

character to the Ode to Sunphcity —
O sister meek of Truth,

To my aclmiimg Youth

Thy sober aid and native chamis infuse 1

The floweis that sweetest bieathe,

Though Beauty culled the wieatli,

Still ask thy hand to lange their ordeied hues

While Rome could none esteem

But viitue’s patiiot theme,

You loved hei hills, and led her lauieate Ijand

But staid to sing alone

To one distinguished thione ,

And turned thy face, and fled hei altoied land

In the same spirit Giay writes in his Progress of

Poesy ;

—

Woods, that wave o’er Delphi’s steep,

Isles, that crown th’ /Egean deep,

_ Fields, that cool Ilissus laves.

Or wheie Masandei’s ambei waves

In lingering lab’nnths creep.

How do your tuneful echoes languish,

Mute, but to the voice of anguish ?

Where each old poetic mountain
Inspiration bieathed aiound

,

Every shade and hallowed fountain

Mumiuied deep a solemn sound

Till the sad Nine, in Greece’s evil hour,

Left their Parnassus for the Latian plains
;

Alike they scorn the pomp of tyrant Power,

And coward Vice that revels in her chains.

When Latium had her lofty spirit lost.

They sought, O Albion ! next thy sea-encircled coast.

So much energy did the free political activity of

English society impart to the verse of these two admirable

poets. At the same time both of them were alive to the

Irteraiy inspiration of romance, which was beginning to

^

breathe upon the atmosphere of their age. Collins, the

schoolfellow of one of the Wartons, the friend of both, was
more particularly moved by lyrical influences in the past'^

which seemed almost to have forsaken his own generation.

^ Number v.
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An aident admiier of the Greek tiagic poets, of Shake-

spcaie, and of Milton, his verse is filled with glowing,

though often despondent, aspiiations for the lecovety of

their departed music. Thus, in the noble lines concluding

his Ode on the Poetical Character, he says •—

-

I view that oak, the fancied glades among.

By which as Milton lay, his evening eai

From many a cloud that diopped ethereal dew,

Nigh-spheied in heaven, its native strains could heai ;

On which that ancient tiump he reached was hung.
Thithei oft his gloiy gieetmg.

From Wallei’s myitle shades letieating,

With many a vow fiom Hope’s aspiring tongue,

My trembling feet his guiding steps puisuc
,

In vain—such bliss to one alone,

Of all the sons of soul, was known ,

And Heaven and Fancy, kindred powers,

Have now o'ertuined the inspiring bowers.

Or cui tamed close such scene from eveiy future view

With Collins the inspiration of the Renaissance naturally ,

shaped itself into Greek forms His fancy, like that of

Shelley, roamed freely through all the varieties of spiritual

polytheism. “He loved,” says Johnson, rather sarcastically,

“ fairies, genii, giants, and monsters
;
he delighted to rove'l

through the meanders of enchantment, to gaze on the

magnificence of golden palaces, to repose by the waterfalls of
|

Elysian Gardens.”^ Yet, amidst the profuse abundance of his

impersonations, he aimed always at preserving the purity ^
of Grecian outline. As he says in his Ode to Stmphcity •

—

Thou who, with heimit heart,

Disdainst the wealth of art,

And gauds, and pageant weeds, and trailing pall

;

But com’st a decent maid.

In attic robe arrayed,

O chaste, unboastful Nymph, to thee I call I

Even in his diction the influence of Greek models is

apparent
;
especially in his fiequent practice of accumu-

lating epithets without conjunctions. We have phrases

like “ wide ambitious base,” “ rich ambitious head,”

“ blest prophetic loins,” “ shuddering, meek, submitted

1 Lives of the Poets Collins.
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Their lot forbade
,
noi cucumscribed alone,

Then growing virtues, but their cximcs confined.

Forbade to wade thiough slaughter to a tin one,

And shut the gates of mercy on mankind

The stiugghng pangs of conscious truth to hide,

To quench the blushes of ingenuous shame,

Oi heap the shrine of Luxury and Pride

With incense kindled at the Muse's flame.

Perhaps the fact that the English temper is more nearly

allied to the Roman than to the Greek, joined to the

superiority of Gray in point of woikmanship, is sufficient

to account for the greater popularity which his poems

have always enjoyed among his countiyraen compared

with those of Collins. < The complete assimilation _of

subject and style in the Elegy^ and the masterly treat-

ment of Enghshhistory~m The Bard, aie more potent

illustrations of the civic tendencies of the Renaissance in

England than is the .subtle allegoiy of the Ode to Liberty

I have dwelt at length on the contrasted qualities of

Gray and Collins, because they aie the two last lyiical

poets of England whose art is consciously diiected by the

genius of the Classical. Renaissance. While both of them

were by temperament * inclined to follow the stream of

Romantic tendency, they were so deeply penetrated by

Whig traditions, and by the spirit of Gieek and Roman
literature, that they were able as artists to control the

force of their own imaginative emotiom-. But the tide of

Romanticism had now risen to a level at which it could

no longer be contained within the lOld barriers. A large

section of cultivated English society had familiarised itself

with the doctrines of Montesquieu, some even sympathised

with those of Rousseau. Groups of dilettanti, following

out the road opened to them by the two Wartons, were

in revolt against the didactic fashions of the previous

age, and a host of minor poets, who still coloured their

diction with conventional idioms imitated from the Latin,

were endeavouring to give expression to Gothic sentiments.

The Romantic Movement had, in fact, passed into the
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stage of pure Literary Renaissance, so that it becomes

now necessaiy for our History to give some account of

the Revivals (i) of Erse Legend ; (2) of Scandinavian

Mythology; (3) of Mediaeval English Metiical Forms

1. In June 1760 was published a small volume called,

Fragments of Ancient PoeUy collected in ike Highlands of

Scotland and tianslatedfrom the Gaelic or Ene Language.

It was the work of a young man, Tari^
_
Macplierson

(bom 27th of October 1736, died Fe5Tuary^796), then

acting as tutor in the family of Mr. Graham of Balgowan

Maepherson had shown his performance, befoie its publica-

tion, with seeming reluctance, to John Florae, author of

Douglas^ and the latter, delighted with what he took to be

a great literary discovery, had laid the translations in

1759 before a council of his learned friends m Edinburgh.

Immense enthusiasm was aroused, and on its appearance

the book of Fragments received applause from many

, English critics, including Gray, Walpole, and Shenstone.

Urged on by the growing excitement of his Scottish

patrons, Maepherson undertook to continue his explora-

tions, with the result that in December 1761 he was able

to produce Ftngal, an ancient Epic Poem, in Six Books

,

together with several other Poems, composed by Ossian, the

son of Fingal

:

while, in March 1763, appeared Temora,

an ancient Epic Poem, in Eight Books : together with several

other Poems, composed by Osstan, the son of Fingal Both

of these epics professed to be translations from the Gaelic.

Like the Fragments they were welcomed with rapturous

applause in Scotland by Blair and his circle
;

but in

England they were roughly denounced, by Johnson and

others, as the fabiications of Maepherson himself. After

Maepherson’s death this denunciation was continued by
Malcolm Laing ; the defence of Fingal and Temora being

undertaken by Patrick Graham and others
;

while a

committee of the Highland Society, after a long investiga-

tion of the whole subject returned an open verdict. The
controversy has lingered on into our own times, and
Maepherson has found an able and modest champion in

Mr. Bailey Saunders, whose conclusion is as follows

:
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Iji respect of some of their external features, and of the con-

troversy which they have aioused, the paiallel between the

Ossianic poems, as Macpherson left them, and the Ntheluugenhed

in the form m \shich it has come to us from the close of the

twelfth centmy is curiously exact The matter of both is a

mixture of myth and history, and both are based on songs and

ballads of uncertain date and oiigin. In the one and in the

other a fiesh and alien element is superinduced ; in the Nibdua-

gcnhed the ideas of the age of chivaliy refine the gods and heroes

of an early mythology : in the Ossianic poems, a literary elegance

obscuies what was rough and harsh m the old Celtic legends.

In either it cannot be determined how much was drawn from

ancient loie and how much was added by the collector; but

there seems to he as good a case for the authenticity of the

Ossianic poems, as for that of the Edda oi the Ntbelungenhed

,

and with the old ivnters who gave those works to the world,

Macpherson is faiily entitled to rank ^

I am afraid this is a conclusion which can scarcely be

accepSbd Setting aside the completely different degrees

of antiquity in the several writers, it is plain that there is

an essential difference between Snorro Stmleson, together

with the poet of the Nibehingenhed, and (Mr Saunders

might have added) the author of the Song of Bcoimlf on

the one hand, and Macpherson on the other
;
the three

former are to be considered primarily as inventors, dealing

with floating legendary materials, preserved in their own
time and in their own language

;
the latter is professedly

a translator The titles of his translations show that he

asserted his works to be, in their Gaelic form, the actual

composition of Ossian if they were not a faithful render-

ing of this in English, Macpherson intended deliberately

to deceive his readers
;
and the only question is, what

was the extent of his fraud. Upon this point the Report

of the Highland Society wisely refuses to pronounce

any conclusion we may arrive at must be a purely critical

inference
;
nor is the question indeed of much impoitance

The Ossianic poems are not in any case very marvellous

productions. They are ex hypothesi addressed to the simple

and natural feelings of men m an early stage of society,

^ Life aiid Letters ofJames Macpherson^ pp. 322-323.

VOL.
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and the language in which they are expressed employs the

figurative foims common to the poets of all barbarous

nations. Far more interest attaches to the investigation

of the causes which made them appeal so stiongly to the

eighteenth century, and of the means employed by

Macpherson in handling his materials

As icgards the spiritual causes that weic at work,

they were for the most part those which 1 have classed in

1 this chapter under the name of the Romantic movement

.

I
the ‘longing for simplicity and solitude, the tendency to

I
Nature-Worship, the revolt alike against the conventions

I
of town society and the restiictions of the heroic couplet.

Added to these was the element of patriotism. It was

supposed that a Scottish poet had been discovered, greatei

—so thought Blair and his Edinburgh friends in then

infatuation—than Homer himself This Scot must, it

was believed, have certainly left behind him an epic^oem,
' which it was the duty of his compatriots to discover.

How great an impulse was given to Maepherson's

invention by this tempei of the time appears from

Blair’s evidence before the committee of the Highland

Society ;

—

I remember well (says he, speaking of a dinner party given to

promote the recovery of the epic) that when the company was
about to break up, and I w'as going away, Mi Macpheison fol-

lowed me to the door, and told me that from the spirit of that

meeting, he now for the first time entertained the hope that the

undertaking to which I had so often prompted him would be
attended with success

;
that hitherto he had imagined they were

merely romantic ideas which I had held out to him • but he now
saw them likely to be realised, and should endeavour to acquit
himself so as to give satisfaction to his friends.^

^aepherson, in fact, had to play up to the enthusiasm
of his audience, and no fitter actor could have been
selected for the task. He was a man of genuine gifts

;

a real capacity for imitative expression appears even in his

avowedly original verse
;
and a taste refined by a sound).

1 Report of the Bipftand Society : cited in Mr. Bailey Saunders' Life and
Letters ofJames Macpherson, p, 93,
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classical tiaming made him feelingly alive to the influences

in the air of his age Johnson’s confidence that he would

be unable to produce any MSS. justifying the pretended

unity of his Gaelic Epics was well founded On the other

hand, in his wanderings thiough the Highlands he must

have gathered a large store of oral materials (jhe Bards

of the Highland chieftains retained a status and a poetical

tiadition much superior to those of their degenerate

brethren, the English ballad - singers.! Among them

Macpheison would have heard marly songs filled, no'

doubt, with images derived fiom 1 ocks, valleys, mountains,

,

streams, moors, mists, and more paiticularly ghosts,]

numerous love elegies and lamentations for the dead
,

1

frequent allusions to the deeds of the great Celtic hero,
]

Finn MacCumhaill These would often have been

capable of literal rendering
;

but upon them, as Mr.

Saunders allows, “ a fresh and alien element is superin-

duced "
;

in othei words, the unity of form and spirit in

the Ossianic poems is derived fiom Macpheison himself

The judgment and taste he shows in fusing his materials

uses almost to genius Instead of attempting, like some

of his piedecessors, to make his translation in English

veise, he felt intuitively that it ought, in English, to be

shaped into metrical prose, and, as Laing suggests, the

specimens of Hebrew poetry, given by Louth and re-

peated by Blair in his lectures, probably fuinished him

with the lequired model For the rest his knowledge of

the English Bible, together with his fairly wide reading

in classical and English literature, gave him all the sup-

plementary images he needed for the refinement of the

oral style of the Bards It is impossible to read his

“ translations ” without perceiving how much they owe,

especially in lespect of the abundant use of description

and simile, to Homei, Milton, Pope, and even Gray, No
one, on the other hand, acquainted with the Anglo-Saxon

poem on the Death of Byrhtnoth ^ is likely to take the

following elaboiate battle-piece for the style of narrative

peculiar to oral minstrelsy •

—

1 See vol. I p 450.
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'ij As the dark shades of autumn fly over hills of grass
, so

gloomy, dark, successive, came the chiefs of Lochlin’s echoing

v.oods. Tall as the stag of Morven, moved stately befoie them

the King His shining shield is on his side, like a flame on the

heath at night, when the woild is silent and dark, and the

travellei sees some ghost sporting in his beam 1 Dimly gleam

the hills around, and show indistinctly their oaks I A blast

from the troubled ocean removed the settled mist. The sons of

Erin appear like a ridge of rocks on the coast; when maiineis

on shoies unknown are trembling at veering winds I

As a hundred winds on Morven ;
as the stream of a bundled

hills
,
as clouds fly successive over heaven

;
as the dark ocean

assails the shore of the desert, so roanng, so vast, so teirible,

the armies mixed on Lena’s echoing heath The groan of the

people spread over the hills it was like the thunder of night,

when the clouds burst on Cona
;
and a thousand ghosts shriek

at once on the hollow wind.

Such were our ivords when Gaul’s loud voice came gi owing

on the wind. He waved on high the sword of his father. We
rushed to death and wounds As waves, white bubbling over the

deep, come swelling, roanng on
; as rocks of ooze meet roanng

waves, so foes attacked and fought Man met with man, and steel

with steel. Shields sound and warriors fall. As a hundred hammers
on the red son of the furnace, so rose, so rung their swords

2. The Scandinavian Revival proceeded upon quite

different lines. Fiom the days of Snono Stiirleson and

Saxo Grammaticus, writeis of different kinds had been

carelul to preserve recoids of Norse antiquities and legends

,

but these had produced no effect on the course of English

Poetry. Neither Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, nor

Milton, makes any use of Scandinavian mythology. The
English imagination had, from the early days of the

Norman Conquest, been turned so e.xclusively to the sources

of legendary antiquity opened to it by Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth, that the indifference of the nation to its true

descent was made a matter of reproach by the antiquary

Richard Verstegan.^ Verstegan discourses quaintly on
1 He bays, “Observing then, withall how diverse of our English wnters

have been as lalionons aljd serious in their discomses of the Antiqmtie of the
Bnttans as if they properly appertained unto Englishmen, which in nowise
they doc or can. doe, for that them offsprings and descents aie wholly different
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Scandinavian mythology, speaking of the “ Idols,” Woden,

Tuysco, Thor, and Fiiga
,
but though Milton was no

doubt acquainted with his book, these deities make no

figure among the gods of the Gentiles enumerated in

P.tradtse Lost (Book 1. 506-521). They had m fact, as I

have already said, been long expelled by the Christian

missionaries fiom populai belief,^ and for poetical pur-

poses the grimness of Norse legend offered few atti actions

to minds fed by the Classical Renaissance on the rich

beauties of Gieek mythology. But foi readers whose

enynd would not yield to the too familial stories of Ovid’s

Metamorphoses the discovery of the Scandinavian antiqui-

ties was in every sense a godsend.

In 1760 Gray was contemplating a History of English

Poetry, and had made up his mind to write a chapter on

Norse legend. The book from which he chiefly diew his

information was Thomas Bartholinus’ Anhquitatuin Dam-
carum de catists Contemptae a Danis adhuc Gentihbus

Mortis Libri tres. This contained two Noise odes, with

Latin translations, which Giay adapted in 1761, intending

them as specimens for his History
;

“ but when he dropped

his historical design, he laid his renderings aside In

1767, however, he determined to insert them in the

Edition of his Poems, published by Dodsley, and he

wrote to Beattie® describing the odes as “two pieces of

old Norwegian poetry, in which there was a wild spirit

that struck me,” while in a letter to Walpole he spoke

slightingly of these and his Welsh adaptations as “ two

ounces of stuff.”
^ '

. . Whereby and through the lacke of due distinction between the two

nations . . our true oiiginale and honorable Antiquitie heth involved and

obscured, and are remaining ignorant of our owne true ancestors, understand

our descent otherwise than it is, deeming it enough for us to heaie that

Eneas and his Troians, the supposed ancestors of King Bruto and hts

Brittans, are largely discoursed of” Cited by Mr Frank Edgar Failey in

his Semuhnaman Influence!, tn the Enghsk Romantic Movement (p 9}, an

admirable .ind exhaustive Monograph on the subject m vol ix. of Studies and
Notes tn Philology and Literature (Boston), to which the reader is referred.

' Vol, 1. p. 38.

2 Scandinavian Influences tn the English Romantic Movement^ pp 34-35.
® Letter of 24th December 1767.
I Letter of 2Sth Febiuaiy 1768
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Rendered into English, with his usual fine judgment,

in verses of seven or eight syllables, Giay’s Fatal Sis/cn

and Descent of Odin at once inspiied numerous imitators

Henry Mackenzie, authoi of The Alan of Feeling, wiote a

metrical introduction to The Fatal Sisters, from which the

following stanza, apparently suggested by the imageiy of

The Bard, will seive as a specimen of the melodiamatic

Scandinavianism that soon became fashionable

—

Red his eye, that watched the boolc,

Sealed with many a heio’s blood

With bustling locks and haggard look.

The hodiy piophet gazed the flood

Another proof of the influence of the two odes may also

be citec^, as it furnishes at the same time a typical example

of the fraudulent spirit frequently found among men of

letters in the period now under consideration In 1770
was published a little volume entitled Poems on Several

-Occasions by Michael Bruce, a young Scotsman, who died

on the 5th of July 1767. They were edited by Bruce’s

friend, John Logan, and among them was the well-known

Ode to the Cuckoo, which was for some time generally, and

no doubt rightly, regarded as the work of Bruce, The
editor, however, had prefixed to the volume the following

dishonest note :

—

To make up a miscellany, some pieces, wrote by different

authors, are inserted, all of them original, and none of them
destitute of merit The reader of taste will easily distinguish

them from those of Mr Bruce, without their being particularised

by any maik.

No poems by Bruce having been before published, it

was impossible to say certainly which of the contents of

the volume were his, and it was therefore obviously open
to Logan (who had got possession of all Bruce’s MSS

)

to claim any of the pieces he had edited which might be

received with favour by the public. This he did in a

volume of poems, published in 1781, which opens with

the charming Ode to the Cuckoo. Among the poems
published m 1770 were two Danuh Odesg'-^hheh--
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being evidently inspired by The Fatal Sisters and The

Descent of Odin, can hardly be supposed to have

been written by Biuce, who died before Gray’s odes

appeared in print Logan himself did not at once pre-

tend to the authorship of the Danish Odes by inserting

them in his volume of 1781 he may have thought it

unsafe to claim as his own all the compositions of merit

which had originally appealed after the name of his

friend
,

but they were asserted to be his by one of his

executors, the Rev. Thomas Robertson, and since no one

else besides Bruce has been mentioned as their possible

author, it cannot be said they are not Logan’s In any

case they illustrate, both by their imitative style and by

the enthusiasm with which they were received, the attitude

of the age towards the Scandinavian Revival. One of

them opens as follows :

—

The great, the gloiious deed is done 1

The foe is fled ' the field is won ! >

Prepate the feast, the heroes call;

Let joy, let tiiumph fill the hall 1

The raven claps his sable wings

,

The baid his chosen timbrel bnngs ;

Six virgins round, a select choir,

Sing to the music of his lyie.

With mighty ale the goblet ciown
,

With mighty ale your sorrows drown

;

To-day to mirth and joy we yield ;

To-morrow, face the bloody field.

From danger's front, at battle’s eve.

Sweet comes the banquet to the brave ;

Joy shines with genial beam on all,

The joy that dwells in Odin’s hall

The fact that these odes weie not translations, but

imitations, of the Scandinavian manner points to the

progress of the Revival since the appearance of The Fatal

Sisters and The Descent of Odin
;
and Nathan Drake,

writing on the subject thirty years after that date, defines

the feeling then prevalent in the public mind :

—
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What (he asks) can exceed the thulling honor ot Gray’s

celebrated Odes from the Norse, which first opened to English

poetry a mine of the most wild yet tenilic mythology ? Since

their appearance the fictions of the Edda have been seized upon

with more fieedom and avidity ^

Evidently the jaded taste of Drake’s contemporaiics

required to be stimulated by an agreeable “ thrill of

horror ”
;
and it is amusing to observ^e how long this

sensation depended on the fancy that one of the enjoy-

ments of the Scandinavian paradise was to dunk out of

the skulls of their enemies

The lunny mistake (observes Vigfusson), which led Bishop

Percy and his copiets down to this veiy day to entertain the

belief that the “ Heroes hoped in Odin’s hall to drink beer out of

the skulls of then slain foes,” has its oiigin in a misinterpretation or

the phrase Uug-vt^um hausa by Ole Worm, who says, “ Sperabant

Heroes se m Aula Othim bibituros ex cramis eorum quos

occiderant ” ®

Vigfusson says that the meaning of the original Norse

is, “ We shall soon be quaffing ale out of the crooked skull-

boughs (horns) m the splendid house of Odin,”** a statement

which would scarcely have sufficed to “ thrill ” the languid

veins of civil society. In point of fact, the newly discovered

Norse myths, as such, did little to stimulate original

poetic invention, foi, till the appearance of Sayer’s Dramatic
Sketches of Northetu Mythology in 1790, almost all the

efforts of the bards of the Revival were concentrated on

the translation of five fine fragments of Noise poetry,

first published by Percy in 1 760, from materials largely

derived out of the Chevalier Mallet’s book, LIntroduchon

a Vhtstoire de Dannemarc. Most of the minor poets of the

period, including Mathias, Miss Seward, and Matthew
Gregory (“ Monk ”) Lewis, tried their hands, with various

degrees of success, at translating them, but their inspir-

ation was of an entirely artificial kind
;
and indeed the

quality of the treasure that the “ mine of wild yet terrific

^ LiUtary Hburs, u. ^3.
® Cited m Semdinavidn Infltiences in the Enqhsh, Romantic Movement,

p. 62.. s Ibid. p. 62.
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mythology ” yielded to English Poetry at this epoch may
be divined from the tamely didactic veises of Hayley on

the subject
;
who says, addressing Mason :

—

Thy modest Gray, solicitous to pieice

The daik and distant source of modem veise,

By strings untried, fiist taught his English Lyi«

To reach the Gothic Haip’s teriific fire

The North’s wild specties own his potent hand,

And Hell’s nine poitals at his voice expand

;

With new existence by his veise endued.

See Gothic Fable wakes her shadowy brood,

Winch, 111 the Runic ihyraes of many a Scald,

With pleasing diead om Northern sires appalled*

3 The levival of Ossian and of Scandinavian Myth-

ology served as nutiiment for the tastes encouraged in

poetry by the ciiticism of Joseph Wat ton
;
but a more

really vital movement was effected, along the path first

opened by his brother Thomas, through the revival of

Mediteval Forms of English veise. And here the •

subject branches off again into two divisions
,
one re-

lating to the increased popularity of the Ballad metre,

mainly due to the publication of Percy's Reliques of

Ancient English Poetry
,
the othei to the Roivley Poems of

Chatterton

Beyond all the foims of early romantic poetry the

Ballad had preseived an influence over the cultivated

imagination of the English people The old ballad of

“ Chevy Chase ” had roused the heart of Philip Sidney,

trained as he was in all the cultuie of the Italian

Renaissance, “ like a trumpet ”
;

it had been praised

also by the refined pen of Addison in The Spectator}

Another ballad, William and Margaret, fraudulently

claimed by David Mallet as his own composition, was

enthusiastically noticed in The Plain Dealer by Aaron

Hill.® This appreciation of the ballad, in an age

dominated by classical form, was the result of the vitality

lingering in the art of minstrelsy. Though in a very

1 Essay on Epic Poetry ® Spectator, No. ']0.

3 Plain Dealc) for August 28, 1724. For an account of Mallet's fraud

see Phelps’ Beginnings op the English Romantic Movement Appendix II.
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depressed condition, the mmistrel in England still plied

a scanty trade
;

while in Scotland a comparatively

simple mode of life, and the abiding memories of Border

warfare in feudal times, afforded more abundant mateiials

to the professors of the ait. The Act of Union, and the

jealousies aioused by it between North and South

Biitain, helped to put new life into the ballad, and

Scottish^oets of aristocratic station and classical cultiiie

obtain^r' reputation by the success with which they

imitated the ancient manner of oral ministrelsy.

This patriotic movement was promoted by Allan

Ramsay, whose pastoial songs m the Scottish dialect have

been alieady noticed In Ramsay’s Tea Table Miscellanv

(1724) were published two ballads of great poetical

merit, one, the spirited Hardyknute, the othei, The Braes of

Yarrozv by William Hamilton of Bangour (i 704-54), whose

voluminous verse in the English idiom is almost entiiely

wanting in character and distinction. This latter ballad

is said by the author to be written “ in imitation of the

ancient Scottish manner ”
,
and indeed he has caught

most admirably the wild pathos and the abrupt energy

of narrative that are the distinguishing marks of the best

ballad style.^ The following dialogue between a newly

married Scottish maiden and her bridegroom who has

slain her lover, will serve to illustrate the exquisite strain

of poetry in this composition ;

—

A. Did I not warn thee not to luve.

And warn from fight ? but to my soitow,

O’ei rashly bauld a strongei arm
Thou met’st and fell on the Biaes o’ Yarrow.

Sweet smells the birk, green grows, green grows the grass.

Yellow on Yarrow’s braes the gowan ;

Fair hangs the apple frae the rock.

Sweet the wave of Yarrow flowan.

B Flows Yarrow sweet ? as sweet, as sweet flows T.veed,

As green its grass, its gowan as yellow,

As sweet smells on its braes the birk,

The apple frae the rock as' mellow.

* See voJ. !, 0. 461
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Fail was thy hive, fair, fair indeed thy hive •

In flowery bands thou didst him fetter

Though he was fair and well-beloved again,

Than me he never loved thee better.

Busk ye then, busk, my bonny bonny bride.

Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow •

Busk ye and lo’e me on the banks o’ Tweed,
And think nae man on the Biaes o’ Yarrow.

A. How can I busk a bonny, bonny biide '>

How can I busk a winsome mairowf
How lo’e him on the banks o’ Tweed,

That slew my luve on the Braes o’ Yartow?

O Yariow fields I may never never ram.

No dew thy tender blossoms cover
,

For theie was basely slam my luve
,

My luve, as he had not been a lover.

The boy put on his robes, his lobes of greer,

His purple veil,
—’twas my awn sewing.

Ah wretched me ! I little little kenned
He was in these to meet his ruin !

'

The boy took out his milk-white, milk-white steed,

Unheedful of my dole and sorrow
,

But ere the toofal of the night

He lay a corpse on the Braes o’ Yarrow.

From the genuine inspiration of this most beautiful

poem.i it will be seen that the revival of the Ballad style

in the latter part of the eighteenth century was not due

solely to the enthusiasm aroused by the publication in

1765 of Percy’s Reliques of Ancient English Poetry

But the taste encouraged by that famous book was a

prime factor in the Romantic Movement
;
and ballads like

W. J. Mickle’s (1735-1788) Cumnor Hall, and Lady Anne

’ The readiness with which the manner of the old ballads could be imi-

tated, as illustrated in The Braes of Yarroav, furnishes a comment on some ol

the pomts raised by Mr Andrew Lang, who, in Blaihuocd’s Mosa-nie,

September 1895, ingeniously argues for the antiquity of the fanimis

ballad, Mary Hamilton, against the view I have put foiward in \ol 1 pp
461-46S of this History, as to the probably modern date of its composition

I cannot think that the series of conjectural piobabihries on which he is foiced

to rely are of sufficient weight to tell against the coincidences of name, and

the details of the Russian history, adduced by Kirkpatrick Sliaipe, and

accepted by Professor Child, as showing the source of the ballad.
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Lindsay’s (1750-1S25) Anld Rohm Gray must be con-

sidered as the immediate antecedents of the Lake School

As legards the Rowley Forgeries a brief account of

them will suffice. Thomas Chattel ton was the posthu-

mous son of Thomas Chattel ton, and was born at Biistol

on the 20th of November 1752 His father, who was

one of a family that had long held the office of sexton

of St Maiy Redcliffe, Biistol, was master of a Free

School close by the Chuich, from the Muniment Room of

which he was in the habit of abstracting many paich-

ments, which he used for covering school-books and other

common purposes. Till he was six years old young

Chatterton appeared to be rather deficient in under-

standing, but at that age, happening to see his mothei

destroying one of the parchments collected by her late

husband, his attention was arrested by the illuminated

, capital-s, and at once his whole nature seemed to be

awakened. He learned with readiness, became a voracious

reader of all the books that fell in his way, and carried

off to his own garret whatever MSS. he could discovei.

In this way he gained an early acquaintance with the

antiquities of his native city, and by constant experiments

learned how to imitate the appearance of the ancient

parchments When he was about eight years old he

was sent to Colston’s Hospital, the Bristol Blue Coat

School, where he seems to have hated the course of an

education that took him away from his favourite pursuits

He made friends, however, among his school-fellows and

developed an affection for Thomas Phillips, usher in tht

school and a man with some taste for literature, whose

death in 1769 Chatterton has lamented in an Elegy

Through Phillips he seems to have obtained in 1 764 the

ear of the editor of a local newspapei,^ in which appeared

two of his earliest poems, one being of a religious, the

other of a satirical character.®

The idea of the Rowley fabrication appears to have

* Felix Fai ley’s BnsMJ»urtuil,
* On the Last Efifhany , The Churchwarden and the Apfanitetn.
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taken shape in Chatterton’s mind in 1 765. Accoidmg to his

story, Thomas Rowley, parish priest of St John’s Church,

friend and client of William Canyng, Mayor of Bristol in

the reigns of Henry VI and Edward IV., left behind

him compositions both in prose and verse which were

discovered by Chattel ton among the muniments of St

Mary Redcliffe The first of these which he submitted

to view was—by the evidence of Chatterton’s school-

fellow, Thistlethwaite— Ele7mire and Juga, a pastoral

Eclogue This he showed to Phillips, and finding that,

so far from exciting in him any suspicion, it had

awakened his keenest interest, he proceeded to practise

on the vanity of Henry Burgum, a pewterer in the

town, by showing him some fictitious parchments, which

established his right to bear arms as a member of the

noble, but imaginary, family of De Bergham. Gaining

confidence from the success of his expeiiments, he next

made the acquaintance of William Bariett, a suigeon and

antiquary of Bristol, who was engaged in writing a

history of the city
;
and upon him he palmed off, as

copies of the work of Rowley, a number of documents,

the contents of which Barrett unsuspectingly incorporated

in his own work

In July 1767 Chattel ton was, according to the

custom of the school, apprenticed to Mr John Lambeit,

an attorney. Lambert’s business not being a large one,

the lad had time to pursue his studies during office

hours
;
and in this position he continued to work, with-

out any apparent neglect of his duties, for neaily three

years. But, as may be supposed, his tasks as a lawyer’s

copyist were extremely iiksome to him, and it was his

constant ambition to find a larger sphere of literary work.

He endeavouied to emancipate himself at first by the

patronage of George Catcott, partner of Henry Burgum,
to whom he sold copies of the supposed ancient Tragedy

of rElla and other of the Rowley documents. He also

corresponded with the editors of some London papers,

and endeavoured, vainly, to persuade Dodsley to publish

/Ella. Finally he wrote to Horace Walpole, enclosing
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a copy of the ode beginning “ Haite of Lyone

shake thie sworde,” together with a transcript fiom a

supposed original MS entitled The Ryse of Pcynctcyngc yn

Englande^wroten by T Rowleie, I4.6g, for MasHe CaHynge.

To this he added explanatory notes, asking Walpole to

conect any mistakes that he might find.

Walpole, at fiist deceived like all the Bristol anti-

quaries, sent him a courteous leply, which encouraged

Chattel ton to explain to him his position in life, and his

desire to be relieved fiom his necessities
;

at the same

time he enclosed a copy of another MS entitled Historh

of Peyncters yn Englandc, hie T Rowley. With suspicions

now aroused, Walpole sent this and the other documents to

Gra)' and Mason, who immediately pronounced them to be

modern fabiications
;
and Walpole accoidingly wrote to

Chattel ton advising him to persevere in his piofcssion till

he should have made money enough to indulge his

literal y tastes. Despairing of getting free by an}' other

means, Chatterton now resolved to make his master dis-

miss him, and after secretly bringing several letters

under his notice which might suggest to Lambert that he

was mad, he left in the office a copy of an eccentiic Will,

dated the 14th of April 1770, in which he announced his

approaching suicide. This, when found, produced on

Lambert the effect that Chatterton desired
; the poet’s

indentures weie immediately cancelled, and he himself

came to London with a small amount of money sub-

scribed by his Bristol acquaintance.

At this period the agitation ^bout Wilkes was at its

height, and Chatterton soon gamed admission to the news-

papers on the popular side by writing letters in which he
copied the style of "Junius.” When public enthusiasm
for the demagogue began to cool, he offered to write on
the side of the Government, but the market for political

pamphlets soon vanished, and Chatterton was forced to

seek literary employment of a more general kind. He
composed a musical Burlesque called The Revenge^ which
was acted, just after his death, at Maryleboiie Gardens,
and for which he received five guineas

;
he sent also to
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different magazines a great number of essays and othei

compositions For these he was promised payment to

the amount of eleven guineas, but in the naeantime his

little stock of leady money was exhausted. He tiied

again to make profit out of his Rowley transci ipts, but

without success. As a last resouice, he resolved to seek

employment as a ship’s surgeon, and applied for a ccitifi-

cate of qualification to Barrett, who, however, lefused to give

it to him. Being now l*eft without any means of liveli-

hood, he determined to commit suicide, and after writing

the lines beginning “ Farewell, Bristolia’s dingy piles of

brick,” he poisoned himself by arsenic in his lodgings at

Brook Street, Holborn, on the 34th of August 1770
” This youth,” says Warton, “ who died at eighteen,

w'as a prodigy of genius, and w^ould have pioved the first

of English poets had he reached a inatiirer age ” That

Chatterton was a prodigy of genius is shown by his great

versatility and by what he actually accomplished in the uaj-

of imitation before his early death
,
the extent to which he

anticipated the later metrical experiments of Colei idge and

Keats is almost miraculous. But that he would have

leached the place assigned to him in English Poetry by

Warton seems to me a much more questionable piopo-

sition, ^IThe chief qualities exhibited in his lemains aie,

first, a marvellous precocity in the satiiic observation of

character
;
next, an equally astonishing power of imitating

other men’s thoughts in his own style
,

finall)q an extra-

ordinary facility in metiical expression. On the other hand,

his earliest compositibns are wanting in those touches of

thought found in the work of poets who have rivalled him in

juvenile precocity—Cowley’s oi Pyramus and Thisbe,

for example, or Pope’s Ode to Solitude—which clearly

indicate a future capacity of development along a line of

original invention. Chattel ton's earliest work shows that

he had caught the spirit and style of Gay from reading his

Fables, just as his later Satires are clever reproductions of

the different styles of Diyden, Pope, and Churchill, fused

in a manner of his own, and applied to his own surround-
ings. By means of what he read he was able to express
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fluently his contempt for the nairow provincial intellects

upon whose credulity he was accustomed to practise
,
but

there is no glimpse m his easy verse of laiger horizons,

none of the intellectual struggle characteristic of a poet like

Oldham, “ by too much force betrayed ” In the same way
he could reproduce the style of “Junius” with sufficient

effect to make his pen of value to the partisans of Wilkes
,

but it IS evident that his political letters signed “ Probus ”

and “ Decimus ” and his satire called Kew Gardens are

only the products of an imitative indignation.

His real originality is shown—though not by the

artistic skill which he imagined himself to have displayed

in producing them—in his Rowley fabrications.

The poems (says Professor Skeat) exhibit a phraseology such

as no human ingenuity can tianslate into fifteenth-century English

without completely recasting them. The metres aie mostly wrong,

the rimes are sometimes faulty, the woids are wrongly coined, or

.
have the wiong number of syllables, and the phiases often involve

anachronisms, or occasionally plagiarisms Yet for all this

Chatterton coined a language which he so far mastered as to be
able to employ it with considerable ease and skill, whilst at the

same time it W'as sufficiently archaic in its gener.il appearance to

delude the great mass of i cadets at the period at which he wrote,

and a good many .since that time ^

It is wonderful that a scholar like Warton, ac-

quainted with the poems of Lydgate, should have hesi-

tated for a moment (as he seems to have done) about the
genuineness of the Rowley poems

,
that he should have

thought it possible foi compositions such as those of

which I have given examples * in the first volume of this

History to piovoke a challenge from a man who, in

the fifteenth century, could write the Svnge to

beginning thus

.

Oh thou, or what remaynes of tliee,

vEIle, the darling of futuntie,

Lette thys mie song bolde as thie courage bee,

As everjastynge to posteritle •

IWmI Works 'of Thomas CJiatiefton (1875). Vol. h pp xf-xlf.
* See voh 1. pp. 326-333,
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II

VVhanne Dacya’s sonncs whose hayies of bloude-iedde hue,

Lyche Kynge-cuppe brastynge with the mornynge due,i

Arranged yn dreare arraie

Upone the lethale date,

Spredd far and wyde on Watchett’s shore

:

Then dydst thou furiouse stonde,

And bie thie brondeous honde

Bespiengedd all the lees with gore

As a mere imitator, Chatterton was incapable of pre-

serving even the appearance of a consistently antique style

For example, the first section in his Parliament of Sprites

—called Introduction by Queen Mab—is mainly made up of

old words put togetlier out of the dictionaries he consulted,

and luns as follows:

—

When fiom the eaith the sun’s hulsti^d,^

Then from the flowerets straught 8 with dew,

My liegemen make you awhapfcd,'
,

And witches then their witchciaft do.

Then rise the sprites ugsome and rou,®

And take then walk the churchyard thiough

But in section xxx., wheie the sprite of Fitz-Hardynge

speaks, he writes :

—

But thou the builder of this pleasant place.

Where all the saints in sweet adjunction stand,

A very heaven for its beauteous grace.

The gloiy and the wonder of the land.

That shows the builder’s mind and foimer’s hand
To be the best that on the earth remains.

At once for wonder and delight command.
Showing how much he of the god retains,

Cannynge the great, the charitable, the good.

Noble as kings, if not kingly blood s

Here is the hand of genius. In this latter passage it is

I Chattel ton is here evidently imitating Collins in his Ode to Ltbetly ;

—

The youths whose locks divinely spreading
Like 'vernal hyacinths m sullen hue, etc.

8 Hidden. 8 Stretched. ^ Amazed “ Ugly and terrible
8 In both sections I have followed the mode of orthography adopted

by Skeat.
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plain that Chatterton’s poetical enthusiasm for the anti-

quities of his native city has ovei borne the cold effait to

produce an archaic effect with which he opened his com-

position Had this poet lived in an age of spontaneous

inspiration when the stage was flomishing, it may well be

that the needs of the public taste would have guided his

dramatic and satiric genius into some channel of great

poetical expression. But cast as his lot was in a period

rather of criticism than of creation, while all the political

aims of national action were dark and ambiguous, and all

the springs of poetical invention seemed to be running

low, it is difficult to see in what direction he could have

turned his powers He was urged on by a boundless

ambition, but his actual perfotmances show no sign of a

definite purpose in art He turned, as the wind blew,

from poetical forgeries to political pamphleteering
;
from

that to hack-writing for the stage
, and when all other

,
resources failed him, he was prepared to undertake the

duties of a ship’s surgeon, though he knew nothing of

medical science beyond what he had learned from the

quickness of superficial observation. The pity and the

tragedy of his life and early death lie in the appaient

waste of such extiaoidinaiy gifts, for want of any duct of

communication between the genius of the poet and the

social conditions of his age.

In a certain sense the Rowley forgeries are a typical

result of the Romantic Movement in English Poetry during

the eighteenth century. By the middle of that century,

the force of the Classical Renaissance, which operated with

energy in our poetiy through the century and a half that

(roughly speaking) elapsed between the death of Spenser
and the death of Pope, had exhausted its effects. Then
began the mediaeval reaction. At first the reviving spirit

^

of feudal antiquity clothed itself instinctively in such
'

semi-classic forms as may be seen in Allan Ramsay’s
Gentle Shepherd. But in a very short time Romanticism,
having established a foothold in public sympatliy, began
to treat the sovereign Classicism as a usurper Society,
the Romantic critics said, was over-civilised

,
Poetiy, by
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taking an ethical and didactic turn, had been diverted

into wrong paths, it was necessaiy to simplify manneis

by a return to the State of Nature, to galvanise poetry

into life by a revival of 13'ric enthusiasm

Romanticism of this kind was of course the antipodes

of the spirit which breathes in the mediteval romances,

which animates the diamas of Shakespeaie, which suivives

in an exaggerated form even in the plays of the Restora-

tion period. In the romance of those times, mingling

with the spirit of the Renaissance, we feel the piesence

of a diiving force acting on the imagination, and ,

derived from the chivalrous traditions and the feudal

institutions which still contended with civil liberty for the 1

control of the national life But the political conflict

had now been ended by a constitutional compromise.

Far from wishing to disturb that settlement, the Romantic

critics desned to enjoy the advantages of civil order, but

at the same time to indulge the imagination in all its
,

ancient liberty Their attempts to revive the past pro-

duced an atmosphere of artificial sentiment which tended

to find an escape in literary forgery. The falsetto note

is easily recognisable in the Ossianic “simplicities ” of Mac-
pherson and in the Scandinavian “ wildness ” of Mathias.

Such work has the same stamp as the “ Gothic" of Stiavv-

berry Hill or the supernaturalism of The Castle of Otranto.

Chattel ton’s poetical forgeries, while in some respects re-

sembling the others, stand on a higher level, owing to the

enthusiasm and genius of their author Tested by the

truth of things, his poetical structures crumble into dust

immediately they are examined, but the sense of beauty

that pervades them is a genuine proof of the spiiitual life

that remains in the mediaeval institutions of the country,

and of the necessity of finding for it some outlet of

imaginative expression.

lAmong the immediate pioneers of the Romantic
movement in English poetry Gray and Collins alone are

entitled to be considered great constructive artists. Both of

them were men of strong natural sense. Both recognised
the impossibility of restoring a past which in sentiment
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they regretted Both, on the other hand, were eager to

extend the bounds of culture and imagination, as far as

was possible, by scientific study. Hence they were able

to use the forms of classic English diction which they had

inherited from their predecessors to express the romantic

love of the past which they breathed in the atmosphere of

theii own age. And accordingly, when the force of the

French Revolution imparted a shock of genuine emotion

to the whole system of English society, the classico-

romantic lyrical foims employed by Gray and Colhns

afforded instruments of expre.ssion easily capable of

enlargement by the two poets whose genius was most

stimulated by the active energy of that Revolution,

Byron and Shelley^



CHAPTER XIII

THE POETICAL DRAMA IN TPIE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Thomas Southerne
,
William Congreve , Edmund Smith

;

Ambrose Philips, Joseph Addison, Nicholas Rowe;
Edward Young ; Elijah Fenton

, John Gay ; Henry
Brooke

I N respect of the productiveness of the poetical drama the

eighteenth century in England is a barren time
, and those

who have followed the course of this History will have

little difficulty in understanding why a stage which, for

two centuries, presented more various and representative

features than any other in Europe should, at this peiiod,

have sunk into such deep decline The drama was no
longer an instrument capable of giving expression to the

spiritual life and activity of the nation. I have shown how,
in the eaily part of the sixteenth century, the Moralities

became the vehicle for representing English ideas about
religious liberty and national manners

, and how, when
this form of art failed to expand itself sufficiently for all

the needs of the popular imagination, it gave place, on the
one hand, to the romantic drama of Marlowe and Shake-
speare, and, on the other, to the more classical form of

drama constructed by Ben Jonson
;
how, during the years

preceding the Civil War, the dramatic taste of the Court,
formed, more or less, upon Spanish models, supplanted on
the stage the taste of the people

, and how the mounting
tide of Puritanism at last caused the closing of the theaties
by order of the Long Pailiament.

After the Restoration the riot and debauch of the

421
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Royalist reaction gave a certain charactci to the play^

encouiaged by the Court
;
but the compromise of Consti-

tutional Liberty in 1688 was not favourable, either to the

old extravagance of romantic action, or to the unrestiained

exhibition of licentious manners. It is inteiesting to

watch the stages of degeneiacy through which the

moribund poetic drama passed
;

its occasional flashes ol

vivacity, caused by gusts of party spiiit, help to illumine

the political history of England up to the fall of Walpole,

after which event the poetry of the stage may be said to

be completely extinct. But these things call for only brief

notice, and I shall therefore content myself with recoiding

such characteristic features in the plays and playwrights

of the first half of the eighteenth century as seem to

illustrate the general movement of imagination. The
phases through which the decadence may be said to have

passed are (i) the dwindling of the various motives of

repiesentation that inspiied the Caroline drama, noticeable

in the plays of Southerne and The Mourning Bride of

Congreve
; (2) the acclimatisation of the style of the

French drama, illustrated by such tragedies as Smith’s

Pksdra and Hippolytus, Ambrose Philips' Distresi Mother,

and Addison’s Cato
; (3) The attempted revival of the style

of the old English drama, as in Rowe’s Fair Penitent and
Jane Shore, Young’s Revenge and Fenton’s Mariamne

; (4)
The combination of Opeia and Comedy exemplified by
The What d'ye Call It and The Beggars' Opera of Gay

; (5)
The expiring fiie of political allegoiy, visible in the sup-

pressed Gustavus Vasa of Hemy Biooke.

(l) It is a mistake to suppose that the Revolution of

1688 at once accomplished, not only a gieat change in

the political government of the country, but also a reforma-
tion in its morals and manners. How very differently

things actually happened is shown by the fact that all

Congreve’s comedies, and many of Vanbrugh’s and
Farquhar’s, were produced on the stage during the reign of
William III. No doubt the sobriety of William’s Couit,
joined to the personal influence of Queen Mary, did some-
thing towards the edification of a new public opinion, but
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it was not till 1698, when Colliei published his Short

Vtciv ofthe Profaneness andImmorality ofthe English Stage,

that the change in the temper of theatrical audiences was

finally levealed. Fashionable society was completely per-

meated by the habits and ideas of the Caroline eta, and

the stricter morals of the middle classes, colouied with the

doctrines of Puritanism, had not yet had time to asseit

their influence in the new social equilibrium. Neveitheless,

on examining the various tiagedies of Southeine and the

single one of Congreve, we find that the dramatic tempera-

ture has fallen considerably since the heyday of Dryden

and Mrs. Afra Behn
Thomas Southerne was born at Oxmantown, near

Dublin, in 1660. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, which he entered in 1676, but he did not take his

M.A. degree till 1696. In 1678 he entered the Middle

Temple
;
and his first play, The Loyal Brother, was acted at

Drury Lane as early as 1682. Most of his dramas, howevei,

weie produced after the Revolution of 1688, and amongst*

these the most successful weie The Fatal Marriage (1694),-

OrooHoko (1699); and The Spartan Dame (1704). In

his time he seems to have been almost the most popular

of post-Revolution playwrights, but in 1726 he had
outlived his reputation, and his Money the Mistress, acted

at the Theatre Royal in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, was as

hopelessly damned as Ben Jonson’s iWzy had been just

a hundred years before. Southerne took his disappoint-

ment more meekly than his eminent predecessor, and
continued to live on amiable terms with all his con-

temporaries. In 1 742 he was entertained at a dinner

given by Lord Orrciy, in honour of his eighty -first

birthday, which was graced with some verses by Pope,

who spoke of him as

Tom, by Heaven biought down to raise

The price of prologues and of plays.

The allusion is to a prologue by Dryden, written for

Southerne’s Loyal Brother, for which when the dramatist
was about to pay the usual fee of five guineas Dryden
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demanded ten. “ Not,” lie added, “ that I mean any dis-

respect to you, young man
;
but I understand that the

piice of plays has risen ” Southerne had in fact secured

better terms for playwrights, by demanding and obtaining

the piofits of the second and third night’s peiformance,

and for some of his dramas he is said to have received as

muchas;^6oo He died on the 22nd ofMay 1746. Giay,

who speaks of him as a most agieeable old man, in spite

of his loss of memory,* was an admirer of his two best

plays. The Fatal Marriage and Oroonoko.

These tragedies are constructed on the lines introduced

by Dryden, that is to say, with a tragic plot for the main

action, and a comic underplot (not necessarily connected

after Shakespeare’s manner with the main plot) suited to

the bad taste of a portion of the audience. The Fatal

Marriage in its mam plot has something of the pathos of

Otway's Orphan, the action being domestic, and founded

on a novel by Afra Behn, called The Fair Vow Breaker

'The heroine, Isabella, whose husband is supposed to have
been killed in the wars, being refused any support by her

stern father-in-law, who has disapproved of his son’s

marriage, is rescued by a formei devoted suitor, whom she

reluctantly agiees to many. After the marriage has been
completed her first husband returns. The language of the
play is very simple and pathetic, as the two following

passages will show . in the one, Isabella expresses her
despair at her helpless position . in the other, Biron, her
letuined husband, has just discovered the fact of her
second marriage :

—

Isabella. ’Tis very well

So
;
poverty at home and debts abroad 1

My present fortune bad ; my hopes yet worse 1

What will become of me !

—

This ring is all I’ve left of value now :

’Twas given me by my husband
; his first gift

Upon our maniage , I have always kept it.

With my best care, the tieasuie next my life
;

Winch only can be dearer. Take it, nurse,
’Twill stop the cries of hunger for a time

;

^ Letter to Horace Walpole of September 1737.
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Provide us biead and bring a shoit lepiitve,

To put off the bad day of beggary,

That will come on too soon Take care of it

Manage it as the last lemaining friend,

That would relieve us \J£xit nurse"] Pleaven can only tell

Wlieie we shall find another—My deal boy I

The labour of his biith was lightei to me,

Than of my fondness now
,
my fears foi him

Are more, than m that horn of hovering death,

They could be for myself—He minds me not.

His little spoils have taken up his thoughts

O may they never feel the pangs of mine I

Thinking will make me mad . why must 1 think.

When no thought brings me comfoit?^

And
BiRON. I know enough ; the important question

Of life or death, fearful to be resolved,

Is clear to me . I see where it must end ,

And need enquiie no more—pi ay let me have

Pen, ink, and paper
,

I must wiite awhile.

And then I’ll try to rest—to rest I foi ever [Exit nui-re,]

Pool Isabella 1 now I know the cause.

The cause of thy distress, and cannot wondei '

That It has tumed thy brain If I look back

Upon thy loss it will distiact me too

0 1 any curse but this might be removed 1

But 'twas the lancorous malignity

Of all ill stais combined, of heaven, and fate.

To put It quite out of their meicies’ leach,

To speak peace to us if they could repent,

They cannot help us now. Alas 1 I rave .

Why do I tax the stars, oi heaven, 01 fate >

They aie all innocent of driving us

Into despair ,
they have not uiged my doom

;

My father and my brother are my fates,

That drive me to my rum They knew well

1 was alive
;
too well they knew how dear

My Isabella—O, my wife no more 1

How dear her love was to me—yet they stood

With a malicious silent joy, stood by,

And saw her give up all my happiness.

The treasuie of her beauty, to another
,

Stood by, and saw her married to another.

0 cruel father I and unnatural brothei '

Shall I not tell you that you have undone me ?

1 have but to accuse you of my wrongs.

7'ie Fatal Marriage, Act 11 Sc
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And then to fall foi gotten—Sleep or death

Sits heavy on me, and benumbs my pams
Either is welcome, but the hand of death

Works always sme, and best can close my eyes.^

Oroonoko, on the other hand, is a romantic tiagedy (also

founded on a novel of Mis Behn’s), in which is represented

the magnanimous life and death of an Indian prince, who
has somehow become a slave in Surinam to English

planters, and is joined in that unhappy condition by his

betrothed Imoinda, from whom he has long been parted

Their adventuies aie of the Fiench school of romance, the

improbability of them being emphasised by the realism of

the underplot, which is intended to be comic, but is only

disgusting. Though in its own day, and for long after-

wards, this play was found very moving on the stage, it

seems to me gieatly infciior to The Fatal Marriage, and

must have owed its success entirely to the charms of the

acti esses who took the pait of Imoinda.

The Spartan Dame is an example of yet another variety

of the Caroline diania—namely, the political allegory like

Crowne’s Fall of Jerusalem and Diyden’s Duke of Guise.

The author gives the following account of its origin :

—

This tragedy was begun a year before the Revolution, and near

four acts written without any view, but upon the subject, which I

took from the Life af Agis in Plutarch , Many things inter-

fering with those limes, J laid by ivbat I had written for seventeen

years I showed it then to the late Duke of Devonshire, who was

m every regaid a judge , he told me he saw no reason why it might

not have been acted the year of the Revolution. I then finished

It, and, as I thought, cut out the exceptionable parts, but could not

get It acted, not being able to persuade myself to the cutting off

of those limbs which I thought essential to the strength and life

of It. But since 1 found it must pine in obscurity without it, I

consented to the operation
;
and after the amputation of every

line, veiy near the numbei of four hundred, it stands on its own
legs still, and by the favour of the town, and indulgent assistance

of friends, has come successfully forward upon the stage

When the play was printed, Southerne replaced the

lines he had excised, raaiking them with inverted commas,

I Tfa Fatal Marriage, Act v. S<^ i.

’
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and from these it is plain that, if the Duke of Devonshire

ever made the remaik ascribed to him by the poet, he

must have been much less of a Whig than is generally

supposed. The play was obviously wiitten from the

Legitimist point of view, and was no doubt put on the

stage in view of the Toiy reaction in the first yeais of

Queen Anne’s leign. It proved amazingly successful, and

Elijah Fenton who, as a Nonjuror, warmly sympathised

with Its sentiments addressed to Southerne a poetical

epistle in which he said •

—

Our poets only practise on the pit

With florid lines and trifling turns of wit

Howe’er ’tis well the piesent tunes can boast,

The lace of Chailes’s reign not wholly lost.

Thy scenes, inimoital in then woith, shall stand

Among the chosen classics of our land

And whilst our sons are by tiadition taught

How Barry spoke what thou and Otway wrote.

They’ll think it praise to lelish and lepeat.

And own thy works inimitably gieat *

Beyond its political significance The Spartan Dame
has no merit . the author has evidently waveied between

two intentions, one to excite the male poition of his

audience with party politics, and the other to interest the

female spectators in the fate of one of the heroines, who
is placed in the same situation as Lucretia, the victim of

Sextus Tarquinius. The action is ill-constructed, and the

characters indistinctly drawn
;

if the success of the play

was due to anything but party spirit, it must have been

the good acting of Mrs Barry, in the part of Celona, or

in that of Thelamia.

William Congreve is mainly known by his prose

comedies, which, of course, fall beyond the scope of this

History, but, as the author of The Mourning Bride, he
may be said to occupy a characteristic place in the progress

of the poetical drama. He was the son of William Con-
greve of Bardsey Giange, near Leeds, and was baptized in

Bardsey Chuich on the loth of Febiuary 1669-70. His
father being an officer in the army, and stationed in Ireland,
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lie was educated at Kilkenny and Trinity College, Dublin,

whence he was admitted to the Middle Temple on the

lyth of March 1690-1. His fiist play. The Old Bachelor,

acted at Diury Lane in 1692-3, was highly successful, and

through the patronage of Halifax he obtained a place in

the Pipe Office, and another in the Customs, worth about

£,()00 a year The Double Dealer and Love for Love,

produced in 1695, were followed, in 1697, by I'he

Mourning Bride. In 1698 Congreve was attacked by

Collici for the “ immoralitj^ and profaneness ” of his

Comedies ; and though he affected to despise his assail-

ant, yet the apology he put forward for himself and the

ill-success (in spite of its wit) of The Way of the World

(1700), show what a change had been wrought in the

public taste. He made no fuither appeaiancc upon the

stage as a comic or tragic poet, but continued to lead an

easy life in the midst of aristocratic and literary acquaint-

ance. When the Whigs came into powei m 1714, he

was appointed Secretary for the Island of Jamaica, which

made his sinecure emoluments worth about £1200 a year.

He died on the 19th of January 1728-9, and was buried

in Westminster Abbey
The Mourning Bride is a tragedy similar in class to

Dryden’s Don Sebastian, but not disfigured by the comic

scenes which debase that play. Its general merits have

perhaps been under-rated, in consequence of the exaggerated

praise bestowed by Johnson on the celebiated lines de-

scribing a cathedial. Many of the incidents are, no doubt,

violently improbable
,
but the action is not uninteresting,

and the female characters are dramatically conceived ; it

is also extremely well wiitten One of the scenes^—that

in the cathedral between Almeria and Osmyn, or Alphonso,

husband of the former, whom she believes to have been

drowned—is genuinely pathetic
,
and the gusts of contrary

emotions that sweep through the soul of Zara, who is in

love with the captive Osmyn, are admirably portrayed,

Zara’s character is thus painted by the man she loves :

—

This woman has a soul

Of godlike mould, intrepid and commanding.
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And challenges, in spite of me, my best

Esteem , to tins she’s fair, few moie can boast

Of personal chaims, 01 with less vanity

Might hope to captivate the heart of kings

But she has passions which outstiip the wind.

And tear hei viitues up, as tempests loot

The sea. I feai, when she shall know the tuith.

Some swift and due event of hei blind rage

Will make all fatal 1

Declaimed by Mrs Barry or Mrs. Bracegirdle, the

outbursts of this passionate spirit must have been stiongly

affecting, as may be judged from the following e.Mtract :—

-

OSMYN What would you fiom a wietch who came to mourn,

And only for his soirows chose this solitude ?

Look loiind
,
joy is not hcie, nor cheerfulness.

You have pursued misfortune to its dwelling

,

Yet look foi gaiety and gladness there

Zara, Inhuman ' why, why dost thou rack me thus.

And with perverseness from the pm pose answer ?

What IS ’t to me this house of miseiy '>

What joy do I requiie ? If thou dost mourn ,

I come to mourn with thee
,
to share thy griefs,

And give thee for them, in exchange, my love

OSMYN O that’s the gieatest grief— I am so poor,

I have not wheiewithal to give again.

Zara. Thou hast a heart, though ’tis a savage one ;

Give it me as it is
,

I ask no more
For all I’ve done, and all I have endured

;

Foi saving thee when I beheld thee first,

Driven by the tide upon my country’s coast,

Pale and expiring, dienched in briny waves.

Thou and thy friend, till my compassion found thee

;

Compassion 1 scarce will ’t own that name
,
so soon,

So quickly was it love
;
for thou wast god-like,

Even then. Kneeling on earth, I loosed my hair,

And with It diied thy watery cheeks, then chafed

Thy temples, till reviving blood arose.

And like the mom vermilioned o’er thy face.

O Heaven I how did my heart rejoice and ache.

When I beheld the day-break of thine eyes,

And felt the balm of thy respiring lips 1 ^

(2) TAe Mourning Bride was not free from the kind

of rants which Buckingham had satirised in The Rehearsal
,

' The Mom ning Bnde, Act in. Sc. v. Ibtd. Act 11 Sc. IX,
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nor did these escape the penetrating; malice of Collier, who

by no means confined himself to rebuking “ immorality

and profaneness.” He ridicules, and with justice, the

passage beginning

—

Ha I piostiate ' bloody 1 headless 1 O 1 stait eyes !

Split heart 1 huist eveiy vein ! at this dire object.

And his jests as well as his seiious protests told on

public opinion Mrs Bowman speaking the Epilogue to

Boadicea, Queen of Bntai7i, a play produced in 1697,

says :

—

Once only smutty jests could please the town.

But now (heaven help our tiade ') they'll not go down.t

The Court itself inteifered on behalf of morality. By
the Proclamation of Queen Anne of the 17th of January

1703-4, no one was allowed to go behind the scenes
,

no woman to wear a mask
,
no one to have a seat for

which they had not paid the established pi ice. All these

were signs of the times, and obliged the dramatists to

restiain their licence and alter the character of their plays.

From the wild extravagances of the Caroline era, they

turned to imitating the tamer and moie decorous manner

of the French tragedians Racine was, of course, the

object of their particular attention In 1699 T Boyer

adapted the Iphigenic of the latter under the title, Achilles

or Iphtgenia in Aults
,
and in 1707 Edmund (“Rag”)

Smith’s Phedra and Hippolytus, a play combined from

Racine’s PhMre and Bajazef, was produced at the Hay-
market. Following on the same lines Ambrose Philips,

by a very slight tiansformation, altered Racine’s Andro-

maque into his own Distrest Mother, which was acted at

Drury Lane in 1712.

The new style was warmly supported, out of friendship

or party spirit, by the little Whig coterie surrounding

Addison. Before the appearance of The Distrest Mother,

for example, the following eulogistic advertisement, written

by Steele, appeared in The Spectator “

' Genestj History oj ttie Stoss, vol ii. p. 118 .
2 ^o, 290.
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They (the playeis) desired my friend Will Honeycomb to

bring me to the leading of the new tragedy ^ it is called The

Distrest Mother. I must confess, though some days aie passed

since I enjoyed that enteitainnient, the passions of the seveial

characteis dwell strongly upon my imagination
j
and I congratulate

the age that they are at last to see tiuth and human life repiescnted

m the incidents which concern heroes and heroines. The style

of the play is such as becomes those of the first education, and

the sentiments worthy those of the highest figure.

Addison had previously done all he could to promote

the success of Pheedra and Hippolytus, for which he wrote

the prologue. When the play was coldly received, he

ascribed its ill-success to the bad taste of the audience
;

but the French style never took hold on the English

imagination, and the practical failure both of Smith’s

play and The Dtsirest Mother, may be ascribed to other

causes than those imputed by paitial critics. Steele, for

example, in his paper on Philips’ tragedy, says :

—

My friend, Will Honeycomb, commended several tender things

that were said, and told me they weie very genteel
,
but whispered

me that he feared the piece was not busy enough for the present

taste.^

This criticism is philosophically expanded in Johnson’s

remarks on Pheedra and Hippolytus —
Addison has, in the Spectator, mentioned the neglect of

Smith’s tragedy as disgraceful to the nation, and imputes it to

the fondness for opera then prevailing The authority of Addison
is great; yet the voice of the people, when to please the people

is the purpose, deserves regard In this question I cannot but

think the people in the right. The fable is mythological, a story

which we are accustomed to reject as false
;
and the manners are

so distant from our own that we know them not from sympathy,

but by study
;
the ignorant do not understand the action

;
the

learned reject it as a schoolboy’s tale—tncredulus odi. What I

cannot for a moment believe, I cannot for a moment behold with

interest or anxiety. The sentiments thus remote from life are

removed yet further by the diction, which is too luxuriant and
splendid for dialogue, and envelopes the thoughts rather than

Spectator, No 290.
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displays them. It is a scholar’s play, such as may please the

reader rather than the spectator; the work of a vigoious and
elegant mind, accustomed to please itself with its own reflections,

but of little acquaintance with the course of life.^

Hcie we find a trenchant explanation of the difference

between French and English dramatic taste
;
the English

have always looked in the fiist place to the action and

character of a play, the French (at least under the Monarchyj
to its sentiment and diction The English dramatists have

accordingly frequently lesorted to the history of then

own country for their subjects, instinctively following the

principle of Aristotle, that an audience will more readily

believe what it knows to have happened The French

Monarchical poets, with more polish but with less love of

liberty, have avoided national themes, as likely to induce

prohibitions from authority, and have thrown all their skill

into the exhibition of psychological conflicts in more or

less abstract situations The strong reaction in England
against the violence of the Caroline drama, as well as the

growing sense of critical refinement, naturally encouraged
dramatic experiments on' our stage in the French style

,

but these weie rarely successful, unless aided by ex-

ceptional conditions in the state of party politics, The
most brilliant example of such success is, of course, furnished

by the fortunes of Addison’s Cato

Cato was produced at the Theatre Royal, Druiy Lane,
on the 13th of March 1713, with an effect which is best

described in Pope’s well-known letter to Trumbull of the

30th of April 1713 :

—

The numeious and violent claps of the Whig party on the
one side of the theatre were echoed back by the Tories on the
other , while the author sweated behind the scenes with concern
to find their applause proceeding more from the hand than the

head. This was the case, too, with the Prologue-writer, who was
clapped into a staunch Whig at the end of every two lines. I

believe you have heard that after all the applauses of the opposite
faction, my Lord Bolingbroke sent for Booth, who played Cato,
into the bpx, between one of the acts, and presented him with fifty

Lives of the Poets: Edmund Smith
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guineas, in acknowledgment, as he expiessed it, for defending the

cause of libeity so well against a perpetual dictator. The Whigs

are unwilling to be distanced this wa}', and, therefoie, design a

present to the same Cato veiy speedily
,
in the meantime they

are getting ready as good a sentence as the former on theii side
,

so betwixt them it is possible that Cato (as Dr. Garth expresses

it), may have something to live upon after he dies.

When the applause of the hand ceased, the criticism

of the head had its turn, and delivered itself in the strict-

ures of Dennis (they are preserved in Johnson’s Life of

Addison), with some justice, much humour, and more

violence. There is no reply possible to Dennis’s demon-

stration of the absurdities arising out of Addison’s adherence

in Cato to the French principle of Unity of Place. Had
he not been so absorbed in labouring this point, Dennis

might, indeed, have added that the dramatist does not

attain to the French standard of Unity of Action. Cato is,

in fact, a striking illustration of Johnson’s epigram, that

Whiggism consists in negation
;

the object of all the <

characters in it, and the result of every situation, seem

to be, how not to act Cato calls the Senate together at

Utica to consider what is to be done, but the only effect

of their deliberation is, that they must not receive Caesar’s

terms
,
the two heroines find excellent leasons why they

cannot admit their lovers’ addresses : the lovers on their

side cannot advance because each is in the other’s way

:

the two conspirators, Syphax and Sempronius, after endless

elaboration of plots, find them all end in .smoke, because

their fellow-conspiiators will not support them . Cato dies,

since the sole solution of the political problem seems to

be that he cannot live. Everything is, in fact, talked about,

but nothing done. On the other hand the talking is often

excellent If sentiment and elegant diction can make
amends for defective action, few plays are richer than Cato

in sentences like the following •

—

'Tis not m mortals to command success

But we’ll do moie, Sempronius, we’ll deseiwe it,i

So shall we gain still one day’s liberty

;

1 Cato, Act 1 Sc. 2.
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And let me perish, but in Cato’s judgment,

A day, an hour, of virtuous liberty

Is worth a whole eternity of bondage ^

Honour's a sacred tie, the law of kings.

The noble mind’s distinguishing perfection,

That aids and strengthens vutue when it meets her,

And imitates hei action wheie she is not

It ought not to be sported with ^

How beautiful is death, when earned by virtue '

Who would not be that youth ? what pity is n
That we can die but once to seive our country 1

^

(3) While this attempt was being made to natuialise

a dramatic style of exotic growth, a paiallel movement

—

equally indicative of exhausted invention—was going on,

whereby the action and incident of the old English drama

was tiansformed to suit the conditions of eighteenth-

century taste Of this tendency the most notable land-

mark IS TIic Fair Penitent. Nicholas Rowe, the author

of the play, a member of an old Devonshire family, was

boin at Little Barford, Bedfordshire, in 1674. He was

elected King’s Scholar at Westminster in 1688, and while

at school read, foi his own amusement, a large amount of

English literature, including ballads, plays, and romances

He was called to the Bar as a member of the Middle

Temple in 1689 Having inherited from his father John
Rowe, a barrister, a fortune of ,£^300 a year, he was in

easy circumstances, and seems to have become a play-

wright from inclination His first tragedy The Ambitious

Stepmother, acted in 1700, was followed by Tamerlane

in 1 702, The Fair Penitent in 1 703, and Ulysses in 1 706.

His last three plays, The Royal Convert ( 1 707), Jane Shore

(2nd February 1713-14), Lady Jane Grey (20th April

1715) show an increasing disposition to rely on English

historical subjects. He died on the 6th of December
1718, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

The Fair Penitent is an unblushing plagiarism, in

respect of its plot and characteis, from Massinger’s Fatal

» Co/d, Aet ii. Sc. 1, ® Ibid. Act ii. Sc. 5 ^ jv. Sc. .1.
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Dowry, one of the most characteristic plays of that fine

and impressive dramatist Wiitten in an age which had

not yet lost the poetry of the old tradition, The Fatal

Doivry carries in every line the stamp of its creator's

personality It is the work of a man penetrated with a

sense of the corruption of manners in a degenerate court,

and determined to hold up befoie his contempoiaries a

lofty ideal of thought and action After Massinger’s

custom the plot, founded on an incident in Burgundian

history, is carefully constructed so as to lead up to the

concluding moral. Charalois, a valiant but impoverished

gentleman of Burgundy, allows himself to be imprisoned

— as he expects— for life, in order to procure the

burial of his father, a brave marshal, whose body has

been seized by his rapacious creditors in consequence

of Charalois’ inability to discharge his father’s debts

Stiuck by his filial piety, Rochfort, chief justice of the

Parliament, satisfies the marshal’s creditors, makes

Charalois his heir, and bestows on him in marriage the'

hand of his daughter, Beaumelle. Beaumelle, however,

has been corrupted by the fashionable immorality of the

day, and, being in love with a certain Novah, keeps up a

secret intrigue with him, as her cavalier servente, after hei

marriage. Charalois discovers the adultery, and having

killed Novali in a duel, refers the conduct of his wife for

judgment to Rochfort, her father, by whom she is pro-

nounced guilty, and acknowledging the justice of her

sentence, is put to death by her husband. The latter

is himself brought to trial for killing Novali. Though
acquitted by the Court, he is almost immediately stabbed

by a friend of Novali, and dies, admitting that he is justly

punished by Heaven for making himself the private

prosecutor of crimes that ought to have been avenged by
the law

Such was the treatment of the story in the hands of a

truly dramatic poet. Though the incidents of the play,

as is common with Massinger, are somewhat violent, each

stage of the action is most carefully thought out
,
the

characters are vividly conceived and represented
,
and the
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diction, if sometimes obscure, is solemn and lofty When
the play came into the hands of Rowe the whole theatrical

atmosphere was changed. There would, indeed, in any case

have been small likelihood of that dramatist’s theft from

Massinger being detected, for the plays of the latter had

little to recommend them to the playgoers of the Restora-

tion peiiod, and The Fatal Dowry had long disappeared

fiom the stage But Rowe’s handling of the subject is so

different from that of his predecessor as to be almost

original. The entire inteiest of The Fair Penitent is

thiown into the person of Calista— the counterpart of

Massinger’s Beaumelle—in behalf of whom a sentimental

interest is excited. She is represented as having been

seduced in an unguarded moment by Lothario (the Novali

of Massinger), to whom she is still fondly attached, and

as having been forced by her father to marry Altamont

(Charalois) against her will The latter discovers her

during an interview (not a guilty one) with Lothario, and

"kills the lover after the manner of the original play, For

the rest the opening of the fifth act will furnish a good

example of Rowe’s intention and of his style

Scene.

A room hung with black; on one side LOTHARIO’S body on a bierj on

the other a table, with a skidl and other bones a book and a

lamp on tt. Calista is discovered on a couch in black, her hat

r

hanging loose and disordered, after music and a song she rises

and comes forward

lSong.\

Calista. ’Tis well ! these solemn sounds, this pomp of honor,

Are fit to feed the frenzy m my soul

;

Heie’s room foi meditation eVn to madness,

Till the mind burst with thinking. This dull flame

Sleeps in the socket Sure the book was left

To tell me something ,—For instruction then I

He teaches holy sonow, and contrition,

And penitence ;—Is it become an art then ?

A trick that lazy, dull, luxurious gownmen
Can teach us to do over ? I’ll no more on’t.
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\^Tkiozi’in(^ aivny ike book
]

I have inoie leal anguish m mv lieaU

Than all then pedant discipline e’ei knew.

What charnel has been iifled foi these bones?

Fie ' this IS pag-eantiy
,
they look uncouthly

But what of that, if he 01 she that owned ’em,

Safe from disquiet sit, and smile to see

The faice their miseiable lelicts play ?

But here’s a sight is terrible indeed ,

Is this that haughty, gallant, gay Lothario,

That dear pei fidious—Ah I how pale he looks I

How grim with clotted blood, and those dead eyes 1

Ascend ye ghosts, fantastic forms of night.

In all your different dreadful shapes ascend

And match the present horroi if you can

Sciolto (Rochfoft), her fathei, enters and (foigetting

apparently that he has had a main share in the situation

by forcing Calista into a marriage against her will) presents

her with a dagger, suggesting that she must use it against

herself, in order to expiate her loss of honour before her

marriage. He then leaves her, and is killed by the^

partisans of Lothario ,
Calista, hearing the tidings,

despatches herself as a parricide, having first told

Altamont •

Such is thy tiuth, thy tenderness, and love,

Such are the graces that adorn thy youth.

That were I not abandoned to destruction,

With thee 1 might have lived for ages blest,

And died in peace within thy faithful arms.

Altamont has, in fact, none of the qualities of his lofty-

minded prototype, Charalois. Rowe has suppressed the

dramatic scene of the original play, in which Charalois

gains the affections of Rochfort (and so the hand of

Beaumelle) by the generous saciifice of his own liberty to

his father’s creditors In The Fair Penitent Altamont
appears simply as the injured, but still tendei and lachry-

mose husband, and the blunt fidelity of his friend Horatio,

the Romont of Massinger, is equally emasculated as com-
pared with his original.

From this it will be rightly divined that Rowe con-

structed his play solely for the sake of its theatrical
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situations, and the oppoi tunities it offeied to an accom-

plished actiess In point of sentiment, it is bettei adapted

than The Fatal Dowr)’ to move female emotion, and

women were now the most impoitant part of the audience.

Massinger’s diction is sometimes gross in the extreme
,

such a chaiacter, for example, as the waiting-woman,

Bellapeit, who is dramatically necessary for the moral

evolution of the old drama, would not have been tolerated

in the reign of Queen Anne. Nor indeed would the part

of Beaumelle herself (quite a subordinate one in The Fatal

Dowry) have pleased her own sex But sentimentalised

in the person of Calista, and graced with the smoothly

eloquent blank verse of which Rowe was a master, the

character became a favourite one with the actresses of the

eighteenth century, proving especially effective in the

hands of Mrs Siddons All these concurrent circumstances

help to account for the injustice of time, and to explain

why The Fair Penitent should so long have held possession

*of the stage, while the far greater performance of Massinger
was neglected.

The insincerity of Rowe’s dramatic revival is differently

illustrated in his Tamerlane Remembering the violent

hero of Marlowe, it is indeed strange, at first sight, to

meet with the Scythian shepherd tiansformed into a mild

constitutional monarch, and favourably contrasted with his

despotic rival Bajazet
,

but we understand the change
when we find that the latter is intended to be the repre-

sentative of Louis XIV., while Tamerlane reminds the poet

of—among all people in the w'Orld 1—William III.

Some people [says Rowe] (who do me a very great honour in

it) have fancied that in the peison of Tamerlane I have alluded
to the greatest character of the present age. I don’t know
whether I ought uot to apprehend a great deal of danger from
avowing a design like that. It may be a task indeed worthy of
the greatest genius which this or any other time has produced.
But therefore I ought not to stand the shock of a parallel, lest it

should seem to my disadvantage, how far the hero has transcended
the poet’s thought. There are many features ’tis true in that great
man’s life, not unlike bis Majesty’s : his courage, his piety, his
moderation, his fatherly love of his people, but above all his
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hatied of tyranny and oppression, and his zealous care toi the

common good ot mankind, carry a large resemblance of him

In my opinion by much the best of Rowe’s poetic

dramas is Jane Shore, Here he has relied throughout on

his own invention
,
and the complication of passions

involved in the relations between Hastings, Jane Shore,

and her jealous rival, Alicia, is made leally interesting.

The parting interview between Hastings and Alicia shows

this poet’s style at his best —
One thing I had forgot

1 chaige thee, by our present common miseries,

By our past loves, if yet they have a name,

By all the hopes of peace, here and hereaftei, *

Let not the rancour of thy hate pursue

The innocence of thy unhappy fiiend

Thou know’st who ’tis I mean
,

oh ' shouldst thou

wrong hei,

Just Heaven shall double all thy woes upon thee,

And make ’em know no end—Bemember this,

As the last warning of a dying man
FaieweH for ever' \The gum-ds carry Hastings off'\

For evei ? Oh ' for ever 1

Oh, who can bear to be a wietch for ever 1

My nval, too ! His last thoughts hung on hei

Shall she be blest, and I be cuised foi ever ?

No . since her fatal beauty was the cause

Of all my sufferings, let her share my pains :

Let her, like me, of every joy forlorn.

Devote the hour when such a wretch was bom
;

Like me to deserts and to darkness run.

Abhor the day, and curse the golden sun
;

Cast every good and every hope behind.

Detest the works of Natuie, loathe mankind ,

Like me, with cries distracted fill the air,

Tear hei poor bosom, rend her frantic haii.

And prove the torments of the last despaii '

In the mouth of a beautiful actress this declamation (in

days when the meaning of rhythm was understood) must
have been very effective. But comparing it with Shake-
speare’s Richard HI., for example, the reader will again
observe the tendency in the eighteenth- century play

’ fane Share, Act iv. Sc.
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to throw the greater part of the emotional mtercbt

into the female parts, and also to make that emotion

rhetorical. The latter result is doubtless due to the

poweiful influence exercised over the dramatist hy

the actors It is noticeable that, in Cato, the scenes

geneially close with ihyme
,

and, in the passage just

quoted, the rhyming rants of the Caroline heroic play are

mixed with the older blank veise. When Phesdra and

Htppolylus was being rehearsed, Mrs. Oldfield complained

to Smith of the flat style of her “ going off” speech in one

of the acts, and “Rag” is said to have at once struck off

an impromptu in rhyme to the actress’s satisfaction.^

Edwaid Young and Elijah Fenton continued the

revival begun by Rowe, and both approached nearer than

he to the spirit of the ancient stage In The Revenge and

Martamne, as I have already said, the moial influence of

Massinger is visible Though the plot of the former was

perhaps immediately suggested by Othello, Young talres

(;are, aftei the example of Massinger, in The Duke of
Milan, to give his villain a more adequate motive of

revenge than the one which actuated lago
,
while Fenton

has transferred the doting passion of Sforza for his wife,

bodily, from Massinger’s play into the Heiod of his own
Matiamne.

(4) A more genuine and successful effort of dramatic

invention is seen in Gay’s attempt to combine comedy
and opera on the English stage. Opera had advanced on
an irresistible tide of conquest from Italy to the Northern

countries of Europe
,
but it had not altogether suppressed

the liberties of the native composer. France, for instance,

had developed a form of opera suited to hei national genius.

Signor Baptist Lully [says Addison] acted like a man of
sense in this particulai. He found the Fiench music ex-

* How wider still my growing horrors spread !

My fame, my viitue, nay, my frenzy’s fled 1

Then view thy wietched blood, imperial Jove,
If crimes enrage you or misfortunes move

,

On me yonr flames, on me yoUr bolts employ

—

Me, if your anger Spares, yoUi pity should destroy.
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tremely defective, and often very baibiious However, knowing;

the genius of the people, the hunioui ot tlieii language, and

the prejudiced ears he had to deal with, he did not pretend to

extirpate the French music and plant the Italian in its sleail,

but only to cultivate and civilise it with mnumeiable giaces and

modulations whicli he bon owed from the Italian. Lv this ine.ans

the h'lench music is now perfect m its kind, and when you say

it IS not so good as the Italian, you only mean that it does not

please you so well, for there is scarce a Frenchni.an who would

not wonder to heai you give the Italian such a pieference ^

In England the triumph of Italian over English music

was at first more complete The competition between

the playhouses was so severe that each tried to outdo the

other in the importation of variety After The Tempest

and A Midsummer-Night's Dream had been emasculated,

and even Measure for Measure had been fitted witli

“ musical entertainments," “ the managers of the new
Haymarket Theatre introduced Camilla to English

audiences under the most absurd conditions.

The first Italian performer that made any distinguished figuie

in It [says Cibbei] was Valentini, a tiuly sensible singer of that

time, but of a throat too weak to sustain those melodious

warblings for which the fairer sex have since idolised his

successors. However, this defect was so well supplied by his

action that his hearers bore with the absurdity of his singing

his first part of Turnus m Camilla all in Italian, while eveiy

other character was sung and recited to him in English. This I

have mentioned to show not only our Tiamontane taste, but that

the crowded audiences which followed it to Drury Lane might be
another occasion of their growing thinner in Lincoln’s Inn Fields.®

It was a long time before English taste, accustomed to

Purcell’s style of Opera, which passed immediately from

prose to singing, could reconcile itself to recitative
;

^ but

at last Valentini, Nicolim, and the English singer, Mrs.

Tofts, won a complete victory for Italian Opera, and for

some time the players of regular comedy seemed to be in

danger of altogether losing their livelihood. The expense

' spectator. No 29 S Genest’s History, vol ii p. 221.
® An Apologypar the Life ofMr. Collev Cibber (1740), p 262

' Spectator, No 29
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of Opel a, the quairels between the singeis, and the diffi-

culty of varying the musical entertainment, pioduced a

certain reaction in favour of the theaties, and the rage foi

opera was further counteracted by the political excitement

over Sacheveiel’s trial and by the success of Caio. It was,

however, indispensable to secure the advantage thus gamed

by constant effoits after novelty, and peihaps its novelty was

the main cause of the favour shown to Gay's PV^ai dYe
Call It? which was acted with fair success at Druiy Lane

on the 23rd of Februaiy 1715- This play the poet called

a " Tragi-comi-pastoral-faice ”
,

it had a tragic plot, but

comic iraageiy, and lelied laigely for its effect on parodies

of tragic dramas well known to the spectators, such as The.

Distrest Motlw, Cato, Venice Preserved, and Jane Shore,

But the taste of the audience was also indulged with the

addition of music . many airs weie intermixed with the

action, and among them the charming ballad, "’Twas

when the Seas were Roaring” A less successful experi-

ment was made by Gay on the public taste in 1 7 1 7,

when, with the assistance of Pope and Arbuthnot, he

produced at Drury Lane Three Hours after Marriage, a

grossly personal satire on Dr. Woodward, one of the

distinguished natural philosophers of the day. This

dramatic outrage met with the unqualified condemnation

it deserved it is indeed surprising to find that the per-

foimance was tolerated for seven nights.

Having, by this vaiied experience, taken the measure

of his audience. Gay in 1728 embarked upon a new and
audacious enterprise Swift had suggested to him years

before to write a Newgate Pastoral, with thieves and pick-

pockets for interlocutors.^ Gay judiciously rejected this

idea as it was presented to him, but, with 1 ai e tact, resolved

to make use of it in an opeiatic form, that is to say, by
a levival of the old English form of Opera in which
prose dialogue is often mixed with a succession of songs

or ballads. Possessing a knowledge of music to an
extent uncommon among the poets of his day, he
blended the comic dialogues of his Newgate dramatis
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personal with lyncal passages set to well-known tunes

His liteiaiy friends were very doubtful whethei his

play would succeed Swift did not much like the idea

Pope, Arbuthnot, and Congreve feaied that the public

would not appreciate the jest. And indeed the fate

of the play, when produced at Lincoln’s Inn Fields on

the 29th of January 1728, for some time hung in the

balance The spectators were puzzled what to think of

the opening scenes, in which Mr. and Mis Peachum

exhibit their disreputable characters
,

but when Polly

Peachum—acted by Lavinia Fenton—sang

—

O ponder well, be not seveie,

O save a wretched wife,

For on the rope that hangs my dear

Depends your Polly’s life

—

the charming innocence and naiveM of her rendering took

the house by storm
,
the triumph of the piece was com-

plete
;
the play ran on the stage at Lincoln’s Inn Fields,

foi the then unprecedented period of sixty-two nights, and

emptied all the rival theatres. On such accidents of

personality depends the fortune of plays '

The Beggars' Opera has indeed but little intiinsic merit,

either in respect of action, character, or dialogue
;

its

success, as far as this was due to the author, came from

Gay’s admirable skill in adapting himself to the transient

needs of the public taste. Two things, above all, were in

his favour : one, the sentimental admiration of the mob
for dashing highwaymen

;
the other, the violence of party

spirit in the more polite part of the audience. Those who
loved the romance of the road sympathised with the tender

relations existing between Macheath and Polly
;

the

politicians, on the other hand, were delighted with the

sly strokes at the Court and its favourite ministers, who
were represented in the play as being no better than

highwaymen The members of Macheath’s gang, indeed,

pique themselves on their superior generosity :

—

Jemmy The piesent time is ours, and nobody alive hath more.
Why aie the laws levelled at us? Are we moie dishonest than the
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lest of mankind What we wm, g-entlemen, is om own by the law

of arms and the light of conquest.

Jack Where shall we find such anothei set of piactical philo-

sophers who, to a man, are above the feai of death ?

Wat Sound men and true

Robin. Of tiied coinage and indefatigable industry.

Nro. Who IS theie heie that would not die foi his fneiid ?

Harry Who is there heie that would betiay him for his

interest ^

Mat. Show me a gang of com tiers that can say as niuch.^

So too in the songs

—

When you censure the age

Be cautious and sage,

Lest the com tiers ofTended should hr

If you mcntion’vice oi bribe,

’Tis so pat to all the tube,

Each cries. That was levelled at me —

Walpole, above all, was genet ally recognised as the mark
of the poet’s satire, and everybody knew who was meant
^when Peachum spoke of “ Robin of Bagshot, alias Gorgon,

alias Bluff Bob, alias Carbuncle, alias Bob Booty.” ® His

conjugal infidelity was allegorised in the bigamy of

Macheath with Polly Peachum and Lucy Lockit

(5) When Gay very shortly afterwards attempted to

repeat his success m a second play of the same kind

called Polly, Walpole, who had left him, in spite of The
Beggais' Opera, in possession of his place, piobably

thought that he himself had figured long enough as a

robber, and got the Lord Chamberlain, the Duke of

Giafton, to forbid the performance. Though the pro-

hibition proved extiemely advantageous to the poet, who
gained about ;f3000 by subscription for his book, it was
injurious to Walpole, whose intervention was, of course,

represented by The Craftsman as that of an arbitrary

tyrant
; and when the Lord Chamberlain’s action was

followed by the introduction of an Excise Bill in 1733,
and by. the Licensing Act of 1737, the outcries of the
Opposition Whigs against the Minister’s encroachments

1 Beggars' Oyera, Act 11. Sc 1 2 Ibid. Act, 11 Sc. 2.
' ^ Ibid Act i. Sc 3.
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on libeity at home, and against his feeble policy abioad,

became incessant Thomson, Pope, and Mallet all took

the field on behalf of Libci ty, which they professed

to think in dangei The sentiments of the Opposition

were embodied on the stage in Gustavui Vasa, a diama

written by Heniy Biooke, afterwards better known as the

author of a novel called The Fool of Quality. He was an

Irishman, born at Dublin about 1703, and educated at

Trinity College, Dublin, wheie he matriculated in 1720

His play was rehearsed in 1739, but was stopped by the

Lord Chamberlain, though it was afterwards allowed to be

acted in Dublin under the name of The Patriot. The
Prologue shows the spirit by which it was animated —

Bntons, this night presents a State distiest.

Though brave, yet vanquished, and though gieat, oppiest.

Vile, ravening vultures on her vitals preyed

;

Hei peers, her pielates, fell corruption swayed,

Then lights foi power th’ ambitious weakly sold,

The wealthy, poorly, foi superfluous gold
^

Hence wasting ills, hence severing factions lose,

And gave large entiance to invading foes
,

Tiuth, justice, honour, fled th’ infected shoie,

Foi freedom, sacred freedom, was no moie.

Then, greatly rising m his countiy’s sight,

Her heio, her deliverer, sprung to light

;

A race of hardy northern sons he led.

Guiltless of Courts, untainted and unread,

Whose inborn spiiit spumed th’ ignoble fee.

Whose hearts scorned bondage for then hearts were free,

Ask ye what law their conquering cause confest ?

Great Natuie’s law, the law within the breast?

Formed by no art, and to no sect confined.

But stamped by Heaven upon the unlettered mind
Such, such of old, the first-born natives were.

Who breathed the virtues of Britannia’s air
;

Their realm which mighty Cmsar vainly sought,

For mightier freedom against Ceesar fought.

And rudely drove the famed invader home,
To tyrannise o’er polished venal Rome.
Our bard, e'calted in a free-born flame.

To every nation would transfer the claim .

He to no State, no climate, bomids his page
;

He bids the moral beam through every age

;

Then be your judgment generous as his plan I

Ye sons of Freedom, save the friend of man 1
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However general the poet’s moral may have been, the

allegory of the drama, as srrggested in the opening Irnes of

the Prologue, descrrbing the state of corruption tn Sweden,

was obviously intended to be apphed at home, and Brooke

can hardly have been surprised, in view of the attacks the

Opposrtron were making upon Walpole, that the Lord

Charnberlarn should decltne to regard Gustavus Vasa’s

anrmated speech to the mrners of Dalecarlia as merely

hrstorrcal rhetonc :

—

Gustavus. O Liberty ' Heaven’s choree prerogative !

True bond of law, thou social soul of property,

Thou breath of reason, life of life itself'

tor thee the valiant bleed ' O sacied Libeity '

Winged from the summer’s snaie, from flattering luin,

Like the bold stork you seek the vvintiy shore,

Leave courts, and pomps, and palaces to slaves.

Cleave to the cold, and rest upon the storm 1

Up-bome by thee, my soul disdained the terms

Of Empiie—offeied at the hands of tyrants 1

- With thee 1 sought this favourite soil
;
with thee

These favourite sons I sought—tliy sons, O Liberty '

For even amrd the wilds of life you lead them,

Lift their low-i aftered cottage to the clouds,

Smile o’er their heaths, and from the mountain top,

Beam glory to the nations 1

All. ’ Liberty! Liberty!

Gusiavus. Are ye not maiked, ye men of Dalecarlia?

.Are ye not maiked, by all the circling world,

As the great stake, the last eflbit for liberty ?

Say, is It not your wealth, the thirst, the food.

The scope and bright ambition of your souls ?

Why else have you and your renowned foiefathers,

From the proud summit of then glittering thrones

Cast down the mightiest of youi lawful kings

That dared the bold infringement ? What but Liberty,

Through the famed course of thirteen hundred years,

Aloof hath held invasion from your hills.

And sanctified their shade ? And will ye, will ye

Bid your high honours stoop to foreign insult.

And in an hour give up to infamy

The harvest of a thousand years of glory ?

Brooke, who lived till the lOth of October 1783, is

said to have become a Methodist in his latter days,

Gustavus Vasa may be regarded as the expiring flash
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in the fiie of the English Poetical Theatie. Aitei it

appeared no dramas in veise more stirring to the spirit

than Johnson’s Irene or Home’s Douglas. Looking back-

ward fiom this point ovei the gieat history of our stage,

it seems strange that any critic should think that art can

be considered as having an independent life of its own, oi

be separated from the religious, moral, political, and social

life of the State which nourished it. For, in the first

place, if the development of the English poetical drama be

compared with that of the Greek, it will be found that

their analogies to each other are of the most striking

kind. Both grew up under very similar social conditions
,

both dwindled in the same kind of social atmosphere,

Both were the offspring of religious institutions
,

both

were brought to perfection of form in an age when society

had reached a high point of political consciousness
;

in

Athens through the century after the battle of Marathon
;

in England during the generation that followed the

Spanish Armada. Attic tragedy died after the decline

of Athens in the fourth century B.C., and with the decay

of Greek liberty
; English tragedy after the Civil War

that destroyed the ecclesiastical and feudal system out of

which it grew.

When the question is viewed on its puiely artistic

side the resemblances in the histories of the two diamas

are equally suggestive In Attica comedy, as moie

nearly allied to prose, long suivived tragedy
,

the same

was the case in England. Again, while Aischylus,

Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes, weie writing, few

of their dramas were brought more than once on the stage.

It was not till the fourth century [says an accurate scholar]

that tlie reproduction of old plays developed into a regular

custom. The practice was at first confined to tiagedy. This

branch of the drama had passed beyond the period of healthy

growth, and already showed symptoms of decay. The throe

great tragic poets of the fifth century had in their several lines

exhausted the capabilities of Attic tragedy. Under such circum-

stances the tendency to fall back upon the old tragedies naturally

became more and more frequent.^

1 Haigh, Aeu'e TTieatre^ p. 96
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So in England, when the spirit of the poetic drama

decayed aftei the Civil War, the plaj'S of Shakespeare,

Ben Jonson, Beaumont and Fletchei weie constantly

revived to supply what was wanting in the inspiiation of

their successors Another feature of great interest may
also be noted as common to the Greek and English

poetical theatres As the genius of the dramatist declined,

the success of plays began to depend more and mote on

the skill of the actor. The great age of acting at Athens

was the generation before the battle of Chseronea
,
Polus,

the Garrick of his day, is said to have taught elocution to

Demosthenes ;
and in England it is not till the drama has

passed its grand climacteric that much is told us of the

characteristics of the leading performeis on the stage

After the appearance of Cibber’s Apology, Churchill’s

Rpsnad marks the great and growing interest in the art

of the actor, by which alone the poetry of the stage, as far

as any remained to it, was still kept alive.

In performing this conservative task, if the actor was,

in one direction, aided by the genius of the poet, in another,

he was hindered by the bad taste of the audience. All

the great English tragedies being written in verse, he was

obliged to make a study of rhythmical declamation, with

what effect can be best judged by a lively passage in

Colley Cibber’s Apology •

—

There cannot [says that experienced stage critic] be a stronger

proof of the charms of harmonious elocution than the many even

unnatural scenes and flights of the False Sublime it has lifted

into applause. In what raptures have I seen an audience at the

furious fustian and turgid rants in Nat Lee’s Alexander the

Great 1 For though I can allow this play a few great beauties,

yet it IS not without extravagant blemishes. Every play of the

same author has more or less of them Let me give you a

sample from this. Alexander, in a full crowd of courtiers, with-

out being occasionally called or provoked to it, falls into this

rhapsody of vainglory

—

Can none remember ? Yes, I know all must 1

(And therefore they shall know it again)
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When Gloiy, like the dazzling eagle, stood

Perched on my beaver in the Granic flood,

When Fortune’s self my standaid trembling boie.

And the pale Fates stood frighted on the shoie.

When the immoitals on the billows lode,

And I myself appealed the leading god

When these flowing numbers came ftom the mouth of a

Betterton, the multitude no more desired sense to them than

our musical connoisseurs think it essential in the celebrated airs

of an Italian Opeia

If this passage has merit, let us see what figure it would make
upon canvas, what soit of pictuie would rise ftom it. If Le
Brun, who was famous for painting the battles of this hero, had
seen this lofty description what one image could he have possibly

taken from it ? In what colours could he have shown us

'‘Glory perched upon a beaver”? Oi, indeed, what use could

he have made of “ pale Fates,” or immortals riding upon billows

with this blustering god of his own making at the head of them ?

Wheie then must have lam the charm that once made the public

so partial to this tragedy? Why, plainly in the giace and*

harmony of the actor’s utterance ? Foi the actor himself is not

accountable for the false poetry of his author
,

that the hearei is

to judge of ;
if it passes upon him the actor can have no quaiiel

to it; who, if the periods given him are round, smooth, spiiited,

and high-sounding, even in a false passion, must throw out the

same fire and grace as may be required in one justly rising from

nature
,

where those his excellencies will then be only more
pleasing in proportion to the taste of his hearei. And I am of

opinion that to the extraordinary success of this very play we
may impute the coiruption of so many actors and tragic wnteis

as were immediately misled by it. The unskilful actor who
imagined all the merit of delivering those blazing rants lay only

in the strength and strained exertions of the voice, began to tear

his lungs upon every false or slight occasion to arnve at the same
applause. And it is from hence I date our having seen the same
reason prevailing for above fifty years. Thus equally misguided,

too, many a barren-brained author has flowed into the frothy

flowing style, pompously lolling into sounding periods signifying

—roundly nothing; of which number in some of my former

labours I am sometimes more than suspicious that I myself have
made one, but to keep a little closer to Betterton.^

An Apologyfor the Life of Mr. Colley Cibber. Chapte
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But if the cictor was thus able, by the power of his

elocution, to command the emotions of his audience

through the ear, his own art was at the same time liable

to be sacrificed to the lust of the eye. In this respect the

history of the English poetic diama differs from that of

the Greek.

The scenery in use upon the Attic stage (says the author I

have befoie cited) was simple in character and limited in

amount compared with that employed in a modem theatie.

Elaborate set pieces and goigeous spectaculai effects weie

entirely unknown. The principal expense in the production of

a play was the tiaimng of the choius, the payment of the actois,

and the supply of suitable dresses The scenery was never

made the piominent feature of the exhibition. . It would

have been alien to the simplicity of the Attic taste to have

allowed the poetiy and the acting to be oveishadowed by

goigeous spectacles and magnificent decorations During

the eailiest period of the diama . . everything was left to the

imagination of the spectatois.^

So it had been in the gieat days of the English

poetic drama “ Think,” says the Prologue to Henry V.,

• Think, when we talk of hoises, that you see them
Punting their proud hoofs i’ the leceivmg earth

,

Foi ’tis your thoughts that now must deck our kings

But this was lifting the audience above themselves. From
the earliest days of the English stage, as I have shown,

the spectators largely consisted of an uneducated public,

who instinctively demanded to be gratified with imitation

of the most realistic kind : it is a sign of the transcendent

genius of Shakespeare that he should have been able to

turn this tendency to dramatic account in such scenes as

that of the grave-diggers in Ha?nlet, and generally in the

underplots of his tragi-comedies. But after the Restora-

tion the public taste was diverted into a fresh channel.

Davenant introduced the mechanism and properties of the

French operh, and the spectators, delighted with a new

* Haigli, Atiie Drama, pp 164-166
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vauety of illusion, soon grew accustomed to requiic

cnteitainment from the meie sensuous externals of the

dramatic art,—gorgeous diesses, pantomime, and even

rope -dancing. The actors with difficulty made head

against this barbarous tendency. Fortunately the strength

of the poetic tradition, their own talents, and the influence

of the more refined part of the audience, so effectively

aided then efforts that the old poetic plays kept possession

of the stage through the eighteenth centiuy. Surviving

pictuies of the great actors, performing lomantic 01

histoiical parts in their wigs and modern costume, allow

us to peiceive that imagination among the spectators of

the period must still have been poweiful enough to over-

come the mere objections of prosaic sense. And the fine

appreciation of the points of good acting, exhibited 111

such a poem as Churchill’s Rosciad, furthei shows that

the performer of ideal parts might still look foi intelli-

gent judges among the audience. Take, for e.xample,

the following estimate of Quin, as the representative of'

the old declamatoiy style, then just giving place to

the “ natural ” school headed by Garrick :

—

Quin from afar, luied by the scent of fame.

A stage Leviathan, put m his claim,

Pupil of Betteiton and Booth Alone,

Sullen he walked, and deemed the chair his own.

His words weie sterling weight, nervous and stiong,

In manly tides of sense they rolled along

Happy in ait, he chiefly had pretence

To keep up numbers, yet not forfeit sense.

No actor ever greater heights could teach

In all the laboured aitifice of speech

His eyes, in gloomy sockets taught to loll,

Pioclaimed the sullen habit of his soul.

Heavy and phlegmatic he trod the stage,

Too proud for tenderness, too dull foi xage.

When Hector’s lovely widow shines m teais,

Oi Rowe’s gay lake dependant viitue jeers.

With the same cast of features he is seen

To chide the libertine and couit the queen.

Fiom the tame scene which without passion flows,
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With just desert his reputation yrows

Nor less he pleased when, on some surly plan,

He was at once the actoi and the man.

In Biute he shone unequalled all agiee
" Gai lick’s not half so great a Brute as he

M’hen Cato’s laboured scenes aie brought to view,

With equal piaise the actoi labouied too ,

For still you’ll find, tiace passions to their loot.

Small dilTeience ’Lwixt the Stoic and the brute

In fancied scenes, as in life's leal plan,

He could not, for a moment, sink the man
In whate’er cast his charactei was laid,

Self still, like oil, upon the surface played

Natuie, m spite of all his skill, crept in

Hoiatio, Doiax, Falstafif—still ’twas Quin.^

But of course the judgment of the audience in general

was based on a much wider principle. Pope lets us see

what this was :

—

Booth enteis. Hark the universal peal 1

“ But has he spoken ? ” Not a syllable

What shook the stage and made the people stai e f

Cato’s long wig, flower’d gown, and lacqueied chair

As the public taste was in the days of Cibber,

Addison, and Pope, so it continued. One by one the old

poetical plays disappeared from the English stage an

atmosphere of prose closed round the theatre, and the

actors natuially gave all their attention to developing the

capacities of .their art under the new conditions. The
rhythmical declamation of verse on the stage is now
practically a lost accomplishment. From time to time

the plays of Shakespeare are reproduced, but—judging

from the amount of attention given to particular points

in the exhibition—not for the sake of their poetry.

What attracts the audience in them is the element of

picturesque illusion, for which—in common with every

Christmas pantomime— almost all of them afford oppor-
tunities. Old-world towns, shipwrecks, delightful gardens,

jnoonlight effects, and medieval costumes, transport the

spectator for a moment out of the work-a-day world ;

TJie Rosnad.
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the poet and the actor modestly retue into the back-

ground, and the scene-painter enjoys an almost unduided

triumph over the modern imagination.

But though m the eighteenth centuiy the foiin of

the poetic drama vanished, its life was not lost, but only

changed In the ceaseless movement of national imagina-

tion, the diamatic form had gradually evolved itself out of

the ancient roman, 01 fabliau

,

and now, in its course ol

circular migration, the spirit of the diama reappeared in

the body of the modern Novel. It is a cuiious and

significant fact that almost the last of the old-fashioned

dramatists of England should have been the first, and in

many respects the greatest, of her novelists. Fielding

began his career by writing (in 1730) for the stage his

mock-heroic Tom Thumb, a play in which, following the

steps of Gay in his What d'ye Call It ? he sought to amuse

his audience by paiodying the tiagic style of well-knonn

dramas- his Pasquin (1736), a dramatic satire on the

various corruptions of the age, is said to have contiibuted
'

in no small measure to the passing of the Licensing Act

of 1737. Driven from the theatre, the Genius of English

invention tiansferred the love of adventurous action, the

powerful delineation of character, the faithful portraiture

of manners—qualities acquired by the discipline of a

hundred and fifty years on the freest stage in Em ope

—

into the pages of Tom Jones and Joseph Andrews.
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